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Overview  
The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Application Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide is the “what”--and, this EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Application Program Interface (API) Programmer’s Guide is the “how”.  


Use this guide to determine how to get those first few operations completed. After 
getting a feel for programming with the API, the EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Application Program Interface (API) Javadoc Reference Guide will be more 
easily understood and usable. 


There are two API interfaces available. One is a J2EE version, and the other is a Web 
Services version. Which one you use depends on your specific situation. Both have 
the same functionality. 


 The J2EE version requires the client be written in Java. 


 The Web Services version is required for cross-language support. It allows for 
Perl, C++, PHP, (and Java) clients to use the API by programming against the 
WSDL interface. All the code samples listed in this document use the Web 
Services interface. 


Accessing the API Reference Guide (Javadoc) 
The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Application Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide and a number of code samples are available online from the 
Network Configuration Manager server at the following URL. 
https://SERVER_IP_ADDRESS:8880/Api 


Where SERVER_IP_ADDRESS is the IP Address of the machine where the API is 
installed.  
https://SERVER_IP_ADDRESS:8880/Api/javadoc  


Here is the online EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Application Program 
Interface (API) Javadoc Reference Guide in javadoc format. 


 
 



http://server_ip_address/api/API_VERSION/javadoc/

http://server_ip_address/api/API_VERSION/javadoc/
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Conventions 
The functionality in the API follows a number of conventions. When reading the 
documentation, watch for the following conventions. 


 For CRUD functions (create, read, update, delete), the functions start with 
either create, get, update, or delete respectively. 


 Functions starting with build provide factory methods for creating complex 
objects. These are not persisted, but are offered as a helper service to the 
client code. 


 Data structures end with Info. These represent the domain objects in the 
system. 


 Functions that do not follow the above conventions are either providing 
association between domain objects, or executing some business logic. 


 ResourceIdentityInfo is the identity object, which contains the unique 
identifier in the attributed key. This is the object identifier or primary key 
unique to every object in the system. 


The architecture of the API is such that the Web Services interface uses the J2EE 
interface in the background. The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 
Application Program Interface (API) Javadoc Reference Guide is a document generated 
from the J2EE interface, causing some discrepancies between the document and the 
code generated from Web Services tools, such as Apache Axis. 


That is because the Web Services Interface Definition (WSDL) is a translation. All the 
functions and parameters are the same in the J2EE version and the WSDL version, but 
the data structures of the parameters may differ slightly.  


The WSDL is the interface definition for the web services interface, the javadoc serves 
to document the functions. 


If you are using the Web Services interface, you need to be using the WSDL as the 
precise definition for each function. The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 
Application Program Interface (API) Javadoc Reference Guide is still a good reference 
document if you are using Web Services, but there are some differences between 
what you see in the guide and the actual implementation of the code. 


 Collections in the guide are Arrays in Web Services implementations. 


 In some situations, the order of parameters can change between the WSDL 
and J2EE interface. The most notable example is with ResourceIdentityInfo. 
Keep this in mind when programming, and check the generated objects (if 
applicable) if you suspect this. 


 The java Date type is translated into a Calendar type for the WSDL interface. 
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Finally, a note about LDAP-style name lookups. In the documentation, the name 
lookup capability is detailed. Unfortunately, this is expensive. Some of the name 
lookups have been removed for performance reasons.  


As a best practice, these lookup-style calls should only be used as an entry point to 
the API, before any internal Ids (OIDs or keys in the Resource Identity Info objects) 
have been obtained. Once the programmer has an entry point into the system, OIDs 
should always be used for API calls.  


For best practices, keep in mind the load being put on the Network Configuration 
Manager system. Remember that a program can interact much faster with the 
application than users can. High volume traffic through the API can simulate many 
concurrent users of the system.  


Note the following when making decisions concerning multi-threading a client 
program:  


 Technically, this is entirely possible, but is it a good thing to do from a system 
perspective?  


 You might also consider running high volume operations against the API when 
there are a minimum of users on the system. 


Installing the API 
The Application Program Interface (API) is installed with the application by default.  


API versions are named by the minor version number, and indicated stable API 
signatures for the duration of that version. For example, the 9.x API is the 
programmatic interface starting with version 9.x. The signatures present at that 
release remain unchanged throughout the life of the 9.x API. Additional signatures, if 
added during the 9.x.y release, remain stable during the lifetime of the 9.x API. 


Backward compatibility with Version 4.x is not supported. Also, two different versions 
of an API in a release is not supported. 


Getting Started 


Accessing Network Configuration Manager API 


There are two manifestations of the API available. One is a J2EE version, and one is a 
Web Services version. Which one you use depends on your specific situation. Both 
have the same functionality, but certain usage scenarios tend to lend themselves 
better to using one over the other. 


NCM Public API Secure Connection 


For successfully establishing a secure connection with the Network Configuration 
Manager server and to use the public API, do the following: 
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1. Access the API using https and port 8880. 


2. Export the selfsigned certificate from [ProductDirectory]/conf/voyence-
ssl.keystore to a file (for example, Linux server command), run: 


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore 


$VOYENCE_HOME/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned –file 


<CERTIFICATE> 


 


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore 


%VOYENCE_HOME%/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned-ip –file 


<CERTIFICATE2> 


 


 


3. Click Enter on receiving a prompt for the password. 


4. Copy the exported certificate file to the client machine. 


5. Import the server certificate into the client running the API client code. For 
example, while running a java client code, the certificate needs to be imported 
into the jdk using the following command on a Windows client: 


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore 


%JAVA_HOME%\\jre\lib\security\cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> -alias 


selfsigned 


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore 


%JAVA_HOME%\\jre\lib\security\cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE2> -


alias selfsigned-ip  


 


 


 


6. Enter the following password after receiving a prompt: changeit 


This is the default password, unless otherwise modified. 


7. Type Yes on receiving a prompt, “Trust the certificate”. 


Samples 


The most valuable part of the documentation set to programmers is the extensive set 
of samples and example code provided. You can access these samples at the 
following location on machine where NCM is installed: 


 [ProductDirectory]/ncmcore/webapps/Api/samples 


 Download the samples directory to have all the example code on your local system. 
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Using the J2EE Interface 


The J2EE interface is a service, or bean, called ApiService. The functions available on 
the API are all available through this service.  


A handle to the bean is obtained in Spring Application context lookup. Some other 
parameters are required. See the samples provided for an example of these settings. 
Each sample is standalone, and has the settings to obtain a handle to the service. 
Many of the samples have assumptions about data, so it is important you read the 
code and understand your server environment (data you have available to you). 


You have to change the IP address, user name, and password in the sample before 
you can run them against your server.  


Accessing the J2EE Interface 


To access the Java interface, download/get the J2EE folder from the server. This folder 
is located at the following location: 


[ProductDirectory]/ncmcore/webapps/Api/samples/J2EE in the deploy folder of your 
NCM installation. 


The following table lists the jar files that must be in your client’s CLASSPATH for your 
Java client application to work properly. As a convenience, all the required jar files, 
and a sample build file in the samples directory have been included. 


Filename 
 


Location 


activation-1.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


activemq-all-5.6.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


ant-1.5.1.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


antlr-2.7.6.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


aopalliance-1.0.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


axis-1.3.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


axis-ant-1.3.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


axis-jaxrpc-1.3.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


axis-saaj-1.3.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


axis-wsdl4j-1.5.1.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


backport-util-concurrent-3.1.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


bcprov-jdk14-1.23.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


castor-1.1.2.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


cglib-nodep-2.2.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


common-9.4.0.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 
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commons-beanutils-1.7.0.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


commons-codec-1.6.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


commons-collections-2.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


commons-digester-1.3.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


commons-discovery-0.5.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


commons-lang-2.4.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


commons-logging-1.0.4.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


core-9.4.0.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


cryptix32-1.0.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


cryptoj-6.0.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


dnsjava-1.5.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


dom4j-1.6.1.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


ehcache-1.5.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


hibernate-core-3.5.0-CR-2.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


hibernate-ehcache-3.5.0-CR-
2.jar 


<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


hsqldb-1.6.1.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


httpclient-4.2.3.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


httpcore-4.2.3.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


icu4j-2.6.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jasperreports-0.6.7.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


javassist-3.15.0-GA.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jaxen-1.1.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jaxrpc-api-1.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jdom-1.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jradius-client-1.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jsr107cache-1.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


jta-1.1.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


log4j-1.2.16.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


mail-1.4.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


org-netbeans-bootstrap-
RELEASE701.jar 


<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


org-openide-modules-
RELEASE701.jar 


<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 
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org-openide-util-lookup-
RELEASE74.jar 


<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


org-openide-util-RELEASE74.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


oro-2.0.8.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


OvLic-1.0.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


poi-2.0-final-20040126.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


postgresql-9.0-802.jdbc3.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


publicApi-9.4.0.0.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


security-9.4.0.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


services-9.4.0.0.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


slf4j-api-1.6.4.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


spring-aop-4.0.6.RELEASE.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


spring-beans-4.0.6.RELEASE.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


spring-context-4.0.6.RELEASE.jar <VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


spring-context-support-
4.0.6.RELEASE.jar 


<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


spring-core-4.0.6.RELEASE.jar 
<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/WEB-INF/lib 


 


This document has been written from the perspective of using the Web Services 
Interface. As this section indicates, there is also a J2EE interface that can be used.  


The examples in this guide are using Java derived from the Web Services Interface. 
The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Application Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide, however, has been generated from the J2EE interface. The 
functions in the J2EE interface and Web Services Interface are the same.  


Occasionally, some parameters have been changed. Usually, it is a collection being 
expressed as an array. The most notable example is that of the parameter order of the 
ResourceIdentityInfo. 


In the Web Service interface 


ResourceIdentityInfo (String resourceKey, String resourceName, String resourceType) 


In the J2EE interface 


ResourceIdentityInfo (String resourceKey, String resourceType, String resourceName) 


Using the Web Services Interface 


This section details how to use the Web Services Interface. 
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Obtaining the Interface Definition 


There are two methods to obtain the WSDL document, which is the interface 
definition: 


Method 1 – Obtain from the URL 


You can get the WSDL document through the browser. However, getting the document 
through the browser actually generates the WSDL, and the namespace contains the 
URL used to obtain the document. This may not be desirable. For example, the 
package names of generated Java code then contain the URL where you obtained the 
interface definition. 


To use this method, obtain the WSDL from:  


HTTPS Mode: https://<voyence-server>:8880/Api/services/ApiService?wsdl 


<voyence-server> refers to the IP address of the machine where the Network 
Configuration Manager server is installed  


Method 2 – Retrieve the file from the server 


The WSDL document resides on the server in the following location. If you have 
access to the server, you can obtain the document from: 


<VOYENCE_HOME>/ncmcore/webapps/Api/samples/WS/conf 


Determine which Method to Use 


Now that you have the WSDL document, it is up to you how you use it. As a Web 
Services programmer, you can choose whatever library or toolkit you desire. From 
there, you can compile it to any supported language, or you may already have a 
product that can consume it directly. 


Check Section “Generating Client-side Stubs using Axis 1.3 or Higher”  on page  40 
for more information. 


API Naming 
Network Configuration Manager resources are identified and named through an 
object identifier. This identifier, referred to as an Object Identifier (OID), uniquely 
identifies a resource within the Network Configuration Manager system. Using the 
OID, programmers can directly lookup a Network Configuration Manager resource. 


Network Configuration Manager resources also have human-readable names. Most of 
these names do not have uniqueness constraints within the Network Configuration 
Manager system (the notable exception is network names; two networks cannot have 
the same name within the Network Configuration Manager system).  


For example, a Network Configuration Manager device can have the same name. 
However, two devices under a given network cannot have the same name. 
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The Network Configuration Manager API provides lookup by OID for all the domain 
objects. Along with this, it also provides a mechanism to lookup by name for primary 
domain objects like Network, Operational Device, Folder, Site, and Job. Network 
Configuration Manager recommends avoiding lookups by name for performance 
reasons. Try to retrieve the object by name once, and cache the OID for subsequent 
calls.  


If a programmer supplies both the resource OID and the resource name, then the OID 
is used. Otherwise, the name is used. 


Lookup By OID 


The following is an example to lookup a domain object by OID. 
// Look up device R1230-5 in network SOUTHWEST-REGION by OID 


// R1230-5's OID is c0a857081bf8e93fe3d5e46b00010000 


// SOUTHWEST-REGION is c0a857080d6bb23ffbfa048200010000 


ResourceIdentityInfo networkId = 


       new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


      "c0a857080d6bb23ffbfa048200010000", 


 null, 


  "network"); 


ResourceIdentityInfo deviceId = 


      new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


           "c0a857081bf8e93fe3d5e46b00010000", 


     null, "device"); 


OperationalDeviceInfo info = 


       api.getOperationalDeviceInfo(networkId, deviceId, 


false); 


 


Lookup By Name 


The following is an example to lookup a domain object by Name. 
ResourceIdentityInfo networkId =  


new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


           null,  


"SOUTHWEST-REGION", 


"network"); 


ResourceIdentityInfo deviceId = 


      new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


          null,  


   "R1230-5", 
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"device"); 


OperationalDeviceInfo info = api.getOperationalDeviceInfo(networkId, 


deviceId, false); 


Composite Names 


Most of the Network Configuration Manager resources do not exist in a hierarchical 
fashion, or have only a single level of hierarchy. For example, Network Configuration 
Manager Workspaces exist directly under Network Configuration Manager Networks.  


The notable exception to the hierarchy rule is Network Configuration Manager Sites 
and Folders. Sites and folders can have an arbitrary tree-like structure. To support this 
hierarchy at the API level, the notion of a composite name is introduced (the 
remainder of this section uses sites to illustrate composite name concepts). 


A composite name is an array of ResourceIdentityInfo objects. Each element of the 
array specifies the particular Network Configuration Manager resource that comprises 
a full, hierarchical name. This approach allows for an arbitrary number of levels. 


The following is an example of a composite name. following is a graphical 
representation of a Network Configuration Manager Network, and several sites/sub-
sites contained under the network. Note the name and unique key is shown at each 
level. 
Networks 


    o Southwest-Region (key: C0A8572F3468993F953401C7FC000000) 


    |____ o Sites 


      |_____ o Austin (key: C0A8572F40BFE83FA73801C7FC000000) 


      |   |_____ o 100 Congress (key: C0A8572F40EFB981A73801C7FC000000) 


      |_____ o Santa Fe (key: C0A8572F40BEF38FA73801C7FC000000) 


 


The Santa Fe Site under the Southwest-Region network would be represented as a 
composite name by a two-element array of ResourceIdentityInfo objects. The 
ResourceIdentityInfo object at index 0 of the array would have the following values: 
ResourceIdentityInfo.resourceKey = "C0A8572F3468993F953401C7FC000000" 


ResourceIdentityInfo.resourceType = "network" 


ResourceIdentityInfo.resourceName = "Southwest-Region"  


 


The ResourceIdentityInfo object at index 1 of the array would have the following 
values: 
ResourceIdentityInfo.resourceKey = "C0A8572F40BEF38FA73801C7FC000000" 


ResourceIdentityInfo.resourceType = "site" 


ResourceIdentityInfo.resourceName = "Santa Fe" 
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The following is a pseudo-code representation of the previous example: 
. . . 


ResourceIdentityInfo [] compositeName = new ResourceIdentityInfo(2); 


compositeName[0] = 


        new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


             "C0A8572F3468993F953401C7FC000000", 


      "Southwest-Region", 


             "network"); 


compositeName[1] = 


        new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


             "C0A8572F40BEF38FA73801C7FC000000", 


      "Santa Fe", 


             "site"); 


 


To represent the 100 Congress child Site of the top level Austin Site, under the 
Southwest-Region network, a three-element array of ResourceIdentityInfo objects 
would be needed. The following pseudo-code illustrates this: 
ResourceIdentityInfo [] compositeName = new ResourceIdentityInfo(3); 


compositeName[0] = 


        new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


             "C0A8572F3468993F953401C7FC000000", 


      "Southwest-Region", 


             "network"); 


compositeName[1] = 


        new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


             "C0A8572F40BFE83FA73801C7FC000000", 


             "Austin", 


"site"); 


compositeName[2] = 


        new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


             "C0A8572F40EFB981A73801C7FC000000", 


             "100 Congress", 


"site"); 


 


In addition to those methods that deal with Sites and Folders, certain job-related 
methods require a composite name as a parameter. 
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Best Practices 


Following are the best practices you should follow for optimal performance. 


 Use OIDs wherever possible. Using the LDAP method of lookup using Resource 
Names affects performance. 


 On getXXXXInfo() calls, use fullDataSet option only when necessary. Passing a 
value of true for fullDataSet argument retrieves all the associations, and 
affects performance. 


API Usage 


API Usage in JAVA 


This section details the API usage in JAVA. 


Using the J2EE Interface 


The following are the general steps a typical client would complete after downloading 
the required jar files to access the API using the J2EE interface. Samples and 
examples in this section provide working illustrations of these concepts. 


Prepare the Server Variable, UserName and Password 


The following variables needs to be set in config.properties file present at the 
following location: [ProductDirectory]/ncmcore/webapps/Api/samples/J2EE/conf 


 
#Replace the <server-ip> with the actual IP Address of the NCM server. 


cc.remoting.servlet.base=https://<server-ip>:8880/ncm-webapp/remoting/ 


#Replace the username and password values with the actual ones. 


user=sysadmin 


password=sysadmin 


 


Prepare Spring Security context, and initiate a login 
// Establish Spring Security context using the supplied 


username/password 


// The username and password needs to be set in the file  


 SecurityContextHolder.getContext().setAuthentication( 


new UsernamePasswordAuthenticationToken( 


Config.getProperty("user"),Config.getProperty("password") 


) 


); 
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//Lookup ApiService Bean from the Client Application Context. 


try { 


applicationContext = new 


ClassPathXmlApplicationContext("classpath:client-


applicationContext.xml"); 


api =  


applicationContext.getBean("apiService",ApiService.class); 


 


    } catch (Exception e) { 


       // TODO Auto-generated catch block 


        e.printStackTrace(); 


    } 


Make the API service call 
// Get Network information for MSP. 


 ResourceIdentityInfo rii = new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


     null, ResourceTypes.NETWORK,  


     networkName); 


 NetworkInfo networkInfo = api.getNetworkInfo(rii, true); 


 ResourceIdentityInfo rii = networkInfo.getResourceIdentityInfo(); 


 System.out.println("Retrieved Network : " 


    + rii.getResourceName() + " : " 


    + rii.getResourceKey()); 


 


 


Using the Web Services Interface 


After completing the steps of obtaining the WSDL document, you will be generating 
the client-side stubs and compiling them. The following are general steps for using 
the API. 


Get a handle to ApiService using the Service Locator class 
ApiServiceSoapBindingStub api; 


try { 


 ApiServiceServiceLocator locator = new ApiServiceServiceLocator(); 


 


             // Use the line below to change the Service EndPoint 


address. 


             // Replace 192.168.24.213 with the IP address of the 


voyence control 
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             // server you are connecting to.                    


            locator.setApiServiceEndpointAddress( 


                    


"https://192.168.24.213:8880/Api/services/ApiService"); 


             api = (ApiServiceSoapBindingStub) locator.getApiService(); 


}  


catch (ServiceException jre) { 


          if (jre.getLinkedCause() != null) { 


                  jre.getLinkedCause().printStackTrace(); 


          } 


 throw jre; 


} 


 


Set the username, password, and the timeout value for the service 
// Set the username and password 


api.setUsername("myusername"); 


api.setPassword("mypassword"); 


 


// Time out after a minute 


api.setTimeout(60000); 


 


Make calls through the apiservice variable 
try { 


      // Get Network information for MSP 


      ResourceIdentityInfo networkRII = new ResourceIdentityInfo( 


                                          null,  


                                          "MSP", 


                                          "network"); 


      NetworkInfo networkInfo = api.getNetworkInfo( 


                                           networkRII,  


                                           true) 


      // Make more calls or process the data you received. 


      … 


      … 


} 


catch (…) { 
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       // Handle exception processing 


       … 


API Usage in Perl 


Make sure your system has the SOAP::Lite module installed, and can support SSL 
web requests. Then, create a new Perl script using the following steps. 


Include the SOAP::Lite module 
#!perl -w 


use SOAP::Lite; 


 


Set the host, user and password values 
$soap_host = 'demo.voyence.com'; 


$soap_user = 'sysadmin'; 


$soap_pw = 'sysadmin';  


 


SOAP: Lite needs to know the web service’s target URL, and default namespace 
$soap_proxy = 'https://'.$soap_user.':'.$soap_pw.'@'. 


$soap_host.':8880/Api/services/ApiService'; 


$soap_uri = 'https://api.common.configmgr.powerup.com'. 


 


Create an instance of the SOAP::Lite object 
$soap_client = new SOAP::Lite 


    uri => $soap_uri, 


    proxy => $soap_proxy, 


    autotype => 0; 


 


Make your first SOAP call 
$soap_response = $soap_client->getAllNetworks(); 


 


  if ($soap_response->fault) { 


    print "\nSOAP fault: ".$soap_response->faultstring."\n"; 


  } 


  else { 


    $array_of_riis = $soap_response->result; 


    # actually a reference to an array of references! 
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    # if this returns duped results with SOAP::Lite v0.65+ it is   


    # due to a SOAP::Lite bug when talking to Apache Axis 


 


    for ($i=0 ; $i < (scalar(@{$array_of_riis})) ; $i++) { 


      $this_ref = $array_of_riis->[$i]; 


      print "\nObject Type: ".ref($this_ref)."\n"; 


      while (($key, $val) = each(%{$this_ref})) { 


        print ' '.$key.' = '.$val."\n"; 


      } 


    } 


  } 


 


API Usage in PHP 


Make sure you are using PHP5 with SOAP and SSL support enabled, and then create a 
new PHP page as follows: 


 


Include the Network Configuration Manager API definitions and support functions 
<?php 


  require 'VC_API_inc.php'; 


 


Set the host, user, and password values 


$soap_host = 'demo.voyence.com'; 


  $soap_user = 'sysadmin'; 


  $soap_pw = 'sysadmin'; 


 


Set the WSDL file location and the SOAP client options 
$soap_wsdl = "https://" . $soap_host . 


":8880/Api/services/ApiService?wsdl"; 


 


    // trace = 1 lets us use getLastRequest and getLastResponse 


    // exceptions = 0 uses SoapFault Objects instead of exceptions 


    $soap_arry = array("login" => $soap_user,  


                                 "password" => $soap_pw, 
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                                 "trace" => 1,  


                                 "exceptions" => 0); 


 


Create an instance of VCSoapClient 
$soap_client = new VCSoapClient($soap_wsdl, $soap_arry); 


 


Make your first SOAP call 
// get an array of network resource ids 


  $allnets = $soap_client->getAllNetworks(); 


 


  // first check to see if we got a SoapFault object from the soap call 


  if (get_class($allnets) == "SoapFault") { 


    echo "ERROR: ".$allnets->faultstring.'<br>'; 


  }  


  elseif (is_array($allnets)) { 


    foreach ($allnets as $rii) { 


      echo 'Network '.$rii->resourceName.' resourceKey = '. 


              $rii->resourceKey.'<br>'; 


    } 


  } 


 


?> 


Samples 
All the Java Samples listed in this section use the Web Services interface. Download 
the J2EE Samples from: https://<serverip>:8880/api 


There are many samples in the location specified above. These samples are the most 
effective way to get started with programming against the API. Even though you may 
be programming against the J2EE interface, the Web Services examples may also help 
to illustrate usage scenarios, or vice versa. The samples in the different directories 
are not the same, so do not hesitate to look in more than one place for example 
usage. 


The recommended access to the API is through Web Services, using object-oriented 
clients that have tool support for WSDL. For example, good choices would be Java 
using Apache axis orOR c#.  
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Perl users will have to construct the SOAP calls directly. The Perl examples have been 
left in this document because there is no online sample Perl code at this time, 
however, the J2EE, Web Services, and PHP examples are now online. 


Perl is not the recommended choice for complex integrations, because the SOAP calls 
must be constructed manually, and the data structures make this a difficult task. Use 
higher-level languages for complex integrations. 


Sample - Creating a Network Using Perl 
# Create a new Network "TestNetwork” using Voyence API. 


 


# Refer to API Usage section for how to 


# create an instance of SOAP::Lite 


# ie  $soap_client = new SOAP::Lite .... 


 


  # create a network RII object for new net 


  $new_net_rii = { 


    resourceName => 'TestNetwork', 


    resourceType => 'NETWORK', 


    resourceKey => undef}; 


  bless $new_net_rii, 'ResourceIdentityInfo'; 


 


  #create a NetworkInfo object and insert netRII in it 


  $new_net_info = { 


    resourceIdentityInfo => $new_net_rii, 


    description => 'created via API/SOAP::Lite'}; 


  bless $new_net_info, 'NetworkInfo'; 


 


  # build param 0 


  $net_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in0', 


    attr => {'xsi:type' => ref($new_net_info)}, 


    value => $new_net_info; 


 


  $soap_response = $soap_client->createNetwork($net_param); 


 


  if ($soap_response->fault) { 


    print "\nSOAP fault: ".$soap_response->faultstring."\n"; 


   } 
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  else { 


    $new_net_rii = $soap_response->result; 


    print "\nNew resourceKey is: ".$new_net_rii->{'resourceKey'}."\n"; 


  } 


Sample - Assigning a Device Server to a Network Using Perl 
# Assigning a Device Server to a Network 


 


# Refer to API Usage section for how to 


# create an instance of SOAP::Lite 


# ie  $soap_client = new SOAP::Lite .... 


 


  # create a network and capture its RII 


  # see previous example for details 


  # $soap_response = $soap_client->createNetwork($new_network_info); 


  # $new_net_rii = $soap_response->result; 


 


  # Find the device server you want this network to be associated with. 


  # psuedocode example: 


  # $dev_srvr_rii_array = getAllDeviceServers()->result; 


  # $dev_srvr_rii = $dev_srvr_rii_array->[?]; 


 


  # build param 0 


  $net_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in0',  


    attr => {'xsi:type' => ref($new_net_rii)}, 


    value => $new_net_rii; 


 


  # build param 1 


  $dev_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in1', 


    attr => {'xsi:type' =>  ref($dev_srvr_rii)}, 


    value => $dev_srvr_rii; 


 


  # Assign this device server to that network. 


  $soap_response =  


    $soap_client->assignDeviceServerToNetwork($net_param, $dev_param); 
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  if ($soap_response->fault) { 


    print "\nSOAP fault: ".$soap_response->faultstring."\n"; 


   } 


  else { 


    $dev_srvr_array = $soap_response->result; 


    print "\nNetwork ".$new_net_rii->{resourceName}. 


              " is assigned to the following DevServers:\n"; 


    for ($i=0 ; $i < scalar(@{$dev_srvr_array}) ; $i++) { 


      $this_ref = $dev_srvr_array->[$i]; 


      print " ".$this_ref->{resourceName}."\n"; 


    } 


  } 


Sample - Creating an Account Credential Using Perl 
# Creating an Account Credential 


 


# Refer to API Usage section for how to 


# create an instance of SOAP::Lite 


# ie  $soap_client = new SOAP::Lite .... 


 


  # create a network and capture its RII 


  # see previous example for details 


  # $soap_response = $soap_client->createNetwork($new_network_info); 


  # $new_net_rii = $soap_response->result; 


 


  $acct_rii = { 


    resourceName => 'TestAcctCredName', 


    resourceType => 'ACCT-CREDENTIAL', 


    resourceKey => undef}; 


  bless $acct_rii, 'ResourceIdentityInfo'; 


 


  $acct_cred_info = { 


    id => $acct_rii, 


    userName => 'TestAcctUserName', 


    password => 'TestAcctCredPass'}; 


  bless $acct_cred_info, 'AcctCredentialInfo'; 


 


  # build param 0 
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  $acct_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in0', 


    attr => {'xsi:type' => ref($acct_cred_info)}, 


    value => $acct_cred_info; 


 


  # build param 1 


  $net_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in1', 


    attr => {'xsi:type' =>  ref($new_net_rii)}, 


    value => $new_net_rii; 


 


  # Create the account credential. 


  $soap_response =  


    $soap_client->createAccountCredential($acct_param, $net_param); 


 


  if ($soap_response->fault) { 


    print "\nSOAP fault: ".$soap_response->faultstring."\n"; 


   } 


  else { 


    $acct_rii = $soap_response->result; 


    print "\nNew resourceKey is: ".$acct_rii->{'resourceKey'}."\n"; 


  }  


Sample - Creating a Community String Credential Using Perl 
# Creating a Community String Credential 


 


# Refer to API Usage section for how to 


# create an instance of SOAP::Lite 


# ie  $soap_client = new SOAP::Lite .... 


 


  # create a network and capture its RII 


  # see previous example for full example 


  # $soap_response = $soap_client->createNetwork($new_network_info); 


  # $new_net_rii = $soap_response->result; 


  $comm_rii = { 


    resourceName => 'TestCSCredName', 


    resourceType => 'COMMUNITY-CREDENTIAL', 


    resourceKey => undef}; 
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  bless $comm_rii, 'ResourceIdentityInfo'; 


  $comm_cred_info = { 


    id => $comm_rii, 


    readOnly => 'test-read-only-mod', 


    readWrite => 'test-read-write-mod'}; 


  bless $comm_cred_info, 'CommunityCredentialInfo'; 


  # build param 0 


  $comm_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in0', 


    attr => {'xsi:type' => ref($comm_cred_info)}, 


    value => $comm_cred_info; 


# build param 1 


  $net_param = new SOAP::Data 


    name => 'in1', 


    attr => {'xsi:type' =>  ref($new_net_rii)}, 


    value => $new_net_rii; 


  # Create the credential. 


  $soap_response =  


    $soap_client->createCommunityStringCredential($comm_param, 


$net_param); 


  if ($soap_response->fault) { 


    print "\nSOAP fault: ".$soap_response->faultstring."\n"; 


   } 


  else { 


    $comm_rii = $soap_response->result; 


    print "\nNew resourceKey is: ".$comm_rii->{'resourceKey'}."\n"; 


  } 
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision History


Purpose
This document describes how to configure and use System Management Console for EMC 
Smarts Network Configuration Manager.


Audience
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager documentation 
set, and is intended for use by EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager System 
Administrators.


Related documentation
Related documents include:


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release Notes


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Installation Guide


◆ Smarts Network Configuration Manager EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer 
Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Applicaton Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) 
Specifications Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Documentation Portfolio


◆ EMC Smarts Open Source License and Copyright Information


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Online User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager System Management Console Guide


Date Revision Description


March, 2013 01 GA release
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◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Attributed Model User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Troubleshooting Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Driver Toolkit Technical Notes


Accessing publications online 
The publications for this product are available online in Portable Document Format (PDF). 
To locate product publications in the Network Configuration Manager Reference Library:


◆ Click the Help option on the Network Configuration Manager menu bar.


◆ Select Help Contents to launch the Online User's Guide. 


◆ Within the Table of Contents (located in the left pane) go to Accessing Help and 
Additional Documents, and expand that section by clicking the book icon. 


◆ Once the book has opened, select Reference Library. The related publications listed 
above are accessible in PDF format. These documents can now be viewed online, 
saved to a defined location, or printed.


Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values
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Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ System Management Console .................................................................................  10
◆ Enabling System Management Console ...................................................................  10
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Introduction

System Management Console
The System Management Console has control features allowing you to complete basic 
monitoring tasks, and to adjust the services running on Network Configuration Manager. 


The System Management Console is used to do the following: 


◆ Monitor and tweak the services that are running for Network Configuration Manager 


◆ Track and monitor usage of each user


◆ Act as the licensing portal for upgrading licenses 


The System Management Console runs on both the application and the device.


Enabling System Management Console
By default, System Management Console is disabled. Follow these steps to enable System 
Management Console:


For Linux,


1. Run the command source /etc/voyence.conf


2. Go to [Product directory]/tools


3. Run the perl script install_sysadmin.pl using the command


perl install_sysadmin.pl


For Windows,


Go to [Product directory]\tools and run the perl script install_sysadmin.pl using the 
command:


perl install_sysadmin.pl
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CHAPTER 2
Getting Started


This is chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Logging into the System Management Console........................................................  12
◆ Enabling Health Check ............................................................................................  12
◆ Logging out.............................................................................................................  13


The recommended browser for System Management Console is Microsoft Internet Explorer 
5.5 or higher. Other browsers may not present the application in the same way, and 
behavior may differ. 
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Logging into the System Management Console 
1. Open a Web browser.


Disable the Autocomplete browser setting on all browsers.


2. In the browser Address field, enter the application server URL.
For example, http://192.168.21.96:8080/SysAdmin. 


3. Click Enter. The Management Console Login window opens. 


4. Enter your User ID. Your User ID is smc-user. 


5. Enter your Password.


The default System Management Console password is set to 'sysadmin'. To set the 
password, run the [Product Directory]/tools/password-change.pl utility, and change 
the password for the 'smc-user' account. For more information on using the 
password-change.pl utility, refer to the” Changing Passwords in Network 
Configuration Manager” section in the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 
Installation Guide. Then, select the option for "smc-user" and enter the new 
password.


6. Click OK. The System Management Console window opens. 


When logging in for the first time, you are prompted to load the Health Check program. 
This allows you to select Health Check from a tab within the menu bar, and view the 
valuable de-bugging information when problems arise.


Enabling Health Check
When you first login to the System Management Console, the Heath Check tab is not 
active. You must enable this feature.


1. Click the Health Check tab. The following message appears:


The Healthcheck service is not missing


To start the service on Linux/Solaris:


1. Login as root 2 CD to [Product Home]/Healthcheck


2. Type “install.pl”


3. Type “cd/etc/init.d” 5. Type “./healthcheck start”


For Windows:


1. CD to [Product Home]/Healthcheck


2. Type healthcheck.pl
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2. Follow and complete the steps listed in the Health Check tab page to start the service. 
You can now access the Health Check feature of the System Management Console.


This Health Check utility verifies that the communication between the application server 
and the device server is functioning correctly, and that the device server is processing 
jobs. If the round-trip check does not complete within a configurable threshold, an email, 
webpage update, or SNMP event is generated (the event type depends on the 
configuration).


Logging out 
The logout option immediately logs you out of the Management Console. 


1. To logout, select the Logout option on the menu bar.


2. Once logged out, you must reenter your User ID and Password to log back in. 

Logging out 13
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CHAPTER 3
The Graphical User Interface


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Console ..................................................................................................................  16
◆ Menu bar ................................................................................................................  16
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The Graphical User Interface

Console
The Console window is divided into three sections: 


◆ Menu Bar – Contains links to each primary feature of the console. These features are 
segmented by the window 


◆ Work Area – Where all actions for the console are completed 


◆ Navigation Pane – Contains links to system management information, and when each 
is selected, the information displays in the work Area.


If the Servers tab is not active, select the Servers tab. The servers tab is not available for 
the Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Server 2012 platforms.


Menu bar
The menu bar is the navigation point used to move through the console main features, 
including the following:


◆ Server’s window – The portal for the service summaries


◆ Admin window –  Provides access to users and user activity


◆ Licensing window – Allows you to input your licensing details for new and upgraded 
versions of Network Configuration Manager


◆ Health Check – Gives valuable de-bugging information used to problem solve issues, 
when needed


◆ Logout – Immediately closes the console in Internet Explorer. If you are using another 
browser, you must close the browser window.


When one of the menu bar tabs is selected, the contents of that tab displays on the 
Navigation pane. You can select the items from the navigation pane, or select items from 
within the displayed tab.
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Servers Window


This chapter contains the following topics: 


◆ Selecting a server ...................................................................................................  18
◆ Services..................................................................................................................  18
◆ Show users .............................................................................................................  19
◆ Email current users .................................................................................................  19
◆ Utilization ...............................................................................................................  20
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◆ Change event log ....................................................................................................  21
◆ Print the change event log data ...............................................................................  21
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Servers Window

Servers window
The Servers window is the primary portal for a summary view of all running services. The 
Servers window contains portals for the following:


◆ Services


◆ Utilization


◆ Debug Setup


◆ Change Event Log


Each of the above components summarizes specific environment details.


The Servers window is not available in Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2008 
R2 platforms. 


Selecting a server 
When more than one server is being monitored, you can select the server to see only those 
services for a specific server.


To select a server:


1. Click the System drop-down arrow.


2. Select the desired system. The services for the server display in the work area.


Services
The Services tab contains a summary of each service.


Each service listed in the Services column is a link. Through these links you can do the 
following:


◆ Review the specific details of a service


◆ Stop and Start services


◆ Review the list of users currently accessing the console


Review specific service details


The work area supplies a summary of all service details. You can also review 
Services-specific details individually.


To access service-specific details:


1. Go to the Services column.


2. Select the Service. The selected services window opens. You can also select the 
service in the Navigation Pane. The services window contains the following three 
items:


• Status - Indicates whether the services has been stopped, or is running properly 
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• Time - Indicates the time the service started 


• Log Level - Indicates the status of the log level 


– Verbose -  indicates logs will include debugging information 


– Brief - indicates logs will contain minimal information used in debugging 


Stop and start services


Periodically, you may need to Stop or Start services.


To access the Stop and Start feature:


1. In the Services column, select the Service. The selected services window opens. You 
can also select the service in the Navigation Pane.


2. If halting (stopping) the service, click Stop.


3. Click Ok at the confirmation message to stop the service. When stopped, the system 
may cycle itself before the Stop button changes to Start.


4. If starting a service, open the service details, and click Start. For example, in this 
graphic JBoss has been stopped, and you would have to click Start to restart JBoss.


NEVER stop Tomcat using the management console. Doing so also terminates the console 
session. If stopped in error, you must re-start using a command line entry.


Show users
The management console allows you to review all users who are currently accessing 
Network Configuration Manager. 


To review the list of users:


1. In the Services column, select the Service. The selected services window opens. You 
can also select the service from the Navigation Pane. 


2. Click Show Users. The Currently Active Users window opens. 


3. In the Currently Active Users window, you can Send Email to All users regarding the 
opened service. For example, to notify users of a planned outage. 


Email current users
To email users:


1. Click Send Email to All. Your default mail application opens. Each active users email 
address is listed in the Address line. 


2. Create, and then Send the email. 


3. To exit the window, click Close. 
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Utilization
The Utilization tab contains general OS, CPU, and file system details. There are no actual 
tasks to be completed on this window. The information displayed cannot be edited. 


Debug setup
The Debug Setup allows you to create debug images to assist with system diagnostic 
issues. Debug images are archives created by the management console that contains a 
pre-defined set of log files useful in debugging. There are two options: 


◆ Server Directory - A server location, which must be defined in the text field 


◆ Local PC Directory - A local area on you personal computer that is defined when the 
save option is selected 


Creation of debug images can be a long process. You may want to complete this task at a 
non- peak usage interval. 


Server directory setup


To save debug images to an external server location: 


1. On the Servers window, select the Debug Setup tab. The following options display: 


• Server Debug-file Path


• Local PC Directory


2. Select Server Debug-File Path. In the text field, enter the location on the server where 
the files will reside. 


3. Click Save. A confirmation window appears. 


4. Clicking Save preserves the selection option and file location. Click OK.


5. To exit without clicking OK, click the Close button in the upper right corner. 


Local directory setup


A local directory is found on your local computer. To save files locally:


1. On the Servers window, select the Debug Setup tab. 


2. Select the Local PC Directory option. 


3. Click Create Image. A confirmation window appears.


4. Click OK. The standard File Download window opens allowing you to Open, Save, or 
Cancel. This file can then be sent to customer support, if needed. 
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Change event log
The change event log allows you to track events received from devices, based on a date 
range. The calendar options can be set to Start in the past and End at a future date, or you 
can look at a specific day, week or month. 


The events log lists the contents of the Syslog messages and the SNMP traps received 
from Managed Devices. 


The change event log can be generated to a printable format. The generated format is 
.html, and opens in a separate browser window.


To review an event log by date range:


1. On the Servers window, select the Change Event Log tab.


2. Click the Calendar icon to the right of the Start Date field. 


3. The Select a Date window opens. This calendar allows you to select a date from the 
current month, or to scroll through the calendar and make a date selection. 


4. Repeat this action for the End Date. 


5. After determining your date range, click Search. The Search Results section of the 
window refreshes with the requested data. 


Print the change event log data
After retrieving the date range data that you have requested, the information can be 
generated in a printable format. Printable information is delivered in .html.


To print the change event log data:


1. Click Printable Format above the generated search results. A second browser window 
opens.


2. Click Print in your browser's printer window. The content is immediately sent to your 
default printer.
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CHAPTER 5
Admin Windows


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Admin Window........................................................................................................  24
◆ Active users ............................................................................................................  24
◆ User activity ...........................................................................................................  25
◆ Notifications ..........................................................................................................  25
◆ Service setup .........................................................................................................  26
◆ Security audit log ...................................................................................................  27
◆ Package Details.......................................................................................................  27
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Admin Window
The Admin window allows you to complete tasks related to monitoring user access. 
Tracking when and why users are accessing services allows you to maintain an overall 
level of security. 


Each Email ID must be separated by a comma.


The Admin window contains portals for the following: 


◆ Active User 


◆ User Activity 


◆ Notifications 


◆ Service Setup 


◆ Security Audit 


◆ Package Details 


Each of the above components contains details related to user actions and security 
maintenance. 


Active users
The Active Users tab is a summary of each user currently logged into the application. Each 
user is listed by User ID, Email address, and First and Last Name. Emails can be sent to 
each user prior to completing a task that will affect the user. For example, before shutting 
down a service, an email can be sent to each user notifying them of the upcoming 
shutdown.


Send emails to active users


When sending an email to the listed users, your default email program is used. 


To send an email to the active users: 


1. On the Active Users tab, click Send Email to All. Your default mail application opens. 
Each active users email address is listed in the Address line. 


2. Create, and then Send the email. 


Reset admin users 


The Network Configuration Manager application comes with a built-in ‘sysadmin’ user that 
has SysAdmin permissions in the application. If this password has been lost or changed, 
this button resets the admin user’s password to sysadmin.   
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User activity 
When each user logs in, their user information is captured by the system. You can track the 
user and the details of their usage by time date stamp. 


To review activity by user:


1. On the Admin window, select the User Activity tab. 


2. Use the Calendar icons to select a date range. 


3. Click Search. The search results display in the lower portion of the window.


4. In the UserID column, click the name of the user you want to track. The User Activity 
Details window opens. All details regarding the selected user are listed. 


Notifications 
The Notifications tab allows you to set up when a user should receive notification, by 
email, regarding the status of a service. You can also enable an SNMP Trap Setup.


The Enabled Trap column allows you to Enable/Disable an SNMP Trap, on a per 
process/service basis. To enable an SNMP Trap for a device or process, select the Enabled 
Trap check box for that device/process.


To setup SNMP Trap parameters (including trap destination and protocol version):


1. Click SNMP Trap Setup. The SNMP Protocol Version menu displays. There are four 
sections to this screen.


• SNMP Protocol Version


• General


• Security


• Context


This confirmation is on a per-server basis. For example, if there is more than one 
Network Configuration Manager Server (either Device or App Server) installed, you 
must repeat this configuration for each server by logging into the server’s System 
Management Console that corresponds to the server.


SNMP Traps for all processes on any server are sent to the same Trap destination 
(configured on the SNMP Trap Setup page).


2. Select the appropriate SNMP Version from the SNMP Protocol Version section. If you 
select SNMPv3, you have additional options available in the Security and Context 
sections.


3. In the General section, enter the Destination and Port Number. The Destination can be 
an IP Address or the Host Name of the SNMP Trap Receiver. The Destination and Port 
Number fields are mandatory. 


4. Enter the Community String, in both the Community String and re-enter Community 
String fields. These fields are optional.
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5. If you selected SNMPv3 in Step 2, enter the relevant security information in the active 
fields in the Security section. If you selected SNMP v3 as the Protocol Version, the 
security fields are enabled, and allow you to select information from drop-down 
menus.


The User Name, Authentication Password, and Privacy Password fields are mandatory 
if you select the USM Security Model with Authentication and Privacy support.


6. The Context section is relevant for SNMPV3 setup, the values are optional. Enter the 
context information (if any) into the fields.


7. Click Save & Close. This ensures all the SNMP information you entered is saved.


8. Click OK at the details message. The SNMP Protocol Version menu closes.


9. Review the details of the information confirmation message that displays after you 
click Save & Close. Clicking Save & Close does not update the SNMP Trap details. You 
must select Save on the Notifications tab to Save the changes.


10. At the Notifications tab, click Save. This is when the Trap Enabled/Disabled settings, 
and the Trap Setting Details are saved. 


Each email address is manually entered into the Email ID field. By selecting options from 
the Status drop-down list and saving, the user is notified when the selected status occurs 
to the service. The Status options include the following: 


◆ None – No status designated 


◆ Running – Set to receive notification when services are started by the management 
console 


◆ Stop – Set to receive notification when services are stopped by the management 
console 


◆ Both – Set to receive notification when services are stopped and started by the 
management console 


To send notifications:


1. On the Admin window, select the Notifications tab. 


2. In the Email ID text fields, enter the email address of the user who will be notified. 


3. Select the Status of the services for notification. 


4. Click Save. The window refreshes with the changes accepted. The next time the service 
changes, the users you entered receive an email. 


Service setup 
The services setup allows you to set the debugging log levels type and the number of 
attempts the management console should try to make when attempting to stop or start a 
service. A log level can be set to any of the following:  


◆ Verbose – Indicates logs will include debugging information. 


◆ Brief – Indicates logs will contain minimal information used in debugging. 
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◆ NA – Neither option is required. 


The log level type can differ, based on the needs of each service, but it is not required that 
a log level be setup. 


To setup service log level details: 


1. In the Admin window, select the Service Setup tab. 


2. For each service, enter the number of attempts in the corresponding text field. 


3. From the Log Level drop-down menus, select the log level type for each service. 


4. Click Save. The window refreshes. 


Security audit log 
The Security Audit Log tab is a running listing (by date, time, and action) of the tasks 
completed when users attempt to access the system. The log can be reviewed using a date 
range, or for the current date. A generated log is available for printing, in .html format.


Package Details


The Package Details window is not available in Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 
2008 R2 platforms.


This section of the Admin window allows you to view the Package Details. You can select 
from the following links:


◆ Primary Package Details – Displays a list of initial Network Configuration Manager 
package details installed on the Device Server.


◆ Compare Package Details – Displays the differences between the Primary Package 
Details and the Update Package Details.


◆ Update Package Details – Displays the changed or added package details since the 
initial installation.


To generate a security audit log: 


1. In the Admin window, select the Security Audit Log tab. 


2. Use the Calendar icons to select a date range. 


3. Click Search. The search results display in the lower portion of the window. 


4. To print the generated details, click Printable Format. A separate browser window 
opens. 


5. Click Print in your browser window. The file is sent to your default printer. 
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CHAPTER 6
The Licensing window


The Licensing window is used for reviewing your current licensing information, and for 
upgrading a licensing key. 


When the Licensing window is opened, details similar to the following display. 


This window includes the following links:


◆ Current License – Displays current licensing details in this window. In the example 
above, the current licensing details are listed on the right.


◆ Upgrade License – Allows you to upgrade your current license. For more information, 
see next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
Upgrading a License


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Upgrading a license ................................................................................................  32
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Upgrading a license 
When an upgraded license is received, you must enter the new license key in the Upgrade 
Licensing window. 


A reboot is not required, and you can upgrade the license with or without the server 
running. 


To upgrade your license:


1. Click Upgrade License in the Licensing window. The Licensing Upgrade window opens. 


The license information should be copied from a text editor, then pasted into the 
license text field. Copying and pasting a license key directly from a telnet session or 
DOS window can cause extra characters to be inserted that invalidate the license. 


2. Copy and paste the new license key into the text field. 


3. Click Submit License. The license file is verified and decoded. 


• If the license file is not valid, an error message appears. 


• If the license is valid, a line-by-line comparison of the old license versus the new 
license displays. A confirmation screen opens. Click Ok to accept the changes to 
the license. 


While decoding is processing, a comparison of the new and existing license is taking 
place. 


4. To accept the new license key, click Yes. The new license overwrites the old license on 
disk, whether Control (Jboss) is running or not. 


If JBoss is running, after the file is written to disk, a call is made into the app server to 
upgrade the license while the server is hot. 
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision History


Purpose
This guide introduces you to the use of the Attributed Model (AM). It is termed the 
Attributed Model because a Device is represented as a collection of Objects, each with 
certain Attributes that describe the current state of the Object. For example, a Device will 
have a ManagementIp address, and a collection of Interface objects, each of which 
contains an InterfaceName. Each Interface object may contain one or more 
InterfaceIpAddress objects, which have IpAddress as one of their attributes.


Audience 
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager documentation 
set. The information and procedures contained within this document are intended for 
those individuals who have the responsibility of installing and deploying the EMC Smarts 
Network Configuration Manager.


Readers of this document are expected to be familiar with the following topics:


◆ Solaris operating system


◆ Database architecture and concepts 


◆ Security management 


◆ Internet protocols, including HTTP, TCP/IP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and Telnet 


◆ Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and directory services 


◆ Authentication and authorization


Related documentation
Related documents include:


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release Notes


Date Revision Description


March, 2013 01 GA release
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◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Installation Guide


◆ Smarts Network Configuration Manager EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer 
Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Applicaton Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) 
Specifications Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Documentation Portfolio


◆ EMC Smarts Open Source License and Copyright Information


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Online User Guide
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Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.
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Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about  your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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This chapter contains the following information:
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The Attributed Model

About the Attributed Model
The Attributed Model allows you to interactively view data within it from within the 
Network Configuration Manager User Interface, using a facility called a Query. Queries are 
similar to reports displayed in a spreadsheet-like manner. The Attributed Model also 
allows you to construct Attributed Compliance Tests (ACT) against the results of Queries.


The Attributed Model facilities do not replace the textual, configuration-based, model of 
Devices within Network Configuration Manager Rather; the Attributed Model facilities are 
an extension to the existing facilities, allowing you to use the most appropriate tool for the 
task. 


The Attributed Model provides an easy way to look-up and combine information from the 
model in a Device class- independent fashion.


Notes:


◆ Not all the data in a Device’s configuration is modeled. Only the most frequently used 
data will be modeled.


◆ Not all Devices will support the Attributed Model. The strategy is to support modeling 
for the most frequently used attributes on the most common Devices. Even within a 
Device that supports the model, it may not provide certain facilities. For example, a 
switch may not implement OSPF Protocol settings.


Review the information contained within the Appendix A, “Model Coverage by Device 
Class,” for an overview of the current model coverage by Device class.


Although the Attributed Model supports Attributed Compliance Tests today, neither the 
generation of attributed remedies, nor the ability to edit attributes and generate pushes 
from attributed information is currently supported. However support for these capabilities 
is anticipated in a future release.


The set of pre-defined queries are accessible from the Automation Library, Library 
Manager Tree accessible from the Tools option in the menu bar. 


Once a query is selected, the results of the query are displayed. The information is 
rendered in a spreadsheet-like view called a Result View. The rows within the table 
represent Objects, and the columns represent Attributes of those Objects. Each cell 
represents a particular attribute value for a particular object.
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The Data Model
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The Data Model

Understanding the Data Model
The Data Model is comprised of Objects that are represented in Database tables. This 
allows the contents of the Objects to easily be searched, displayed by the User Interface, 
formatted into reports, and be subject to compliance tests.


Each of these Objects has a set of Attributes that may be present. Some Attributes are 
required to be present, whereas others are optional. While most of the Attributes in an 
Object typically represent information collected about the Device’s configuration or 
operational state, all Objects in the Database have some additional Attributes that are 
used to facilitate their storage in the database, such as database keys.


The Attributes may be of various primitive types. Table 1 on page 16 identifies the 
currently supported primitive types;


The external representation of the Data Model is defined by an XML schema known as the 
DeviceConfigurationState.xsd and other associated Meta data maintained in Network 
Configuration Manager’s Database and in the Device Packages. The schema is subdivided 
into Configuration Units, which represent a unit of information that Device drivers know 
how to pull or push. Each Device Package may have its own unique set of supported 
Configuration Units; however a Configuration Unit must be configured in the Meta data to 
be accessible by Network Configuration Manager. The Meta data used by the application is 
visible within the application from the Tools ->Metadata.


Table 1  Supported primitive attribute types


Type Description


Boolean A true or false value.


ByteArray or byte[] An array of bytes. This is used to represent certain Database keys (OIDs).


Date A date value.


GenericString A string field which may have unusual sorting properties. This type is 
appropriate for strings that might represent different types, as Access List 
Names, that might be numeric on some routers and alpha-numeric on 
others.


Integer A signed, 32-bit numeric value.


IpAddressString A string that represents an IP Address.


ListObject A list of values, typically numeric values, or strings representing numeric 
values. For example, a list of service types in an access list rule, e.g. 
“telnet ftp”. Spaces are used as separators between items in the list.


Long A signed, 64-bit numeric value.


String A string value.


Time A time value.


Timestamp A date and time time-stamp, for example in a log entry.
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Table 2 on page 17 identifies the Object types currently supported along with the 
Configuration Unit they are derived from, and a description of the Object. A detailed 
discussion of each Object Type and its Attributes is provided in the sections below.


Table 2  Currently supported Object types  (page 1 of 2)


Object Configuration Unit Object Description


AccessList Access Control Lists Access Control List. These can be of various types 
such as basic or extended.


AclDstNetworkGroup Access Control Lists Destination Address of a host in a Network Group


AclDstPortGroup Access Control Lists Source Port for a transmission protocol in a Port Group


AclExtendedRule Access Control Lists Access List Extended Rule used for Cisco IOS like 
devices


AclGroupedRule Access Control Lists Access List Grouped Rule used for Juniper, PIX


AclOption Access Control Lists Uninterrupted (device package specific) options for an 
access control list.


AclSrcNetworkGroup Access Control Lists Source Address of a host in a Network Group


AclSrcPortGroup Access Control Lists Source Port for a transmission protocol in a Port Group


ArpEntry ARP Table Arp Table. This is operational data, not data specified 
in the Device’s configuration.


AuthKey Interfaces, OSPF Settings Authentication Key for OSPF Interfaces and Virtual 
Interfaces.


CamEntry CAM Table MAC address to Port Table. This is operational data, 
not data specified in the Device’s configuration.


Device Device Identity, System 
Properties


A discovered Device in Network Configuration 
Manager. The model does not display information on 
Virtual or Workspace devices


HardwareAttribute Physical Hardware Extensible attributes of a Hardware Element. Can be 
any property discovered by the Device Driver.


HardwareElement Physical Hardware Hardware elements (components) and their 
properties. Examples would be Chassis, Card, Bus.


Interface Interfaces A Device’s Interfaces.


InterfaceAccessList Interfaces The Access Lists applied to an Interface.


InterfaceIpAddress Interfaces The IP addresses for an Interface


InterfaceOspfSettings Interfaces These are the OSPF settings for a particular interface.


InterfacePortSettings Interfaces These are the feature settings for a particular Port or 
Interface


InterfaceVlanSettings Interfaces An interface’s VLAN settings.


Network <none> A Network container in Network Configuration 
Manager.


NetworkGroup Access Control Lists A group of network addresses used for ACL rule 
source or destination addresses.  


NetworkGroupEntry Access Control Lists A particular entry in the Network Group table that 
represents one Network Address.
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The different Object types have hierarchical relationships, which are also described in the 
Metadata. For examples, a Network contains Devices, which in turn contains Interfaces, 
each of which in turn may have on more Interface IP Addresses associated with it. A 
pictorial relationship of the Object types is depicted in the UML drawings below.


OspfAdminDistance OSPF Settings Configuration of Administrative Distances of OSPF 
(metric compared with other routing protocols) 


OspfAreaInterface OSPF Settings OSPF Area of the interface


OspfAreaNetwork OSPF Settings OSPF Networks associated with an Area


OspfAreaRange OSPF Settings Maps a group of network area ranges to an OSPF area 
settings entry.


OspfAreaSettings OSPF Settings Configuration for an OSPF area.


OspfDistributeList OSPF Settings Configuration of the OSPF Distribute List.


OspfNeighbor OSPF Settings Configuration of OSPF neighbors. 


OspfRedistributeList OSPF Settings Configuration of the OSPF Redistribute List.


OspfRestrictList OSPF Settings Configuration of the OSPF Restrict List, which 
indicates IP Networks that are restricted from 
advertisement to other routers


OspfRouterSettings OSPF Settings Configuration settings for an OSPF routing instance.


OspfSummaryNetwork OSPF Settings Configuration of IP Networks Summarized in OSPF.


OspfVirtualLink OSPF Settings Configuration of an OSPF virtual link within an OSPF 
Area.


PortGroup Access Control Lists A group of Ports specified as a named entity in an 
Access List rule.


PortGroupEntry Access Control Lists A single port entry in a Port Group.


Revision <none> A table of configuration unit revisions in Network 
Configuration Manager per device.


Site <none> Properties of a physical Site that may contain Devices 
in Network Configuration Manager.


StaticRouteEntry Routes A static route table entry that is in the Device’s 
configuration.


ValidationError <none> A table of Validation Errors that may be associated 
with a Device (indicating there were data 
inconsistencies detected when the Device’s Modeled 
Configuration was pulled).


Vlan VLANs The configuration settings for a VLAN.


VlanInterfaces VLANs A table showing what interfaces are a member of each 
VLAN.


VlanTrunkProtocol VLANs Configuration settings for the protocol used for the 
exchange of VLAN tags on a trunk


Table 2  Currently supported Object types  (page 2 of 2)


Object Configuration Unit Object Description
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In the Model UML diagrams, boxes represent Object classes, and lines represent 
relationships between classes. The existence of a line extending between two boxes on 
the diagram (usually) implies there will be one or more relationships (referred to as 
Navigations) defined between the two Object classes. As an example, there is Navigation 
from Device to AccessList, and from AccessList to AclExtendedRule or AclGroupedRule.


Figure 1  Device properties, Interfaces, Hardware, ARP entries, CAM 
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Figure 2  The OSPF sub-
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Figure 3  The Access List (ACL) 


Model Object Types
A detailed description of each Object Type in the model is presented in this section.


AccessList


Description
Represents an Access Control List on the Device. 


AccessLists are represented in the model by two distinct flavors, each having a different 
type of rule. Cisco style access lists have rules of type AclExtendedRule (which allow only 
one source and destination address per rule); Juniper, PIX, and some other devices have 
access lists that use rules of type AclGroupedRule (which allow multiple source or 
destination addresses per rule). When navigating through data you can largely ignore this 
distinction; however when writing a Query you will have to specify AclGroupedRule or 
AclExtendedRule.


Reflexive Access Lists are not modeled at this time, and will generate non-fatal validation 
errors if encountered.
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Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
AclExtendedRule, AclGroupedRule


Ordered By
AclName


Sample config text
r2621(config)#access-list 100 ?
  deny     Specify packets to reject
  dynamic  Specify a DYNAMIC list of PERMITs or DENYs
  permit   Specify packets to forward
  remark   Access list entry comment


Table 3 on page 22 lists attributes support in Access List.


AclDstNetworkGroup


Description
A NetworkGroup used for Access List destination addresses.


Parent Object Type(s)
AclGroupedRule


Child Object Type(s)
NetworkGroupEntry


Ordered By
GroupName


See NetworkGroup for a list of attributes.


Table 3  Access List attributes


Display Name Type Description


AclName String Access list name (or number for ACLs without names).


AclType String Type of Access List, e.g. Extended, Standard, Juniper, Pix, or 
Rate-Limit.


Description String User description of ACL.


DeviceId Long ID of device containing ACL.


RuleType String Rule entry type: AclExtendedRule or AclGroupedRule
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AclDstPortGroup


Description
A PortGroup used for Access List destination ports.


Parent Object Type(s)
AclGroupedRule


Child Object Type(s)
PortGroupEntry


Ordered By
GroupName


See PortGroup for a list of attributes.


AclExtendedRule


Description
A Cisco type Access List rule within an AccessList. This can be a Standard or Extended rule. 
The extended rule is used to capture a full set of extended attributes and may be sparsely 
populated only as needed to collect the attributes of the rule.


Note: Reflexive Access Lists are not supported and will generate a non-fatal Validation 
Error (see below) if they are encountered in a Device’s configuration.


Parent Object Type(s)
AccessList


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
RuleNumber


Sample configuration text
r2621(config)#access-list 100 permit ip ?
  A.B.C.D  Source address
  any      Any source host
  host     A single source host


r2621(config)#access-list 100 permit ip
% Incomplete command.


r2621(config)#access-list 100 permit ip ?
  A.B.C.D  Source address
  any      Any source host
  host     A single source host


r2621(config)#access-list 100 permit ip host 1.1.1.0 ?
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  A.B.C.D  Destination address
  any      Any destination host
  host     A single destination host


r2621(config)#access-list 100 permit ip host 1.1.1.0 any ?
  dscp        Match packets with given dscp value
  fragments   Check non-initial fragments
  log         Log matches against this entry
  log-input   Log matches against this entry, including input interface


precedence  Match packets with given precedence value
  time-range  Specify a time-range
  tos         Match packets with given TOS value
  <cr>


Table 4 on page 24 lists attributes supported in AclExtendedRule.


Table 4  AclExtendedRule attributes  (page 1 of 2)


Display Name Type Description


Ack Boolean ACK tcp-flag.


AclRuleDescription String User description of rule. (Most devices do not 
implement this.)


Action String Action to take on packet if the rule matches.


Dscp Integer Diff-serve code point. Small integer value.


DstIpAddress IpAddressString Destination IP address (IPV4 or IPV6).


DstIpCIDR IpAddressString Constructed IP conglomerate used for 
comparisons.


DstIpNetMask String Destination IP Net Mask. (These are true Net 
Masks, not Wildcard entries).


DstMac String Destination MAC for layer 2 packets.


DstMacMACADDR String Constructed destination MAC for comparisons.


DstPortList ListObject Destination port low range or single port 
value.


DynamicName String Name of dynamic ACL.


EspSpi String Value of IPSEC Security Parameter Index


EthernetType Integer Ethernet type code.


Fin Boolean Fin tcp-flag.


ForwardingClass String Current forwarding class of packet.


FragOffsetRange String Frag offset range. 


IcmpCode Integer ICMP code for ICMP packets.


IcmpMessage String ICMP message for ICMP packets.


IcmpType Integer Type code for ICMP packets.


IgmpTypeList ListObject IGMP type code for IGMP packets.


IpOptionsList ListObject List of IP options specified by this rule.
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IpPrecedence Integer IP precedence value.


IpProtocolList ListObject Ip protocol list or range


IsEstablished Boolean Boolean indication a TCP connection is 
established.


IsFragment Boolean Boolean indicating packet is a fragment.


LogInput Boolean Enable the logging of input interface


LogPackets Boolean Boolean indicating packets should be logged.


MacPrecedence Integer MAC precedence value.


MatchCount Long The device rule counter for this rule.


PacketLength Integer Packet length of IP packet.


Psh Boolean Psh tcp-flag.


RedirectPort Integer Port number packets matching packets should 
be redirected to


RejectCode Integer ICMP reject code that should be sent when 
packets match rule.


Rst Boolean Reset tcp-flag


RuleNumber Integer Rule number with the ACL.


SetForwardingClass String Set matching packet’s forwarding class to 
specified field.


SetLossPriority String Set matching packets loss priority to specified 
field.


SetRateLimiter String Set matching packets rate limiter to specified 
field.


SrcIpAddress IpAddressString Source IP address in rule (IPV4 or IPV6).


SrcIpCIDR IpAddressString Constructed IP/mask conglomerate for 
address comparisons. 


SrcIpNetMask String Source IP Net Mask. (These are true Net 
Masks, not Wildcard entries).


SrcMac String Source MAC for layer 2 packets.


SrcMacMACADDR String Constructed source MAC operator for 
comparisons.


SrcPortList ListObject List of source ports or port ranges


Syn Boolean Syn tcp-flag.


TimeRange String Name of time range association. (Cisco)


TypeOfServiceList ListObject List of IP type of service values.


Urg Boolean Urg tcp-flag.


Table 4  AclExtendedRule attributes  (page 2 of 2)


Display Name Type Description
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AclGroupedRule


Description
A Juniper style Access List rule within an AccessList. The ACL Grouped rule extends the 
basic rule settings allowing lists of attribute values and groups of IP addresses, Subnets, 
and Ports.  The ACL Grouped Rule is only supported by certain classes of equipment 
allowing list and dynamically created attributes to be assigned to rules.  The rule will 
usually be associated with one or more Network Groups or Port Groups specifying the 
network IP addresses, Network Masks, and Ports.


Parent Object Type(s)
AccessList


Child Object Type(s)
AclOption, DstNetworkGroup, DstPortGroup, SrcNetworkGroup, SrcPortGroup


Ordered By
RuleNumber, SrcIpAddress, DstIpAddress, SrcPortList, DstPortList (in that order). 


Note: If a Device does not supply rule numbers, the Device driver will generate them 
automatically so as to keep the rules in proper order).


Table 5 on page 26 lists attributes supported in AclGroupedRule.


Table 5  AclGroupedRule attributes  (page 1 of 4)


Display name Type Description


Ack Boolean ACK tcp-flag.


AclRuleDescription String User description of rule. (Most devices do 
not implement this.)


Action String Action to be taken if the rule matches.


ActionTarget String Device package specific target for the action 
that was specified.


AhSpiExceptList ListObject Except these AH SPI values


AhSpiList ListObject Ah Spi values.


ApplyGroupsExceptList ListObject Apply group’s exception list.


ApplyGroupsList ListObject Apply Groups List Object.


DscpExceptList ListObject Except these dscp values


DscpList ListObject Diff-serve code point. Small integer value.


DstAddressTypeList ListObject List of possible destination address types.


DstInterface String Destination (egress) interface


DstIpAddress IpAddressString Destination IP address (IPV4 or IPV6).


DstIpCIDR IpAddressString Constructed IP conglomerate used for 
comparisons. To be implemented.
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DstIpNetmask String Destination IP Net Mask (not a wild card).


DstMac String Destination MAC for layer 2 packets.


DstMacMACADDR String Constructed destination MAC for 
comparisons.


DstNetworkGroup String A Network Group  name that contains a list of 
Network Addresses to be used for 
destination address matching in this rule.


DstPrefixList ListObject Destination prefix list.


DstPortGroup String A Port Group name that contains a list of 
Ports to be used for destination matching in 
this rule.


DstPortList ListObject Destination port range or single port value.


DynamicName String Name of dynamic ACL.


EspSpiExceptList ListObject Except these esp spi values


EspSpiList ListObject IP SEC ESP SPI List.


EthernetTypeList ListObject Ethernet type code.


Fin Boolean FIN tcp-flag.


ForwardingClassExceptList ListObject Except these forwarding classes.


ForwardingClassList ListObject Current forwarding class of packet.


FragmentFlagsList ListObject Fragment flags list.


FragOffsetExceptList ListObject Except these fragment offsets


FragOffsetRangeList ListObject Fragment offset range. 


IcmpCodeExceptList ListObject ICMP code exceptions list.


IcmpCodeList ListObject ICMP code for ICMP packets.


IcmpMessage String ICMP message for ICMP packets.


IcmpTypeExceptList ListObject Except these ICMP types.


IcmpTypeList ListObject Type code for ICMP packets.


IgmpTypeList ListObject IGMP type code for IGMP packets.


InterfaceList ListObject Interfaces this ACL rule applies to.


IpOptionsExceptList ListObject List of IP option exceptions for this rule.


IpOptionsList ListObject List of IP options selected by this rule.


IpPrecedenceExceptList ListObject Except these ip precedence values


IpPrecedenceList ListObject IP precedence list


IpProtocolExceptList ListObject Except these IP protocol values.


IpProtocolList ListObject IP protocol list range or single value.


Table 5  AclGroupedRule attributes  (page 2 of 4)


Display name Type Description
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IsEstablished Boolean Boolean indication a TCP connection is 
established.


IsFragment Boolean Boolean indicating packet is a fragment.


IsInitial Boolean Is this an initial fragment in the packet


LogInput Boolean Boolean indicating input should be logged.


LogOptions String Logging options for this rule.


LogPackets Boolean Boolean indicating packets should be 
logged.


MacPrecedence Integer MAC precedence value.


MatchCount Long The match count for the rule in the Device.


PacketCounter String Name of  the packet counter associated with 
this ACL rule.


PacketLengthExceptList ListObject Except these packet lengths


PacketLengthList ListObject Packet length of IP packet.


Psh Boolean PSH tcp-flag.


RedirectPortList ListObject Port number packets matching rule should 
be redirected to.


ReflexiveEvaluate String Evaluate the indicated reflexive ACL.


ReflexiveName String Name of the Reflexive ACL.


RejectAsDest Boolean Boolean to reject packet as if from the 
destination address


RejectCode Integer ICMP reject code that should be sent when 
packets match rule.


Rst Boolean RST tcp flag.


RuleName String The name of the rule, for Device classes that 
support named rules.


RuleNumber Integer Rule number with the ACL.


SetForwardingClass String Set matching packet’s forwarding class to 
specified field.


SetLossPriority String Set matching packets loss priority to 
specified field.


SetRateLimiter String Set matching packets rate limiter to specified 
field.


SrcAddressTypeList ListObject List of possible source address types.


SrcClassExceptList ListObject List of source class exceptions for this rule.


SrcClassList ListObject List of source classes for this rule.


SrcInterface String Source (ingress) interface


SrcIpAddress IpAddressString Source IP address in rule (IPV4 or IPV6).


Table 5  AclGroupedRule attributes  (page 3 of 4)


Display name Type Description
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AclOption


Description
A free-form textual set of ACL extensions that are uninterrupted by Network Configuration 
Manager. This is used primarily for Servers or other specialized Devices.


Parent Object Type(s)
AclGroupedRule


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
unordered


SrcIpCIDR IpAddressString Constructed IP/mask conglomerate for 
address comparisons. 


SrcIpNetmask String Source IP Net Mask (not a Wildcard).


SrcMac String Source MAC for layer 2 packets.


SrcMacMACADDR String Constructed source MAC operator for 
comparisons.


SrcNetworkGroup String The name of a Network Group that contains a 
list of IP network addresses to be used for 
source matching.


SrcPrefixList String List of source prefixes for this rule.


SrcPortGroup String The name of a Port Group that contains of list 
of ports used for source matching.


SrcPortList ListObject A list of source ports matched against the 
packet’s source port.


Syn Boolean SYN TCP flag.


TcpMssList ListObject List of possible TCP MSS values matching 
this rule.


TcpOptionList ListObject List of possible TCP options matching this 
rule.


TimeRange String Name of time range association.


TypeOfServiceList ListObject List of IP Type of Service values.


Urg Boolean URG TCP flag.


Table 5  AclGroupedRule attributes  (page 4 of 4)


Display name Type Description
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Table 6 on page 30 lists attributes supported by AclOption. 


AclSrcNetworkGroup


Description
A NetworkGroup used for Access List source addresses.


Parent Object Type(s)
AclGroupedRule


Child Object Type(s)
NetworkGroupEntry


Ordered By
GroupName


See NetworkGroup for a list of attributes.


AclSrcPortGroup


Description
A PortGroup used for Access List source ports.


Parent Object Type(s)
AclGroupedRule


Child Object Type(s)
PortGroupEntry


Ordered By
GroupName


See PortGroup for a list of attributes.


ArpEntry


Description
An entry in the Device’s ARP table. This is operational data; meaning it is data cached by 
the Device as it operates, rather than data specified by a configuration file.


Table 6  AclOption attributes


Display name Type Description


Name String Name of ACL option


Setting String ACL option setting value. This value is not interpreted by 
Network Configuration Manager and is device package 
specific.
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Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
ArpIpAddress


Sample Configuration Text
r2621#show arp
Protocol  Address          Age (min)  Hardware Addr   Type   Interface
Internet  30.30.30.1              -   0001.9681.0c60  ARPA   FastEthernet0/0
Internet  172.19.5.2             26   0003.e3a0.c240  ARPA   FastEthernet0/0
Internet  172.19.5.3              0   000a.57a1.8180  ARPA   FastEthernet0/0
Internet  172.19.5.1              -   0001.9681.0c60  ARPA   FastEthernet0/0


Table 7 on page 31 lists attributes supported by ArpEntry.


AuthKey


Description
An Authorization Key used for OSPF adjacencies applied to an Interface’s OSPF settings or 
to an OspfVirtualLink.


Parent Object Type(s)
InterfaceOspfSettings, OspfVirtualLink


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
KeyName, KeyNumber


Sample Configuration text
r2621(config-if)#ip ospf ?
  authentication       Enable authentication
  authentication-key   Authentication password (key)
  cost                 Interface cost
  database-filter      Filter OSPF LSA during synchronization and flooding
  dead-interval        Interval after which a neighbor is declared dead
  demand-circuit       OSPF demand circuit


Table 7  ArpEntry attributes


Display name Type Description


ArpIpAddress String Arp entry IP address.


ArpMacAddress String Arp entry MAC address.


ConfigText String Configuration text parsed for this entry.


InterfaceName String Interface that this arp entry was discovered from.
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  hello-interval       Time between HELLO packets
  message-digest-key   Message digest authentication password (key)
  mtu-ignore           Ignores the MTU in DBD packets
  network              Network type
  priority             Router priority
  retransmit-interval  Time between retransmitting lost link state
                       advertisements
  transmit-delay       Link state transmit delay


r2621(config-if)#ip ospf auth
r2621(config-if)#ip ospf authentication-
r2621(config-if)#ip ospf authentication-key ?
  <0-7>  Encryption type (0 for not yet encrypted, 7 for proprietary)
  LINE   The OSPF password (key)


Table 8 on page 32 lists attributes supported by AuthKey.


CamEntry


Description
An entry in the Device’s CAM table. This is operational data; meaning it is data cached by 
the Device as it operates, rather than data specified by a configuration file.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Table 8  AuthKey attributes


Display name Type Description


AcceptStartDate Date Earliest date key accepted.


AcceptStartTime Time Time on earliest date key is accepted.


AcceptStopDate Date Date stop accepting key.


AcceptStopTIme Time Time on earliest stop date key is rejected.


AuthType String Authentication type such as null (no authentication) or 
md5


EncryptionType Integer Tells how the keys in the MD5 and keys are encrypted 
using the notation specific to the driver for encryption of 
the key values on the device.


KeyName String Key name.


KeyNumber Integer The key’s number.


KeyType String Key value type such as md5 or empty for clear text.


KeyValue String Key value, arbitrary length.


SendStartDate Date Date to start sending this key.


SendStartTime Time Time on start date to begin sending.


SendStopDate Date Date stop sending key.


SendStopTime Time Time on stop date to cease sending.
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Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
MacAddress


Table 9 on page 33 list attributes supported by CamEntry.


Device


Description
An operational Device under Network Configuration Manager. Virtual and Workspace 
devices are not entered in the model’s Database tables.


Parent Object Type(s)
Network (there are Navigations to the Primary Network as well as to all Networks the 
Device is contained in)


Child Object Type(s)
AccessList, ArpEntry, CamEntry, HardwareElement, Interface, NetworkGroup, 
OspfRouterSettings, PortGroup, Revision, StaticRouteEntry, Vlan, VlanTrunkProtocol, 
ValidationError


Ordered By
DeviceName


Table 10 on page 33 lists attributes supported by Device.


Table 9  CamEntry attributes


Display name Type Description


EntryType String is this a partial, full, hw only etc.


MacAddress String Network address.


PortId String Port Identification or number offset in the chassis.


Protocol String Protocol specific information such as IPX, IP, or 
Appletalk.


Table 10  Device attributes  (page 1 of 2)


Display name Type Description


Alias String Alias name for device.


Banner String Banner string for the Device at login.


Description String String representing system description.


DeviceClass String Device package name


DeviceId Long Device ID (long form).


DeviceIdx Integer IDX- a unique key to the Device Driver
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DeviceName String The Device’s name.


DomainName String The DNS domain name.


FQDN String The fully qualified domain name- eg. 
host.company.com


FailedAccessCount Integer Number of failed accesses.


HostName String Device’s host name.


InSync Boolean Boolean indicating device in-sync.


LastCommAttemptTime Timestamp Time of last communication attempt.


LastCommSuccessTime Timestamp Time of last successful communication.


ManagementIp IpAddressSt
ring


Management IP address.


Model String Textual string representing the vendor model.


ModifiedLocally Boolean Boolean indicated modified locally.


OsDescription String Textual description of device’s OS type and revision


OutOfSync Boolean Boolean indicating start configuration out of sync.


PasswordRolloutTime Timestamp Password rollout timestamp.


PrimaryNetworkName String Name of the primary Network to which this Device 
belongs.


PseudoResource Boolean Boolean indicating Device is a pseudo resource.


PwRolloutCount Integer A count of the number of Password rollouts.


SerialNumber String Serial number.


SiteName String The name of the Site associated with this Device.


SnmpContact String Contact string returned by SNMP.


SnmpLocation String Location returned by SNMP.


SnmpPort Integer SNMP port number.


SnmpVersion String SNMP version: 1, 2, 3.


Status String Status enumeration: Approved, Configured, Deployed, 
Operational, Rejected, Unconfigured, Unclassified, 
Unmannaged


Type String Device type enumeration: Other, Switch, Router, VPN 
Concentrator, ATM Switch, Firewall, Wireless App, Layer 
3 Switch, Content Cache, Load Balancer, VOIP Device, 
Server


Vendor String The device vendor’s company name - e.g. Cisco.


isOperational boolean Boolean indicating device is operational.


Table 10  Device attributes  (page 2 of 2)


Display name Type Description
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HardwareAttribute


Description
A Device dependent attribute of hardware component (represented by HardwareElement). 
The attribute is represented by a Name / Value pair. In this way, any attribute that can be 
discovered by the Device driver can be persisted.


Parent Object Type(s)
HardwareElement (which represents the physical hardware containing this attribute).


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
AttributeName


Table 11 on page 35 lists attributes supported by HardwareAttribute.


HardwareElement


Description
Represents a hardware component such as a Chassis, Card, NIC, etc. within a Device. 
HardwareElements can contain other HardwareElements. For example, a Chassis can 
contain a Card.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
HardwareAttribute, HardwareElement


Ordered By
ElementName


Table 11  HardwareAttribute attributes


Display name Type Description


AttributeName String The name of the attribute.


AttributeValue String The value of the attribute.
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Table 12 on page 36 lists attributes supported by HardwareElement.


Interface


Description
A hardware Interface (or Port) on a Device. This may be an Ethernet, ATM, Serial, or other 
interface type. (Note that in order to get the IP Address(es) on the interfaces you should 
join with the InterfaceIpAddress object).


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
InterfaceAccessList, InterfaceIpAddress, InterfaceOspfSettings, InterfacePortSettings, 
InterfaceVlanSettings


Ordered By
InterfaceName


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config)#interface f0/0 …


Table 13 on page 36 lists attributes supported by Interface.


Table 12  HardwareElement attributes


Display name Type Description


Description String Description of this hardware element.


ElementName String The element name (like "Chassis") of this hardware 
element.


FirmwareVersion String The firmware version of this hardware element.


HardwareVersion String Hardware version of this hardware element.


PartNumber String The part number for this hardware element.


Revision String The vendor’s revision description for the hardware element.


SerialNumber String The serial number of the hardware element.


Status String The operational status of the hardware element.


Type String The type of this hardware element.


Table 13  Interface attributes


Display name Type Description


AdminState String Boolean indicating interface is configured up.


ConnectionState String Enumeration indicating connection processing has 
been completed on interface.


Description String Interface description.
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InterfaceAccessList


Description
Shows the associations between Interfaces and Access Lists.


Parent Object Type(s)
Interface


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
AclName


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config)#ip access-list extended ?
  <100-199>  Extended IP access-list number
  WORD       Access-list name


Device String Name of Device containing this Interface.


Duplex String The duplex of operation, e.g. full or half.


IfIndex Integer Device specific interface index.


InterfaceName String Interface name.


InterfaceType String Type of interface, according to manufacturer.


IpHelperAddress IpAddressString IP address of DHCP/BootP server


IpProxyArp String Boolean indicating whether the interface will proxy 
ARPs


IpRedirects Boolean Boolean indicating IP redirects allowed.


LastUpdateTime Timestamp Time interface state last updated.


MacAddress String Mac address of interface.


OperationalState String Boolean indicating Interface is operational.


ParentInterface String Parent interface name.


PeerIpAddress String IP address of peer in point-to-point connection.


Speed String The interface connection speed. Often this is 
designated as "auto".


TechnologyType String Enumeration: other frame-relay isdn ethernet ppl atm 
frAtm tunnel vpn loopback


Table 13  Interface attributes


Display name Type Description
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Table 14 on page 38 lists attributes supported by InterfaceAccessList.


InterfaceOspfSettings


Description
OSPF configuration settings specific to an interface.


Parent Object Type(s)
Interface


Child Object Type(s)
AuthKey, OspfNeighbor


Ordered By
unordered


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-if)#ip ospf ?
  authentication       Enable authentication
  authentication-key   Authentication password (key)
  cost                 Interface cost
  database-filter      Filter OSPF LSA during synchronization and flooding
  dead-interval        Interval after which a neighbor is declared dead
  demand-circuit       OSPF demand circuit
  hello-interval       Time between HELLO packets
  message-digest-key   Message digest authentication password (key)
  mtu-ignore           Ignores the MTU in DBD packets
  network              Network type
  priority             Router priority
  retransmit-interval  Time between retransmitting lost link state
                       advertisements
  transmit-delay       Link state transmit delay


Table 14  InterfaceAccessList attributes


Display name Type Description


AclName String Name of access list referenced


Direction String True if used for egress filtering


Interface String Interface name containing this 
InterfaceAccessList


IpVersion Integer Ip protocol version 4 or 6
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Table 15 on page 39 lists attributes supported by InterfaceOspfSettings.


Table 15  InterfaceOspfSettings attributes  (page 1 of 2)


Display name Type Description


AreaId String Area ID for this interface / virtual link.


BFDInterval Integer Bidirectional forwarding detection 
interval.


BFDMultiplier Integer Bidirectional forwarding detection 
multiplier OSPF setting.


BFDReceiveInterval Integer Bidirectional forwarding detection 
receive interval OSPF setting.


BFDTransmitInterval Integer Bidirectional transmit interval OSPF 
setting.


BFDVersion Integer Bidirectional forwarding detection 
protocol version.


BackupDesignatedRouterId String The Router Id of the Backup Designated 
Router for this network.


BackupDesignatedRouterIpAddr
ess


IpAddressString The IpAddress of the Backup Designated 
Router for this network.


Cost Integer Cost of this interface.


DBFilter Boolean DB filter OSPF setting.


DRPriority Integer Retransmit interval OSPF protocol 
setting.


DeadInterval Integer Dead interval OSPF protocol setting.


DemandCircuit Boolean Demand circuit boolean OSPF setting.


DesignatedRouterId String The Router Id of the Designated Router 
for this network.


DesignatedRouterIpAddress IpAddressString The IpAddress of the Designated Router 
for this network.


Disable Boolean Disables OSPF on this interface.


FloodReduction Boolean Flood reduction boolean OSPF setting.


HelloInterval Integer Hello interval OSPF protocol setting.


Interface String Name of interface containing these 
OSPF settings.


IpAddress IpAddressString IpAddress used for OSPF traffic.


KeyName String Key name of global authorization key.


MTUIgnore Boolean MTU ignore boolean OSPF setting.


NameLookup Boolean Name lookup boolean OSPF setting.


Passive Boolean Indicates the interface should be 
passive with respect to making OSPF 
connections.


PollInterval Integer The poll interval setting in seconds.
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InterfaceVlanSettings


Description
VLAN settings for an Interface.


Parent Object Type(s)
Interface


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
Tag


Table 16 on page 40 lists attributes supported by InterfaceVlanSettings.


RDN String RDN (device server key).


RetransmitInterval Integer Retransmit interval OSPF protocol 
setting.


State String State of this interface, typically DR 
(designated router), BDR (backup 
designated router), DOWN, 
POINT-TO-POINT, others TBD.


TECost Integer Traffic engineering cost OSPF setting.


TransmitDelay Integer Retransmit interval OSPF protocol 
setting.


Table 15  InterfaceOspfSettings attributes  (page 2 of 2)


Display name Type Description


Table 16  InterfaceVlanSettings attributes


Display name Type Description


AllowedList ListObject Set of allowed VLANs when interface is in trunking 
mode


Encapsulation String Encapsulation of the VLAN when in Trunking mode


Mode String Trunking mode of the interface.


NativeVlan String Set native VLAN when interface is in trunking mode


Pruning ListObject Pruning VLAN characteristics when interface is in 
trunking mode
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Network


Description
Network Configuration Manager network container.


Parent Object Type(s)
none


Child Object Type(s)
Device


Ordered By
NetworkName


Table 17 on page 41 lists attributes supported by Network.


NetworkGroup


Description
A named Network Group, which contains a list of Network address / mask pairs.


TagList ListObject List of VLAN tag values.


Voice Boolean Vlan set for voice communication.


Memory Contains information on memory within the Device 
(both volatile and non-volatile).
Parent Object Types(s): Device
Child Object Type(s): none
Ordered By: Name, Type 
Attributes supported by Memory:
Name | String | The name of the memory block
Type | String | Volatile or Non-volatile
Total | Long | Size of the memory in bytes
Used | Long | Amount of used memory in bytes
Free | Long | Free memory in bytes


Table 16  InterfaceVlanSettings attributes


Display name Type Description


Table 17  Network attributes


Display name Type Description


DomainName String Network’s domain name.


NetworkDescription String The network’s description.


NetworkName String The name of the Network.


ScheduledUpdateInterv
al


Integer Scheduled update interval... units?


ScheduledUpdateStart Timestamp Time of scheduled update start.
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Parent Object Type(s)
Device, AclGroupedRule


Child Object Type(s)
NetworkGroupEntry


Ordered By
GroupName


Table 18 on page 42 lists attributes supported by NetworkGroup. 


NetworkGroupEntry


Description
An entry with a NetworkGroup list. Each entry represents an IP address / mask pair.


Parent Object Type(s)
NetworkGroup


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress


Sample Configuration Text (PIX)
object-group network tom1
 network-object 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0
 network-object 2.2.2.0 255.255.255.0
 network-object host 3.3.3.3
 network-object host 3.3.3.5
 network-object 4.4.0.0 255.255.0.0


Table 18  NetworkGroup attributes


Display name Type Description


Device String Device name.


GroupDescription String Description of this group


GroupName String Group name
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Table 19 on page 43 lists attributes supported by NetworkGroupEntry. 


OspfAdminDistance


Description
Defines the Administrative Distances for OSPF routes.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress, IpMask


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#distance 255 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 ?
  <1-99>       IP Standard access list number
  <1300-1999>  IP Standard expanded access list number


Table 19  NetworkGroupEntry attributes


Display name Type Description


CIDR String Postgres specific representation of CIDR.


Exclude Boolean Entry is exclusion rather than an inclusion 
(supported mainly by Juniper).


Hostname String Hostname from which this IP address/mask was 
formulated.


IpAddress IpAddressString IpAddress of this entry.


MaskLength Integer Mask length in bits.


MaxMaskLen Integer Maximum mask length for prefix-list.


MinMaskLen Integer Minimum mask length for prefix-list filtering.


NestedGroupName String A nested group within this nested group.


NetMask String The (positive) net mask for this entry.


NetworkGroup String Name of group containing this entry.
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Table 20 on page 44 lists attributes supported by OspfAdminDistance. 


OspfAreaInterface


Description 
Defines the interfaces configured within an OSPF area.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfAreaSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
OspfArea, InterfaceName


Table 21 on page 44 lists attributes supported by OspfAreaInterface. 


OspfAreaNetwork


Description
Enables OSPF routing on the specified network.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfAreaSettings


Table 20  OspfAdminDistance attributes 


Display name Type Description


AclName String Name of access list used to filter routes learned.


Distance Integer The supplied value will be applied to the 
administrative distance of selected OSPF routes in the 
local routing table. The default administrative distance 
for OSPF routes is 110.


IpAddress IpAddressString IP address of the source of the OSPF routes. For OSPF, 
the source address is the OSPF router ID.


IpCIDR IpAddressString Generated CIDR.


IpMask String IP netmask of the source of the OSPF routes.


IpMaskLength Integer Mask length in bits.


IpVersion Integer Ip protocol version.


Table 21  OspfAreaInterface attributes


Display name Type Description


InterfaceName String Interface in the area.


OspfArea String OSPF area the interface belongs to
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Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress, IpMask


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#network 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 area 10 ?
  <cr>


Table 22 on page 45 lists attributes supported by OspfAreaNetwork. 


OspfAreaRange


Description
Summarizes routes that match the address and mask (border routers only).


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfAreaSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress, IpMask


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#area 10 range 2.2.2.0 255.255.255.0 ?
  advertise      Advertise this range (default)
  cost           User specified metric for this range
  not-advertise  DoNotAdvertise this range
  <cr>


Table 22  OspfAreaNetwork attributes 


Display name Type Description


Advertise Boolean Restricts the advertisement of range and routes.


AreaId String ID of OSPF Area containing this Area Network.


Cost Integer Sets the metric for summary


IpAddress IpAddressString Ip Address of Area.


IpCIDR IpAddressString CIDR generated from IpAddress, IpMask


IpMask String Ip netmask of the Area.


IpMaskLen Integer Ip mask length in bits.


IpVersion Integer IP protocol version of address.
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Table 23 on page 46 lists attributes supported by OspfAreaRange. 


OspfAreaSettings


Description
Summarizes Configuration settings for an OSPF area.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
OspfAreaInterface, OspfAreaNetwork, OspfAreaRange, OspfVirtualLink


Ordered By
AreaId


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#area 10 ?
  authentication  Enable authentication
  default-cost    Set the summary default-cost of a NSSA/stub area
  nssa            Specify a NSSA area
  range           Summarize routes matching address/mask (border routers only)
  stub            Specify a stub area
  virtual-link    Define a virtual link and its parameters
r2621(config-router)#area 10 authentication ?
  message-digest  Use message-digest authentication
  <cr>


Table 23  OspfAreaRange attributes


Display name Type Description


Advertise Boolean True if range is to be advertised.


AreaId String ID of OSPF Area containing this Area Range.


ConfigText String Textual configuration for area range.


Cost Integer Cost associated with the Range Summary 
Address


IpAddress IpAddressString Ip address of area range.


IpCIDR IpAddressString IP CIDR generated from IpAddress, IpMask


IpMask String Ip netmask.


IpMaskLen String IP mask length in bits.


IpVersion Integer Ip protocol version of IpAddress.
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Table 24 on page 47 lists attributes supported by OspfAreaSettings.


OspfDistributeList


Description
Filters networks in routing updates.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
PrefixName, AclName


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#distribute-list ?
  <1-199>      IP access list number
  <1300-2699>  IP expanded access list number
  WORD         Access-list name
  gateway      Filtering incoming updates based on gateway
  prefix       Filter prefixes in routing updates


r2621(config-router)#distribute-list
% Incomplete command.


Table 24  OspfAreaSettings attributes


Display name Type Description


AreaCosts Integer Metric for routes in area.


AreaId String ID of an OSPF area


AuthenticationTyp
e


String Type of authentication.


DefaultCost Integer Summary default-cost of a NSSA area


DefaultInfo String NSSA default-information-originate metric or metric-type 


DefaultInfoType String NSSA default-information-originate metric or metric-type 


IsNSSA Boolean Boolean indicating if this is a Not So Stubby Area.


IsStub Boolean Boolean indicating stubby.


LSDBLimit String When the number of non-default AS-external-LSAs in a 
routers link-state database reaches this limit, the router 
enters OverflowState, see 2.1 in RFC 1765.


Metric String Sets metric for LSP


MetricType String OSPF metric type for default routes in NSSA area


Redistribute Boolean Redistribute routes into OSPF from other protocols


Summarize Boolean Suppresses summary routes into a stub area
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r2621(config-router)#distribute-list 100 ?
  in   Filter incoming routing updates
  out  Filter outgoing routing updates


Table 25 on page 48 lists attributes supported by OspfDistributeList. 


OspfNeighbor


Description
Specify configuration parameters for a neighboring OSPF router.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
NeighborId


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#neighbor 1.1.1.0 ?
  cost             OSPF cost for point-to-multipoint neighbor
  database-filter  Filter OSPF LSA during synchronization and flooding for
                   point-to-multipoint neighbor
  poll-interval    OSPF dead-router polling interval
  priority         OSPF priority of non-broadcast neighbor
  <cr>


Table 26 on page 48 lists attributes supported by OspfNeighbor. 


Table 25  OspfDistributeList attributes


Display name Type Description


AclName String Name or Number of ACL used to filter routes in or out of OSPF 
route table (not OSPF database)


Direction String “In” or “Out” designating applied to incoming or outgoing 
routes.


GatewayName String Determines where routes are filtered from gateway


InterfaceName String Interface where ACL is applied to filter routes into or out of 
OSPF route table


PrefixName String Prefix List to filter routes from redistribution


Table 26  OspfNeighbor attributes


Display name Type Description


ConfigText String Config text for this neighbor.


Cost Integer Cost of routes from neighbor.


DbFilter Boolean Database filter on routes from a neighbor.
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OspfRedistributeList


Description
Configures redistribution of routes from other protocols via OSPF. 


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
ProtocolName, RouteMap


Sample Configuration Text
r2621(config-router)#redistribute ?
  bgp          Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
  connected    Connected
  egp          Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP)
  eigrp        Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP)
  igrp         Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP)
  isis         ISO IS-IS
  iso-igrp     IGRP for OSI networks
  metric       Metric for redistributed routes
  metric-type  OSPF/IS-IS exterior metric type for redistributed routes
  mobile       Mobile routes
  odr          On Demand stub Routes
  ospf         Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
  rip          Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
  route-map    Route map reference
  static       Static routes
  subnets      Consider subnets for redistribution into OSPF
  tag          Set tag for routes redistributed into OSPF
  <cr>


r2621(config-router)#redistribute bgp ?
  <1-65535>  Autonomous system number


r2621(config-router)#redistribute ospf ?
  <1-65535>  Process ID
r2621(config-router)#redistribute connected ?
  metric       Metric for redistributed routes
  metric-type  OSPF/IS-IS exterior metric type for redistributed routes
  route-map    Route map reference
  subnets      Consider subnets for redistribution into OSPF


Eligible Boolean Neighbor is eligible.


NeighborId String OSPF Neighbor ID.


PollInterval Integer OSPF dead-router polling interval


Priority Integer OSPF priority of non-broadcast neighbor


Table 26  OspfNeighbor attributes


Display name Type Description
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  tag          Set tag for routes redistributed into OSPF
  <cr>


Table 27 on page 50 lists attributes supported by OspfRedistributeList. 


OspfRestrictList


Description
A list of IP networks restricted from being advertised via OSPF.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress, IpMask


Table 28 on page 50 lists attributes supported by OspfRestrictList. 


Table 27  OspfRedistributeList attributes


Display name Type Description


ISISLevel String ISIS level to be redistributed.


Metric Integer Adds a cost to routes redistributed into OSPF.


MetricType Integer Marks the redistributed routes as external type 1 or 2.


ProcessId String ID or number of process on the same system where routes 
will be redistributed into.


ProtocolName String Name of routing protocol to be redistributed


RouteMap String The name of the route-map configured on the router.  The 
route-map itself may use an ACL or prefix-list.


Subnets Boolean Boolean - allows classless subnets to be redistributed


Tag Integer Associates a marker on routes redistributed into OSPF.


VRF String VPN Routing / Forwarding instance.


Table 28  OspfRestrictList attributes


Display name Type Description


IpAddress IpAddressString network address (IP) to block


IpCIDR IpAddressString IP CIDR dynamically generated.


IpMask String IP netmask.


IpMaskLength Integer IP mask length in bits.


IpVersion Integer IP version.
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OspfRouterSettings


Description
Configuration parameters for an OSPF Router instance.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
OspfAdminDistance, OspfAreaSettings, OspfDistributeList, OspfNeighbor, 
OspfRedistributeList, OspfRestrictList, OspfSummaryNetwork,


Ordered By
ProcessId


Sample configuration text
r2621(config)#router ospf 100
r2621(config-router)#?
Router configuration commands:
  area                   OSPF area parameters
  auto-cost              Calculate OSPF interface cost according to bandwidth
capability             Enable specific OSPF feature
  compatible             OSPF compatibility list
  default                Set a command to its defaults
  default-information    Control distribution of default information
  default-metric         Set metric of redistributed routes
  discard-route          Enable or disable discard-route installation
  distance               Define an administrative distance
  distribute-list        Filter networks in routing updates
  domain-id              OSPF domain-id
  domain-tag             OSPF domain-tag
  exit                   Exit from routing protocol configuration mode
  help                   Description of the interactive help system
  ignore                 Do not complain about specific event
  log-adjacency-changes  Log changes in adjacency state
  maximum-paths          Forward packets over multiple paths
  neighbor               Specify a neighbor router
  network                Enable routing on an IP network
  no                     Negate a command or set its defaults
  passive-interface      Suppress routing updates on an interface
  redistribute           Redistribute information from another routing protocol
  router-id              router-id for this OSPF process
  summary-address        Configure IP address summaries
  timers                 Adjust routing timers
  traffic-share          How to compute traffic share over alternate paths


Table 29 on page 52 lists attributes supported by OspfRouterSettings.
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Table 29  OspfRouterSettings attributes  (page 1 of 3)


Display name Type Description


AdminDistance Integer Specifies the preference of the routing protocol 
(OSPF) over other protocols in the router.


AdminDistanceCIDR String CIDR of AdminDistanceIp


AdminDistanceIp String Local Admin distance is set by neighbors within the 
IP address range (IP and Mask) of network 
specified.


AdminDistanceNetmask String Local Admin distance is set by neighbors within the 
IP address range (IP and Mask) of network 
specified.


DefaultInfo Boolean Boolean - advertise default route information into 
area.


DefaultInfoType String Specifies the type of information in the DefaultInfo 
field as always, metric, metric-type or route map or 
blank


DefaultMetric Integer Sets the OSPF default metric.


DemandRetransmission Integer Demand retransmission parameter.


Disable Boolean Disable OSPF instance (JunOS)


DiscardDirection Integer Discard direction: internal OR external.


DomainId String OSPF domain ID that is used during the 
redistribution of BGP


DomainIdCIDR String --


DomainTag Integer OSPF domain tag (32 bit value) that is used for LSA 
type 5 & type 7 LSAs


ExportPolicy String Export policy string.


ExternalAdminDistance Integer Administrative Distance on External routes


ExternalPreference Integer External preference value.


FloodPacing Integer Cisco timer configuration


GRDisable Boolean Graceful Restart disable


GRHelperDisable Boolean Disable graceful restart capability


GRNotifyDuration Integer graceful restart timer to send all max-aged grace 
LSAs


GRRestartDuration Integer graceful restart timer for all neighbors to become 
full


IgnoreMOSPF Boolean To suppress the sending of syslog messages when 
the router receives link-state advertisement (LSA) 
Type 6 Multicast OSPF (MOSPF) packets


ImportPolicy String Import policy string.


InterAreaAdminDistance Integer Administrative Distance on Inter-area routes


IntraAreaAdminDistance Integer Administrative Distance on Intra-area routes
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LSAGroupPacing Integer Interval between group of LSA being refreshed or 
max-aged.


LogAdjacency String Log adjacency events.


MaxPaths Integer Maximum number of Equal Cost Paths


NonDemandRetransmissi
on


Integer Retransmission time for non-demand 
retransmissions.


Opaque Boolean Enable OSPF opaque capability.


OspfTimerDelay Integer Ospf timer parameter.


OspfTimerHold Integer Ospf timer parameter.


OspfTimerType String Ospf timer parameter.


OspfTrap String HP Procurve specific OSPF Trap setting


Overload Boolean Set the overload mode (repel transit traffic)


OverloadTimeout Integer Time after which overload mode is reset


PassiveInterface String Disables route updates on an interface (receive 
only).


PrefixLimit Integer Maximum number of Prefixes that can be exported


ProcessId Integer The process id for these ospf routing settings 
(distinguishes multiple ospf instances).


RDN String Device services key.


RFC1583 Boolean Enables RFC 1583 compatibility.


RefBandwidth Integer OSPF Reference Bandwidth adjustment


RetransmissionPacing Integer Cisco timer setting.


RibGroup String RIB group name.


RouterId String OSPF router ID in IP address format.


RouterIdCIDR String CIDR representing router id.


RoutingPreference Integer OSPF router preference value (Juniper).


SPFDelay Integer Delay between receiving a change to SPF 
calculations.


SPFDeltaDelay Integer SPF delta delay.


SPFHold Integer Hold time between consecutive SPF calculations.


SummaryIPAddress String Summary Address and Mask for external routes 
within OSPF.


SummaryIPCIDR String CIDR value generated from SummaryIpAddress and 
SummaryNetMask.


SummaryNetMask String Summary Address and Mask for external routes 
within OSPF.


TEDisable Boolean Traffic engineering disable.


Table 29  OspfRouterSettings attributes  (page 2 of 3)


Display name Type Description
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TENoTopology Boolean Disable dissemination of TE link-state topology 
information


TEShortcuts Boolean Use label-switched paths as next hops


TEShortCutsMetric Boolean Use LSA metric info summary.


TrafficShare Boolean Alters the path computations for alternative paths.


VRFName String Specifies the name of the VRF for the configuration 
(related to IP VPNs).


Table 29  OspfRouterSettings attributes  (page 3 of 3)


Display name Type Description
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OspfSummaryNetwork


Description
Configures the aggregation of addresses for OSPF.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfRouterSettings


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress, IpMask


Sample configuration text:
r2621(config-router)#summary-address 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 ?
  not-advertise  Do not advertise when translating OSPF type-7 LSA
  tag            Set tag
  <cr>


Table 30 on page 55 lists attributes supported by OspfSummaryNetwork. 


OspfVirtualLink


Description
Configures a Virtual Link with an OSPF Area.


Parent Object Type(s)
OspfAreaSettings


Child Object Type(s)
AuthKey


Table 30  OspfSummaryNetwork attributes


Display name Type Description


Advertise Boolean Allows the summary network to be advertised to 
other areas


IpAddress IpAddressString IpAddress being summarized.


IpCIDR IpAddressString CIDR of IpAddress, IpMask.


IpMask String Netmask for the summary network


IpMaskLength Integer Mask length in bits.


IpVersion Integer IP version of IpAddress.


Tag String 32-bit tag for internal route policy
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Ordered By
VirtualLinkId


Sample configuration text:
r2621(config)#router ospf 100
r2621(config-router)#area 100 virtual-link ?
  A.B.C.D  ID (IP addr) associated with virtual link neighbor
r2621(config-router)#area 100 virtual-link 1.1.1.0 ?
  authentication       Set authentication type
  authentication-key   Set authentication key
  dead-interval        Dead router detection time
  hello-interval       Hello packet interval
  message-digest-key   Set message digest key
  retransmit-interval  LSA retransmit interval
  transmit-delay       LSA transmission delay
  <cr>


Table 31 on page 56 lists attributes supported by OspfVirtualLink. 


Table 31  OspfVirtualLink attributes  (page 1 of 2)


Display name Type Description


AreaId String Id of OSPF Area containing this virtual link.


BFDInterval Integer Sets min transmit and receive interval.


BFDMultiplier Integer Sets the detection interval from the remote’s interval 


BFDReceiveInterval Integer Sets minimum receive interval


BFDSettings String BFD settings string.


BFDTransmitInterva
l


Integer Sets minimum transmit interval.


BFDVersion Integer Specifies the version used for detection


Cost Integer Interface cost metric


DBFilter Boolean Filter OSPF LSA database during synchronization and 
flooding


DRPriority Integer Designated router priority.


DeadInterval Integer After ceasing to hear a router’s Hello-packets, the 
number of seconds before its neighbors declare the 
router down, see section C.3 in RFC 2328.


DemandCircuit Boolean OSPF demand circuit.


Disable Boolean Disables this virtual link.


EncryptionKeyNam
e


String Null value means clear text authentication


FloodReduction Boolean Enable OSPF flood reduction


HelloInterval Integer The time, in seconds, between sending OSPF 
Hello-packets over the interface, see section C.3 in 
RFC 2328.


IpAddress IpAddressString IP Address when used for interface virtual link 
settings.  Blank for the default interface settings.
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PortGroup


Description
Configures a PortGroup, which is a list of port entries that can be denoted by the 
GroupName.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
PortGroupEntry


Ordered By
GroupName


IpCIDR IpAddressString IpAddress in CIDR form composed from IpAddress, 
IpMask


IpMask String The network mask.


IpMaskLen Integer Mask length in bits.


IpVersion Integer IP protocol version number.


MTUIgnore Boolean Ignores the MTU in DBD packets


NameLookup Boolean Enable name lookups.


NetworkType String Broadcast, Non-Broadcast, Point-to-Point, 
Point-to-Multipoint


Passive Boolean Configures this link as passive.


PollInterval Integer Polling interval in seconds.


RetransmitInterval Integer LSA Retransmission Interval


TECost Integer Interface cost for mpls traffic engineering


TransmitArea String Transmit area string.


TransmitDelay Integer LSA transmission delay


VirtualLinkId String Specifies the IP address of virtual link neighbor; 
additional settings allowed


Table 31  OspfVirtualLink attributes  (page 2 of 2)


Display name Type Description
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Table 32 on page 58 lists attributes supported by PortGroup. 


PortGroupEntry


Description
A single entry in a PortGroup.


Parent Object Type(s)
PortGroup


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
NestedGroupName, PortList


Sample configuration text
object-group service tom2 tcp
 port-object range 10 ftp-data
 port-object eq ftp
 port-object eq finger
 port-object eq www


Table 33 on page 58 lists attributes supported by PortGroupEntry.


Revision


Description
A configuration revision unit that has been persisted.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Table 32  PortGroup attributes


Display name Type Description


Device String Device name.


GroupDescription String Description of this group


GroupName String Group name


Table 33  PortGroupEntry attributes


Display name Type Description


NestedGroupName String Contains the name of a Nested Port Group (i.e. a port 
group logically contained by a reference within this 
port group).


PortGroup String Name of port group containing this entry.


PortList ListObject A list of ports included in the entry.
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Child Object Type(s)
CreationTime, Name


Ordered By
NestedGroupName, PortList


Table 34 on page 59 lists attributes supported by Revision.


Site


Description
A site defined in Network Configuration Manager.


Parent Object Type(s)
none


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
SiteName


Table 35 on page 59 lists attributes supported by Site. 


Table 34  Revision attributes 


Display name Type Description


Comments String Comments in the job submission that resulted in 
this revision.


ComplianceAuditTrail String Name of the ComplianceAuditTrail created by 
processing this revision.


ComplianceState String Compliance state.


CreationTime Time Date revision was persisted.


JobNumber Long Job number (if non-zero) that created this revision.


Name String Name of the revision unit.


RevisionNumber Long Revision number of this entry.


Type String Type of the revision unit.


UserName String User that submitted the job if the job number is 
non zero.


Table 35  Site attributes


Display name Type Description


SiteDescription String Description of this site.


SiteName String Name of this site.


SiteType String Type of site.
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StaticRouteEntry


Description
A static route entry.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
IpAddress, Gateway


Sample configuration text
Enter configuration commands, one per line.  End with CNTL/Z.
R1(config)#ip route ?
  A.B.C.D  Destination prefix
  profile  Enable IP routing table profile
  vrf      Configure static route for a VPN Routing/Forwarding instance


R1(config)#ip route 1.1.1.1 ?
  A.B.C.D  Destination prefix mask
R1(config)#ip route 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 ?
  A.B.C.D       Forwarding router's address
  FastEthernet  FastEthernet IEEE 802.3
  Null          Null interface


R1(config)#ip route 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 f0/0 ?
  <1-255>    Distance metric for this route
  A.B.C.D    Forwarding router's address
  name       Specify name of the next hop
  permanent  permanent route
  tag        Set tag for this route
  <cr>


R1(config)#ip route 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 f0/0 tag ?
  <1-4294967295>  Tag value


R1(config)#ip route 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 f0/0 tag 2


Table 36 on page 60 lists attributes supported by StaticRouteEntry. 


Table 36  StaticRouteEntry attributes


Display name Type Description


Gateway String On Cisco the gateway. null0 for reject, and HP is 
just reject keyword on route.


IpAddress IpAddressString Ip address of route.


IpCIDR IpAddressString The CIDR representation of the IpAddress and 
IpMask.


IpMask String IP netmask for route.


IpMaskLength Integer Mask length in bits.
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ValidationError


Description
Validation errors discovered when the Device was last pulled. Note: this is not a Device 
property, but rather an internal table generated by Network Configuration Manager. 
Information in ValidationError can be used to assist customer support in identifying issues 
with pulling attributed data.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
ConfigUnit


Table 37 on page 61 lists attributes supported by ValidationError. 


Vlan


Description
A table of VLANs configured on the Device and their properties.


IpVersion Integer Ip protocol version of the IpAddress.


Metric Integer The metric value for the route.


Permanent Boolean Puts value in route table even if gateway may not 
exist


RouteName String The route’s name on devices that support this.


Tag Long A numeric tag value assigned to the route.


Table 36  StaticRouteEntry attributes


Display name Type Description


Table 37  ValidationError attributes 


Display name Type Description


Code Integer Numeric Error Code.


ConfigText String Config text causing the validation error.


ConfigUnit String String name of ConfigUnit containing validation error.


Date Timestamp Date validation error recorded.


Element String Name of XML Element experiencing the Validation Error.


Message String Message describing the error.
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Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
VlanInterfaces


Ordered By
ConfigUnit


Table 38 on page 62 lists attributes supported by Vlan. 


Table 38  Vlan attributes


Display name Type Description


AreMaxHop Integer Specifies the maximum number of hops for All-Routes 
Explorer frames (Token Ring)


Bridge String Specifies the identification number of the bridge. Possible 
values are hexadecimal numbers 0x1 to 0xF.


DecRing String Keyword to specify the logical ring number for Token Ring


Device String The Device name associated with this vlan.


MTU Integer Maximum Transmit Unit


Mode String The Vlan’s mode.


Name String A description of the Vlan.


Parent String Vlan parent.


Ring String Keyword and the logical ring number for Token Ring VLANs.


STP String Spanning Tree Protocol Instance


Said Integer Security Association Identifier (SAID) value


State String VLAN state


SteMaxHop Integer Keyword and variable that specify the maximum number of 
hops for Spanning Tree Explorer frames


Tag Integer Vlan tag id.


Translation1 Integer Destination vlan number to translate/bridge 


Translation2 Integer Destination vlan number to translate/bridge 


Type String Vlan type.
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VlanInterfaces


Description
The interfaces that are assigned to a particular Vlan.


Parent Object Type(s)
Vlan


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By
VlanId, InterfaceName


Table 39 on page 63 lists attributes supported by VlanInterfaces. 


VlanTrunkProtocol


Description
Configuration information for the Vlan Trunk Protocol.


Parent Object Type(s)
Device


Child Object Type(s)
none


Ordered By


Table 40 on page 63 lists attributes supported by VlanTrunkProtocol. 


Table 39  VlanInterfaces attributes


Display name Type Description


InterfaceName String Foreign key reference to 
Interface.


VlanId Long Vlan identifier number or name


Table 40  VlanTrunkProtocol attributes


Display name Type Description


Device String Device containing this VTP state


Domain String Domain for the VTP.


OperatingMode String V1 operating mode.


ProtoVersion Integer Protocol version for vlan trunking protocol.


Prunning Boolean Boolean indicating if VLAN pruning is enabled
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Attributes common to many tables in the data model
Each of the tables above may have additional attributes that are common across many 
tables. These include database keys, record version numbers, and the configuration or 
command text used to derive the attributes. 


Table 41 on page 64 lists common attributes. 


UpdateInterface String The VTP update interface.


V2OperatingMode String Version V2 operating mode.


VlanRange String Range of Vlans allowed on trunk


VtpPassword String VTP password.


Table 40  VlanTrunkProtocol attributes


Display name Type Description


Table 41  Common attributes


Display name Type Description


ConfigText String The configuration or command output text used to 
derive the attributes for this object. This text is 
received by the Device Driver and passed without 
interpretation to Network Configuration Manager.


DBVersion Long or Integer A revision number for the DB record containing this 
Object’s data. This is used internally to control 
simultaneous updates.


DeviceId Long A key representing the Device that contains the 
object containing this attribute.


DeviceIdx Integer The integer value used by Device Services to 
represent the Device.


DeviceOid ByteArray An alternate key representation for the Device that 
contains the object containing this attribute. The 
DeviceOid and DeviceId keys are not equivalent, but 
can be mapped in a 1:1 relationship.


RDN String Stands for “Relatively Distinguished Name”. This 
field is a key that Device Services uses to identify 
the objects it constructs.


XxxId Long A key value that references the Object named ‘Xxx’, 
where ‘Xxx’ can be any Object in the Data Model. 
This can either be the primary key of an object, or a 
foreign key reference from one object to another.


XxxOid ByteArray An alternate key representation that references the 
Object named ‘Xxx’, where ‘Xxx’ can be any Object in 
the Data Model.


ValidationErrorFKey Long A key referencing the ValidationError table, which is 
used to record any validation errors reported by 
Device Services or discovered as the Device’s 
attributes were persisted as a result of revision 
processing.
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Meta data
The data describing the Data Model’s Objects and Attributes is itself a part of the model, 
and is accessible via the standard facilities used to query the model. In addition, there is a 
model browser within the application that allows you to navigate through the model and 
see the Objects and their attributes. The browser is accessed from the “Tools” menu by 
selecting “Metadata”. 


Figure 4 on page 65 illustrates a sample browser diagram of part of the Metadata. Object 
classes (such as Device or Interface) can be identified because they are expandable to 
show the Attributes that Object class contain, as well as any Object classes that are 
contained in the Object that is expanded. 


From the following example, Network is expanded to see it contains Device objects, and 
attributes such as NetworkDescription and NetworkName, and the Device object is 
expanded to show that it has attributes of Alias, Banner, Description, DeviceClass, etc. 
Attributes are shown with their type in parenthesis followed by a description of the 
attribute.


Figure 4  Meta data example 
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The Meta Data information itself is stored in multiple database tables. Table 42 on 
page 66 provides a description of these tables.


Table 42  Meta data database tables


Table DisplayName Description


MetaDataTable Contains an entry describing each Object class, such as Device, 
Network, or Interface. The entry contains information such as the 
primary key name, default sorting order, and how to construct 
objects from one or more database tables.


MetaDataColumn Contains an entry for each attribute of an Object that gives the 
attributes of that attribute, such as their database column 
name, type, and information about their XML representation. 
Each entry in the MetaDataColumn table is associated with a 
single MetaDataTable entry.


MetaDataProjection Contains one or more entries for each defined projection of an 
Object. A projection is a set of columns that may be referenced 
by a logical name. All objects in the model contain a projection 
named “basic”. Other projections could be defined by adding 
additional entries. Each entry in the MetaDataProjection table is 
associated with a single MetaDataTable entry and a single 
projection name.


MetaDataNavigation Contains entries that define relationships between objects, such 
as Object A contains Object B, or Object B is contained in Object 
A. The MetaDataNavigation table is used to construct 
relationships from one part of the model to another; for example 
to find the Interfaces within a Device. Each entry in the 
MetaDataNavigation table is associated with a single 
MetaDataTable entry, and it defines one relationship for the 
Object represented by that entry.


Translation Tables 
(named 
md_xxx_translation)


Translation tables are used to translate enumerated values 
(either integers or internal string representations) to their 
external string value used for display purposes. For example, the 
md_protocol_number_translation table contains the 
information that “tcp” is ip protocol number 6. There are many 
translation tables defined in the model, each of which translates 
a set of values for an attribute to their displayable string 
representation.
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Running pre-defined sample queries
Now that we have completed an overview of the information available via the Data Model, 
we will look at ways the information can be accessed. The system ships with a number of 
pre-defined queries, which are available in the Automation Library’s Samples/Queries 
folder. The Automation Library is accessible from the “Tools” menu.


Figure 5 on page 68 shows the Automation Library navigation tree on the left and a sample 
query result on the right. 


Figure 5  Automation Library navigation tree


As shown, the Queries folder contains a sub-folder named Finders which is expanded to 
show a great many queries that are shipped as examples with Network Configuration 
Manager. Each of the “Finder” queries finds objects of a particular type searched for by 
one or more criteria. For example, the highlighted query is “Device by Name” which allows 
you to search for Devices based on their DeviceName attribute.


You can run a query shown in the Automation Library tree simply by double clicking it. 
Some queries will run immediately and display their results, which are shown in a “Result 
View”. Other queries may prompt for one or more input parameters that will limit their 
results in some way. 


The query results are shown in a tab labeled “Result View - xxx“ where xxx is the name of 
the Query that was run. Think of a result view as similar to a spreadsheet page. The first 
row is a set of column headers that are constructed from the DisplayNames of each 
attribute returned in the query. The remaining rows in the result view show data returned 
by the query. Each row may have data from one or more objects in the model.


The “Finder” queries all prompt for an input parameter which can generally be identified 
from their name (such as “Device By Name” will prompt for the Device Name). When a 
finder prompts for a name or other string, it can generally be supplied as a partial regular 
expression. For example, to find all the Devices that contain the characters “dev”, you can 
just enter that string for the parameter and hit ENTER. 
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Alternately, if you wish to see all the Devices you can just hit ENTER at the prompt without 
supplying any input. In more formal terms, a selection is applied to the query based on the 
entered text. If text represents the text that is entered, a selection is performed according 
to the regular expression “.*text.*”, which will match the input regular expression with 
arbitrary characters in preceding it or succeeding it. Some finder queries prompt for an IP 
address instead (these are typically named “… by Subnet Containing IP”.)


Note: All the samples contained in the Automation Library Samples folder hierarchy are 
read-only and cannot be modified by the user, and that they are applied globally to all 
Devices in the system (regardless of which Network(s) they belong to). Samples can be 
copied to the System folder or various Network folders, where they can then be modified 
or customized by the user.


Working in the Automation Library
The automation library was extensively revised in the Network Configuration Manager 
4.1.1 release. It is sub-divided into folders, which may contain folders or the various 
Automation Library objects, which include:


Queries – Attributed Model queries are templates that define database searches of the 
Data Model objects.


Attributed Compliance Tests – a compliance test based on a Query of the Attributed Model 
and a set of rules to determine if the result set is compliant.


Regular Expression Compliance Tests – a compliance test constructed using regular 
expression matching and substitutions applied to a textual configuration file or diagnostic 
output.


Templates – a body of text (containing variables) which can be pushed to the device to 
make a configuration change.


Data Files – a spreadsheet-like definition of a set of variables and their values for each 
Device. Template variables can be resolved using the values from a Data File before the 
Template is pushed to the Device.


Saved Commands – a body of text (containing variables) which can be pushed to the 
device as a set of commands.


Standards – a definition of a collection of compliance tests, each of which can be applied 
against one or more Device classes, that represent a standard that can be audited for 
compliance. Standards can contain a mixture of Attributed and Regular Expression 
compliance tests. 


Policies – a definition of a collection of standards that should be enforced (via compliance 
auditing) when a Device’s configuration changes in a Network, View, or Workspace.


At the top level, the Automation Library contains a “System” folder, which is accessible 
only to users with System Administration privilege; a “Samples” folder, which is 
accessible to all users but whose (recursive) content is read-only; and a folder for each 
network defined in the system, such as “Network1” where that name corresponds to the 
name of a network. Within these folders other folders can be created, allowing a complex 
path hierarchy to be developed. Each folder can hold any type of automation library 
object.
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The “Samples” folder is sub-divided into the folders “Compliance”, “Queries”, “Saved 
Commands”, and “Templates”, each of which contains read-only examples corresponding 
to the name of the folder. “Compliance” is further divided into “Attributed Tests” and 
“ciscoIosCompliance”. “Queries” is further divided into “Finders” and “OSPF”. The user 
may not add additional items to one of the Samples folders; they folders and all items in 
them are read-only.


In order to modify an item in the “Samples” folder hierarchy or to link a Compliance Test in 
the hierarchy to a standard, it must first be copied to a folder in either the “System” folder 
hierarchy, or one of the network folder hierarchies. This is enforced so that Network 
Configuration Manager can update the sample library without impacting any changes or 
dependencies introduced by users. An updated sample library can be installed without 
re-installing or updating Network Configuration Manager, or even restarting the Network 
Configuration Manager server.


To copy an automation library item to a new folder, right click the item in the Automation 
Library tree, select “Copy”, and then select the destination folder from a pop-up folder 
hierarchy, as illustrated in Figure 6 on page 70. 


Figure 6  Selection Destination dialog box


Executing a query from the network tree


It is not necessary for a user to have Automation Library privileges in order to use a 
pre-defined Query; however the System Administrator or other user with Automation 
Library privileges must make such Queries available to the user by putting them in certain 
designated directories. Any query placed in the “System/Network Queries” folder will be 
available to users in all networks. Alternately, any query placed in the “Network Queries” 
folder under a network top-level folder will be accessible to users in that network (e.g. 
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“Network1/Network Queries”). These queries are accessible from the Device navigation 
tree by right-clicking on the Network name, selecting “Queries”, and then selecting the 
Query’s name as shown in Figure 7 on page 71.


Figure 7  Executing a query


When a Query is run in the context of a Network, the Result View of the Query will contain 
only data from Devices in that Network. Additionally, the Result View of all queries is 
filtered according to whether the user who invoked the query has the appropriate 
permissions to view each particular Device or Network. If one or more rows contain data 
from a Device that the user does not have permission view, those corresponding rows will 
be deleted from the Result View before they are displayed to the user.
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Navigations
From a Result View it is often possible to execute another query based on a single row with 
the Result View. For example shown below is a Result View for a Devices query; from this 
query you can right click a row (that represents a particular device) and get various 
properties for that Device, such as a list of its interfaces, as illustrated in Figure 8 on 
page 72. 


Figure 8  Result View


After clicking the Navigation’s description “Interfaces in Device”, a new Query Result View 
is returned as a separate tab that contains the interfaces in the highlighted Device, as 
illustrated in Figure 9 on page 72.


Figure 9  Result View — new tab


Note: For a Query to enable navigations, the primary key column of the Object(s) for which 
navigations are to be computed must be in the result set returned by the query. See the 
section below on selecting columns when defining a Query.
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Selecting columns to be displayed
Queries usually return one or more hidden columns. You can select which columns are 
displayed by right clicking on the header line as shown in Figure 10 on page 73.


Figure 10  Displaying columns


The Select Display Columns dialog box, illustrated in Figure 11 on page 73, appears from 
which you can move columns from the left “Available Items” list to the right “Selected 
Items” list in order to make them visible. 


Figure 11  Select Display Columns dialog box


Exceptional conditions reported when running queries
There are three possible exceptional conditions that can be reported when a Query is 
executed by various indications on the Result View:


Each query definition can indicate a maximum number of rows to be included in the Result 
View; this is known as a Row Limit. When a new Query is created, by default it gets a row 
limit of 10000 rows unless the user creating the query changes the row limit value. A row 
limit is indicated as a warning message at the bottom of result view.


A Network Configuration Manager client session typically calculates a Memory Limit, 
which is some percentage of the client’s Java heap space. When query execution is 
requested by the client, the client passes his memory limit to the server, who estimates 
the amount of memory in the Result View and limits its size if necessary. A Memory Limit is 
indicated by a warning message at the bottom of the result view.
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One or more rows in the result view may have Validation Errors, indicated when a row in 
the result view is shaded pink. This indicates an error was detected when attempting to 
construct the model data for that particular Device. Validation Errors can be detected by 
either the Device driver or the Network Configuration Manager server.


Figure 12 on page 74 illustrates the Result View indicates that both the Row Limit and 
Memory Limit were hit (and therefore the result set has been truncated). 


Figure 12  Result View displaying truncated result set


If a row-limit or memory limit is invoked, you should either add or refine the selection 
criteria applied to your query to generate a smaller result set, or increase the Row Limit 
setting in the query definition, or run the Query from a client with a larger memory space. 
(You must have Automation Library editing privileges in the appropriate folder to change 
the query’s Row Limit).


If a Validation Error is encountered, it should be reported to Network Configuration 
Manager Customer Service.


Building queries
Although the system ships with a number of pre-defined queries, the real power of the 
Attributed Model lies in the ability of users to formulate their own queries. Queries are 
defined by filling in a Query Form. This section discusses building queries in detail.
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Concepts


To build queries in the Attributed Model, you have to understand a few Database 
concepts. 


Tables are used to hold Objects and to express relationships between Objects. A table is 
essentially a row-column view of arbitrary data, like the Result Set or Result Views. 


Tables consist of Columns which contain the attributes associated with the Objects 
represented by the Table. Columns contain typed data, such as Strings, Integers, Longs, 
IpAddresses, or binary data. The Query Forms allow selection of the columns to display in 
the result set, and the ability to match values in one or more columns to select one or 
more rows from the Table.


Tables contain key values that allow you to find a particular record. There are two types of 
keys: 


1. Absolute


2. Relative 


Absolute keys identify a single row (record) within a table; therefore an absolute key has a 
unique value for each row within the table. 


Relative keys identify a unique value but only in the context of an Object containing the 
objects in the table. For example, InterfaceName is a relative key, because in the context 
of a single Device, there can be only one Interface with a given name. The Attributed Model 
uses several different types of keys. “Attributes common to many tables in the data 
model” on page 64 provides information on the various types of keys used.


One table (or set of Objects) may have an attribute that is the key of another table within 
it. For example, a table of Interfaces may have as a column that is the key of the Device 
entry that contains the interface. In database terminology this is called a foreign key 
reference. Foreign key references allow tables to be joined together, meaning, to find all 
the entries in table B that correspond to a particular entry in table A.


Joins can be understood by the following example of combining two tables, Table A, and 
Table B. 


Table 43  Table A


A.Key A.Field1 A.Field2


x xa1 xa2


y ya1 ya2


z za1 za2


Table 44  Table B


B.Key B.Field3 B.Field4


p x pb4


q x qb4


r z rb4
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In this example, Table A has three columns, A.Key, A.Field1, and A.Field2, and Table B has 
three columns, B.Key, B.Field3, and B.Field4. The field B.Field3 is a foreign key reference 
to Table A’s key (A.Key). The fields can then be joined so that each combination of A and B 
are combined where the B.Field3 foreign key reference in a Table B entry matches the 
A.Key key in a Table A entry. The result of the join is Table 45 on page 76.


The join creates a (temporary) single unified table containing fields from both Tables A and 
B where the record entries represent those that share the same A.Key and B.Field3 foreign 
key reference. 


Note: The Join result contains no entry for the A.Key of y; that is because there is no 
matching record in the B table with a B.Field3 of y. It is important to understand Joins so 
that you can visualize what will happen when you construct a query that contains two 
tables which are joined together.


In Network Configuration Manager, Queries can be built without referring specifically to 
the keys needed to join each of the tables. Instead, the Query references a Navigation by 
name; the Navigation specifies how two (or sometime more) tables are related, and what 
keys are used to join the two tables together. Navigations often express relationships, for 
example Device contains AccessList, which contains AclExtendedRule.  Going in reverse 
order, AclExtendedRule is contained in AccessList which is contained in Device. There is 
also an implicit references relationship, such as InterfaceAccessList references AccessList.


The general process of creating a Query involves these steps:


Naming the Query, and filling in descriptions and general attributes on the Form’s General 
Tab. 


Naming each of the tables used in the Query, and specifying how each of the succeeding 
tables is joined (related to) a previous table (usually by using a Navigation). This is 
accomplished on the Form’s Tables Tab. 


Selecting the columns to be displayed (and the order of display) in the Form’s Columns 
Tab.


Adding any desired Selection Criteria to limit (or filter) the rows to be displayed. This is 
done with entries in the Form’s Selection Tab.


Defining Variables to be initialized from the Query Results after running the Query. This is 
done with the Form’s Variables Tab.


Preview the Query, and making any adjustments needed. This is a very interactive 
process.


Saving the Query.


Table 45  Table A Join Table B


A.Key A.Field1 A.Field2 B.Key B.Field3 B.Field4


x xa1 xa2 p x pb4


x xa1 xa2 q x qb4


z za1 za2 r z rb4
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You will need to know what tables are involved in creating the Query before you begin. If 
you are not sure of the tables to use or their relationships, use the MetaData browser to 
see the tables and the relationships that connect them, or refer to the earlier sections on 
the Data Model if you need more information.


Creating a new query
Before starting this section, make sure to open the Automation Library Editor, by selecting 
the “Automation Library Editor” from the “Window” menu item. Make sure both the 
Automation Library Editor and Automation Library Navigation Tree can be viewed 
simultaneously on your screen.


As an example, this exercise creates a Query that displays all the Access List Extended 
rules in a Device.


A new Query is created by right-clicking a folder, selecting “New” and then “Attributed 
Query”, as illustrated in Figure 13 on page 77.


Figure 13  Creating a new query


The user is then prompted for the name of the Query, as illustrated in Figure 14 on 
page 77. 


Figure 14  New Attribute Query dialog box
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Enter a name and click “OK”. The query has been created locally but will not be saved until 
a valid query has been constructed and the “Save” button in the editor has been invoked.


General Tab


The General Tab, illustrated in Figure 15 on page 78, in the Query Editor should be filled in 
first. It contains the Name of the Query, and a Description field, and a Keywords field.


Figure 15  General Tab


The Name field will be initialized to the name selected when the Query was created. To 
change the Query’s name, make changes at this screen, and when it is saved, the new 
Query will be renamed.


Templates (optional)


To build your Query based on an existing Query supplied in the Samples folders, the 
Template mechanism in the General tab provides a convenient way to do this. Click the 
“Template” pull-down menu in the General Tab. A list of available Query templates will be 
displayed. Select the desired entry, and then select the “Load” button. Doing these two 
steps will erase any existing Query definition in the Form, replacing it with a copy of the 
template’s Form (except for Query name). Use the “Reload” button to update the list of 
available query templates.
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Tables Tab


The Tables tab, illustrated in Figure 16 on page 79, specifies the Tables used in 
constructing the Query, and join relationships between them. 


Figure 16  Tables Tab


The tab is split into a Display area, which shows the existing Table definitions, and a Data 
Entry Area. The Selection, Columns, and Variables tabs are set up in a similar fashion. To 
add a table, click the “Insert” button, and then fill out the properties for that entry in the 
Data Entry Area. Then click “OK” and the entry will be kept in the Display Area.


The form above shows “Device” as the first table to be used in the Query. This is a 
common choice, because many times we want to know properties about one or more 
objects within a Device. As will be seen later, the primary Query in an Attributed 
Compliance Test must start with Device, and Queries for View selection must contain at 
least one Device entry in their Join list.


Each entry must specify an Alias, which is a name for Objects of the specified type. Above, 
“device” is the name for objects of type “Device”. An alias is required for each entry in the 
Join list (i.e. on the Tables tab), in order to distinguish it from other entries in the join list 
(others of which might also be of type Device.) When a Table is selected from the 
pull-down menu, a default alias consisting of the table name in all lowercase characters is 
generated. You may change the default if you like.


The first Table entry is special, and requires only a Table name and Alias. Subsequent 
entries in the join list require an Expression, and possibly a Navigation entry to indicate 
how that entry is “connected” (i.e. joined) with previous entries in the table. We will add a 
second entry to illustrate this.
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An AccessList table reference is added. From the Model’s UML diagram, it is clear that a 
Device contains one or more AccessLists. We can add this entry as illustrated in Figure 17 
on page 80.


Figure 17  Adding AccessList table reference


Give the AccessList entry an alias of “acl”. We want to select AccessLists that are in the 
device. To do this, under “Expression” enter the alias of the previous entry the new entry is 
related to, here “device”. If a suitable navigation or navigations exist, they are displayed 
under the “Navigation” pull-down list. Select the appropriate one. (It is possible, under 
some conditions, to have more than one Navigation available in the pull-down list, but 
usually there will just be one selection, indicating a contains or is contained in 
relationship.)


Similarly, adding AclExtendedRule with an alias of “rule” to the form, where the 
expression is “acl” (indicating the rules are part of the acl).
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Figure 18  Adding AccessList table reference with Allow Nulls option selected


Check the “Allow Nulls” check box on the rule entry because you want to display 
AccessLists that had no rules. The “Allow Nulls” check box includes rows in the result set 
even if there are no entries in the current table that correspond to entries in the previous 
table we joined to.


You cannot execute the query until one or more columns are specified to be in the result 
set. The red error message at the bottom of the editor is informing you of this. 
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Columns Tab


Use the columns tab, illustrated in Figure 19 on page 82, to specify which columns should 
appear in your Result View. To do this, move columns or projections from the left box to 
the right box by highlighting selections, and then them and clicking “Add” or “Add All”.


Figure 19  Columns tab


This selects the device’s DeviceName, the acl’s AclName, and a “basic” projection of the 
rule (displayed in that order left to right). 


Recall from the Meta Data details that a projection is just a pre-defined list of columns and 
the order in which they are to be displayed. By convention, projections start with a 
lower-case letter, whereas attributes start with an upper case letter. Every table has a 
“basic” projection defined for it; this displays basic information from the table (often with 
lots of hidden or conditionally hidden columns.)
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Select the “Preview” button to look at the results of the query, which will be displayed as a 
new Result View, as illustrated in Figure 20 on page 83.


Figure 20  New Result View


The left most column is the DeviceName, the next column is the AclName (the access list’s 
name or identifying number); and the next column is the rule’s RuleNumber, the next 
column is the rule’s Action field, and so on. For example, in the highlighted portion of the 
screen above, the cat2950-1 device has an AccessList named “99” that has rules “10”, 
“20”, and “30”.


Helpful strategies for selecting columns:


◆ Add identifying columns (like names) or no columns at all for the tables you’re not so 
interested in and the “basic” projection for the one or two tables you are primarily 
interested in. Then preview the result and adjust until you’re satisfied with the 
outcome.


◆ Include the Long Id key field (XXXId) for any objects that you would like to be able to 
navigate from by right-clicking in the result set. The presence of these keys 
determines the navigations that are available when right-clicking a row in the result 
set. The key value in the row is used as a selection filter in the Query that is 
constructed for the navigation.
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Not all the columns that you selected may be initially visible in the Query’s View Result. 
This is because some columns are returned as initially “hidden”. The Meta Data can 
indicate that columns should be always initially hidden, conditionally initially hidden (if 
there is no data in that column in any row that is returned), or initially shown. You can 
determine what columns are hidden in the result view by right-clicking in the column 
heading row of the Result View. You will get a menu that allows you to make columns 
visible or hidden, as illustrated in Figure 21 on page 84. 


Figure 21  Select Display Columns dialog box


Changing the columns that are displayed does not rerun the query; both the hidden and 
visible columns are returned from the server in the Result View. Changing the Display 
Columns selection only changes what is visible on the screen. Do not confuse this with the 
Column selection tab in the Query’s form editor, which does set what columns are 
returned by the server.
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Selections tab


If the Query is executed without adding a selection clause, it will display the Access List 
Extended Rules for every Device in the system. This can be helpful if you want global 
information about all the Devices in your system. This can also  be a nuisance if there are a 
great number of devices, as the query may either take a long time to run, or the Result Set 
might exceed the “Row Limit” or “Memory Limit” discussed earlier.


You can select which rows you want included in the Result Set by using the Selections tab, 
illustrated in Figure 22 on page 85. Select that the Device’s vendor is CISCO. 


Figure 22  Selections tab


The Type, which can be “AND” or “OR”, selects whether a clause is combined with a 
boolean AND or OR operator with the previous clause. It is not applicable for the first 
clause (or the first clause after an open parenthesis.


The Alias and Column selections select what field in the Result View the clause tests, and 
are selected using pull down menus that are generated based on the alias entries in the 
Tables tab and the columns available from those tables.
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The Operator is selected from a pull-down list. Table 46 on page 86 defines the Selections 
tab operators.


Table 46  Selection tab operators  (page 1 of 2)


Operator
Applicable 
types Meaning


Examples 
column contents 
operator value


( none A left parenthesis operator 
requires no other values and will 
force the expression down to the 
matching right parenthesis to be 
evaluated before combining the 
result with the rest of the 
selection clauses. Multiple levels 
or parenthesis can be used.


--


) none A right parenthesis operator must 
have a matching left parenthesis 
operator above. Clauses within 
the parenthesis will be evaluated 
before combining the overall 
result with the rest of the 
selection clauses.


--


= String, Integer, 
Long, INET, 
others


Equal to a specified Value. (Do 
not use for checking equal to 
null). 


Note: Comparisons against NULL 
not valid.


“abc”=”abc”  true
“ABC”=”abc” false
5=5 true
NULL=5 false
1.1.1.1/24=1.1.1.1/24


>= String, Integer, 
Long


Greater or equal to than specified 
Value. For strings, tests sort order.


6>=5 true  5>=5 true
“cde” >= “cdd” true


> String, Integer, 
Long


Greater than specified Value. For 
strings, tests sort order.


--


<= String, Integer, 
Long


Less than or equal to specified 
Value. For strings, tests sort order.


--


< String, Integer, 
Long


Less than specified Value. For 
strings, tests sort order.


--


!= String, Integer, 
Long, INET, 
others


Not equal to specified value.


Note: comparisons against NULL 
not valid.


“a” != “b” true
NULL != “b” false


<> String, Integer, 
Long, INET, 
others


Not equal to specified value, 
implemented as “IS DISTINCT 
FROM”. 


Note: NULL values compared with 
non NULL values returns true.


5 <> 6 true
NULL <> “string” true
NULL <> NULL false


LIKE String Pattern matching operator. Value 
contains match pattern. An 
underscore character (_) matches 
any single character. A percent 
character (%) matches any string 
of zero or more characters.


“abc” LIKE “abc%” true
“abc” LIKE “ab_” true
“ab” LIKE “ab_” false
“abc” LIKE “ABC” false
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~ String Matches against a POSIX regular 
expression in Value, case 
sensitive.


“abc” ~ “.*c” true
“abc” ~ “.*C” false


~* String Matches against a POSIX regular 
expression in Value, case 
insensitive.


“abc” ~* “.bc” true
“abc” ~* “.BC” true


!~ String Does not match a POSIX regular 
expression in Value, case 
sensitive.


“abc” !~ “.*c” false
“abc” !~ “.*C” true


!~* String Does not match a POSIX regular 
expression in Value, case 
insensitive.


“abc” !~* “.*c” false
“abc” !~* “.*C” false


IS NULL Any Tests alias.column is NULL. No 
Value field required.


a.b IS NULL


IS NOT NULL Any Tests alias.column is not NULL. 
No Value field is required.


a.b IS NOT NULL


>>= Inet If alias.column is a Inet column, 
test that it contains or is exactly 
equal to the IP address or CIDR 
specified in value.


1.1.1.0/24>>=1.1.1.5 
true
1.1.1.0/24>>=1.1.2.0 
false
1.1.1.0/24>>=1.1.1.16/4 
true


<<= Inet If alias.column is a Inet column, 
test that it is contained in or is 
exactly equal to the specified 
CIDR value


1.1.1.5<<=1.1.1.0/24 
true
1.1.2.0<<=1.1.1.0/24 
false
1.1.1.0/24<<=1.1.1.0/24 
true


$= String, Integer, 
Long, other


Tests equality against the Value 
field, which is assumed to contain 
a variable, if the result of 
substituting any variables in the 
Value field is non null. If the Value 
field result is NULL, the selection 
clause matches any non null 
column value.


“abc” ~= “abc” true
“abc” ~= “def” false
“abc” ~= NULL true
NULL ~= NULL false


CONTAINS String Tests that the column matches a 
regular expression constructed 
from the operand pattern as 
“.*pattern.*”.


abc” CONTAINS “a” true
“abc” CONTAINS “bc” 
true
“abc” contains “d” false


Table 46  Selection tab operators  (page 2 of 2)


Operator
Applicable 
types Meaning


Examples 
column contents 
operator value
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The Value field input is free form text (meaning it is not validated until it is sent to the 
server), and can be set according to the rules defined in Table 47 on page 88. 


Figure 23 on page 88 shows a more complicated selection clause that illustrates the use 
or parenthesis, logically or-ing clauses together and arithmetic comparisons. 


Figure 23  Complicated selection clause example


The corresponding boolean expression is:


(device.DeviceName=’TWRouter1’ AND device.DeviceIdx>10) OR 
(device.deviceName=’PIX2’ AND device.DeviceIdx<10000)


Variables tab


The Variables tab allows you to define Variables that are required as input to the query or 
computed from the query’s result set after it has executed. These Variables can be used in 
Attributed Compliance Test rules or as part of a query’s selection criteria. Any values 
supplied as input with the query are initialized before the query is executed; the 
remaining values are calculated just after the Query is processed and the Result Set is 
generated.


Table 47  Value field input rules


Form Examples


Literal constant String, Integer, Long. No quotes 
are required.


5
abc


Column specification consisting of alias and 
column name separated by a period.


device.ManagementIp


Variable reference, or String containing variable 
reference. (Note the insert variable convenience 
button that will insert any variables that have 
been defined on the Variables tab.)


My string ${variablename}


Parenthesized expression containing variables. 
Quotes required for strings if used. Allows 
functions. 


(5 + ${sum})
(inet ‘1.1.1.0/24’)
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Figure 24 on page 89 illustrates the layout of the variables tab.


Figure 24  Variables tab


The Variables Tab has three columns: the Name, Definition, and Value columns. Name 
gives the names of the variables that are defined, “devices” in the single variable defined 
above. Definition gives a textual definition of how to compute the variable, and Value 
gives the value(s) that were assigned to the variable if the query is previewed. (You do not 
have to understand the textual Definition of the Variable in order to create a Variable 
because there are helper screens provided for each type of variable that will create the 
correct definition.)
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Variables are defined using the ”Add” button which invokes a separate pop up menu 
(corresponding to the devices variable defined above). Figure 25 on page 90 illustrates 
the Variable Definition dialog box.


Figure 25  Variable Definition dialog box


The Name field contains the name of the variable, for example, as shown devices. Variable 
names start with an alphabetic character and can contain alphabetic, numeric, or the 
underscore characters; a compound path-like name can be constructed separating each 
path component with a “.”. 


The type pull down selection allows you to choose what type of variable is to be defined:


◆ Result set variables specify one or more rows and a column that generate a list of 
values that are computed from the result set.


◆ Literals allow the creation of a list of literal string values.


◆ Reference Variable allows selection of a reference variable.


◆ Prompt String specifies an input variable to the query, and the corresponding prompt 
string to be displayed to the user.


◆ Expression (Advanced) variables can be used to write Velocity expressions. Their use 
is beyond the scope of this document.


The Definition panel changes depending on the type of variable being defined. Shown 
above is the Result Set definition panel; you can select “All Rows”, a single row by giving 
the row number, or a set of rows matching a value or a regular expression (or not matching 
by clicking the “Invert” check-box.) A single column can be selected. After the query is 
evaluated, a list will be generated consisting of the result set values in the column defined 
in the Column Selection criteria from each row matching the row selection criteria. In the 
example above, all rows are selected, and values from the DeviceName column are used 
to construct the devices variable list. Since there are multiple rows in our result set for the 
same Device, there are duplicates in the devices variable list.
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Figure 26 on page 91 illustrates the definition panel for literals.


Figure 26  Variable Definition dialog box for literals


To add literal values, enter them in the “Add Literal” box and clock “Add” or “Insert”. You 
can insert a variable reference into the literal by choosing the “Insert Variable” button. The 
variable reference will be inserted at the point of the cursor in the Add Literal box. You can 
change the ordering of the literals if desired.


Figure 27 on page 92 illustrates the dialog box for adding prompt string variables.
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Figure 27  Variable Definition dialog box for prompt string


If the query is run interactively the prompt string will be provided to the user, and the input 
received from the user will be used to initialize the variable before the query is evaluated. 
If a query containing a prompt variable is run in a non interactive situation (such as for a 
report or in an Attributed Compliance Test), and the variable is not already resolved to a 
value, an error will occur for a non resolved variable.


Reference variables are defined by the screens illustrated in Figure 28 on page 92. 


Figure 28  Reference variables definition dialog box


When a Reference Variable is declared, the user is prompted to select the variable name 
from a list of available reference variables. Some reference variables may additionally 
prompt for required parameters.


Reference variables can only be evaluated when the proper context has been established. 
The query processing engine establishes contexts only under the following conditions:


◆ When a query is invoked by right clicking a Network under Network Navigation tree 
and selecting “Queries” and then a Query Name, a network context will be 
established.


◆ When an attributed compliance test is evaluated, both network and device contexts 
are established for the Device that is being tested.
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Options tab


The Options tab has some miscellaneous fields that control behavior of the query 
execution. Figure 29 on page 93 illustrates the Options tab.


Figure 29  Options tab


The Row Limit field sets an upper bound on the number of result set rows that the Network 
Configuration Manager server will return. The default value when a new query is created is 
10,000, which means the server will return a maximum of 10,000 rows of data in a Query 
Result. This limit is imposed to limit the maximum amount time and/or memory the Query 
can take. In exceptional cases, you may need to lower the Row Limit (if the Query can take 
large amounts of time), or increase the Row Limit (if you need to see more than 10,000 
rows in the Result Set.) If a Query generates more than Row Limit rows, only the first Row 
Limit rows will be returned and a warning message will appear indicating Row Limit was 
hit.


Users should exercise caution in increasing or removing the row limit value, as it is 
possible to construct a query that will take an inordinate amount of time and/or memory.


The Distinct Rows check box causes the Result Set to be filtered so that the same row is 
not repeated twice. (Note that differences could occur on non-visible rows, resulting in two 
rows that look alike unless all the columns are made visible.)


The “Limit query to device under test” check box is used only for queries within an 
Attributed Compliance Test, and it only applies to secondary queries. If this option is 
selected the server will add an implicit selection criteria so that the query results are 
filtered to only contain results for the Device that is being tested.
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Testing and saving the query


At any point during the Query definition process, the Query can be executed to see the 
effect by invoking the “Preview” button. If the result set has not been previously 
displayed, a new Result View will appear after the query has executed. Also, any variables 
that could be evaluated are updated on the Variables tab. You may invoke the “Preview” 
button again to update the result set after making changes to your query.


You may save the Query when it is completed, or at any intermediate point, by selecting 
the “Save” button. 


Note: Doing so overwrites any previous content of the Query (without warning).


If you attempt to select another Query in “System Navigation” with unsaved changes to a 
previous Query form, you will be prompted to save or discard the changes to the previous 
Query.


Constructing a view from a query


It is possible to construct a view from the list of Devices returned by a Query. To do this, 
select “Add View” from the right click menu of the Views folder in a Network, as illustrated 
in Figure 30 on page 94. 


Figure 30  Add View menu option


When the View creation pop up panel appears, click “Device Membership” and then 
select the “Form” tab, as illustrated in Figure 31 on page 95. 
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Figure 31  Form tab


Define your query tables in the Joins (Tables) tab. Your query must start with the Device 
table, but can include an arbitrary number of other tables.


Add your selection criteria in the Selection tab as shown in Figure 32 on page 95. 


Figure 32  Form > Selection tab


Then add at least one column in the Columns display; “device.DeviceName” works fine, or 
you can use the basic Device projection. 


Note: If you use a Device Data Field (as defined in the System Administration Data Fields 
section) in the selection, you must include the column in the columns list.


When finished, select “OK” and “Save” or “OK” on the properties panel. Then the View 
will be recomputed based on the Devices matching the criteria. 
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CHAPTER 4
Complex Joins


This chapter contains the following information:


◆ Performing complex joins........................................................................................  98
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Performing complex joins
The previous information covered simple join list entries expressed in terms of a 
Navigation. However, it is possible to write more complex joins where there is not a 
pre-defined Navigation. This section details those concepts and methods.


Database joins specify how to link an entry in one table with another. Assume there are 
two table aliases: t1, and t2. T1 has columns c1a…c1m and T2 has columns c2a…c2n. 
Then one typical way of linking two tables together is specifying that some column from 
t1, say c1c, must equal some column in t2, say c2d. If the aliases for t1 and t2 were a1 and 
a2 respectfully, then this might be expressed in a SQL expression as:


a1.c1c=a2.c2d


As a concrete example, consider Device as t1, which has a unique key DeviceId (this is 
c1d), and AccessList as t2, which has foreign key reference to the Device also called 
DeviceId. Then you could write a SQL expression like: device.DeviceId=acl.DeviceId where 
device is the alias for Device and acl is the alias for AccessList. 


The result of executing this join is that it will make a composite Result Set consisting of 
columns from Device, joined with columns from AccessList, where the access lists are 
contained in the device. 


There is a pre-build contains navigation written for the Device object to the AccessList 
object, which results in generation of the above SQL. Navigations are specified by their 
navigation name, which in most cases is just the Object name where we want the 
navigation to join to.


However, there are times when you may want to join tables for which there is no pre-build 
navigation. This often occurs if you are looking for relationships between different 
Devices. Consider the Query “Arp Ip Connectivity” as a join list.


The 2nd join entry has a user-specified complex join. Here it is required that the ArpEntry’s 
ArpIpAddress field exactly matches the IpAddress field in an Interface. There is nothing in 
the Query that requires the arp entry to be in the same Device as the interface. 


So, the effect of this query is that all the Device’s arp entries are searched, and for each 
entry found, find an Interface that has that same IpAddress assigned to the Interface. 
What does this mean?


It means that the Device containing the arp entry, call it d1, has an entry for an interface 
potentially in another Device, call it d2. At one time d1 had physical connectivity to d2, 
since it has an arp entry for it.


Table Alias Expression Navigation Nulls


ArpEntry arp


Interface interface arp.ArpIpAddress=interface.IpAd
dress


Device d2 interface Device
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There is a problem with this Query however; an Interface can potentially have more than 
one IpAddress assigned to it. The IpAddress field on the Interface is just the primary IP 
address. To check all the IpAddress fields, use the InterfaceIpAddress table as shown in 
Table 48 on page 99.


This illustrates the point that you must become familiar with the model to write some of 
the Queries.


Although most explicitly specified joins use the equal operator, there is at least one case 
where joins with a different operator are useful, and that is where you want to test subnet 
inclusion using the “<<=”,or “>>=” operators introduced in the Selection tab section.


The list of possible join operators is:


Table 48  InterfaceIpAddress table


Table Alias Expression Navigation Nulls


Device d1


ArpEntry arp d1 ArpEntry


InterfaceIpAddres
s


ipaddr arp.ArpIpAddress=ipaddr.IpAd
dress


Interface interface ipaddr Interface


Device d2 interface Device


Table 49  Join operators


Operator Applicable types Description


= String, Integer, Long, INET, 
CIDR, other


Joins records where column in first table 
exactly same as column in second.


> String, Integer, Long First table column value greater than second 
table column value. 


>= String, Integer, Long First table column value greater than or equal 
to second column value.


< String, Integer, Long First table column less than second table 
column.


<= String, Integer, Long First table column less than or equal second 
table column.


!= String, Integer, Long Not equals. Not sure using this makes much 
sense.


<<= INET 


Note: You cannot join a string 
with an INET or CIDR value.


Subnet in left CIDR value a subset of or equal 
to subnet in right CIDR value.


>>= INET 


Note: You cannot join a string 
with an INET or CIDR value.


Subnet in left CIDR contains or is exactly 
equal to subnet in right table CIDR.
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Note: For the above table, left and right refers to which table is on the left or right side of 
the operator. For example, t2.c2d >>= t1.c1c says that the subnet in t2.c2d contains or is 
exactly equal to, the subnet in t1.c1c. 
The INET column (display) names, by convention, end with INET or CIDR, e.g. 
IpAddressCIDR. You may not join IpAddress (which is a string) with an IpAddressCIDR field 
using the INET or CIDR specific operators. 


As a final example of a complex Query, look at the Join list for the following Query (called 
“Ospf Area to Area”. 


Figure 33  Example of a complex join


Figure 33 on page 100 shows an example of a complex join from the OspfAreaNetwork 
network to the InterfaceIpAddress ipaddress, where the InterfaceIpAddress subnet is a 
subset of, or equal to, the subnet of the OspfAreaNetwork.


The intent of this query is to look at the OspfAreaNetwork entries on the first Device 
device, and find Interfaces that contain IpAddress settings that are within the 
OspfAreaNetwork’s subnet.
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Introduction
This section describes Attributed Compliance Tests. Attributed Compliance Tests are new 
kind of Compliance Test that can be used within Standards. They are based on the concept 
of running a Query to generate a Result Set, and then using various sets of rules to 
validate that the Result Set is compliant.


Remediation of an Attributed Compliance Test is not supported in the VC 4.0.0 release, but 
will be introduced in a subsequent release.


Concepts
An Attributed Compliance Test is comprised of one or more Queries. There is one 
distinguished Query, called the Primary Query, which will generate a (Primary) Result View 
that is to be tested. The testing is done by applying sets of Rules against the Primary 
Result View to see if the contents of the Primary Result View are valid.


There are (currently) three types of rules that are used to evaluate the content of the 
Results Set:


◆ Must Contain Rules: these rules are a template of rows that must appear in the result 
set. The template is arranged in a spreadsheet-like display, and includes the Query’s 
Result Set. The non-null columns of each row in the Must Contain Rules specify a row 
that must appear in the Primary Result Set.


◆ Must Not Contain Rules: similar to Must Contain Rules, the non-null columns of each 
row in the Must Not Contain Rules specify a row that must not appear in the Primary 
Result Set.


◆ Match Each Row Rules: define a boolean expression, consisting of a set of boolean 
tests that must be matched by every row in the result set.


Additional Queries (other than the Primary Query) may optionally be added to the 
Attributed Compliance Test in order to generate variable values. Variable references can 
then be inserted into the rules or Primary Query, allowing values from the results of other 
Queries to be checked against the Primary Result Set.


Must Contain rules should be used to specify a list of things that need to be configured on 
the Device. For example, it might be a list of access-lists that need to be present on each 
Device. You can specify that the rules must be matched in order with the result set; this is 
useful for checking things that are naturally ordered, like the rules in a single access-list. 
The rules can contain a wild-card row that allows items that are not explicitly specified by 
the rules to appear at a particular place in the result set.


Must Not Contain rules should be used to specify items that should not be configured on 
the Device. For example, you may want to check that no access-list has a “permit any” 
rule.


Match Each Row rules should be used to check that the configuration of several different 
items matches preset criteria; for example that all the Ospf areas are configured with the 
same set of parameters, or that all OspfRouterSettings have a consistent set of options 
enabled.
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Creating a new attributed compliance test
The process of creating a new compliance test is similar to creating a new Query. 
Right-click a folder in the Automation Library and select “New” and then “Attribute Test” 
from the drop down menus, and then enter a Test name when prompted, as illustrated in 
Figure 34 on page 103. This process will create a new empty test.


General tab


The Properties tab contains overall properties of the test.


Figure 34  Creating a new attributed compliance test


The “Name” field is the name of the test; if updated here it will be saved with the updated 
name if the “Save” button is invoked.


The “Description” field serves as a description of what the test is testing, as well as any 
special design notes about how the test functions. It will be available to the Audit Trail 
when the compliance test is executed.


The “Keywords” field allows you to save one or more keywords that can be used to locate 
the test.
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Properties tab


The Properties tab contains general properties of the test. Figure 35 on page 104 shows 
the Properties tab.


Figure 35  Properties tab


The “Severity” pull down fields indicate the severity of a test failure; this is rolled up into 
compliance and auditing reports.


The “Failure Description” field serves as a description of what it means when the test fails. 
This field should describe the nature of the failure, and what corrective action needs to be 
taken. The Failure Description is rolled up to compliance and auditing reports.


The “Must Contain Exact Match” check box applies only to the Must Contain Rules; if 
checked the rules must match exactly the rows in the Primary Result Set — no additional 
rows are allowed in the Primary Result Set that do not appear in the Must Contain rules. If 
not checked, additional rows by the Must Contain rules are allowed.


The “Must Contain Ordered Match” check box applies only to the Must Contain Rules; if 
checked the rules are matched against the Primary Result Set in order; that is the rules 
and rows in the result set must appear in the same order.
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The “Must Contain Replicate On” field pull-down list contains the aliases from the primary 
Query. If an alias is selected, the Must Contain rule set will be applied repeatedly, each 
time the object referred to by the alias changes (as determined by a change in the primary 
key of the table the alias refers to). A typical use of this feature is to check properties in 
each of several objects that might exist in the result set. For example, if you wanted to 
check that each Access List in the result set ended in a deny statement, you could put the 
deny statement in your Must Contain rules and set the alias of the Access List table in the 
Must Contain Replace On field. Then for each value of this alias in the result set, the Must 
Contain rules would be reapplied.


Creating the Primary Query


Note: You must save the empty Compliance Test before you are allowed to add any queries 
to it.


The Primary Query must be created before any additional Queries are created. To create 
the Primary Query, right-click the test name, and select “New”, and choose an appropriate 
name (“Primary Query” is a good default). The Query Form editor will then become active, 
and the Query can be created as previously described under the “Queries” chapter.


There are certain rules that the Primary Query must obey in its construction:


◆ The first table must be “Device”. Compliance tests are run against a single Device, 
which will be the first table entry. A selection clause will automatically be added to 
select the Device being tested by one of its primary keys.


◆ The columns selected must include all the columns that will be referenced in the 
compliance test rules.


◆ You may want to supply appropriate Selection criteria. For example, if you intend to 
test a specific Access List’s rules, you must add a selection criteria that selects only 
the desired Access List.


◆ It is possible to use a Primary Query that joins attributes between multiple Devices, 
provided the Device being tested is listed as the first table in the join list.


◆ The Primary Query must not have a selection clause for the Device to be tested; 
instead such a selection is implicitly added when Network Configuration Manager 
executes the test as a result of revision processing or a user requested auditing.


◆ The compliance engine will add additional columns to the Query (e.g. keys of the 
objects in the result set) to facilitate the identification and generating of remedies. 
You should recognize that remedy actions will only be generated against the Device 
being tested.


Creating additional queries
You may have an arbitrary number of additional queries as desired (again by right-clicking 
the Test name and selecting “New”). The Result Sets generated by the additional queries 
are not validated by the rules directly. However, the additional queries can generate 
variables (see the Variables Tab under Queries), and those variables can then be used in 
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the various compliance test rules or as selection criteria for the primary query. A 
description of how to reference the variables in the rules is given in the following 
information.


Note: Unneeded Queries may be deleted by right-clicking the Query name and selecting 
“Delete”.


Must Contain Rules tab


To illustrate the Must Contain Rules, you can build an Attributed Compliance Test that tests 
AccessList 197. Its primary Query will retrieve the rules (AclExtendedRule) from the 
AccessList named “197” from the Device being tested. The Join list for this Query is 
illustrated in Figure 36 on page 106. 


Figure 36  Must Contain Rules query


The Column selections for this Query are illustrated inFigure 37 on page 106. 


Figure 37  Must Contain Rules query Column selections


(Recall the basic is a projection with all the basic columns of our AclExtendedRule).


The Selection list for this Query is illustrated in Figure 38 on page 106. 


Figure 38  Must Contain Rules query Selection list


This selection clause selects the Access List named 197 (Cisco access lists are often 
named by a number).


We know that AccessList rules are ordered, and must appear in order. For that reason we 
check “Must Contain Ordered Match” on the test’s Properties tab. Since we want to specify 
the entire access list in our rules (and not allow the Device to have any additional rules 
other than those we specify), we also check “Must Contain Exact Match” on the Properties 
tab.


The Must Contain rules are illustrated in Figure 39 on page 106. 


Figure 39  Must Contain Rules
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This has two explicitly specified permit rules listed first, with SrcIpAddress entries of 
192.168.0.25 and 192.168.0.30. Next appears a line with three asterisks in the first 
column “***”; this signifies a wild-card match in an ordered test that will match any 
number of arbitrary rows in the result set. Next appears another explicitly specified permit, 
and a deny.


Note: Any blank cells in the Match Each Row rules are interpreted as “Don’t Cares”, 
meaning that attribute can appear as anything (or null) in the result set and the rule still 
matches. 


The rules specify an Address and NetMask (this is a function of the model). The Netmask 
is not a Wildcard or inverse-mask; rather the model normalizes access rules to network 
masks, inverting the mask if necessary on a particular Device. Note also that the deny rule 
uses address and mask both set to 0.0.0.0; this is equivalent to “any”.


Previewing and debugging the test
Before executing the test the first time, you must define all the Queries in the test, and 
then the Test itself, using the “Save” button on both the Query Form editor and the Test 
editor.


To try the test against a Device, first execute the “Devices” Query (any Query which returns 
Devices with a DeviceId in the result set will do). Highlight a row in the Result Set to select 
the Device, as illustrated in Figure 40 on page 107. 


Figure 40  Previewing and debugging


This selects the Device the test will be executed against for the preview.


Next, go to the System Navigation tree and right-click on the test’s name, then select “Run 
Test”, or alternately hit the “Preview” button in the test editor. The Primary Query’s Result 
Set will display, as illustrated in Figure 41 on page 107. 


Figure 41  Primary query result set


The appearance of the color highlighted rows indicates the Test failed, and the nature of 
the failure:


◆ Red rows are result set rows that need to be removed from the result set.


◆ Green rows are generated rows that need to be added to the result set.
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Additionally, there is an automatically generated first column called “Failure Reason” that 
gives an indication for any highlighted row the nature of the failure.


Referring back to the Must Contain rules, the first line is in error because the first rule 
specifies the SrcIpAddress as 192.168.0.25 instead of 192.168.0.24. That causes a 
proposed remedy of deleting the first ACL rule, and instead substituting a new first rule 
containing the corrected IP address as 192.168.0.25.


Note: The “Wildcard” row in the Must Contain rules matched rule 30 which had a source 
address of 192.168.0.44.


You can manually add a Query variable reference within one of the cells of the Must 
Contain Rule list. If the variable resolves to a single value, it will be used as the value that 
the rule matches. If the variable resolves to a list of values, the rule will be deemed to 
match if the result set matches any of the values contained in the variable’s list. To insert a 
variable into the cell, enclosed the variable name like this: ${variableName} (precede it 
with a dollar sign and open curley bracket, and follow it with a closing curly bracket).


Must Not Contain Rules tab


Must Not Contain rules are specified just like Must Contain rules, however they are 
interpreted as rows that must not appear in the Result Set. The “Ordered Match” and 
“Exact Match” flags do not apply to Must Not Contain Rules, because any Must Not 
Contain rule simply specifies a row that cannot appear anywhere within the Result Set.


As with Must Contain rules, any blank cell is treated as a “Don’t Care” value, meaning if all 
the non-blank cells in a row of the Must Not Contain rules matches any row in the Primary 
Results Set, the test  fails. Variables are also allowed in the cells of a Must Not Contain 
rule.


Match Each Row tab


The Match Each Row rules allow checks to be made against every row in the result set. 
Arbitrary boolean expressions can be constructed in the Match Each Row rules by using 
AND and OR between clauses, parenthesis to enclose sets of clauses, and arbitrary 
operators including equality and non-equality.


Note: You must avoid anything but simple alias.field=matchvalue clauses in the 
MatchEachRow expression if you want an remedy to be generated automatically, because 
the introduction of OR clauses or non-exact match operations (e.g. non-equal 
comparisons such as > or <, or LIKE or ~) will cause the possible remedy to be generated to 
be ambiguous (i.e. multiple remedies become possible, and if non-exact match operators 
are used the values to be used in the remedy are not even clearly specified). 


In the example of the Match Each Row Test, two Queries are used. The Primary Query is 
listed first, and has a Join list of the following illustrated in Figure 42 on page 108. 


Figure 42  Match Each Row query
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This creates a table as OspfRouterSettings. The column for this Query is just the “basic” 
projection for the OspfRouterSettings router alias. There are no Selection clauses.


The second query is used to populate variables from the Device’s properties. It has an 
even simpler Join list, as illustrated in Figure 43 on page 109. 


Figure 43  Match Each Row — second query


This creates a table of Device properties. We choose the Device’s basic projection for the 
columns to be retrieved. We also click the Options Tab check box “Limit query to device 
under test”. This causes an implicit selection to be inserted when the query is run as part 
of a compliance test, as shown in Figure 44 on page 109. 


Figure 44  Device properties table


This selection clause selects rows based on the variable compliance.DeviceId, which in 
the context of running an Attributed Compliance Test is set to the (Long) id of the Device 
that is being tested. The second query is then getting the Device properties of the Device 
being tested.


The second query also has the following definitions in the Variable’s tab, as shown in 
Figure 45 on page 109.


Figure 45  Device property definitions displayed in the Variable tab


The Query Variables tab will produce two variables, FixedIp; a fixed String value of 
100.100.100.100, and ManagementIp; the cell value in row 0 of our result set from the 
ManagementIp column. 


As the query’s selection criteria are set to return only a single row consisting of the Device 
being tested, the ManagementIp variable is the Device under test’s ManagementIp 
address.


The MatchEachRow rules now check that every OspfRouterSettings instance has a RouterId 
property equal to the Device’s Management Ip, as shown in Figure 46 on page 109. 


Figure 46  Match Each Row checking OspfRouterSettings instances


This single rule checks that the PrimaryQuery’s OspfRouterSettings router.RouterId 
property is equal to the ${ManagementIp} variable which for the router that is being tested 
in this example is 172.17.0.70. When this test is applied to a Device, here is the Result 
View that is computed:
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Figure 47  Match Each Row result view


The yellow highlighted result set line indicates a failure in the match each row 
expressions, because the RouterId of our OSPF instance is configured to 172.17.0.199, 
and not our management IP address of 172.17.0.70. The generated blue line indicates 
what the contents should be updated to, and shows the correct IP address of 
172.17.0.70, which was the Device’s management IP address. 


The blue generated update row can only be generated if the result of evaluating the 
boolean Match Each Row expression is unambiguous. For example, if our Match Each Row 
expression had been the following, as illustrated in Figure 48 on page 110.


Figure 48  Match Each Row results when boolean expression is unambiguous


The correction would be ambiguous and the blue updated row would not be generated.


You can make complex boolean expressions in the Match Each Row rules just like you can 
in the Query Selection tab, however if a failure occurs you will not get any information 
other than the result of applying the boolean expression to a particular row failed.


Exceptions tab


The Exceptions tab allows you to create a boolean expression that is tested against each 
row of the Must Contain and Must Not Contain rules. If the Exception expression evaluates 
to be true for a particular rule, that rule is ignored. The intent of the Exceptions tab is that 
you can create an exception expression based on variables and cause certain rules to be 
ignored. For example, you could create a list of BGP neighbor expressions including all 
your BGP routers in the Must Contain, and for each particular Device being tested write an 
Exception expression that caused the neighbor statement in the Must Contain rules that 
was for the router being tested to be ignored.


Most tests will not require use of the Exceptions tab.
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A more complicated compliance example


This section will present a more complicated compliance example that uses two queries to 
check different parts of the configuration against each other. The intent of this example is 
to check that the management IP address of the Device being tested is contained in a 
subnet mapped by one of the Device’s Ethernet interfaces.


The Primary Query looks for an Interface with an IP address that contains the management 
IP address (which was put in a variable by the secondary query shown below). Figure 49 
on page 111 illustrates the definition of the primary query. 


Figure 49  Management IP address primary query example
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Figure 50 on page 112 illustrates the definition of the secondary query.


Figure 50  Management IP address secondary query example


Here is a description of how this example works.


First, the secondary query is executed. (Note that the primary query is always run last, so 
that it can use variables generated by the other query(s)). The secondary query gets the 
Basic properties of the Device that is being tested. Note specifically that the “Limit query 
to device under test” option is checked; this is essential (otherwise the secondary Query 
would have a row for every Device in the system). The secondary query generates a single 
variable, managementIP, from the ManagementIP column of row 0 of the result set. Since 
there will only be a single entry in the result set corresponding to the Device under test, 
managementIP is therefore set to the management IP of the Device under test.
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Next, the primary query is executed. It finds the InterfaceIpAddress subnet on the Device 
being tested that contains the IP address in variable managementIP, which is the Device’s 
management IP address. The result set will be a single line containing the DeviceName 
and the basic properties of the Interface(s) which contained the management IP address. 
(Note: it is not necessary to click the “Limit query to device under test option” on the 
primary query, since this is already assumed, however doing so will not cause an ill 
effect.) Figure 51 on page 113 illustrates the result set that is generated for a typical 
Device. 


Figure 51   Result set for a typical device


Finally, the test rules are run. There is only one rule, as illustrated in Figure 52 on 
page 113. 


Figure 52  One rule for a typical device


It is a Must Contain rule that says the Interface’s technology type must be Ethernet.


Note: This does not mean that the interface is necessarily the physical Ethernet interface; 
a Vlan interface running on top of an Ethernet interface will have an Ethernet technology 
type.


You can view this example in the Samples/Compliance/Attributed Tests folder. It is named 
“Management IP on Ethernet Interface”. It may be helpful to study the other attributed 
compliance test examples in this folder so that you can write your own compliance tests 
easily.
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Adding a test to a standard


You can add an Attributed Test to a standard in the same way that you add a RegEx based 
test to a standard. Create the standard in the automation library, and use the “Tests” tab 
to first add the appropriate Device classes to be tested, and to then add tests to the 
standard. Attributed tests as well as RegEx tests can be selected for the same standard, as 
illustrated in Figure 53 on page 114. 


Figure 53  Adding a test to a standard


One significant difference is when selecting an attributed test, however, is that the 
Attributed Test automatically picks the appropriate Configuration Unit to be audited (as 
shown in Figure 54 on page 114 for our Acl197 example above).


Figure 54  Add Audit Units dialog box


The algorithm to do this is based on examining the various terms in the Attributed 
Compliance Test rules and choosing the Configuration Unit that contains the most number 
of terms from the rules. For RegEx tests, you must pick the appropriate textual 
configuration unit if there is more than one.
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Running a manual audit


You can manually audit one or more Devices against a standard by multi-selecting the 
Devices to be tested from the Networks Navigation, and selecting “Compliance Audit”, as 
shown in Figure 55 on page 115. 


Figure 55  Compliance Audit menu option


A pop menu will appear from which you choose the standard to be executed. After all the 
tests in the standard have run against each of the selected Devices, you get a Compliance 
Audit Results screen, as shown in


Figure 56  Compliance Audit Results screen
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The Attributed Configuration Unit will be displayed as a tree of objects and their properties 
on the bottom right in the section labeled “Content”. The bottom left will contain a 
summary of the test results. You can click the button indicated above to get a pop-up 
visual representation of the Primary Query’s Result Set when the test is executed. The 
Test’s Failure Description is also available as a tab behind the Test Results.
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Model Coverage by device class
Table 50 on page 118 identifies the coverage by device class.


Table 50  Model coverage by device class (page 1 of 3)


Name
 ARP 
Table acllist


 CAM 
Table


 FS 
Info


 HW 
Inventor
y


 
Identity  Interfaces  Keys  Memory


 OD 
ACLs


Cisco IOS Router  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco IOS Switch  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco CatOS Switch  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco Lightstream ATM 
Switch


 x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco MGX  x  x  x  x


Cisco BPX  x  x  x  x


Nortel Contivity  x  x  x  x


Cisco PIX  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco VPN Concentrator 
3000


 x  x  x  x  x


Extreme Switch  x  x  x  x


Alcatel OmniCore 5000  x  x  x  x


Cisco Aironet AP  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco Aironet AP VXWorks  x  x  x  x


Cisco Aironet Bridge  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Adtran NetVanta Switch  x  x  x  x  x


Adtran NetVanta  x  x  x  x  x


Marconi ASX  x  x


Netscreen  x  x  x  x  x


HP Procurve Switch  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Juniper  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco IOS Layer 3 Switch  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Aruba Wireless Switch  x  x  x  x  x


Enterasys SSR  x  x  x  x


Nortel Baystack  x  x  x  x  x


Nortel BoSS Switch  x  x  x  x  x


Nortel Router  x  x  x  x  x


Nortel Passport 8600  x  x  x  x  x


Nortel Passport 1648  x  x  x  x
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Nortel Alteon  x  x  x  x


Nortel Multi-Service 
Switch


 x  x  x  x


Riverstone Router  x  x  x  x


Lucent Access Point  x  x  x  x


Milan  x  x  x  x


Generic Device  x  x  x  x


Check Point Firewall  x  x  x  x


F5 Load Balancer  x  x  x  x


Nokia Appliance  x  x  x  x


Netopia R7000 Series  x  x  x  x


Cisco Content Switch  x  x  x  x  x


Tasman Router  x  x  x  x


F5 Load Balancer Rev 3  x  x  x  x


Airespace Wireless Switch  x  x  x  x


Foundry  x  x  x


Siemens  x  x  x  x


Packeteer  x  x  x  x


EricssonMSED  x  x  x


Radware  x  x  x  x


Force10 E-Series  x  x  x  x


Cisco Wireless LAN 
Controller


 x  x  x


Force10 C-Series  x  x  x  x


3Com NetBuilderII  x  x  x


Netscaler  x  x  x  x


Edgewater EdgeMarc  x  x  x


StarentPDSN  x  x  x  x


MRV LX Terminal Server  x  x  x


BlueCoat SG Web Proxy  x  x


Cisco IPS  x  x  x  x


Cisco IOS XR  x  x  x  x  x


Juniper ERX  x  x  x  x  x


Table 50  Model coverage by device class (page 2 of 3)


Name
 ARP 
Table acllist


 CAM 
Table


 FS 
Info


 HW 
Inventor
y


 
Identity  Interfaces  Keys  Memory


 OD 
ACLs
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Juniper Switch  x  x  x  x  x  x  x


Cisco ACE  x  x  x  x


Alcatel OmniSwitch  x  x  x  x


Alcatel SR/ESS  x  x  x


F5 Load Balancer Rev 9  x  x  x  x  x


Motorola BSR  x  x  x  x


Cisco MDS  x  x  x


Riverbed  x  x  x


3Com Switch 5500  x  x  x


Alvarion Breeze AP  x  x  x


Alcatel OmniStack  x  x  x  x


Paradyne 9100  x  x  x


Brocade 7500  x  x


DLink xStack  x  x  x


Foundry EdgeIron  x  x


Telco Switch  x  x


Telco T-Metro  x  x


McAfee IntruShield  x  x


ExtremeWare XOS  x  x  x


LaurelST  x  x


Vanguard  x  x  x  x


Cisco Content Appliance  x  x  x  x


Cisco Nexus  x  x  x  x  x


McData  x


GenericCiscoRMEDevice  x  x  x  x  x


Symbol Wireless Switch  x  x  x  x


NetCache  x  x  x  x


Overture NC  x  x  x  x


Overture NG  x  x  x  x  x


Table 50  Model coverage by device class (page 3 of 3)


Name
 ARP 
Table acllist


 CAM 
Table


 FS 
Info


 HW 
Inventor
y


 
Identity  Interfaces  Keys  Memory


 OD 
ACLs
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Overview
Learn to install and configure the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager
(NCM). This SolutionPack, available with the EMC M&R version 6.5uX platform, provides a
wide spectrum of reports for NCM Application Servers and Device Servers.


It enables you to quickly determine the inventory and assets, compliance, jobs and all
changes being made to any NCM Application, Device, or Combo Server.


Technical specifications


SolutionPack version
2.0.3


Compatible EMC M&R versions
6.5u3 and later


Compatible NCM version
NCM 9.4, Patch 1 and later


Data collection methods
SQL collector


XML collector


Remote Shell collector


Main reports


Change Detail Report
Provides information about configuration change details over a period and lists the
differences in configuration between revisions. The msa-user login credentials to
NCM EDAA (EMC Data Access API) are required to retrieve and view configuration
differences from devices managed by NCM.


Job Reporting
Provides count, distribution, approval and status information about Active and
Historical jobs available in NCM. In the reports, you can drill down on Job Status,
Tasks, or Actions to view detailed information.


Deployment Topology
Provides information about different Application Servers. Each Application server
node displays details about associated Database and Device Servers.


Sites
Provides device-specific information for each site.


Views
Provides device-specific information for each view.


Certificate Monitoring Report
Provides detailed information about certificates, the hosts where they reside, and
certificate expiration dates (end dates). These certificates govern the communication
between the Application Server and Device Server and between the User Interface
and Application Server. You must renew certificates before they expire or NCM will
stop functioning.
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Change Reports
Provides information about results for Change Approvals, Hardware Changes,
Devices with Cut-through and External Changes, Configuration changes, and User
changes. In the reports, you can drill down to view detailed information about
individual devices, configuration differences with the job and approvers, users who
created revisions, and so on.


Device Compliance Reports
Provides information about device compliance in Summary, By Network, By Sites, By
Views, and Estate Overview reports.


Standard Compliance Reports
Provides information about PCI DSS 1.1, PCI DSS 1.2, PCI DSS 2.0, DISA STIG 1.1
Compliance Standards available in NCM. In the reports, you can drill down on
Policies, Standards, and Tests to view detailed information.


Where to find the latest SolutionPack software
Install the latest core software update for your product suite. SolutionPacks distributed
with core software have a 30-day free evaluation period. If you plan to use the software
longer than 30 days, you must install a SolutionPack license before the trial period ends.


This 30-day free evaluation only applies to new installations and is not available for
upgraded installations. If you upgrade the core software and want to try a new
SolutionPack, you must request a license for that SolutionPack by completing a Support
Request (SR) form, which is available on the EMC Online Support website at http://
support.emc.com.


Installing the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration
Manager


To view data from Network Configuration Manager, install the SolutionPack for EMC
Network Configuration Manager in the EMC M&R platform.


Before you begin


l Determine whether you need a SolutionPack license file by checking the feature
names and expiration dates listed in Centralized Management > License
Management. If not listed, obtain a license by completing a Support Request (SR)
form, which is available on the EMC support website http://support.emc.com.


l Make sure the core modules, such as the Module-Manager, are up-to-date on all
servers since not all module dependencies are validated during the SolutionPack
installation. See the EMC M&R Installation and Configuration Guide which provides for
more information.


l The Network Configuration Manager is installed and running.


l You have root login credentials for the Network Configuration Manager.


l The SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager license is uploaded to the
EMC M&R platform.


l The EMC M&R platform is updated to 6.5uX and later.


Procedure


1. Log in to the EMC M&R server with root privileges.


For example, http://Frontend-hostname:58080/APG
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2. Select Administration.


3. Select Centralized Management in the Administration tree.


4. Select SOLUTIONPACK CENTER.


5. Select the EMC Network Configuration Manager in the Browse and Install
SolutionPacks screen.


6. Read the summary information and click Install.


7. Select the components to install.


a. Accept the default name, emc-ncm, in the Instance name field.


b. Select the EMC M&R server that will host the data collector in the Data collection
list box.


c. Select the EMC M&R server to host the reports in the Reports list box.


d. Click Next.


8. Accept the default values for the Data Collection and Alerting on Data Collection
panes.


9. Select the NCM server version in the NCM Version drop-down field in the Server
Configuration pane.


10.Select Device server or Combo Server in the NCM Server Type drop-down field and
complete the fields depending on your deployment:


Deployment Provide information for the following fields


Device Server Select Device server in the NCM Server Type drop-down field.


l Fully qualified System IP address or host name


l System root user account and password


l NCM System administrator user name (for example, sysadmin)
and password. The NCM System credentials are required for
certificate monitoring reports.


Distributed
deployment


Select Combo Server for a distributed NCM server in the NCM Server
Type drop-down field.
For the Application Server,


l Fully qualified System IP address or host name


l System root user account and password


l NCM System administrator user name (for example, sysadmin)
and password. The NCM System credentials are required for
certificate monitoring reports.


To collect Database Server information, you also need:


l NCM database IP address or host name


l NCM database port number or accept the default port 5435


l NCM database name in EMC M&R in the NCM instance name
field or accept the default name


l NCM database password


Use the + icon to add one or more Device or Combo Servers.
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Deployment Provide information for the following fields


Application
Server


Select Combo Server in the NCM Server Type drop-down field.
Complete the fields for the Application Server and Database Server
as described for a distributed deployment.


11.Optional, select the Configure collector advanced settings checkbox to configure the
polling interval for data collection and also to configure the collection of different
types of data, or accept the defaults.


a. Set the polling interval from 300 to 2678400 seconds in the Polling period for DB
and System data collection field or accept the default 900.


The M&R polling interval determines the frequency of data collection. For example,
the default 900 means that once in every 15 minutes, polling occurs and new raw
values are collected.


b. If you do not want the data to be collected, clear the selected checkbox for
Compliance data, Jobs data, or Inventory data. The latest data collection will not
occur for or be updated in:


l Compliance reports like Standard Compliance Reports, Device Compliance
Reports


l Jobs reports like Active Job Report and Historical Job Reports


l All inventory-related reports like database, interface reports


12.Click Next on the Data Collection pane.


13.In the Reports section, select the gateway and the administration web-service
instance or accept the default values.


14.Select Install to install the SolutionPack.


After you finish


Allow four to five polling cycles to pass before viewing reports.


Post-installation steps


Setting the IP address of the EMC M&R server
After you install the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager, you must
configure the IP address of the EMC M&R server in the NCM Application Server. If the EMC
M&R IP address was already set during the NCM installation, skip this task.


Procedure


l Follow these steps to set the IP address of the EMC M&R server in the NCM Application
Server:


Operating
system


Steps


Linux 1. Open the <Product directory>/db/controldb/data/
pg_hba.conf file for editing.
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Operating
system


Steps


2. Add this line at the end of the pg_hba.conf file: host all
all <EMC M&R IP address>/32 md5


3. Save and exit the pg_hba.conf file.


4. Type service controldb restart to restart the controldb
service.


Windows 1. Open the <Product directory>/db/controldb/data/
pg_hba.conf file for editing.


2. Add this line at the end of the pg_hba.conf file: host all
all <EMC M&R IP address>/32 md5


3. Save and exit the pg_hba.conf file.


4. Navigate to Start > Administrative Tools > Services >
NCM_Controldb to restart the controldb service.


Setting the collector heap memory size in the EMC M&R UI
Use the EMC M&R UI to set the collector heap memory size to run the SolutionPack
reports. Since the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager collects data
from a large number of devices, you may need to increase the collector heap memory to a
suitable level.


Before you begin


To determine the collector heap memory size for a network, use the latest ViPR SRM
Deployment Planner (for example, ViPR SRM 3.6 SP2):


1. Download the ViPR SRM Deployment Planner from the EMC Online Support website.


2. For additional details about determining configuration size, refer to ViPR SRM
Performance and Scalability Guidelines or EMC Service Assurance Suite SolutionPack
Performance and Scalability Guidelines available on the EMC Online Support website.


Procedure


1. Log in to EMC M&R with root privileges.


For example, http://Frontend-hostname:58080/APG
2. Go to Administration > Centralized Management > Logical Overview > Collecting >


Collector-Manager::emc-ncm-<host-id>


3. Expand Configuration Files.


4. Scroll to the conf/unix-services.properties file or the conf/win-
services.properties file.


5. Edit the conf/unix-services.properties or conf/win-
services.properties file by setting the collector heap memory value in the
memory.max parameter.


Set the value based on the Planner tool sizing information.


6. Click Save.
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7. Click Restart in the Service Status pane to restart the collector-manager service.


Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports with NCM server running 9.4.0.1
Additional steps are required for the Certificate Monitoring reports to work on the NCM
server running version 9.4 Patch 1 software. You must add the certificate from the
voyencessl.keystore file in the NCM server to the keystore file in the EMC M&R
server. If not, the logs show a certificate and communication error and the Certificate
Monitoring reports are empty.


Before you begin


Install version 9.4 patch 1 software on the NCM server.


You do not need this procedure if you have installed the SolutionPack for Network
Configuration Manager (NCM) version 2.0.3 and have installed NCM server 9.4 Patch 2.
Instead, follow the instructions for Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports with NCM
server running 9.4.0.2 on page 8


Procedure


1. Log in to the NCM host and run the command:


#source /etc/voyence.conf


2. Run the command as one line:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore $VOYENCE_HOME/conf/
voyencessl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file <filename1>


3. When prompted for a password, leave it blank and click Enter.


4. Run the command as one line:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore $VOYENCE_HOME/conf/
voyencessl.keystore -alias selfsigned-ip -file <filename2>


5. When prompted for a password, leave it blank and click Enter.


6. Copy <filename1> and <filename2> from the NCM server to the EMC M&R server.


7. On the EMC M&R server, run:


<EMC M&R_JAVA LOC>/bin/keytool -import -keystore <EMC M&R_JAVA 
LOC>/lib/security/cacerts -file <path/filename1> -alias selfsigned1


Examples of <EMC M&R_JAVA LOC> are /opt/APG/Java/Sun-JRE/8.0u25 for
Linux and C:\Program Files\APG\Java\Sun-JRE\8.0u25 for Windows.


8. Type changeit for the password.


9. Run the command:


<EMC M&R_JAVA_LOC>/bin/keytool -import -keystore <EMC M&R_JAVA 
LOC>/lib/security/cacerts -file <path/filename2> -alias selfsigned2


10.Type changeit for the password.
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11.Go to the <EMC_M&R_install>/bin directory and run the following command to
restart all of the services:


./manage-modules service restart all


Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports with NCM server running 9.4.0.2
Additional steps are required for the Certificate Monitoring reports to work on the NCM
server running version 9.4 Patch 2 software. These steps are required for accessing the
WS API in NCM used by the Certificate Monitoring reports. Otherwise, the logs show
certificate and communication errors and the Certificate Monitoring reports are empty.


Before you begin


Install version 9.4 patch 2 software on the NCM server. If you are using a third-party
certificate, follow the procedures in Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports with NCM
server running 9.4.0.2 - third-party certificate installed on page 9.
Procedure


1. Log in to the NCM host and copy "$VOYENCE_HOME/conf/bundle.p12" to the
EMC M&R destination machine where the WS API client is configured (for example, /
opt).


2. On the destination machine, type the following command as one line and press Enter:


$APG_HOME/Java/Sun-JRE/8.0u31/bin>keytool -changealias -keystore 
"/opt/bundle.p12" -alias 1 -destalias newalias -storetype pkcs12


3. Enter the keystore password.


Type the PassPhrase entered during the NCM server installation.


4. On the destination machine, type the following command as one line and press Enter.


 $JAVA_HOME/bin>keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore "/opt/
bundle.p12" -destkeystore "$APG_HOME/Java/Sun-JRE/8.0u31/lib/
security/cacerts" -srcstoretype pkcs12


5. Enter the destination keystore password: changeit
6. Enter the source keystore password.


Type the PassPhrase entered during the NCM server installation.


These results should display:


Entry for alias 1 successfully imported. Import command
completed: 1 entries successfully imported, 0 entries failed
or cancelled.


7. Go to the <EMC_M&R_install>/bin directory and run the following command to
restart all of the services:


./manage-modules service restart all


The following exception message should no longer display in the collector logs (APG/
Collecting/Collector-Manager/emc-ncm/logs):


javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException:
sun.security.validator.ValidatorException: PKIX path building
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failed: sun.security.provider.certpath.SunCertPathBuilderException:
unable to find valid certification path to requested
target at
sun.security.ssl.Alerts.getSSLException(Alerts.java:192)


Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports with NCM server running 9.4.0.2 - third-
party certificate installed


Additional steps are required for the Certificate Monitoring reports to work on the NCM
server running version 9.4 Patch 2 software. These steps are required for accessing the
WS API in NCM used by the Certificate Monitoring reports. Otherwise, the logs show
certificate and communication errors and the Certificate Monitoring reports are empty.


Before you begin


Install version 9.4 patch 2 software on the NCM server. If you are not using a third-party
certificate, follow the procedures in Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports with NCM
server running 9.4.0.2 on page 8.
Procedure


1. Log in to the NCM host and copy "$VOYENCE_HOME/conf/server.p12" to the
EMC M&R destination machine where the WS API client is configured (for example, /
opt).


server.p12 will be generated when installing the third-party certificate using the
SSL utility for NCM 9.4.0.2.


2. On the destination machine, type the following command as one line and press Enter:


$APG_HOME/Java/Sun-JRE/8.0u31/bin>keytool -changealias -keystore 
"/opt/server.p12" -alias 1 -destalias newalias -storetype pkcs12


3. Enter the keystore password.


Use the same password given during certificate installation.


4. On the destination machine, type the following command as one line and press Enter.


 $JAVA_HOME/bin>keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore "/opt/
server.p12" -destkeystore "$APG_HOME/Java/Sun-JRE/8.0u31/lib/
security/cacerts" -srcstoretype pkcs12


5. Enter the EMC M&R destination keystore password: changeit
6. Enter the source keystore password.


Use the source keystore password given during certificate installation.


These results should display:


Entry for alias 1 successfully imported. Import command
completed: 1 entries successfully imported, 0 entries failed
or cancelled.


7. Go to the <EMC_M&R_install>/bin directory and run the following command to
restart all of the services:


./manage-modules service restart all
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The following exception message should no longer display in the collector logs (APG/
Collecting/Collector-Manager/emc-ncm/logs):


javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException:
sun.security.validator.ValidatorException: PKIX path building
failed: sun.security.provider.certpath.SunCertPathBuilderException:
unable to find valid certification path to requested
target at
sun.security.ssl.Alerts.getSSLException(Alerts.java:192)


Configuring access to Change Detail Reports
The first time you attempt to view a Change Detail Report, you will see a certificate
warning message. To resolve the message and view the report, you need to accept the
certificate and authenticate the msa-user account credentials to the NCM EDAA server.
Depending on your browser, perform the steps in these troubleshooting topics to
configure access to all Change Detail Reports:


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Chrome on page 11


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Firefox on page 11


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Internet Explorer on page
12


The Change Detail Reports contain the configuration differences and audit trails for
devices managed by NCM. These reports require access to an external URL. The external
web application is hosted on the NCM EDAA (also called MSA) Tomcat server in your NCM
deployment. The default user name is msa-user and the default password is sysadmin.
To allow authentication to this application, a CAS authentication server is deployed along
with ncm-msa service. When you try to access the Change Detail Reports, the UI prompts
you for the username and password.


If needed, use this procedure to change the NCM EDAA password: Changing the NCM
EDAA password to access Change Detail Reports on page 10


Changing the NCM EDAA password to access Change Detail Reports
To change the NCM EDAA password, you must do so from the NCM server where the NCM
EDAA Tomcat server resides. For a distributed NCM server deployment, you need to
change the password in the Application Server host.


Procedure


1. Run [Product_directory]/tools/password-change.pl.


2. Select the option [C]hange Single Password.


3. Select msa-user from the list of users and enter the new password.


4. Restart the vcmaster service by typing:


service vcmaster restart


Confirming report creation
After you install a SolutionPack, you can view its reports.


To view the reports:


Procedure


1. Go to User Interface > Report Library.
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2. Click the SolutionPack to view its reports.


Results


It may take up to an hour to display all relevant information in these reports.


Troubleshooting


Report display problems


l Review the Collecting.log file located in Centralized Management > Logical
Overview > Collecting > Collector-Manager::emc-ncm-<host-id>.


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Chrome on page 11


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Firefox on page 11


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Internet Explorer on page
12


l What to do if data does not appear in any reports on page 12


l What to do if data does not appear in some reports on page 13


l Viewing collector errors in the Collector-Manager log files on page 14


l Troubleshooting a broken connection between NCM and EMC M&R on page 14


Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Chrome
A certificate error displays when connecting to the Change Detail Report from EMC M&R in
the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager.


Note


Firefox is the recommended browser for viewing reports in the EMC M&R SolutionPack. If
the problems with Chrome persist, try using a different browser.


The steps may vary slightly depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. On the report that generates the SSL error message, right-click and select View frame
source.


2. In the View Frame Source tab, click Advanced.


3. Click Proceed to <Server name/IP address>.


4. Wait for the content to load.


5. Go back to the report, right-click and select Reload frame.


6. In the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager authentication pane, log in to the
NCM EMC Data Access API (EDAA) with the msa-user account credentials (defaults:
msa-user/sysadmin).


The report displays in the frame.


Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Firefox
A certificate error displays when connecting to the Change Detail Report from EMC M&R in
the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager.


The steps may vary slightly depending on your browser version.
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Procedure


1. On the report that generates the This Connection is Untrusted error
message, right-click and select This Frame > Open Frame in New Tab.


2. Click I understand the Risks.


3. Click Add Exception.


4. Click Confirm Security Exception.


5. Go back to the report, right-click and select This Frame > Reload Frame.


6. In the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager authentication pane, log in to the
NCM EMC Data Access API (EDAA) with the msa-user account credentials (defaults:
msa-user/sysadmin).


The report displays in the frame.


Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Internet Explorer
A certificate error displays when connecting to the Change Detail Report from EMC M&R in
the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager.


Note


Firefox is the recommended browser for viewing reports in the EMC M&R SolutionPack. If
the problems with Internet Explorer persist, try using a different browser.


The steps may vary slightly depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. On the report that generates the Content was blocked error message, click Show
Content.


2. Click Proceed to the Page.


3. Click the certificate error and select View Certificate.


4. Follow the prompts to save the certificate under Trusted Root Certificates.


5. Log in to the EMC M&R server (defaults: admin/changeme).


6. Go back to the report.


7. In the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager authentication pane, log in to the
NCM EMC Data Access API (EDAA) with the msa-user account credentials (defaults:
msa-user/sysadmin).


The report displays in the frame.


What to do if data does not appear in any reports


Procedure


1. After the completion of at least three collection cycles, verify if data is populating into
the reports. If there is still no data in the reports, continue to the next step.


2. Run the scheduled task to import data into reports. If there is still no data in the
reports, continue to the next step.


3. To view the log files for errors, go to Centralized Management and click Logical
Overview > Collecting > Collector-Manager::<instance name> > Log Files.
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Running a scheduled task to import data into reports
After you push a new configuration into a collector, a scheduled task runs and populates
the reports with new data. You can manually run the scheduled task to import the data
more quickly.


Before you begin


Allow at least three polling cycles to pass before manually running the scheduled task.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management.


3. Expand Scheduled Tasks.


4. Click Database.


5. Select the import-properties-Default task.


6. Click Run Now.


7. Confirm success in running the task in the Last Result and Last Result Time columns.


What to do if data does not appear in some reports


Procedure


1. Run the scheduled task to import data into reports. If there is still no data in the
reports, continue to step 2.


2. Search for the metric in the database.


3. To view the log files for errors, go to Centralized Management and click Logical
Overview > Collecting > Collector-Manager::<instance name> > Log Files.


Searching for metrics in the database
You can verify that a metric is being collected and used for reporting when you search
and find the metric in the database.


Procedure


1. Go to the Administration page.


2. Under Modules, click Management of Database Metrics.


3. On the Metric Selection page, create the filter, type the number of results, and select
the properties to display for the metric.


For example, to list up to 100 results of the Capacity metric with the properties of
device and IP, type name=='Capacity' in the Filter field, 100 in the Maximum results
field, and select device and IP for the Properties to show.


4. Click Query.


A list of the metric results appears. If nothing displays, the metric is not being
collected.


SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager 2.0.3 Summary Sheet
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Viewing collector errors in the Collector-Manager log files
Review the Collector-Manager log files to troubleshoot problems with data collection.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management > Logical Overview.


3. Expand Collecting.


4. Click the Collector-Manager for your collector instance.


Collector-Manager::<Collector-Manager instance> - <host_ID>


5. Expand Log Files and click the View File icon to review the error messages.


Troubleshooting a broken connection between NCM and EMC M&R
You can analyze the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager logs in EMC
M&R to troubleshoot a broken connection.


Procedure


1. Log in to the EMC M&R server.


2. Go to the /opt/APG/Collecting/Collector-Manager/
<ncm_instance_name>/logs directory to view the log files.


For Linux, navigate to your emc-ncm instance and check the log files, /opt/APG/
Collecting/Collector-Manager/<emc-ncm-instance-name>/logs/
collecting-0-0.log
For Windows, navigate to C:\Program Files\APG\Collecting\Collector-
Manager\<emc-ncm-instance-name>\logs\collecting-0-0.log


Article
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DASL Language Specification
This document:


Describes the Device Access Scripting Language (DASL), used for creating device-independent access
methods. DASL allows Voyence products to provide multiple-vendor support quickly and easily, and is
designed to encapsulate all device-specific information in a highly modifiable manner, allowing the main
products to remain device independent.
Gives the official Backus Normal Form (BNF) notation of the language, and supersedes all previous
documents and any documentation within the source code, as the official language specification. Any
language changes are reflected in this document.
Describes DASL programming with some basic examples.


This document is broken down into five specific sections


DASL BNF Notation discusses the language syntax. This section is useful for understanding the semantics of the
language


DASL Variable Types discusses the variable types available to the language. This section discusses the uses and
characteristics of each variable type.


DASL Built In Functions discusses the built-in functions available to do data manipulation, device access, and
protocol access.


DASL Built In Variables discusses the variables available to the developer. These predefined variables are seeded
with device data provided by the application user.


Language Defined Library discusses the library of functions written in DASL for use by driver developers. These
functions are provided to assist in frequently executed algorithms and device logic.


CLI Communications


DASL device drivers create sessions to perform management operations with the device. A typical device operation
sequence is as follows:


From the GUI application, user requests a configuration pull operation on a specific device.
On the device server, the CommMgr receives the command request and creates a thread for the operation.
The DASL device driver is located and DASL function within the driver is executed.
The function performs a device connect-authenticate and executes device specific commands to pull the
configuration.
The CommMgr transfers the configuration data back to the application server.


Device sessions are the foundation of the DASL scripting language's ability to manage devices. The following set of
built-in DASL functions has a session identifier as one of their arguments or returns a session identifier as it function
value.


addState getNextState sshConnect


clearBuffer getState startCapture


disconnect modemConnect telnetConnect







endCapture send ttyConnect


expect setupCutThru waitFor


Session Cache


The goal of the session cache is the ability to cache device sessions across multiple instances of DASL functions for
a specific device. The value is toward reducing the total latency of operations targeted at a single device. Using
session caching allows the driver to reduce the cost and latency of execution of a DASL function, this enables a new
device management paradigms. With reduced invocation cost, smaller and lighter DASL functions can be developed
which provide lower level exported primitives. DASL functions become simpler allowing higher level routines to
manage the more complex operations. Ultimately, device drivers export an expanded set of primitives, reduced
complexity, and lower development cost. The following example shows the basic use of session caching within
DASL.


Session with Cache Use Example


// Get a new or cached session in Enable
mode
var session=getSession( MECHANISM,
smgrEnableMode );


// Do some work
send(session,"commands\n");
waitFor(session,timeout,states);


// Release the code and put it back in cache
relSession(session);


Session Cache Model


The cache model supports the following model.


Support for 1 or more sessions per device instance.
The session id is a positive value including zero.
Cutthru sessions are not deleted at the termination of a DASL entry point.
All built-in and standard driver functions retained (backward compatibility).
Simplified programming model for accessing sessions and maintaining cache integrity.
Sessions are maintained by an internal cache manager where the DASL developer does not need to connect,
maintain, and disconnect sessions. 







Session Programming Model


The session programming model provides the DASL device driver an API to fully exploit session caching. This is an
extension to the current set of DASL built-ins plus minor functional extensions of some of the existing API. The goal
is for device drivers to be able to take advantage of cached sessions to avoid the overhead and latency of
establishing device sessions. Several DASL defined functions are delivered as an included library for accessing
sessions. These DASL specific APIs will be discussed in this section. For deeper understanding of the primitives
these functions are built upon see the  below.Session Caching Primitives


Session Cache Tag


Sessions are cached based upon the following identification as the cache tag. Retrieving a cached session requires
the device IDX, session state, user id, privilege password, and connect mechanism. All of these except the cache
state are built-in variables available to the DASL developer. The function getSession, described below, defines how
to get a handle to the state identified by these tag properties.


Device IDX
Session state (i.e. user mode, enable mode, config mode)
User ID
Privilege Password
Mechanism (ssh or telnet) 


Getting a Session


Use the getSession function to obtain a session to a device. This function is included in stdlib/stdterm.inc for use in
all device drivers. The getSession() function first attempts a cache lookup. Failing that, a new session is created and
cached. The goal of getSession is to return the best cached session if available or establish a new session at the
requested state. If a cached session at the requested state is not available, this routine will attempt to take a session
at another state and migrate it to the requested state using the following driver defined routines enterEnableMode,
exitEnableMode, enterConfigMode, and exitConfigMode.


The calling sequence for getSession() is as follows:


getSession


getSesssion (var sessionMechanism, 
             var cacheState, 
             var sessionType, 
             var throwError)


Parameter Meaning


sessionMechanism Integer value indicating connecting mechanism
(mechanismTelnet, etc.).







cacheState state of session required such as smgrEnableMode or
smgrBackCompat (default)


sessionType Specific type of session to return


new session
cached session (migrate as required)
cached session (do not mgirate)


throwError Method of error return (smgrRtnStatus return status of
-1 on error or, default = throwError)


retVal The return value is always the session number on
success or -1 on failure if throwError is false. If
throwError is set to true, a getSession() failure will
throw an ERROR to the caller.


Cache Session States


The library file defines enumerations for the session caching states. These enumeration values should be used
when calling getSession to determine which type of state the getSession will be using. These enumerations are
defined in stdterm.inc along with other enumerations for compatibility modes and session types. The main
parameter that will be used most often for getSession is the type or mode of session to obtain from the cache or via
a new connection to the device. The cache state enumeration values have the following meaning:


smgrBackCompat — Backwards compatibility mode does no caching, this is the default.
smgrUserMode — User mode prompt
smgrEnableMode — Enable mode prompt. (Requires privilge passwords and creation of enterEnableMode
and exitEnableMode functions)
smgrConfigMode — Configuration mode prompt. (Requires privilge passwords and creation of
enterConfigMode and exitConfigMode functions)


Session Types


The session type parameter allows control over how the session is acquired by . The current defined parameter
values are:


smgrNewSession — create a new session
smgrMigration — migrate an existing cached session if required
smgrNoMigration — do not perform any session migration
smgrNoCreation — do not create a new session if a cached session is not available
smgrCachedOnly — no migration, cached only session


The default parameter value is smgrMigration. If a cached session is not available, then a new session will be
created and migrated as required. This all depends on the exported session migration routines being defined by the
driver as described below.


Session Model


The goal of  is to return the best cached session if available or establish a new session at the requestedgetSession
session state. The current model defines 3 basic session states with the following hierarchy:







userMode -> enableMode -> configMode


The session model supports most of the device classes implemented by Voyence including the order of transition
(i.e. enable mode is required to be able to enter config mode). It is also assumed that exit from a mode leaves you in
the previous mode (i.e. exit from config mode returns the session to enable mode). The device class drivers can
export the following routines that allow  to manage these transitions for the caller. In order to use sessiongetSession
caching with the getSession these functions should be defined within the device driver and the relative standard
prompt states should be added to the session.


enterEnableMode( var session )
exitEnableMode( var session )
enterConfigMode( var session )
exitConfigMode( var session )


These routine will be invoked by  to transition a cached session to the requested state. For example, if agetSession
cached session is not located,  will create a new session and then migrate that session to the requestedgetSession
state. If the driver does not export these transition routines then  will only be able to return a newlygetSession
created session or a cached session of the requested state. Otherwise  will fail the operation.getSession


Exported Driver Routine


To provide drivers more control over the session before it is returned, the driver can export the routine,
drvGetSession(). This routine will be invoked by  following a successful acquisition of a session for thegetSession
caller. The drvGetSession() routine is passed the session id just acquired. The best exampled of how this routine
can be used by a driver involves menu based devices. The drvGetsession() routine can be implemented to ensure
that the menu is always at the home position before the session is returned to the driver. In this manner,  getSession
will always return a session to the driver in the home state which improves session state management.


Releasing a Session


The calling sequence for relSession() is as follows:


getSession


relSesssion ( var session );


Parameter Meaning


session Session number returned by getSession


retVal unused


The routine relSession() provides the release protocol for sessions. Use this function with the session identifier when
you are completely done with the session. After a call to release session the session will be placed back in the
cache and will remain usable by future calls to  until the cache expires. This routine releases a sessiongetSession







previously acquired via . The release closes the session but leaves it cached. This also removes thegetSession
session from the active session list maintained by the session manager. Only an inactive session can be acquired
and migrated. Active sessions cannot be migrated by .getSession


Driver Specific Hooks


To provide drivers a hook to properly shut down a connection the driver can export the routine, drvRelSesison. The
drvRelSession() driver routine is invoked before  releases the session. This gives the driver a chance torelSession
check/modify/test the session before releasing the session to the cache.


Additional Information


SessionStats


The routine SessionStats() is implemented in stdterm.inc and provides complete statistics and information about all
sessions associated with the current device IDX. Both active and inactive session states will be displayed. This
output can be noisy so use with care.


getSessions


The routine getSessions() returns a map with the session ids of all existing session associated with the current IDX.
The map includes both active and inactive sessions. The key to the map are integers from zero to max number of
sessions minus one. Note, that session IDs do not have to be contiguous.


Timeout Value


A cached session has a timeout value which indicates the maximum inactive time allowed for the session. If the
session is inactive for greater than the timeout value, the session is closed and flushed from the cache. Drivers
should be written such that the timeout value is a single modifiable variable. This is a style and not a functional issue
but it is worth mentioning. The session timeout value is specified to the cacheSession () and updateSession() built-in
functions. There is a system default timeout value which will be used if this value is not specified to cacheSession()
or updateSession(). The system default is managed in the infrastructure database.


Infrastructure Configuration Parameters


The following configuration parameters are used by the session manager.
SMGR_CACHING_ENABLED
The SMGR_CACHING_ENABLED parameter defines the caching state for the session manager. The default value
is 1 indicating that caching of device sessions is enabled. This provides the ability to disable session caching and
execute the system using previous semantics. This can be useful for debugging environments in which session
caching is suspected as a possible problem.
SMGR_SESSIONS_PER_DEVICE
The SMGR_SESSIONS_PER_DEVICE parameter defines the maximum number of cached sessions allowed per
device. The intent is to prevent a single DASL driver from disrupting the system by creating too many sessions
within the context of a single device. This also allows the session management algorithms to be optimized within this
constraint. The default value is 4.
SMGR_SESSION_TIMEOUT
The SMGR_SESSION_TIMEOUT parameter defines the default timeout for an in-active cached session in seconds.
The default value is 60.







Session Caching Primatives


The primitives are listed here for completeness of documentation. However, as a general rule the DASL developer
should use the language defined library functions  and . These primitives aregetSession relSession


cacheSession
updateSession
findSession
querySession
flushSession


cacheSession


This function will tag a session with a specified state value and caches the session for later use. This also sets the
session to active and sets the inactive timeout value. A session should be marked as cached immediately after
establishing the session with the device. Also, immediately following any session state changes, the session cache
should be updated to reflect the new state. It is the responsibility of the device driver writer to ensure the session
cache attributes are in-sync with the device. Send operations on the session will not invalidate the cache. Setting the
timeout value to zero essentially marks the session as non-cacheable. This can be used to ensure a session is
flushed from the cache on a disconnect. The calling sequence as follows:


cacheSession


cacheSession (var sessionId,
              var sessionState,
              var sessionUserId,
              var sessionPrivPwd,
              var sessionMechanism,
              var sessionTimeout)


Parameter Meaning


sessionId Integer value indicating the session to be tagged and
cached.


sessionState Integer value indicating the state of the session to be
cached.


sessionUserId User Id string used to log into the device.


sessionPrivPwd Privilege password string used to enter privilege
modes.







sessionMechanism Connection mechanism (telnet, ssh).


sessionTimeout Integer value in seconds to timeout an inactive session.


retVal On success, daslSuccess is returned. On failure,
daslFail is returned.


updateSession


This function provides for updating those cached session attributes which may change during the course of driver
execution. For example, after entering enable mode, the driver should update the cache to reflect this state change.
If the driver does not update the session cache, the session will be flushed at disconnect time since the default
timeout value is zero. The calling sequence as follows:


updateSession


updateSession (var  sessionId,
               var  sessionState,
               var sessionTimeout)


Parameter Meaning


sessionId Integer value indicating the session to be updated.


sessionState Integer value indicating the state of the session.


sessionTimeout Integer value in seconds to timeout an inactive session.


retVal On success, daslSuccess is returned. On failure,
daslFail is returned.


The default values for these parameters indicate that the cached parameter value is not to be changed.. The DASL
language permits both of these parameters to be defaulted. The exception is the timeout value. If the timeout
parameter is defaulted and the current cached timeout value is zero, the timeout value for the session will be set to
the system default timeout value. It doesn't make any sense to update the cached characteristics of a session that is
essentially not cached (timeout == 0).


findSession


This function will return an active session in one of the specified states if available. The calling sequence as follows:







findSession


findSession (var sessionState,
             var sessionUserId,
             var sessionPrivPwd,
             var sessionMechansim)


Parameter Meaning


sessionState List of integer values indicating the requested session
state(s).


sessionUserId User Id string.


sessionPrivPwd Privilege password string.


sessionMechanism Connection mechanism.


retVal Session Id of the available cached session if
successful. -1 on failure.


The sessionState parameter takes a comma separated ordered list of session states. The findSession () routine will
return the best cached session from the list based on the preference order. If a cached session is not found then a
-1 is returned. The querySession () routine allows the caller to determine the state of the session returned in the
case that multiple states were provided. Implementation note: the findSession () routine will verify that the session to
be returned is still connected and usable. There are several socket type operations that can be used. In addition,
while a session is cached and inactive, the socket buffer will continue receiving data from the device (especially
noisy devices). The socket buffer must be flushed prior to returning the session to the caller. The socket buffer flush
should be timed out to avoid an indefinite operation.


The findSession() function will return an active session if one exist with the specified tag. Otherwise, it will look for
an inactive session with the correct tag. This is done for the case where the CommMgr reuses the run-time context
and execute multiple DASL functions. By reusing the run-time context, the active sessions are not set to inactive and
not placed in the cache. If findSession() only looked for inactive sessions, then for this case it would never find an
available cached session.


querySession


This function returns information about the specified session. The current attributes that can be returned are:


Cach state.
Current cached session state.
Current cached User Id.
Current cached Privilege Password.







Current cached mechanism.
Session cache timeout value.


In addition, attributes about all sessions associated with the device can be queried.


Total device sessions.
Active device sessions.
Inactive device sessions.
Allowed sessions per device.


Finally, several statistics are maintained for a session that can be retrieved.


Active session time (seconds).
Inactive session time (seconds).
Total session time (seconds).
Session timeout remaining (seconds).
Session login time (seconds).


The calling sequence as follows:


querySession


querySession (var sessionId,
              var queryKey)


Parameter Meaning


sessionId Integer value indicating the session to be queried.


queryKey Integer value indicating the session attribute to return.


retVal On success, the value of the requested attribute. -1 on
failure


Cache Constants


The stdterm.inc DASL file defines these constants for use with query keys.


smgrState
smgrUserId
smgrPrivPwd
smgrMechanism
smgrTimeout
smgrCacheState
smgrTotalSessions
smgrActiveSessions
smgrInactiveSessions
smgrSessionsPerDevice







smgrActiveTime
smgrInactiveTime
smgrTotalTime
smgrTimeoutRemaining
smgrLoginTime


flushSession


This function flushes the session cache of all sessions or just the session specified by session id. Sessions that are
active will have their timeout value set to 0 which prevents them from being cached in the future. Inactive sessions in
the cache will be disconnected, their device socket closed, and all structures destroyed. The calling sequence as
follows:


flushSession


flushSession (var sessionId)


Parameter Meaning


sessionId Integer value indicating the session to be flushed. The
default value is -1 which indicates that ALL sessions
are to be flushed.


retVal On success, daslSuccess is returned. On failure,
daslFail is returned.


The flushSession () function with no arguments flushes/closes all sessions with the exception of cutthru. This
operation is critical for security reasons following dasl operations such as credential rolls (i.e. changePasswords).
Implementation note: the internal session manager must also export an API to allow all sessions for a device
instance to be flushed. The long term plan is to be able to centralize control of session flushing for credential rolls in
the CommMgr via this API.


Changes to Built-In Functions


This section describes how the existing DASL built-in function listed work in the context of cached sessions. The
functional changes described here are not visible to legacy drivers.


Connection Routines


The functions  , , , and are still the only methods for creating amodemConnect sshConnect telnetConnect ttyConnect 
new device session. The newly created session will not be cached directly by these built-ins. A session is only
cached by an explicit call from the device driver. If the session is not tagged as cached before exiting the DASL
script, then current semantics prevail and the session is deleted. This maintains existing session semantics moving
forward and supports legacy drivers.







send


The  operations will not invalidate the cached session even though their execution can change the sessionsend
state. It is the responsibility of the driver writer to maintain the session state in the cache relative to the device.


disconnect


The  built-in functionality is unchanged for cached and non-cached sessions. All sessions on which thedisconnect
disconnect is performed are disconnected, removed from the cache, and deleted.
One enhancement to the disconnect builtin allows ALL sessions of a device to be disconnected if the specified
session ID parameter is -1. This follows semantics similar to those of flushSession() and assist in managing devices
with multiple sessions active.


DASL BNF Notation


Backus-Naur Form (BNF) Notations


This document uses a modified BNF syntax for describing language syntax. The syntax is described below.
All lines consist of the following format:


BNF Notation


ELEMENT <-- syntax description


Where  is a segment of a script being defined, and  is the description of what textELEMENT syntax description
syntactically matches that element. The format of syntax description can be any of the following:


Quoted string. This is text that must exactly match the specified text within the script file. Note that anything,
including other elements below (such as parenthesis, etc.) can appear in a quoted string as text that must be
matched.
Element. This is a text variable that matches an element defined on another line. The contents of the other
line can be thought of as included at this location.
Parenthesis. When not quoted, parenthesis group elements together so some other operator can act on the
entire group of elements.
Asterisk ( * ). Specifies that the proceeding element (or parenthesis group of elements) can be repeated 0 or
more times. Thus, it is optional, and can appear multiple times.
Plus ( + ). Same as asterisk, except the proceeding element (or parenthesis group of elements) can be
repeated one or more times. It must appear at least once, but may occur multiple times.
Brackets [ ]. Elements appearing within brackets are optional as an entire block. If the first element in the
block appears, then all elements in the block must appear in order, or else none of the elements in the block
can appear.
Vertical Bar (|). The vertical bar separates optional elements. Either the left or the right element must appear,
but not both.


The following are example declarations and their meanings:







Example BNF


varName <-- (CHAR)+
    This says that a "varName" is a series
of one or more characters.
varName <-- (CHAR | "_" )+
    This says that a varName is a series of
one or more characters or underscores.
varName <-- CHAR (CHAR | "_")*
    This says that a varName is a series of
one or more characters and underscores,
but the underscore cannot be the first
character.
IfStatement <-- "if" "(" EXPRESSION ")"
BLOCK \[ "else" BLOCK \]
    This says that an IfStatement consists
of an If, followed by an expression
contained in parenthesis, followed by a
single BLOCK (whatever a BLOCK and an
EXPRESSION are). In addition, optionally the
word "else" followed by another
BLOCK can occur.


Notice that the BNF does not describe the semantics of the script, only the syntax.
The semantics are described in text along with the BNF in this document.


Comments


Comments may appear anywhere in a file. A comment starts with a "#" character or two forward slashes "//" and
ends with the end-of-line. All characters between the "#" or "//" and the end-of-line are ignored.


Starting in version 4.00, the language now knows how to deal with C++ style comments. These three comments
styles are all acceptable comments:







Comment Styles


/*
 * blocks of text can be commented using
slash asterisk and aterisk slash
 */
 // Double slashes comments a line
 var x = 7; // or two slashes anywhere
comments the rest of the line
 #
 # and the hash at the first non-white
character is also a comment
 #


Common BNF


The following are common BNF values that are used throughout this document:







Common BNF


STRING <-- "\"" ( QUOTEDSTRINGCHAR) * "\""
INTEGER <-- ZERO | DECIMAL_INTEGER |
HEX_INTEGER | OCTAL_INTEGER | "TRUE" |
"FALSE" | "true" | "false"
ZERO <-- "0"
DECIMAL_INTEGER <-- NONZERO_DIGIT ( DIGIT )
*
HEX_INTEGER <-- "0x" (HEX_DIGIT)+
OCTAL_INTEGER <-- "0" ( OCTAL_DIGIT )+
DIGIT <-- "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" | "5"
| "6" | "7" | "8" | "9"
NONZERO_DIGIT <-- "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" |
"5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9"
OCTAL_DIGIT <-- "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4"
| "5" | "6" | "7"
HEX_DIGIT <-- "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" |
"5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9" | "a" |
              "b" | "c" | "d" | "e" | "f" |
"A" | "B" | "C" | "D" | "E" | "F"
IDENTIFIER <-- ( CHAR | "_" ) CHARPLUS*
CHAR <-- "a" .. "z" | "A" .. "Z"
CHARPLUS <-- CHAR | DIGIT | "_"
QUOTEDSTRINGCHAR ( <see below> )
CONSTANT <-- STRING |
             INTEGER |
            ( DECIMAL_INTEGER "." DIGIT* \[
"e" \["-"\] DIGIT* \] )







The QUOTEDSTRINGCHAR can contain any ASCII character between 0x20 and 0x7f inclusive, except for " and \.
These characters and other ASCII characters, including those outside the above range, may be inserted using the
following syntax:


\n New line character


\" Double-quote character


\\\\ Back-slash character


\r CR character


\nnn Any ASCII character


A DASL Device Driver is a script that provides all of the capabilities for communicating with a particular type of
device (such as a "Cisco Router" or "Cisco IOS Switch") and any sub-elements that comprise the device (such as a
"MIB-2" interface, or a "CPU"). A device is a logical entity that can be communicated with as a whole (typically using
a single unique IP address).


Device Driver Format


The basic format of a device driver is as follows:


Device Driver BNF


DEVICEDRIVER <-- "deviceDriver" "(" STRING
":" DRIVERID ":" PRIORITY ")" "{"
            ( DDSECT (";")* )*
       "}" (";")*
DDSECT <-- VARS_DDSECT |
           FUNCTION_DEFINITIONS


DRIVERID <-- INTEGER
PRIORTY  <-- INTEGER


The FUNCTION_DEFINITIONS section provides the ability to create generic DASL functions, and is defined in the F
 section. The other sections are specific to the device driver, and are described next inunction Definition Syntax


subsections. The DRIVERID in the DEVICEDRIVER section must be a unique integer representing this particular
device driver. No two device drivers may share the same number. This uniqueness is  to the success of thecritical







DASL language. The PRIORTY integer in the device driver declaration represents the relative priority for discovery
order. Device drivers with a lower priority value will be tested before those with higher priority values during
discovery.


To maintain uniqueness, ranges of integers are assigned for use by specific groups. The following ranges are
defined:


Range Owner/Assigner/Contact Use


0-18999 Device Communications
Development Team


Main allocation for devices added to
the product.


19000-19999 QA Internal use only.


20000-29999 Sales/Support Developing scripts used for a single
customer or group of customers.


30000-31999 Customers Used by individual customers for
their own drivers (not shared with
other customers, and as such, not
guaranteed to be unique).


Device Variables (VARS_DDSECT)


This section describes variables that are available to all functions within the device driver. The following is the BNF
for this section:


Variable Section


VARS_DDSECT <-- "vars" "{" (["pubic"]
VARIABLE_DECLARATION ";")* "}"


Note that either SNMP or normal variables may be specified. If they are normal variables, then they are persistent
across the life of the entire device instance, and do not disappear between function calls.
Variables declared in the VARS_DDSECT have scope across all functions within the device driver. This is called
object scope.
Variables at the object scope are persisted in text files so that their value survives system restarts and product
restarts. In addition, variables at the object scope that specify a PROMPTSTRING (see BNF for
VARIABLE_DECLARATION) are exported.
These variables may be modified by the product outside the scope of a DASL script. They are useful mechanisms
for communicating configuration information from the product to the DASL script. Variables may use the "lastmod"
characteristic of these exported variables to determine if a variable has been changed outside of the driver it is used
in.







Variables at the object scope are available for use within the driver that defines them, but are not accessible from
DASLlets attached to the device, unless the "public" keyword is added before the variable declaration.
The following is an example VARS_DDSECT section within a device driver:


Simple Driver Example


deviceDriver("Cisco VPN 3000":11) {
 vars {
  var myDevVar;
  var myGlobalVar;
  var cachedConfig;
 };
 ...
};


See the  page for more information and examples about the variable types available.DASL Variable Types


DASLlets


A DASLlet is a DASL routine typically written by the end-user, similar to writing a TERMlet or a Configlet. DASLlets
can be scheduled as  by using the device server command check box, or at the command linesaved commands
using debugdasllet program.
This DASLlet is scheduled and executed on behalf of a specific managed device in the same manner as a TERMlet
or Configlet. Instead of executing on the device itself, however, the DASLlet executes on the device server on behalf
of the device and can perform operations on the device (such as performing SNMP commands, telnet, ftp, etc).
In fact, the DASLlet has access to all of the public variables and functions that exist in the DASL device driver for the
device it is executing for. This gives tremendous power to the user in creating custom scripted actions that perform
actions on the device.


The basic format of a DASLlet is as follows:


DASLLet BNF


DASLLET <-- BASIC_DASLLET | ADVANCED_DASLLET
BASIC_DASLLET <-- STATEMENTS
ADVANCED_DASLLET <-- "dasllet" "{" (DDSECT
(";")* )* "}" (";")*







Notice that there are two types of DASLlets. The basic DASLlet is just a series of Statements, with no function
structure assigned. This is useful for "quick-and-dirty" simple DASLlets.


These simple DASLlets may call any built-in functions, built-in variables, or use any user-defined functions (defined
as public) or variables defined in the corresponding device driver for the device this script is executed against.


An advanced DASLlet has a function structure to it, similar to a device driver. This function structure allows the
DASLlets to define its own user-defined functions that it can execute itself.


The user-defined function "main" is the primary entry point for the advanced DASLlets, and this procedure must
exist within the advanced DASLlet for it to function correctly. The "main" user-defined function takes no parameters.


It should be noted that within a DASLlet that is running within the context of a specific device, the object variables
and public functions are available from within that DASLlet. Note that only public functions may be called from a
DASLlet. If a function in the driver is not marked "public," then it can not be called from the DASLlet.


See the  page for more examples of DASLlets.DASLlet Examples


The following is an example of a basic DASLlet:


Basic DASLlet Example


LOG="Executing DASLlet";
var a=3;
LOG="a="+a;
a=a+3;
LOG="a="+a;
var configFile;
configFile=getConfigFromDevice();
LOG="Done";


The following is an example of an advanced DASLlet:







Advanced DASLlet Example


dasllet{
 myFunc(){
  var b;
  b=1;
  b=b+2;
  retVal=b;
 }
 main(){
  LOG="Executing DASLlet";
  var a=myFunc();
  LOG="a="+a;
  a=a+myFunc();
  LOG="a="+a;
  var configFile;
  configFile=getConfigFromDevice();
  LOG="Done";
 }
};


These two DASLlets return the exact same results.


Common Function and Block Syntax


This section discusses the format of standard syntax sections used within all the different DASL driver types.


Block Syntax


A block is a section of code that is executed in particular cases. Such cases may be for an auto discovery script, or
for the body of a function call.
The basic format of a BLOCK is as follows:







Code Block


BLOCK <-- "{" STATEMENTS "}"
STATEMENTS <-- STATEMENT*


Basically, a block is a bracket-enclosed series of 0 or more statements. 


Statement Syntax


A STATEMENT is the basic line of a DASL script. It has the following BNF:


Statement


STATEMENT <-- (LANGUAGE_STATEMENT |
               (EXPRESSION ";")|
               VAR_ASSIGNMENT |
               BLOCK |
               ";"


The last entry allows empty statements, such as in ";;". Each of the other sections is discussed later in this
document.


Expression Syntax


An EXPRESSION provides a basic framework for performing calculations. An EXPRESSION is used on the
left-hand side of an assignment, and in values passed as parameters to functions and statements. An
EXPRESSION is described in a multi-level BNF format, in order to perform precedence of operations correctly.
An EXPRESSION has a type, which describes the data type the expression evaluates to. An expression (or any
portion of an expression) evaluates to one of the following types:


Number . A floating point number, represented as a 64-bit IEEE standard double precision floating point
number.
String . A series of ASCII characters, usually human readable.


Note that the DASL specification often refers to  and  types as well. These are actually just"INTEGER" "BOOLEAN"
special cases of "Number". An INTEGER is a Number that has been rounded or truncated to the nearest whole
value. A BOOLEAN is a number where "0.0" is FALSE, and all other values are TRUE.
//
An EXPRESSION automatically typecasts where necessary. For example, if an EXPRESSION is needed as a
string, and it evaluates as a number, the number is automatically converted to a string representation of that
number. This conversion is automatic. The same thing is true for the other way, if a number is needed and a string is







provided, the string is read for a leading number, which is the return value. All trailing characters that are not part of
the number are ignored, and if the first character of the string is non-numeric, then the number returned is 0.
These conversions are automatic. If an EXPRESSION or other value of a particular type is needed, the provided
value is converted appropriately.
There are, however, some places where either type can be provided, and the operations performed differ based on
the type (see the "+" operator in TERM, below, for an example). In this case, it's sometimes necessary to force the
conversion of a value to a specific type.
There are conversion built-in functions that provide this, and they are discussed in  defines the standardthis section
built-in functions, variables, and standard user-defined function types. Each built-in will be discussed in its own
sub-section. Most of these built-ins can be used in any script, but some are specific to specific types of DASL
scripts.
The sub-section heading uses a key to specify which scripts they can be used in. The strings within the brackets "[ ]"
specify who scripts may use this built-in. The values contained within the brackets are the following:


 . Device Discovery scripts.DD
 . Device Access scripts (CommMgr) and user-provided "DASLlets".DA


An EXPRESSION is composed of the following:


Expression


EXPRESSION <-- ( SUBEXPR "&&" EXPRESSION ) |
               ( SUBEXPR "||" EXPRESSION ) |
                 SUBEXPR


Expressions define the basic set of operators for math operations and decision logic such as bitwise operations,
multiplication, subtraction, and comparisons. The expression is further broken down in to subexpressions, terms,
and factors described below.


A SUBEXPR is composed of the following:







Sub-Expression


SUBEXPR <-- ( TERM "==" TERM ) |
            ( TERM "!=" TERM ) |
            ( TERM "<" TERM ) |
            ( TERM "<=" TERM ) |
            ( TERM ">" TERM ) |
            ( TERM ">=" TERM ) |
            ( TERM "~=" TERM ) |
              TERM


This defines the comparison operators. The result is a Boolean. If both TERMs are of the same type (Number or
String), then that specific type of comparison is performed (numeric or string comparison). If one is a number and
the other is a string, they are both promoted to strings and a string comparison is performed.
The special operator ~= evaluates the right hand TERM as a regular expression that should be evaluated against
the left hand TERM.


Example:







Expression Example


var y="ab";
var z;
var c=0;
z=y;
z+="c";
LOG="Expression =a(b+)c";
while(z~="a(b+)c"){
    LOG="MATCH ("+MATCH[1]+") in "+z;
    y+="b";
    z=y;
    z+="c";
    c+=1;
    if(c>3){
        y="won't match ";
    }
}
LOG="NO "+z;







Results


Expression =a(b+)c
MATCH (b) in abc
MATCH (bb) in abbc
MATCH (bbb) in abbbc
MATCH (bbbb) in abbbbc
MATCH (bbbbb) in abbbbbc
NO won't match bc


A TERM is composed of the following:


Term


TERM <-- ( FACTOR ("+" TERM)+ ) |
         ( FACTOR ("-"TERM)+ ) |
         ( "-" TERM ) |
          FACTOR


This defines the addition, subtraction, and negation operators. The subtraction and negation operators require
numeric values. The addition requires either numeric or string values. If they are string, then string concatenation
occurs. If one is a string and the other is numeric, then the numeric is converted to a string and concatenation
occurs.
A FACTOR is composed of the following:







Factor


FACTOR  <-- ( VALUE ("*" FACTOR)+ ) |
            ( VALUE ("/" FACTOR)+ ) |
            ( VALUE ("&" FACTOR)+ ) |
            ( VALUE ("|" FACTOR)+ ) |
            ( VALUE ("<<" FACTOR)+ ) |
            ( VALUE (">>" FACTOR)+ ) |
            ( VALUE ("->" FACTOR)+ |
            ( VALUE ("%" FACTOR)+ |
              VALUE


This defines numeric multiplication and division, numeric bit-wise AND bit-wise OR mechanisms, along with bit-wise
shift left and shift right mechanisms. The use of the dereference operator -> is described . , the modulushere Note
and division operations are invoked on integer types only and devision by zero or modulus zero values will cause a
"Division by zero" error.


A VALUE is defined as follows:


Value


VALUE <--  ( "(" EXPRESSION ")" ) |
           CONSTANT |
           VAR_VALUE |
           BUILTIN_FUNCTION |
           USER_DEFINED_FUNCTION


Each of these is discussed later in this document.
The EXPRESSION is as described at the top of this section. This syntax for VALUE allows parenthetical grouping
for changing precedence of operations.


Function Definition Syntax


The basic format for defining user-defined functions is defined as follows:







Function Definition


FUNCTION_DEFINITIONS <-- FUNCTION_FORWARD |
FUNCTION_DEFINITION
FUNCTION_DEFINITION <-- FUNC_HEADER
FUNC_PARAMETERS FUNC_BODY
FUNC_HEADER     <-- [ "public" ] [ "pre" |
"post" | "replace" ] FUNCNAME [ FUNCSTRING [
":" "expert" ] ]
FUNC_PARAMETERS <-- "(" [ FUNC_PARAMETER (
";" FUNC_PARAMETER )* ] ")"
FUNC_PARAMETER  <-- VARIABLE_DECLARATION
FUNC_BODY       <--  BLOCK


Within the function header, the FUNCNAME is the name of the function that is exposed to the rest of the script. The
string FUNCSTRING is an optional quoted human-readable string.
The function header definition makes use of the following BNF:


Function Identifier


FUNCNAME <-- IDENTIFIER
FUNCSTRING <-- STRING


When a function is called, the value and all of the characteristics of the variable are passed into the called function.
This is accomplished by actually passing the variable "context," which is a string containing the value (or how to get
it) and all of the characteristics.


The following is an example function definition:







Function Example


setContact["Set SysContact for Device"]
(
 var firstName\["First Name"\] = "John";
 var lastName\["Last Name"\] = "Smith";
)
{
 var <snmp> sysContact =
"snmpv1:timeout(30):.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0";
 sysContact = firstName+" "+lastName;
 return sysContact;
}


See the  page for more examples and information on creating and using functions andDASL Function Definition
forward declarations in DASL. See the  for information on theDASL Language Changes for Voyence Control 4.1.0
function interceptor key words "pre", "post", and "replace".


Forward Declaration


A function call may be made inside any BLOCK. However, a function must be declared before it may be used. A
function is declared either by putting the entire FUNCTION_DEFINITION before the call to the function, or by putting
a FUNCTION_FORWARD before the call. In this case, the rest of the FUNCTION_DEFINITION can be anywhere in
the compile unit.
The BNF for a forward declaration is as follows:







Forward Declaration


FUNCTION_FORWARD <--
              "forward" [ "public" ]
FUNCNAME
              "("
                 [ VARIABLE_DECLARATION (
"," VARIABLE_DECLARATION )* ]
               ")" ";"


The following is an example of a forward declaration:


forward setContact(var firstName;var
lastName;);


Function Calling Syntax


A function call may be made in one of two ways, as described by this BNF:


Function Call


USER_DEFINED_FUNCTION <--
         FUNCNAME "(" [EXPRESSION] ( ","
[EXPRESSION])* ")"


Each parameter is an EXPRESSION, and each parameter is assigned to a formal parameter in the function
declaration in the order provided.


If there are more formal parameters than actual parameters, the remaining formal parameters have their
values defaulted.
If there are more actual parameters than formal parameters, then an error occurs.


The following are example function calls:







Function Call Example


# Set sysContact to "Lee Adams", and assign
that value to "val":
val=setContact("Lee","Adams");
# Set sysContact to "Lee Smith":
setContact("Lee");
# Set sysContact to "John Smith":
setContact();
# Set sysContact to "John Adams":
setContact(,"Adams");


 Functions may also be called using the "call" builtin function.  See .DASL Call Function


A language statement is a statement that is part of the DASL language, and provides specific syntax for language
functionality. The following is the BNF:


Language Statements


LANGUAGE_STATEMENT <--
IF_THEN_ELSE_STATEMENT |
                       WHILE_STATEMENT |
                       DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT
|
                       BREAK_STATEMENT |
                       CONTINUE_STATEMENT |
                       RETURN_STATEMENT |
                       FOREACH_STATEMENT |
                      
LOCAL_VARIABLE_DECLARATION







If-Then-Else


The BNF for IF_THEN_ELSE_STATEMENT is:


If-Then-Else


IF_THEN_ELSE_STATEMENT <-- "if" "("
EXPRESSION ")" STATEMENT
     [ "else" STATEMENT ]


The following is an example:


if (testVal)
 doSomething();
else if (testVal2){
 doSomethingElse();
}


See the  page for more information.DASL If-Then-Else Statement


While


The BNF for a WHILE_STATEMENT is:


While Statement


WHILE_STATEMENT <-- "while" "(" EXPRESSION
")" BLOCK


The BLOCK is evaluated over and over again as long as EXPRESSION keeps evaluating to true (non-zero
numeric).
The BLOCK execution terminates if EXPRESSION evaluates to false (zero numeric) or if a control flow termination
occurs (a BREAK statement occurs, see below). In this case, control of the script continues with the first statement
after the WHILE_STATMENT.


See also:  and the DASL Foreach Statement DASL While Statement







Do-Onerror


The BNF for a DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT is:


Do-OnError


DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT <-- "do" BLOCK
"onerror" BLOCK


This statement causes the first BLOCK to execute. If it completes without incident, then the second BLOCK is
skipped and control resumes after the end of the DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT.


If an error occurs during the execution of the first BLOCK, then the rest of the first BLOCK is skipped, and control
begins executing at the start of the second BLOCK. An error is defined as one of the following events:


A statement generates an error that is not already caught by another nested DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT.
A value is written to the  variable.ERROR


If a  statement occurs in the first BLOCK, then the rest of the block is skipped, the second BLOCK is ignored,break
and control resumes at the first statement after the DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT.
If an error occurs or a  statement occurs in the execution of the second BLOCK, then the rest of the BLOCK isbreak
skipped and control resumes to the first statement after the end of the DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT.
//


Break


This statement simply terminates the first embedded WHILE_STATEMENT. All statements from this statement until
the end of the WHILE_STATEMENT are skipped, and execution continues after the end of the
WHILE_STATEMENT or FOREACH_STATEMENT.
The BNF for Break is as follows:


BREAK_STATEMENT <-- "break" ";"


See the  page for more information.DASL Break Statement


//


Continue


This statement simply terminates the first embedded BLOCK contained within a WHILE_STATEMENT or
FOREACH_STATEMENT.
All statements from this statement until the end of the contained BLOCK are skipped.


Execute resumes by re-evaluating the WHILE_STATEMENT EXPRESSION (or FOREACH_STATEMENT
ITERATOR) and performing normal determination as to whether the WHILE_STATEMENT should terminate or the
BLOCK re-executed.







The BNF for Continue is as follows:


CONTINUE_STATEMENT <-- "continue" ";"


Return


This statement simply terminates the current function and optionally sets the retVal variable. The function is exited,
and control returns to the routine that executed this function call. The return statement can set the return value for
the function. If a return expression is not specified the return value for the function is the last set value of the  retVal
variable prior to the execution of the return statement.
The BNF for Return is as follows:


RETURN_STATEMENT <-- "return" [ EXPRESSION ]
";"


Error Termination


If any statement generates an error, it causes the script to terminate at that point, unless it is enclosed in a
DO_ONERROR_STATEMENT.


See the  page for more information on error statements and handling error conditions in DASL.DASL Error Handling


Local Variables


Local variables can be declared within a BLOCK. They have scope that is local to that block and all nested blocks.
They may not be used outside of the BLOCK. See  (the following section) for more information.Variables


Variables can be specified in several different locations.


Inside a VARS_DDSECT section, providing device driver scoped variables that exist for a given instance of a
device.
Inside a BLOCK section, providing local scoped variables.
Inside a function parameter list, providing values passed as parameters to a function, providing local scope
(and lifetime).


The syntax for a variable declaration varies based on type:







1.  


Variables


VARIABLE_DECLARATION <--
BASIC_VARIABLE_DECLARATION [ "=" CONSTANT ]
LOCAL_VARIABLE_DECLARATION <--
BASIC_VARIABLE_DECLARATION [ "=" EXPRESSION
] ";"
BASIC_VARIABLE_DECLARATION <--
 "var" [ "<" VARTYPE ">" ] VARNAME [ "["
PROMPTSTRING "]" ]
VARTYPE <-- "value" | "persisted" | "file" |
"snmp" |
            "snmpcached" | "remotefile" |
"const" | "devserver" |
            "regex" | "config" | "map"


If an EXPRESSION is specified on the same line as the variable declaration, then the value of the EXPRESSION is
stored in the "context" of the variable. See  for more information.Special Characteristics: Value and Context


Notice that for normal value variables, the "context" is the same as the value of the variable. Thus this syntax
can be used to store a default value into a variable. However, this applies to normal variables only. This is
explained further in the Special Characteristics: Value and Context section.


Assignment to Variables


The following describes how a variable has a value assigned to it.







VAR_ASSIGNMENT <--( BUILTIN_VARIABLE |
USER_VARIABLE )
                  ( "=" | "+=" | "-=" )
EXPRESSION ";"
USER_VARIABLE <-- VARNAME \[ "\[" EXPRESSION
"\]" \] \[ "." CHARACTERISTIC \]
BULTIN_VARIABLE <-- VARNAME \[ "\["
EXPRESSION "\]" \]
VARNAME <-- IDENTIFIER


If CHARACTERISTICS is not specified, then the expression is assigned to the value of the variable. If
CHARACTERISTICS is specified, then the specific characteristic of the variable is assigned and not the value itself.
All variables (and the specified context, if appropriate) on the left hand side of the assignment operator must not be
read-only. For the assignment operators "+=" and "-=", the variable must also not be write-only.


Reading a Variable


The following describes how a variable may be read.


VAR_VALUE <-- ( BUILTIN_ VARIABLE |
USER_VARIABLE )


The definition of USER_VARIABLE is as shown above. If CHARACTERISTICS is not specified, then the value of the
variable is read. If CHARACTERISTICS is specified, then the specific characteristic of the variable is read and not
the value itself.
All variables (and the specified context, if appropriate) on the right hand side of the assignment operator must not be
write-only.


Characteristics


The BNF for a characteristic is as follows:







Characteristics


CHARACTERISTIC <-- "value" |
                   "context" |
                   "oid" |
                   "timeout" |
                   "retry" |
                   "syntax" |
                   "method |
                   "filename" |
                   "lastmod" |
                   "valid" |
                   "username" |
                   "password" |
                   "hostname" |
                   "contents" |
                   "tagname" |
                   "match" |
                   "startpos" |
                   "group#" |
                   "group#pos" |
                   "group#len"
Where '#" above is the numbers 0...9.


DASL Break Statement


The break statement may be used within while and foreach loops to terminate the loop and exit the code block of the
loop. The break statement immediately terminates the code block and executes the next statement after the loop
block.


While Loop Example


Break can be used to terminate any loop on a condition other than the loop expression.







Using break


var idx=0;
while(true){
    if(idx>5)
        break;
    LOG="Loop #"+idx;
    idx=idx+1;
}
LOG="done";


Results


Loop #0
Loop #1
Loop #2
Loop #3
Loop #4
Loop #5
done


This example shows that the break statement does not just terminate a nested code block. The break statement in
this example terminates the very next outer while loop.







Break terminates the very next outer while loop


var idx=0;
while(idx<=10){
    if(idx>5){
        LOG=idx+">5";
        break;
        LOG="Really!";
    }
    LOG="Loop #"+idx;
    idx=idx+1;
}
LOG="done";


Results


Loop #0
Loop #1
Loop #2
Loop #3
Loop #4
Loop #5
6>5
done


DASL Foreach Statement


With the introduction of  the language needed a way to traverse through these relationships and loop overObjects
the related objects. For this purpose the  variable was created. The iterator was combined in the compilerIterator
with a while loop to provide a looping construct with a variable declaration to create the foreach statement. This
statement can be used with map variables or object variables. The syntax of the foreach statement is:







FOREACH <--  "foreach" "("  [
VARIABLE_DECLARATION  | VARNAME ] 
                        INCREMENTOR
ITERATORVARIABLE ")"
                  BLOCK


VARIABLE_DECLARATION  <-- "var" [ "<"
VARTYPE ">" ] VARNAME 


VARTYPE <-- "obj" | "value"


INCREMENTOR <-- "keys" | "in" | <object
relationship> | <object class name> | 
                <object classname> ":"
<object relationship>


ITERATORVARIABLE <-- VARNAME


See the  for more information on object relationships and associations between objects used toobject relationship
define the INCREMENTOR.


Deleting Related Objects


As noted in the iterator section, deleting an object relationship or objects contained within the iterated pool of related
objects will invalidate the iterator. Any access of the iterator after deleting an object will result in an exception or
termination of the loop. If you have to delete an object via the iterator is suggested that you break from the loop
immediately afterwards.


Foreach Examples


This example creates a simple map and logs the values and keys.







foreach map value


var<map>m;
var x=0;
while(x<10){
    m[x]="x"+x;
    x+=1;
}
// logs out x1-x10
foreach(var i in m){
    LOG=i;
}


Log out the key values used to index the map.


foreach map key


var y;
// logs out 1 - 10
foreach(y keys m){
    LOG=y;
}


These examples use an AccesListRule object and the container AccessControlList object. The two examples show
how to find all objects within the list container object or the objects containing the rule.







foreach object related


foreach(var<obj> o containedIn list){
    objFunc(o);
}
foreach(var<obj> o contains rule){
    objFunc(o);
}


If you want to limit your search to just a class of objects you can specify the class name of the objects you wish to
iterate over.


foreach with class specifier


foreach(var<obj> o
AclExtendedRule:containedIn list){
    printObj(o);
}


Foreach statements can be used to loop through all objects of a given class. This format iterates over each instance
in the current object model repository.


foreach object instance


// Log Each MAC in ARP Table
foreach(var<obj:ARPEntry> a ARPEntry){
    LOG=a.MACAddress;
}


Foreach statements can be loop over the sub-elements of any XML variable. These can be assigned to other XML
variables or to value variables as XML text.







foreach xml sub-element


// Log each XML sub-element
var <xml> mXML =
"<X><Y>YYY</Y><Z>ZZZ</Z></X>";
foreach(var<xml> x in mXML){
    LOG=x;
}


DASL Built In Functions


This section defines the standard built-in functions available to the language user. Each built-in will be discussed in
its own sub-section.


Object Model and Session Caching


These two subjects were introduced in version 4.00 of Voyence Control and have their own topics covered under Ob
 and .ject References CLI Communications


Built-In Functions


The built-in functions can be used anywhere the BUILTIN_FUNCTION appears in  syntax diagrams. EachBNF
built-in function is given its own section. The first part of the section provides a table specifying the name of any
allowed parameters and their meaning, including the return value type (indicated by "retVal" in the table). Following
this is a text description of the function. All parameters that do not have a default value listed are required
parameters. Parameters that have a default value listed use the default value if the parameter is not specified in the
function call.


Index of Functions


Session Handling


addState, , , , , , , , ,clearBuffer disconnect endCapture expect getState getNextState getSessionBanner modemConnect
, , , , , , , , send setCapture setupCutThru setSessionBanner sshConnect startCapture telnetConnect ttyConnect ttyConne


, ctExitStatus waitFor


Session Caching


CLI Communications discusses the session caching primitives and uses of predefined library functions for handling
communications via telnet and ssh protocols. This reference covers these builtin language functions , cacheSession







, , , , and .updateSession findSession querySession closeSession flushSession


In addition, the languge defined helper functions , and  (release session) are defined under thegetSession relSession
CLI Communications topic.


Object Model


Object References discusses object variables and associated functions for manipulation of objects and covers the
following builtin functions.


, ,  and the XML functions deleteObject setRelationship copyObject displayObject, validateObject, displayClass, and
existsObject


String Functions


chomp, , , , , , , , , , , countLines findUniqueChar getLineNum split strfind string strlen strformat strreplace stringWalkXml s
, ubstr uuencrypt


SNMP Functions


mibWalk, , , , , , , mibWalkIpAddr mibWalkNet mibWalkXml snmpGet snmpSet updateSnmpV3Key clearUSMCache


Data Type Conversion


asc, , , , , , , , , boolean number range round toDecimal toHex toLower toUpper trim


IP Address Conversion


convertCidertoMask, , convertWildcardtoMask getSlashFromSubnet


XML and XSL Functions


For version 4.00 new XML and XSL functions were introduced. The  page defines these builtinXSL Functions
methods for querying and using XML documents using technologies like XPath and XSLT.


, , , convertXMLUsingXSLT getXPathData getSerializedNodeSet xml


Application Interface


configChanged, , , , , foundDevice getTaskParam logEvent protocolEnabled getInfraDBDeviceParameter


OS and Utility Functions


decodeBinaryConfig, , , , , , , , , functionDefined getDiskSpace ping resolveDNS resolveIP runDASLlet runExternal sleep t
, ftpFile tftpFilePath







addState


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


stateNumber Integer representing the number of the state.


pattern Pattern representing the regular expression associated
with this state number.


retVal None


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine adds the specified pattern and it's stateNumber to the specified terminal connection. This state number
may then be used in subsequent calls to functions such as  and .expect waitFor


asc


Parameter Name Meaning


asciiCode An integer representing the ASCII code of the character
desired.


retVal A single character string where the character is the
ASCII equivalent of the value passed in as a
parameter.


This function converts a number to a character representing its ASCII equivalence.
The following is an example:
LOG="Line 1" "Line 2";asc(10)
Returns:
Line 1
Line 2


boolean


Parameter Name Meaning


param A value to be interpreted as a Boolean.


retVal The value interpreted as a Boolean.







This function simply "normalizes" a value to be a pure Boolean. If "param" is 0, this function returns 0. If "param" is
any other value, this function returns 1. The return value is always a number of either 0 or 1, independent of whether
param was initially a string, or another value.


chomp


Parameter Name Meaning


line A string containing a line of text.


retVal A string containing the line of text with the '\n' character
removed.


This routine removes the "\n" character, if present, from the string passed in. It only removes it if it's at the end of the
string. See also  for removing leading white space from a string.chomp


clearBuffer


Parameter Name Meaning


Session Session identifier


Unlock Timeout Buffer clear timeout. The default is 5 seconds


Unlock Keys Keys to send to unlock the terminal from a more or
sub-menu such as a "^C" or just "q". The default is the
empty string ""


wait States See  and . These are the states to waitexpect waitFor
for while the buffer clears


Session timeout Time to wait until there is no more device output. The
default is 5 seconds.


retVal Always zero


This routine sends the unlock keys string to the device and waits timeout seconds for the wait states. After which, it
consumes the capture buffer until no more output is detected from the device for session timeout seconds. The
capture buffer is cleared and any pending captures started with the  will be empty.startCapture()


configChanged


Parameter Name Meaning







configuration An integer representing whether the configuration of
the device has changed or not (default value=1).


allChanged A boolean representing whether more than just the
primary configuration has changed (default
value=false).


retVal None


This function is called from DASL to inform the device services whether the configuration or hardware package
information of a device has changed or not. The value "configuration" specifies the state of the configuration:


0 - The configuration was not changed since the last time the "pull" standard user-defined function was
called.
1 - The configuration  have changed since the last time the "pull" standard user-defined function wasmay
called. In this case, the device services forces a new "pull" to occur, and makes the appropriate
determinations from the config file. This is the default value.
2 - The configuration was definitely changed since the last time the "pull" standard user-defined function was
called. This forces a new "pull" to occur, and sends the results to the repository.


If "config" is 1 or 2, then "allChanged" may be true or false:


If it is  , then it is assumed that the entire state of the device (all configurations and hardware state) hastrue
potentially changed and all of the information should be updated. The device services will schedule follow-up
calls to the standard user-defined entry point "pullConfig" to pull the necessary configuration(s), plus a call to
"pullXmlPackage" to pull the rest of the HW information.
If it is  , then only the primary configuration of the device has potentially changed, and only thatfalse
information is checked. The device services schedules a follow-up call to "pullConfig" to pull the primary
configuration.


This routine may be called from one of several locations:


From the  standard user-defined function, notifying device services that the event passed hasdevEvent
indicated that the configuration may have changed.
From a  . It can be called from any user-written DASLlet to inform device services that some actionDASLlet
taken in the DASLlet or by the user may have caused the configuration to be changed.
From a  , if the quick command needs to indicate that a configuration change has occurred.Quick Command
From any other standard DASL function invocation (such as  ), to indicate that the action may haveosUpdate
caused a config change to occur.


In all cases, the device services will follow-up on the notification and make the appropriate DASL driver calls to pull
the necessary configuration information.


convertCidertoMask


Parameter Name Meaning


ipaddress A string containing ip address


cider A string containing mask in slash/cider format







retVal The corresponding dotted subnet mask


This routine is used convert a cider associated with an ip address to a subnet mask in dotted notation associated
with the same ipaddress.


convertWildcardtoMask


Parameter Name Meaning


wildcard address A string containing a IPv4 address string representing a
wild card bit mask


retVal The corresponding dotted subnet mask


This routine is used convert a wild card address into a network mask or a mask to a wild card. It essentially inverts
the bits of the input to create the return value.


For example, the wild card  is the mask .0.0.0.255 255.255.255.0


countLines


Parameter Name Meaning


contents A string containing potentially multiple lines of text.


retVal An integer representing the number of lines in the
Contents.


This routine is used to count the number of lines in a multi-line string. Lines are assumed to end in a '\n'. If there is
no '\n' as the last character in the string, then one is assumed to be there.
This routine is often used with the  function.getLineNum


decodeBinaryConfig


Parameter Name Meaning


Configuration This is the base-64 uuencoded binary configuration as
returned by the device


retVal A textual representation of the binary configuration


This routine is currently only supported for the Baystack 350/450 device classes. Use this function to get a report on
the contents of the binary configuration.







disconnect


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


retVal None


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine closes the specified session and invalidates the connectIdentifier. The connectIdentifier should not be
used again. If the connectionIdentifier is -1, any and all open connections for the device are closed. See the CLI


 reference for more information about command line sessions.Communications


endCapture


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


timeout Number of seconds to wait. Default is 10.


stateList String containing comma-separated list of valid states.
Default is endCapture occurs immediately, independent
of what state it is in.


makePrintable Boolean value - when set to true, the capture output will
be scrubbed of all non-printable characters. See below
for conversion.


retVal Capture buffer contents.


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine can only be called if a capture session is currently in process via a preceding call to . If not,startCapture
a run-time error occurs.
This routine will wait up to the specified number of seconds for one of the expected comma-separated list of states
to occur. If one of them does occur, the capture session is ended and the contents of the capture buffer are returned
from this function.  .If you do not specify a state-list with a timeout the routine will error
If a timeout occurs or any other error occurs, a run-time error occurs. This routine will read characters from the
terminal input stream. If make printable is true, any non-printable characters will be translated as follows:







character translation


escape or control ^


backspace removes backspace and previous character from string


new line not translated


carriage return not translated


all other non-printable ~


Non-printable is determined by the C system call isprint.


expect


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


timeout Number of seconds to wait. Default is 10.


state list String containing comma-separated list of valid state
integer values.


retVal None


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine will wait for one of the states in state list to occur. If it does occur, then expect returns normally. If it does
not occur, a run-time error is generated.
Also, see the function .waitFor


findUniqueChar


Parameter Name Meaning


search String to search.


chars List of characters to look for in search.







1.  


retVal First character in chars that is not in search. Empty
string if none are found.


This routine will take each character in  , one by one, and see if it appears in  . The first character in chars search ch
 that is not found in  is returned. If all characters in  appear in  , then an empty string isars search chars search


returned.


foundDevice


Parameter Name Meaning


NAME Name of the found device (no default value).


UID Unique descriptor for this instance of a device. Used for
auto discovery to determine device uniqueness. This
could be IP address, or sysName, or host name.


EQUIVIPS List of IP addresses that are equivalent to this device
(default is an empty list).


NEXTIPS List of IP addresses to try next, for multi-hop auto
discovery. Only should be filled in if doing multi-hop
auto discovery.


sysObjectId Value of sysObjectID for this device. Used for
uniqueness checking.


retVal None


Called by discovery scripts when a device has been identified (new or updated).


Some values that were in DASL II are not in DASL III. In particular, DASCRIPT is not needed anymore since
foundDevice is called in the context of a specific device driver.


functionDefined


Parameter Name Meaning


NAME Name of the function


retVal Boolean  when the function body exists,  whetrue false
n the function is undefined or only a forward reference


The built-in function is used to determine when predefined library callback routines are implemented. Compiling
drivers with forward references undefined is allowed but causes a run time exception. This method allows the driver
developer a way to detect if a forward reference has been defined.







getDeviceStateCache


Parameter Name Meaning


state Identifier specifying which state to get.


retVal The value of the cached state.


This routine gets the cached state value specified by state. This is a generic mechanism to read cached state
information within the device server for a particular device.
The following are the valid values for  :state


Equivalent IP Address Cache. The returned value is a list of IP addresses and/or IP address ranges (of the
same format as specified in EQUIVIPS parameter of the foundDevice function) that are deemed to be
"equivalent" for this device.
This means that all of these IP addresses are assigned to this device (note it does not necessarily mean that
this device will respond in the same manner to each of these IP addresses, just that no other device will).


Currently, only one state value is defined. More will be defined in the future. For now, state must be set to 1 or this
function will fail.


getDiskSpace


Parameter Name Meaning


type 0 to get total free space available. 
1 to get free space available for OS images.


retVal The number of bytes available.


Returns the number of bytes available in the device transfer directory on the device server. This is typically the
"/tftpboot" directory, and is where all tftp file transfers are stored. If you pass 0, it will return the absolute amount of
space available for all uses on this file system (this is  all available for use by DASL). If you pass 1, it will returnnot
the portion of that amount which can be used for OS images during OS update backup processing.


getLineNum


Parameter Name Meaning


lineNum A numeric representing the line number to return.


contents A string containing potentially multiple lines of text.







leaveNl Should the NL remain in the returned string? Default is
TRUE.


retVal A string containing the 1-based line number lineNum
from Contents.


Returns the 0-based line number  from the  string. The '\n' is left in the string unless  islineNum contents leaveNl
false in which case it is removed. If the last line in Contents is desired, and it does not contain a '\n', one is added
before it is returned.
The routine is often used with the  function. See the  function to figure out how many lines ofcountLines countLines
input may be in a variable.


This routine will succeed only if:
(lineNum >= 0) && (lineNum < countLines(contents))
Otherwise it will generate an error.


getNextState


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


retVal The current state number.


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine returns the stateNumber of the current state. This is the  found. Therefore, if an  callfirst state expect
results in multiple states occurring, the  matching state is returned. See  for a related function thatfirst getState
matches the  matching state.last


getSessionBanner


Parameter Name Meaning


session Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


retVal The banner string as set by  for thissetSessionBanner
session.







getState


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


retVal The current state number.


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine returns the stateNumber of the current state. This is the  . Therefore, if an  callmost recent state expect
results in multiple states occurring, the  matching state is returned. See  for a related function thatlast getNextState
matches the  matching state.first


getSlashFromSubnet


Parameter Name Meaning


mask A dotted subnet mask representation


retVal Mask in the cider format.


This routine converts a subnet mask in the dotted notation to cider notation.


getTaskParam


Parameter Name Meaning


Parameter name The name of the task parameter as named by the
calling application.


retVal The value of the task parameter or the empty string "" if
the parameter does not exist.


This routine is dependent on the calling process. The routine is only valid for DASL function calls from the
VoyenceControl API where a defined set of parameters is created for use in the calling routine. This routine returns
the empty string if a value has not been supplied through the VoyenceControl API for device services.


logEvent


Parameter Name Meaning







Event Type The integer event type.


Event Sub-type The integer sub-event type.


Is Multi-line Boolean that indicates if this should be treated as a
multi-line event. Multi-line events appear in the event
log as multiple entries, each having the same sequence
number.


Is Secure Boolean specifying if the contents of the log text are
security sensitive. If this flag is set to true, the log text is
encrypted.


Log Text The text of the log message.


This routine logs the text to the sysevent file in the logging directory. The size and number of logs is controlled using
the standard logging configuration for the device server.


mibWalk


Parameter Name Meaning


OID Root OID to start walk.


value format Format of the list in the result set. Default is 0.


list format Format of the return list value. Default is 0.


retVal Comma separated list of interface numbers.


This routine walks the MIB table specified by OID. It then returns a new line-separated list of values. What the
values are depends on the OID format variable. The following are valid format values:


Value Format Meaning


0 (default) Returns suffixes to the root OID that specify each
specific MIB value in the table from the walk.


1 Returns full OIDs returned from the walk.


2 Returns OID values in the MIB from the walk.


List Format Meaning


0 (default) Returns a new-line separated list of values







1 Returns a map set of OIDs to Values


var ifTableIfIndex = ".1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1"; #
ifTable.ifEntry.ifIndex
var intfs;
var cnt;
var numIntfs;
intfs = mibWalk(ifTableIfIndex); # Walks the
ifIndex row of ifTable
numIntfs = countLines(intfs);
cnt=0;
while(cnt<numIntfs){
 var intf;
 intf = getLineNum(cnt,intfs);
 ... use 'intf' ...
 cnt=cnt+1;
}


Example 2 Using Map Variable:







var ifTableIfIndex = ".1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1"; #
ifTable.ifEntry.ifIndex
var<map> v = mibWalk(ifTableIfIndex,,1);
var<map> k = table.keys;
var i=k.size-1;


while(i >= 0){
    LOG = "OID["+i+"]="+k[i];
    LOG = "Value["+k[i]+"]="+v[k[i]];
    i = i-1;
}


See mibWalkIpAddr and mibWalkXml for different routines that performs similar functionality.


mibWalkIpAddr


Parameter Name Meaning


OID An OID of an IP Address, or the start of a table of IP
Addresses.


verify Boolean, see below. The default value is FALSE.


hexFormat If TRUE, then the IP Addresses within the table are in
HEX format, not ASCII format. They are converted to
ASCII during the table walk process. The default value
is FALSE.


retVal Returns a string containing a list of IP Addresses in
standardized format.


This routine reads the specified OID, assumed to be either that of an IP address, or the start of a table of IP
addresses. It will then read the entire table from the device, and convert the result into a string of IP Addresses. If
verify is specified, then only those IP addresses that appear in the Auto Discovery "Include Range" and not in the
Auto Discovery "Exclude Range" are added to the list.
The format of the OID string is described in  : Array element usageExample 1







dasllet {
    main(){
        var x;
        x[0] = "zero";
        x[1] = "one";
        x["2"] = "two";
        LOG = x[0];  # Prints "zero"
        LOG = x[1]; # Prints "one"
        LOG = x[2]; # Prints "two"
    }
}


Example 2: How not to use the element values.
In the following example, the array element a[0] is passed to func, however a[1] is not valid for func.







dasllet {
    func(var a){
        LOG = a[0];  # This prints the value
"zero"
        retVal = a[1];  # WRONG -- This
value is undefined in this scope.
    }
    main(){
        var x;
        x[0] = "zero";
        x[1] = "one";
        # This only passes "zero" as the
variable context and prints the empty
string""
        LOG = func(x);      # This DOES  NOT
print "one", but the empty string ""
    }
}


See  for more information about SNMP variables.DASL SNMP Variables
See  and  for different routines that performs similar functionality.mibWalk mibWalkXml


mibWalkNet


Parameter Name Meaning


OIDlp An OID pointing to the start of a row of IP addresses in
a MIB table.


oidMask An OID pointing to the start of a row of IP network
numbers in a MIB table.







retVal Returns a string containing a list of IP addresses with
subnets in standardized format.


This routine reads the specified OIDs. The oidIp should point to the start of a row in a MIB table that corresponds to
IP addresses. The oidMask should point to the start of a row in a MIB table that corresponds to network addresses.
The size of the two rows must be exactly the same.
This routine walks both rows and returns a comma-separated list of IP addresses and network masks in CIDR
format. The following code uses the ipAdEntAddr and ipAdEntNetMask rows:


var<const> ipAdEntAddr =
".1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.1";
var<const> ipAdEntNetMask =
".1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.3";
results =
mibWalkNet(ipAdEntAddr,ipAdEntNetMask);


Assume that the ipAdEntAddr row has the following values:
192.168.1.5
192.168.0.1
172.17.0.1
192.168.3.1
And assume that the ipAdEntNetMask row has the following values:
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.248
255.255.0.0
255.255.255.252
Then the results variable above will be set to the following value:
192.168.1.5/24, 192.168.0.1/29, 172.17.0.1/16, 192.168.3.1/30
See  and  for different routines that performs similar functionality.mibWalk mibWalkXml


mibWalkXml


Parameter Name Meaning


OID An SNMP variable that points to an SNMP table.


translation See below (default is 0).


retVal An XML encoded version of the table.


The xmlTable statement takes an SNMP variable representing an SNMP table and walks the table, converting it into
an XML snippet of the following format (example):







<SnmpTable table=".1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.3">
 <SnmpEntry postfix="1">24</SnmpEntry>
 <SnmpEntry postfix="2">6</SnmpEntry>
</SnmpTable>


The optional translation parameter specifies what type of translation should be performed on each entry read from
the table. The possible translations include the following:


Integer Name Details


0 (or not specified) Default Convert values to strings using
normal string conversion rules
(integers to decimals, IP addresses
to strings, etc.).


104 
106


Dot Notation IP Address The IPv4 (104) or IPv6 (106)
Address is stored as hex digits in
binary. Convert it into an IP address
string using dot notation. For
example: 192.168.1.1.


204 
206 
208 
...


Hex MAC/IP Address The MAC/IPv6 Address is stored as
hex digits in binary. Convert it into
an address string using colon
notation (in hex). For example
23:32:15:08:1d:2f. The lower digit (6
in 206) specifies the number of
digits in the address.


All other values Reserved for future use  


See  and  for different routines that performs similar functionality.mibWalk mibWalkIpAddr


modemConnect


Parameter Name Meaning


deviceName Name of device to communicate with (OS specific).


phoneNumber Phone number to dial.


timeout Connect timeout in seconds. Default is 10.







retVal Connection Identifier.


This routine creates a modem session with the specified modem. The returned value is a connection identifier that
can be passed to any of the terminal-related functions ( , , , , , etc.).expect send startCapture endCapture disconnect
The user should call  before returning from the DASL script. If the user does not,  will be calleddisconnect disconnect
for you. You may not leave a session connected between instances of DASL scripts being run. As such, you should 


 store the connection identifier in a persistent object.not


number


Parameter Name Meaning


val A value, typically a string that contains a string
representation of a numeric value.


Base An optional value representing the base of the string to
be used for conversion (see below).


retVal A numeric representation of the string.


This converts a string to a number. If  is not specified, then  is a string that is converted to its numericbase val
equivalence, as a floating-point number. If  is specified, the following values are defined:base


Base Meaning


-1 Normal (floating point) numeric conversion (this is the
default).


0 Integer conversion. The base is determined by the
prefix of  . If the prefix of  is "0x", then the rest ofval val
the number is assumed to be hex (base 16). If the
prefix of  is "0", then the rest of the number isval
assumed to be octal (base 8). Any other value is
assumed to be decimal (base 10).


36>=n>0 Number is assumed to be the specified base. If base is
"16", then a leading "0x" is optional and ignored. In all
other cases, the number is converted from the
appropriate base. For bases between 11 and 36, the
letters 'a' thru 'z' or 'A' thru 'Z' are used for the digits
10-35.


ping







Parameter Name Meaning


IP Address IPv4 IP address in dotted notiation. The default is the
device IP address if not specified.


Timeout Timeout in seconds to wait for ping response


Sequence Number ICMP sequence number uniquely identifing the ping
response. The default is a random number 0 - 9999


Time-to-Live Time to live (TTL) for the ICMP packet


retVal Boolean — true if ping was successful, false if ping
echo response was not received before the timeout


This function issues one ICMP ping and waits timeout seconds until it receives a reply.
If there is an error the builtin variable ERRORREASON will contain a response message indicating the ping status.
The repsonse in ERRORREASON may be any of the following where OS Reason is the error code string returned
by the operating system calls.


can not open socket: <OS Reason>
Invalid IP
timeout: <OS Reason>
timeout no response
receive failed: <OS Reason>
response too small
invalid sequence
Invalid response: <ICMP Response>
Invalid ID
alive


protocolEnabled


Parameter Name Meaning


val A enumerated value for the protocol.


retVal If the protocol is enabled for this device class and this
network the return will be true, otherwise it will be false.


protocolEnabled example


if (protocolEnabled(snmpProtocol)) { ... }







getInfraDBDeviceParameter


Parameter Name Meaning


deviceidx unique idx of the device


infrastructuredb key name The unique key name whose value is requested


retVal Value of the requested key.


This function can be used to retrieve the value of a infrastructure database key for a given device.


range


Parameter Name Meaning


val A numeric value to compare to the min/max
parameters.


min A numeric value representing the minimum acceptable
value. The default value is 0.


max A numeric value representing the maximum acceptable
value. The default value is 100.


retVal A numeric containing the range checked value of Val.


If min<=val<=max, then val is returned. If val<min, then min is returned. If val>max, then max is returned.


round


This function rounds a number down to the nearest precision decimal places.


Parameter Name Meaning


val A numeric value or variable identifier.


precision An integer value representing the floating point
precision for the rounded value. The default is 0.


retVal A floating point number with precision digits after the
decimal point







Examples:


Value Precision Result


5.335 2 5.33


5.336 2 5.34


6.5 0 6


7.8 0 8


5.46739 4 5.4674


resolveDNS


Parameter Name Meaning


Ipaddress A standard IPv4 address


retVal The resolved hostname as found using the standard
resolution setup in the system administration.


resolveIP


Parameter Name Meaning


hostName A hostname


retVal The resolved ipv4 ipaddress


Converts a hostname to a corresponding IPv4 address.
The domain name queries carried out by resolveDNS and resolveIP use a combination of any or all of the name
server named(8), a broken out line from /etc/hosts, and the Network Information Service (NIS or YP), depending
upon the contents of the order line in /etc/host.conf. (See resolv+(8)). The default action is to query named(8),
followed by /etc/hosts.


runDASLlet


Parameter Name Meaning


script DASL script to execute.







retVal Return result of the DASLlet execution.


This routine takes the DASLlet script specified in the script variable, compiles it, and executes it. The return value of
the DASLlet is returned as the return value of this function.
This procedure allows dynamic creation and execution of DASL scripts.
Here is an example of the use of this function:


runDASLlet Example


var script = "retVal=3+2;";
LOG = "Result="+runDASLlet(script);


This script will generate the following results:


Result = 5
The output of the DASLlet can be read by reading the DASLLETRESULTS built-in variable. This contains
output from executing the script including:
Compile errors generated in compiling the script
Run-time errors and error stacks generating in running the script
Output generated from "LOG =" lines and "RESULTS =" lines.
Output generated from "ERROR =" lines.


The following is an example:


DASLlet


var script = "LOG = \"val = \"+(3+2);retVal
= 7 ;";
LOG = "Result: "+runDASLlet(script);
LOG = "Output: "+DASLLETRESULTS;
The following is an example:
var script="LOG=\"val=\"+(3+2);retVal=7;";
LOG="Result: "+runDASLlet(script);
LOG="Output: "+DASLLETRESULTS;


This script will generate the following results:
Result: 7
Output: val=5







The following is an example script that contains a compile error:


do{
 runDASLlet("retVal = 7x1;");
}onerror{
 LOG = "Error: "+ERRORREASON;
 LOG = "Output:";
 LOG = DASLLETRESULTS;
}


This script will generate the following results:


Error In   : /tmp/dasllet_xSo3gd#1:
retVal=7x1;
        ^
Expected ";", got "x1"
(Compiler/BlockCompiler.cpp#222)


The following is an example script that contains a run-time error:


DASLlet with Error


do {
 runDASLlet("retVal = 7/0;");
}onerror{
 LOG = "Error: "+ERRORREASON;
 LOG = "Output:";
 LOG = DASLLETRESULTS;
}


This script will generate the following results:







Error: DASLlet run-time error
Output:
++++++++++++++++++++
Block Error: /tmp/dasllet_tRPOXd#1: Podia:
Divide by 0
Local Variables:
    no local variables
Call Stack:
        /tmp/dasllet_tRPOXd#1: Podia: Divide
by 0
                        entry: main()
Data Stack:
    data stack is empty
++++++++++++++++++++


Notice if the script executed by runDASLlet generates a run-time or compile-time error, then the runDASLlet
routine generates a run-time error. If runDASLlet is not in a do-onerror block, then the entire script will
terminate, such as: runDASLlet("retVal = 7x1;");


This script will generate the following results:







runDASLlet("retVal=7x1;");
Results:
++++++++++++++++++++
Block Error: /dev/stdin#1: runDASLlet:
DASLlet failed to compile
Local Variables:
    no local variables
Call Stack:
                 /dev/stdin#1: runDASLlet:
DASLlet failed to compile
                        entry: main()
Data Stack:
    data stack is empty


runExternal


Parameter Name Meaning


script External script to execute.


timeout Integer (seconds) default is 120


retVal Return (exit) code of the script that was executed.


This routine executes the specified script as a shell script (using  ). The script may be a series of shellshe
commands, or may be the name and parameters of another program to execute. If the script begins with
"#!<prig>\n" then the rest of the script starting with the second line is sent to <prig> for execution (this is standard
UNIX/Linux script handling capabilities).
The exit code of the script is the return value of this function, with "0" being (by convention) used to mean success.
The stout and steer of the script are logged and are available after the execution of this routine as the built-in
variable "EXTERNALRESULTS."
The system waits a maximum of timeout seconds for the process to complete, otherwise the process will be killed
and partial results may be returned.


The following is an example use of this mechanism:







var script;
script="less -l";
LOG=run External(script); # Prints "0"
LOG=EXTERNALRESULTS;  # Prints the results
of executing "less -l".
script="#!/usr/bin/perl\nprintf('This is a
perl script for device IP
"+DEVADDR+"\\n');\n";
LOG=runExternal(script); # Prints "0"
LOG=EXTERNALRESULTS;  # Prints "This is a
perl script for device IP 172.0.0.1\n".
script="#!/bin/bash\necho 'This is a bash
script for device IP "+DEVADDR+"'\n";
LOG=runExternal(script); # Prints "0"
LOG=EXTERNALRESULTS;  # Prints "This is a
bash script for device IP 172.0.0.1\n".


The current directory for the script is set to the devxfr directory (typically
$VOYENCE_HOME/data/devserver/cm/devxfr). This is the same directory used for file access and tftp transfers.
The user ID of the process is changed to the standard user " ," and the script has the permissions associatednobody
with this user. No super user access is permitted, unless the script calls a properly setup setuid script (standard
UNIX/Linux permission rules apply).


You should not have this script spend a huge amount of time executing, as this potentially could cause other
tasks on the device server to be held up executing other critical tasks, such as pulling configurations, pushing
configurations, and related activities.


send


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect







data String of data to send.


MaskSend If TRUE, then don't store the data in any open capture
log (store ***** instead).


retVal None


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine sends the specified data string to the device via the connection specified by connectIdentifier.


setDeviceStateCache


Parameter Name Meaning


state Identifier specifying which state to set.


data Data to set the specified state to.


retVal 1 on success, 0 on failure.


This routine sets the cached state value specified by state to the value specified by data. This is a generic
mechanism to update cached state information within the device server for a particular device.
The following are the valid values for  :state


Equivalent IP Address Cache. The  parameter is expected to be a list of IP addresses and/or IP addressdata
ranges (of the same format as specified in EQUIVIPS parameter of the foundDevice function) that are
deemed to be "equivalent" for this device.
This means that all of these IP addresses are assigned to this device (note it does not necessarily mean that
this device will respond in the same manner to each of these IP addresses, just that no other device will).


Currently, only one state value is defined. More will be defined in the future. For now, state must be set to 1 or this
function will fail.


setSessionBanner


Parameter Name Meaning


session Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


banner String of text representing the current session banner


retVal not used







This function sets and stores the banner text as issued or retrieved from the session. This banner text is used for the
standard System Properties and is echoed to the user during Cut Through operations.


setupCutThru


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


Username Name of the user (login name) that is requesting the
cutThru.


comment Comment from the user as to why the cutThru is being
established.


fork Boolean that tells the process to fork or thread the task
for cut-thru. If forked, the task may live outside the
service used to control the startup and shutdown of the
HP service.


retVal Port # that cut-thru was established on.


This function is normally called only within the constructs of a  standard user-defined function. This routinecut-thru
takes the open terminal session specified by  and sets up a cut-thru connection to this terminalconnectIdentifier
session, and returns the port that the cut-thru is established on.
Given the port number, external code may establish a telnet session with the IP address 127.0.0.1 and the port
number returned from this command, and the telnet session will connect through to the remote terminal session
specified by  .connectIdentifier
This session may have already been logged on, and provide privileged access to the device. This routine allows a
DASL script to setup a terminal session, perform initial data processing on the session (such as login, etc.), then
turn the session over to a 3rd party application (such as telnet) for further handling.
Once this routine is called, no other actions should be performed on the  , other than  .connectIdentifier disconnect
Calling  closes the  , but it does not shut down the pre-established cut-thru connection.disconnect connectIdentifer
The cut-thru connection will remain until either:


A user connects to the specified port. In this case the cut-thru is established and the connection remains until
the connection is broken. At this point, the port is no longer available for further connections without resetting
up the cut-thru.
A timeout occurs (set to 1 hour by default). If the cut-thru is not used within the specified timeout, it is
destroyed.


The cut-thru terminal connection provides an audit trail (using the specified username and comment) as well as a
keystroke log of all characters typed by the cut-thru user.


sleep







Parameter Name Meaning


seconds Number of seconds to suspend script execution.


retVal 0


This function causes the script to suspend execution for the specified number of seconds.


snmpGet, snmpSet


Parameter Name Meaning


Context An SNMP variable context described under SNMP
variable declaration section


<map> Map variable containing the list of OIDs
map["OID"]="Value" pairs for the operation


retVal NA - This function will throw an ERROR indicating the
reason why the SNMP set or get failed.







SNMP Examples


var<map> gets;
var<map> sets;
sets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0"]="Contact1";
sets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0"]="Location1";
snmpSet("timeout(3)",sets);


gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0"]="NA";
gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0"]="NA";
LOG="Have
Contact="+gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0"];
LOG="Have
Location="+gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0"];
snmpGet("timeout(3)",gets);
LOG="Got
Contact="+gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0"];
LOG="Got
Location="+gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0"];


sets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0"]="Contact2";
sets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0"]="Location2";
snmpSet("timeout(3)",sets);
snmpGet("timeout(3)",gets);
LOG="Got
Contact="+gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0"];
LOG="Got
Location="+gets[".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0"];


Output:







Have Contact=NA
Have Location=NA
Got Contact=Contact1
Got Location=Location1
Got Contact=Contact2
Got Location=Location2


sshConnect


Parameter Name Meaning


address Remote address (hostname or IP address).


port Port number. Default is 22.


timeout Connect timeout in seconds. Default is 10.


username Username to login as.


password Password to login as.


retVal Connection Identifier.


This routine creates an SSH session with the specified remote device. The returned value is a connection identifier
that can be passed to any of the terminal-related functions ( , , , , ,expect send startCapture endCapture disconnect
etc.).
The user should call  before returning from the DASL script. If the user does not,  will be calleddisconnect disconnect
for you. You may not leave a session connected between instances of DASL scripts being run. As such, you should 


 store the connection identifier in a persistent object.not


startCapture


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


captureOutbound Capture the data stream sent out to the device. Default
is false.


captureInbound Capture the data stream sent in from the device.
Default is true.


retVal None







This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine will begin the process of capturing either the inbound, outbound, or both data stream to/from the device
terminal session specified by connectIdentifier.
Data capture continues until either a  is called or an  is called. It is illegal to begin anotherdisconnect endCapture
capture using startCapture until the previous capture process has been ended.
See also .endCapture


strfind


Parameter Name Meaning


val A string to search in.


search String to search for.


StartIndex Zero-based position within val to begin the search. The
default value of this parameter is 0 (beginning of
string). If the reverse parameter (below) is TRUE, then
the default value is the end of the string.


reverse If TRUE, the search starts at startIndex (default is end
of string) and searches backwards thru the string. The
default of this parameter is FALSE


retVal An integer representing the offset within val where
"search" is first found.


This function searches for the string "search" within the string "val". If it is not found, -1 is returned. If it is found, the
retVal is the offset within "val" where "search" string is first found. If "reverse" is specified, then the string search is
reversed.


string


Parameter Name Meaning


val A numeric value to be converted.


base An optional parameter specifying the base of the
conversion.


retVal A string representation of Val.


Converts a numeric value into a string. By default, the string is a decimal (base 10) representation of the string.
However, if  is specified, then the conversion occurs as specified in the table below.base







Base Meaning


-1 Normal (floating point) numeric conversion (this is the
default).


8 Number is converted to a string representing the octal
(base 8) representation of the number. No leading "0"
is inserted. If required, it must be inserted manually.


10 Number is converted to a string representing the
decimal (base 10) representation of the number. This
conversion is as an integer, not a floating point. This is
how the base of "10" differs from the base of "-1"
described above.


16 Number is converted to a string representing the hex
(base 16) representation of the number. No leading
"0x" is inserted. If required, it must be inserted
manually.


strlen


Parameter Name Meaning


val A string.


retVal An integer representing the length of Val.


Returns the length of the specified string.
Note: Use of the strlen function for value variables is not suggested. For performance reasons, use the
"size" characteristic of a value variable to obtain the size of the string.


strformat


Parameter Name Meaning


val Value to convert.


method Method of conversion.


retVal Converted value.


This routine converts the value passed in the "val" parameter to a different format and returns the converted value.
The method of conversion is controlled by the "method" parameter. The "method" parameter can have the following







values:


"time:string" - Assumes that "val" is a time value as returned by the TIME variable (number of seconds
since midnight GMT January 1st, 1980). The value is converted to a human readable date/time stamp, of the
form "Oct 13 05:30:00 2003".
"time:estimate" - Assumes that "val" is a time value as returned by the TIME variable (number of seconds
since midnight GMT January 1st, 1980). The value is converted to a human readable estimate of the
specified date/time. It will use words such as "tomorrow", or "now" as the result of the conversion.
"string:time" - Assumes that "val" is a properly formatted human readable date/time stamp string (such as
"Oct 13 05:30:00 2003"). The value is converted into an integer time representation (number of seconds since
midnight GMT January 1st, 1980).


strreplace


Parameter Name Meaning


val Original string.


target String to look for in val.


replace String to replace target with in val.


replaceAll If TRUE, then replace all occurrences of target with
replace in val. If FALSE, then replace the first
occurrence of target with replace in val. The default
value is TRUE.


retVal The string val with target replaced by replace (one time
or all times, depending on replaceAll).


This routine performs a simple string substitution on  , substituting occurrences of the string  with the string val target
 . If  is TRUE, all occurrences of  are replaced. If it is FALSE, then only the first occurrencereplace replaceAll target


is replaced. This function understands the ^ symbol as an indication of a control character. For example, you can
replace all CTRL-C characters with X using:
strreplace( val, "^C", "X", true );


substr


Parameter Name Meaning


val A string.


offset Starting character to return. The default is the first
character.







1.  


cnt Number of characters to return. The default is the end
of the string.


retVal The substring.


Both offset and cnt must be >=0. If cnt==0, then "" is returned. If offset is greater than the string length, then "" is
returned. If there is not "cnt" number of characters available after "offset", then the entire rest of string from offset on
is returned (may be shorter in length then "cnt").


telnetConnect


Parameter Name Meaning


address Remote address (hostname or IP address).


port Port number. Default is 23.


timeout Connect timeout in seconds. Default is 10.


retVal Connection Identifier.


This routine creates a telnet session with the specified remote device. The returned value is a connection identifier
that can be passed to any of the terminal-related functions ( , , , , ,expect send startCapture endCapture disconnect
etc.).
The user should call  before returning from the DASL script. If the user does not,  will be calleddisconnect disconnect
for you. You may not leave a session connected between instances of DASL scripts being run. As such, you should
not store the connection identifier in a persistent object variable or a file variable.


tftpFile


Parameter Name Meaning


filename A string representing the relative path to the file.


retVal The absolute path to the file in a format suitable to be
sent to the local TFTP server.


This function takes as a parameter a raw name of a file that is going to be transferred with TFTP. It sets up the
TFTP server to be aware of the file, and returns an absolute path name to the file that can be sent to the device to
initiate the TFTP request.


The TFTP server runs on the device server, so that SERVERIPADDR must also be sent to the device so it
can correctly connect to the TFTP server.


For pushing information from the device server to the device, a TFTP "GET" request is issued on the device.
However, before the device can issue the request, the file to be pushed must physically exist on the "devxfr"







directory (typically via a PUTCONFIGFILE command), the filename must be passed to the TFTPFILE command,
and the results of the TFTP file command should be communicated to the device as the absolute name of the file to
be received.
Then, and only then, can the device be triggered to do the GET.
For pulling information from the device to the device server, a TFTP "PUT" request is issued on the device.
However, before the device can issue the request, the TFTPFILE command must be called with the requested local
filename (a file to be stored in the devxfr directory), the results of the TFTPFILE command must be communicated to
the device as the absolute name of the file to be stored. Then, and only then, can the device be triggered to do a
PUT.


tftpFilePath


Parameter Name Meaning


Filename A string representing the relative path to the file. This
parameter may be null.


retVal The absolute path to the file or absolute path to the
directory if no filename provided.


This function takes as a parameter the relative path to a file or a null string and returns an absolute path name to the
file that can be used for TFTP transfers. In the case of a null string parameter, the function returns the absolute path
to the TFTP directory. Unlike tftpFile() built-in, this function does not create the file in the TFTP directory.


toDecimal


Parameter Name Meaning


number A string containing a base-16 number


retVal The decimal value of the number.


The string must begin with an arbitrary amount of white space (as determined by isspace (3)) followed by a single
optional + or - sign. The string may then include a 0x pre-fix, and the number will be read in base 16.


toHex


Parameter Name Meaning


number A string containing a base-10 number.


retVal The hexadecimal value of the number.







toLower


Parameter Name Meaning


string A string containing text


retVal The string with all characters in the lower case.


toUpper


Parameter Name Meaning


string A string containing text


retVal The string with all characters in the upper case.


trim


Parameter Name Meaning


line A string containing a line of text.


trimOption 0 - trim both sides of the string 
1 - trim beginning of the string 
2 - trim end of the stringdefault: 0


retVal A string containing the line of text with the appropriate
spaces removed.


This routine removes the white space characters, if present, from the beginning and/or ending of the string passed
in.


ttyConnect (No DASLlet)


Parameter Name Meaning


executable Full path to process executable.


parameters Space delimited list of parameters for the process.







isModem Boolean indicating this connection is used to talk with a
terminal server or modem pool. Setting this flag to true
causes the tty to issue the hang-up sequence +++ATH
prior to closing the connection.


retVal Connection Identifier.


This routine creates a pseudo TTY and returns a session identifier used to communicate to the master TTY
connected to the executable. The returned value is a connection identifier that can be passed to any of the
terminal-related functions ( , , , , , etc.).expect send startCapture endCapture disconnect
The user should call  before returning from the DASL script. If the user does not,  will be calleddisconnect disconnect
for you. You may not leave a session connected between instances of DASL scripts being run. As such, you should
not store the connection identifier in a persistent object variable or a file variable.
The connection identifier is invalid if the executable does not exist or the executable terminates during use. Use the
do, onerror syntax to catch failures resulting for the starting or using of the connection identifier returned by
ttyConnect.


This function is not accessible to DASLlet for security reasons. 


ttyConnectExitStatus


The built-in fuction, ttyConnectExitStatus, returns the exit status of the child process created by a  sessiottyConnect
n.


Parameter Name Meaning


connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from ).ttyConnect


retVal The exit status of the child process.


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
. This routine returns the exit status of the child process created by . If the child process hasttyConnect ttyConnect


not exited, a run-time error is generated. 


updateSnmpV3Key


VoyenceControl allows  changing of the SNMPv3 passwords by actually converting the new passwordseffective
(provided in the User Interface), to localized keys (based on old keys - created from the old password), and then
issuing SNMPv3 Sets on the device.
This does not require a terminal session or terminal credentials to a device, but existing SNMPv3 known credentials
(knowledge of current v3 credentials becomes a pre-requisite) will be used to do the "keyChange" via SNMP Sets to
the device. The driver writer uses session based and/or SNMPv3 key change based Credential Rolls, depending on
the support by the device.


Parameter Name Meaning







*Key Type 1 = Other user's Authentication Key (Not Supported) 
2 = Other user's Privacy Key (Not Supported) 
3 = User's own Authentication Key 
4 = User's own Privacy Key


New password New Password to hash using the localized algorithm of
the current device SNMP V3 credential


retVal Boolean true is success; false is failure


Note: Voyence only supports changing the existing user's authentication or privacy key. This is due to security
reasons where you need the existing credential information to update any localized keys.


clearUSMCache


Parameter Name Meaning


retVal Boolean true is success; false is failure


This function removes the current device's engineid from the in-memory SNMPv3 USM cache of both commmgrd
and autodiscd . This method is to be used only when the use case requires that the device's engineid and its
associated snmpv3 security paramaters be cleared. One such use case is during removal of the device from the
system.


uuencrypt


Parameter Name Meaning


input A string containing a line of text.


retVal A string containing the line of text, which has been
encrypted with VoyenceControl. key and base 64
encoded.


This routine is used to send sensitive information back to the calling API. The function is dependent on installation
and generation of keys for the calling application and device server. See the VoyenceControl installation or
administration guide for help in configuring encryption keys and certifications for VoyenceControl.


waitFor


Parameter Name Meaning







connectIdentifier Connection identifier for a valid terminal session
(returned from , , ,telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect
or ).modemConnect


timeout Number of seconds to wait. Default is 10.


stateList String containing comma-separated list of valid states.


retVal TRUE if the state occurs.


This routine acts on an open terminal session. The terminal session must have been created via a successful call to 
, , , or .telnetConnect sshConnect ttyConnect modemConnect


This routine waits up to the specified number of seconds for one of the expected comma-separated list of states to
occur. If one of them does occur, this function returns TRUE. If a timeout occurs, this function returns FALSE. On all
other failures, this function generates a run-time error.
This routine reads characters from the terminal input stream.


xml


This function is depricated and you should use the  to create and maintain complex structures.Object Variables


Parameter Name Meaning


keyword XML Keyword


value XML Value


style XML Style (0 is default)


retVal XML tags


Note:  This functions use is deprecated as more of the system is tarting to use DASL Object Variables.


This routine generates XML tagged data. If Style==0, then the retVal will contain:







<KeyValue>
 <Keyword>KeywordParameter</Keyword>
 <Value><!\[CDATA\[ValueParameter\]\]></Valu
e>
</KeyValue>
If Style==1, then the retVal will contain:
<TableKeyVal>
 <Keyword>KeywordParameter</Keyword>
 <Value>
  ValueParameter
 </Value>
</TableKeyVal>


The Style==1 is useful if the "Value" parameter is XML encoded data.
If Style==2, then the retVal will contain:


<XmlKeyValue>
 <Keyword>KeywordParameter</Keyword>
 <Value><!\[CDATA\[ValueParameter\]\]></Valu
e>
</XmlKeyValue>


This is identical to Style==0, except that the key is "XmlKeyValue" instead of "KeyValue." In this case,
"ValueParameter" is typically XML encoded data. A top-level XML parser, since it's enclosed in a CDATA section,
does not parse this data. It is treated as a single value.
An XML parser, however, may further parse the value, after it's been removed. The following is an example with a
ValueParameter filled in with a typical value:







<XmlKeyValue>
 <Keyword>KeywordParameter</Keyword>
 <Value><![CDATA[
  <Embedded>
   <MyData>3</MyData>
   <More>Test</More>
  </Embedded>
 ]]></Value>
</XmlKeyValue>


DASL Built In Variables


Built-In Variables


The built-in variables can be used anywhere the BUILTIN_VARIABLE can be used. They are used just like regular
variables. Some variables are R/O (read only), some are W/O (write only), and some are R/W (read/write). The
variable header has a special bracket syntax "< >" that specifies whether the variable is R/O, W/O or R/W.
R/O variables can be used anywhere VAR_VALUE is used (in EXPRESSIONs), and they are designated by <RO>.
W/O variables can be used anywhere VAR_ASSIGNMENT is used (in STATEMENTs), and they are designated by
<WO>. R/W variables can be used anywhere VAR_VALUE or VAR_ASSIGNMENT is used and they are designated
by <RW>.


For security reasons, not all Built-In variables are accessible from DASLlets. The variables that are not
accessible are marked with a (NoDASLlet) in the heading, below.


In version 4.00 some read-only built-in variables were made read-write. This is described in the relase notes
for .DASL Language Changes for Voyence Control 4.00


ACTIVESNMPVERSION <RO>


This value contains the active map version value for this device. 1->SNMPV1 2->SNMPV2 3->SNMPV3. 


APPINFORM <WO>


Any value written to this variable will be appended and sent to the application that issued the task.
All non-printable characters (including new lines) are converted to a period. A new line is added to the end of the
written string before added to the cached comment file. 







ACCOUNTTYPE <WO>


Type of account accessing the device. Primarily used by cut through to determine if the account is user prompted. 


CM_VERSION <RO>


Holds the number indicating the major version for VoyenceControl. product. For example, this will be 3 in
VoyenceControl. 


COMMENT <WO>


Any value written to this variable is appended to the running list of cached comments for a given device. The next
time a "PULL" configuration occurs that returns a changed result, the values stored in this cached value are stored
into the revision comment field for the change.
All non-printable characters (including new lines) are converted to a period. A new line is added to the end of the
written string before added to the cached comment file. 


DASL_MAJOR_VER <RO>


Holds the number indicating the major version for the language. For example, this will be 9 in VoyenceControl, since
it was built with Package release 9.1. 


DASLLETRESULTS <RO>


This variable returns the results of execution of the last runDASLlet procedure. Note that the return to runDASLlet is
the return value of the DASLlet (the value assigned to the retVal variable). The value returned by
DASLLETRESULTS is a string containing the output of the script. This includes all results written to "LOG="
variables, "COMMENT=" variables, as well as any compile or run-time error stacks. 


DEVADDR <RO>


This variable returns a string containing the IP address of the device currently being accessed. 


DRIVERFILE <RO-Array>


Returns the contents of the named file. The location of the file named in the array attribute is relative to the
$VOYENCE_HOME/package/pkgxml directory.
The format and usage is:
var x=DRIVERFILE["myfile"]; 


DSR_MAJOR <RO>


This variable returns the major software revision of DASL. 


EMSFTPDIR <RO>







Directory path used to transfer files to or from the element management system (EMS). See the other EMS
variables for the list of variables set when a device is managed via an EMS. 


EMSFTPPASSWD <RO>


Returns the ftp passwd of the EMS managing the device 


EMSFTPUSER <RO>


Returns the ftp user of the EMS managing the device 


EMSUSER <RO>


Returns the user of the EMS managing the device 


EMSPASSWD <RO>


Returns the type of EMS 0 - devserver 1-ciscoRme 


EMSIP <RO>


Returns the ip of the EMS managing the device 


EMSTYPE <RO>


Returns the type of EMS 0 for VoyenceControl Device Server and 1for Cisco RME. If the device is setup to be
managed by an external element management system this enumeration and the subsequent EMS variables are set
to provide the script credentials and connectivity information with the EMS. 


ENV[IDENTIFIER] <RO>


This array variable returns the value of the environment variable with the name of IDENTIFIER. Example
ENV["PATH"] returns the contents of the shell environment variable PATH that started commmgrd or autodiscd. 


ERROR <RW>


Writing any string value to this variable causes a LOG entry to be added to the system log file (as with LOG above),
except that the entry will be marked as an ERROR log entry. In addition, a script ERROR will occur and the
appropriate action taken.
By default, a script error terminates the specified script (or BLOCK), but there is special case processing for errors
that occur with WHILE_STATEMENT and DO_ONERROR_STATEMENTs. All non-printable characters (including
new lines) are converted to a period. A new line is added to the end of the written string before added to the cached
comment file. 







ERRORFILENAME <RO>, and ERRORLINENUM <RO>


These variables return strings containing the information about the last DASL run-time error. Note that these are
only useful for run-time errors that occur within a do-onerror block. ERRORREASON returns a human readable
string describing the run time error. ERRORFILENAME returns the name of the file where the error occurred.
ERRORLINENUM returns the line number within ERRORFILENAME where the error occurred.
The following is an example of their use:


do{
        var a=1/0;
}onerror{
        LOG="Error Occurred: " + ERRORREASON
+
                 " in file " + ERRORFILENAME
+
                         " at line " +
ERRORLINENUM;
}


This code produces the following output:
Error Occurred: Divide by 0 in file test.dasl at line 2 


ERRORREASON <RO>


This variable returns a string containing the reason for the last DASL run-time error. Note that this is only useful for
run-time errors that occur within a do-onerror block. The following is an example of its use:


do{
        var a=1/0;
}onerror{
        LOG="Error Occurred: "+ERRORREASON;
}


This code produces the following output:
Error Occurred: Divide by 0 







EXTERNALRESULTS <RO>


This variable returns the results of execution of the last runExternal procedure. Note that the return to runExternal is
the exit code of the script (by convention, exit code 0 means success). The value returned by EXTERNALRESULTS
is a string containing the stdout and stderr of the script.
The stdout and stderr results are co-mingled, and caching of information may affect the order in which stdout and
stderr results are intermingled. As such, the ordering of stdout and stderr information should not be assumed. 


FILE <RO-Array>


Returns the contents of the named file. The full path to the file must be specified.
The format and usage is:


var x=FILE["/$VOYENCE_HOME/package/myfile"];


IDXNUMBER <RO>


Returns the IDX number of the device (for DA) or element (for EP) currently being processed. This can be used to
create temporary filenames, etc. 


HOSTNAME <RO>


Returns the hostname of the device. 


IGNORECONFIG <WO>


This value has strings written to it representing comparison strings. Multiple values stored to this variable in a single
script stores multiple comparison strings. The comparison strings contain  regular expressions. All contentmulti-line
of the configuration that matches the regular expression is ignored during the process of comparing to see if the
configuration file has changed from the last time it was pulled.
Notice that this section ignored may be multiple lines, or only part of a line, or a combination. This is the biggest
difference compared to IGNORELINE. 


IGNORESYNC <WO>


This value has strings written to it representing comparison strings. Multiple values stored to this variable in a single
script stores multiple comparison strings. The comparison strings contain  regular expressions.single-line
All content of the configuration that matches the regular expression are sorted before the process of comparing the
sync config vs. the running config to see if there is a difference between them from the last time they were pulled.
The user will not see the sorted configuration unless the device server flag SORTCONFIG is turned on using the
infrastructure database. 







IGNORELINE <WO>


This value has strings written to it representing comparison strings. Multiple values stored to this variable in a single
script stores multiple comparison strings. The comparison strings contain regular expressions.
Any line in a configuration file that matches the regular expression are ignored during the process of comparing to
see if the configuration file has changed from the last time it was pulled.
Notice that the regular expression must be contained on a single line, and the  line that contains the text thatentire
matches the regular expression is ignored. This is the biggest difference compared to IGNORECONFIG. 


LOG <WO>


Writing any string value to this variable causes a LOG entry to appear in the system log file for this module, and the
LOG entry will contain the value of the string written to this variable. In addition, the string value is included in the
"results" being output for this DASL run (see "RESULTS" above) as a separate line in the results output.
All non-printable characters (including new lines) are converted to a period. A new line is added to the end of the
written string before added to the cached comment file. 


MATCH <RO>


Returns the regular expression group matches resulting from the use of the ="a(b)c",= operator. For example "abc"
MATCH[0] would equal "abc" and MATCH[1] equals "b". See the regex variable type for more information on regular
expression matching and grouping. 


MECHANISM <RO>


Returns the mechanism to use for device access. These are well-defined constants within the VoyenceControl
product. This defines, for example, whether a device driver should use "SNMP" or "Telnet" to talk to a device. 


NEEDNEXTIPS <RO>


This variable should only be used during the discoverDevice script execution. It returns TRUE if the discoverDevice
script should determine the list of next IPs to try for multi-hop auto discovery. It returns FALSE for all other types of
auto discovery.
If this variable is TRUE, then the NEXTIPS parameter to foundDevice should be filled in with valid results. If this
variable is FALSE, then the NEXTIPS parameter to foundDevice may be ignored. 


OOBUSERID <RO> (No DASLlet)


The user name for accessing the Out-of-Band terminal server or modem pool. 


OOBPASSWD <RO> (No DASLlet)


The Password address for accessing the Out-of-Band terminal server or modem pool. 


OOBIPADDR <RO> (No DASLlet)







The IP address for accessing the Out-of-Band terminal server or modem pool. 


OOBPORT <RO> (No DASLlet)


The port number for accessing the Out-of-Band terminal server or modem pool. 


OOBMECHANISM <RO> (No DASLlet)


Credential information used for Out-of-Band access. Typically not used by standard DASL scripts. This defines the
Out-of-Band mechanism assigned to this device. 


OOBACCOUNTTYPE <RO> (No DASLlet)


Type of account set on the Out-of-Band access such as Terminal Server, Modem Pool, or Modem. 


PACKAGE <RO>


This variable returns the unique package identifier assigned to devices of this type. 


PACKAGENAME <RO>


This variable returns the device driver name string as specified in the  statement  deviceDriver .


PACKAGENAME <RO>


This variable returns the device driver Package XML (PKG) file contents. 


PASSWD <RO> (No DASLlet)


Returns the password to use for logging in to the remote device. Also see PRIVPASSWD and USERID. 


PRIVLEVEL <RO> (No DASLlet)


Only used in multi-level privilege password mode. Returns the privilege level number for the task. 


PRIVPASSWD <RO> (No DASLlet)


Returns the privileged user password to use for logging in to the remote device. Also see PASSWD and USERID. 


SESSION <RO>


Returns the very last allocated session identifier. 







VOYENCEDIR <WO>


Returns the location of the powerup directory, commonly located at $VOYENCE_HOME. 


RDN_SEPARATOR <RO>


Returns the character representing the separator and delimiter between RDN names and classifiers. This is typically
a single forward slash. 


REMOVELINE <WO>


This value has strings written to it representing comparison strings. Multiple values stored to this variable in a single
script stores multiple comparison strings. The comparison strings contain regular expressions.
Any line in a configuration file that matches the regular expression is removed and discarded and does not become
part of the versioned configuration, nor is it used to compare if the configuration has changed.
Also see IGNORELINE on page 88. 


RESULTS <WO>


Writing any string value to this variable causes the string to be included in the output of the run of the DASL script.
This variable is useful for DASLlets, in which this text is included in the text that is sent back to the scheduler as the
result of execution of the DASLlet. It is most frequently used for showing output of sessions from devices.
The value written to this is appended to the output from this run. The comments may be single line or multiple lines.
No new line is added between calls, so "RESULTS=" may be specified multiple times to produce the results for a
single line.
Other than new lines, all other non-printable characters are converted into periods. 


REALTIMERESULTS <WO>


If set to anything but false the system will collect all RESULTS values in real-time and return them to the application
as task history notifications. The DASL developer can use the RESULTS to notify the application of long running
operations such as OS upgrades. This variable is only applicable to functions running as quick commands, OS
upgrades, and password rolls. Normal push and pull opertions are not affected by setting this variable. 


retVal <RW>


This value is the return value of a user-defined function. It can be set within any BLOCK, and it can be read, written,
rewritten, etc. over and over again within the BLOCK. Once the user-defined function BLOCK is completed, the
current value of the retVal variable is used as the return value of the user-defined function.
The value stored and read can be any type.
*Note that using the return statement can set the value of retVal and exit from a function at the same time. 


ROCOMMUNITY <RO> (No DASLlet)


This value contains the R/O community string value for this device. This was previously known as "COMMUNITY". 


RTT <RW>







Set this to the number of milliseconds of latency on the device link. The wait and expect timeout will be automatically
adjusted by a percent based on 1 second latency as a normal latency. 


RWCOMMUNITY <RO> (No DASLlet)


This value contains the R/W community string value for this device. 


SCPPATH <RO>


This is a string containing the path to the Secure Copy (scp) binary. Use the environmental variable $SCP_PATH to
setup the value of this variable. 


SERVERIPADDR <RO>


This is a string containing the IP address of the device server this script is executing on.
Starting with version 3.1, if there are multiple interfaces in the device server this will resolve to the IP address of the
interface used to communicate with the device. If the device server or network is setup with NAT (Network Address
Translation) IP addresses these IP addresses will be returned instead of the actual interface IP address of the
device server. 


SNMPPORT <RO>


This value contains the SNMP Port value for this device. 


SSHPATH <RO>


This is a string containing the path to the Secure Shell (ssh) binary. Use the environmental variable $SSH_PATH to
setup the value of this variable. 


TELNETPATH <RO>


This is a string containing the path to the telnet binary. Use the environmental variable $TELNET_PATH to setup the
value of this variable. 


THREADID <RO>


Numeric identifier of the thread executing the driver. This is a machine and platform dependent number. 


TIME <RO>


Returns the current system clock time as a time_t, which is the number of seconds since midnight GMT January 1st,
1970. 


USERID <RO> (No DASLlet)







Returns the use to use for logging in to the remote device. Also see PASSWD and PRIVPASSWD. 


V2ROCOMMUNITY <RO> (No DASLlet)


This value contains the SNMP R/O community string value for this device. Note that this was previously knows at
"Community". 


V2RWCOMMUNITY <RO> (No DASLlet)


This value contains the SNMP V2 R/W community string value for this device. 


V3SECUSERNAME <RO>


This value contains the SNMP V3 user name string value for this device. 


V3SECLEVEL <RO>


This value contains the SNMP V3 security level value for this device. 1-> NoAuthNoProv 2->AuthNoPriv
3->AuthPriv. 


V3AUTHPASSWD <RO> (No DASLlet)


This value contains the SNMP V3 authentication password value for this device. 


V3PRIVPASSWD <RO> (No DASLlet)


This value contains the SNMP V3 privilege password value for this device. 


V3AUTHPROTOCOL <RO>


This value contains the SNMP V3 authentication protocol value for this device. 1-> None 2->DES 3->IDEA. 


V3PRIVPROTOCOL <RO>


This value contains the SNMP V3 privilege protocol value for this device. 1-> None 2->MD5 3->SHA. 


V3PRIVPROTOCOL <RO>


This value contains the SNMP V3 privilege protocol value for this device. 1-> None 2->MD5 3->SHA. 


WARNING <RW>


Writing any string value to this variable causes a LOG entry to be added to the system log file (as with LOG), except
that the entry will be marked as an WARNING log entry. In addition, a script WARNING will be set. By default, a







script warning will not cause the task to throw an exception but will be seen as a warning status in the scheduler. 


WAITTIME <RW>


Time in seconds of last wait or expect function call waited for the match condition. 


HTTPPORT <RO>


This contains the HTTP Port value for this device. 


HTTPSPORT <RO>


This contains the HTTPS Port value for this device. 


DASL Language Changes for Voyence Control 4.00


The following document describes the high level changes to DASL. These are language improvements and features
to make programming in DASL easier to read and use. The major upgrade to DASL was the creation of DASL


 and . The Device Dialog is a programming construct used to communicate andObject Variables Device Dialogs
parse structured data from reports and interact with device command line interfaces.


In support of object variables, the foreach statement and iterators were introduced into the language. The language
remains backwards compatible with older releases.


Changes to Driver Compilation


Starting in 4.00 you will need to send a HUP signal to the process you want to recompile.
Example on Linux: killall -HUP commmgrd


Note: There are two processes that read the DASL scripts and compile them into memory when they receive the
HUP signal. If you are changing auto-discovery logic you should also kill -HUP the autodiscd process to make it
reread the changed scripts.


For Windows you must restart the service after making any script changes. There is no signal handling capability,
hence no way to cleanly accept compile requests on the Windows Server platform.


Changes to Language Statements


Change to Return Statement


You can now return expressions from the return value. This value is set as the retVal of the functional code block
executing the return. Previously, the return statement did not allow return values and only exited the functional
block. If a return value is not specified the current value of retVal is returned by the statement.


Added Foreach Statement


The  is an  solution for walking objects, XML documents, and mapDASL Foreach Statement Iterator Variable Type
variables. The foreach statement allows for looping over these variable types using a simple and easily read syntax.







Added Dialog Statement


The dialog statement executes a  with the given parameters. See the  fordialog Device Dialog Specification
information about the structure and uses of dialogs.


Added Call Statement


The  function can be used to invoke a function by name. The call statement can be used to referDASL Call Function
to a function, assign parameters, and execute by the name.


Added New Statement


DASL Objects are a feature of this release. The new statement is used to create object variables. The new
statement is an alternative way to declaring object variables and allows dynamic creation of object references. The
new statement can create and assign default values to object variables in a single statement. See the DASL Object


 description for more information about creating objects using the new statement.Variables


Modified deviceDriver Statement


A optional third parameter has been added to the deviceDriver statement. The third parameter indicates the
AutoDiscovery priority of the device driver. Lower values have a higher priority. A value of zero indicates the device
driver is disabled and will not be used by AutoDiscovery.


Added Comment Styles


The language now knows how to deal with C++ style comments. This includes block and double slash single line
comments.







Comment Styles


/*
 * blocks of text can be commented using
slash asterisk and asterisk slash
# Other comment styles can be 
// embedded within blocked comments
 */


 // Double slashes comments a line
 var x = 7; // or two slashes anywhere
comments the rest of the line


 #
 # and the hash at the first non-white still
works
 #


Additional Variable Types


Two new variable types were added this release to support attributed modeling. The object variable and iterator
variables are used for creating and navigating objects and relationships.


Added Object Variables


Object Variables were added to improve integration with application modeling systems. The object model is defined
in detail in the object variable reference guide. These variables can be used as like objects or complex structures,
avoiding the need to create complicated XML documents.


Added Iterator Variables


Iterator Variables were added to support the foreach syntax and to efficiently iterate over XML, map, and Object
variable types.


Other Variable Type Changes
File Variable Changes were made to remove temporary files from disc once they are out of scope.







Map variables can now be initialized using a name value notation within curly braces. The Iterator Variable
 examples show uses of this syntax.Type


Pairs of map values are enclosed in curly braces and comma separated (i.e. {a,1}{b,2}{c,3}...).


Additions and Changes to Built-In Functions


Added Function Defined Built-in


In DASL you may declare a forward reference to a function and without defining the function body. The compiled
code does not check that the forward reference exists until the function is executed. This would generally result in an
exception which must be caught with a do/onerror block. The built-in function  was created to avoidfunctionDefined
the do/onerror coding style. This allows for creating code logic that is somewhat generic yet relying on driver specific
callbacks where they are defined. The existence of driver supplied callbacks can be tested without errors in the logs
or complicated exception handling logic.


Added Split Function


The  splits a value using a separator returning a map variable reference. The values can be split usingSplit Function
delimiters or regular expressions to create lists of words or characters from raw text.


Added Round Function


Value variables can now be effectively used as floating point values. By default all floating point values are rounded
down to the nearest whole integer. The  function provides a floating point precision length argument allowinground
rounding to decimal point floating values.


Added XML and XSLT Functions


Three new functions to handle parsing and querying XML were created. They allow you to use XPATH and XSLT
natively within DASL.


They following  are defined for use within DASL.XSL Functions


convertXMLUsingXSLT – execute an XSL translation
getXPathData – get XML data using XPath query language
getSerializedNodeSet – get XML documents using XPath query language


Added Built-in Function to Convert Wildcards to NetMasks


The function  was created to invert the bits of an ACL wildcard and convert it to a networkconvertWildcardtoMask
IP mask. For example the wildcard 0.0.255.255 is the network mask 255.255.0.0.


Modifications to endCapture Function


There is an additional parameter to  for removing unprintable characters.endCapture


Added setCapture Function


The  function was created to reset and store formatted capture buffer information. This function is usefulsetCapture
to clear or set information used within .Device Dialogs







Added Built-in Functions for WMI Access to Windows


WMI Access Functions


Language Behavior Modifications


Number Versus String Initialization


Initializing a value to a number is now preserved within the declaration allowing for proper math operations with
constant and initialized values. Previously the following code would of logged the value "11" instead of "2".


vars {
   var <const> myone = 1;
}
main(){
   LOG = myone + 1;
}


Constant Default Values Allowed for Function Definition


Initializing a function default parameter value from a constant is now allowed. Only constant literals and constant
variable identifiers may be used as default values. Previously the following code would result in a compile error
where myDefault value was used as the default parameter "y".


vars {
    var <const> myDefault = "Default";
}


myFunction( var y = myDefault ){
  // do something here
}


Exposed Floating Point


Floating point values were previously rounded down to the whole number. This behavior is still the same by default.
Now, the floating point mantissa can be retrieved using the built in round function.







New Operators


The modulus operator "%" was added.


Built-In Variables


Changes to Built-In Variables


There have been some modifications to builtin variables. Some for convienence and others to allow the DASL
programmer to better control and use the built-in state type variables such as ERROR.


Built-in Variables are Read-Write


The following variables have been made read-write to allow for setting or resetting values.


Built-In Meaning when set Meaning when read


MECHANISM Stores mechanism value Reads the currently set mechanism


RESULT Stores/logs a result string Reads the current results string


*WARNING Stores/logs a warning string and
sets task to warning


Reads the current warning results


*ERROR Sets/logs an error string and throws
an exception


Can not be read


*=Indicates when the variable is set to Zero (0) the warning or error is cleared and the task or job status returns to a
success.


New Built-in Variables


The following are new built-in variables.


Built-In Meaning when set Meaning when read


ERRORCODE Stores a numeric error code value Reads the currently set error code


THREADID Read-only Current numeric thread identifier
returned by the operating system


Include file stderror.inc


The include file in stdlib has the function strErrorCode to translate the error codes into human readable strings. The
error code strings can be found in ErrorCodes.xml installed under $VOYENCE_HOME/package/pkgxml. This file
also contains predefined enumerations as constants for the Voyence defined error codes. Using these error codes in
programming will help assure common error messaging and detection of missing or partial data.


DASL Call Function







Function Pointers


While not quite function pointers they server a similar purpose. Using the call function you can issue a function call
by name. The syntax is:


call( <function name> [ param-1 [ , param-N ] ] )


The return value of "call" is the return value of the <function name> function.


Function Call Example


dasllet {
    callme(var x, var y="defaultY", var
z="defaultZ"){
        LOG="x="+x;
        LOG="y="+y;
        LOG="z="+z;
        return x+" called";
    }
    callit(var funcName){
        return
call(funcName,"callit","second param");
    }
    main(){
        LOG = "retVal=" + callit("callme");
    }
}







Results


X=callit
p2=second param
p3=defaultZ
retVal=callit called


DASL Object Variables


The DASL Object Variable Type


There have been many significant changes to the standard data types in DASL 4.00. The major change was the
introduction of a data type named "obj." This data type can be assigned a classification from a data model described
by an XML schema. This information is provided to help you use this data type to its fullest and provides examples
of how to use the operators and syntax of the object data type.


Preface


The object variable type is defined by declaring a variable of type "obj." This variable is unlike any other DASL
variables as the variable creates an in-memory copy of itself accessible by classification and name. Setting the class
and name characteristics of the variable instantiate a variable holding an object of that class. The classes are
described by the external device data definition described by an XML schema. The classification determines the
variable attributes available for each class of object. Once the class is set for an object variable the classifier
properties can be set or retrieved using array syntax (object [ "property" ]) or characteristic "dot" notation
("obj.property").


Little consideration for the actual model being defined will be discussed in this document. The primary focus is on
the terminology and configurations of abstract data types and abstract associations. These fundamental building
blocks will be described. The model and their definitions are part of the Attributed Model feature and Device
Configuration States are defined and used via this modeling abstraction.


Function Index


This table lists links to the examples and definitions of functions useful in conjunction with objects.


Function Name Examples Link


displayObject, displayClass, validateObject, and
existsObject


Display DASL Object as XML


deleteObject  and Deleting DASL Objects Object Variable Context


copyObject Copy Objects







existsObject DASL Object Existence


setObjFromVars and setVarsFromObj Bulk Set and Get Properties


Syntax of Object Variables


The BNF is defined here, .Object Variable BNF


Examples


Topic Description Reference


Declare an Object How to declare and define the
object data type


DASL Object Declaration


Creating an Object using New How to use schema annotations
with the new statement


DASL Object New Statement


Set Property How to set a property of the object Setting Object Properties


View Object How to display XML version of
Object


Display DASL Object as XML


Access Property How to declare and define the
object data type


Get Object Property


Link Objects How to set associations between
objects


DASL Object Relationships


Delete Object How to delete an object Deleting DASL Objects


Unlink Objects How to remove associations
between objects


Remove Object Relationships


Clone Objects How to clone and copy objects
properties into a new object
reference


Copy Objects


Testing Object Existence How to determine if an object exists DASL Object Existence


Advanced Topics


Topic Description Reference


Object Context Object Context and Naming Defined Object Variable Context







Object Parameters Passing Objects as Parameters to
Functions


Object References


XSD and XML How to define XSD for Objects Object Schemas and XML


XML to Objects How to produce an object model
from XML


XML to Objects


Properties from Context How to use the current scope to
bulk-set an object or variables


Bulk Set and Get Properties


Object Reference Pointers How to navigate an objects
relationship to set or get a property


Object Reference Operator


Object XML Validation Attribute Validation Object Value Validation


Bulk Set and Get Properties


There are two built-in functions that allow you to bulk-set object properties from the current variable scope or vise
versus set all variables named the same as properties from an object variable. Use these functions with caution as
they will set any and all properties or variables within scope, both local and global variables.


Function setObjFromVars


setObjFromVars ( <object > )
This function will set the object instance from the variables declared within the scope of the calling block. Any
variables matching the class defined properties will set from the variable values.


Function setVarsFromObj


setVarsFromObj( <object> )
This is the opposite of setObjFromVars and will set any variables matching the class properties using the
property values of the object.


Copy Objects


Objects, the objects properties, and optionally the objects relationships can be copied to a clone of the object. The
builtin function named copyObject does this and creates an in memory copy of the object. The syntax for copyObject
is:


copyObject ( var <obj> fromObject, var newObjectName, var copyRelationships )


Parameter Meaning


fromObject The name in the form "Class:Object" or identifier of an
existing object


newObjectName The RDN name of the new object that will contain the
copy of the properties of fromObject







copyRelationships Booelan value —


true will copy all of the relationships between
fromObject and its related objects
false (default) will not copy any relationship


retVal Object identfier of the newly created object


Copy of Object Properties


The new object will have identical property values as the origonal object and can be referenced by the identifier or
by the context name "Class:newObjectName".


Copy Example


// Create simple interface
var <obj:Interface> obj1 = "Interface";
obj1.rdn = "copyMe";
obj1.InterfaceName = "MyInterface";


// Copy the interface to "Interface:Clone"
without relationships
copyObject( obj1, "Clone", false );


// Create Interface Object with RDN Clone
var <obj:Interface> objclone;
objclone.rdn = "Clone";


// Logs out MyInterface
LOG = objclone.InterfaceName;


Copy of Object Relationships


If relationships are copied the new object will be related to any and all objects related to the origonal. If there was a
containment relationship between A -> B and B is copied to C, now A will contain both B and the copy C. Deleting B
in this example will not delete the relationship between A -> C.







DASL Object Declaration


Object Varialbe Class and Properties


Object variables allow the DASL programmer to declare and use class based data types. The classes are declared
in the  to provide instance attribute values. Properties are  just as any "<map>" variable indexrepository definition set
or characteristic. The object variable lets you declare abstract object types and instantiate the class objects
associated with the data model known to the system.


Basic Un-typed Object Instantiation


An un-typed object can be used as a polymorphic reference to an object. While this provides a more flexible way to
use a variable the compiler can not do type checking for the variable properties and run-time exceptions may occur
as a result.


var <obj> myobject;


Setting the Class for an Un-typed Object


An un-typed object is not useful until it is assigned to another typed object or the class property of the object is set.
The basic instantiation does not type the object and requires setting the class property before using the variable.


myobject.class="ClassName";
// Assign a reference from another object
myobject = someOtherObjectVariable;


Typed Instantiation


Using typed instantiation the compiler will understand the data type associated with the object and will provide errors
for invalid property use. This is the most desirable format for declaring an object variable. The compiler will be able
to validate all properties of the object thereby avoiding run-time exceptions.


var <obj:ClassName> myClassName;
myClassName.rdn="MyObjName";


DASL Object Existence


It is possible to test for the existence of a DASL object. This is done with the existsObject function.







var <obj> myobject;
...
// get handle to object or 0 if it doesn't
exist
myobject = existsObject("myclass:myrdn");
if (myobject != 0) {
    LOG="object exists";
}


DASL Object New Statement


The new statement uses annotations to create a new object in the repository. The new statement allows a C++
constructor type syntax to create a new object. The syntax of the new statement is:


new <ClassName> ( [parameter [,parameter]* ]
)


The order and number of parameters is controlled by the class definition in the  and the annotations ofXML Schema
the class named. Each property of a class may be marked only once with an appinfo annotation having the format
of:


<xs:annotation>
  <xs:appinfo>new(<order>)</xs:appinfo>
</xs:annotation>


Each property to be used by the new statement should have a different order. The order should be sequencial 1
based order without any gaps or duplication.







"New Annotation Example"


<xs:element name="CDPNeighbor">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:all>
                <xs:element
name="CdpCacheAddress" type="xs:string">
                    <xs:annotation>
                       
<xs:appinfo>new(1)</xs:appinfo>
                    </xs:annotation>
                </xs:element>
                <xs:element
name="CdpCacheDevicePort" type="xs:string">
                    <xs:annotation>
                       
<xs:appinfo>new(2)</xs:appinfo>
                    </xs:annotation>
                </xs:element>
                <xs:element
name="CdpCacheDeviceId" type="xs:string">
                    <xs:annotation>
                       
<xs:appinfo>new(3)</xs:appinfo>
                    </xs:annotation>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:all>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>







DASL Object Relationships


There are two basic associations defined for your use. They are "contains" and "containedIn" relationships. These
keywords define the way to establish relationships between objects. Setting a relationship between objects
automatically sets the opposite relationship from the opposing object.


Setting Relationships


All four of these statements have the same effect on the relationship between parent and child objects.


child.containedIn=parent;
child[ "@containedIn" ]=parent;
parent.contains=child;
parent[ "@contains" ]=child;


Relationship Function


This function can be used to set object relationships. Similar to the examples above the function may be used like
this:


setRelationship( <from object>,
<relationship>, <to object> )
// example:
setRelationship( parentObject, "contains",
childObject )


Defining Relationships


At this time there is no means to define your own relationships. There will be in the future a way to define a pair of
relationships such as linkedUp/linkedDown or managedBy and manages. However these are not available today.


Deleting DASL Objects


There are two ways to delete an object either by using the deleteObject function or setting the object variable clear
characteristic. See the  for more information about what can be used within the delete and displayObject Context
functions.







var <obj> myobject;
...
// delete via reference
deleteObject( myobject );
// delete using the object
myobject.clear = 1;


Implications of Deleting an Object
All object variables that referenced the object will throw an error if you try to use an object property.
All objects that referenced this object via relationships will no longer have a relationship with this object.
All data associated with the object will be destroyed and no longer accessible from any other built-in
functions.


Display DASL Object as XML


Every object is described by an  and every object can be serialized to an XML representation definedXML schema
by the XSD. The following sections describe how to produce this XML representation in DASL. This XML
representation can be used as a debugging tool, used to store serialized objects within files, or transmit them to
other systems. The format and output of the XML is the same values as you would see in the device server cache
system. Only values that have been set via the object variable will be populated within the XML. Empty values and
missing attributes are not saved within the XML output.


The Contents Characteristic


The characteristic property contents will produce an XML representation of the object. Use this characteristic to
extract XML for the single object. This XML will only contain the object itself and will not contain any related objects
nested in the XML.


Copy Object XML to Variable


// copy the XML into a variable
var myxmlobject = myobject.contents;


Helper Functions


There are several built-in helper functions that extract and validate objects against their XML schema. These
functions are described below. Each function returns the value representing the XML requested. The "relationship"
parameter is not required and defaults to the "containedIn" relationship.
See the information on  for more information about object relationships.Object links and Relationships







Function Description


displayObject XML version of the object and its related objects


displayClass XML version of all objects of a Class


validateObject Returns true if the object properties are sufficient to
create well formed XML


existsObject Returns the object identifier if the object exists
otherwise returns zero


Function displayObject


This function displays the XML representation of the object and its related instances. The object is retrieved from the
repository and the relationship is navigated recursively until all related objects are displayed.


Return Value


The resulting object and associated objects are returned in a nested XML structure. There will be one top level
element representing the object returned by this function. The default behavior is to return the object instance XML
and all the instances it contains.
If validate is set to false, the XML regardless of validation will be returned. Otherwise a possible "ValidationError"
XML may be returned when called.


displayObject( <object> [ , <relationship> ]
[ , <association> ][ , <validate> ]  )


Function displayClass


This function returns the XML representation of all the objects of the same class. The objects are retrieved from the
repository by class and the relationship is navigated recursively until all related objects are displayed.


Return Value


The resulting objects and associated objects are returned in a nested XML structure. There will be many top level
elements, one top level element per class instance returned by this function. The default behavior is to return the
XML for all the object instances of the class and everything they contain.


displayClass( <class name> [ ,
<relationship> ] [ , <association> ])


Function validateObject







This function validates that valid  could be generated from a displayObject or displayClass function. The objectXML
is validated against the XML schema to determine if the non-optional elements and attributes are present and the
cardinality of sequences is not violated. The threshold and required values are set using the minOccurs, maxOccurs,
and use="optional|required" XSD syntax.


Return Value


This function returns a boolean value. True indicates the object is valid. False indicates the object is invalid and
there are additional required values or invalid data types. Check the values of ERRORCODE and ERRORREASON
for additional information. The page  provides more information about the codes and validation rulesXML Validation
used.


validateObject( <object> [ , <relationship>
] )


Function existsObject


This function tells you if the given class and RDN value exists in the repository. The input is an object  identifcontext
ying the the class and object name. For example "Interface:eth0" is the interface named (eth0) interface.


Return Value


If the object exist, the integer identifier for the object is returned otherwise zero (0) is returned. The return value of
zero (0) indicates the object named does not exist in the repository.


existsObject( <object context> )


Get Object Property


Accessing properties is just like setting the properties. The array and characteristic formats may be used to set or
get a property value.


Getting Object Variable Properties


There are two ways to set object properties. The trade-offs are described below the examples.


Array Format Characteristic Format


LOG = myobj[ "Property" ]; LOG = myobj.Property


Array Format


The array format will allow you to use an expression where property is set however it will not be typed checked by
the compiler. The value is checked at run-time and may throw an exception of the property name does not resolve to
a valid property name.







Characteristic Format


The characteristic format must be set at compile time and will be typed checked by the compiler. This provides the
most readable format for setting the object properties and results in more natural looking object oriented code. Of
the two formats, this is the most desirable to code in due to the strong type checking and validation during
compilation.


See the section on  for more information;setting properties


Object Reference Operator


Objects can use the '->' reference operator to set or get values. These values must follow a containment chain to the
property. In addition the '=' operator is the only operation allowed on the left hand side unlike other variables where
you can use '+=' or '-='.


Examples


The following object definitions are used for the rest of the examples in this section.


Example Object Setup


var <obj:AccessControlLists>
lists="AccessControlLists:AccessControlLists
";


var <obj:AccessControlList> list;
list.rdn="01";
lists.contains=list;


var <obj:AclExtendedRule> rule;
rule.rdn="RuleTen";
rule.containedIn=list;
rule.aclRuleNumber="10";
rule.AclSrcIpAddress="1.2.3.4";
rule.AclSrcPortList="22";


Get Property


To get a property you simply navigate through the references naming the classes and the object names to navigate.
The format is:
object ( -> class [ <object name> ] )* -> property







Navigating to get a Property


LOG=list->AclExtendedRule[ "RuleTen"
]->aclRuleNumber;
LOG=lists->AccessControlList[ "01"
]->AclExtendedRule[ "RuleTen"
]->AclSrcIpAddress;


Navigating to get an Object Reference


var <obj> myRule;
myRule=list->AclExtendedRule[ "RuleTen" ];


Set Property


Setting a property takes the same syntax as getting a property. The only difference is the variable reference is used
on the right hand side of the expression. This syntax can not be used to set a reference to an object, nor can it be
used in operators such as += or -=.


Navigating to set a Property


list->AclExtendedRule[ "RuleTen"
]->aclRuleNumber="20";
lists->AccessControlList[ "01"
]->AclExtendedRule[ "RuleTen"
]->AclSrcIpAddress="4.5.6.7";


Errors from References


Errors may occur when invalid object containment chains or invalid object names are referenced. These can be
caught during run-time in do-onerror blocks.







// throws error:  Invalid Reference Class [
AclExtendedRule ] RDN [ FooDNE ]
LOG=list->AclExtendedRule[ "FooDNE"
]->aclRuleNumber;


Compile Errors


Compilation errors will occur if you access  that are not defined in your .relationships data model schema


// compile error: Invalid attribute name: [
junk ]
LOG=list->junk;


// compile error: no relationship between
lists (plural) & rule
// Class [ AclExtendedRule ] is not related
to class [ AccessControlLists ]
LOG=lists->AclExtendedRule[ "RuleTen" ];


Object References


All DASL objects are maintained as validated references to objects within the repository. The default value of the
object variable when specified without properties is the object instance identifier. This identifier can be passed to
functions as arguments or set to other object variables to assume the reference of the repository object. All objects
references by an object variable are capable of sharing and setting properties of the referred object. All references
used to set the object properties share the same property values.


Objects as Function Arguments


Functions can use or return object identifiers or  as a means of passing variable objects by reference.context
Objects are kept within the repository until they are explicitly deleted or the task terminates thereby allowing
functions to create and safely return objects as reference values.


Example:







dasllet {


    myDisplayObject( var <obj> o ) {
        retVal = displayObject( o );
    }
    main() {
        var <obj:MyClass> myobject;
        myobject.rdn = "MyObject";
        myDisplayObject( myobject )
    
        // Alternative way
        myDisplayObject( "MyClass:MyObject"
);
    }


}


Typing the Arguments


Just as objects can be typed the declaration of the function parameters can be typed as well. This allows the
compiler to validate the type definitions for the arguments passed into the function.


Example:


myFunction ( var <obj:MyClass> myClassObj )


Type Definition Validation


When objects are typed via the syntax var<obj:class> obj they are validated as parameters and during assignment.
If you use an invalid type in assignment or passing as a parameter a run-time exception will occur.


Example Code with Errors







dasllet {
    // typed paramter
    func(var x, var y, var <obj:ConfigFile>
a){
        var<obj> c;
        c=a;
    }
    // untyped paramter "polymorphic"
    polyfunc(var<obj> poly){
        LOG=poly.context;
    }
    main(){
        var <obj:GetConfigFiles> b;
        b.rdn="test";
        polyfunc(b);
        func("1","2",b); // compile-time
error


        var <obj:ConfigFile> f;
        f=b; // compile-time error


        var<obj> o;
        o=b;
        LOG=displayObject(o);
        polyfunc(o);
        func(1,2,o); // run-time error
    }
}







Compile Error


Error In   : dasl\dasllet\simple.dsl#13:
        func("1","2",b); // compile-time
error
                      ^
Invalid parameter func(#3:a)
ConfigFile!=GetConfigFiles
(expressioncompiler.cpp#457) 
:Error in function
main:dasl\dasllet\simple.dsl
(drivercompiler.cpp#680)
(drivercompiler.cpp#392)


Run Time Error


Error In   : dasl\dasllet\simple.dsl#15:
        f=b; // compile-time error
           ^
Invalid assignment, class
ConfigFile!=GetConfigFiles
(blockcompiler.cpp#658) 
:Error in function
main:dasl\dasllet\simple.dsl
(drivercompiler.cpp#680)
(drivercompiler.cpp#392)


Object Schemas and XML


The object model itself is defined using an XML schema defined in XSD format. Simple and complex XSD types are
be used to define object variable class types. XSD files are loaded from the $VOYENCE_HOME/XML/XSD/DASL







directory at run time. The XSD elements and definitions are translated to object classes and properties as follows:


Element Type Object Variable Usage


Element Definition Defines a Class type


Simple leaf element A new element attribute is added to the parent
element's class


Complex type with multiple leaf elements A new object class type will be created with multiple
attributes representing the leaf elements


Complex type with multiple attributes and multiple leaf
elements


A new object class type will be created with multiple
attributes representing the leaf elements and multiple
attributes representing the attributes


Complex type with multiple leaf elements and
references to other complex types


A new object class type will be created with multiple
attributes representing the leaf elements. The
references to other elements will be related to the
object class using the "contains" relationship


Sub-classed Type A new object class type will be created with attributes
of its super-type and its own attributes if defined.


Class Definition Example


All types and attributes of this element are properties of "MyClass" objects. The element "MyClass" must be a
complex type or type defined to an XML schema type with sub-elements. Elements without sub-elements or
attributes can not be used as types.


<element name="MyClass>...</element>


Simple Property Declaration Example


The properties named "NameProperty" and "my_boolean" are available on "MyClass".







<element name="MyClass>
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:complexContent>
      <xs:element name="NameProperty"/>
      <xs:attribute name="my_boolean"
type="xs:boolean" use="required"/>
    </xs:complexContent>
  </xs:complexType>
</element>


Object Relationships Example


This example shows two related classes. The class "MyClass" has a relationship with "MyOtherClass." The primary
difference between "MyOtherClass" and "NameProperty" is that the complex type of sequence for "MyOtherClass"
defines a new class name and not a property of "MyClass." This example shows the use of the default "contains"
relationship used predominantly. There is syntax for creating  between unrelated objects in theabstract associations
hierarchy if required.







<xs:element name="MyClass">
    <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element
name="NameProperty"/>
            <xs:element name="MyOtherClass">
               <xs:complexType>
                   <xs:sequence>
                       <xs:element
name="ChildName"/>
                   </xs:sequence>
               </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
       </xs:sequence>
       <xs:attribute name="my_boolean"/>
    </xs:complexType>
 </xs:element>


Using Typed Classes


To share data structures between types you can use typed elements. These classes will inherit all of the type's
properties and attributes. This example shows a class named "MyTypedClass" which will inherit the property
"type_property" from the type definition "MyType."


<xs:complexType name="MyType">
    <xs:attribute name="type_property"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="MyTypedClass"
type="MyType"/>


XSD Annotations







1.  


2.  


3.  


1.  
2.  
3.  


There are annotations used by the application to convey additional information about the classes. These annotation
types are used to define the order of arguments for the . They are also used to describe specializednew statement
abstract association objects. These annotations are described here:


Annotation Type Description Reference


appinfo new() DASL Object New Statement


appinfo relate() DASL Object Foreign Key Association


appinfo association DASL Object Abstract Associations


XSD Documentation References


For more information on how to use XML schemas there are good tutorials online. Some useful ones are:


XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition
XML Schema Tutorial


DASL Object Abstract Associations


The sides of any association relationship are antecedent and dependent. In an Association object we can define the
dependent relationships. Where the Association is used determines the Antecedent. Associations defined in this
manner are unidirectional associations pointing from the antecedent to the dependent.


Here are the 3 steps to defining an abstract association:


Create what appears to be an object extended from the Association type (the extension isn't needed it's just
convention)
Mark this Association with the <association> annotation using the class name to be associated as the
dependent.
Put this Association in the schema in a sequence or complex type of the antecedent class.


Example Overview


So if we used the following values for these steps:


Association = HostInitiator
Dependent = EMC_UIMHostInitiator
Put Association HostInitiator in sequence of EMC_UIMStorageGroup


Now you can use this relationship just like contains and containedIn to write statements where:
UIMStorageGroup.HostInitator = SDMHostInitiator


There will be no such class of type "HostInitiator" that you can create in the object repository.


Schema Annotations


The schema annotation for the abstract association is written in XML and has the following format. This annotation
should be placed at the element level annotation. Any object with an association annotation will not be available as a
concrete object.



http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/

http://www.w3schools.com/schema/default.asp





<association
classname="EMC_UIMHostInitiator"/>


Example Association Schema Object


The following example makes an association named HostInitiators to the dependent class EMC_UIMHostInitiator.


<xs:element name="HostInitiators"
type="Association" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
 <xs:annotation>
  <xs:appinfo>
    <association
classname="EMC_UIMHostInitiator"/>
  </xs:appinfo>
  <xs:documentation>Association to the
EMC_UIMHostInitiator objects that are part
of this Storage Group.</xs:documentation>
 </xs:annotation>
</xs:element>


When this element is used within an object element, the abstract associations cardinality and class types are set. In
this example, any number of EMC_UIMHostInitiator may be associated with an EMC_UIMStorgeGroup. Also, 1 and
only 1 EMC_UIMStorageVolume must be associated with every EMC_UIMLUN.







Object Value Validation


Here are some examples. 
Attribute and Elements are validated against the . If not specified in schema; the attribute defaults toXML Schema
string. The validation is simple for numbers it must contain only 0-9 and +-. For Boolean it must be 0, 1, true, false,
TRUE, or FALSE. Strings are not validated. In addition restriction pattern types are validated against the pattern
defined in the regular expression.


When an object has an invalid value, accessing the XML will result in an XML ValidationError. This validation error
has the following format:


Invalid Boolean Example


<ValidationError element="Interface"
code="11">
    <RDN>eth0</RDN>
    <Message>Object
[Interface:eth0.unreachables] invalid
boolean attribute(faslse)</Message>
</ValidationError>







Invalid Integer Example


<ValidationError element="Interface"
code="11">
    <RDN>eth0</RDN>
    <Message>Object
[Interface:eth0.operationalState] invalid
integer attribute (up)</Message>
</ValidationError>


Note: The Boolean values are normalized to the string "true" and "false" such that 0 becomes false etc.


Sub-Elements with Validation Errors


Validation errors may occur at any level of the hierarcy of returned objects. The object you request via displayObject
or displayClass may be perfectly fine. The following example shows an invalid related class.







Object Creation Example


var<obj:Interface> iface;
iface.rdn="eth0";
iface.adminState="1";
iface.operationalState="1";
iface.ifindex="1";
iface.iftype="1";
iface.unreachables="0";
iface.InterfaceName="eth0";


var<obj:IPAddressAndMask> ip;
ip.rdn="1.1.1.1";
ip.IPAddressAndMaskText="funky ip
013.3.1:3";
ip.IpAddress="1.1.1.1";
ip.primary="";
iface.contains=ip;


var<obj:InterfaceACL> acl;
acl.rdn="ACL1";
acl.AclName="MyACL";
acl.direction="";
acl.containedIn=iface;







Example Results with ValidationError


<Interface adminState="1" ifindex="1"
iftype="1" operationalState="1"
unreachables="false">
    <RDN>eth0</RDN>
    <InterfaceName>eth0</InterfaceName>
    <IPAddressAndMask ipversion="4">
        <RDN>1.1.1.1</RDN>
        <IPAddressAndMaskText>ip
1.1.1.1</IPAddressAndMaskText>
        <IpAddress>1.1.1.1</IpAddress>
    </IPAddressAndMask>
    <ValidationError code="7"
element="InterfaceACL">
        <RDN>ACL1</RDN>
        <Message>Parent [Interface:eth0]
Object [InterfaceACL:ACL1.direction] missing
required attribute</Message>
    </ValidationError>
</Interface>


Error Codes Definition


The error codes in the resulting Validation Error XML have the following meaning. The new  ERRORBuilt-In Variable
CODE can be read to see which error occurred.


Code DASL Constant Description


0 daslECNoErr No Errors


7 daslECObjXmlNoAttribute Missing required attribute


8 daslECObjXmlNoElement Missing required element







9 daslECObjNumRelated There are not enough of this object
type related based on the
maxOccurs in the schema


10 daslECNoSuchObject This object requested does not exist
in the repository


11 daslECObjDataType The value of the attribute or
element does not match the
schema or restriction pattern


12 daslECObjInvalid The object reference is invalid and
no longer exists in the repository


13 daslECObjPropertyLen The length of the value exceeded
the maxLength restriction of the
schema


Object Variable BNF


Object Variable BNF Syntax


Please see the DASL specification for variable declaration and other variable definitions and syntax. The "obj"
variable type has the following characteristics and is used much like the DASL "map" variable type. The syntax for
using the object variable within DASL is as follows.


Variable BNF


VARNAME [ "[" ( ATTRIBUTEIDENTIFIER |
CLASSNAME | EXPRESSION ) "]" ] [ "."
CHARACTERISTIC ]


Where VARNAME resolves to a valid object variable. See the CHARACTERISTIC definition table below to
understand the EXPRESSION values for each CHARACTERISTIC and when CLASSNAME or
ATTRIBUTEIDENTIFIER are valid.


See the DASL specification of VARIABLE_DECLARATION. Object variables can be declared using the VARTYPE
"obj"


Declaration BNF







VARIABLE_DECLARATION -> "var" "<" "obj" [
":" CLASSNAME ] ">" VARNAME
                                   [ "="
(OBJECTVAR_CONEXT | EXPRESSION) ]


Object Context BNF


OBJECTVAR_CONTEXT -> CLASSNAME ":"
QUOTEDSTRINGCHAR


Class Name BNF


CLASSNAME -> IDENIFIER <user defined CLASS
in the data model>


See the Object XML Defintion


Object Variable Characteristics







CHARACTERISTIC ->
    "value" |
    "valid" |
    "context" |
    "class" |
    "rdn"  |
    "clear" |
    "lastmod" |
    "iterator" |
    "valid"
    ATTRIBUTEIDENTIFIER |
    RELATNIONSHIP


Class Relationship


RELATIONSHIP ->
    "containedIn" |
    "contains" |
    IDENTIFIER <user defined relationship in
the data model>


Attribute BNF


ATTRIBUTEIDENTIFIER -> IDENTIFIER <user
defined attribute in the data model>


Characteristic Meanings


The object variable type characteristics have the following meaning defined:







Meaning Used on left-hand side of
expression


Used on right-hand side of
expression


 context


The class name and RDN value for
an object construct a unique key in
the device repository for this object. 


The class name must be specified
in the object model and the
Relatively Distinguishing Name
(RDN) uniquely defines an object of
this class.


This is the name of the class and
RDN separated by a colon.  This
context can be set on declaration of
the object variable to assign the
class and instance.  Example
"AccessList:List99" 


If the context does not exist, the
object will be instantiated and an
object reference assigned to the
value. 
If the context resolves to an existing
object RDN and class name, the
object variable will be assigned the
value of the existing object
reference from the repository.


Returns the name of the class and
RDN as a colon separated string.


 * value


This is the default characteristic for
the object variable. 


*The object reference must have
been set prior to setting any
attribute values.  This attribute must
exist in the data model for the
object class being set.


The value may be set to any object
reference as returned by the value
of another object variable. 


The value may also be set same as
the "context" characteristic in the
form of "ClassName:RDN".  See the
context LHS for details about when
objects are instantiated. 


* In array syntax, this sets the value
of the attribute. 


In non-array format, this returns the
object instance reference.  Instance
reference uniquely identifying this
class instance.  The reference may
change if either the class or name
characteristics are modified.  An
invalid class will be have a value of
0 "zero" Valid instance references
will be non-zero integer values. 


* In array syntax this is the value is
the value of the attribute named as
the array index. 


 *valid This value is read-only Returns the opposite of "clear" 


* In array syntax this evaluates to
true if the attribute named as the
array index exists and is set to a
value other than NULL.







 contents


See the section on XML mapping to
object model for formatting and
schemas related to the XML
contents of an object variable.


This must be set to a well formatted
XML that matches the data model
definition.  The model definition ise
used to find matching XML
elements and will instantiate the
object references and object
attributes from the XML and data
model definition.


Returns an XML representation of
the object per the data model
specified.  This value can be
persisted and used to construct or
manipulate the object model using
standard XML variables or string
manipulation.  The resulting XML
values can be fed to object variable
contents to reconstruct an object
model having a "contained in"
relationship with sub-elements.


 class


This must be a valid class name as
defined by the device data model. 


Instance class name.  If set to an
invalid class an ERROR condition
will be thrown.  If the class is
modified, the object reference will
become invalid for the object
variable.


Returns the name of the class as
assigned to the object variable.  If
the name is not set, the empty
string "" will be returned.


 rdn


Relatively Distinguishing Name


Instance name.  This name is
unique per class and device such
that there may only be only one
instance of an object of this class
with the same name.  If set to an
existing instance, this instance will
be retrieved form the repository and
the context identifier will be set to
the instance reference.


Returns the RDN of the object
identifier, or as set in the object
variable.


clear Erases the contents of the object
pointed to by the variable context. 
After clear any previous handles to
an object context are invalid. Using
the variable's characteristics on the
RHS will result in an error being
thrown.  


Returns true if the object variable
does not contain an instance
reference or returns false if the
object variable is set to a valid
object.


lastmod Read-Only The variables last modification time
stamp.


*iterator ** Read-Only Returns the iterator context for the
object. 
*The iterator is filtered to valid class
instances named by the array index







 * RELATIONSHIP
This characteristic evaluates or
retrieves related object instance
references.  


Note that setting any object
relationship creates the opposite
relationship on the far end of the
relationship.  
For example: 


 Port.containedIn=Card;
Also sets, 
Card.contains=Port;


When set the RHS will be verified
and the object instance will be
associated to the object via the
RELATIONSHIP.  


The relationship can then be
navigated or displayed to an XML
structure following the relationship
using the built in functions
"displayClass" or "displayObject" 


* The relationship can not be
defined to an attribute or class. 
Using the relationship with array
syntax will result in an error


Returns the object reference of the
first object related to the object
variable.  If there are no objects
named in the RELATIONSHIP that
exist, an error will occur. 


*When used in array syntax, this will
return the value of the first object
references being of the
CLASSNAME identified by the array
index. 


Example: 
 Obj["Rule"].contains


Evaluates to the first "Rule" object
contained in Obj.


ATTRIBUTE Setting an attribute sets the value of
the object attribute referenced by
the variable. 
Example: 
X=Object.attribute;


Getting an attribute gets the value
of the object attribute referenced by
the variable. 
Example: 
LOG=Object.attribute;


* indicates the characteristics are available on a relationship or attribute value within [] notation


Object Variable Context


An object variable context is defined as an integer number stored in the DASL object repository. The life time of this
identifier is brief and tied to the task being executed against the device. The  of the context is limited to thescope
device itself and may not be accessed by other devices.


Using Identifiers as Context


DASL Object variables understand the format "<Class Name>:<Object Name>" as a means for accessing a
particular object by name. Each object has a unique name and class such that setting the object variable context to
this string will set the objects underlying reference to the object named. In most functions or definitions you can
substitute the identifier with the literal string defining the classifier and object name.


Object Context Naming


var <obj> myobject = "MyClass:MyName";
deleteObject("MyClass:MyName");
myobject = "MyClass:NewName";


Object Variable Scope


Object Variable Scope







The object variable scope is the same for any other DASL variable. Object variable values can be passed into
functions and set to other object variables. The object variable itself behaves as any other scoped variable with the
same boundary conditions for destruction.


Repository Scope


While the "obj" variable scope is limited, the objects created in the repository remain for the duration of the driver
operation. This duration of operation is defined as the single execution of a DASL entry point by the device server
such as a pullConfig, quick command, or pushConfig function call. The repository scope is not governed by the
same scope rules as the DASL variables.
The references and context from an instantiated object may be reused to gain access to the object in the repository
at any time. Once an object variables name is set, the class will be verified and the class instance allocated in the
repository. If the same class and name are set again, the same reference will be retrieved from the repository. The
repository object continues to be available to DASL until the repository is destroyed at the exit of the DASL operation
or an explicit clear operation is called on the object in question.


Remove Object Relationships


Using the variable characteristic for contains and containedIn you can set them to zero (0) and remove the
relationship with one or more objects. Clearing the relationship does not destroy the object or values and only
unlinks the association between the two objects. The following shows some examples of this usage.


Example Description


myobject.contains = 0; Removes all objects contained in myobject


myobject.containedIn = 0; Removes my object from within all other objects


myobject[ "Class Name" ].contains = 0 Removes all <Class Name> type objects contained in
myobject


myobject[ "Class Name:Object Name"].contains = 0 Removes all <Class Name> type objects contained in
myobject with the name <Object Name>


myobject[ "Class Name" ].containedIn = 0 Removes my object from within all <Class Name> type
objects


myobject[ "Class Name:Object Name"].containedIn = 0 Removes my object from within all <Class Name> type
objects with the name <Object Name>


Setting Object Properties


Object properties are defined in the XML schema. The properties are named exactly as any XML sub-element or
XML attribute of the element used as the class of the object. Object property values are not type checked when they
are set but are type checked when XML is serialized from the object. See the page on  contentsdisplaying object
and .XML


Setting Object Variable Properties


There are two ways to set object properties. The trade-offs are described below the examples.







Array Format Characteristic Format


myobj[ "Property" ] = "Value"; myobj.Property="Value";


Array Format


The array format will allow you to use an expression where property is set however it will not be typed checked by
the compiler. The value is checked at run-time and may throw an exception of the property name does not resolve to
a valid property name.


Characteristic Format


The characteristic format must be set at compile time and will be typed checked by the compiler. This provides the
most readable format for setting the object properties and results in more natural looking object oriented code. Of
the two formats, this is the most desirable to code in due to the strong type checking and validation during
compilation.


See the section on  for more information;getting properties


XML to Objects


Every object can be serialized to and from an XML document. The XML document must conform to the XML
schema (XSD) as defines the model. To recreate the object model from an XML document use the contents
characteristic of the object variable. The characteristic property contents will produce an object containment graph
representation of the XML. Use this characteristic to set the object and objects related to the root XML element. This
XML must only contain the object itself and nested XML elements for objects contained in the object. Object saved
as XML can be restored by using the XML document if saved.







XML to Objects


var <obj> o;
var x = "<AccessControlList>
             <RDN>ACL1</RDN>
             <AclDescription>This is ACL
Rule1</AclDescription>
             <AclName>TESTACL1</AclName>
             <AclType>tester</AclType>
             <AclExtendedRule
aclRuleNumber=\"10\">
                <RDN>ACL1_Rule1</RDN>
               
<AclRuleAction>Permit</AclRuleAction>
                <AclRuleId>Access1
Rule1</AclRuleId>
             </AclExtendedRule>
          </AccessControlList>";
o.contents=x;
// o is now an Access Control List Object
with one Extended Rule
LOG = o.AclDescription; // prints "This is
ACL Rule1"


File Variables


Starting in Control version 3.6 if you truly need to keep a tftp file around after your DASL executes you will have to
use the 2nd parameter to tftpFile or set file.persist. This will allow you to say backup an OS image. By default all of
these files will be removed totally when the task finishes. The file variable automatically cleans up itself if the persist
flag is not set to true. The alternative is to use a persited variable type. The file variable resides in an insecure tftp
directory which is why it is removed.







File Variable Example


var<file> temp="mytemp";
temp="this is a temp";
var<file> stay="stay";
stay.persist=1;
stay="this stays";


// New stdCreateTftpFile implementation
stdCreateTftpFile(var configFile, var
configFileType, var persist=false){
     var
fileName=IDXNUMBER+"-"+configFileType+".push
";
     var <file>newTftpFile=fileName;
     newTftpFile.persist=persist;
     newTftpFile=configFile;
     retVal=tftpFile(fileName,persist);
 }


Iterator Variable Type


Iterator variables were created to assist in walking through the . The iterator variable holds adata model objects
pointer to the related objects or map values from a map variable or object variable. The iterator type is useful within
a while loop to view or access the values of the iterated variable. To declare a variable iterator you declare it like
this:


var <iterator> iVar; *


Deleting Iterated Objects


Deleting an object relationship or objects contained within the iterated pool of related objects will invalidate the
iterator. Any access of the iterator after deleting an object will result in an exception or termination of the loop. If you
have to delete an object via the iterator is suggested that you break from the loop immediately afterwards.


Examples







The following shows some examples of iterators used within while loops for accessing members of objects and
maps.


See the  sytnax also. The foreach statement creates an implied iterator for the scope of the foreach loop.foreach


Map Variable Iterator


The map variable iterator iterates through the values of the key / value pairs of a map variable. The context variables
value and keys can be used to retrieve the key or value of the iterated element.


While Map Iterator Example


// This logs out the values of the map
var <map> m;
m.contents="{0,zero}{1,one}{2,two}";
var <iterator> i=m.iterator; # Use the
iterator notation to set the iterator
context
var count=m.size;
while(i.valid){
    LOG=i.value; # use any context notation
that applies to the iterated thing
    LOG=i.keys;
    i.next=1  # increment the iterator
}







Map Example Output


zero
0
one
1
two
2


Object Variable Iterator


The object variable can be iterated using the default containment relationship with other objects. The iterator can be
used to set and generic object traits. For more sophisticated navigations or queries within loops use the foreach
sytnax.







While Object Iterator Example


var<obj> list="AccessControlList:List99";
list.AclDescription="Foo";
list.AclId="ID";


var<obj> rule="AclExtendedRule:RuleTen";
rule.AclSrcIpAddress="1.2.3.4";
rule.AclSrcPortLow="23";
rule.AclRuleId="56";
rule.containedIn=list;


var<iterator>i=list.iterator;  # This
default iterator for things list "contains"
while(i.valid){
    LOG=i.contents;            # Here you
can check i.class or i.name etc
    i.next=1;
}


This examples output the following:







Object Example Output


<AclExtendedRule>
<RDN>RuleTen</RDN>
<AclRuleId>56</AclRuleId>
<AclSrcIpAddress>1.2.3.4</AclSrcIpAddress>
<AclSrcPortLow>23</AclSrcPortLow>
</AclExtendedRule>


XML Iterators


XML variable iterators iterate through the first sub-elements of an XML document. The XML iterator supports the use
of the XML context variables tagmap, contents, and tagname. The following example shows the use of the XML
iterator. The XML iterator is more efficient than using the index and subelement context variables of the XML
variable. The XML iterator is the most efficient way to access all of the elements within an XML document. For
accessing single named elements of an XML variable continue to use the array syntax notation such as xml["subele


.ment"]







XML Iterator Example


var <xml> x="<X><A y=\"1\" z=\"2\">AAA</A><B
y=\"1\" z=\"2\">BBB</B></X>";
var <iterator>i=x.iterator;
var <map> attrs;
var yattr;
var zattr;
var count = 0;
var attrcount = 0;


while(i.valid){
    count +=1;
    attrs = i.tagmap;
    yattr = attrs["y"];
    zattr = attrs["z"];
    attrcount += attrs.size;
    i.next=1;
}


Split Function


Split


Split can be used to break apart complex strings delimited by regular expressions or constant character patterns.
The syntax is:


split ( <separator> , <value> )


The separator is defined by a constant string or a valid regular expression. See the  forregular expression syntax
information on valid regular expressions.


The return value of split is a map variable identifier containing the values integer indexed starting at zero (0). Split
will return empty values where multiple delimiters are defined. If you do not want empty values use a regular
expression with a plus sign to denote one or more delimiters such as ",+".


When split on a single space character, the function will remove trailing and leading spaces and will split on the







regular expression "\s+" effectively splitting on word boundaries and removing the white space.


Split Example


dasllet {
    vars{
        var<map> m;
        var mystrings="abc 
def;ghi,jkl|mno";
        var x;
    };
    mysplit(var d, var s){
        m=split(d,s);
        x=m.size-1;
        while(x>=0){
            LOG="M["+x+"]="+m[x];
            x-=1;
        }
    }
    main(){
        // split by regex
        mysplit("[;\|,]+",mystrings);
        // split every character
        mysplit("","abcde");
        // split on space
        mysplit(" ","  abc  defghijklmnop 
");
        // multiple delimiters
        mysplit(",+","this,,,,value");
    }
};







By Regular Expression Results


By Regex
M[3]=mno
M[2]=jkl
M[1]=ghi
M[0]=abc  def


Every Character Results


M[4]=e
M[3]=d
M[2]=c
M[1]=b
M[0]=a


Space Results


M[1]=defghijklmnop
M[0]=abc


Multiple Delimiter Results


M[1]=value
M[0]=this


WMI Access Functions


NOTE: All of these access functions are supported only from the Windows Device Server,  currenly these







 functions are being used for a Window Server DASL Driver


connectWMI 


@param - machineName - Name or IPAddress of the Windows Machine to connect to (default - > "" ,when default is
selected in an idx contect , the current value from DEVADDR is used )


@param - userName - Name of the Windows User for the connection  (default -> "" , when default is selected in an
idx contect , the current credential set fot the windows device is used)


@param - password - Password for the connection (default -> "" , when default is selected in an idx contect , the
current credential set fot the windows device is used)


@param - namespace -  WMI namespace to connect to (default -> "" , when default is used the /root/cimv2 is
selected internally)


@param - domainName - Windows domain of the machine to connect to (default -> "") 


@Return Value - Returns the nternally generated unquie WMI sessionName or throws an error in case of failure 


disconnectWMI


@param - sessionName - name of the session to disconnect 


  


queryWMI


@param - wmiquery - WQL query to be performed


@param - sessionName - Name of session to be used for this query


@ReturnValue - Set of Records in XML string format


 


execWMIMethod 


@param - sessionName - Name of session on which this method has to be executed


@param - methodName  - Name of method to be executed


@param - className - Name of class that the object belongs to


@param - classInstanceName - Unqiue way in correct format to identify instance of object


@param - paramTypeMap  - Map of WMI method paramNames to types


@param - paramValueMap - Map of WMI method param Names to param values


@ReturnValue - returns record of ReturnValue as XML that can be analysed based on context or throws ERROR on
drastic failure  







  


 


changeWMIInstance  


@param - sessionName - Name of session on which this method has to be executed


@param - actionType- values - delete,insert or update


@param - className - Name of class that the object belongs to


@param - classInstanceName - Unqiue way in correct format to identify instance of object


@param - paramTypeMap  - Map of WMI paramNames to type


@param - paramValueMap - Map of WMI param Names to param values that are involved in change


@ReturnValue - throws ERROR on failure   


 


EXAMPLES


1. Connect and Query


var session=connectWMI("172.17.0.188","Administrator","dasdas");


LOG=session;


LOG="Step 2";


var data=queryWMI("select * from win32_processor",session);


LOG=data;


LOG="Step 3";


disconnectWMI(session); 


2.Steps to Create and Terminate Processes Using WMi ExecMethod 


var<map>typeMap;


var<map>valueMap;


typeMap["CommandLine"]="VT_BSTR";


valueMap["CommandLine"]="notepad.exe";







do
{
 
var ret=execWMIMethod(session,"Create","Win32_process","Win32_process",typeMap,valueMap);
 
}onerror{
}
typeMap["Reason"]="VT_I4";


valueMap["Reason"]=1;


do
{
 
var
ret=execWMIMethod(sessionName,"Terminate","Win32_process","Win32_Process.Handle=\"3024\"",typeMap,value
Map);
 
}onerror {
} 


3. Steps to Create and Change user accout parameters Using WMI


typeMap["Name"]="VT_BSTR";


valueMap["Name"]="TestUser1";


typeMap["Domain"]="VT_BSTR";


valueMap["Domain"]="ANURAGEWIN2003";


valueMap["Domain"]="AJAIN_T60";


typeMap["PasswordExpires"]="VT_BOOL";


valueMap["PasswordExpires"]=1;


typeMap["PasswordChangeable"]="VT_BOOL";


valueMap["PasswordChangeable"]=1; 


do
{  
 
var
ret=changeWMIInstance(sessionName,"delete","Win32_process","Win32_Process.Handle=\"3708\"",typeMap,value
Map);    
 
var ret=changeWMIInstance(sessionName,"update","Win32_useraccount","",typeMap,valueMap);    
 
}


 onerror{







}


3. Steps to execWMIMethod and retrieve registry settings


var session1=connectWMI("172.17.0.61","Administrator","vcpass","/root/default");


var<map>typeMap;


var<map>valueMap;


typeMap["sSubKeyName"]="VT_BSTR";


valueMap["sSubKeyName"]="SOFTWARE\\Voyence\\\\ControlConfiguration";


typeMap["sValueName"]="VT_BSTR";


valueMap["sValueName"]="VOYENCE_HOME";


var ret=execWMIMethod(session1,"EnumKey","StdRegProv","StdRegProv",typeMap,valueMap);


var ret=execWMIMethod(session1,"GetStringValue","StdRegProv","StdRegProv",typeMap,valueMap); 


Example Output from a WQL Query using queryWMI  (select * from win32_processor):


<Records>


<Record>


<AddressWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</AddressWidth>


<Architecture>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</Architecture>


<Availability>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Availability>


<Caption>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Caption>


<CpuStatus>







<![CDATA[1]]>


</CpuStatus>


<CreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_Processor]]>


</CreationClassName>


<CurrentClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</CurrentClockSpeed>


<CurrentVoltage>


<![CDATA[14]]>


</CurrentVoltage>


<DataWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</DataWidth>


<Description>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Description>


<DeviceID>


<![CDATA[CPU0]]>


</DeviceID>


<ExtClock>


<![CDATA[800]]>


</ExtClock>


<Family>


<![CDATA[178]]>


</Family>


<L2CacheSize>


<![CDATA[2048]]>


</L2CacheSize>







<L2CacheSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</L2CacheSpeed>


<Level>


<![CDATA[15]]>


</Level>


<LoadPercentage>


<![CDATA[38]]>


</LoadPercentage>


<Manufacturer>


<![CDATA[GenuineIntel]]>


</Manufacturer>


<MaxClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</MaxClockSpeed>


<Name>


<![CDATA[Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz]]>


</Name>


<PowerManagementSupported>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</PowerManagementSupported>


<ProcessorId>


<![CDATA[BFEBFBFF00000F43]]>


</ProcessorId>


<ProcessorType>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</ProcessorType>


<Revision>







<![CDATA[1027]]>


</Revision>


<Role>


<![CDATA[CPU]]>


</Role>


<SocketDesignation>


<![CDATA[Proc 1]]>


</SocketDesignation>


<Status>


<![CDATA[OK]]>


</Status>


<StatusInfo>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</StatusInfo>


<Stepping>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Stepping>


<SystemCreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_ComputerSystem]]>


</SystemCreationClassName>


<SystemName>


<![CDATA[DEV-WIN2K3-BOX1]]>


</SystemName>


<UpgradeMethod>


<![CDATA[4]]>


</UpgradeMethod>


<Version>


<![CDATA[Model 4, Stepping 3]]>


</Version>







</Record>


<Record>


<AddressWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</AddressWidth>


<Architecture>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</Architecture>


<Availability>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Availability>


<Caption>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Caption>


<CpuStatus>


<![CDATA[4]]>


</CpuStatus>


<CreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_Processor]]>


</CreationClassName>


<CurrentClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</CurrentClockSpeed>


<CurrentVoltage>


<![CDATA[14]]>


</CurrentVoltage>


<DataWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>







</DataWidth>


<Description>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Description>


<DeviceID>


<![CDATA[CPU1]]>


</DeviceID>


<ExtClock>


<![CDATA[800]]>


</ExtClock>


<Family>


<![CDATA[178]]>


</Family>


<L2CacheSize>


<![CDATA[2048]]>


</L2CacheSize>


<L2CacheSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</L2CacheSpeed>


<Level>


<![CDATA[15]]>


</Level>


<LoadPercentage>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</LoadPercentage>


<Manufacturer>


<![CDATA[GenuineIntel]]>


</Manufacturer>


<MaxClockSpeed>







<![CDATA[3000]]>


</MaxClockSpeed>


<Name>


<![CDATA[Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz]]>


</Name>


<PowerManagementSupported>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</PowerManagementSupported>


<ProcessorId>


<![CDATA[BFEBFBFF00000F43]]>


</ProcessorId>


<ProcessorType>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</ProcessorType>


<Revision>


<![CDATA[1027]]>


</Revision>


<Role>


<![CDATA[CPU]]>


</Role>


<SocketDesignation>


<![CDATA[Proc 2]]>


</SocketDesignation>


<Status>


<![CDATA[OK]]>


</Status>


<StatusInfo>


<![CDATA[3]]>







</StatusInfo>


<Stepping>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Stepping>


<SystemCreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_ComputerSystem]]>


</SystemCreationClassName>


<SystemName>


<![CDATA[DEV-WIN2K3-BOX1]]>


</SystemName>


<UpgradeMethod>


<![CDATA[4]]>


</UpgradeMethod>


<Version>


<![CDATA[Model 4, Stepping 3]]>


</Version>


</Record>


<Record>


<AddressWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</AddressWidth>


<Architecture>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</Architecture>


<Availability>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Availability>


<Caption>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>







</Caption>


<CpuStatus>


<![CDATA[1]]>


</CpuStatus>


<CreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_Processor]]>


</CreationClassName>


<CurrentClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</CurrentClockSpeed>


<CurrentVoltage>


<![CDATA[14]]>


</CurrentVoltage>


<DataWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</DataWidth>


<Description>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Description>


<DeviceID>


<![CDATA[CPU2]]>


</DeviceID>


<ExtClock>


<![CDATA[800]]>


</ExtClock>


<Family>


<![CDATA[178]]>


</Family>







<L2CacheSize>


<![CDATA[2048]]>


</L2CacheSize>


<L2CacheSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</L2CacheSpeed>


<Level>


<![CDATA[15]]>


</Level>


<LoadPercentage>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</LoadPercentage>


<Manufacturer>


<![CDATA[GenuineIntel]]>


</Manufacturer>


<MaxClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</MaxClockSpeed>


<Name>


<![CDATA[Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz]]>


</Name>


<PowerManagementSupported>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</PowerManagementSupported>


<ProcessorId>


<![CDATA[BFEBFBFF00000F43]]>


</ProcessorId>


<ProcessorType>


<![CDATA[3]]>







</ProcessorType>


<Revision>


<![CDATA[1027]]>


</Revision>


<Role>


<![CDATA[CPU]]>


</Role>


<SocketDesignation>


<![CDATA[Proc 1]]>


</SocketDesignation>


<Status>


<![CDATA[OK]]>


</Status>


<StatusInfo>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</StatusInfo>


<Stepping>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Stepping>


<SystemCreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_ComputerSystem]]>


</SystemCreationClassName>


<SystemName>


<![CDATA[DEV-WIN2K3-BOX1]]>


</SystemName>


<UpgradeMethod>


<![CDATA[4]]>


</UpgradeMethod>







<Version>


<![CDATA[Model 4, Stepping 3]]>


</Version>


</Record>


<Record>


<AddressWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</AddressWidth>


<Architecture>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</Architecture>


<Availability>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Availability>


<Caption>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Caption>


<CpuStatus>


<![CDATA[1]]>


</CpuStatus>


<CreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_Processor]]>


</CreationClassName>


<CurrentClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</CurrentClockSpeed>


<CurrentVoltage>


<![CDATA[14]]>


</CurrentVoltage>







<DataWidth>


<![CDATA[32]]>


</DataWidth>


<Description>


<![CDATA[x86 Family 15 Model 4 Stepping 3]]>


</Description>


<DeviceID>


<![CDATA[CPU3]]>


</DeviceID>


<ExtClock>


<![CDATA[800]]>


</ExtClock>


<Family>


<![CDATA[178]]>


</Family>


<L2CacheSize>


<![CDATA[2048]]>


</L2CacheSize>


<L2CacheSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</L2CacheSpeed>


<Level>


<![CDATA[15]]>


</Level>


<LoadPercentage>


<![CDATA[2]]>


</LoadPercentage>


<Manufacturer>







<![CDATA[GenuineIntel]]>


</Manufacturer>


<MaxClockSpeed>


<![CDATA[3000]]>


</MaxClockSpeed>


<Name>


<![CDATA[Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz]]>


</Name>


<PowerManagementSupported>


<![CDATA[0]]>


</PowerManagementSupported>


<ProcessorId>


<![CDATA[BFEBFBFF00000F43]]>


</ProcessorId>


<ProcessorType>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</ProcessorType>


<Revision>


<![CDATA[1027]]>


</Revision>


<Role>


<![CDATA[CPU]]>


</Role>


<SocketDesignation>


<![CDATA[Proc 1]]>


</SocketDesignation>


<Status>


<![CDATA[OK]]>


</Status>







<StatusInfo>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</StatusInfo>


<Stepping>


<![CDATA[3]]>


</Stepping>


<SystemCreationClassName>


<![CDATA[Win32_ComputerSystem]]>


</SystemCreationClassName>


<SystemName>


<![CDATA[DEV-WIN2K3-BOX1]]>


</SystemName>


<UpgradeMethod>


<![CDATA[4]]>


</UpgradeMethod>


<Version>


<![CDATA[Model 4, Stepping 3]]>


</Version></Record>
</Records>


XSL Functions


XSLT and XPath Functions


convertXMLUsingXSLT


Given an valid XML and valid XSL in string form returns a converted XML.


convertXMLUsingXSLT ( <XML> , <XSL> )


getXPathData


This function returns content data of XPath in map variable form. 
The contents of the map contain the attribute or XML content of leaf nodes. If there are multiple leaves or attributes







matching the Xpath there will be multiple map values returned indexed from "0" in the map. If you want to get more
than an element content or attribute value you must use getSerializedNodeSet to get the entire XML contents.
Providing an XPath to an element with sub-elements will result in  data being set in the map variable.no


getXPathData( <XML> , <XPath> )


getSerializedNodeSet


This function returns children node set with XML tags intact.


getSerializedNodeSet ( <XML> , <XPath> )


Examples


XML conversion example







var xml=FILE["/voyence/backup/test.xml"];
var
xsl=FILE["/opt/voyence/XML/XSLT/getConfigFil
es.xsl"];
LOG=convertXMLUsingXSLT(xml,xsl);
do{
  getXPathData(xml,"");
}onerror{
  LOG="some error in getXpathData";
}


// get ElementBs in ElementAs with attribute
== ABC
LOG=getSerializedNodeSet(xml,"/ElementA/Elem
entB[@myattr='ABC']");
// get all ElementBs in ElementAs
LOG=getSerializedNodeSet(xml,"/ElementA/Elem
entB");


// returns children ElementBs set with XML
tags intact
var
newdata=getSerializedNodeSet(xml,"/ElementA/
ElementBs[@myattr='ACL']"); 
LOG="data for xpathdata test is " +newdata;


// returns the attributes named myattr of
ElementA in map
var<map>xdata=getXPathData(newdata,"/Element
A/@myattr");







Additional References


XSL documentation
XSL Tutorial


DASL Variable Types


DASL Variables can be declared anywhere within a scripting BLOCK and are scoped using standard block scoping
rules. Variables are manipulated from their context and their characteristics. The distinction between value of the
variable and context of the variable are discussed below. The context of the variable is the settings for these
predefined variable types in DASL. These definitions carry the seeded properties of the variable just as a constructor
for an object oriented language sets the default values for an object. Both the context and characteristics are
available using the variable dot syntax as specified in the .DASL BNF Notation


Special Characteristics: Value and Context


Both the "value" and the "context" characteristics are special. The "value" characteristic is the default characteristic if
another characteristic is not specified. This characteristic is equivalent to the value of the variable. For example:


With a normal variable, the "value" is the value stored in the variable.
For an SNMP variable, it is the value that is read or written to the SNMP OID.
For FILE variables, it is the contents of the file itself.
For Map variables, the context is the unique map identifier that can be used to pass map arrays by reference
rather than by value.
For OBJECT variables, the context can be a property or relationship see  for moreDASL Object Variables
information.


The "context" characteristic is typically a string that contains the entire persisted state of the variable itself. From this
string value, another variable of the same type can be created and contain exactly the same value, meaning, and
side-effects of the original variable itself. 
For example, the context of a FILE variable includes the name of the file whose contents are controlled by the
variable. For SNMP variables, the context includes the OID, timeout, retry count, and all other characteristics
necessary to reconstruct the SNMP variable.
When a variable is passed as a parameter to a function, it is the context characteristic of the variable that is passed,
not its value.
When you create a variable and specify an expression on the right hand side of the instantiation, the expression is
assigned to the context of the variable implicitly, not the value, as it would in a normal assignment. This special case
allows the code in the following example to work:



http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/

http://www.w3schools.com/XSL/





{
 # Create a variable attached to a file
 var<file> myFile = "/tmp/myfile";
 # Write the contents of the file
 myFile = "This is the contents";
 # Change the filename
 myFile.context = "/tmp/myNewFile";
 # Write the contents to the new file
 myFile = "This is another file's contents";
}


Observations about Contexts


The context for normal variables is the same thing as the value of the variable. Thus, when assigning a default value
to a variable (by specifying an expression on the variable declaration line itself) accomplishes the same thing as
assigning a value to the variable. 
However, when doing the same thing for non-normal variables (like SNMP variables), this actually assigns the
characteristics of the variable, not the value itself. The following examples use normal variables, SNMP variables,
file variables, and map variables:


{ 
         var normal = 3;
         var a=0;
 a = normal; # a will be assigned the value
3
 a = normal+1;     # a will be assigned the
value 4
 normal = 2; # normal is assigned the value
2
}
{
 var<snmp> sysDescr =







"timeout(2):snmpv1:.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0";
 a = sysDescr; # a will be assigned the
value returned from a
                   # SNMP get of the
sysDescr
 sysDescr = "dummy"; # Does a SNMP set of
sysDescr OID the value "dummy"
{
{
 var<file> file = "myFileName.txt";
 a = file; # a will be assigned a value
equal to the contents
   # of the file "myFileName.txt"
 file = "dummy"; # Overwrites the contents
of "myFileName.txt" with
   # the new contents "dummy"
}
{
    var<map> m;
    var<map> m2;
    m2 = m.context; # M2 is set to the
context of M







    m2[0] = "testing"; # M2, and M[0] are
now both "testing"
}


Note: The exact thing happens when variables are passed into functions. The value of the variable is not passed in;
rather, the context of the variable is passed. Thus, by passing in a normal variable, the value is passed in. 
When passing in a SNMP variable, the SNMP context (OID, etc.) is passed in. When passing in a FILE variable, the
FILE context (filename) is passed in. And when passing in a MAP variable, the reference to the MAP is passed in.


The following are example variable usages:


{
 var val;
 val=1;
 val=val+3;
 return val;
}
{
 var<snmp> sysDescr;
 sysDescr.oid=".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0";
 sysDescr.method="snmpv1";
 sysDescr.timeout=2;
 sysDescr="My Description";
 sysDescr.syntax="integer";
 return sysDescr;
}
{
 var<snmp>
sysDescr="timeout(2):snmpv1:.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1
.0";
 sysDescr="My Description";
 return sysDescr;
}







{
 var<snmp> sysDescr;
 sysDescr.context="timeout(2):snmpv1:.1.3.6.
1.2.1.1.1.0";
 sysDescr="My Description";
 return sysDescr;
}
{
        var<file> myFile;
 myFile.filename="myFile.txt";
 myFile="My file contents.\nOn two
lines.\n";
 return myFile;
}
{
 var<file> myFile="myFile.txt";
 myFile="My file contents.\nOn two







lines.\n";
 return myFile;
}


Array Format of Variables


Starting in DASL 3.1, some variables may take on array characteristics. Using the square bracket ("[ ]") notation, the
array elements can be accessed for the variable. The array syntax is not valid for all variable types, and the uses are
noted in the variable type specification. 
The use of array syntax with a variable varies between data types. In general the array expression between the
square brackets is treated differently in different data types. Currently the Value Variables, XML Variables, and Map
Variables are the only variable types supporting array syntax.


Array Elements and Characteristics


Array elements are accessed using the square bracket syntax. The expression in the square brackets determines
the element value returned by the variable. In addition to the index expression on arrays, the array elements have
characteristics of the array data type. 
This allows for groups of elements in an array to share a common set of attributes using the characteristics of the
data type. The characteristics of the array element follow the same rules as the parent element, such as the
read-only or read-write ability. 
Note that all characteristics of the array data type are shared with the elements. The array-enabled characteristics
are noted in the variable specification. For example, the lastmod characteristic is valid for the map data type, but not
the individual elements of the array. 
In addition, note the subtle differences between the characteristics of the element versus the array. For example the
map data type size characteristic returns the map array size in number of elements whereas the size of an element
returns the size in bytes of the element itself.


Observations about Array Context


Normally the context of a variable encapsulates the entire persisted state of the variable itself. The context of a
value data type is simply the array element at index expression "0." By default, the value data type will be treated as
a simple type with out array characteristics. If used as an array, the array elements are only valid for the scope of
the variable.
Other variable types that support array operations work as normal, where the context is the persisted state and
provides access to the entire array of elements if used as in a function call parameter. 


Array Expression Format for Variables


The value of the expression within an element is mapped into a string value and mapped to the associated element
value, such that, the value of x[0] is equivalent to x["0"]. In general, the array expression is treated as a simple key
string, except where noted. 
See the examples of MAP variable usage below. 


Variable Types


This section discusses how each of the different types of variables is used, and what context values are valid with







that variable. The characteristics are noted for each variable type. 


Value Variables


Value variables are like variables in any other programming language such as Java or C++. They are values that
can store any type of data (string or number), and the value may be set or read from within the local procedure only.
Before they have been initialized, they contain the empty string "", or the value 0.0, depending on use.
The context and value portion of a value variable are identical: they both contain the value of the variable itself.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Value of the variable same as the context.


context Value of the variable.


lastmod <R/O> The time_t the variable was last written to.


Value Variable Array Form


The array form of the basic value variable is for temporary convenience only. The non-array form is the same as
array element "0". 


 Array element usageExample 1:


dasllet {
    main(){
        var x;
        x[0] = "zero";
        x[1] = "one";
        x["2"] = "two";
        LOG = x[0];  # Prints "zero"
        LOG = x[1]; # Prints "one"
        LOG = x[2]; # Prints "two"
    }
}


Example 2: How not to use the element values.
In the following example, the array element a[0] is passed to func, however a[1] is not valid for func.







dasllet {
    func(var a){
        LOG = a[0];  # This prints the value
"zero"
        retVal = a[1];  # WRONG -- This
value is undefined in this scope. 
    }
    main(){
        var x;
        x[0] = "zero";
        x[1] = "one";
        # This only passes "zero" as the
variable context and prints the empty
string"" 
        LOG = func(x);      # This DOES  NOT
print "one", but the empty string ""
    }
}


SNMP Variables


Reading the value of a SNMP variable causes a SNMPget to occur. Writing the value of a SNMP variable causes a
SNMPset to occur. The context of an SNMP variable contains a string representing all other characteristics of the
SNMP variable, including OID, timeout, and so on.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Value of the variable.


context String representing all other characteristics of the
variable. See below for its format.


OID The OID the SNMP variable it attached to.







1.  


timeoutms The timeout delay (in milliseconds). The value defaults
to 0, which means use a system-wide default value,
typically "500" milliseconds.


timeout The timeout delay (in seconds). The value defaults to 0,
which means use a system-wide default value, typically
"500" milliseconds.


retry Number of times the SNMP request will retry on failure.
This defaults to -1, which means use a system-wide
default value, typically "3" for SNMP-GETs and "0" for
SNMP-SETs. Setting this value to 0 will turn off retries
for both SETs and GETs.


syntax SNMP syntax. A string representing the SNMP syntax
to use for SNMP-SETs. See SNMP Syntax
Characteristic on page 32.


method SNMP method. See table below.


valid <R/O> TRUE if the OID is present and readable. Otherwise
returns FALSE.


SNMP Context Characteristic


The following BNF describes the format of the string value of the "context" characteristic for a SNMP variable.


This BNF is local to this string only and does not correlate to any of the compiler BNF syntax in the rest of this
document.


SNMP Characteristic


OID_STRING <-- (CHARACTERISTIC ":")* ( "."
DIGIT+ )+


CHARACTERISTIC <--  METHOD | TIMEOUTMS |
TIMEOUT | SYNTAX | RETRY | COMMUNITY |
PERSIST | SNMPV3OPTIONS | HOSTNAME
COMMUNITY <-- "community" "(" IDENTIFIER ")"
METHOD <-- "snmp" | "snmpv1" | "snmpv2" |
"snmpv2c"







TIMEOUTMS <-- "timeoutms" "(" INTEGER ")"
TIMEOUT <-- "timeout" "(" INTEGER ")"
SYNTAX <-- SYNTAXSTR | "syntax" "(" \[
INTEGER \] ")"
SYNTAXSTR <-- "integer" | "string" |
"octetstring" | "ipaddress"
              | "counter" | "gauge" |
"timeticks"
RETRY <-- "retry" "(" INTEGER ")"
HOSTNAME <-- "hostname" "(" IDENTIFIER ")"
SNMPV3OPTIONS <-- ( SECURITYUSER |
V3SECLEVEL | V3AUTHPROTOCOL | V3PRIVPROTOCOL
|
                    AUTHPASSWD |SNMPPRIVPASS
| SNMPCONTEXT | CONTEXTID | ENGINEID
SECURITYUSER <-- "snmpSecUserName" "("
IDENTIFIER ")"
V3SECLEVEL <-- "snmpSecLevel" "(" INTEGER
")"
V3AUTHPROTOCOL <-- "snmpAuthProt" "("INTEGER
")"
V3PRIVPROTOCOL <-- "snmpPrivProt" "("INTEGER
")"
AUTHPASSWD <-- "snmpAuthPasswd" "("
IDENTIFIER ")"
SNMPPRIVPASS <-- "snmpPrivPasswd" "("
IDENTIFIER ")"
SNMPCONTEXT <-- "snmpContextName" "("
IDENTIFIER ")"
CONTEXTID <-- "snmpContextEngineId" "("
IDENTIFIER ")"







ENGINEID <-- "snmpEngineId" "(" IDENTIFIER
")"


The definitions for the INTEGER SNMP V3 context variables are defined in this table:


IDENTIFIER Valid Values


V3SECLEVEL 1->NoAuthNoProv (default)
2->AuthNoPriv 
3->AuthPriv


V3AUTHPROTOCOL 1->None (default)
2->MD5 
3->SHA


V3PRIVPROTOCOL 1->None (default)
2->DES 
9->IDEA


The following are some examples:


var <snmp> s1a = ".1.3.6.1.2.2.1";
var <snmp> s1b = "snmp:.1.3.6.2.2.1.1";
var <snmp> sv2c =
"snmpv2:timeout(5):gauge:.1.3.6.1.2.2.2.1";


SNMP Syntax Characteristic


The "syntax" characteristic is a string representing the SNMP syntax desired for this SNMP variable. The following
are legal string values for SNMP Syntax:


String Name Syntax Value(Hex) Syntax Value(Decimal)


"integer" 0x02 2


"string" 0x04 4


"ipaddress" 0x40 64


"counter" 0x41 65







"gauge" 0x42 66


"timeticks" 0x43 67


Method Characteristic for SNMP Variables


When used with SNMP variables, the method characteristic specifies the method for performing SNMP
communications. It can be one of the following values:


String Name Method


"snmp" SNMP V1


"snmpv1" SNMP V1


"snmpv2" SNMP V2c


"snmpv2c" SNMP V2c


"snmpv3" SNMP V3 (authorized or encrypted)


SNMP Cached Variables


SNMP Cached variables are identical to SNMP variables, except that SNMP GETs are cached for performance.
Also, depending on the script type, the cache can be pre-fetched prior to script execution in order to get multiple
SNMP variables in a fewer number of PDUs, improving the GET performance substantially.
The characteristics are identical for SNMP Variables, plus they have the following additional values:


Characteristic Meaning


lastmod <R/O> The time_t the variable was last cached. If the value is
not yet cached, then this returns 0.


clear Reading or writing this characteristic causes the
cached value to be cleared. The actual value assigned
or read is ignored and irrelevant.


Persist Boolean indicating if this cached variable should be
persisted to disk. If it is persisted, the value will only be
read from the device once and always read from disk
after the first read. This value is persisted for the entire
life of the device in the device server if set to true.


The following are some examples:







var <snmpcached> s1a = ".1.3.6.1.2.2.1";
var <snmpcached> s1b = "snmp:.1.3.6.2.2.1.1"
var <snmpcached> sv2c =
"snmpv2:timeout(5):gauge:.1.3.6.1.2.2.2.1"


File Variables


Reading the value of a file variable reads the contents of the file. Writing the value of a file variable causes an
overwrite of the file contents, with new contents to occur.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Value of the variable.


context Filename of the file associated with this variable.


filename Filename of the file associated with this variable (same
as context).


lastmod <R/O> The time_t value corresponding to when the file was
last modified (either by us, or by an outside source). A
value of 0 means the file is not present.


clear Reading or writing this characteristic causes the
corresponding file to be deleted. The actual value
assigned or read is ignored and irrelevant.


valid <R/O> Returns TRUE if the file exists.


binaryEncoded If set to TRUE, the file is considered a binary file, and
reading it, base64 encodes it and returns the base64
encoded version. Writing it, base64 decodes it back
into binary.


Filename/Context Characteristic for File Variables


File variables have a filename. The filename characteristic allows reading and setting the filename. This filename is
always considered local to a DASL directory and can never represent an absolute filename (filenames that start with
a '/' or '







' are an error - they must start either with a "." Or, with the name of a directory or file itself. The path specified may
not contain "..". The following are examples of valid filenames:


"myFile.txt"
"mydir/myFile.txt"
"./myFile.txt"
The following are not valid filenames:
"/tmp/myFile.txt"
"../myFile.txt"
//
The filename is relative to the directory $VOYENCE_HOME/data/devserver/cm/devxfr, also known as
"/tftpboot".
If  is TRUE, the file is considered binary and reading it base64 encodes it into text and thebinaryEncoded
base64 encoded text is returned within DASL. When writing it, the contents are base64 decoded. 
The following is an example


Binary File Example


var<file> myFile = "binaryFile";
myFile.binaryEncoded = true;
var encoded;
encoded = myFile;
LOG = encoded;  # This will log the base64 encoded text as converted
var<file> newFile = "myNewFile";
newFile.binaryEncoded = true;
newFile = encoded;  
# myNewFile will now be the exact same contents as "binaryFile", at
# a bit-by-bit level.


Remote File Variable
The remote file variable acts just like a file variable, except the context specifies an FTP or SCP location
where the file resides. Reading the variable does an FTP GET on the file, and writing the variable does an
FTP PUT on the file.
Remote files are only valid on DD and DA script types.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Value of the variable.


context See below.


timeout The timeout delay (in seconds). The value defaults
to 0, which means use a system-wide default value,
typically "2" seconds.







1.  


retry Number of times the request will retry on failure.
This defaults to -1, which means use a system-wide
default value, typically equivalent to "0" retries.


method See  Method Characteristic for SNMP Variables""
on page 32.


filename Name of remote file to get on remote system.


valid <R/O> Returns TRUE if the file exists.


username Remote username to login to get the remote file.


password Remote password to login to get the remote file.


hostname Hostname or IP address of remote system that has
the remote file.


binaryEncoded If set to TRUE, the remote file is considered a
binary file, and reading it base64 encodes it and
returns the base64 encoded version. Writing it
base64 decodes it back into binary. See "File
Variables" for more information. Note that this in no
way affects the use of binary vs. ASCII mode for ftp
transfers.


Context Format for Remote File Variables


The following BNF describes the format of the string value of the Context for a file transfer variable.


This BNF is local to this string only and does not correlate to any of the compiler BNF syntax in the rest of this
document.


FILEXFR_CONTEXT_STRING <-- (CHARACTERISTIC ":")* REMOTEFILE
CHARACTERISTIC <-- METHOD | TIMEOUT | RETRY | PASSIVE | PASSWORD |
                   USERNAME | HOSTNAME
METHOD <-- "ftp" | "scp"
TIMEOUT <-- "timeout" "(" INTEGER ")"
RETRY <-- "retry" "(" INTEGER ")"
PASSIVE <-- "passive"
PASSWORD <-- "password" "(" STRING ")"
SSL      <-- "ssl" "(" ( "true" | "false" ) ")"
USERNAME <-- "username" "(" STRING ")"
HOSTNAME <-- "hostname" "(" STRING ")"
REMOTEFILE <-- STRING


The following are examples:







1.  


var <remotefile> ftp =
"ftp:hostname(qatest.hp.com):username(hp):password(mypass):/pub/myfile.tx
t";
var <remotefile> scp =
"scp:hostname(qatest.hp.com):username(hp):password(mypass):file2.txt";
var <remotefile> httpPost =
"post:hostname(127.0.0.1):/hp-bin/cflist.cgi?mode=pop";


Method Characteristic for Remote File Variables


When used with RemoteFile variables, the method characteristic specifies the method for performing file transfer
communications. It can be one of the following values:


String Name Method


"ftp" FTP


"scp" SCP


"post" HTTP Post


"put" HTTP Put


"get" HTTP Get


Filename Characteristic for Remote File Variables


Remote File variables have the name of a remote file to transfer to/from. The filename characteristic specifies this
remote filename for these variables. This file may be an absolute path to the remote file, with the root directory being
determined by the remote computer and the login permissions, or it can be relative to the current directory at login.
No mechanism to change remote directories is provided.
The remote file name for the  and  methods specify the relative URL from the web server root. get post


Password Characteristic for Remote File Variables


The password characteristic is used to authenticate during file transfer operations. When using the get or post
methods the  or  will use basic HTTPS authentication to connect to the web server. get post


SSL with Remote File Variable


By default SSL is turned . To enable ssl you must set the ssl characteristic to true, "ssl(true)". Doing so will causeoff
the , , or  to use HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) to connect to the web server. See information about get put post SSL


 for more information about client and server authentication using SSL.Certificates







Device Persisted Variables


Persisted variables are persisted for the life of a device. Every DASL function that is run in the context of a specific
device uses the per-device value of the named variable, no matter how many times the variable is created within the
DASL script.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Value of the variable.


context Default value of the variable (value if it is not currently
assigned a value by another DASL script in this
device).


lastmod <R/O> The time_ the variable was last written to (by any DASL
script for this object, not just this one). A value of 0
means the variable has not yet been set and has its
default value.


clear Reading or writing this characteristic causes the
corresponding variable to go back to its default value.
The actual value assigned or read to/from this
characteristic is ignored and irrelevant.


Lastmod Characteristic for Object (Persisted) Variables


The lastmod characteristic can be used to determine if the variable was modified outside of DASL (exported Object
Value variables are stored in files, and the values may be changed outside the context of a DASL script). If it returns
0, the variable has not been modified and will return its default value on next access. 


Const Variables


Const variables are like read-only value variables. Their value may be set on the variable declaration line, but the
value may not be changed.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value <R/O> Value of the variable


context <R/O> Value of the variable


A const variable can only be assigned during variable creation, as in the following example:







{
 # Legal:
 var<const> val = 3;
 # Legal:
 LOG = val+1;
 # Illegal:
 val = 2;
 # Illegal:
 val.context = 2;
}


Device Server Persisted Variables


Device Server variables are like device persisted variables, except they keep their value across all devices on a
particular device server. They are essentially "global" variables, except they are global only on a given device
server.
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Value of the variable.


context Default value of the variable (value if it is not currently
assigned a value by another DASL script in this
device).


lastmod <R/O> The time_t the variable was last written to (by any
DASL script for this object, not just this one). 0 means
the value has not yet been set and has its default
value.


clear Reading or writing this characteristic causes the
corresponding variable to go back to its default value.
The actual value assigned or read to/from this
characteristic is ignored and irrelevant.


Lastmod Characteristic for Device Server (Persisted) Variables







The lastmod characteristic can be used to determine if the variable was modified outside of DASL (exported Object
Value variables are stored in files, and the values may be changed outside the context of a DASL script). If it returns
0, the variable has not been modified and will return its default value on next access. 


Regular Expression Variables


Regular Expression variables provide handling of regular expressions. Basically, a regular expression is stored in
the variable context, then a value to compare against is stored into the value. After that, the match characteristic
returns TRUE if the regular expression matches the stored value. In addition, reading the value returns the portion of
the written value that matches the regular expression. The regular expression syntax for DASL is documented in the


 syntax guide. DASL regular expressions
Groups in the regular expression may be read by using the following characteristics:


group#- Text contained in the group.
group#pos- 0-based offset for the start of the matched text.
group#len - The length of the matched text, where '#' is replaced with the numbers 0...5 for each group in the
regular expression (maximum of 6 groups).


The following is an example script using the RegEx variable:







{
var<regex> re = "M(a(t*))";
var expr = "LeeMattFred";
re=expr;
LOG = "Regex: " + re.context;
LOG = "Expression: " + expr;
LOG = "Starting position: " + re.startpos;
LOG = "re variable value: " + re;
LOG = "Match: " + re.match;
LOG = "Group   Pos Len Matched Text";
LOG = "0      "+re\[0\].startpos+"  
"+re\[0\].size+"   "+re\[0\];
LOG = "1      "+re\[1\].startpos+"  
"+re\[1\].size+"   "+re\[1\];
LOG = "2      "+re\[2\].startpos+"  
"+re\[2\].size+"   "+re\[2\];
LOG = "3      "+re\[3\].startpos+"  
"+re\[3\].size+"   "+re\[3\];
LOG = "4      "+re\[4\].startpos+"  
"+re\[4\].size+"   "+re\[4\];
LOG = "5      "+re\[5\].startpos+"  
"+re\[5\].size+"   "+re\[5\];
}


This script produces the following results:
Regex: M(a(t*))
Expression: LeeMattFred
Starting position: 0
re variable value: Matt
Match: 1
Group Pos Len Matched Text
0 3 4 Matt
1 4 3 att







2 5 2 tt
3 -1 -1 
4 -1 -1 
5 -1 -1 
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value <W/O> The string to compare against the regular expression.


value <R/O> The portion of the string that matches the regular
expression.


context The regular expression to match against. It may contain
groups.


matcheol <W/O> Boolean value that determines if expression wildcards
will match the end-of-line (EOL or \n) character. If set,
expressions like ".*"match all characters including the
end-of-line. The default is false.


match <R/O> TRUE if the regular expression in context matches the
string stored in value.


startpos <R/O> The character position within the string written to value
that first matches the regular expression. This is a
0-offset string position. If match is FALSE, then this
returns -1.


size <R/O> The length of the original string that matches group #,
where # is 0...10 (first group is array element [0].size,
etc.). If the group does not exist or does not match,
returns -1.


Notice that at most 6 groups (0...5) may be successfully used with this variable type.
The following example shows the differences between noteol set to true versus false:







{
var myvalue = "xxaxxb\n\n\nxxbxx";
var <regex> r1 = "a.*b";
LOG = "VALUE *******";
LOG = myvalue;
LOG = "W/O MATCHEOL*******";
r1 = myvalue;
LOG = r1[0];
LOG = "WITH MATCHEOL*******";
r1.matcheol = false;
r1 = myvalue;
LOG = r1[0];
}


Map Variables


Map variables provide a data structure for associative mapping of one value to anther. Map variables allow for keys
to be associated with data values. These data values may then be accessed using the key values. In addition, the
map data structure is a reference variable such that setting one map value to another will not copy the values, but
actually creates a reference to the map value. 
The XML tagmap characteristic is one such map reference returned by another variable type. Using the reference
from the tagmap XML characteristic to set the value of a map variable refers the variable to the map contents.
Thereby, allowing access to those contents. In addition, function calls using map variables can share arrays of
information between the calling function and the called function.
The following is an example script using the Map variable:







{
var<map> m;
var<map> m2;
var<map> m3;
m[0] = "zero";
m[1] = "one";
m2 = m;
m3 = m;
m3[0] =" testing";
LOG = m2[0];  # Prints "testing" since all
m2,m3 are references of m
}


Here is an example dasllet using the Map variable as call by reference:


dasllet {
    func(var<map> m){
        retVal = m[3];
    }


    main(){
        var<map> m;
        m[3] = "test";
        LOG = func(m);  # Prints "test"
    }
}


Here is an example dasllet using the keys characteristic to iterate through the map:







var<map> v;
v["a"] = "A";
v["b"] = "B";
v["c"] = "C";
var <map> k = v.keys;
var i = k.size-1;
while (i>=0){
    LOG = "K["+i+"] = "+k[i]; # Prints the
Key Value
    LOG = "V["+k[i]+"] = "+v[k[i]]; # Prints
the value of the Map at Index i
    i=i-1;
}


Here is an example dasllet using the keys characteristic to iterate through the map:


var<map>v;
v["a"]="A";
v["b"]="B";
v["c"]="C";
var <map>k=v.keys;
var i=k.size-1;
while(i>=0){
    LOG="K["+i+"]="+k[i]; # Prints the Key
Value
    LOG="V["+k[i]+"]="+v[k[i]]; # Prints the
value of the Map at Index i
    i=i-1;
}







Characteristic Meaning


value Same as context for the map. For a map element, this
evaluates to the value of the element.


context The map ID of this variable. This ID value is valid for
the scope of the variable plus any other variables that
reference this variable. After the scope of the variable
and all references to the map variable reference are
deleted, it is no longer valid. For a map element, the
context is the same as the value.


size The size of the map list. Or for a map element, the size
in characters of that element.


Keys Returns another map of the key values indexed starting
@ zero.


lastmod <R/O> The time_t the variable was last written to (by any
DASL script for this object, not just this one).


See also: The  statement can be used to iterate over map elements. foreach


XML Variables


XML variables provide capabilities for creating XML file segments efficiently. See also the  built-in functions.XSL
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning


value Same as context.


context Contents of the XML document.


clear Reading or writing this characteristic causes the entire
content of the XML document to be cleared. The actual
value assigned or read to/from this characteristic is
ignored and irrelevant.


contents The content of the XML document in the single root
element. For example, if the XML document is
"<Test>Value</Test>", then the contents are "Value". If
the XML document is
"<Super><Internal>Value</Internal></Super>", then
the contents is "<Internal>Value</Internal>".







tagname <R/O> The r/o name of the tag for the single root element. For
example, if the XML document is
"<Test>Value</Test>", then the tagname is "Test". If
the XML document is
"<Super><Internal>Value</Internal></Super>", then
the tagname is "Super".


tagmap <R/O> Returns a map reference to the name value pairs in the
tag. For example the XML document <DOC attr1=val1
att2=val2/> will return a map with values
map["attr1"]=val1 and map["att2"]=val2. The value pairs
must be accessed using a map variable type. The
return value is invalid if the map is not setup before the
scope of the XML variable closes. See the map
variable types for more information on the use of map
variables.


numelements <R/O> A count of the number of sub-elements contained
within the specified XML document. For example, if the
XML document is
"<Super><Internal>Value1</Internal><Internal>Value2
</Internal></Super>", then this characteristic will return
"2". If the XML document is
"<Super><Internal>Value1</Internal></Super>", then
this characteristic will return "1".


index This value is a r/w characteristic that is used by the sub
element characteristic, below. It allows the assignment
of a "current" sub-element. This value is the 0-based
index of a particular sub-element within the XML
document. This value must be in the range
0...(numelements-1).


subelement This value is a r/o characteristic that returns the
contents of the subelement selected by the index
characteristic, above. As an example, assume the
following XML document is contained in the variable:
"<Super><Internal>Value1</Internal><Internal>Value2
</Internal></Super>". If index is set to 0, then reading
subelement will return "<Internal>Value1</Internal>". If
index is set to 1, then reading subelement will return
"<Internal>Value2</Internal>".


When reading the context of an XML variable, the context is the entire XML document. When setting the context, it
is typically also the complete XML document. Note that the XML document must be well formed with only a single
root element.
The context of an XML document may also be a single text identifier. In this case, it is interpreted as a simple
well-formed XML document containing a single root element whose tag name is the text identifier, and which has no
content. Therefore, for example, setting the context to "Test" is equivalent to setting it to "<Test></Test>" or







"<Test/>".
The value of an XML document is equivalent to the context.
The following is an example of the use of an XML Variable:


{
 var<xml> xml="Test";
 xml.contents="My Value";
 LOG=xml; # Prints: <Test>My Value</Test>
 LOG=xml.contents; # Prints: My Value
 LOG=xml.tagname; # Prints: Test
}


The following is a more complex example:







{
 var<xml> test="Test";
 var<xml> super="Super";
 test.contents="My Value";
 super.contents=test;
 LOG=super; # Prints: <Super><Test>My
Value</Test></Super>
 var<xml> test2="Test";
 test2.contents="More Value";
 super.contents=test+test2+"Even More";
 LOG=super; # Prints: <see below>
  # <Super>
  #  <Test>My Value</Test>
  # <Test>More Value</Test>
  #   Even More
  # </Super>
 # The exact spacing (line-feeds, etc.) is
not specified
 LOG=super.numelements; # Prints "2".
 super.index=0;
 LOG=super.subelement; # Prints "<Test>My
Value</Test>"
 super.index=1;
 LOG=super.subelement; # Prints "<Test>More
Value</Test>"
}


XML Variable Array Expressions







The XML variable array expression defines the index or element tag name to access from the parent documents. If
no sub-elements exist the element returns the empty string.


If the sub-element expression evaluates to an integer, the element returned evaluates the same as setting the
index context, followed by getting the element context. Otherwise the named tag sub-element is returned.
If more than one sub-element is defined with the same tag, all of the sub-elements with the same name are
returned.


The following is the complex example above using array elements:







{
    var<xml> test="Test";
    var<xml> super="Super";
    test.contents="My Value";
    super.contents=test;
    LOG=super; # Prints: <Super><Test>My
Value</Test></Super>
    var<xml> test2="Test";
    test2.contents="More Value";
    super.contents=test+test2+"Even More";
    LOG=super; # Prints: <see below>
    # <Super>
    #   <Test>My Value</Test>
    #   <Test>More Value</Test>
    #   Even More
    # </Super>
    # The exact spacing (line-feeds, etc.)
is not specified
    LOG=super.numelements;    # Prints .2..
    LOG=super[0];             # Prints
.<Test>My Value</Test>.
    LOG=super["Test:0];       # Also Prints
.<Test>My Value</Test>.
    LOG=super[1];             # Prints
.<Test>More Value</Test>.
    LOG=super["Test:1"];      # Also Prints
.<Test>More Value</Test>.
}


The following is an example using array elements, variable characteristics, and tagmap:







{
    var<xml>parent="parent
name=\"mynameis_parent\" id=3";
    var<xml>child="child name=\"child\"
id=4";
    child.contents="child contents";
    parent.contents=child;
    var<map>m=parent.tagmap;
    var<map>m2=parent["child"].tagmap;


    LOG="parent="+parent;
    LOG="child="+child;
    LOG="parent name="+m["name"];
    LOG="parent id="+m["id"];
    LOG="child name="+m2["name"];
    LOG="child id="+m2["id"];
   
LOG="parent[child].contents="+parent["child"
].contents;
}


Results:







parent=<parent id="3"
name="mynameis_parent"><child id="4"
name="child">child contents</child></parent>
child=<child id="4" name="child">child
contents</child>
parent name="mynameis_parent"
parent id=3
child name="child"
child id=4
parent[child].contents=child contents


XML Array Expression Syntax


The Array expression used for the element has three formats.


The 1st format is a single integer value that specifies an element by order within the XML document.
The 2nd format is a single string value that specifies the XML tag name for the sub-elements.
The 3rd format is a single string value in the format "tag:index" that specifies a certain tag name for the
sub-element and the cardinality of the element in relation to the XML document.


The following is an example using tag elements by name and index:







{
    var<xml> test="Test";
    var<xml> super="Super";
    test.contents="My Value";
    var<xml> test2="Test";
    test2.contents="More Value";
    super.contents=test+test2+"Even More";
    LOG=super["Test"]; # Prints "<Test>My
Value</Test><Test>More Value</Test>"
    LOG=super["Test:0"]; # Prints "<Test>My
Value</Test>"
    LOG=super["Test:1"]; # Prints
"<Test>More Value</Test>"
}


Configuration Variables


A configuration variable is a special type of read-only variable that combines aspects of object (persisted) and
Device Server (persisted) variables, and others.
A configuration variable must have a well-known name that is known and assigned outside of DASL by Voyence
Control and other applications. The variable may have a value set at a global (actually, device server) level, at a
network level, or at a device level. The configuration variable, when read, returns the most specific value available.
For example, if the following values of a specific configuration variable exist at the following levels:
device server: 3
network: 9
device: 12
Then the value of the variable returns "12." If the following values exist:
device server: 3
network: 9
device: <not specified>
Then the value of the variable returns "9."
The usefulness of this variable is to convey configuration information that may be set at global levels (such as
device server or network), but modified at more specific levels (such as network or device).
The following characteristics are defined:


Characteristic Meaning







value <R/O> Most specific value of the specified configuration
variable.


level The level where the value of the configuration variable
is derived. The value 1 means device server, 2 means
network, 3 means device. The value 0 means the
variable is not defined at any level.


context Well-known name of the configuration variable.


The following is an example of usage:


{
 var<config> user="Username";
 var<config> pass="Password";
 LOG="Username="+user+", Password="+pass;
}


Assume the following values are assigned for these variables:
Username:
device server: "fred"
network: <not specified>
device: "smith"
Password:
device server: "yesyesyes"
network: <not specified>
device: <not specified>
Then the above example will return the following results:
"Username=smith, Password= yesyesyes"


DASL regular expressions


Synopsis


The Perl regular expression syntax is based on that used by the programming language Perl. DASL uses the Boost
regular expression library in the Perl compatible syntax mode.
The following items use this regular expression syntax:


Device Package Definition IGNORELINE, REMOVELINE, and IGNORECONFIG
Built in variables like the package definitions , , IGNORELINE IGNORECONFIG IGNORESYNC
Built in  regular expression type variablesDASL Variable Types#DASLVariableTypes-regex
DASL Operators and Expressions using the ~= operator
The Split Function
Device Dialog Specification has many uses for identifiers and variable declarations


Perl Regular Expression Syntax







In Perl regular expressions, all characters match themselves except for the following special characters: .[{()*+?|^$


Wildcard


The single character '.' when used outside of a character set will match any single character except:


The NULL character when the flagmatch_no_dot_null is passed to the matching algorithms.
The newline character when the flagmatch_not_dot_newline is passed to the matching algorithms.


Anchors


A '^' character shall match the start of a line.


A '$' character shall match the end of a line.


Marked sub-expressions


A section beginning ( and ending ) acts as a marked sub-expression. Whatever matched the sub-expression is split
out in a separate field by the matching algorithms. Marked sub-expressions can also repeated, or referred to by a
back-reference.


Non-marking grouping


A marked sub-expression is useful to lexically group part of a regular expression, but has the side-effect of spitting
out an extra field in the result. As an alternative you can lexically group part of a regular expression, without
generating a marked sub-expression by using (?: and ) , for example (?:ab)+ will repeat ab without splitting out any
separate sub-expressions.


Repeats


Any atom (a single character, a marked sub-expression, or a character class) can be repeated with the *, +, ?, and {}
operators.


The + operator will match the preceding atom one or more times, for example the expression a+b will match any of
the following:


ab
aaaaaaaab


But will not match:


b


The ? operator will match the preceding atom zero or one times, for example the expression ca?b will match any of
the following:







cb
cab


But will not match:


caab


An atom can also be repeated with a bounded repeat:


a{n} Matches 'a' repeated exactly n times.
a{n,} Matches 'a' repeated n or more times.
a{n,m} Matches 'a' repeated between n and m times inclusive.


For example: ^a{2,3}$ Will match either of:


aa
aaa


But neither of:


a
aaaa


It is an error to use a repeat operator, if the preceding construct can not be repeated, for example:


a(*) 


Will raise an error, as there is nothing for the * operator to be applied to.


Non greedy repeats


The normal repeat operators are "greedy", that is to say they will consume as much input as possible. There are
non-greedy versions available that will consume as little input as possible while still producing a match.


*? Matches the previous atom zero or more times, while consuming as little input as possible.







+? Matches the previous atom one or more times, while consuming as little input as possible.


?? Matches the previous atom zero or one times, while consuming as little input as possible.


{n,}? 


Matches the previous atom n or more times, while consuming as little input as possible.


{n,m}? 


Matches the previous atom between n and m times, while consuming as little input as possible.


Back references


An escape character followed by a digit , where  is in the range 1-9, matches the same string that was matchedn n
by sub-expression .n
For example the expression:


^(a*).*\1$


Will match the string:


aaabbaaa


But not the string:


aaabba


Alternation


The | operator will match either of its arguments, so for example:


abc|def 


will match either "abc" or "def".







Parenthesis can be used to group alternations, for example: ab(d|ef) will match either of "abd" or "abef".


Empty alternatives are not allowed (these are almost always a mistake), but if you really want an empty alternative
use (?\:-) as a placeholder,
For example: | abc is not a valid expression,
but |(?\:-) |abc is and is equivalent, also the expression:
(?:abc)?? has exactly the same effect.


Character sets


A character set is a bracket-expression starting with [and ending with 
], it defines a set of characters, and matches any single character that is a member of that set.


A bracket expression may contain any combination of the following:


Single characters


For example [abc], will match any of the characters 'a', 'b', or 'c'.


Character ranges


For example [a-c] will match any single character in the range 'a' to 'c'. By default, for Perl regular expressions, a
character x is within the range y to z, if the code point of the character lies within the code points of the endpoints of
the range. Alternatively, if you set the collate flag when constructing the regular expression, then ranges are locale
sensitive.


Negation


If the bracket-expression begins with the ^ character, then it matches the complement of the characters it contains,
for example [^a-c] matches any character that is not in the range a-c.


Character classes


An expression of the form [[:name:]] matches the named character class "name", for example [[:lower:]] matches any
lower case character.


Character classes are denoted using the syntax "[:classname:]" within a set declaration, for example "[[:space:]]" is
the set of all whitespace characters. The available character classes are:


alnum Any alpha numeric character. 
alpha Any alphabetical character a-z and A-Z. Other characters may also be included depending upon the locale. 
blank Any blank character, either a space or a tab. 
cntrl Any control character. 
digit Any digit 0-9. 
graph Any graphical character. 
lower Any lower case character a-z. Other characters may also be included depending upon the locale. 
print Any printable character. 
punct Any punctuation character. 
space Any whitespace character. 
upper Any upper case character A-Z. Other characters may also be included depending upon the locale. 
xdigit Any hexadecimal digit character, 0-9, a-f and A-F. 
word Any word character - all alphanumeric characters plus the underscore. 
Unicode Any character whose code is greater than 255, this applies to the wide character traits classes only.







Collating Elements


An expression of the form [[.col.]] matches the collating element . A collating element is any single character, orcol
any sequence of characters that collates as a single unit. Collating elements may also be used as the end point of a
range, for example: [[.ae.]-c
] matches the character sequence "ae", plus any single character in the range "ae"-c, assuming that "ae" is treated
as a single collating element in the current locale.


As an extension, a collating element may also be specified via it's symbolic name, for example:


[[.NUL.]]


matches a \0 character.


Equivalence classes


An expression of the form [[=col=]
], matches any character or collating element whose primary sort key is the same as that for collating element ,col
as with collating elements the name  may be a symbolic name. A primary sort key is one that ignores case,col
accentuation, or locale-specific tailorings; so for example [[=a=]
] matches any of the characters: a, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã this feature can not be relied upon to work portably across all
platforms, or even all locales on one platform.


Escaped Characters


All the escape sequences that match a single character, or a single character class are permitted within a character
class definition. For example


[\[\]]


would match either of [or ] while


[\W\d]


would match any character that is either a "digit",  is  a "word" character.or not


NOTE: when using escaped characters in DASL you must also escape the backslash as the compilation of
the DASL code will read the escapes as well. This is not the case for DASL Dialogs or Package files.
For example, this DASL shows an escaped regular expression. Notice there are two back slashes before every
escape sequence. If this was not there the desired matching sequence is not going to provide incorrect results and
will not match the desired sequence.







DASL Escapes


if ( variable ~= "\\s+\\d+\\." ) {
    LOG = "Found space digits dot";
}else{
    LOG = "No digits in "+variable;
}


Combinations


All of the above can be combined in one character set declaration, for example: [[:digit:]a-c[.NUL.]].


Escapes


Any special character preceded by an escape shall match itself.
The following escape sequences are all synonyms for single characters:


Escape Character


\a \a


\e 0x1B


\f \f


\n \n


\r \r


\t \t


\v \v


\b \b (but only inside a character class declaration).


\cX An ASCII escape sequence - the character whose code
point is X %32


\xdd A hexadecimal escape sequence - matches the single
character whose code point is 0xdd.







\x{dddd} A hexadecimal escape sequence - matches the single
character whose code point is 0xdddd.


\0ddd An octal escape sequence - matches the single
character whose code point is 0ddd.


\N{name} Matches the single character which has the symbolic
name . For example \N{newline}matches thename
single character \n.


"Single character" character classes:


Any escaped character , if  is the name of a character class shall match any character that is a member of thatx x
class, and any escaped character , if  is the name of a character class, shall match any character not in thatX x
class.


The following are supported by default:


Escape sequence Equivalent to


\d [[:digit:]]


\l [[:lower:]]


\s [[:space:]]


\u [[:upper:]]


\w [[:word:]]


\D [^[:digit:]]


\L [^[:lower:]]


\S [^[:space:]]


\U [^[:upper:]]


\W [^[:word:]]


Character Properties


The character property names in the following table are all equivalent to the names used in character classes.


Form Description Equivalent character set form


\pX Matches any character that has the
property X.


[[:X:]]







\p{Name} Matches any character that has the
property Name.


[[:Name:]]


For example \pd matches any "digit" character, as does \p{digit}.


Word Boundaries


The following escape sequences match the boundaries of words:


\< Matches the start of a word.


\> Matches the end of a word.


\b Matches a word boundary (the start or end of a word).


\B Matches only when not at a word boundary.


Buffer boundaries


The following match only at buffer boundaries: a "buffer" in this context is the whole of the input text that is being
matched against (note that ^ and $ may match embedded newlines within the text).


\` Matches at the start of a buffer only.


\' Matches at the end of a buffer only.


\A Matches at the start of a buffer only (the same as \`).


\z Matches at the end of a buffer only (the same as \').


\Z Matches an optional sequence of newlines at the end of a buffer: equivalent to the regular expression \n*\z


h64 Continuation Escape


The sequence \G matches only at the end of the last match found, or at the start of the text being matched if no
previous match was found. This escape useful if you're iterating over the matches contained within a text, and you
want each subsequence match to start where the last one ended.


Quoting escape


The escape sequence \Q begins a "quoted sequence": all the subsequent characters are treated as literals, until
either the end of the regular expression or \E is found. For example the expression: \Q*  would match either of:\Ea
*+a
*+aaa


Unicode escapes


\C Matches a single code point: in Boost regex this has exactly the same effect as a "." operator. \X Matches a
combining character sequence: that is any non-combining character followed by a sequence of zero or more
combining characters.


Any other escape


Any other escape sequence matches the character that is escaped, for example @ matches a literal '@'.







1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  


5.  


Perl Extended Patterns


Perl-specific extensions to the regular expression syntax all start with (?.


Comments


(?#...) is treated as a comment, it's contents are ignored.


Modifiers


(?imsx-imsx...) alters which of the perl modifiers are in effect within the pattern, changes take effect from the point
that the block is first seen and extend to any enclosing ). Letters before a '-' turn that perl modifier on, letters
afterward, turn it off.


(?imsx-imsx:pattern) applies the specified modifiers to pattern only.


Non-marking groups


(?:pattern) lexically groups pattern, without generating an additional sub-expression.


Lookahead


(?=pattern) consumes zero characters, only if pattern matches.


(?!pattern) consumes zero characters, only if pattern does not match.


Lookahead is typically used to create the logical AND of two regular expressions, for example if a password must
contain a lower case letter, an upper case letter, a punctuation symbol, and be at least 6 characters long, then the
expression: (?=.*[[:lower:]])(?=.*[*[:upper:]*])(?=.*[[:punct:]]).{6,} could be used to validate the password.


Lookbehind


(?>pattern)  is matched independently of the surrounding patterns, the expression will never backtrack into pattern pa
. Independent sub-expressions are typically used to improve performance; only the best possible match forttern


pattern will be considered, if this doesn't allow the expression as a whole to match then no match is found at all.


Conditional Expressions


(?(condition)yes-pattern|no-pattern) attempts to match  if the  is true, otherwise attempts toyes-pattern condition
match .no-pattern


(?(condition)yes-pattern) attempts to match  if the  is true, otherwise fails.yes-pattern condition


condition may be either a forward lookahead assert, or the index of a marked sub-expression (the condition
becomes true if the sub-expression has been matched).


Operator precedence


The order of precedence for of operators is as follows:


Collation-related bracket symbols [==][::][..]
Escaped characters \
Character set (bracket expression) []
Grouping ()







5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  


Single-character-ERE duplication *+?{m,n}
Concatenation
Anchoring ^$
Alternation |
What gets matched


If you view the regular expression as a directed (possibly cyclic) graph, then the best match found is the first match
found by a depth-first-search performed on that graph, while matching the input text.


Alternatively:


The best match found is the leftmost match, with individual elements matched as follows;


Construct What gets matched


AtomAAtomB Locates the best match for  that has a followingAtomA
match for .AtomB


Expression1 | Expression2 If  can be matched then returns that match,Expresion1
otherwise attempts to match .Expression2


S{N} Matches  repeated exactly N times.S


S{N,M} Matches S repeated between N and M times, and as
many times as possible.


S{N,M}? Matches S repeated between N and M times, and as
few times as possible.


S?,S*,S+ The same as S{0,1}, S{0,UINT_MAX}, S{1,UINT_MAX}
respectively.


S??,S*?,S+? The same as S{0,1}?, S{0,UINT_MAX}?,
S{1,UINT_MAX}? respectively.


(?>S) Matches the best match for , and only that.S


(?=S),(?<=S) Matches only the best match for  (this is only visible ifS
there are capturing parenthesis within ).S


(?!S),(?<!S) Considers only whether a match for S exists or not.


(?(condition)yes-pattern | no-pattern) If condition is true, then only yes-pattern is considered,
otherwise only no-pattern is considered.


References
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Device Dialog Specification


Introduction


This document describes the device dialog extension to the DASL language. The dialog is a framework used for
collection of data and invoking rules based decisions while configuring network elements. The dialog framework
defines an XML schema that represents the rules used to make the decisions. This specification describes with
examples the use of the rule based system for implementing data collection and configuration over text based
(ASCII) interfaces to networking equipment.


The DASL language is not an essential part of this document and one can understand the specification without
using DASL. The language is provided as a convenience and does not impact the use of a dialog if it is not used. 


Terminology


This document makes extensive use of XML schemas referred to as XSD. The terms Schema and XSD refer to the
definition of the XML format used to describe the DASL Dialog. There may at sometime be a user interface capable
of building and displaying the XML and schema. However, the use of such a UI is currently beyond the scope of this
document.


The document makes use of the terms "State Diagram" and "States". This document uses the terminology Rule and
State interchangeably. The term "Rule" refers to an action or position in a state diagram that is being executed. The
term "State" refers to any arbitrary "Rule" which may be executed within a state diagram. The reader should be
aware of "State Diagrams" and how the terminology is used to describe a "State Machine."


The terminology child and parent are used to describe a relationship between states. The child state is one that
follows a parent state in the state diagram. Each parent may have multiple children and the child refers to the parent
as the state that preceded its execution.


The document uses the term ID and Parse to define the identification and parsing done during execution of the
dialog state machine. The term ID refers to the method by which a dialog "State" is entered thereby invoking that
"Rule." The term "Parse" is used to describe the act of extracting variable information from input given to a "State" or
"Rule".


Versioning


While every attempt is made to keep the XML extension language compatible with previous and future releases
there are elements added in support of Voyence Control. When any schema elements are changed for a release,
the Voyence Control version number will be noted. These elements will not be available in releases prior to the
noted version of Voyence Control. This document covers the following releases of Voyence Control.


DATE CONTROL VERSION DASL VERSION DIALOG VERSION


November 2006 Version 3.6.X Version 3.2 Initial release of Dialogs


August 2008 Version 4.00 Version 4.00 Beta Release


August 2010 Version 4.1/UIM 2.0 UIM 2.0 2







1.  


DASL Dialog Calling Specification


This document uses the DASL language to describe some elements within the schema. The DASL specification
should be used for reference with this document as needed. DASL can call dialogs and execute them from within
the language as necessary. The association to a driver and uses for dialogs are described later. 


Dialog BNF


The following BNF denotes the use of a dialog from within DASL. Dialogs may be called just as any other function
within the language. See the DASL specification for common BNF syntax used here.


DIALOG <-- "dialog(" \[DIALOGNAME\] ( ","
\[EXPRESSION\])* ")"
DIALOGNAME <-- \[EXPRESSION\]


The EXPRESSION between commas is optional. If an EXPRESSION is missing, then the corresponding
parameter is given a default value.


The following are example dialog calls:


Call the Dialog PullACL and provide an input ACL ID
val=dialog("PullACL",99);
Call the Dialog Configure SNMP with no parameters
dialog("configureSNMP");


Dialog Summary


A DASL Dialog is a set of rules that can be used to configure or collect information. Each dialog is named and
associated with one or more drivers. Dialogs are compatible with the DASL syntax and may call driver functions or
execute DASL code. However, DASL is not required to write or modify a dialog. A dialog can most accurately be
depicted as a state diagram where the states are logical decision points within the execution of a CLI command.
Each state is entered based on the output generated by previous states. These states or rules encapsulate the
logical decisions, parsing, and identification of output generated by the device.


Dialogs are written once per operation and are device specific. A single dialog may be associated with many device
packages as long as the devices have the similar CLI syntax. Dialogs will typically be grouped into sets of
operations that perform particular service activation on a network element. For example, sets of dialogs will be
available for Cisco IOS which will collect information about the access control lists, add access control lists, and
update or remove access control lists. These dialogs may work together to perform create, update, and delete
functionality (CRUD) on the Cisco Router, Cisco Switch, and Access Point drivers which all support the IOS CLI
syntax.


Dialogs encapsulate the required commands and have implicit branching logic. The commands are described in the
syntax of the CLI used by the device operating system. Branching logic is denoted by setting identifier expressions.
Matching states in the dialog are those which match their identifier expressions against CLI output. The state
machine of the dialog interpreter handles collection of the output, general buffer and expression management, and
execution of the rule commands. This allows the dialog author to consider the input and output of commands without
regard to the syntax of DASL or string manipulation algorithms for parsing or screen scraping.







1.  


2.  


3.  
a.  


4.  
5.  
6.  


With a basic understanding of the device, the DASL Dialog implementer should be able to do the following:


Collect configuration settings from the device in a vendor neutral manner.
Work with the Voyence Control data model to provide vendor independent configurations.
Implement complex work flow by tying together states with expected output.
Provide automation functions capable of multi-step interactions, provide roll-back, and facilitate higher level
service activation.
Build on the existing set of device drivers to extend low level communication and command control
functionality.
Leverage existing device drivers thereby reusing existing logic and functionality provided by DASL today.


Dialog State Machine


The dialog state machine is a recursive engine that provides terminal access; ASCII based parsing, and response
identification. The state machine algorithm follows these basic steps.


The initial state is extracted from the dialog. There is only one initial state per dialog and it is entered on every
dialog call.
Execute the dialog state logic. This may be CLI terminal commands, DASL statements, or CLI terminal
commands built using variable names.
Prompts are formulated from the identification rules of the next states in dialog.


The capture output from the execution decides the next state to execute.
Once a state is identified that state is entered as the current rule.
The variables are parsed from the output generated by the previously executed state.
The remainder of the output is processed by any  states (defined below)contextual


Execute the identified state logic and repeat until:


The state logic returns an error or the DASL errors.
There is no more output to identify from the state commands.
There are no more identifiable states left to process from the remaining output.







 
Figure 1 Dialog Collaboration Diagram


Dialog Syntax


This section discusses the format of standard syntax sections used within the DASL Dialog. Each section presents a
portion of the dialog syntax with examples. 


Dialog XML Files


Each dialog is contained in a separate file. The main sections of the dialog are the dialog declaration, the dialog
variables, and the dialog initial state. The full XSD for a dialog is given in Appendix A. The Control device server
looks for files with the extension ".dlg" in the VOYENCE_HOME/package directory. All sub-directories will be
searched under this directory and any files with the ".dlg" extension will be compiled as a DASL dialog. These
dialogs will be associated with their corresponding device packages based on the package identifiers denoted in the
dialog declaration. 


Special Characters


When entering special (non-ASCII) characters in XML, the general rule is to use CDATA sections or encoding them
using &<code>; syntax. Basic XML has only a handful of character entities, primarily because it doesn't really need
more. The handful of basic XML character entities that do exist are the ampersand, apostrophe, less-than,
greater-than, and single-quote characters. These are needed to distinguish markup tags from content, and to
distinguish character entities from content. To avoid parser complaints about illegal characters and entities in your
input, ensure that ampersands in text and attributes are written as &, "<" is written as <, and ">" as >. It is not
necessary everywhere, but it is wise to do so anyway, just to be sure. The compiler will provide a line number and
sometimes a column number for offending characters.


Encoding Issues







If the parser complains about illegal bytes or characters in the input, or there are unexpected characters in the
output, this is usually the result of a character encoding problem. See an XML guide for additional information. Many
software packages that produce XML, including XSLT processors, use UTF-8 encoding as a default. If you view
their output with something not aware of the encoding, like Notepad for Win95/98/ME/NT, funny characters are
displayed. A Å is a giveaway.


Dialog Declaration Schema


The dialog body is an XML element defining the version, name, and package identifiers compatible with the dialog.
The schema snippet shows the dialog operation element.


 Dialog Definition Elements


diagram







attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
annotation


name
 xs:string


required 
documentation


Name of this dialog used to call dialog() within dasl or
execution entry point of a device operation step


version
 xs:integer


required 
documentation


Version, currently 1 or 2


packages
 xs:string


required 
documentation


Comma separated list of package identifiers for which
this dialog will be available. One dialog may be shared
between device drivers.


annotation documentation


Operation that performs a task on a device such as
collection of information or configuration actions


Figure 2 Dialog Declaration Schema


Example Dialog Declaration


This example shows the minimal required elements for a dialog declaration. The dialog variables and state
declaration will be described later. The Initial command determines the mode of operation for the dialog. The mode
defines the CLI mode used to execute the dialog which is driver defined.







In this example the dialog named "MyDialog" is declared as version 1. The device drivers for packages 1, 2, and 3
will have access to this dialog. There are no global variables declared and the dialog will be run from the "enable"
mode prompt of the device.


 
Figure 3 Simple Dialog Declaration


Dialog Version


Starting in UIM 2.0 and version greater than NCM 4.1 the dialog version has been incremented to version 2. There
are no structural differences between the format of version 1 and version 2 dialogs. Declaring the dialog as a version
2 dialog will impact the formation of Relatively Distinguishing Names (RDNs). Starting in version 2 the dialog will
format the RDNs as follows. A RDN is the absolute name of the object instance and follows a URI format.


Specifically:


RDN Format


DELIMITER <- "/"
ALPHA     <- "A" .. "Z" "a" .. "z"
DIGIT     <- "0" .. "9"
ALPHAPLUS <- ALPHA | DIGIT | "_" | "-" | "!"
RN        <- ALPHAPLUS*
CLASSNAME <- ALPHA ALPHAPLUS*
MO        <- DELIMITER CLASSNAME DELIMITER
RN
RDN       <- MO* DELIMITER CLASSNAME [
DELIMITER RN ]


Some examples of RDNs are:


/Identity/Identity
/SystemProperties/SystemProperties







/orgOrg/Engineering/lsServer/buildsystem


Dialog States


Dialogs describe a state machine for the execution of commands and parsing of information resulting from those
commands. Dialog states hold the information required to make the decision when to enter the node of the state
diagram and the content to execute which may cause the state to change. These dialog states are stored as XML
and executed by the dialog state machine. The state machine keeps track of the input, output, variable, and object
associations created during the execution of the state machine. The resulting object model or variable parsing can
be accessed using the object repository described in the  . The process of writing aDevice Model Specification
dialog is to seed or execute an initial state, then write the matching expressions to evaluate against the output in the
"next states" defined by the initial state. This process continues until the state diagram or goal of the dialog reaches
the terminating point. The state diagram for an example dialog which updates or creates a secondary IP address for
an interface may look like the following.


Figure 4 State Diagram Example


Dialog states are analogous to a function call or a block scope in a programming language. Dialog states can
access the variables declared in any parent scope defined by the parent states. A dialog state is expressed in XML
with one required element for identification and three optional elements for variable extraction, assignment to an
object model, and command execution. The Initial dialog state is a specialized dialog state that does not use
variable declarations and sets the execution mode for the rest of the dialog. The Initial dialog state is executed when
the dialog is invoked. Each subsequent state is executed when it matches the output generated by its parent state.
In the state diagram below, there is one initial state "query device" and four other states performing create, update,
or verify actions. The schema definition for a dialog state is given below. 


Dialog State Schema


element InitialState







diagram


attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


mode
 cliMode


optional 
enable 
documentation


Mode of the CLI interface. For example enable, or user
mode.


context
 xs:boolean


optional 
false 
documentation


If the dialog state is contextual, the next states will
continue to be tested until the output of this state is
exhausted


debug
 xs:boolean


optional 
true 







annotation documentation


Initial dialog state that starts the dialog operation.


attribute InitialState mode


type cliMode


properties isRef 
0


default 
enable


use 
optional


facets enumeration 
enable


enumeration 
user


enumeration 
config


annotation documentation


For example enable, or userMode of the CLI interface. 
mode.


attribute InitialState context


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


default 
false







annotation documentation


If the dialog state is contextual, the next states will
continue to be tested until the output of this state is
exhausted


element InitialState/NextStates


diagram


properties isRef 
0


minOcc 
0


maxOcc 
1


annotation documentation


Comma separated list of dialog state names testing the
output of this dialog state for execution


element Command


diagram







attributes Name 
Type 
Default 
annotation


type 
 commandType


text 
documentation


Type of device command being issued or data source
for the command output


annotation documentation


Command or variables producing output to validate
against next states


attribute Command type


type commandType


properties isRef 
0


default 
text


facets enumeration 
dasl


enumeration 
text


enumeration 
send


enumeration 
variable







annotation documentation


Type of device command being issued or data source
for the command output


Dialog State Definition
Dialog states can be defined in any order. These states are defined by their unique names and are "linked" at
compile time to form the state diagram for the interaction with the device. Dialog states are tested for using the
matching regular expressions. Then optionally, objects are created using variable expressions. And finally states
may be executing commands against the device or against the device server logic.


diagram







attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


timeout
xs:integer


10 
documentation


Timeout in seconds to wait for the output of the
previous state


name
xs:string
required 


documentation


Name of the dialog state used within the next states


context
xs:boolean
optional 
false 
documentation


If the state is contextual the next states will be
continually tested until all output of this device
command is exhausted


priority
xs:integer
optional 
0 


debug
xs:boolean
optional 
true 







annotation documentation


Reusable state of execution in the dialog routine


attribute State timeout


type xs:integer


properties isRef 
0


default 
10


annotation documentation


Timeout in seconds to wait for the output of the
previous state


attribute State name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


use 
required


annotation documentation


Name of the dialog state used within the next states


attribute State context


type xs:boolean







properties isRef 
0


default 
false


annotation documentation


If the state is contextual the next states will be
continually tested until all output of this device
command is exhausted


element State/NextStates


diagram


properties isRef 
0


minOcc 
0


maxOcc 
1


annotation documentation


Comma separated list of state names to test given the
results of the device command


State Execution


Dialog states are executed in sequence according to their parent child relationship. Dialog state execution is
depicted by the activity diagram below. This diagram shows the recursive nature of the state processing depicted in
Figure 1. Each state executes the ID, Parse, and Commands sections of the state to determine the next rule to
execute.







 
Figure 5 State Activity Diagram 


The Contextual State


A state marked as contextual is a recursively reentrant state. This state will be rechecked when there is additional
unused buffer remaining after parsing variables and identifying states. The contextual state has an implicit state arc
back to itself and any parent contextual states. The contextual state is useful for processing tabular data where
headings and sub-subheadings denote sections where separate parsing rules must be applied. These contextual
states will be reevaluated before the child states are evaluated to determine if the parent contextual state is active
again. 


Dialog Contextual State Example


The Cisco IOS command "show access-list" dumps the following output to the screen:







 
Figure 6 Sample Contextual Text Output 


Initial Dialog State Example


The initial dialog state looks like the following. Notice that context is set to true so that the two states defined by the
"Next States" named Extended and Standard can process and reprocess the contextual headers. Using this
method, instead of only matching the first Standard header, there will be two additional extended header states
matched. In addition, the child states of the extended header can cater to the extend ACL format while the standard
child states can be written specifically for the standard ACL format.


 
Figure 7 Contextual Initial State Example 


Example Dialog States


The body of these examples has been removed to make it more concise. What is being shown is the way these
dialog states are chained together to form the state diagram depicting the rule branching logic required to collect
information or perform a task. In this example the initial state has two child states named "output1" and "output2."
These both in turn use the "singleline" state as their child states.







 
Figure 8 Example Dialog State Set


State Matching


Dialogs consist of states chained together in a parent child relationship. The "Next States" of the rule dictate the list
of acceptable child states. These next states have identification rules that match the output of the parent state. The
child state that matches first in the output is the one executed next. This state identification uses regular expression
and line positional parameters to match the output text. The first line that matches dictates the relative position in the
output where variable parsing will start. The schema for the state identification is as follows.


Matching State Output


diagram







attributes Name 
Type 
Default 
annotation


isprompt
xs:boolean
false 
documentation


If the match is a prompt, the response expressions will
be added to the set of basic prompts and may match
output before the device response is completed


annotation documentation


Matching regular expressions testing previous states
output


attribute Match isprompt


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


default 
false


annotation documentation


If the match is a prompt, the response expressions will
be added to the set of basic prompts and may match
output before the device response is completed


element Identifier


diagram







type extension of xs:string


used by elements 
Ignore Match


attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


match
xs:boolean


true 
documentation


This option is not supported. – Negative matches prove
to be problematic as to finding the beginning location.
Designates as a positive or negative match condition


line
xs:integer


1 
documentation


Line number for the match to occur. All line numbers
are relative to the first matching response identifier
including variable matching identifiers


annotation documentation


Set of matching identifiers to execute this state


Figure 9 State Identification Schema


The XML elements and attributes have the following meaning.


Attributes/Elements Meaning







Identifier The contents of this element define the regular
expression used to identify the state from the capture
input.


match - 
Note: Not currently supported.


Boolean allowing a positive or negative match. If match
is false, then the expression must not exist.


line The relative line number in the output from the 1  matst


ching expression.


State Matching


A new buffer will be placed on the stack for each state with capture output created. This stack will be popped once
the input is used. The child states use the buffer by matching identifiers and variables. Identifier and variable
matching is done top down from the capture input of the previous rule execution. The state will identify the lowest
line number first and match expressions using a relative line number offset from the first match identifier. Variable
line numbers are relative to the first matching identifier line number. This matching process continues until the input
is exhausted or all match expressions evaluate to false. The remainder of the input is left on the stack for
subsequent contextual processing if the parent event is contextual. Identified lines of text or lines having variable
parsing done from within them are removed from the buffer and subsequent identification or variable parsing.


The rule of thumb for state matching is the first state to match will be the state with the first matching lines. If you
have two states, where one is matching on line 2 of text and the other is matching on line 1 of text, the one matching
on line 1 of the output text will be entered first. All variable parsing and subsequent matching lines are relative to the
matching identification lines in the Dialog Match section. If the first matching line is on line 1, a variable matching on
line 2 will be on the very next line respective to the matching line of text for the dialog state.


States identifying variables with a relative line number of zero (0) will search the input for any matching lines in the
buffer. Using zero as the realitive line number for variable matching may result in loss of data due variables being
defined in future contextual sections of output. 


Example State Matching


Given the following matching expressions and contextual states, the table below depicts the order of state matches
that would occur. These state matching identifiers are matching the literal text "lineN" from the line where they are
expecting the text to be.


State Number of Lines Matching Matching Expressions


Single 1 single line
Defaults to line 1


<Identifier>single</Identifier>


Two 2 total lines 
relative to line number 2


<Identifier * *line2</Identifieline="2">
r>
<Identifier * *line3</Identifieline="3">
r>







Five 5 total lines
3 expressions
All relative to line 1


<Identifier
*line="1">*line1</Identifier>
<Identifier
*line="2">*line2</Identifier>
<Identifier
*line="5">*line5</Identifier>


Sample State Input Matching Order


line1 val1
line2 val2
line3 val3
single valstring
line1 val111
line2 val222
line3 val333
line4 val444
line5 val555


- starting at line2 val2Two
 - starting at single valstringSingle


Five *- starting at line1 val111 through line5 val555


 State Five doesn't match until the 5  input line*Note: th


because it requires line 5 to contain " " and the 1 line5 st


input line that matches the expression "line1" does not
have the correct number of lines between line1 and
line5 expressions.


single valstring
line1 val111
line2 val222
line3 val333
line4 val444
line5 val555


 - starting at single valsingSingle
 - starting at line1 val111Five


 State Two does not match because state FiveNote:
matches sooner in the input and consumes through
line5 val555.


single valstring
single valstring
line2 two
line3 three


 - Matches twice for the 1  two lines of inputSingle st


 - matches once for the 3  and 4  lines of inputTwo rd th


 State Five does not match because there isn'tNote:
enough lines to match "line5"


Dialog Variable


Dialogs can declare variables in each dialog state or globally for use throughout the dialog. Dialog variables are
used to hold parsed information or as placeholders for more complex algorithms. Each variable declaration has the
following syntax. Variables are declared in groups under the element tag "Variables." The scope or lifetime of the
variable is for the life of the states command plus the command context of any matching NextStates. A state must
be declared as a NextState of a parent state in order to have visibility to the variable. Compilation errors will occur if
a command uses a variable outside of scope.
Declaring Variables
Variables are declared using regular expressions and line number offsets. The expression can define a single
variable definition. Or a VariableGroup can be used to increase performance and define several variables which
may be in a single line of output.







diagram


used by elements 
Dialog State


annotation documentation


Set of variables available to the dialog state and all
subsiquent states executed after the state


element Variable


diagram


type extension of xs:string


used by element 
Variables


attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


name







xs:string
required 


documentation


unique name of this variable. The scope of this variable
is this state any any child states.


group
xs:integer


1 
documentation


group number in the regular expression matching that
identifies this variables value. The default group value
is (1) the first matching expression group.


type
variableType


value 
documentation


DASL variable type


default 
xs:string


<empty> 
documentation


default value if no parsing expression is specified


line
xs:integer


1 
documentation


Line number in output to retrieve this variable. The line
number is relative to the matching (Match->Identifier)
expression line numbers







annotation documentation


Variables associated with the dialog state


element Variable Group


diagram


used by element 
* Variables *


attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


line 
xs:integer


1 
documentation


Line number in output to retrieve this variable. The line
number is relative to the matching (Match->Identifier)
expression line numbers


annotation documentation


Container for a set of similarly parsed variables derived
from the same regular expression







attribute Variable name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


use 
required


annotation documentation


unique name of this variable


attribute Variable group


type xs:integer


properties isRef 
0


default 
1


annotation documentation


group number in the regular expression matching that
identifies this variables value


attribute Variable type


type restriction of xs:string


used by attributes 
* Variable/@type GroupVariable/@type *







facets enumeration 
value


enumeration 
xml


enumeration 
devserver


enumeration 
persisted


enumeration 
map


enumeration 
match


enumeration 
capture


annotation documentation


type of variables allowed in dialog variables and group
variables


attribute Variable default


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


default 
<empty>


annotation documentation


default value if no parsing expression is specified


attribute Variable line


type xs:integer







1.  


properties isRef 
0


default 
0


annotation documentation


The lineLine number in output to retrieve this variable. 
number is relative to the matching expression line
numbers


Figure 10 Dialog Variable Schema


The XML elements and attributes have the following meaning. The "name" attribute is the only required attribute for
the variable declaration. By default all variables are of type value variable which can serve as either a string or
integer and default to an empty string or zero (0).


Attribute/
Element


Meaning


Element contents The contents of this element define the regular
expression used to parse the value for the variable.
This variable expression may have multiple grouping
patterns as defined by sets of parenthesis "()"


group This is an integer value specifying which group match
should be assigned to the variable. The group 0 defines
all of the matching text in the expression. The group


1-n defines the 1  - Nth matching group.st


name The name of the variable. This name must conform to
the DASL identifier syntax and must be unique per
dialog state.


type This is a DASL data type. The most common types are
value, or xml but any data type will be accepted
including snmp, file, remotefile etc.


default This is the initialized value for the variable.


line This is the CLI input line from which to parse the
variable information. If specified as 0 (zero) the variable
will be parsed from all available lines. This value is not
used in the global variable declarations.


**The grouping numbers go from left to right and outer most to inner most patterns. For example "(()) () (())"
would be identified in this order "1(2()) 3() 4(5())"







*


Example Dialog Variables


This example shows the required elements for a dialog variable declaration. The dialog variables declared inside the
dialog declaration are global; whereas the ones declared within a state body are scoped to the dialog state and any
of its child states.


This first example shows two value variables declared. The variable named "ruleNumber" is a value type which can
be used as either an integer or a string. The variable named "var1" is declared as an XML type, which will default to
the string "<mydefault></mydefault>"


 
Figure 11 Global Variable Declaration Schema


This example shows two XML variables declared using the expression and constructor elements. The variable will
get the value for the XML contents from the parsed information. For example the SourceIP variable will be set to the
value "<SourceIP>[  ]</SourceIP>" where "[  ]" will be substituted when theParsed Expression Parsed Expression
state is run and the variable extracted.


 
Figure 12 State Variable Declarations Example


Object Association


The dialog state can be marked to associate an object instance with the state being executed. This state will create
and make available the object instance to the state and the repository management system. The operations and
uses for the object instances are defined in the  . The special built in variable OBJ willDialog Model Specification
contain the variable context created for the dialog state, which may be assigned to an object variable in the state
command and manipulated or recreated. The Dialog Object element has the following schema.
Using this element in the XML state definition, the dialog will create or retrieve from the repository the named
instances and update them in memory. The user can either get a handle to these objects via the OBJ built-in
variable or leave them in the repository for future states and execution. Once in the repository, all objects are
referential from their class name and RDN. Look at the specification  for more informationDevice Model Specification
on the repository operations and class configuration within the repository.


element Object







diagram


used by element 
 State







attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


class
xs:string
required 


documentation


Literal class name or variable holding the name of the
class. Classes can be static values or values defined in
$VARIABLE or @Class:RDN.variable sytnax


rdn 
xs:string
required 


documentation


Relatively distingusing name of the object or variable
($variable) holding the name of the object


autocreate
*autoCreate *


always 
documentation


When to instantiate the object relative to the execution
of the state commands. Determines if and when a
dialog creates an object in the data repository.


annotation documentation


Object declaration for which the dialog state is parsing
or using to extract data


attribute Object class







type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


use 
required


annotation documentation


Literal class name or variable holding the name of the
class


attribute Object rdn


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


use 
required


annotation documentation


Relatively distinguishing name of the object or variable
holding the name of the object


attribute Object autocreate


type autoCreate


properties isRef 
0


default 
always







facets enumeration 
always


enumeration 
after


enumeration 
never


annotation documentation


When to instantiate the object relative to the execution
of the state commands


 element Relationship
The Relationship element defines any related objects to be associated to the defined instance. The definition and
object relationship are expressed as the name of the classification of the object and the Relatively Distinguishing
Name (RDN) for the objects. The RDN is always expressed as the name of the variable being parsed which defines
the object RDN. For example, if the variable "ifName" was being parsed for an interface the RDN would simply be
"ifName."


diagram


used by element 
 Object







attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
annotation


relate 
xs:string


containedIn 
documentation


Relationship name to the object. This defines an
automatically established relationship with the named
class and rdn. The default "containedIn" relationship
applies if not specified.


class 
xs:string
required 


documentation


Literal class name of the object or variable holding the
name of the class. This may be subsituted with the
$Variable name to dereference the class name
designation for the related object.


rdn
xs:string
required 


documentation


Relatively distingusing name of the object or a variable
($variable) holding the name of the object.


annotation documentation


Relationship between the states declared object and
some other object in the data model. The related object
should of already been declared and instantiated







attribute Relationship relate


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


default 
containedIn


annotation documentation


Relationship name to the object


attribute Relationship class


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


use 
required


annotation documentation


Literal class name of the object or variable holding the
name of the class


attribute Relationship rdn


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


use 
required







annotation documentation


Relatively distingusing name of the object or a variable
holding the name of the object


Figure 13 Object Association and Relationships Schema


The XML attributes of the Dialog Object and Relationship the following meaning.


Attributes/Elements Meaning


relate This is the keyword from the database extension
"relationship" definition. The relationship defines a
relationship key word and opposite relationship pair
that can be used to associate arbitrary object
instances. The most common relationship is contains
and containedIn.


class This is the name of the class as defined in the
database extensions.


rdn This is the name of a variable holding the Relatively
Distinguishing Name (RDN) of the object to create or
relate.


autocreate If set to never, the object will  be creatednot
automatically when this state is entered. Look at the
definition for the autoCreate simple type for more
information


Example Object Association


The following example shows a single dialog state that identifies itself as a state parsing an " "AccessListRule
object. This Access List Rule is identified by the RND named in the variable " ." The Dialog Object alsoruleNumber
defines a " " relationship to an " ."containedIn AccessList
The object the "  " is contained in is identified by the RDN named in the variable " ." TheAccessListRule accessListId
"  " is not declared as a "Variable" in this dialog state, and is processed by the parent state parsing the " accessListId







 ." Since the "  " attribute is  set to false, the object named by the access list will be createdAccessList auto create not
when this state is identified and the variables are parsed for the state.


State Commands


The purpose of the state command is to issue a textual command, perform algorithms or data transformations, and
to elicit a response from the device for the operation or data for the dialog. The dialog command can be expressed
in plain ASCII text, or created using variables and text combinations. In addition, the dialog command can issue
DASL statements performing many operations. Each dialog state executes its command payload based on the type
of command assigned to that definition. If either dasl or send text types are used the DASL compiler will compile the
code and report any errors. The errors report the state and line number of the problem so that you may correct the
syntax of the command. 


element Command


diagram


type extension of xs:string







properties content 
complex


used by elements 
State InitialState


attributes Name 
Type 
Use 
Default 
Fixed 
annotation


type
commandType


text 


documentation


Type of device command being issued or data source
for the command output


annotation documentation


Command or variables producing output to validate
against next states


attribute Command type


type commandType


properties isRef 
0


default 
text







facets enumeration 
dasl
DASL source code to be executed after variable
parsing


enumeration 
text
Literal text without quotes


enumeration 
send
Combinations of quoted text and variable expressions
("A"+x)


enumeration 
variable


This value will beA variable or object model reference. 
used to calculate the set of next steps.


annotation documentation


Type of device command being issued or data source
for the command output


Figure 14 State Command Schema


The XML elements and attributes have the following meaning.


Attributes Meaning


Command The contents of this element define the command
payload which may either be a textual command,
combinations of text and variables, or DASL script.


type This defines the payload command type. The four valid
types are text, send, dasl, and variable. See the
enumeration for the command types description.


Command Examples
This is a text type command. Notice the default type of text is assumed.


<Command>show version</Command>


This is a send type command. Notice the combination of strings and variables.
<Command type="send">"show interface"+ifName</Command>
This is a variable type command. Text is not sent to the device CLI rather the output of the state resolves to
the variable or model declaration.







This example shows a variable name noted by the $ sign.
<Command type="variable>$ifName</Command>
This example shows a modeled entity "Interface" named "Serial0"'s speed denoted by the @ sign.
<Command type="variable>@Interface:Serial0.speed </Command>
This is a DASL command. Notice the use of the DASL LOG built-in variable.
<Command type="dasl">LOG="Hello State";</Command>


Pseudo Code for DASL Dialogs


Pseudo Code for DASL Dialogs


Simplified Version


Execute CLI/commands to get input for State starting at Initial State


For every child states listed in the Next States do


Locate the 1  character that matches the Match Identifiers of the child state(s)st


While a Match Found


For the child state that has the lowest matching character do


Set the input buffer to start at the 1  matching line with this characterst


Parse and store all variables and properties identified by this state


Make the line AFTER the last parsed line the 1  line in the remaining input bufferst


If the Object is defined for this state and auto create == before


Create the Object using the Variables and Properties in scope


Execute the states CLI/commands to get input for State


If the Object is defined for this state and auto create == after


                Create the Object using the Variables and Properties in scope


If the state produces output (CLI or other) push this into the input buffer stack


                Use this input as the current input, create a stack of buffers


Recursively go to “For every child states listed in the Next States”


If this State is Contextual


Use Remaining Stack/Input and go to “à For every child state listed in the Next States”


If this State is Contextual


                Use remaining Input and go to “à For every child state listed in Next States”


Long Recursive Version







->Execute Dialog


Create global Variables


Current State == -> Process State (Initial State)


While Current State identified


                Adjust Buffer to begin at State’s 1  Identified Linest


                Current State == -> Process State (Current State)


->Process State


Create and Parse State’s Variables from Input Buffer Stack (if supplied)


State’s Remaining Buffer == the line just  the last line of Input Buffer containing  parsed variableafter any


If the Object is defined for this state and auto create == before


Create the Object using the Variables and Properties in scope


Execute the states CLI/commands to get input for State


If the Object is defined for this state and auto create == after


                Create the Object using the Variables and Properties in scope


If the command or CLI produced output


For Every Child State do


Get 1  Matching Identified character position in Input Bufferst


If found a Match Identifier


Create a New Input Buffer Stack for “Remaining Buffer”


Next State == State with lowest Match Identifier character in New Input Buffer


While Next State identified


Next State == --> Process State (Next State)


If No Identified Next State AND Next State is Contextual AND stack EMPTY


                Next State --> Process State Remainder (Next State)


Else If Current State is Contextual


Next State --> Process State Remainder (Current State)


Return Next State


-> Process State Remainder







Next State == State with lowest Match Identifier character in Input Buffer


Destroy any State and Variables that are Children of this State


If Next State is NOT identified and Input Stack had remaining Input Buffers


Pop Input Buffer Stack


Next State == State with lowest Match Identifier character in Input Buffer


Return Next State


Example Pseudo Run of Dialog


Dialog Structure


Initial State (Contextual) -> Next States == a, b, and c


State a (Contextual) -> Next States == x, y, z


State z (NOT contextual) -> Next State = n


Possible State Transitions


Initial -> a


Initial -> b


Initial -> c


a -> x


a -> y


a -> z


z -> n


b, c, x, y, and n -> EMPTY/NULL next state


 


 


Example Pseudo Run


Initial state gets some input


Next states = a, b, c


    State (a) matches (and has some left-over input)


        State a produced some additional input


        Use this input to match next states = x, y, z







        State z matches (got some left-over input from a)


        Run state z and no more state was returned as a result of running z


        If state z was contextual


            Repeat z children test with remainder while state n matches remainder of a


        Else state a produced no additional output


                If initial state was contextual


                                Repeat with remainder while a, b, c match remainder


Given the States -> Produced Output


Initial->a,b,a,x  == states a, b, a, and by virtue of being a followed by a (in context of a), also x


a run 1 -> z,x,n == states z, and x (n isn’t matched because z produced no output and isn’t contextual)


a run 2 -> n,x,n == state x only (same reason as above because z produced no output and not context)


Such that the total sum of input was:


a


b


z


x


n


a


n


x


n


x


Yields States in Order


a – matched by initial state


z, x --  matched by contextual z and x by 1  run output of ast


b,a – matched by initial state contextually


x – matched on 2  run of state and


x – matched by initial state contextually via a->x







Interesting Bleed Over on Context


Given the linking of the initial state to state n (in addition to state z) and using the same output, state n will be
matched as being a contextual child of the initial state.  This occurs even though the output for n was produced by
state a.  This means two things.  One that any parent contextual state will identify its children’s output contextually. 
And secondly, that the parent state takes priority over a child contextual state such as “a” or “z” when identifying n.


The new state diagram would look like the following.


Dialog Sample Output from State N and Initial State Linked


30759-387766544: Dialog test started.


30759-387766544: --------- >[a] @ offset #1 ------------ test:[initial]


30759-387766544: --------- ---------- test:[a] preload context @ offset #4 -


30759-387766544: 1:a


30759-387766544: --------- >[z] @ offset #1 ------------ test:[a]


30759-387766544: 1:z


30759-387766544: --------- >[n] @ offset #0 ------------ test:[initial]


30759-387766544: 1:n


30759-387766544: --------- >[b] @ offset #0 ------------ test:[initial]


30759-387766544: 1:b


30759-387766544: --------- >[a] (context) ------------ test:[initial]


…


Device Package Definition


This document describes the schema that enforces the XML structure used by the device package definition file.
This document describes the uses for each element and corresponding application behaviors that change as the
result of modification or addition of elements to the XML document. Changes to the XML document should be done
with caution as invalid XML or incorrect configuration will result in an unusable configuration and may cut-off access
to key features or device classes within the application.


Schema DevicePackage.xsd


The device package schema defines the XML structure used to define the capabilities of a Voyence Control device
driver. The schema and XML files are installed on the application server and the device server. The application
reads the XML file on startup to determine the file set, mechanisms, and additional operations the device class is
capable of supporting. The User Interface (UI) definitions as well as the UI operations are driven from the
information contained in the device package definition XML file. This XML file representing the driver must be
installed under the directory $VOYENCE_HOME/pkgxml/<Driver Name>/<DriverName>Package.pkg. The directory
location and ".pkg" extension are required for the system to read the device package and driver. If the package XML
file is changed the Voyence Control services and UI must be restarted to make them take effect. Both the
application services and device server services must be restarted after making changes to any Device Package
Definition file.







schema location: *$VOYENCE_HOME\XML\XSD\DevicePackage.xsd


attribute form default: xs:string


element form default: xs:string


Table of Contents


Element Definitions


Categories Category ConfigEditConstraint


ConfigurationMask ConfigurationUnits Destination


Destinations DeviceCommand DeviceCredentials


DevicePackage DeviceType File


FileName HighestPrivilegeLevel IfType


IfTypeMapping ImageTypes IntegrityCheck


IntegrityChecks LowestPrivilegeLevel Mask


Mechanism Mechanisms Operation


Options OSUpgrade Param


PartitionMasks PartitionType PartitionTypes


PostOperations PushMechanisms RegExPattern


SnmpInterfaceMapping SupportedCommands SyncState


Termlet TransferMechanism TransferMechanisms


UpdateOptions ValidPrivilegeLevels Vendor


Simple Type and Enumerations


enumContentType enumCUType enumIANAIfType


enumMechanismType enumMechanismNameType enumQCParamType


enumTechnologyType enumTransferMechanism  







element DevicePackage
The device package element is the starting node for the device package. Each device package file should contain
only one device package definition.







diagram







properties content 
complex


children Vendor DeviceType Mechanisms DeviceCredentials
SnmpInterfaceMapping SupportedCommands Dasl
et Termlet Categories Destination OSUpgrade Phys
icalHardware SyncState PostOperations Configurat
ionUnits


attributes description 
 xs:string


required 
Description of this package not currently used
id 


 xs:long
required 
This identifier must match the dasl driver identifier for
the device driver


annotation Defines the device class capabilities and commands


attribute DevicePackage/@description


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Description of this package not currently used


attribute DevicePackage/@id
DASL driver identifiers are assigned by Voyence. If you require a DASL device driver ID contact Voyence support
for an assigned identifier that will be unique.


type xs:long


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation This identifier must match the DASL driver identifier for
the device driver


element DevicePackage/Daslet







diagram


properties isRef 
0
content 
complex


attributes supported 
 xs:boolean


annotation A boolean indicating the device package supports
DASLlets


attribute DevicePackage/Daslet/@supported
If true, this driver will support DASLlet execution.


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


element DeviceType
The device type may be any of the following values:


deviceType.other
deviceType.hub
deviceType.switch
deviceType.router
deviceType.vpnconcentrator
deviceType.atmSwitch
deviceType.firewall
deviceType.wirelessAp
deviceType.layer3switch
deviceType.contentCache
deviceType.loadBalancer


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true







used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Specifies if it is a router or switch, etc.


element Vendor


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


used by element 
DevicePackage


attributes id 
 xs:string


required 
Machine ID of the Vendor such as CISCO or NORTEL


annotation Human readable description of the vendor as seen in
the device workspace


attribute Vendor/@id
This identifier serves as a key for the vendor class of device.


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Machine interpreted ID of the Vendor such as CISCO
or NORTEL


element Categories


Categories identify files that are alike. Similar files use categories to define the qualities that make up the file set.
The category determines if the file is binary or text and the regular expressions used to determine the lines of text to
ignore or remove from configuration files.







diagram


properties content 
complex


children Category


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation List of Category


element Category


diagram


properties content 
complex


children ConfigurationMask Interpreters ContentFilters







used by element 
Categories


attributes name 
 xs:string


required 


content-type 
enumContentType 
required 


viewable 
 xs:boolean


optional 
true


annotation A file category is defined as a well-defined set of
attribute value pairs that represent the characteristics
associated with the file content.


attribute Category/@name


This name is used when defining file configuration unit categories.


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


attribute Category/@content-type


type enumContentType


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


facets textenumeration 
binaryenumeration 


attribute Category/@viewable


If this value is false, the UI will not display the content of the configuration file. The file can be saved pushed and
rolled back but it is not viewable using a normal text editor such as the configuration or configlet editors.







type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
default 
true
use 
optional


element Category/Interpreters


diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded


annotation Assign an editor operation for configuration
interpretation to the configuration file. Currently not
used.


element Category/ContentFilters







diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
1
content 
complex


children IgnoreLineRegex IgnoreConfigRegex IgnoreSyncR
egex RemoveLineRegex


annotation The regular expressions are used for post processing
the pulled configuration. These values are used by
Device Services only.


element Category/ContentFilters/IgnoreLineRegex


diagram


type xs:string







properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
simple


annotation Ignore the matching lines when comparing revisions
and files.


element Category/ContentFilters/IgnoreConfigRegex


diagram


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
simple


annotation Multi-line regular expression that does the same thing
as IgnoreLine


element Category/ContentFilters/IgnoreSyncRegex


diagram


type xs:string







properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
simple


annotation Sorts and ignores differences in relative order between
revisions and sync pairs.


element Category/ContentFilters/RemoveLineRegex


diagram


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
simple


annotation Lines matching these expressions will be removed from
the configuration and not stored in the application
repository. These matching lines will not be used to
detect configuration changes in our out-of-sync
conditions.


element ConfigurationMask


These masks are UI masks only. They are applied by the UI when sensitive information is edited by unauthorized
users. If the user does not have view passwords permissions on the device or network the matching regular
expressions are replaced by hash codes known by the application.







diagram


properties content 
complex


children RegExPattern


used by element 
Category


annotation List of masks that needs to be applied to the
configuration before display


element RegExPattern


The contents of the element should be enclosed in a CDATA section to avoid any parsing of the syntactical
elements of the regular expression as XML. Since this RegExPattern element could be used in several different
contexts, the application of the RegExPattern as well as any special requirements of the pattern (grouping, etc...)
are specified in the parent element descriptions.


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


used by element 
ConfigurationMask


annotation Regular expression whose matching groups are
removed for non-admin users by UI display


element ConfigurationUnits


Configuration units define the basic building blocks of the device configuration. The configuration unit is a generic
term that describes a file or configuration setting that can be captured from the device. The set of configuration units
can be adjusted by users in the given set provided by Voyence Control.







diagram


properties content 
complex


children ConfigurationUnit


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Comment describing your root element


element ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit







diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
1
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex







children File Interfaces SystemProperties AccessControlLis
ts FSInformation Routes Identity ARPTable VLANs 
OSPFSettings CAMTable Keys VLANTrunkProtocol 
PhysicalHardware Memory PullMechanisms Depen
dencies Destinations


attributes cuid 
 xs:string


required 
This is the name of the instance as defined in the
package.This has to be unique within a package.
revisionable 


 xs:boolean
required 


type 
enumCUType 
required 
Interfaces,FSInformation,Memory - This is the same as
DCS first level elements.
snmp_supported 


 xs:boolean
required 


required-for-completeness 
 xs:boolean


optional 
Helps determine whether or not its inclusion/exclusion
will affect device state completeness. Optional -
absence will default the attribute to false in the model.
display-name 


 xs:string
optional 
Name of configuration unit as seen in the user
interface.


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@cuid


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation This is the name of the instance as defined in the
package.This has to be unique within a package.


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@revisionable







If set to true, the configuration unit will be versioned in the repository. If unset or set to false, the configuration unit
will appear as additional data in the device properties but will not be revisioned.


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@type


The configuration unit type tells the application services how to handle the unit. This type must match predefined
types in the enumeration.


type enumCUType


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


facets Interfacesenumeration 
ConfigFileenumeration 
SystemPropertiesenumeration 
AccessControlListsenumeration 
FSInformationenumeration 
Routesenumeration 
Identityenumeration 
ARPTableenumeration 
OSPFSettingsenumeration 
CAMTableenumeration 
Keysenumeration 
VLANsenumeration 
VLANTrunkProtocolenumeration 
PhysicalHardwareenumeration 
Memoryenumeration 
Securityenumeration 
Softwareenumeration 
Servicesenumeration 


annotation Interfaces,FSInformation,Memory - This is the same as
DCS first level elements.


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@snmp_supported


When SNMP is not supported this value should be false or undefined. The presence of a true value indicates this
configuration unit is capable of being managed via SNMP. A true value does not indicate the configuration can be
managed via SNMP. SNMP alone is implied only when additional Mechanisms are not specified.







type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@required-for-completeness


Any optional configuration unit must return a DASL error condition of File not Found if the optional information can
not be managed. Returning the "File not Found" error code differentiates between an error condition managing the
configuration unit from the optional information not being present.


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Helps determine whether or not its inclusion/exclusion
will affect device state completeness. Optional -
absence will default the attribute to false in the model.


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@display-name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Name of configuration unit as seen in the user
interface.


element ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/PullMechanisms


These are the mechanisms which can be used to manage retrieval of the configuration unit. These mechanisms
may be used in conjunction with SNMP when the snmp-enabled flag is set to true.


diagram







properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
1
content 
complex


children PullMechanism


element ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/PullMechanisms/PullMechanism


diagram


type extension of enumMechanismType


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
1
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


facets 1enumeration 
2enumeration 
3enumeration 
4enumeration 
5enumeration 
6enumeration 
7enumeration 
8enumeration 
9enumeration 
10enumeration 


attributes default 
 xs:boolean


annotation Mechanism available for pulling the configuration unit.


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/PullMechanisms/PullMechanism/@default


Indicates this Mechanism is the default for the configuration unit if no other mechanism is available or configured.







Only one mechanism should be marked as default.


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


element ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/Dependencies


This section establishes and dependencies hierarchy between configuration units. Configuration units which depend
on others will be be pulled with the configuration units they depend on. For example, if interfaces depend on the
running configuration, any attempt to pull interfaces will also pull the running configuration.


diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


children Depends


element ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/Dependencies/Depends


diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
1
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


attributes cuid 
 xs:string


required 


attribute ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/Dependencies/Depends/@cuid







This must match the name of another configuration unit ID supported by this device package.


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


element Destinations


Destinations are used by File configuration units. The destination defines a logical target for push operations on the
device. The destination, mechanisms, and post operations are used when scheduling a configuration or configlet
push operation.


Note: only file type configuration units are capable of pushing in this release.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children DestRef


used by element 
ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit


annotation Set of destinations for a configuration unit.


element Destinations/DestRef







diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


attributes rollback 
 xs:boolean


optional 
Marks the default rollback destination
configlet-supported 


 xs:boolean
optional 
Makes this file type applicable to a configlet
name 


 xs:string
optional 
Name that identifies the destination.
default 


 xs:boolean
optional 
Marks the file destination as the default
display-name 


 xs:string
optional 
User friendly name. This value can actually be defined
as a file attribute using the $attribute notation.







annotation The name of the DestRef element refers to the
Destination name.


attribute Destinations/DestRef/@rollback


Only one destination can be marked for rollback. The rollback destination will chosen by default configuration
baseline changes are rolled back in the application.


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Marks the default rollback destination.


attribute Destinations/DestRef/@configlet-supported


Indicates the configuration unit can accept incremental changes to this destination using the same or similar syntax
as the configuration unit.


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Makes this file type applicable to a configlet.


attribute Destinations/DestRef/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Name that identifies the destination.


attribute Destinations/DestRef/@default


Only one configuration destination should be marked as default. This destination will be used by the UI by default for
the configuration unit.







type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Marks the file destination as the default


attribute Destinations/DestRef/@display-name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation User friendly name. This value can actually be defined
as a file attribute using the $attribute notation.


element Destination


diagram







properties content 
complex


children PostOperations PushMechanisms


used by element 
DevicePackage


attributes name 
 xs:string


optional 
User friendly description of the target
dynamic 


 xs:boolean
optional 
WTF
activation-required 


 xs:boolean
required 
Requires a specific activation to make this configuration
active. Without activating the configuration it may not
take effect.
display-name 


 xs:string
optional 
Name of configuration unit as seen in the user
interface.


annotation Identifies the target of a configuration unit push.


attribute Destination/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation User friendly description of the target.


attribute Destination/@dynamic


type xs:boolean







properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation WTF


attribute Destination/@activation-required


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Requires a specific activation to make this configuration
active. Without activating the configuration it may not
take effect.


attribute Destination/@display-name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Name of configuration unit as seen in the user
interface.


element SupportedCommands


This section defines the supported "Quick Commands" available within the application. These commands are
available from the right-click menu of the UI. The command must map directly to an available DASL driver function
entry point.


diagram


properties content 
complex







children DeviceCommand


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Lists the set of quick commands available for a device


element DeviceCommand


diagram


properties content 
complex


children Param


used by element 
SupportedCommands


attributes name 
 xs:ID


required 
The name of the DASL function entry point, also the
right-click menu item for the quick command.


annotation Supported device command for a particular package.


attribute DeviceCommand/@name


type xs:ID


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation The name of the DASL function entry point, also the
right-click menu item for the quick command.







element Param


diagram


properties content 
complex


used by element 
DeviceCommand


attributes name 
 xs:string


required 
Display name as prompted for in the quick command
dialog
type 
enumQCParamType 
required 
Type of the parameter to be validated by the UI such
as Integer, String, or IPAddress


annotation Parameter order for the device command is designated
by the ordering of the Param sequence.


attribute Param/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Display name as prompted for in the quick command
dialog


attribute Param/@type


type enumQCParamType







properties isRef 
0
use 
required


facets IpAddressenumeration 
Integerenumeration 
Textenumeration 
Stringenumeration 


annotation Type of the parameter to be validated by the UI such
as Integer, String, or IPAddress


element DeviceCredentials


Device credentials determines how privilege passwords will be discovered. It is also used to decide how privilege
passwords are used in the application when the system is set up in multi-level privilege password mode.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children ValidCredentialTypes ValidPrivilegeLevels Highest
PrivilegeLevel LowestPrivilegeLevel


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Describes level mode specific details.


element DeviceCredentials/ValidCredentialTypes







diagram


properties isRef 
0
content 
complex


children ValidCredentialType


element DeviceCredentials/ValidCredentialTypes/ValidCredentialType


diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
1
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


attributes cred-type 
 xs:string


Enumeration, not used now 
roll-supported 


 xs:boolean
Can the credential be rolled to a new credential.


annotation The type of credentials that can participate in a
credential update


attribute DeviceCredentials/ValidCredentialTypes/ValidCredentialType/@cred-type


type xs:string







properties isRef 
0


annotation Enumeration, not used now


attribute DeviceCredentials/ValidCredentialTypes/ValidCredentialType/@roll-supported


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


annotation Can the credential be rolled to a new credential?


element LowestPrivilegeLevel


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


used by element 
DeviceCredentials


annotation In Multilevel mode - defines the lowest priv level
example 1 for Cisco


element HighestPrivilegeLevel


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


used by element 
DeviceCredentials







annotation In Multilevel mode - defines the highest example 15 for
Cisco


element ValidPrivilegeLevels


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


used by element 
DeviceCredentials


annotation Valid device privilege level numbers used to discover
privilege passwords


element File


The File element defines a configuration file to be captured and pushed by the device driver. Each file element
defines the mechanisms and push target destinations available for each file. The File can be a single logical file or
represent a wild-card or expression depending on the driver implementation.







diagram


properties content 
complex


children Excludes


used by element 
ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit







attributes recurse 
 xs:boolean


required 
On a wildcard name, does the driver recurse into
sub-folders for additional files.
name 


 xs:string
required 
Name or wildcard for the file or set of files. This name is
expanded by the driver if needed.
primary 


 xs:boolean
required 
Primary file is opened by default and used for
backwards compatibility of API systems, which do not
know about multi-config. There may be multiple primary
files.
category-ref 


 xs:string
required 
Name of the category describing the file characteristics
activate-on-reload 


 xs:boolean
required 
If set to true, this file is active when the device reloads
or reboots. If the configuration is volatile this values
should be false. This value is only information at this
time.
default 


 xs:boolean
optional 
Marks the default file for a package. use TBD
rollback 


 xs:boolean
This file will participate in the rollback operation.


annotation The Configuration file that says how to push and any
group it belongs to etc. Attributes are name,
filegroupref, primary, categoryref,activateOnReload


attribute File/@recurse


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required







annotation On a wildcard name, does the driver recurse into
sub-folders for additional files.


attribute File/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Name or wildcard for the file or set of files. This name is
expanded by the driver if needed.


attribute File/@primary


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Primary file is opened by default and used for
backwards compatibility of API systems which do not
know about multi-config. There may be multiple primary
files.


attribute File/@category-ref


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Name of the category describing the file characteristics


attribute File/@activate-on-reload


type xs:boolean







properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation If set to true, this file is active when the device reloads
or reboots. If the configuration is volatile this values
should be false. This value is only information at this
time.


attribute File/@default


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Marks the default file for a package. use TBD


attribute File/@rollback


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


annotation This file will participate in the rollback operation.


element File/Excludes


diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
1
content 
complex







children Exclude


element File/Excludes/Exclude


diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded


annotation File name to exclude from this expanded file list
obtained per the filename when wildcarded. It is the
drivers responsibility to exclude files given in the list of
properties for the pull configuration file command.
These files must not appear in the set of files pulled by
the driver.


element SnmpInterfaceMapping


The SNMP interface mapping pecifies how interfaces are translated into Voyence Control. Generic interface types
are assigned to each interface type for the purposes of discovering and diagramming connections.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children IfTypeMapping


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Table of IANA IfTypes to interface technologies as
diagramed in the network topology







element IfTypeMapping


diagram


properties content 
complex


children IfType


used by element 
SnmpInterfaceMapping


attributes technologyType 
enumTechnologyType 
required 
Technology type used for the connection such as ATM
or FrameRelay


annotation A group of IfTypes


attribute IfTypeMapping/@technologyType


type enumTechnologyType


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


facets ethernet-csmacdenumeration 
frame-relayenumeration 
isdnenumeration 
pplenumeration 
atmenumeration 
tunnelenumeration 
loopbackenumeration 
otherenumeration 







annotation Technology type used for the connection such as ATM
or FrameRelay


element IfType


diagram


type enumIANAIfType


properties content 
simple


used by element 
IfTypeMapping


annotation Each technology type maps to list of if type numbers.
The types are the integer value as specified in RFC
1213's definition of ifType.


element Mechanisms


diagram


properties content 
complex


children Mechanism


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Valid set of mechanisms for each device class. These
mechanism must be defined for use by the device
package.


element Mechanism







diagram


type extension of enumMechanismNameType


properties content 
complex


used by element 
Mechanisms


facets SNMP/TFTPenumeration 
TELNETenumeration 
SSHenumeration 
OOBenumeration 
TELNET/FTPenumeration 
TELNET/TFTPenumeration 
SSH/FTPenumeration 
SSH/TFTPenumeration 
SSH/SCPenumeration 
HTTP/TFTPenumeration 


attributes snmp-required 
 xs:boolean


required 
Indicates SNMP must be enabled to use this
mechanism.
id 
enumMechanismType 
required 
ID number referenced in other push and pull
mechanisms.
default 


 xs:boolean
optional 
Default mechanism for the device class


annotation Describes a mechanism that is available to a device
package for one or more configuration units







attribute Mechanism/@snmp-required


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Indicates SNMP must be enabled to use this
mechanism.


attribute Mechanism/@id


type enumMechanismType


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


facets 1enumeration 
2enumeration 
3enumeration 
4enumeration 
5enumeration 
6enumeration 
7enumeration 
8enumeration 
9enumeration 
10enumeration 


annotation ID number referenced in other push and pull
mechanisms.


attribute Mechanism/@default


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Default mechanism for the device class.


element OSUpgrade







The majority of the options for OS Manager are driven from the information in this section. This section describes
the options, mechanisms, and available destinations for the device driver.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children PartitionTypes ImageTypes UpdateOptions Partitio
nMasks TransferMechanisms IntegrityChecks


used by element 
DevicePackage


attributes supported 
 xs:boolean


required 
If true, OS upgrades are supported for this device
class.


annotation Describes the ability of the devices operating system to
be upgraded


attribute OSUpgrade/@supported







type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation If true, OS upgrades are supported for this device
class.


element ImageTypes


Each image type defines an OS target format. This format can be used by the driver to while installing the image
type. This typically defines any special function needed to get the image ready to install such as decompression or
conversion commands required by the device. These are different types of images that will be required at the time of
OS upgrade. This information will be used in the OS inventory screen where the Image types are populated based
on the device class that is chosen. The default partition type determines the default partition, in order, that will be
selected for the user if they do not specify a target location.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children ImageType


used by element 
OSUpgrade


annotation OS UPgrade image types


element IntegrityChecks


Additional checks define the verification checks that may be performed on each image file after it is downloaded to
the device. If defined, every image file will have an associated validation check when presented to the driver during
installation.


diagram


properties content 
complex







children IntegrityCheck


used by element 
OSUpgrade


annotation OS UPgrade validation


element IntegrityCheck


diagram


properties content 
complex


used by element 
IntegrityChecks


attributes name 
 xs:string


required 
Name of the test. This value should correlate with the
OS inventory information.


annotation OS UPgrade device specific integrity check for OS
image files


attribute IntegrityCheck/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Name of the test. This value should correlate with the
OS inventory information.


element Mask







diagram


properties content 
complex


used by element 
PartitionMasks


attributes value 
 xs:string


required 
Name of partition


annotation OS UPgrade filter


attribute Mask/@value


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Name of partition


element PartitionMasks


These are partitions on the device that are not relevant for OS upgrade. These partitions will not be selectable
targets for OS upgrades.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children Mask


used by element 
OSUpgrade







annotation Partitions that will not be considered for OS upgrade


element UpdateOptions


Each update option will be present on the OS update dialog. These options are defined by pull-down options
containing each possible value. These values are passed to the driver for use during the upgrade. These define the
various options that are required to perform an OS upgrade. A default value is already defined and the user can
change it by choosing one of "possible values". Here are some of the standard options and their meanings. Try to
reuse these options for consistency if they apply to the device.


Allow reformatting – Format/Erase If Needed - No
Backup Old Image – Backup current Image - No
Cleanup old Image – Delete Old Image After Upgrade - Yes
Free Space if required – Delete/Squeeze if Required - No
Reboot After Upgrade – Reboot After Upgrade - No


diagram


properties content 
complex


children Options


used by element 
OSUpgrade


annotation Package custom list of options that can be set for an
OS upgrade


element Options


diagram


properties content 
complex







used by element 
UpdateOptions


attributes possible-values 
 xs:string


required 
comma separated list of values for this option
name 


 xs:string
required 
Name of the option
default 


 xs:string
required 
Default value if not selected


annotation Option value available for OS upgrades


attribute Options/@possible-values


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation comma separated list of values for this option


attribute Options/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Name of the option


attribute Options/@default


type xs:string







properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Default value if not selected


element PartitionTypes


Each partition type defines a file system format. This format can be used by the driver to verify the file system types
supported by this device. The name defines a text string defining the partition types. These describe the different
partition types for the device class in question. The partition type information is determined at the time of pulling the
file system information and will be used at the time of the OS Upgrade.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children PartitionType


used by element 
OSUpgrade


annotation List of partition types for the device


element PartitionType


diagram


properties content 
complex


used by element 
PartitionTypes







attributes name 
 xs:string


required 
User description for the type of file system. These types
are defined in the Configuration State FSInfo


annotation Identifier for the type of partition


attribute PartitionType/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation User description for the type of file system. These types
are defined in the Configuration State FSInfo


element TransferMechanisms


diagram


properties content 
complex


children TransferMechanism


used by element 
OSUpgrade


annotation Defines thee different mechanisms that can be used to
transfer OS Images to a device.


element TransferMechanism


diagram







properties content 
complex


used by element 
TransferMechanisms


attributes name 
enumTransferMechanism 
required 
Supported transfer mechanism
options 


 xs:string
optional 


annotation Protocol available to transfer the image or file to the
device.


attribute TransferMechanism/@name


type enumTransferMechanism


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


facets FTPenumeration 
SCPenumeration 
TFTPenumeration 


annotation Supported transfer mechanism name


attribute TransferMechanism/@options


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


element PostOperations







diagram


properties content 
complex


children Operation


used by elements 
Destination DevicePackage


annotation Set of operations that are done after a configuration
update


element Operation


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


used by element 
PostOperations







attributes name 
 xs:string


required 
Name of DASL operation that handles the device
operation.
default 


 xs:boolean
required 
Default operation type used where there may not be
user involvement.
rollback 


 xs:boolean
Default operation to be done with rollback operation
display-name 


 xs:string
optional 
Name of configuration unit as seen in the user
interface.


annotation Describes an additional operation that can happen after
a configuration change.


attribute Operation/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Name of DASL operation that handles the device
operation.


attribute Operation/@default


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Default operation type used where there may not be
user involvement.


attribute Operation/@rollback







type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


annotation Default operation to be done with rollback operation.


attribute Operation/@display-name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Name of configuration unit as seen in the user
interface.


element PushMechanisms


diagram


properties content 
complex
mixed 
true


children PushMechanism


used by element 
Destination


annotation Set of push destinations for configuration units


element PushMechanisms/PushMechanism







diagram


type extension of enumMechanismType


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


facets 1enumeration 
2enumeration 
3enumeration 
4enumeration 
5enumeration 
6enumeration 
7enumeration 
8enumeration 
9enumeration 
10enumeration 


attributes default 
 xs:boolean


optional 
Default push mechanism
rollback 


 xs:boolean
Default rollback push mechanism


annotation Valid push mechanism for this destination.


attribute PushMechanisms/PushMechanism/@default


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional







annotation Default push mechanism


attribute PushMechanisms/PushMechanism/@rollback


type xs:boolean


properties isRef 
0


annotation Default rollback push mechanism


element SyncState


The SyncState element defines groups of files representing configurations that can be synchronized on the device.
When synchronization pairs are not not the same an out-of-sync indicator will be displayed on the UI. An associated
resynchronize operation can be coded in the device driver to restore synchronization between the files using device
specific operations.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children FilePairs


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Files compared to determine device consistency


element SyncState/FilePairs







diagram


properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


children FileName


attributes pair-name 
 xs:string


required 
Description of the sync pair


annotation Defines set of files that can be compared with each
other. When these files do compare equal the device is
considered to be out-of-sync.


attribute SyncState/FilePairs/@pair-name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
required


annotation Description of the sync pair


element FileName


diagram







used by element 
SyncState/FilePairs


annotation The name corresponds to the name of the file


element Termlet


Defines the ability and locations for terminal configuration operations for the device.


diagram


properties content 
complex


children TermletDestRef


used by element 
DevicePackage


annotation Node holding termlet destinations


element Termlet/TermletDestRef


diagram







properties isRef 
0
minOcc 
0
maxOcc 
unbounded
content 
complex


attributes display-name 
 xs:string


optional 
Name describing the device terminology for the termlet.
For example bcc, or user, or enable mode.
name 


 xs:string
termlet-priv or termlet-user used by application to
determine if this is a user or a privilege mode termlet.
default 


 xs:boolean
marks the default termlet type for the UI selection


attribute Termlet/TermletDestRef/@display-name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0
use 
optional


annotation Name describing the device terminology for the termlet.
For example bcc, or user, or enable mode.


attribute Termlet/TermletDestRef/@name


type xs:string


properties isRef 
0


annotation termlet-priv or termlet-user used by application to
determine if this is a user or a privilege mode termlet.


attribute Termlet/TermletDestRef/@default


type xs:boolean







properties isRef 
0


annotation marks the default termlet type for the UI selection


Enumerations


These standard enumerations are well known and provide consistency for the device package and DASL driver
interface.


simpleType enumContentType


type restriction of xs:string


used by attribute 
Category/@content-type


facets textenumeration 
binaryenumeration 


annotation File category content types


simpleType enumCUType


type restriction of xs:string


used by attribute 
ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/@type


facets Interfacesenumeration 
ConfigFileenumeration 
SystemPropertiesenumeration 
AccessControlListsenumeration 
FSInformationenumeration 
Routesenumeration 
Identityenumeration 
ARPTableenumeration 
OSPFSettingsenumeration 
CAMTableenumeration 
Keysenumeration 
VLANsenumeration 
VLANTrunkProtocolenumeration 
PhysicalHardwareenumeration 
Memoryenumeration 
Securityenumeration 
Softwareenumeration 
Servicesenumeration 







annotation Configuration Unit types


simpleType enumIANAIfType


type restriction of xs:integer


used by element 
IfType


facets 1enumeration 
2enumeration 
3enumeration 
4enumeration 
5enumeration 
6enumeration 
7enumeration 
8enumeration 
9enumeration 
10enumeration 
11enumeration 
12enumeration 
13enumeration 
14enumeration 
15enumeration 
16enumeration 
17enumeration 
18enumeration 
19enumeration 
20enumeration 
21enumeration 
22enumeration 
23enumeration 
24enumeration 
25enumeration 
26enumeration 
27enumeration 
28enumeration 
29enumeration 
30enumeration 
31enumeration 
32enumeration 
33enumeration 
34enumeration 
35enumeration 
36enumeration 
37enumeration 
38enumeration 
39enumeration 
40enumeration 
41enumeration 
42enumeration 







43enumeration 
44enumeration 
45enumeration 
46enumeration 
47enumeration 
48enumeration 
49enumeration 
50enumeration 
51enumeration 
52enumeration 
53enumeration 
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annotation the IANAifType Textual Convention, and thus the
enumerated values of the ifType object defined in
MIB-II's ifTable


simpleType enumMechanismNameType


type restriction of xs:string


used by element 
Mechanism


facets SNMP/TFTPenumeration 
TELNETenumeration 
SSHenumeration 
OOBenumeration 
TELNET/FTPenumeration 
TELNET/TFTPenumeration 
SSH/FTPenumeration 
SSH/TFTPenumeration 
SSH/SCPenumeration 
HTTP/TFTPenumeration 


annotation Mechanism names


simpleType enumMechanismType


type restriction of xs:integer


used by elements 
ConfigurationUnits/ConfigurationUnit/PullMechanis
ms/PullMechanism PushMechanisms/PushMechani
sm 
attribute 
Mechanism/@id


facets 1enumeration 
2enumeration 
3enumeration 
4enumeration 
5enumeration 
6enumeration 
7enumeration 
8enumeration 
9enumeration 
10enumeration 







annotation Mechanism identifiers


simpleType enumQCParamType


type restriction of xs:string


used by attribute 
Param/@type


facets IpAddressenumeration 
Integerenumeration 
Textenumeration 
Stringenumeration 


annotation Quick Command parameter types


simpleType enumTechnologyType


type restriction of xs:string


used by attribute 
IfTypeMapping/@technologyType


facets ethernet-csmacdenumeration 
frame-relayenumeration 
isdnenumeration 
pplenumeration 
atmenumeration 
tunnelenumeration 
loopbackenumeration 
otherenumeration 


annotation Interface connection technology types


simpleType enumTransferMechanism


type restriction of xs:string


used by attribute 
TransferMechanism/@name


facets FTPenumeration 
SCPenumeration 
TFTPenumeration 


annotation Valid file transfer mechanism names used by OS
upgrade







1.  


2.  
3.  


4.  


Language Defined Library


Standard DASL Library Routines


This section discusses the expected syntax of standard, user-defined functions. These are the user-defined
functions that can be specified in a device driver. These functions are written in DASL and can be included using the
stdlib include files.


cutthru


Parameter Name Meaning


enableMode Should the cut-thru be in enable (privileged) mode or
not? TRUE means privileged mode.


username Name of the user (login name) that is requesting this
cutthru. This parameter should be passed directly to
setupCutThru built-in function.


comment User provided comment as to why they are performing
the cut-thru. This parameter should be passed directly
to setupCutThru built-in function.


retVal Port # the cut-thru is setup on.


Note: use of the method stdCutThru is encouraged to perform the requested action, but is not required. See
the stdCutThru fucnction.


This routine requests the user setup a cut-thru and return the port number the cut-thru exists on. This routine should
perform the following actions:


Call telnetConnect, sshConnect, and/or modemConnect (depending on the value of the cutthrough
mechanism setup in the application).
Complete any login required to begin talking to the device.
If enableMode is true, perform any device negotiation necessary in order for the session to be in a privileged
user mode.
Call setupCutThru with the established session. The value returned from setupCutThru should be stored as
the return value of this script.


discoverDevice


Parameter Name Meaning







session Optional session established by auto discovery for use
by terminal discovery. When doing terminal discovery
this session identifier will be filled in with a
non-negative session identifier


retVal None


This routine is executed during the device discovery process. It must determine if this device can be managed by
this driver or not. If it can be, then it must make exactly one call to the routine foundDevice. If it cannot manage this
device, then it should return without ever calling foundDevice. The return value is ignored for the function by auto
discovery. This routine should not use the ERROR builtin variable or throw any uncaught ERROR conditions as
doing so will result in a reconnection to the device, slowing down the discovery process.


Note: This routine does not have access to device-object variables. Any attempt to read or set device-object
variables will result in unexpected results (invalid values). Device-object variables can be set in the
updateDevice routine during auto discovery, as desired.


deviceEvent


Parameter Name Meaning


eventType A string containing either "snmp" or "syslog".


eventMsg A string containing the event message (see below).


eventSubMsg A string containing the sub message (see below).


retVal None


The deviceEvent method is uses only when XML configuration files can not be processed. These files are present in
the VOYENCE_HOME/package/pkgxml/<Driver> directories. If the XML configuratio is not present, the deviceEvent
method is called anytime a SYSLOG or SNMP TRAP event occurs to the specified device. The eventType
parameter contains the string "snmp" or "syslog" depending on the event type that called this function.


For SYSLOG events, eventMsg contains the SYSLOG message itself that was sent from the device. The
eventSubMsg contains "" and is not used.
For SNMP TRAP events, eventMsg contains the OID for the TRAP message itself. The eventSubMsg
contains a new line separated list of sub-trap OIDs and sub-trap values. For instance, if the SNMP TRAP
payload returned specify:
.1.3.6.1.4.2 = 2
.1.3.6.1.4.3 = 4
.1.3.6.1.4.1 = 3
Then the eventSubMsg value will contain:
.1.3.6.1.4.2
2
.1.3.6.1.4.3
4
.1.3.6.1.4.1
3







This string can be parsed by using the countLines() and getLineNum() built-in functions. Notice that
countLines will always return an even number, and that all even indexes to getLineNum will return OIDs,
while all odd indexes to getLineNum will return values.
Typically, the ultimate action of a call to devEvent is for this function to make a call to the configChanged
built-in function. This function causes a "PULL" of the configuration in the device to occur. 


initialize


Parameter Name Meaning


retVal None


This routine is called before any other functions are called in a driver. This routine is optional and if not present then
it is treated as an "empty" function. This routine can be used to perform one-time initializations. This routine can be
called at any point in time, and it should not overwrite or reset state variables stored at the object scope, that have
been previously initialized.


A good use for the initialize function is to initialize object variables that have never been previously set. This can
happen when, for instance, a new object variable is added to a DASL driver after a system upgrade. The initialize
routine can check to see if the variable has been initialized. If it has, it does nothing. If it has not, it performs
whatever calculations are necessary to set the value. 


logLines


Parameter Name Meaning


lines A string containing multiple lines of text to be logged.


module A string defining a module name or tag for each logged
message. By default, the string ">" will be used.


retVal None


This function takes a string representing several lines of text and output it to the system log "using LOG=...) one line
at a time. Each line will be proceeded by "module> ". 


runFileAsExecutable, runBashScript, runPerlScript, , and runExpectScript


Parameter Name Meaning


script A script to run on the device server.


retVal Return (exit) code of the script that was executed.


This routine takes the script contained in the variable "script," and executes it using the "runExternal" entry point. It
does this by storing the script into a temporary file and using that file as an input to runExternal.
The script can be any script that can be executed from the device server.
There are several flavors of this function that behave slightly differently:


runBashScript . The script is assumed to be a BASH script, and is executed as such.







runPerlScript . The script is assumed to be a PERL script, and is executed as such.
runExpectScript . The script is assumed to be an EXPECT script, and is executed as such.
runFileAsExecutable . The script can be any script, and the first line of the script is used to determine the
type.


The script type is determined using standard Linux/UNIX rules. In particular, the first line is assumed to be of the
form:
#!/bin/bash
or
#!/usr/bin/perl
or any other valid script interpreter. The interpreter must be installed on the device server for this function to work. 


scpGet


Parameter Name Meaning


File Name of file to get on remote system.


Directory Name of directory in which the file exists.


Binary Set this flag to True if you are transferring binary files,
the default is False.


host IP IP address of the SCP server or the device IP address
if blank


scp username The authentication user name of the SCP server or the
device user name if not specified


scp username The authentication password of the SCP server or the
device password if not specified


timeout Timeout in seconds to wait for the transfer. The default
is 60 seconds.


retVal The contents of the file transferred. On error this
function does not return and throws an error using the
built-in ERROR.


This entry point establishes a connection to the SCP service on the device. It uses the connection to transfer the file
from the directory named. The standard built-in variables for USERID and PASSWORD are used to authenticate
with the remote SCP server if not specified in the call to scpGet. 
This function may be desirable to use in conjunction with many SCP transfers and an SSH communication channel.
It is advisable to use this routine to facilitate SCP file transfers instead of directly using the remote file variable as
retries and standard error reporting are coded into the function.


scpPut







Parameter Name Meaning


Contents The contents of the file that need to be transferred as
the target file.


File Name of file to create on remote system.


Directory Name of directory in which to put the file.


Binary Set this flag to True if you are transferring binary files,
the default is False.


host IP IP address of the SCP server or the device IP address
if blank


scp username The authentication user name of the SCP server or the
device user name if not specified


scp username The authentication password of the SCP server or the
device password if not specified


timeout Timeout in seconds to wait for the transfer. The default
is 60 seconds.


retVal Upon success, this function returns daslSuccess. On
error, this function does not return and throws an error
using the built-in ERROR.


This entry point establishes a connection to the SCP service on the device. It uses the connection to transfer the file
to the directory named. The standard built-in variables for USERID and PASSWORD are used to authenticate with
the remote SCP server if not provided to the function call. 
This function may be desirable to use in conjunction with many SCP transfers and an SSH communication channel.
It is advisable to use this routine to facilitate SCP file transfers instead of directly using the remote file variable as
retries and standard error reporting are coded into the function.


stdCutThru


Parameter Name Meaning


enableMode TRUE if enable mode should be set for cutThru.


username Name of user requesting the cut-thru (for logging
purposes).


comment User comments for why cut-thru is being established
(for logging purposes).







retVal Connection Identifier.


This entry point establishes a standard cut-thru operation. It performs all the operations necessary for a driver to
implement the standard user-defined entry point "cutthru", required of all device drivers. In fact, the entire
implementation of the "cutthru" entry point in a driver is typically this simple:


cutthru


public cutthru(var enableMode,var
username,var comment){
   
retVal=stdCutThru(enableMode,username,commen
t);
}


stdPushTermlet


Parameter Name Meaning


termletFile Contents of a termlet to push to the device.


termType Should termlet be run in enable mode? This value
should be set to configFileTermletDisabled or
configFileTermletEnabled.


pushViaModem TRUE if Out-of-band communications to the device
should be used.


noPageCommand If the device supports paging of output, this should be
set to a command that will disable paging.


DoSpecialCharacterHandling Boolean that indicates if the device supports special
characters which need to be sent separately from
command line text such as the up/down arrow control
codes. The default is false


Sleeptime The amount of time in seconds to sleep between
sending special characters.


isRunDiag unused







setResults Boolean idicating that results should be sent to the
scheduler output. If set to true all output will be sent to
RESULT= otherwise the output will be ignored


fmtFunc name of a formatting function call used to format output
results into human readable format suitable for
RESULT output in scheduler displays


retVal Connection Identifier.


This function implements standard functionality for pushing a TERMlet to a device, including all login and session
establishment, sending commands, monitoring for prompts between lines, etc. If doSpecialCharacterHandling is set
to True, then the routine attempts to find and process the control characters separately from form the body of the
text. 
During special character handling, the up, down, left, right and tab characters are treated special. As processing
these keys, the driver will wait sleep the sleeptime number of seconds between sending special characters such that
the device will have time to redraw and process the input before sending more input. 


termConnect


Parameter Name Meaning


useMechanism Specify the mechanism to use to connect to the device
(must be a terminal mechanism, such as Telnet, SSH,
OOB, etc.).


port Port to connect to. This is optional and rarely used. The
default value (23) is used for Telnet, but the actual
appropriate value is used for Telnet, SSH, etc.


userPrompted If True, then login processing is not performed and the
user must provide there own login processing. Default
is False.


cutThru If true, then login processing is assumed to be for a
cutThru connection. This will change how error
processing occurs if the supplied credentials fail. This
should only be set to TRUE when establishing a
cutThru connection. For all other connections, it should
be FALSE. The default value is FALSE.


user name User name for authentication or device user name if not
specified


password Password for authentication or device password if not
specifiied


retVal Connection Identifier.







Note: This function is generally not used directly by the device driver. See the usage of getSession defined
in the  document for information on getting a session handleCLI Communications


This function is a front end to the telnetConnect, sshConnect, and modemConnect DASL entry points. It provides a
unified mechanism to establish a connection to the device, and perform appropriate login processing to connect to
the device. It supports direct telnet and SSH connections, as well as all Out-of-band options including modem pools,
terminal servers, etc. 
The specific method used is determined by the useMechanism parameter, and other options and credentials to use
are determined by the appropriate DASL built-in variables.
For most users, only the "useMechanism" parameter is supplied, and it is usually (but not always) set to the built-in
variable "MECHANISM". All other parameters are defaulted. The other parameters are used for more sophisticated
login processing and for internal library uses.


termLogin


Parameter Name Meaning


session Established connection identifier.


userId User ID to login as. Default is to use USERID standard
built-in variable.


passwd Password to login with. Default is to use PASSWD
standard built-in variable.


isOOB Boolean that indicates this login is being done using an
out-of-band session. This allows for time-outs to be
extended for slow communication links.


retVal None


Note: This function is generally not used directly by the device driver. See the usage of getSession defined
in the  document for information on getting a session handleCLI Communications


This routine takes an already established connection (presumably created with a telnetConnect or with the
termConnect DASL function with userPrompted set to TRUE).
This routine assumes the established session has not been logged on, or has been previously logged off (but not
disconnected). The assumption is that a login prompt is currently available.
This routine will use the provided credentials, and perform login/password processing to logon to the remote device.
Both User ID and passwd are optional. If userId is not specified, then the DASL built-in variable USERID will be
used. If passwd is not specified, then the DASL built-in variable PASSWD will be used.
This function handles a variety of different prompt options, and handles banner pages and other login output. It
performs a variety of special-case login processing (such as sending CTRL-Y for Baystack devices) along with
handling login differences when TACACS and other authentication systems are enabled. 


Standard Enumerations


There is a DASL include file that contains many standard public r/o variable enumerations that can be used within
DASL drivers. The enumerations can be used within a driver by putting the following line at the beginning of your







driver:
#include "stdlib/stdenums.inc"
There are many enumerations in this file, organized by categories, but the following are examples of the main ones:
mechanism* - Enumeration of the allowed mechanism values.
credType* - Enumeration of the allowed credentials.
configFile* - Enumeration of the allowed configuration "PUSH" types (run, start, run/start, termletDisabled,
termletEnabled, etc.).
daslSuccess - Return value for DASL functions that succeed.
daslFail - Return value for DASL functions that fail.
daslWarning - Return value for DASL functions that partially succeed.


Many others are defined and documented in the stdenums.inc and stderror.inc files. 


Standard SNMP Variables


There is a DASL include file that contains many standard SNMP Variables. These variables may be used within a
DASL driver by adding the following line at the beginning of your driver:
#include "stdlib/stdmib.inc"
There are Cached SNMP variables for all of the sys MIB:
sysDescr
sysObjectID
sysUpTime
sysContact
sysName
sysLocation
sysServices
There are also constant r/o variables containing OIDs for various tables that can be used in the MIB walks, or in an
expression creating a complete OID. Some of them include:
mib2Table - .1.3.6.1.2.1
systemTable - .1.3.6.1.2.1.1
ifTable - .1.3.6.1.2.1.2
ipTable - .1.3.6.1.2.1.4
ifIndex - .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.1
ifDescr - .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.2
ifType - .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.3
ifAdminStatus - .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.7
ifOperStatus - .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.8
ipRouteNexthop - .1.3.6.1.2.1.4.21.1.7
ipRouteDest - .1.3.6.1.2.1.4.21.1..1
MIB Syntax Values:
syntaxInteger - 0x02
syntaxString - 0x04
syntaxOctetString - 0x04
syntaxIpaddress - 0x40
syntaxCounter - 0x41
syntaxGauge - 0x42
syntaxTimeticks - 0x43


Many others are defined and documented in the stdmib.inc file. 
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision history


Purpose
This document describes how to configure and use EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Device Services Support (DSr).


Audience
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager documentation 
set, and is intended for use by those individuals who have the responsibility of installing 
and deploying EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 9.2.


Readers of this document are expected to be familiar with the following topics:


◆ Windows® , Solaris, and Linux® operating system


◆ Database architecture and concepts 


◆ Security management 


◆ Internet protocols, including HTTP, TCP/IP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and Telnet 


◆ Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and directory services 


◆ Authentication and authorization.


Related documentation
The following EMC publications provide additional information:


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release Notes


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Services Support (DSr) Support 
Matrix


Date Revision Description


March, 2013 01 GA release
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Preface

Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about  your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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This chapter presents these topics:


◆ About this Manual ....................................................................................................  8
◆ Compatibility ............................................................................................................  8
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Introduction

About this Manual
The following information is included in this Device Server User Guide document:


◆ Device Management Information 


◆ Customization Information for the following:


• Device Prompts


• Event Filtering


◆ Use Cases for the Custom Package Directory


◆ Device Server Configuration Information


Compatibility
This release is certified to work with EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release 
9.2, on the following environments:


◆ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.8


◆ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x


◆ Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2


◆ Microsoft Windows Server 2012


◆ Solaris 10
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Device Management and Customization

Types of Customization
On occasion, customers may require customizations to their device server implementation 
to properly interact with their network environment.  There are three types of 
customizations supported in the product today.  The most common customizations 
include:


◆ Changing the prompts that a device driver should use when logging into a device.


◆ Updating the traps and syslog events that the device driver should recognize from a 
specific device type.


◆ Advanced users and professional services organizations can also modify existing 
drivers or create new device support using the DASL script language.  The EMC Smarts 
Network Configuration Manager Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) 
Specifications Guide contains additional information on the DASL language 
specification.
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Implementing and Preserving Customizations

Overview
This section includes the steps required to implement and preserve existing 
customizations, as well as describing the process for changing prompts and the events 
recognized.


This information is also available in the install under [Product 
directory]/package/customizationREADME.txt.


◆ The device server architecture allows local customizations to device drivers and 
control/data files in a directory separate from the distribution directory.  This enables 
customers to create modified versions of these files without altering the files 
distributed with the product. 


◆ By creating copies of the distributed files and making modifications to the copies, 
customers are insulated from the possibility of having their customizations 
overwritten during the application of maintenance, or in future product releases.


◆ This feature is provided using a custompackage directory, which can be searched prior 
to the device driver package directory distributed with the software. Device drivers or 
control files found in the custompackage directory are used; if they are absent, the 
system defaults to using the files from the device driver package directory distributed 
with the software.


Officially released hotfixes, and other driver components will always be installed in the 
package directory, and not in the custompackage directory.


Using the [Product directory]/custompackage directory


Ensure you do not make any changes to the package Directory ([Product 
directory]/package), or to any of the package directory contents, other than the 
permissible changes described in this document.


The following steps are used to access and use the custompackage Directory.


1. To create a modified version of a file distributed in the package directory, create a copy 
of the file in the custompackage directory ([Product directory]/custompackage), 
setting up the same directory structure as under the package directory.


2. Make the necessary modifications to that file. Use the following steps for this 
procedure:


a. Identify the directory structure under the package directory containing the file that 
is to be modified. For example: [Product directory]/package/cisco/catos


b. Create the exact same directory structure under the custompackage directory. For 
example: mkdir –p [Product directory]/custompackage/cisco/catos
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c. Copy the file to be modified from the directory structure under the package 
directory, to the directory structure under the custompackage directory. For 
example: cp [Product directory]/package/cisco/catos/devCiscoCat.dasl


d. [Product directory]/custompackage/cisco/catos/devCiscoCat.dasl


3. You can now make the needed changes to the file under the custompackage directory. 
For example: vi [Product directory]/custompackage/cisco/catos/devCiscoCat.dasl


4. Restart the device server services. If there are multiple device servers, make the same 
changes individually, on all device servers; meaning the same steps must be repeated 
on each device server. 


5. If you are changing any of the following files, a restart the ControlDaemon. 


The following must be changed on the Application Server.


• DevicePackageSupport.xml


• Any of the .pkg files in the custompackage/pkgxml directory


• For Example: service controldaemon restart (UNIX)


• For Example: restart from the services panel on Windows (GUI) 


With this release, the addev.order changes are supported only in the package 
directory, as such, this file is not supported from the custompackage, and must be 
modified (if needed) in its original package directory location.


6. SEARCHORDER : By default, the software will look for the driver control/data files in 
the custompackage first, then look in the package directory second. It is possible 
(although not recommended), to alter the search order to ignore either the 
custompackage directory or the package directory altogether. This is accomplished by 
modifying the PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER value in the infrastructures database. 


Permissible values for PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER are listed in the following three 
steps.


7. Value = 1: search custompackage directory first, then package directory. This is the 
default, and if the PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER value is not present, the system will 
use this value to control the directory search selection.


8. Value = 2: Ignore the custompackage directory, and use only the package directory to 
locate drivers and control/data files.


9. Value = 3: Ignore the package directory, and use only the custompackage directory to 
locate drivers and control/data files.


10. To alter the setting of the PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER, use the following procedure on 
the application server. This SEARCHORDER change propagates to all device servers.


11. Stop all daemons and services on application servers, and device servers, and 
complete the steps below on the application server. 


• Store the cflist to a text file that can be edited. For Example: 


. /etc/voyence.conf
cd [Product directory]/cgi-bin
. /cflist.cgi > out.txt
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• Edit the contents of the resulting file, replacing the value for 
PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER to create the desired system behavior. If 
PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER is omitted (or removed), the system behaves as if it 
were set to 1 (the default value). Note that the value set for 
PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER must be in quotes. For Example: 


• HEAD RTypeList= PollTypeList= UserList= DispositionList= DeliveryList= UrlList= 
PolList=1000 NetList=999: PACKAGEDIR_SEARCHORDER=”1”


• Rewrite the cflist using the new values from the edited file. For Example: 
./cfwrite.cgi <out.txt


12. Restart the Application and Device Server Services on all the servers.


Additional Information
◆ Stop all daemons and services before making any changes to the search order, and do 


not restart the daemons and services until after the changes have been made.


◆ For the Application Server Interface changes (for example, for controldaemon), only 
the CUSTOMPACKAGEFIRST (value 1) is supported in this release.


◆ All supported drivers and control/data files will be present in the package directory. 
Entries in custompackage directory are assumed to be modified, and are not 
supported.


It is the responsibility of the person completing the customization to ensure that the 
customized code is correct and adheres to the DASL compliance rules.
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Customizing Device Prompts

Introduction
The device prompts that a driver can expect to encounter on accessing a device can be 
configured without modifications to the device driver. These modifications are made by 
copying the associated xml file into the custompackage directory, as described in the 
previous section. 


The device prompts are organized in a strict three-level hierarchy:


1. Global Prompts


Default prompt regular expressions shared by all DASL Drivers. These are the standard 
prompts with the default prompt regular expressions values (such as, 
stdEnablePromptState). These prompt regular expressions are used if they are not 
explicitly overridden.


2. Device Class Prompts


Overrides of the standard prompts with device class (such as, Cisco IOS Router) 
specific values. Also, new device class specific prompts can be defined in these files. 
These overrides are used for all devices of the device class (for example, all Cisco IOS 
Routers). 


3. IDX Prompts


Overrides of the standard prompts for a specific device (such as, Nortel Router with 
IDX 1432). Also, device class specific prompts can be overridden in these files.


The prompt xml files are used by DASL each time the Network Configuration Manager Logs 
into a device. 


1. First, the Global prompts xml file is read, and all of the standard prompts are 
initialized with the regular expressions in this file. 


2. Next, the Device Class prompts xml file is read (if it exists), and all of the prompts 
listed in it are initialized. 


3. Finally, if a Device Class prompts file exists and an IDX prompts xml file is present, all 
of the prompts listed are initialized. All prompt files are deployed into a subdirectory 
in the package/pkgxml directory of the Network Configuration Manager Installation 
directory. Prompt file changes should be placed in the corresponding custompackage 
directory.


“Case 2: Make Changes to the Driver File .dasl or .inc (Interface Change)” on page 26 
provides more information on custompackage directory.
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Device Drivers XML Prompt Support


Change Prompt Example


The following is an example for changing a prompt.


As an example, consider a network where the prompt has been changed to LABNET on 
some of the Cisco Routers. Shown below is the default Device Class Prompts file for Cisco 
IOS Routers.


<Prompts Version="1.0">
  <CiscoIOSRouter>
    <EnablePromptState>
      <ID>1001</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[[-A-Za-z0-9_!@$%^&+|~]+# *$]]></Expr>
    </EnablePromptState>
 
    <DisablePromptState>
      <ID>1002</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[> *$]]></Expr>
    </DisablePromptState>


     <ConfigPromptState>
      <ID>1003</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[[\(].*[\)] *# *$]]></Expr>
    </ConfigPromptState>


    <LoginPromptState>
      <ID>1004</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[ogin:|sername ?:|[Ii][Dd]:]]></Expr>
    </LoginPromptState>


    <PasswordPromptState>
      <ID>1005</ID>
<ciscoInvalidInputState>
      <ID>10003</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[Invalid input|^%|[Dd]uplicate|Bad mask]]></Expr>
    </ciscoInvalidInputState>


    <ciscoBannerPromptState>
      <ID>10007</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[Enter TEXT message.]]></Expr>
    </ciscoBannerPromptState>


    <ciscoMenuPromptState>
      <ID>10010</ID>
      <Expr><![CDATA[User Interface Menu]]></Expr>
    </ciscoMenuPromptState>
  </CiscoIOSRouter>
</Prompts>


To add LABNET as a valid prompt the <Expr> element of both the EnablePromptState and 
DisablePromptState elements in the file 
package/pkgxml/CiscoIOSRouter/CiscoIOSRouterPrompts.xml, (relative to the Network 
Configuration Manager installation directory) must be modified to include LABNET


The elements should be changed to the following:


<Expr><![CDATA[[-A-Za-z0-9_!@$%^&+|~]+# *$|LABNET]]></Expr>


and


<Expr><![CDATA[> *$|LABNET]]></Expr>
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Customizing Event SYSLOG and TRAP Filtering

Introduction
Previously, the Network Configuration Manager introduced xml Configuration files for 
event filtering and recognition of config change events. These xml files can be edited and 
customized to fit the requirements of both the customer’s environment and devices.  


Usage
These files are present in relevant class directory under the [Product 
directory]/package/pkgxml/ directory.


  For example, the CiscoIOSRouterTrap.xmp file is located in the 
/opt/smarts-ncm/package/pkgxml/CiscoIOSRouter/ directory.


1. If a change to a file is needed, you can create a similar directory structure under the 
[Product directory]/custompackage/pkgxml/ directory and copy the file to the new 
directory.
For example, copy the new file to the 
/opt/smarts-ncm/custompackage/pkgxml/CiscoIOSRouter/CiscoIOSRouterTrap.xml 
directory and edit the copied file.  See the “Case 2: Make Changes to the Driver File 
.dasl or .inc (Interface Change)”  for more information.


2. Restart the Device Server Services.


3. The XML configuration file can be disabled by setting the <IsActive> value to false. In 
this case, fallback occurs to DASL scripts -> deviceEvent function.


This is recommended in cases of complex event parsing not available through xml-like 
complex ANDing logic of regular expressions.


4. By default, all xml configurations except NetScreen Syslogs are enabled at 
installation.


5. New driver event files can be placed into the [Product 
directory]/custompackage/event/ directory as needed. See the “Case 2: Make 
Changes to the Driver File .dasl or .inc (Interface Change)”  for more information.


Explanation of XML Elements and Detailed Usage
There are two xml Event files per driver; one file each for syslogs and SNMP traps. See the 
examples shown in “Device Server Configuration” on page 31. The format and description 
of the data is as follows.


◆ The trapConfig xml has a <TrapConfig> root element, while the syslog Config xml has a 
<SysConfig> root element.


◆ Each xml has exactly one <Package> sub element.
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◆ Within the <Package> there contains:


• A valid <PackageID> sub element providing the driverNumber must be present.


• The <IsActive> element value “true” or “TRUE” indicates if this package information 
must be used or ignored.


• Multiple <Event> elements can be provided within each package element. At least 
one sub element <EVENT > is required.


– One <MatchString> sub element value is used to match relevant events. Note a 
“.*” matches all messages, while an empty value ignores all messages.


– One <NegativeMatchString> sub element value indicates that if this match 
occurs, ignore the event.


– One <PullConfig> value of 1 indicates to setup a configuration pull if a match 
successfully occurred with a message, or a simple match to read changes by 
data, or for additional purposes in the future.


– Any number of <ChangedBy> regular expressions is matched to extract the 
username, if present in the message.


Additional Information
You can disable the use of an xml-based event configuration by setting the <IsActive> 
element value to false. 


◆ If the package configuration for a device class is not present, or if the <IsActive> is set 
to false, the Network Configuration Manager fallbacks to the old mechanism of letting 
the driver identify config change events. This may hamper performance, but would 
enable complex message parsing that can be completed more easily in DASL. 


◆ The syslog event xml must be named. *SysLog.*, and the trap event xml must be 
named .*Trap.*


◆ All xmls are objectified in memory by commmgr.


◆ Some device syslog xmls, such as for NetScreen, have %% run parameters that users 
need to change, and set the xml IsActive to true. “Device Server Configuration” on 
page 31 provides more information.
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Changing the Syslog Message Parsing

Editing syslog.xml
The Syslog message parsing in the Network Configuration Manager can be changed so it 
parses a new or different Syslog message format. In the Network Configuration Manager, 
the Syslog message formats are externalized in the XML file [Product 
directory]/syslog.xml.


The format of the syslog.xml content is as follows:


<SysLog>
    <SysLogFormats>
        <SysLogFormat> 
            <MatchString>[Place regular expression here]</MatchString>
            <Group>1</Group>
        </SysLogFormat>
    </SysLogFormats>
</SysLog>


◆ Multiple SysLogFormat elements can be added. 


◆ Each SysLogFormat element can have one MatchString element, but multiple Group 
Elements. The NCM_CommMgr daemon uses the match strings and group to perform 
a regular expression search, and uses the results to locate known devices as the 
source of the Syslog message. 


◆ Any change to the syslog.xml file requires a restart of NCM_CommMgr. This can be 
done by restarting the voyence daemon on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.8 or 6.x, or 
Solaris 10, or restarting the NCM_CommMgr service on Windows Server 2008.


If no known device is found using the above steps, the algorithm falls back, and uses the 
standard message format for parsing.
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Use Cases: Using the custompackage Folder/Directory

Case 1: Make Changes to the Driver File in .dasl or .inc 
(Implementation Only)


1. Make Changes to driver file .dasl or .inc (only Implementation change), based on 
SEARCHORDER 1. For example, if you want to change cisco/ios/stdfuncs.inc.


2. If [Product directory]/custompackage/cisco/ios directory is not present, you must 
create this directory.  If the cisco/ios/stdfuncs.inc was already present in the 
custompackage, modify the file.


3. If not already present, 


4. copy [Product directory]/package/cisco/ios/stdfuncs.inc to [Product 
directory]/custompackage/cisco/ios/stdfuncs.inc. If this file is present, continue with 
step 3.


5. Make modifications to [Product directory]/custompackage/cisco/ios/stdfuncs.inc, 
and then 


6. Save the file.


7. Restart the device server services.


8. Test the new functionality from the application, or test, based on the
changes made.


Case 2: Make Changes to the Driver File .dasl or .inc (Interface 
Change)


1. Make changes to driver file .dasl or .inc (Interface Change) .SEARCHORDER 1.


2. This is similar to Use Case 1, except that if the change is being made to a function 
signature that requires many other caller related driver sources to change, you must 
ensure that all changes are appropriately made into the custompackage directory. 


3. In most cases, making interface changes to functions is recommended only if needed. 
If changes are made, make sure to only add default parameters.


For example: termConnect(var useMechanism,var port=23,var


userPrompted=false, var cutThru=false,var uid="UndefinedUserId",var 
pwd=UndefinedPassword");


needs to add a new parameter to the end, as example: 
forward termConnect(var useMechanism,var port=23,var userPrompted=false, var 
cutThru=false,var uid="UndefinedUserId",var pwd="UndefinedPassword",var 
retryCount=5);
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Case 3: SEARCHORDER=2
SEARCHORDER=2 (IGNORECUSTOMPACKAGE) 


◆ Refer to step 3 in “Using the [Product directory]/custompackage directory” on page 12 
for instructions. 


◆ With this SEARCHORDER, setting changes and files in the custompackage directory are 
totally ignored. This SEARCHORDER is used when a new release was just installed, 
and all custom changes were included in the new release. There is no need for 
custompackage changes when you installed a new release, and all custom changes 
are included in the new release.


This has the same impact as completely deleting the custompackage directory contents.


Case 4: Application interface Changes
◆ These changes include changes to the .pkg files, and other xmls that contain 


Application Server/Device Server interface information.


◆ For example, if OS support is added to a driver onsite to enable the same driver, the 
xml attribute in .pkg <OSUpgrade supported="true"> is added, and set to True.


◆ In this case, this .pkg must be placed under the custompackage/pkgxml directory on 
the Application Server, and the controldaemon service must then be restarted.
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Adding a product model

Overview
When the Network Configuration Manager device driver development creates a driver 
based on a customer request, the driver is developed against the requested device (given 
OID) and not the family that the device belongs to.


However, the driver can be modified in the field to expand the support for the driver to 
other products in the family.  The base assumption to be able to do this is that the 
operating system, command line instructions and so on, of the devices are the same. But 
it may be a form factor that differs, such as 12, 24, 48-port versions of the product. Where 
it is a form factor difference, the driver can be easily updated in the field to support the 
new model of a certified/supported family of products.


Adding new product models to Network Configuration Manager
New product models of the same family can be added into Network Configuration 
Manager by adding the model name in the .model file. If Network Configuration Manager 
needs to manage a new product model that belongs to the same operating system class, 
same commands and same output of the commands as of any other supported model, 
that product model can be added to Network Configuration Manager.


The following steps use a Cisco example to add a new product model. Follow these steps 
to add a new product model into .model file:


1. Add the model name, sysObjectID and Device Driver ID in the .model file under the 
directory <[Product directory]>/custompackage/<Vendor>/.


For example, add the below entries in Cisco.models file under the directory <[Product 
directory]>/custompackage/<Cisco/


• Model: Nexus 5596


• sysObjectID: 12.3.1.3.1.038


• Driver ID: 1460


2. Run the the script mkmodelsxml.pl from the directory <[Product directory]>/tools/ to 
generate models xml file. For example,


<[Product directory]>/tools/mkmodelsxml.pl < Cisco.models > 
CiscoModels.xml


3. Place the Models.xml file under <[Product 
directory]/custompackage/pkgxml/<Vendor>/ directory. For example,


<[Product directory]/custompackage/pkgxml/Cisco/


4. Restart the Network Configuration Manager service using the command:


service NCM restart


5. Discover the newly added model in Network Configuration Manager.
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Important Notes
Note the following: 


◆ In most cases, a single event sub element suffices, but multiple events can be 
provided, as shown for the pix driver.


◆ It is expected that Regular Expressions (RegEx) are used as a best practice for the 
following values:


<MatchString>


<NegativeMatchString>


<ChangedBy>    


Caveat:


◆ To keep xmls uncomplicated, one of the limitations is that currently the ANDing of 
<MatchString> as a match is not provided. However, this should very rarely be needed 
if proper regular expressions are used. Also, fallback to DASL is available.


◆ NetScreen SysLog xml is disabled by default (fallback to dasl script occurs). 


◆ Replace the %DEVICESERVERIPADDR% variable with the actual value of the Device 
Server IP Address, and enable by changing the value of the <IsActive> variable to true 
before use.


CiscoPIXFirewallSysLog.xml
<SysConfig>


<Package>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
<PackageID>10</PackageID>


<Event>
<MatchString>SYS-5-CONFIG</MatchString>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


<Event>
<MatchString>PIX-5-111005</MatchString>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


<Event>
<MatchString>PIX-5-111008</MatchString>
<ChangedBy>User '(.*)' executed the 'enable' command</ChangedBy>
</Event>


<Event>
<MatchString>ASA-5-111008:.*configure terminal.</MatchString>
<ChangedBy>User '(.*)' executed the 'configure terminal' 


command</ChangedBy>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


<Event>
<MatchString>ASA-4-111008:.*configure terminal.</MatchString>
<ChangedBy>User '(.*)' executed the 'configure terminal' 


command</ChangedBy>
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<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


<Event>
<MatchString>FWSM-4-111008:.*configure terminal.</MatchString>
<ChangedBy>User '(.*)' executed the 'configure terminal' 


command</ChangedBy>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


CiscoPIXFirewallTrap.xml
<TrapConfig>
<Package>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
<PackageID>10</PackageID>
<Event>
<MatchString>1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.41.1.2.3.1.5.0.*configure t</MatchString>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>
</Package>
</TrapConfig>


Additional examples for XMLs
This configuration is disabled. <IsActive>false</IsActive> must be enabled with the 
%DEVICESERVERIPADDR% substituted with devserver ip by the customer. Until then, 
fallback would be enabled to DASL.


<SysConfig>
<Package>
<PackageID>21</PackageID>
<IsActive>false</IsActive>


<Event>
<MatchString>system-information-00767: System configuration saved by 


.* via</MatchString>
<ChangedBy>system-information-00767: System configuration saved by 


(.*) via</ChangedBy>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


<Event>
<MatchString>system-warning-00515: Admin user .* has 


logged</MatchString>
<ChangedBy>system-warning-00515: Admin user (.*) has 


logged</ChangedBy>
<NegativeMatchString>from %DEVICESERVERIPADDR%</NegativeMatchString>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>


</Package>


This matches all syslog messages for pulls


<SysConfig>
<Package>
<PackageID>100</PackageID>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
<Event>
<MatchString>.*</MatchString>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
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</Event>
</Package>


This filters out all messages; a <MatchString> is empty.


<SysConfig>
<Package>
<PackageID>100</PackageID>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
<Event>
<MatchString></MatchString>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>
</Package>
</SysConfig>


This is equivalent to <IsActive>false</IsActive> as there are no events. 


<SysConfig>
<Package>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
<PackageID>2000</PackageID>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
</Package>


</SysConfig>
This is configured for Generic RME driver 2000. Notice the deviceName. This is used to 
extract the device name from the EMS message


<TrapConfig>


<Package>
<IsActive>true</IsActive>
<PackageID>2000</PackageID>
<Event>
<DeviceName>1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.143.1.2.3.1.5.0:(.*)$</DeviceName>
<MatchString>1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.143.1.2.3.1.7.0</MatchString>
<NegativeMatchString>User initiated archive 


update</NegativeMatchString>
<ChangedBy>1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.143.1.2.3.1.8.0:(.*)$</ChangedBy>
<PullConfig>1</PullConfig>
</Event>
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GLOSSARY

This glossary contains terms related to disk storage subsystems. Many of these terms are 
used in this manual.


D


DASL Device Access Scripting Language


DSr Device Support Release


G


GUI Graphical User Interface


I


IP Internet Protocol. This is a network layer protocol in the Internet protocol suite and is 
encapsulated in a data link layer protocol (e.g., Ethernet).


O


OS Operating System


R


RegEx Regular Expression


RME Resource Manager Essentials (CISCO)


U


UNIX A multi-user, multitasking computer operating system


V


VPN Virtual Private Network


X


XML eXtensible Markup Language: a simplified version of SGML that can be used, esp. on the 
World Wide Web, to create a tagging scheme that allows elements of a document to be 
marked according to their content rather than their format.
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Preface


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision history


Purpose
This document describes the installation and upgrade process for Network Configuration 
Manager. It also describes the post installation procedures, getting started with Network 
Configuration Manager, Report, Compliance and Network advisors and so on.


Audience
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager documentation 
set, and the information and procedures contained within this document are intended for 
individuals responsible for installing and deploying EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager.


Readers of this document should be familiar with the following:


• Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating system


• Database architecture and concepts 


• Security management 


• Internet protocols, including https, TCP/IP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and Telnet 


• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and directory services 


• Authentication and authorization


Date Revision Description


January, 2015 01 GA release
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Preface

Product installation directory
In the install and uninstall instructions, the term [Product Directory] represents your actual 
installation directory. You must substitute [Product Directory] with your actual installation 
directory path. Ensure that the name of the [Product Directory] do not have spaces.


For Linux, you can determine your product installation directory by examining 
/etc/voyence.conf, and looking for the text VOYENCE_HOME.


For Windows, you can determine your product installation directory and server 
configuration by accessing the Registry keys at:


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Voyence\Control\Configuration
\VOYENCE_HOME


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Voyence\Control\Configuration
\SERVER_CONFIG


Related documentation
Related documents include:


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release Notes


• Smarts Network Configuration Manager EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer 
Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Application Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) 
Specifications Guide


• EMC Smarts Open Source License and Copyright Information


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Online User Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager System Management Console Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager User Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Troubleshooting Guide


• EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix
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Preface

Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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PART 1


Introduction


This section includes the following chapters:


Chapter 1, “Introduction to Network Configuration Manager,”
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to Network Configuration Manager


This chapter includes these topics:


• What is Network Configuration Manager? ................................................................  18
• What is Report Advisor? ..........................................................................................  18
• What is Compliance advisor?...................................................................................  18
• About this manual ..................................................................................................  19
• Deployment architecture .........................................................................................  20
• Running a software prerequisites check ..................................................................  22
• Product and version compatibility ...........................................................................  22
• Installation tasks ....................................................................................................  23
• Upgrade and migration ...........................................................................................  25
• Upgrade tasks.........................................................................................................  26
• Product and version compatibility ...........................................................................  22
• Installation tasks ....................................................................................................  23
• Upgrade and migration ...........................................................................................  25
• Upgrade tasks.........................................................................................................  26
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Introduction to Network Configuration Manager

What is Network Configuration Manager?
• Network Configuration Manager is a network configuration management tool that 


gives you the power to quickly, easily, and accurately design, modify, and maintain 
networks, using an intuitive graphical network view. 


• Network Configuration Manager automates complex and routine engineering tasks, 
such as adding devices and connections, with drag-and-drop simplicity. 


• Using real-time auto discovery of network devices and logical and physical topology 
information, Network Configuration Manager provides a proactive configuration 
management approach.


What is Report Advisor?
Report advisor 9.4 is contained within the Network Configuration Manager 9.4 application.


You can use Report advisor to:


• Create dashboards to store and view up-to-the minute information on the status of 
your networks and devices


• Create dashboards and designate them as either Public (shared) or Private (protected)


• Use report parameters and filtering, enabling you to view just the information you 
want to see


• Schedule reports to view the information you want to see, when you want to see it


• Save reports as favorites


• Email reports, enabling you to share information to address issues and quickly 
provide needed solutions


Report advisor offers more detailed reports, including:


• Detailed Compliance reports


• Multi-Config Change reports


• Permission reports


• Events report


What is Compliance advisor?
The Network Configuration Manager Compliance advisor removes guesswork associated 
with ensuring network devices adhere to the Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard (PCI DSS) and Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), a set of best 
practices, which mandate that companies must enhance data security and pro actively 
protect your account information at all points in the payment process.


The Network Configuration Manager Compliance advisor maps change and configuration 
data directly into embedded DSS mandates to help ensure network devices stay 
compliant with repeatable processes and dynamic dashboard displays.
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About this manual
This manual provides the following information and procedures necessary to install and 
upgrade to Network Configuration Manager 9.4, including:


• Deployment Architecture


• Installing Network Configuration Manager


• Post Installation Procedures


• Maintaining the Server


• Uninstalling Network Configuration Manager Procedures
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Deployment architecture
The Network Configuration Manager must be installed on a dedicated server.


The Network Configuration Manager can be deployed in a single-server model or a 
distributed model. The distributed model is often used by multi-national corporations or 
managed service providers with thousands of devices to manage.


• Single server deployment 


• Combination server – One physical box serves as both the Application and Device 
server.


• Distributed deployment


• Application server—The server that handles the Graphical User Interface (GUI), and 
coordinates with the Device server to communicate with discovered devices. This 
server also serves as the repository for device configuration files.


• Device server—The communication portal between the Application server and the 
network devices under management.


• Remote Database—A client computer monitored and professionally managed from 
a remote location, usually by a third-party. (For Linux only).


• Local Database—A database that is located on the Application server.
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On a Windows platform, the Database server is installed along with Application 
server. There is no remote Database server installation. You cannot have a remote 
Database server in a Windows environment.


The installation must be repeated for each server. If you are installing a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application server and Device servers, you must first install 
Network Configuration Manager on the Application server, and then install it on the Device 
servers.


Report Advisor Deployment


Report Advisor and Compliance Advisor can be installed on the same server with Network 
Configuration Manager or on a separate server. When they are installed on separate 
servers, the operating system platforms must be of the same type. That is, both must be 
Linux servers, or both must be Windows servers. 

Deployment architecture  21
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Running a software prerequisites check


These steps are optional. The software prerequisites will be verified during a normal 
Network Configuration Manager installation.


A software prerequisite check verifies that the Network Configuration Manager software 
prerequisites are installed prior to installing Network Configuration Manager. These steps 
are strongly recommended.


To run the software prerequisites check script, follow these steps:


Product and version compatibility
Review the minimum system requirements mentioned in EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Support Matrix document. The document provides information 
that helps you:


Step Action


1 On the server where you want to install Network Configuration Manager software, log in with administrator privileges.


2 In the downloaded binary for the Network Configuration Manager product obtained from https://support.emc.com, 
navigate to the utils folder. 


3 Type unzip prereq-check.zip to unzip the software prerequisite script, and press Enter.


3 Type perl prereq-check.pl <Server Type> to run the software prerequisite script, where <Server Type> is one of the values 
below.
• CS for Combination server
• AS for Application server
• DS for Device server
• DB for Database server
• RSA for RSA Token server
• RA for Report and Compliance advisor
If successful, the script exits displaying the results of prerequisites check. If one or more software prerequisites are 
missing or are the incorrect version, a message appears with instructions to fix the problems.
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• Determine if the product is supported on your platform.


• Review the patch requirements for your operating system.


• Determine if your system meets the hardware requirements.


Installation tasks
The recommended order of installation tasks for new installations is as follows:


Product installation directory


In the install and uninstall instructions, the term [Product Directory] represents your actual 
installation directory. You must substitute [Product Directory] with your actual installation 
directory path. Ensure that the name of the [Product Directory] do not have spaces.


For Windows, you can determine your product installation directory and server 
configuration by accessing the Registry keys at:


Step Task


1 Review the minimum system requirements mentioned in EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix 
document.


2 Install the operating system including any prerequisites.


Notice: Install the appropriate package groups for use with Network Configuration Manager.


3 Ensure all firewalls adhere to the Communication security settings mentioned in EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Security Configuration Guide.


4 For Windows only
a. Enable Network Time Protocol (NTP).


b. Copy the files included with the Network Configuration Manager distribution to a writeable directory, such as 
C:\Installers.


c. Do not run the installer from a read-only file system, such as a CD or mounted ISO. If the installation must be done 
from a read-only file system, the Network Configuration Manager components must be installed individually.


5 Install Network Configuration Manager.


Notice: If errors occur during installation, refer to the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Troubleshooting Guide 
for a list of solutions.


6 Configure Network Configuration Manager using Chapter 8, “Post-Installation procedures.”


7 Begin using Network Configuration Manager using the steps in Appendix A, “Getting Started with Network Configuration 
Manager.”.


8 Install Report and Compliance advisors.
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• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Voyence\Control\Configuration
\VOYENCE_HOME


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Voyence\Control\Configuration
\SERVER_CONFIG


For Linux, you can determine your product installation directory by examining 
/etc/voyence.conf, and looking for the text VOYENCE_HOME.
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Upgrade and migration
You can upgrade or migrate from your existing installation to Network Configuration 
Manager 9.4. The following versions are supported for upgrade and migration.


Upgrade


You can upgrade from Network Configuration Manager 9.2.x or 9.3.x to Network 
Configuration Manager 9.4. 


You cannot upgrade or migrate from NCM 9.1.x to Network Configuration Manager 9.4.


This guide contains separate procedures for upgrades and for new installations. Make 
sure to use the correct procedures for your upgrade scenario, as follows: 


• To use Network Configuration Manager 9.4 on the host where you had previously 
installed Network Configuration Manager 9.2.x or 9.3.x, you must use the upgrade 
procedure to upgrade to Network Configuration Manager 9.4.


• To use Network Configuration Manager 9.4 on a new host, use the new installation 
procedure to install NCM 9.4 on the new host. Then perform a backup (using 
[Product Directory]/tools/backup.pl) of your data on the old host, and restore 
(using [Product Directory]/tools/restore.pl) the data on the new host. “Backup 
utilities” on page 234 provides more information about these utilities.


Migration


You can migrate from Network Configuration Manager 4.1.1.x to Network Configuration 
Manager 9.4. A separate document describes the migration process. 
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Upgrade tasks


If you plan to upgrade, you have to upgrade all the Network Configuration Manager 9.x.x 
components to Network Configuration Manager 9.4.


Upgrade tasks for Linux


The recommended order of tasks for upgrading the Network Configuration Manager is as 
follows:


Upgrade tasks for Windows


The recommended order of tasks for upgrading the Network Configuration Manager is as 
follows:


Application and Device Servers


The installer allows you to upgrade the Network Configuration Manager for single-server 
and distributed-server configurations. EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 
Support Matrix provides more information for the server configurations.


Step Action


1 Review the minimum system requirements mentioned in EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix 
document.
Ensure that you have met all the requirements to compete the Network Configuration Manager installation.


2 Upgrade the Database server if you are using a remote, stand-alone Database server.


3 Upgrade the current Network Configuration Manager Application server or Combination server using one of the following 
installation interfaces:
• Graphical - The graphical installer can be used when an X Windows session is present on the server you select for 


installation. 
• Console-Based Installer - The console-based installer is appropriate for installs that take place over a command 


line-based connection, such as Telnet and SSH.


4 Upgrade software on the Device server.


5 Upgrade Report advisor.


Step Action


1 Review the minimum system requirements mentioned in EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix 
document.
Ensure that you have met all the requirements to compete the Network Configuration Manager installation.


2 Close all desktop sessions, windows, and command prompts which are not being used for upgrading Network 
Configuration Manager.


3 Upgrade the current Network Configuration Manager Application server or Combination server using the graphical 
installation interface.


4 Upgrade software on the Device server.


5 Upgrade Report advisor.
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The upgrade must be repeated for each Network Configuration Manager server.
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PART 2


Installation on Windows platform


This section lists the installation and upgrade procedures for Network Configuration 
Manager on Windows platform.


Chapter 2, “Installation procedures (Windows platform)”


This chapter provides procedures for installing Network Configuration Manager in 
graphical, console, and silent modes.


Chapter 3, “Upgrade procedures (Windows platform)”


This chapter provides procedures for upgrading your existing installation to the new 
version.


Chapter 4, “Uninstallation procedures (Windows platform)”


This chapter provides procedures for uninstalling Network Configuration Manager.
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CHAPTER 2
Installation procedures (Windows platform)


This chapter presents the following topics:


• Prerequisites and installation order.........................................................................  32
• Install Network Configuration Manager using graphical installer ..............................  33
• Install Network Configuration Manager using console installer ................................  44
• Install Network Configuration Manager using silent installer ....................................  55
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Prerequisites and installation order


Prerequisites


The following conditions are required. 


1. Install the Network Configuration Manager on a dedicated server and do not run other 
applications on that server. 


2. Before you start the installation, ensure that you have proper FQDN set on the server 
where you are performing the installation. 


To verify, run the ping -a <IP address> command and check if it is returning the 
server name with DNS.


3. Before you start the installation, ensure that no instance of Tomcat exists on the target 
machine. 


If an instance of Tomcat exists on the machine, you must remove it before proceeding 
with installation. 


4. Before you start the installation, ensure that no Tomcat user exists. 


To verify users, check the /etc/passwd file for a tomcat entry. 


The following conditions are highly recommended.


5. Before you start the installation, run the prereq-check.pl script to verify that all of the 
Network Configuration Manager software prerequisites are met. 


It is strongly recommended to run the prereq-check.pl script on a server before 
installing any Network Configuration Manager software on that server. 


For information about obtaining and running prereq-check.pl, see “Running a software 
prerequisites check” on page 22.


Order of Installation


Follow these sections in the order mentioned to install Network Configuration Manager:


1. “Install Combination or Application server using graphical installer” on page 34
or
“Install Combination or Application server using console installer” on page 45


2. “Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)” on 
page 37


3. “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 38


4. “Install Report and Compliance advisors using graphical installer” on page 39
or 
“Install Report and Compliance advisors using console installer” on page 50


5. “Establish a secure connection with Report server” on page 40 
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6. “Install a Device server using graphical installer” on page 41


Install Network Configuration Manager using graphical installer
This section describes how to use the graphical installer mode to install Network 
Configuration Manager. When installing Network Configuration Manager, the servers must 
be installed in the following order:


• Combination server or Application server


• Device server (if applicable)


The installation must be repeated for each server. If you are installing a distributed server 
configuration with separate Application server and Device servers, you must first install 
Network Configuration Manager on the Application server, and then install it on the Device 
servers.


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before installing the 
Device servers, ensure its corresponding Application server has the same date and time 
as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server resulting in the installation failure.


To start the installation, you have to run the script install.pl. When you run the script, the 
command prompt screen appears with five options:


• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and 
Documentation.


• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 4, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Report advisor, and Compliance 
advisor and NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 5, and press Enter to exit the installation.
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Install Combination or Application server using graphical installer


To install a Combination or Application server using the graphical installer mode, follow 
these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.
The installer begins to load. The install.pl script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The Introduction window opens. 
Click Next at the Introduction window. 
Notice that as you go through the various steps needed to install, the navigation pane on the left keeps a running list of 
the completed steps. For example, you can see at the License Agreement window that the Introduction has been 
completed. A check (√) appears by each completed phase of the installation. The right arrow (►) indicates the current 
window and installation status.


4 The License Agreement window opens. 
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


5 The Server Configuration window opens. 
Select the server you want to install, and click Next.


6 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.
• If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “9”.


7 The Combo Server Alias window opens.
Enter an Alias for the Combination server and click Next. 
This alias displays in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


8 The Report advisor Configuration window appears.
Select one of the following options:
• Select local to run the reporting server on the same server as the application.
• Select remote to run the reporting server on a separate server and click Next.
If you select remote Report server, you have to type the Report server IP address and click Next.


9 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check window appears.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and click Next.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


10 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address window appears. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address and 
click Next.


Notice: Do not enter the server name or FQDN.
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10 The License Key window opens. You are now prompted to Choose the License Key File. 
• Click Choose, and select another location. Make the needed selection, then click Select when you have completed 


selecting another file.
• Type the Company Name you want displayed on the main screen of the application.
• Type the Department/Division name you want displayed on the main screen of the application. This field is optional.
• Click Next.


Notice: If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “12”.


11 The Root CA Certificates window opens.
• To import a 3rd party root CA certificate, select Yes, or to accept the default certificate, select No.


Notice: Root CA certificates should only need to be imported if a 3rd party SSL certificate is used in the Network 
Configuration Manager configuration.


12 The Certificate password window appears. Type a password for Certificate.
The password must contain atleast:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


13 If you selected Yes in the previous step, you are prompted to select the file containing the Root CA certificate. 
Click Next to continue. At the end of this step, you are able to import additional certificates, if needed.


14 The Email Configuration window opens. 
• Enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server. This is the email address where the job 


notifications are sent from.
• Enter a FQDN or IP Address for the outbound SMTP mail server.
• Click Next.


Notice: Ensure that mail is accepted from the Network Configuration Manager server.


Step Action
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15 The Lockbox passphrase window appears. Type a passphrase for Lockbox.
The passphrase must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase are:
• Tilde (~)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
• Exclamation (!)


Notice: The passphrase must not start or end with a special character.


16 The Security Questions windows appears. Type the answers for the security questions and click Next.


17 The Encryption Key store option window appears. Choose a location where NCM should store the encryption key that is 
used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this Window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


18 The Database password window appears. Type a password for Database. The password must contain minimum eight 
characters. The special characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


19 The Anti-virus Conflict warning window appears. Read the content in the window and click Next.


20 The Summary window displays the product information, as well as the required disk space.
Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


Step Action
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Lockbox utility


Lockbox utility provides increased security for data. The lockbox is a file that serves as a 
local repository for storing the passphrase which is used for encryption of sensitive data 
such as user credentials. The encryption algorithm is upgraded from Blowfish to AES. The 
lockbox file can be opened only on the machine on which it is created.


“Lockbox utility” on page 266 provides more information for Lockbox utility 
functionalities.


Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)


Follow these steps to add distributed system hosts for remote servers.


1. If you chose Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from 
[product directory]\data in the AS to [product directory]\data on the distributed 
system hosts (DS, RA, or Database servers). 


2. If you chose Advanced Security mode during AS installation: 


a. On the AS, go to [Product directory]\bin directory.


b. Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility, as follows:


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Database server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report Advisor server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


c. Go to [Product directory]\data directory.


d. Copy the lockb.clb file to any directory on each of the distributed system hosts. 


The lockbox file lockb.clb will be used in the procedure “Install Report and 
Compliance advisors using graphical installer” on page 39.


21 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation may 
take several minutes.
When complete, the Documentation Installer begins to load.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the C:\smarts-ncm\package\cisco\ios directory.


Documentation Installer Procedures


22 While the Documentation installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes. The prompt exits after a successful installation.


After installing Combination server or Application server


23 Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox for remote servers.


Step Action
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Next step, go to “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” 
on page 38.


Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers


For establishing a secure connection from Application server to remote Device server, you 
have to get the certificates from the Application server.


Follow these steps to get the certificates from Application server:


1. Go to [Product directory]\conf directory.


2. Copy the bundle.p12 certificate file to the remote Device server.


Next step, go to “Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter” on page 38.


Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and a 
remote server:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from <product directory>/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -export -keystore 
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo %JAVA_HOME%. Ensure 
that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, C:\Program 
Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25


If the directory path for JAVA_HOME contains any spaces such as Program Files, 
enclose the path with double quotes. For example,


"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\bin"\keytool.exe -export 
-keystore C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned 
-file CERTIFICATE


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the remote server.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -import -keystore 
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -file <CERTIFICATE> -alias 
selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:
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%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore 
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -list -alias selfsigned


Install Report and Compliance advisors using graphical installer


If you are installing advisors on a Windows platform, ensure that the Full computer name
and Primary DNS suffix are set properly. To set the Full computer name and Primary DNS
suffix, follow the steps below:


1. On Windows Explorer, right-click on Computer, and select Properties.


2. The System window appears. Click Change settings in the Computer name, 
domain,and workgroup settings.


3. The System Properties window appears. Click Change.


4. The Computer Name/Domain Changes window appears. Click More.


5. The DNS Suffix and NetBIOS Computer Name window appears. Select the check box 
Change primary DNS suffix when domain membership changes.


6. Enter a valid domain name in the field Primary DNS suffix of this computer. Click OK.


7. Click OK. You will be prompted to restart the system for the changes to take effect. 
Restart the system.


8. Right-click Computer, and select Properties. Verify the Full computer name in the 
System window.


9. Verify the registry entries at:


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters
\NV Hostname


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters
\NV Domain


To install advisors using the graphical installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Type perl install.pl to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


The Introduction window opens.
Click Next at the Introduction window.


2 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location.
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Report advisor will be installed.


3 The Network Configuration Manager Application server IP Address window appears.
• Type the external IP address for the Network Configuration Manager Application server.
• Click Next.
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Establish a secure connection with Report server


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -export -keystore
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.
keystore -alias selfsigned -file <CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo %JAVA_HOME%.


4 The Database server IP Address window appears.
• If you are installing Report advisor on the same server as the database, you must enter 127.0.0.1 for the IP address; 


otherwise type the external IP address for the server where the database is running.
• Click Next.


5 The Network Configuration Manager Report Server domain name or IP Address window appears.
• Type the FQDN or external IP address for the server where Report advisor is being installed.
• Click Next.


6 The SMTP Server Hostname or IP Address window appears.
• Enter an IP Address for the SMTP Server, and click Next.


7 The Email Configuration window appears.
• Enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server. This is the email address where the job 


notifications are sent from.
Steps 8, 9 and 10 are applicable only for remote advisors installation. If you are installing advisors on a server where 
the Application server is installed, then proceed to step “11”.


8 The lockbox file location window appears. Provide the path for the lockbox file lockb.clb (if you are using Advanced 
Security) or eKey file lockb.ekey (if you are using Standard Security) that was copied earlier and click Next. “Add 
distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)” on page 37 provides more information.


9 The Certificate file location window appears. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 that was copied earlier 
and click Next. “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 38 provides more 
information.


10 The password for Certificate window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application 
server and click Next.


11 The Database password window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application or 
Database server and click Next.


12 The Pre-Installation Summary window appears and displays the product information (before installing), as well as the 
required disk space.
Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until
sufficient disk space is free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


13 When complete, the Install Complete window appears. Click Done.
The installer displays the advisors installation complete message.


14 You have to establish a secure connection with Report server as described in “Establish a secure connection with 
Report server” on page 40.


Step Action
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Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25


If the directory path for JAVA_HOME contains any spaces such as Program files, 
enclose the path with double quotes. For example:


"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\bin"\keytool.exe -export
-keystore
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.
keystore -alias selfsigned -file CERTIFICATE


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the Report advisor server, if remote.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -import -keystore
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -file <CERTIFICATE> -alias
selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt. This is the default password, unless 
otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -list -alias selfsigned


6. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


Start > Administrative Tools > Services > Apache Tomcat 8.0 Tomcat8


Next step, install the Device server as described in “Install a Device server using graphical 
installer” on page 41.


Install a Device server using graphical installer


The graphical user interface (GUI mode) installer requires a connection to a running X 
server.


If you are installing a distributed server configuration, with separate Application server 
and Device servers, you must first install Network Configuration Manager on the 
Application server, and then install it on the Device servers.


Before installing Device servers, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the 
same date and time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server will not be 
able to register with the Application or Combination servers, and the installation will fail.
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If the Device server cannot communicate with the Application server, this step fails, and 
you must reinstall the Device server.


To install a Device server using the graphical installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.


The installer begins to load. The install.pl script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network 
Configuration Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are 
located in the Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The Introduction window opens. 
Click Next at the Introduction window. Notice that as you go through the various steps needed to install, the navigation 
pane on the left keeps a running list of the completed steps. For example, you can see at the License Agreement 
window that the Introduction has been completed. A check (√) appears by each completed phase of the installation. 
The right arrow (►) indicates the current window and installation status.


4 The License Agreement window opens. 
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


5 The Server Configuration window opens.
Select Device server as your configuration type, and click Next.


Notice: When installing a Device server, you must install the Application server first, and have it running and available 
to the Device server over the network.


6 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.


7 The Application server IP window opens.
• Enter an IP Address for the Application server, and click Next.


8 The Device server Alias window opens.
• Enter an Alias for the Device server and click Next. 
This alias appears in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


9 The Root CA Certificates window opens. To import a 3rd party root CA certificate, select Yes, or to accept the default 
certificate, select No.


Notice: Root CA certificates should only need to be imported if a 3rd party SSL certificate is used in the Network 
Configuration Manager configuration.


10 If you selected Yes in the previous step, you are prompted to select the file containing the Root CA certificate. Click Next 
to continue. At the end of this step, you are able to import additional certificates, if needed.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.
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Next step, go to “Post-Installation procedures” on page 127.


11 The Certificate file location window appears. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 that was copied earlier 
and click Next. “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 38 provides more 
information.


12 The Password for certificate window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application 
server and click Next.


13
Notice: You must perform this step irrespective of the mode of security you selected during the installation. 


The lockbox file location window appears. Provide the path for the lockbox file lockb.clb (for Advanced Security) or 
eKey file lockb.ekey (for Standard Security) that was copied earlier and click Next. 
“Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)” on page 37 provides more 
information.


14 The database password window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application or 
Database server and click Next.


15 The Anti-virus Conflict warning window appears. Read the content in the window and click Next.


16 The Summary window displays the product information, as well as the required disk space. Click Install to start the 
installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


17 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes.
The installer displays the installation complete message.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the C:\smarts-ncm\package\cisco\ios directory.


Step Action
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Install Network Configuration Manager using console installer
This section describes how to use the console-based installer to install Network 
Configuration Manager. When installing Network Configuration Manager, the servers must 
be installed in the following order.


• Combination server or Application server


• Device server (if applicable)


The installation must be repeated for each server. If you are installing a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application server and Device servers, you must first install 
Network Configuration Manager on the Application server, and then install Network 
Configuration Manager on the Device servers. 


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before installing the 
Device servers, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the same date and 
time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server, this step fails, and you must reinstall the Device server.


To start the installation, you have to run the script install.pl. When you run the script, the 
command prompt screen appears with four options:


• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and 
Documentation.


• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 4, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Report advisor and Compliance 
advisor, and NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 5, and press Enter to exit the installation.
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Install Combination or Application server using console installer


To install a Combination or Application server using the console installer mode, follow 
these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl -i console to run the installer in the console-based installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.
The installer begins to load. The install.pl script checks for the Network Configuration Manager Prerequisites and 
automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The introduction to the installer appears.
Press Enter to continue.


4 The License Agreement appears.
Read the license agreement. Press Enter, and continue to press Enter to move through each page of the license 
agreement until you reach the final page.


5 On the final page of the license agreement, type Y, and press Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement.


6 The installer prompts you to select a server configuration.
Type 1, and press Enter to select Combination server.
Type 2, and press Enter to select Application server.


7 The installer prompts you to choose an install folder.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a location for the install folder.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.


If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “9”.


8 For Combination server installation only:
The installer prompts you for the combination server alias.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter an Alias for the Combination server. 
This alias displays in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


9 The installer prompts you for EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and press Enter.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


10 The installer prompts you for the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP address. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP 
address and press Enter.


11 The installer prompts you for the License Key.
Type the path and file name for the text file that contains the license key, and then press Enter.


12 The installer prompts you to enter a company name.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the company name you want displayed on the main screen of the application.
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13 The installer prompts you to enter a department or division name.
Type the department or division name you want displayed on the main screen of the application, and press Enter. This 
field is optional.


Notice: If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “15”.


14 For Combination server installation only:
The installer prompts you to import root CA certificates.
If you have any root CA certificates to import, type the appropriate number, and then press Enter.


15 The installer prompts for a password for Certificate. Type a password for Certificate.
The password must contain atleast:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


16 The installer prompts you to enter an Email From address.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server.
This is the email address where the job notifications are sent from.


17 Enter a FQDN or IP Address for the outbound SMTP mail server, and press Enter.


Step Action
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18 The installer prompts for a lockbox passphrase. Type a passphrase for Lockbox.
The passphrase must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The passphrase must not start or end with a special character.


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase are:
• Tilde (~)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
• Exclamation (!)


If you use an Exclamation (!) in the lockbox passphrase, enclose the passphrase within single quotes, for example, 
'Test!123'. This is applicable only if the passphrase needs to be typed in the command line.
Example:
./cstdriver -lockbox /opt/smarts-ncm/data/lockb.clb -passphrase 'Test!123' -addHost 
linbgh130.lss.emc.com


If you have not used an Exclamation (!) in the lockbox passphrase, then the lockbox passphrase need not be enclosed 
within single quotes, for example, Test@123 does not need to be enclosed within single quotes.


Notice: Use single quotes to unlock the lockbox from the command line. Do not use single quotes during installation.


19 The installer prompts for answers to the security questions. Type the answers for the security questions and press 
Enter.


20 The Encryption Key store option window appears. Choose a location where NCM should store the encryption key that is 
used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this Window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


21 The installer prompts for a database password. Type a password for Database.
The password must contain minimum eight characters. The special characters that can be used for the database 
password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


22 The Anti-virus Conflict warning appears. Read the content and press Enter.


Step Action
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Lockbox utility


Lockbox utility provides increased security for data. The lockbox is a file that serves as a 
local repository for storing the passphrase which is used for encryption of sensitive data 
such as user credentials. The encryption algorithm is upgraded from Blowfish to AES. The 
lockbox file can be opened only on the machine on which it is created.


“Lockbox utility” on page 266 provides more information for Lockbox utility 
functionalities.


Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (Standard or Advanced Security)


Follow these steps to add distributed system hosts for remote servers.


1. If you chose Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from 
[product directory]\data in the AS to [product directory]\data on the distributed 
system hosts (DS, RA, or Database servers). 


2. If you chose Advanced Security mode during AS installation: 


• On the AS, go to [Product directory]\bin directory.


• Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility, as follows:


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Database server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report Advisor server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb


23 The Summary window displays the product information (before installing), as well as the required disk space.
Press Enter to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


24 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes.
When complete, the Documentation Installer begins to load.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the /opt/voyence/package/cisco/ios directory.


Documentation Installer Procedures


25 While the Documentation installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes.


After installing Combination server or Application server


26 Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox for remote servers.


Step Action
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-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


• Go to [Product directory]\data directory.


• Copy the lockb.clb file to any directory on each of the distributed system hosts. 


The lockbox file lockb.clb will be used in step 8 of “Install Report and Compliance 
advisors using console installer” on page 50.


Next step, go to “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” 
on page 49.


Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers


For establishing a secure connection from Application server to remote Device server or 
Application server to remote Report server, you have to get the certificates from the 
Application server.


Follow these steps to get the certificates from Application server:


1. Go to [Product directory]\conf directory.


2. Copy the bundle.p12 certificate file to the remote Report advisor server and remote 
Device server.


The certificate file bundle.p12 will be used in step 9 of “Install Report and Compliance 
advisors using console installer” on page 50.


Next step, go to “Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter” on page 49.


Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and a 
remote server:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -export -keystore 
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo %JAVA_HOME%. Ensure 
that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, C:\Program 
Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25


If the directory path for JAVA_HOME contains any spaces such as Program files, 
enclose the path with double quotes. For example,


"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\bin"\keytool.exe -export 
-keystore C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned 
-file CERTIFICATE


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.
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2. Copy the exported certificate file to the remote server.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -import -keystore 
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -file <CERTIFICATE> -alias 
selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore 
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -list -alias selfsigned


Install Report and Compliance advisors using console installer


If you are installing advisors on a Windows platform, ensure that the Full computer name
and Primary DNS suffix are set properly. To set the Full computer name and Primary DNS
suffix, follow the steps below:


1. On Windows Explorer, right-click Computer, and select Properties.


2. The System window appears. Click Change settings in the Computer name, domain, 
and workgroup settings.


3. The System Properties window appears. Click Change.


4. The Computer Name/Domain Changes window appears. Click More.


5. The DNS Suffix and NetBIOS Computer Name window appears. Select the check box 
Change primary DNS suffix when domain membership changes.


6. Enter a valid domain name in the field Primary DNS suffix of this computer. Click OK.


7. Click OK. You will be prompted to restart the system for the changes to take effect. 
Restart the system.


8. Right-click Computer, and select Properties. Verify the Full computer name in the 
System window.


9. Verify the registry entries at:


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters
\NV Hostname


• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters
\NV Domain


??????
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To install advisors using the console installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Type perl install.pl -i console to run the installer in the console-based installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


The introduction to the installer appears.
Press Enter at the Introduction screen.


2 The installer prompts you to choose an install folder.
• Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a location for the install folder.
This is the location where Report advisor will be installed.


3 The installer prompts you for the Network Configuration Manager Application server IP Address.
• Type the external IP address for the Network Configuration Manager Application server.
• Press Enter.


4 The installer prompts you for the Database server IP Address.
• If you are installing Report advisor on the same server as the database, you must enter 127.0.0.1 for the IP address; 


otherwise type the external IP address for the server where the database is running.
• Press Enter.


5 The installer prompts you for the Network Configuration Manager Report Server domain name or IP Address.
• Type the FQDN or external IP address for the server where Report advisor is being installed.
• Press Enter.


6 The installer prompts you for the SMTP Server Hostname or IP Address.
• Enter an IP Address for the SMTP Server
• Press Enter.


7 The installer prompts you for the Mail From Address.
• Enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server. This is the email address where the job 


notifications are sent from.
• Press Enter.


Steps 8, 9 and 10 are applicable only for remote advisors installation. If you are installing advisors on a server where 
the Application server is installed, then proceed to step “11”.


8 The lockbox file location window appears. Provide the path for the lockbox file lockb.clb (for Advanced Security) or eKey 
file lockb.ekey (for Standard Security) that was copied earlier and click Next. 


“Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (Standard or Advanced Security)” on page 48 provides more 
information.


9 The installer prompts for Certificate file location. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 that was copied 
earlier and press Enter. “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 49 provides 
more information.


10 The installer prompts for a password for Certificate. Type the same password that you entered while installing 
Application server.


11 The installer prompts for a database password. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application or 
Database server.
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Establish a secure connection with Report server


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -export -keystore
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.
keystore -alias selfsigned -file <CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo %JAVA_HOME%. Ensure 
that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example,C:\Program 
Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25


If the directory path for JAVA_HOME contains any spaces such as Program files, 
enclose the path with double quotes. For example,


"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\bin"\keytool.exe -export
-keystore
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.
keystore -alias selfsigned -file <CERTIFICATE>


??????


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the Report advisor server, if remote.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -import -keystore
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -file <CERTIFICATE> -alias
selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt.


This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


12 The Pre-Install Summary Screen displays all of your selections to this point in the installation process.
• Review the information for the Pre-Install Summary Screen, including the required disk space.
• Press Enter to start the installation. It may take several minutes for the next prompt to appear.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You will be able to continue once enough disk space is available.


13 When complete, the Install Complete screen appears.
• Press Enter.
The installer displays the advisors installation complete message.


14 You have to establish a secure connection with Report server as described in “Establish a secure connection with 
Report server” on page 52.


Step Action
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To view the imported certificate, type:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -list -alias selfsigned


6. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


Start > Administrative Tools > Services > Apache Tomcat 8.0 Tomcat8


Next step, install the Device server as described in “Install a Device server using console 
installer” on page 53.


Install a Device server using console installer


If you are installing a distributed server configuration, with separate Application server 
and Device servers, you must first install Network Configuration Manager on the 
Application server, and then install it on the Device servers. 


Before installing Device servers, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the 
same date and time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server will not be 
able to register with the Application or Combination servers, and the installation will fail.


To install a Device server using the console-based installer, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl -i console to run the installer in the console-based installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.


The installer begins to load.The install.pl script checks for the Network Configuration Manager Prerequisites and 
automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The introduction to the installer appears.
Press Enter to continue.


4 The License Agreement appears.
Read the license agreement. Press Enter, and continue to press Enter to move through each page of the license 
agreement until you reach the final page.


5 On the final page of the license agreement, type Y, and press Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement. 


6 The installer prompts you to select a server configuration.
Enter 3, and press Enter to select Device server as your configuration type.


7 The installer prompts you to choose an install folder.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a location for the install folder.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.
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Next step, go to “Post-Installation procedures” on page 127.


8 The installer prompts you for the Application server IP.
Enter an IP Address for the Application server, and press Enter.
If you are installing Device server with a Cluster installation, then enter an IP Address for the active Network 
Configuration Manager Application server cluster, and press Enter. 
The Device servers will be set to the appropriate node when the clustered Application server becomes active.
Do not type the virtual IP address of the cluster. 


9 The installer prompts you for the Device server alias.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter an Alias for the Combination server. 
This alias appears in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


10 The installer prompts you to import root CA certificates.
If you have any root CA certificates to import, provide the path for certificate root CA certificate file and then press Enter.


11 The installer prompts for Certificate file location. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 that was copied 
earlier and press Enter.


12 The installer prompts for a password for Certificate. Type the same password that you entered while installing 
Application server and press Enter.


13
Notice: You must perform this step irrespective of the mode of security you selected during the installation. 


The lockbox file location window appears. Provide the path for the lockbox file lockb.clb (for Advanced Security) or eKey 
file lockb.ekey (for Standard Security) that was copied earlier and click Next. 
“Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (Standard or Advanced Security)” on page 48 provides more 
information.


14 The installer prompts for a database password. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application or 
Database server and press Enter.


15 The Anti-virus Conflict warning window appears. Read the content in the window and press Enter.


16 The Summary window displays the product information (before installing), as well as the required disk space.
Press Enter to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


17 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes.
The installer displays the installation complete message.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the C:\smarts-ncm\package\cisco\ios directory.


Step Action
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Install Network Configuration Manager using silent installer
The Network Configuration Manager installer allows you to supply a configuration file 
containing the variables necessary for an installation, also known as a silent installation.


A sample configuration file is supplied in the following directory of the Network 
Configuration Manager distribution: \silent-install.properties available in the Utils 
directory.


Creating the configuration file for a silent installation


Before you can run a silent installation, you must create a configuration file that the 
installer uses to complete your installation.


To create a configuration file, follow these steps: 


Configuration parameters for AS, CS, DS,and DB


Step Action


1 Copy the sample configuration file from the distribution (\silent-install.properties) to a 
directory on the server where you are installing Network Configuration Manager.


2 Open the sample configuration file.


3 Define each of the properties in this file for your server type, according to the tables 
below: 
• “Configuration parameters for AS, CS, DS,and DB”
• “Configuration parameters for Report and Compliance advisors (RA)”


Notice: Errors occur during installation if all required properties do not contain a value.


4 Save your changes to the file.
You are now ready to install Network Configuration Manager in silent mode.


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations


API_VERSION Defines the versions of the API to install. 


Notice: For maximum compatibility, it is highly recommended that 
9.1 be selected. (space delimited if entering more than one version)


AS, CS


APPLICATION_SERVER_IP If you are installing a Device server, this property defines the IP 
address of the associated Application server. The Application server 
must be installed, running, and available over the network before 
installing the Device server. If you are not installing a Device server, 
any value entered for this property is ignored.


DS


CERT_FILE Defines the location of the Certificate FIle.
CERT_FILE=<FilePathFull>


DS


COMPANY_NAME Defines the company name that displays on the main screen of the 
application.


AS, CS
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CRED_MODE Defines the Privilege Password Mode for Network Configuration 
Manager. Valid values are the following:
Single-Level—Network Configuration Manager users accustomed to 
the previous credentials system should select this option. 
Multi-Level—This mode allows multiple leveled privileged 
passwords to be created and associated within the Network 
Configuration Manager application.
Note that this setting is permanent.


AS, CS


DATABASE_PASSWORD Database password.
The password must contain minimum eight characters. The special 
characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


AS, CS, DB


DIVISION Defines the division name that displays on the main screen of the 
application. This is optional, and none is a valid value.


AS, CS


FROM_ADDRESS Network Configuration Manager has the ability to send email 
notifications to users. This property defines the From address for 
Network Configuration Manager notification emails.


AS, CS


HTTPD_CONF_DIR Defines the directory in which the httpd.conf Apache configuration 
file resides on the server.


AS, DS, CS


JAVA_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Java is installed. AS, DS, CS


KEY_STORE Value:Standard Security/Advanced Security
Encryption Key store option to specify where NCM should store the 
encryption key that is used to encrypt or decrypt data.


AS, CS


LICENSE_FILE Defines the location of the license file used for new installations. If 
you are upgrading, this property is ignored.


AS, CS


LOCKBOX_FILE Defines the location of the lockbox fIle or eKey file.
LOCKBOX_FILE=<FilePathFull>


DS


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations
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PKCS_PASSWORD Certificate Password 
The password must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


AS, CS, DS


REPORTS_CONFIG Defines the Report server configuration, local or remote. AS, CS, DB


REPORTS_IP Defines the location of the Report Server. AS, CS, DB


ROOT_CERT_LIST List the files that contain the root CA certificates. This is only 
necessary for DS and CS configurations that use either a third-party 
certificate or Cisco RME integration. Use comma as delimiter if you 
entering more than one file.


AS, DS, CS


SECURITY_ANSWER_ONE Defines the answer for the question “What is your Customer Site ID 
Number?”


AS, CS


SECURITY_ANSWER_THREE Defines the answer for the question “What is the Software Licensing 
Contract Number?”


AS, CS


SECURITY_ANSWER_TWO Defines the answer for the question “What is the Customer Service 
Support Phone Number?”


AS, CS


SERVER_ALIAS Defines a symbolic name for a device or Combination server. This 
server name displays in the System Administration portion of 
Network Configuration Manager. This name cannot contain spaces 
or special characters. If you are not installing a combination or 
Device server, any value entered for this property is ignored.


DS, CS


SERVER_CONFIG Defines the type of server being installed.
Valid values include the following:
AS – Application server
DB– Database server
DS – Device server
CS – Combination server


AS, DB, DS, CS


SMTP_SERVER Defines the outbound SMTP mail server FQDN or IP address, used for 
sending email notifications.


AS, CS


TOMCAT_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Tomcat is installed. AS, DS, CS


USER_INSTALL_DIR Installation directory for Network Configuration Manager. AS, DS, CS


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations
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USER_SUPPLIED_PASSWORD Lockbox passphrase
The passphrase must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The passphrase must not start or end with a special 
character.


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase 
are:
• Tilde (~)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
• Exclamation (!)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


AS, CS


W4N_IP Defines the IP address for the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server. AS, CS, DB


W4N_SKIP Value: Yes/No


Set this parameter to Yes to configure the Network Configuration 
Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
If you set Yes, you must provide the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP 
address for the property W4N_IP.


AS, CS, DB


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations
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Configuration parameters for Report and Compliance advisors (RA) 


Property Description


CERT_FILE Defines the location of the Certificate FIle.
CERT_FILE=<FilePathFull>


DATABASE_PASSWORD Database password.
The password must contain minimum eight characters. The special 
characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


DB_IP This property defines the IP address of the associated Application 
server. The Application server must be installed, running, and 
available over the network before installing the report and 
compliance advisors. 


FROM_ADDRESS Network Configuration Manager has the ability to send email 
notifications to users. This property defines the From address for 
Network Configuration Manager notification emails.


HTTPD_CONF_DIR Defines the directory in which the httpd.conf Apache configuration 
file resides on the server.


JAVA_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Java is installed.


LOCKBOX_FILE Defines the location of the lockbox or eKey file.
LOCKBOX_FILE=<FilePathFull>


PKCS_PASSWORD Certificate Password 
The password must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


REPORT_IP Defines the location of the Report Server.


SMTP_SERVER Defines the outbound SMTP mail server FQDN or IP address, used for 
sending email notifications.
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Installing in silent mode


To install in silent mode, follow these steps:


TOMCAT_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Tomcat is installed.


USER_INSTALL_DIR Installation directory for Network Configuration Manager.


VC_IP Defines the Voyence Control Application Server IP address. 
If you are installing a Device server, this property defines the IP 
address of the associated Application server. The Application server 
must be installed, running, and available over the network before 
installing the Device server. If you are not installing a Device server, 
any value entered for this property is ignored.


UI_IP EMC M&R frontend server IP address.


Property Description


Step Action


1 Log into the server with administrative privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl –i silent -f <configuration file> -m <NCM_COMPONENT>
to run the installer in the silent installer mode, and press Enter.
where NCM_COMPONENT refers to:
• NCM_CORE - Installs the NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation
• ADVISORS - Installs the Report advisors (RA) and Compliance advisors
• ADAPTERS - Installs the NCM Smarts Adapters
• NCM_COMPLETE - Installs the NCM Core product, Advisors, and Adapters


Notice: The path to the silent configuration file must not contain any spaces. The file should be referenced with a full 
path that does not contain spaces (for example, -f C:\silent-install.properties).


The installer begins to load. The install.pl script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The installer does not require any user interaction. Once it completes, a message displays indicating the installation is 
complete, and you are returned to the shell prompt. If the installer is unable to complete the installation, an error 
message is saved in the [Product directory]\logs\ directory.
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• Overview.................................................................................................................  62
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Overview
The Network Configuration Manager can be upgraded using the graphical installer mode or 
the console installer mode.


The following table lists the products that are supported for upgrade to version 9.4


A downgrade path is not supported. After upgrading to Network Configuration Manager 
9.4, you cannot revert to the previously installed version. 


Upgrading using the graphical installer mode
This section describes how to use the graphical installer mode to upgrade the Network 
Configuration Manager. When upgrading the Network Configuration Manager, the servers 
must be upgraded in the following order:


• Combination Server or Application Server


• Device Server (if applicable)


The upgrade must be repeated for each server. If you are upgrading a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application Server and Device server, you must first upgrade 
the Network Configuration Manager on the Application Server, and then upgrade it on the 
Device Servers. 


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before upgrading 
the Device server, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the same date and 
time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server, this step fails, and you must reinstall the Device server.


Task Upgrade to


Upgrade from Network Configuration 
Manager 9.2.x or 9.3.x


Network Configuration Manager 9.4


Report Advisor 9.x.x Report Advisor 9.4
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Upgrading an existing version using the graphical installer mode


This procedure must be completed for each Network Configuration Manager server.


To upgrade an existing version of Network Configuration Manager using the graphical 
installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl, and press Enter. Read the information and press Enter.


3 The installer will install the prerequisites if the software prerequisites need to be installed. 
If you are upgrading advisors, proceed to step “15”.


4 The installer will attempt to stop the product processes if the server is an Application or Combination server.
The database process NCM_Controldb will be started. A prompt to backup the product data (DB) will be seen before the 
upgrade process, if the server is an Application or Combination server.
• Select Y (Yes) or N (No) for the product data (database) backup.
• Select Y (Yes) if there has not been a data backup done before the upgrade.
Type the appropriate passwords.
The backup file will be in the [Product directory]\data-image directory. Save the backup file if data needs to be restored 
later.


5 An Important Notice Window appears in a command prompt window.
Click, Enter in the Important Notice window. The installer begins to load.


6 The Introduction window appears.
Click Next in the Introduction window.


7 The License Agreement window appears.
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


Notice: The installer checks if the correct versions of Tomcat and Perl have been installed.


8 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check window appears.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and click Next.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


9 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address window appears. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address and 
click Next.


Notice: Do not enter the server name or FQDN.


10 The Lockbox passphrase window appears. Type the passphrase and click Next.


11 The Security Questions windows appears. Type the answers for the security questions and click Next.
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Next step, go to “Post upgrade procedures” on page 67.


12 The Encryption Key store option window appears. Choose a location where NCM should store the encryption key that is 
used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this Window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


13 An Anti-virus conflict warning screen appears. Anti-virus software could interfere with the install process.
Disable any currently running anti-virus software before continuing, and click Next.


14 Another backup warning appears to ensure that a data backup is created before the upgrade begins. Select, Continue the 
Upgrade if the data backup is created.


15 The Summary window opens and displays the product information before installation, and the required disk space.


Notice: If there is insufficient disk space, the installer displays an error message until the disk space is free.


Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.


Notice: If the database resides on the server during upgrade, the upgrade process may take much longer to complete. 
There is an internal database backup and restore when you upgrade to a new version of PostgreSQL. For large databases, 
the upgrade process could take an hour or more. 


Step Action
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Upgrading using the console installer mode
This section describes how to use the console-based installer to upgrade the Network 
Configuration Manager. When upgrading the Network Configuration Manager, the servers 
must be upgraded in the following order.


• Combination Server or Application Server


• Device Server (if applicable)


The upgrade must be repeated for each server. If you are upgrading a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application server and Device server, you must first upgrade 
the Network Configuration Manager on the Application server, and then upgrade the 
Network Configuration Manager on the Device server.


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before upgrading 
the Device server, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the same date and 
time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server, this step fails, and you must reinstall the Device server. 


Upgrading an existing version using the console based installer mode


Notice: This procedure must be completed for each Network Configuration Manager server.


To upgrade an existing version of Network Configuration Manager using the console-based 
installer, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type perl install.pl –i console to run the installer in console mode, and press Enter.


3 An Important Notice appears.
Press Enter at the Important Notice window. The installer begins to load.


4 The install.pl script checks for the Network Configuration Manager Prerequisites and automatically installs any that are 
missing.
EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix document provides more information.


5 A message appears indicating the system is extracting resources from archives. When complete, the introduction to the 
installer appears.
Press Enter to continue.
If you are upgrading advisors, proceed to step “15”.


6 The License Agreement appears.
Read the license agreement. Press Enter, and continue to press Enter to move through each page of the license 
agreement until you reach the final page.


7 On the final page of the license agreement, type Y, and press Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement.


8 The installer prompts you for EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and press Enter.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.
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In certain distributed upgrade scenarios, the Tomcat logs might contain 
ClassFormatException exception errors. There is no functionality impact due to this 
exception.


Next step, go to “Post upgrade procedures” on page 67.


Updating the privLevels.xml 
Once Network Configuration Manager has been fully upgraded to version 9.4, the 
privLevels.xml file can be updated to maintain your Network Configuration Manager 9.x 
settings. This file allows you to customize the default multi-level enable mode 
configuration of network devices that are managed by NCM. These steps are optional.


9 The installer prompts you for the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP address. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP 
address and press Enter.


10 The installer prompts for the lockbox passphrase. Type the passphrase and press Enter.


11 The installer prompts for answers to the security questions. Type the answers for the security questions and press Enter.


12 The Encryption Key store option window appears. Choose a location where NCM should store the encryption key that is 
used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this Window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


13 An Anti-virus conflict warning information appears. Anti-virus software could interfere with the install process.
Disable any currently running anti-virus software before continuing, and press Enter.


14 Another backup warning appears to ensure that a data backup is created before the upgrade begins. Select, Continue the 
Upgrade if the data backup is created.


15 The Pre-Install Summary Screen displays all of your selections to this point in the installation process.
• Review the information for the Pre-Install Summary Screen, including the required disk space. 
• Press Enter to start the installation. It may take several minutes for the next prompt to appear.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


16 The installer displays the installation complete message.
Press Enter.


Notice: If the database resides on the server during upgrade, the upgrade process may take much longer to complete. 
There is an internal database backup and restore when you upgrade to a new version of PostgreSQL. For large databases, 
the upgrade process could take an hour or more to complete.


Step Action
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The Network Configuration Manager 9.x privLevels.xml file is located in the [Product 
Home]\package\pkgxml\privLevels.xml directory after upgrading to Network 
Configuration Manager 9.4.


To update the privLevels.xml file, follow these steps:


Post upgrade procedures
After performing an upgrade installation, follow the steps in this section:


1. “Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)” on 
page 67


2. “Establish a secure connection with Report server” on page 68


Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)


Follow these steps to add distributed system hosts for remote servers.


1. If you chose Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from 
[product directory]\data in the AS to [product directory]\data on the distributed 
system hosts (DS, RA, or Database servers). 


2. If you chose Advanced Security mode during AS installation: 


a. On the AS, go to [Product directory]\bin directory.


b. Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility, as follows:


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Database server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report Advisor server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


c. Go to [Product directory]\data directory.


d. Copy the lockb.clb file to any directory on each of the distributed system hosts. 


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrative privileges.


2 Create a directory for the customized privLevels.xml file.
• Open a command prompt.
• Type mkdir [Product Home]\custompackage\pkgxml.
• Press Enter.


3 Copy the privLevels.xml to the new directory.
• Type copy [Product Home]\package\pkgxml\privLevels.xml [Product Home]\custompackage\pkgxml\privLevels.xml.
• Press Enter.


4 Use a text editor to edit the new Network Configuration Manager 9.4 version of the privLevels.xml file with the changes 
from the Network Configuration Manager 9.x.x version of privLevels.xml.
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Establish a secure connection with Report server


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]\conf\voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -export -keystore
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.
keystore -alias selfsigned -file <CERTIFICATE> 


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo %JAVA_HOME%. Ensure 
that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example: 


C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25


If the directory path for JAVA_HOME contains any spaces such as Program Files, 
enclose the path with double quotes. For example:


"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\bin"\keytool.exe -export
-keystore
C:\smarts-ncm\conf\voyence-ssl.
keystore -alias selfsigned -file CERTIFICATE


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the Report advisor server, if remote.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -import -keystore
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -file <CERTIFICATE> -alias
selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt. This is the default password, unless 
otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe -keystore
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -list -alias selfsigned


6. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


Start > Administrative Tools > Services > Apache Tomcat 8.0 


Next step, install the Device server as described in “Install a Device server using graphical 
installer” on page 41.


Reset the JMX password


An upgrade to NCM version 9.4 can not retain the JMX password that was set in the previous version 
of the software. After the upgrade, you must manually reset the JMX password. 
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Reapply customizations to the system-config.xml file


An upgrade to NCM version 9.4 does not retain any customizations that were made to values in the 
system-config.xml file in previous versions of the software. After the upgrade, you must manually 
reapply any changes that were made in the file. 


Adjust RA launch link in Console


In the case of an upgrade from NCM 9.3 to NCM 9.4, the link to the RA server on the NCM 
launch screen must be changed. You can launch RA directly using the link:


https://<RA SERVER IP>/web 


To update the link in the NCM launch screen: 


1. Go to the $VOYENCE_HOME\ui\html directory. 


2. Edit the index.html file. 


3. Search for the string "web".


4. On the same line, populate the RA Server IP before /web. For example: 


https://<RA SERVER IP>/web
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CHAPTER 4
Uninstallation procedures (Windows platform)


This chapter presents the following topics:


• Summary of uninstall tasks .....................................................................................  72
• Uninstallation modes..............................................................................................  72
• Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager core product.................................  73
• Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers ..............................  73
• Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager documentation.............................  74
• Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors..........................................................  74
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Summary of uninstall tasks
The recommended order of uninstall tasks is as follows:


Uninstallation modes
To uninstall in console mode


[Product directory]\Uninstall_Core>"Uninstall EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager.exe" 
-i console


A confirmation screen appears


To uninstall in GUI mode


[Product directory]\Uninstall_Core>"Uninstall EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager.exe" 
-i gui


A confirmation screen appears


Silent mode uninstall, if you had installed in silent mode


[Product directory]\Uninstall_Core>"Uninstall EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager.exe" 


No confirmation screen appears.


If you had installed NCM in the silent mode, the default uninstallation mode is silent, 
which you can override using the -i console or -i gui options.


Also, if you had installed NCM in the silent mode, by default, the uninstallation does not 


Step Task


1 To uninstall the entire Network Configuration Manager product:
1. If the Report Advisor is on a remote server, uninstall it first with the Report advisor uninstaller using the steps in 


“Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors” on page 74. This uninstalls Report advisor, and if installed, 
Compliance advisor.


2. Run the Core Product uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager core product” on 
page 73. This uninstalls Network Configuration Manager, Report advisor (if it is on the same server with the core 
product), Device Drivers, Integration modules, and the RSA Token Service.


Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall the main Network Configuration Manager product. 


2 To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers:
Run the Device Driver uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers” on 
page 73. 
Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers.


Notice: You do not need to complete this step if you completed step 1.


3 To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Documentation:
Run the Core Product Uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager documentation” on 
page 74. 
Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Documentation.


Notice: You do not need to complete this step if you completed step 1.
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display a prompt when you perform an uninstallation. Therefore, if you double-click the 
Uninstall EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager.exe, the uninstallation proceeds 
silently, and no user prompts are displayed. 


Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager core product 


Running the core product uninstaller will uninstall Network Configuration Manager, the 
Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers, and Integration modules.


To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager core product:


Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers
To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Go to Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features.


3 Double-click EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 9.4.0.0 from the programs list.


4 The introduction to the uninstaller appears.
Click Uninstall to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take 
several minutes.


5 When complete, the Uninstall Complete window opens. 
Click Done.
The uninstallation of Network Configuration Manager is now complete.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Go to Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features.


3 Double-click EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers 19.0 from the 
programs list.


4 The introduction to the uninstaller appears.
Click Uninstall to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take 
several minutes.


5 When complete, the Uninstall Complete window appears. 
Click Done.
The un-installation of Network Configuration Manager is now complete.
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Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager documentation
To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Documentation:


Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors
The uninstallers are located in [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_ Reports/. The 
uninstaller filenames for Report and Compliance advisors are:


• Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Advisors_9.4.0.0 


• Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Compliance_Advisor_9.4.0.0


Running the Report advisor uninstaller will also uninstall Compliance advisor. To uninstall 
Compliance advisor separately, run the uninstallers mentioned in the table from [Product 
Directory]/software/Uninstall_ Compliance/.


To uninstall the Report and Compliance advisor, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Go to Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features.


3 Double-click EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 9.4.0.0 Documentation from 
the programs list.


4 The introduction to the uninstaller appears.
Click Uninstall to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take 
several minutes.


5 When complete, the Uninstall Complete window appears. 
Click Done.
The un-installation of Network Configuration Manager is now complete.


Step Task


1 Log into the server as the root user, and navigate to the directory where the Report and 
Compliance advisor uninstall files are located.


2 Type bash Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Advisors_9.4.0.0 
to run the uninstaller in the console mode, and press Enter.


3 The introduction to the uninstaller appears. Press Enter.


4 Press Enter to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take several 
minutes.


5 When complete, the Uninstall Complete window opens. Press Enter.
The un-installation of Report advisor is now complete.
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PART 3


Installation on Linux platform


This section lists the installation procedures for Network Configuration Manager on Linux 
platform in graphical, console and silent modes.


Chapter 5, “Installation procedures (Linux platform)”


This chapter provides procedures for installing Network Configuration Manager in 
graphical, console, and silent modes.


Chapter 6, “Upgrade procedures (Linux platform)”


This chapter provides procedures for upgrading your existing installation to the new 
version.


Chapter 7, “Uninstallation procedures (Linux platform)”


This chapter provides procedures for uninstalling Network Configuration Manager.
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Installation procedures (Linux platform)


This chapter presents the following topics:


• Prerequisites and installation order.........................................................................  78
• Install Network Configuration Manager using graphical installer ..............................  79
• Install Network Configuration Manager using console installer ................................  93
• Install Network Configuration Manager using silent installer ..................................  103
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Prerequisites and installation order 


Prerequisites


The following conditions are required. 


1. Install the Network Configuration Manager on a dedicated server and do not run other 
applications on that server. 


2. Before you start the installation, ensure that you have proper FQDN set on the server 
where you are performing the installation.


To verify, run the hostname command and check if it is returning the server name with 
DNS.


3. Before you start the installation, ensure that no instance of Tomcat exists on the target 
machine. 


If an instance of Tomcat exists on the machine, you must remove it before proceeding 
with installation. 


The following conditions are highly recommended.


4. Before you start the installation, run the prereq-check.pl script to verify that all of the 
Network Configuration Manager software prerequisites are met. 


It is strongly recommended to run the prereq-check.pl script on a server before 
installing any Network Configuration Manager software on that server. 


For information about obtaining and running prereq-check.pl, see “Running a software 
prerequisites check” on page 22.


Order of installation


Follow these sections in the order mentioned to install Network Configuration Manager:


1. “Install Combination or Application server using graphical installer” on page 82
or
“Install Combination, Application, and Database server using console installer” on 
page 93


2. “Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)” on 
page 85


3. “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 100


4. “Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter” on page 86


5. “Install Report and Compliance advisors using graphical installer” on page 87
or
“Install Report and Compliance advisors using console installer” on page 98


6. “Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter” on page 86
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7. “Install a Device server using graphical installer” on page 89


Install Network Configuration Manager using graphical installer
This section describes how to use the graphical installer mode to install Network 
Configuration Manager. When installing Network Configuration Manager, the servers must 
be installed in the following order:


• Stand-alone Database server (if applicable)


• Combination server or Application server


• Device server (if applicable)


The installation must be repeated for each server. If you are installing a distributed server 
configuration with separate Database server, Application server and Device servers, then:


• You must first install Network Configuration Manager on the Database server, followed 
by installation on the Application server, and then install on the Device server.


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before installing the 
Device servers, ensure its corresponding Application server has the same date and time 
as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server resulting in the installation failure.


To start the installation, you have to run the script install.sh. When you run the script, the 
command prompt screen appears with five options:


• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and 
Documentation.


• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 4, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Report advisor and Compliance 
advisor and NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 5, and press Enter to exit the installation.
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Install a Database server by using graphical installer 


The graphical user interface (GUI mode) installer requires a connection to a running X 
server.


This section only applies to remote, stand-alone Database servers for use with Network 
Configuration Manager.


To install a stand-alone Database server using the graphical installer mode, follow these 
steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type bash install.sh –i gui to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.


The installer begins to load. The install.sh script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The Introduction window opens. 
Click Next at the Introduction window. Notice that as you go through the various steps needed to install, the navigation 
pane on the left keeps a running list of the completed steps. For example, you can see at the License Agreement window 
that the Introduction has been completed. A check (√) appears by each completed phase of the installation. The right 
arrow (►) indicates the current window and installation status.


4 The License Agreement window opens. 
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


5 The Server Configuration window opens.
Select Database server as your configuration type, and click Next.


6 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.


7 The Database Access List window opens.
Type the IP Address that needs access to the Database server, and click Next.


8 The Report advisor Configuration window opens.
Select one of the following options:
• Select local to run the reporting server on the same server as the application.
• Select remote to run the reporting server on a separate server. 
• Click Next.
If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is free. You 
will be able to continue once enough disk space is available.
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9 The Database password window appears. Type a password for Database.
The password must contain minimum eight characters. The special characters that can be used for the database 
password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


10 The Summary window displays the product information, as well as the required disk space.
Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Install Complete window opens.


11 Install Combination or Application server as described in “Install Combination or Application server using graphical 
installer” on page 82.


Step Action
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Install Combination or Application server using graphical installer 


The graphical user interface (GUI mode) installer requires a connection to a running X 
server.


To install a Combination or Application server using the graphical installer mode, follow 
these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type bash install.sh –i gui to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.
The installer begins to load. The install.sh script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The Introduction window opens. 
Click Next at the Introduction window. 
Notice that as you go through the various steps needed to install, the navigation pane on the left keeps a running list of 
the completed steps. For example, you can see at the License Agreement window that the Introduction has been 
completed. A check (√) appears by each completed phase of the installation. The right arrow (►) indicates the current 
window and installation status.


4 The License Agreement window opens. 
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


5 The Server Configuration window opens. 
Select the server you want to install, and click Next.


6 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.
• If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “11”.


7
Notice: This step only appears if the httpd.conf directory is not in the default location.


The httpd.conf Location window opens. You are now prompted to choose the httpd.conf file location. 
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the httpd.conf file location is selected, click Next.
This is where the Apache configuration file httpd.conf is located.


8
Notice: This step only appears if the Java directory is not in the default location.


The Java Location window opens. You are now prompted to choose the Java directory. 
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the Java directory is selected, click Next.
This is the location where the Java application is installed.
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9
Notice: This step only appears if the Tomcat directory is not in the default location.


The Tomcat Location window opens. You are now prompted to choose the Tomcat directory.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location.
• Once the Tomcat directory is selected, click Next.
This is the location where the Tomcat application is installed.


Notice: If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “11”.


10 The Combo Server Alias window opens.
Enter an Alias for the Combination server and click Next. 
This alias displays in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


11 The Database Configuration window opens.
• The Database Configuration window lets you specify whether the database is running locally to the Application or 


Combination server or remotely. Select one of the following options: 
• Select local to run the database on the same server as the application. 
• Select remote to run the database on a separate server. If you select remote, the separate Database server must 


already be installed and available over the network, and you must type the IP address of the Database server.
• Click Next.


12 The Report advisor Configuration window opens.
Select one of the following options:
• Select local to run the reporting server on the same server as the application.
• Select remote to run the reporting server on a separate server and click Next. 
• If you have selected remote Report server, you have to type the Report server IP address and click Next.


13 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check window appears.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and click Next.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


14 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address window appears. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address and click 
Next.


Notice: Do not enter the server name or FQDN.


15 The License Key window opens. You are now prompted to Choose the License Key File. 
• Click Choose, and select another location. Make the needed selection, then click Select when you have completed 


selecting another file.
• Type the Company Name you want displayed on the main screen of the application.
• Type the Department/Division name you want displayed on the main screen of the application. This field is optional.
• Click Next.


Notice: If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “17”.


16 The Root CA Certificates window opens.
• To import a 3rd party root CA certificate, select Yes, or to accept the default certificate, select No.


Notice: Root CA certificates should only need to be imported if a 3rd party SSL certificate is used in the Network 
Configuration Manager configuration.


Step Action
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17 The Certificate password window appears. Type a password for Certificate.
The password must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


18 If you selected Yes in the previous step, you are prompted to select the file containing the Root CA certificate. 
Click Next to continue. At the end of this step, you are able to import additional certificates, if needed.


19 The Email Configuration window opens. 
• Enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server. This is the email address where the job 


notifications are sent from.
• Enter a FQDN or IP Address for the outbound SMTP mail server.
• Click Next.


Notice: Ensure that mail is accepted from the Network Configuration Manager server.


20 The Lockbox passphrase window appears. Type a passphrase for Lockbox.
The passphrase must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase are:
• Tilde (~)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
• Exclamation (!)


Notice: The passphrase must not start or end with a special character.


21 The Security Questions windows appears. Type the answers for the security questions and click Next.


22 The Encryption Key store option window appears. Choose a location where NCM should store the encryption key that is 
used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


Step Action
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Lockbox utility


Lockbox utility provides increased security for data. The lockbox is a file that serves as a 
local repository for storing the passphrase which is used for encryption of sensitive data 
such as user credentials. The encryption algorithm is upgraded from Blowfish to AES. The 
lockbox file can be opened only on the machine on which it is created.


“Lockbox utility” on page 266 provides more information for Lockbox utility 
functionalities.


Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)


Use the following steps to add distributed system hosts:


1. If you choose Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from 
[product directory]/data in the AS to [product directory]/data on the remote server 
(DS, RA, or Database). 


2. If you chose Advanced Security mode during AS installation: 


23 The Database password window appears. Type a password for Database. The password must contain minimum eight 
characters. The special characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


24 The Summary window displays the product information, as well as the required disk space.
Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


25 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation may 
take several minutes.
When complete, the Documentation Installer begins to load.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if you 
have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the /opt/voyence/package/cisco/ios directory.


Documentation Installer Procedures


26 While the Documentation installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes.


After installing Combination server or Application server


27 Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox for remote servers.


Step Action
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a. On the Application server, go to [Product directory]/bin directory.


b. Source the voyence.conf file


source /etc/voyence.conf


c. Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility:


./cstdriver -lockbox  [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Database server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report advisor Server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


d. Go to [Product directory]/data directory.


e. Copy the lockbox file to any directory on each of the distributed system hosts.
For example:


scp lockb.clb Host2_DB_Server:/root/
scp lockb.clb Host3_RA_Server:/root/
scp lockb.clb Host3_Device_Server:/root/


The lockbox file lockb.clb will be used in step 8 of “Install Report and Compliance 
advisors using graphical installer” section.


Next step, go to “Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter” on page 86.


Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter


For establishing a secure connection to the Network Configuration Manager server:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore [Product 
directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo $JAVA_HOME. 
Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_25.


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> 
-alias selfsigned
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3. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


4. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias selfsigned


Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers


For establishing a secure connection from Application server to remote Device server or 
Application server to remote Report server, you have to get the certificates from the 
Application server.


Follow these steps to get the certificates from Application server:


1. On a Linux server, run the command


# source /etc/voyence.conf


2. Go to [Product directory]/conf directory.


3. Copy the bundle.p12 certificate file to remote Report server and remote Device server. 
For example:


scp bundle.p12 Host3_RA_Server:/root/
scp bundle.p12 Host4_Device_Server:/root/


The certificate file bundle.p12 will be used in step 9 of “Install Report and Compliance 
advisors using graphical installer” section.


Next step, install advisors as described in “Install Report and Compliance advisors using 
graphical installer” on page 87.


Install Report and Compliance advisors using graphical installer 


If you are performing a remote advisor installation, you have to manually copy the license 
key file VoyenceControl.key from [Product directory]/keys/VoyenceControl.key to [Product 
directory]/keys/VoyenceControl.key of the remote advisor server. This step has to be 
performed to launch the Network advisor.


To install advisors using the graphical installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Type bash install.sh –i gui to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


The Introduction window opens.
Click Next at the Introduction window.
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Establish a secure connection with Report server


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor:


2 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Report advisor will be installed.


3 The Network Configuration Manager Application server IP Address window opens.
• Type the external IP address for the Network Configuration Manager Application server.
• Click Next.


4 The Database server IP Address window opens.
• If you are installing Report advisor on the same server as the database, you must enter 127.0.0.1 for 


the IP address; otherwise type the external IP address for the server where the database is running.
• Click Next.


5 The Network Configuration Manager Report Server domain name or IP Address window opens.
• Type the FQDN or external IP address for the server where Report advisor is being installed.
• Click Next.


6 The SMTP Server Hostname or IP Address window opens.
• Enter an IP Address for the SMTP Server, and click Next.


7 The Email Configuration window opens. 
• Enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server. This is the email address 


where the job notifications are sent from.
Steps 8, 9 and 10 are applicable only for remote advisors installation. If you are installing advisors on a 
server where the Application server is installed, then proceed to step “11”.


8 The lockbox file location window appears. Provide the path for the lockbox file lockb.clb that was 
copied earlier and click Next. “Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced 
security)” on page 85 provides more information.


9 The Certificate file location window appears. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 that 
was copied earlier and click Next.
“Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 87 provides more 
information.


10 The password for Certificate window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing 
Application server and click Next.


11 The Database password window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing 
Application or Database server and click Next.


12 The Pre-Installation Summary window opens and displays the product information (before installing), 
as well as the required disk space.
Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until 
sufficient disk space is free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


13 When complete, the Install Complete window opens. Click Done.
The installer displays the installation complete message.


14 You have to establish a secure connection with Report server as described in “Establish a secure 
connection with Report server” on page 88.


Step Action
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1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore [Product 
directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo $JAVA_HOME. 
Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_25.


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the Report advisor server, if remote.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> 
-alias selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias selfsigned


6. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


service tomcat restart


Next step, install the Device server as described in “Install a Device server using graphical 
installer” on page 89.


Install a Device server using graphical installer 


The graphical user interface (GUI mode) installer requires a connection to a running X 
server.


If you are installing a distributed server configuration, with separate Application server 
and Device servers, you must first install Network Configuration Manager on the 
Application server, and then install it on the Device servers. 
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Before installing Device servers, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the 
same date and time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server will not be 
able to register with the Application or Combination servers, and the installation will fail.


If the Device server cannot communicate with the Application server, this step fails, and 
you must reinstall the Device server.


To install a Device server using the graphical installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type bash install.sh –i gui to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.


The installer begins to load. The install.sh script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures


3 The Introduction window opens. 
Click Next at the Introduction window. Notice that as you go through the various steps needed to install, the navigation 
pane on the left keeps a running list of the completed steps. For example, you can see at the License Agreement window 
that the Introduction has been completed. A check (√) appears by each completed phase of the installation. The right 
arrow (►) indicates the current window and installation status.


4 The License Agreement window appears. 
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


5 The Server Configuration window opens.
Select Device server as your configuration type, and click Next.


Notice: When installing a Device server, you must install the Application server first, and have it running and available to 
the Device server over the network.


6 The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are prompted to choose the Install Folder.
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.


7
Notice: This step only appears if the httpd.conf directory is not in the default location.


The httpd.conf Location window opens. You are now prompted to choose the directory where httpd.conf is located. 
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the httpd.conf file location is selected, click Next.
This is where the Apache configuration file httpd.conf is located.
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8
Notice: This step only appears if the Java directory is not in the default location.


The Java Location window opens. You are now prompted to choose the Java directory. 
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the Java directory is selected, click Next.
This is the location where the Java application is installed.


9
Notice: This step only appears if the Tomcat directory is not in the default location.


The Tomcat Location window opens. You are now prompted to choose the Tomcat directory. 
• Accept the default location, or click Choose and select another location. 
• Once the Tomcat directory is selected, click Next.
This is the location where the Tomcat application is installed.


10 The Application server IP window opens.
• Enter an IP Address for the Application server, and click Next.


11 The Device server Alias window opens.
• Enter an Alias for the Device server and click Next. 
This alias appears in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


12 The Root CA Certificates window opens. To import a 3rd party root CA certificate, select Yes, or to accept the default 
certificate, select No.


Notice: Root CA certificates should only need to be imported if a 3rd party SSL certificate is used in the Network 
Configuration Manager configuration.


13 If you selected Yes in the previous step, you are prompted to select the file containing the Root CA certificate. Click Next 
to continue. At the end of this step, you are able to import additional certificates, if needed.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


14 The Certificate file location window appears. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 that was copied earlier 
and click Next.


15 The Password for certificate window appears. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application 
server and click Next.


16
Notice: You must perform this step irrespective of the mode of security you selected during the installation. 


The lockbox file location window appears. Provide the path to the lockbox file lockb.clb that was copied earlier and click 
Next.


17 The database password window appears. Type the same password that you entered while
installing Application or Database server and click Next.


Step Action
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Next step, go to “Post-Installation procedures” on page 127.


18 The Summary window displays the product information, as well as the required disk space. Click Install to start the 
installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


19 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation may 
take several minutes.
The installer displays the installation complete message.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the /opt/smarts-ncm/package/cisco/ios directory.


Step Action
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Install Network Configuration Manager using console installer 
This section describes how to use the console-based installer to install Network 
Configuration Manager. When installing Network Configuration Manager, the servers must 
be installed in the following order.


• Stand-alone Database server (if applicable)


• Combination server or Application server


• Device server (if applicable)


• Report Server


The installation must be repeated for each server. If you are installing a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application server and Device servers, you must first install 
Network Configuration Manager on the Application server, and then install Network 
Configuration Manager on the Device servers. 


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before installing the 
Device servers, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the same date and 
time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server, this step fails, and you must reinstall the Device server.


To start the installation, you have to run the script install.sh. When you run the script, the 
command prompt screen appears with four options:


• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and 
Documentation.


• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 4, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Report advisor and Compliance 
advisor and NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 5, and press Enter to exit the installation.


Install Combination, Application, and Database server using console installer 


To install a Combination, Application, and Database server using the console installer 
mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type bash install.sh –i console to run the installer in the console-based installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.
The installer begins to load. The install.sh script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures
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3 The introduction to the installer appears.
Press Enter to continue.


4 The License Agreement appears.
Read the license agreement. Press Enter, and continue to press Enter to move through each page of the license 
agreement until you reach the final page.


5 On the final page of the license agreement, type Y, and press Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement.


6 The installer prompts you to select a server configuration.
Type 1, and press Enter to select Combination server.
Type 2, and press Enter to select Application server.
Type 4, and press Enter to select Database server.


7 The installer prompts you to choose an install folder.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a location for the install folder.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.


If you are installing Combination server, proceed to step “9”
If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “13”.


8 For Database server installation only:
The installer prompts you for the Database Access List IP Address.
Type the IP Address that needs access to the Database server and Press Enter.
Proceed to step “14”.


9
Notice: This step only appears if the httpd.conf directory is not in the default location.


The installer prompts you for the directory where httpd.conf is located.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the location of the httpd.conf file.
This is where the Apache configuration file httpd.conf is located.


10
Notice: This step only appears if the Java directory is not in the default location.


The installer prompts you for the directory where Java is located.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the location of the Java directory.
This is the location where the Java application is installed.


11
Notice: This step only appears if the Tomcat directory is not in the default location.


The installer prompts you for the directory where Tomcat is located.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the location of the Tomcat directory.
This is the location where the Tomcat application is installed.


Notice: If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “13”.


12 For Combination server installation only:
The installer prompts you for the combination server alias.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter an Alias for the Combination server. 
This alias displays in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


Step Action
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13 The installer prompts you for the database configuration type.
• The Database Configuration screen lets you specify whether the database is running locally to the Application or 


Combination server or remotely. Select one of the following options: 
• Press Enter to select local (the default) to run the database on the same server as the application. 
• Type 2 to select remote to run the database on a separate server. If you select remote, the separate Database server 


must already be installed and available over the network. The default option is local. If you select remote, you will be 
prompted for the IP address of the Database server.


• Press Enter.


14 The installer prompts you for the Reports server configuration type.
Select one of the following options:
• Press Enter to select local to run the reporting server on the same server as the application.
• Type 2 to select remote to run the reporting server on a separate server and press Enter. 
• If you have selected remote Report server, you have to type the Report server IP address and Press Enter.
For Database server installation, proceed to step “27”.


15 The installer prompts you for EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and press Enter.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


16 The installer prompts you for the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP address. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP 
address and press Enter.


17 The installer prompts you for the License Key.
Type the path and file name for the text file that contains the license key, and then press Enter.


18 The installer prompts you to enter a company name.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the company name you want displayed on the main screen of the application.


19 The installer prompts you to enter a department or division name.
Type the department or division name you want displayed on the main screen of the application, and press Enter. This 
field is optional.


Notice: If you are installing Application server, proceed to step “21”.


20 For Combination server installation only:
The installer prompts you to import root CA certificates.
If you have any root CA certificates to import, type the appropriate number, and then press Enter.


21 The installer prompts for a password for Certificate. Type a password for Certificate.
The password must contain atleast:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


Step Action
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22 The installer prompts you to enter an Email From address.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server.
This is the email address where the job notifications are sent from.


23 Enter a FQDN or IP Address for the outbound SMTP mail server, and press Enter.


24 The installer prompts for a lockbox passphrase. Type a passphrase for Lockbox.
The passphrase must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The passphrase must not start or end with a special character.


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase are:
• Tilde (~)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
• Exclamation (!)


If you use an Exclamation (!) in the lockbox passphrase, enclose the passphrase within single quotes, for example, 
'Test!123'. This is applicable only if the passphrase needs to be typed in the command line.
Example:
./cstdriver -lockbox /opt/smarts-ncm/data/lockb.clb -passphrase 'Test!123' -addHost 
linbgh130.lss.emc.com


If you have not used an Exclamation (!) in the lockbox passphrase, then the lockbox passphrase need not be enclosed 
within single quotes, for example, Test@123 does not need to be enclosed within single quotes.


Notice: Use single quotes to unlock the lockbox from the command line. Do not use single quotes during installation.


25 The installer prompts for answers to the security questions. Type the answers for the security questions and press Enter.


26 The installer prompts you to select an Encryption Key store option. Type a location where NCM should store the 
encryption key that is used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


27 The installer prompts for a database password. Type a password for Database. The password must contain minimum 
eight characters. The special characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Step Action
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Lockbox utility


Lockbox utility provides increased security for data. The lockbox is a file that serves as a 
local repository for storing the passphrase which is used for encryption of sensitive data 
such as user credentials. The encryption algorithm is upgraded from Blowfish to AES. The 
lockbox file can be opened only on the machine on which it is created.


“Lockbox utility” on page 266 provides more information for Lockbox utility 
functionalities.


Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security) 


Use the following steps to add distributed system hosts.


1. If you chose Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from 
[product directory]/data in the AS to [product directory]/data on the remote server 
(DS, RA, or Database). 


2. If you chose Advanced Security mode during AS installation: 


a. On the Application server, go to [Product directory]/bin directory.


b. Source the voyence.conf file


source /etc/voyence.conf


c. Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility:


./cstdriver -lockbox  [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Database server>


28 The Summary window displays the product information (before installing), as well as the required disk space.
Press Enter to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


29 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation may 
take several minutes.
When complete, the Documentation Installer begins to load.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the /opt/voyence/package/cisco/ios directory.


Documentation Installer Procedures


30 While the Documentation installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation 
may take several minutes.


After installing Combination server or Application server


31 Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox for remote servers.


Step Action
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./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report advisor Server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


d. Go to [Product directory]/data directory.


e. Copy the lockbox file to any directory on each of the distributed system hosts.
For example:


scp lockb.clb Host2_DB_Server:/root/
scp lockb.clb Host3_RA_Server:/root/
scp lockb.clb Host3_Device_Server:/root/


The lockb.clb file will be used in step 9 of “Install Report and Compliance advisors 
using console installer” section.


Next step, install advisors as described in “Install Report and Compliance advisors using 
console installer” on page 98.


Install Report and Compliance advisors using console installer 


If you are performing a remote advisor installation, you have to manually copy the license 
key file VoyenceControl.key from [Product directory]/keys/VoyenceControl.key to [Product 
directory]/keys/VoyenceControl.key of the remote advisor server. This step has to be 
performed to launch the Network advisor.


To install advisors using the console installer mode, follow these steps:


Report advisor Installer Procedures


1 Type bash install.sh –i console to run the installer in the console-based installer mode, and press 
Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.
The introduction to the installer appears.
Press Enter at the Introduction screen.


2 The installer prompts you to choose an install folder.
• Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a location for the install folder.
This is the location where Report advisor will be installed.


3 The installer prompts you for the Network Configuration Manager Application server IP Address.
• Type the external IP address for the Network Configuration Manager Application server.
• Press Enter.


4 The installer prompts you for the Database server IP Address.
• If you are installing Report advisor on the same server as the database, you must enter 127.0.0.1 for 


the IP address; otherwise type the external IP address for the server where the database is running.
• Press Enter.


5 The installer prompts you for the Network Configuration Manager Report Server domain name or IP 
Address.
• Type the FQDN or external IP address for the server where Report advisor is being installed.
• Press Enter.
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Establish a secure connection with Report server


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore [Product 
directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo $JAVA_HOME. 
Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_25.


6 The installer prompts you for the SMTP Server Hostname or IP Address.
• Enter an IP Address for the SMTP Server
• Press Enter.


7 The installer prompts you for the Mail From Address. 
• Enter a From Address for the email notifications that come from the server. This is the email address 


where the job notifications are sent from.
• Press Enter.
Steps 8, 9 and 10 are applicable only for remote advisors installation. If you are installing advisors on a 
server where the Application server is installed, then proceed to step “11”.


8 The installer prompts for lockbox file location. Provide the path for the lockbox file lockb.clb that was 
copied earlier and press Enter. “Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or 
advanced security)” on page 97 provides more information.


9 The installer prompts for Certificate file location. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 and 
press Enter. “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers” on page 87 
provides more information.


10 The installer prompts for a password for Certificate. Type the same password that you entered while 
installing Application server.


11 The installer prompts for a database password. Type the same password that you entered while 
installing Application or Database server.


12 The Pre-Install Summary Screen displays all of your selections to this point in the installation process.
• Review the information for the Pre-Install Summary Screen, including the required disk space. 
• Press Enter to start the installation. It may take several minutes for the next prompt to appear.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until 
sufficient disk space is free. You will be able to continue once enough disk space is available.


13 When complete, the Install Complete screen appears.
• Press Enter.
The installer displays the advisors installation complete message.


14 You have to establish a secure connection with Report server as described in “Establish a secure 
connection with Report server” on page 99.
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<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the Report advisor server, if remote.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> 
-alias selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias selfsigned


6. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


service tomcat restart


Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote servers


For establishing a secure connection from Application server to remote Device server, you 
have to get the certificates from the Application server.


Follow these steps to get the certificates from Application server:


1. On a Linux server, run the command


# source /etc/voyence.conf


2. Go to [Product directory]/conf directory.


3. Copy the bundle.p12 certificate file to remote Device server. For example:


scp bundle.p12 Host3_Device_Server:/root/


Next step, go to “Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter” on 
page 100.


Export and import certificates for EDAA and Smarts Adapter


For establishing a secure connection to the Network Configuration Manager server:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore [Product 
directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>
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To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo $JAVA_HOME. 
Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_25.


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> 
-alias selfsigned


3. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


4. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias selfsigned


Next step, install the Device server as described in “Install a Device server using console 
installer” on page 101.


Install a Device server using console installer 


If you are installing a distributed server configuration, with separate Application server 
and Device servers, you must first install Network Configuration Manager on the 
Application server, and then install it on the Device servers. 


Before installing Device servers, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the 
same date and time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server will not be 
able to register with the Application or Combination servers, and the installation will fail.


To install a Device server using the console-based installer, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type bash install.sh –i console to run the installer in the console-based installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation.


The installer begins to load. The install.sh script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The Core Setup Installer begins to load.


Core Setup Installer Procedures
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3 The introduction to the installer appears.
Press Enter to continue.


4 The License Agreement appears.
Read the license agreement. Press Enter, and continue to press Enter to move through each page of the license 
agreement until you reach the final page.


5 On the final page of the license agreement, type Y, and press Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement. 


6 The installer prompts you to select a server configuration.
Enter 3, and press Enter to select Device server as your configuration type.


7 The installer prompts you to choose an install folder.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter a location for the install folder.
This is the location where Network Configuration Manager will be installed.


8
Notice: This step only appears if the httpd.conf directory is not in the default location.


The installer prompts you for the directory where httpd.conf is located.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the location of the httpd.conf file.
This is where the Apache configuration file httpd.conf is located.


9
Notice: This step only appears if the Java directory is not in the default location.


The installer prompts you for the directory where Java is located.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the location of the Java directory.
This is the location where the Java application is installed.


10
Notice: This step only appears if the Tomcat directory is not in the default location.


The installer prompts you for the directory where Tomcat is located.
Press Enter to accept the default, or type the location of the Tomcat directory.
This is the location where the Tomcat application is installed.


11 The installer prompts you for the Application server IP.
Enter an IP Address for the Application server, and press Enter.
If you are installing Device server with a Cluster installation, then enter an IP Address for the active Network 
Configuration Manager Application server cluster, and press Enter. 
The Device servers will be set to the appropriate node when the clustered Application server becomes active.
Do not type the virtual IP address of the cluster. 


12 The installer prompts you for the Device server alias.
Press Enter to accept the default, or enter an Alias for the Combination server. 
This alias appears in the System Administration portion of Network Configuration Manager. This alias must not contain 
spaces or special characters.


13 The installer prompts you to import root CA certificates.
If you have any root CA certificates to import, provide the path for certificate root CA certificate file and then press Enter.


14 The installer prompts for Certificate file location. Provide the path for the certificate file bundle.p12 and press Enter.


15 The installer prompts for a password for Certificate. Type the same password that you entered while installing 
Application server and press Enter.


Step Action
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Next step, go to “Post-Installation procedures” on page 127.


Install Network Configuration Manager using silent installer 
The Network Configuration Manager installer allows you to supply a configuration file 
containing the variables necessary for an installation, also known as a silent installation.


A sample configuration file is supplied in the following directory of the Network 
Configuration Manager distribution: /silent-install.properties available in the Utils 
directory.


Creating the configuration file for a silent installation


Before you can run a silent installation, you must create a configuration file that the 
installer uses to complete your installation.


To create a configuration file, follow these steps: 


16
Notice: You must perform this step irrespective of the mode of security you selected during the installation. 


The installer prompts for lockbox file location. Provide the path to the lockbox file lockb.clb that was copied earlier and 
press Enter.


17 The installer prompts for a database password. Type the same password that you entered while installing Application or 
Database server and press Enter.


18 The Summary window displays the product information (before installing), as well as the required disk space.
Press Enter to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.
When complete, the Device Driver Installer begins to load.


Device Driver Installer Procedures


19 While the Device Driver installer is running, a progress bar displays the install status. This portion of the installation may 
take several minutes.
The installer displays the installation complete message.


Notice: During installation of the device drivers, the files in the custompackage directory that matches the files in the 
device drivers directory are listed. These files will override similar files in the device drivers directories. For example, if 
you have modified the file stdfuncs.inc for CiscoIOSRouter, it would be placed in the custom package directory and will 
override the same file in the /opt/smarts-ncm/package/cisco/ios directory.


20 If you had chosen Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from [product directory]\data in the AS 
to [product directory]\data in DS. 
Change ownership of the file to root:cst.


Step Action


Step Action


1 Copy the sample configuration file from the distribution (/silent-install.properties) to a 
directory on the server where you are installing Network Configuration Manager.
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Configuration parameters


2 Use the vi command to modify this file. 


3 Define each of the properties in this file for your server type, according to the table 
below.


Notice: Errors occur during installation if all required properties do not contain a value.


4 Save your changes to the file.
You are now ready to install Network Configuration Manager in silent mode.


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations


API_VERSION Defines the versions of the API to install. 


Notice: For maximum compatibility, it is highly recommended that 
9.1 be selected. (space delimited if entering more than one version)


AS, CS


APPLICATION_SERVER_IP If you are installing a Device server, this property defines the IP 
address of the associated Application server. The Application server 
must be installed, running, and available over the network before 
installing the Device server. If you are not installing a Device server, 
any value entered for this property is ignored.


DS


CERT_FILE Defines the location of the Certificate FIle.
CERT_FILE=<FilePathFull>


DS


COMPANY_NAME Defines the company name that displays on the main screen of the 
application.


AS, CS


CRED_MODE Defines the Privilege Password Mode for Network Configuration 
Manager. Valid values are the following:
Single-Level—Network Configuration Manager users accustomed to 
the previous credentials system should select this option. 
Multi-Level—This mode allows multiple leveled privileged 
passwords to be created and associated within the Network 
Configuration Manager application.
Note that this setting is permanent.


AS, CS


DATABASE_PASSWORD Database password.
The password must contain minimum eight characters. The special 
characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


AS, CS, DB


DIVISION Defines the division name that displays on the main screen of the 
application. This is optional, and none is a valid value.


AS, CS


FROM_ADDRESS Network Configuration Manager has the ability to send email 
notifications to users. This property defines the From address for 
Network Configuration Manager notification emails.


AS, CS
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HTTPD_CONF_DIR Defines the directory in which the httpd.conf Apache configuration 
file resides on the server.


AS, DS, CS


JAVA_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Java is installed. AS, DS, CS


KEY_STORE Value:Standard Security/Advanced Security
Encryption Key store option to specify where NCM should store the 
encryption key that is used to encrypt or decrypt data.


AS, CS


LICENSE_FILE Defines the location of the license file used for new installations. If 
you are upgrading, this property is ignored.


AS, CS


LOCKBOX_FILE Defines the location of the lockbox fIle or eKey file.
LOCKBOX_FILE=<FilePathFull>


DS


PKCS_PASSWORD Certificate Password 
The password must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


AS, CS, DS


REPORTS_CONFIG Defines the Report server configuration, local or remote. AS, CS, DB


REPORTS_IP Defines the location of the Report Server. AS, CS, DB


ROOT_CERT_LIST List the files that contain the root CA certificates. This is only 
necessary for DS and CS configurations that use either a third-party 
certificate or Cisco RME integration. Use comma as delimiter if you 
entering more than one file.


AS, DS, CS


SECURITY_ANSWER_ONE Defines the answer for the question “What is your Customer Site ID 
Number?”


AS, CS


SECURITY_ANSWER_THREE Defines the answer for the question “What is the Software Licensing 
Contract Number?”


AS, CS


SECURITY_ANSWER_TWO Defines the answer for the question “What is the Customer Service 
Support Phone Number?”


AS, CS


SERVER_ALIAS Defines a symbolic name for a device or Combination server. This 
server name displays in the System Administration portion of 
Network Configuration Manager. This name cannot contain spaces 
or special characters. If you are not installing a combination or 
Device server, any value entered for this property is ignored.


DS, CS


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations
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SERVER_CONFIG Defines the type of server being installed.
Valid values include the following:
AS – Application server
DB– Database server
DS – Device server
CS – Combination server


AS, DB, DS, CS


SMTP_SERVER Defines the outbound SMTP mail server FQDN or IP address, used for 
sending email notifications.


AS, CS


TOMCAT_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Tomcat is installed. AS, DS, CS


USER_INSTALL_DIR Installation directory for Network Configuration Manager. AS, DS, CS


USER_SUPPLIED_PASSWORD Lockbox passphrase
The passphrase must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The passphrase must not start or end with a special 
character.


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase 
are:
• Tilde (~)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
• Exclamation (!)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


AS, CS


W4N_IP Defines the IP address for the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server. AS, CS, DB


W4N_SKIP Value: Yes/No


Set this parameter to Yes to configure the Network Configuration 
Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
If you set Yes, you must provide the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP 
address for the property W4N_IP.


AS, CS, DB


Property Description
Applicable server 
configurations
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Installing in silent mode


To install in silent mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type bash install.sh –i silent -f <configuration file> -m <NCM_COMPONENT>
to run the installer in the silent installer mode, and press Enter.
where NCM_COMPONENT refers to:
• NCM_CORE - Installs the NCM Core product, Device Drivers and Documentation
• ADVISORS - Installs the Report advisors (RA) and Compliance advisors
• ADAPTERS - Installs the NCM Smarts Adapters
• NCM_COMPLETE - Installs the NCM Core product, Advisors, and Adapters


Notice: The path to the silent configuration file must not contain any spaces. The file should be referenced with a full 
path that does not contain spaces 
(for example, -f /opt/voyence/silent-install.properties).


The installer begins to load. The install.sh script checks to ensure that all the prerequisites for the Network Configuration 
Manager are installed. The script automatically installs any missing prerequisites if the prerequisites are located in the 
Utils directory.
The installer does not require any user interaction. Once it completes, a message displays indicating the installation is 
complete, and you are returned to the shell prompt. If the installer is unable to complete the installation, an error 
message is saved in the [Product directory]/logs/ directory.
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Configuration parameters for Report and Compliance advisors (RA) 


Property Description


CERT_FILE Defines the location of the Certificate FIle.
CERT_FILE=<FilePathFull>


DATABASE_PASSWORD Database password.
The password must contain minimum eight characters. The special 
characters that can be used for the database password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


DB_IP This property defines the IP address of the associated Application 
server. The Application server must be installed, running, and 
available over the network before installing the report and 
compliance advisors. 


FROM_ADDRESS Network Configuration Manager has the ability to send email 
notifications to users. This property defines the From address for 
Network Configuration Manager notification emails.


HTTPD_CONF_DIR Defines the directory in which the httpd.conf Apache configuration 
file resides on the server.


JAVA_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Java is installed.


LOCKBOX_FILE Defines the location of the lockbox or eKey file.
LOCKBOX_FILE=<FilePathFull>


PKCS_PASSWORD Certificate Password 
The password must contain at least:
• One letter in upper case
• One letter in lower case
• One special character
• One numerical
• Minimum eight characters


Notice: The password must not start or end with a special character.


Special characters that can be used for the certificate password are:
• Tilde (~)
• Exclamation (!)
• At (@)
• Number (#)
• Percent (%)
A special character must be preceded by a backlash ( \ ) in the 
password.


REPORT_IP Defines the location of the Report Server.


SMTP_SERVER Defines the outbound SMTP mail server FQDN or IP address, used for 
sending email notifications.
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TOMCAT_INSTALL_DIR Defines the directory in which Tomcat is installed.


USER_INSTALL_DIR Installation directory for Network Configuration Manager.


VC_IP Defines the Voyence Control Application Server IP address. 
If you are installing a Device server, this property defines the IP 
address of the associated Application server. The Application server 
must be installed, running, and available over the network before 
installing the Device server. If you are not installing a Device server, 
any value entered for this property is ignored.


UI_IP EMC M&R frontend server IP address.


Property Description
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CHAPTER 6
Upgrade procedures (Linux platform)


This chapter presents these topics:


• Overview...............................................................................................................  112
• Upgrading using the graphical installer mode........................................................  112
• Upgrading using the console installer mode ..........................................................  114
• Updating the privLevels.xml ..................................................................................  116
• Post upgrade procedures ......................................................................................  117
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Overview
The Network Configuration Manager can be upgraded using the graphical installer mode or 
the console installer mode.


The following table lists the products that are supported for upgrade to version 9.4


A downgrade path is not supported. After upgrading to Network Configuration Manager 
9.4, you cannot revert to the previously installed version. 


Upgrading using the graphical installer mode 
This section describes how to use the graphical installer mode to upgrade the Network 
Configuration Manager. When upgrading the Network Configuration Manager, the servers 
must be upgraded in the following order:


• Stand-alone Database Server (if applicable)


• Combination Server or Application Server


• Device Server (if applicable)


• Report Server


The upgrade must be repeated for each server. If you are upgrading a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application Server and Device server, you must first upgrade 
the Network Configuration Manager on the Application Server, and then upgrade it on the 
Device Servers. 


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before upgrading 
the Device server, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the same date and 
time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server, this step fails, and you must reinstall the Device server.


Task Upgrade to


Upgrade from Network Configuration 
Manager 9.2.x or 9.3.x


Network Configuration Manager 9.4


Report advisor 9.x.x Report advisor 9.4
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Upgrading an existing version using the graphical installer mode


This procedure must be completed for each Network Configuration Manager server.


To upgrade an existing version of Network Configuration Manager using the graphical 
installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Type bash install.sh –i gui to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.


3 The installer will install the prerequisites if the software prerequisites need to be installed.
If you are upgrading advisors, proceed to step “14”.


4 The installer will attempt to stop the product processes if the server is an Application or Combination server.
The database process NCM_Controldb will be started. A prompt to backup the product data (DB) will be seen before the 
upgrade process, if the server is an Application or Combination server.
• Select Y (Yes) or N (No) for the product data (database) backup.
• Select Y (Yes) if there has not been a data backup done before the upgrade.
Type the appropriate passwords.
The backup file will be in the [Product directory]\data-image directory. Save the backup file if data needs to be restored 
later.


5 An Important Notice Window appears in a command prompt window.
Click, Enter in the Important Notice window. The installer begins to load.


6 The Introduction window appears.
Click Next in the Introduction window. 


7 The License Agreement window appears.
Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.


Notice: The installer checks if the correct versions of Tomcat and Perl have been installed. 


8 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check window appears.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and click Next.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


9 The EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address window appears. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) Server IP address and 
click Next.


Notice: Do not enter the server name or FQDN.


10 The Lockbox passphrase window appears. Type the passphrase and click Next.


11 The Security Questions windows appears. Type the answers for the security questions and click Next.
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Next step, go to “Post upgrade procedures” on page 117.


Upgrading using the console installer mode
This section describes how to use the console-based installer to upgrade the Network 
Configuration Manager. When upgrading the Network Configuration Manager, the servers 
must be upgraded in the following order.


• Stand-alone Database Server (if applicable)


• Combination Server or Application Server


• Device Server (if applicable)


• Report Server


The upgrade must be repeated for each server. If you are upgrading a distributed server 
configuration, with separate Application server and Device server, you must first upgrade 
the Network Configuration Manager on the Application server, and then upgrade the 
Network Configuration Manager on the Device servers.


At setup, the Device server registers itself with the Application server. Before upgrading 
the Device server, ensure the Application or Combination servers have the same date and 
time as the candidate Device server. If not, the Device server cannot communicate with the 
Application server, this step fails, and you must reinstall the Device server. 


12 The Encryption Key store option window appears. Choose a location where NCM should store the encryption key that is 
used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).


13 Another backup warning appears to ensure that a data backup is created before the upgrade begins. Select, Continue the 
Upgrade if the data backup is created.


14 The Summary window opens and displays the product information before installation, and the required disk space.


Notice: If there is insufficient disk space, the installer displays an error message until the disk space is free.


Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.


Notice: If the database resides on the server during upgrade, the upgrade process may take much longer to complete. 
There is an internal database backup and restore when you upgrade to a new version of PostgreSQL. For large databases, 
the upgrade process could take an hour or more. 


Step Action
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Upgrading an existing version using the console based installer mode


This procedure must be completed for each Network Configuration Manager server.


To upgrade an existing version of Network Configuration Manager using the console-based 
installer, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type bash install.sh –i console to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.


3 An Important Notice appears.
Press Enter at the Important Notice window. The installer begins to load.


4 The install.sh script checks for the Network Configuration Manager Prerequisites and automatically installs any that are 
missing. 
EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix document provides more information.


5 A message appears indicating the system is extracting resources from archives. When complete, the introduction to the 
installer appears.
Press Enter to continue. 
If you are upgrading advisors, proceed to step “14”.


6 The License Agreement appears.
Read the license agreement. Press Enter, and continue to press Enter to move through each page of the license 
agreement until you reach the final page.


7 On the final page of the license agreement, type Y, and press Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement.


8 The installer prompts you for EMC M&R (Watch4net) configuration requirement check.
• Select Yes to configure the Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack and press Enter.
• Select No to continue without configuring Network Configuration Manager Reporting Solutionpack.
“Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server” on page 128 provides instructions on configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) 
server post Network Configuration Manager installation.


9 The installer prompts you for the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP address. Type the EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP 
address and press Enter.


10 The installer prompts for the lockbox passphrase. Type the passphrase and press Enter.


11 The installer prompts for answers to the security questions. Type the answers for the security questions and press Enter.


12 The installer prompts you to select an Encryption Key store option. Type a location where NCM should store the 
encryption key that is used to encrypt and decrypt data. The options are:
• 1 for Standard Security – Key stored encrypted in a flat file
• 2 for Advanced Security – Key stored in RSA Lockbox


Notice: If you return to this window later during the installation process, the option you selected will be displayed in 
encrypted format (not in clear text).
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In certain distributed upgrade scenarios, the Tomcat logs might contain 
ClassFormatException exception errors. There is no functionality impact due to this 
exception.


Next step, go to “Post upgrade procedures” on page 117.


Updating the privLevels.xml 
Once Network Configuration Manager has been fully upgraded to version 9.4, the 
privLevels.xml file can be updated to maintain your Network Configuration Manager 9.x 
settings. This file allows you to customize the default multi-level enable mode 
configuration of network devices that are managed by NCM. These steps are optional.


The Network Configuration Manager 9.x privLevels.xml file is located in the [Product 
Home]/package/pkgxml/privLevels.xml directory after upgrading to Network 
Configuration Manager 9.4.


To update the privLevels.xml file, follow these steps:


13 Another backup warning appears to ensure that a data backup is created before the upgrade begins. Select, Continue 
the Upgrade if the data backup is created.


14 The Pre-Install Summary Screen displays all of your selections to this point in the installation process.
• Review the information for the Pre-Install Summary Screen, including the required disk space. 
• Press Enter to start the installation. It may take several minutes for the next prompt to appear.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until sufficient disk space is 
free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


15 The installer displays the installation complete message. Press Enter.


Notice: If the database resides on the server during upgrade, the upgrade process may take much longer to complete. 
There is an internal database backup and restore when you upgrade to a new version of PostgreSQL. For large databases, 
the upgrade process could take an hour or more to complete.


Step Action


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrative privileges.


2 Create a directory for the customized privLevels.xml file.
Type mkdir -p [Product Home]/custompackage/pkgxml, and then press Enter.


3 Copy the privLevels.xml to the new directory.
Type cp [Product Home]/package/pkgxml/privLevels.xml [Product 
Home]/custompackage/pkgxml/privLevels.xml, and then press Enter.


4 Use a text editor to edit the new Network Configuration Manager 9.4 version of the privLevels.xml file 
with the changes from the Network Configuration Manager 9.x.x version of privLevels.xml.
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Post upgrade procedures
After performing an upgrade installation, follow the steps in this section:


• “Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)” on 
page 117


• “Establish a secure connection with Report server” on page 117


Add distributed system hosts for remote servers (standard or advanced security)


Use the following steps to add distributed system hosts:


1. If you choose Standard Security mode during AS installation, copy lockb.ekey from 
[product directory]/data in the AS to [product directory]/data on the remote server 
(DS, RA, or Database). 


2. If you chose Advanced Security mode during AS installation: 


a. On the Application server, go to [Product directory]/bin directory.


b. Source the voyence.conf file


source /etc/voyence.conf


c. Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility:


./cstdriver -lockbox  [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Database server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report advisor Server>


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


d. Go to [Product directory]/data directory.


e. Copy the lockbox file to any directory on each of the distributed system hosts.
For example:


scp lockb.clb Host2_DB_Server:/root/
scp lockb.clb Host3_RA_Server:/root/
scp lockb.clb Host3_Device_Server:/root/


f. Change the lockb.clb file permission to root:cst using the command:


chown root:cst [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb


g. Restart all Network Configuration Manager services.


Establish a secure connection with Report server


For establishing a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf
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b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore [Product 
directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo $JAVA_HOME. 
Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_25.


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Copy the exported certificate file to the Report advisor server, if remote.


3. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> 
-alias selfsigned


4. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


5. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias selfsigned


6. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


service tomcat restart


Reset the JMX password


An upgrade to NCM version 9.4 can not retain the JMX password that was set in the previous version 
of the software. After the upgrade, you must manually reset the JMX password. 


Reapply customizations to the system-config.xml file


An upgrade to NCM version 9.4 does not retain any customizations that were made to values in the 
system-config.xml file in previous versions of the software. After the upgrade, you must manually 
reapply any changes that were made in the file. 


Adjust RA launch link in Console


In the case of an upgrade from NCM 9.3 to NCM 9.4, the link to the RA server on the NCM 
launch screen must be changed. You can launch RA directly using the link:


https://<RA SERVER IP>/web 


To update the link in the NCM launch screen: 


1. Go to the $VOYENCE_HOME/ui/html directory.


2. vim index.html file for editing. 


3. Search for the string "web"
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4. On the same line, populate the RA Server IP before /web. For example: 


https://<RA SERVER IP>/web
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CHAPTER 7
Uninstallation procedures (Linux platform)


This chapter presents the following topics:


• Summary of uninstall tasks ...................................................................................  122
• Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager core product...............................  123
• Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers ............................  123
• Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager documentation...........................  124
• Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors........................................................  124
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Summary of uninstall tasks
The recommended order of uninstall tasks is as follows:


Use step 1 in the preceding table to uninstall the Network Configuration Manager To 
uninstall the entire core product and 


Step Task


1 To uninstall the entire Network Configuration Manager product:
1. If the Report Advisor is on a remote server, uninstall it first with the Report advisor uninstaller using the steps in 


“Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors” on page 124. This uninstalls Report advisor, and if installed, 
Compliance advisor.


2. Run the Core Product uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager core product” on 
page 123. This uninstalls Network Configuration Manager, Report advisor (if it is on the same server with the core 
product), Device Drivers, Integration modules, and the RSA Token Service.


Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall the main Network Configuration Manager product. 


2 To uninstall Report advisor:
Run the Report advisor uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors” on page 124. This 
uninstalls Report advisor, and if installed, Compliance advisor.
Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall Report advisor.


Notice: You do not need to complete this step if you completed step 1 and the Report Advisor was on the same server 
with the core product.


3 To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers:
Run the Device Driver uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers” on 
page 123. 
Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers.


Notice: You do not need to complete this step if you completed step 1.


4 To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Documentation:
Run the Core Product Uninstaller using the steps in “Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager documentation” on 
page 124. 
Skip this step if you do not want to uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Documentation.


Notice: You do not need to complete this step if you completed step 1.
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Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager core product 


Running the core product uninstaller will uninstall Network Configuration Manager, as well 
as Report advisor, the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers, and Integration 
modules.


The Network Configuration Manager uninstaller is named Uninstall_Network Configuration 
Manager, and is located in [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_Core/.


To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager core product, follow these steps:


Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers
The Network Configuration Manager uninstaller is named Uninstall_Network Configuration 
Manager_Device_Drivers, and is located in [Product 
Directory]/software/Uninstall_Device_Drivers/.


To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Device Drivers, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type cd [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_Core/ to navigate to the uninstall directory.


3 Type bash Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager to run the uninstaller in the console mode, and press 
Enter.


4 The introduction to the uninstaller appears.
Press Enter to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take several minutes.
When the uninstaller completes, the program exits.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type cd [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_Device_Drivers/ to navigate to the uninstall directory.


3 Type bash Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Device_Drivers to run the uninstaller in the console 
mode, and press Enter.


4 The introduction to the uninstaller appears.
Press Enter to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take several minutes.
When the uninstaller completes, the program exits.
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Uninstalling the Network Configuration Manager documentation
The Network Configuration Manager uninstaller is named Uninstall_Network Configuration 
Manager_Documentation, and is located in [Product 
Directory]/software/Uninstall_Documentation/.


To uninstall the Network Configuration Manager Documentation, follow these steps:


Uninstalling Report and Compliance advisors
The uninstallers are located in [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_ Reports/. The 
uninstaller filenames for Report and Compliance advisors are:


• Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Advisors_9.4.0.0


• Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Compliance_Advisor_9.4.0.0


Running the Report advisor uninstaller will also uninstall Compliance advisor. To uninstall 
Compliance advisor separately, run the uninstallers mentioned in the table from [Product 
Directory]/software/Uninstall_ Compliance/.


To uninstall the Report and Compliance advisor, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Type cd [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_Documentation/ to navigate to the uninstall directory.


3 Type bash Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Documentation to run the uninstaller in the console 
mode, and press Enter.


4 The introduction to the uninstaller appears.
Press Enter to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take several minutes.
When the uninstaller completes, the program exits.


Step Task


1 Log into the server as the root user, and navigate to the directory where the Report and 
Compliance advisor uninstall files are located.


2 Type bash Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager_Advisors_9.4.0.0 
to run the uninstaller in the console mode, and press Enter.


3 The introduction to the uninstaller appears. Press Enter.


4 Press Enter to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take several 
minutes.


5 When complete, the Uninstall Complete window opens. Press Enter.
The un-installation of Report advisor is now complete.
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PART 4


Post installation and other installations


This section lists post installation information, Cluster installation, RSA Token service 
installation, Network Configuration Manager GEO Diverse solution, Integrated Adapters 
and Integration module chapters.


Chapter 8, “Post-Installation procedures”


This chapter provides post installation procedures for Network Configuration Manager.


Chapter 9, “Getting started with Report and Compliance advisors”


This chapter provides information in getting started with Network Configuration 
Manager advisors.


Chapter 10, “Cluster installation”


This chapter provides information for configuring a Network Configuration Manager 
Cluster Server.


Chapter 11, “RSA Token service installation”


This chapter provides procedures necessary to install and configure the RSA Token 
Service for use with Network Configuration Manager.


Chapter 12, “Installation on Geo Diverse”


This chapter provides information for Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse 
solution.


Chapter 13, “Integration Adapter for Smarts Manager”


This chapter provides information for Integrated Adapters for Smarts Manager.


Chapter 14, “Integration modules configuration”


This chapter provides information for Integration modules and its configuration.


Chapter 15, “Backup and recovery”


This chapter provides information for Backup and recovery, backup utilities, and 
customer responsibilities.
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CHAPTER 8
Post-Installation procedures


This chapter contains the following topics:


• Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server .............................................................  128
• Enabling CAS configuration for EDAA URI...............................................................  129
• Healthcheck updates ............................................................................................  130
• Database password change information................................................................  130
• Error handling .......................................................................................................  131
• Multi-Level cut-through mode configuration ..........................................................  132
• Configuring Windows 7 and 8 to allow cut-throughs ..............................................  132
• Configuring Windows 7 and 8 to accept cut-thru with default Telnet Client.............  132
• Enable/disable auto-login features .......................................................................  133
• Enable data on User Activity screen (Linux) ...........................................................  133
• Client-side required configuration to disable SSLv3...............................................  133
• Client-side startup.................................................................................................  135
• Configuring the sysadmin user’s email address ....................................................  135
• Setting up the profile ............................................................................................  135
• Enabling SAML authentication ..............................................................................  136
• Installing the sysadmin console (Linux).................................................................  136
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Configuring EMC M&R (Watch4net) server
Perform these steps to configure EMC M&R (Watch4net) server post Network Configuration 
Manager installation:


For Windows


1. Open the [Product directory]\db\controldb\data\pg_hba.conf file for editing.


2. Add the following line at the end of the file:


host all all <EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address>/32 md5


3. Save, and exit the pg_hba.conf file.


4. Restart the controldb service:


Start > Administrative Tools > Services > NCM_Controldb


For Linux


1. Open the [Product directory]/db/controldb/data/pg_hba.conf file for editing.


2. Add the following line at the end of the file:


host all all <EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address>/32 md5


3. Save, and exit the pg_hba.conf file.


4. Restart controldb service using the command:


service controldb restart


Launching EMC M&R (Watch4net) user interface from Network Configuration 
Manager


If you had not specified the EMC M&R (Watch4net) host information during NCM 
installation and would like to specify it as a post-installation procedure, perform the steps 
below. If you need to update the EMC M&R (Watch4net) host information, modify the 
same file, but search for the current IP address of EMC M&R (Watch4net) host and update 
it with the new value.


To launch the EMC M&R (Watch4net) user interface from Network Configuration Manager 
welcome screen or dashboard, you have to manually update the EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP 
address in the powerup.jnlp file.


Perform these steps to update the EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address in the 
powerup.jnlp file:


For Windows


1. Open the [Product directory]\ui\html\powerup.jnlp file for editing.


2. Replace the text $W4N_IP$ with EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address.


3. Type the port number of the EMC M&R (Watch4net) installation.


Default port is 58080.


4. Save, and exit the powerup.jnlp file.
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5. Open the [Product directory]\ui\html\index.html file for editing.


6. Replace the text $W4N_IP$ with EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address.


7. Type the port number of the EMC M&R (Watch4net) installation.


8. Restart the ncm-as service.


Start > Administrative Tools > Services > ncm-as


For Linux


1. Open the [Product directory]/ui/html/powerup.jnlp file for editing.


2. Replace the text $W4N_IP$ with EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address.


3. Type the port number of the EMC M&R (Watch4net) installation.


Default port is 58080.


4. Save, and exit the powerup.jnlp file.


5. Open the [Product directory]/ui/html/index.html file for editing.


6. Replace the text $W4N_IP$ with EMC M&R (Watch4net) IP address.


7. Type the port number of the EMC M&R (Watch4net) installation.


8. Restart the ncm-as service using the command:


service ncm-as restart


Enabling CAS configuration for EDAA URI


The EMC Data Access API (EDAA) provides an MSA URI and interface that is used by EMC 
M&R (Watch4net) reporting. By default NCM 9.4 installs a CAS server and the EDAA URI is 
authenticated using the CAS server. The EDAA server certificate is available in the 
[product directory]\conf directory and is required to be imported to the keystore, 


To establish a secure connection between Network Configuration Manager EDAA and the 
CAS server, do the following:


In Windows


1. Import the MSA certificate:


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool -keystore 
%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts -import
-file <PRODUCT_HOME>\conf\server.crt -alias trustmsa


2. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


3. Type Yes and click Enter when the prompt Trust the certificate appears.


To view the imported certificate, type: 


%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool -keystore
%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts -list -alias trustmsa
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4. Restart ncm-msa service:


Start > Administrative Tools > Services > ncm-msa


In Linux


1. Import the MSA certificate:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import 
-file <PRODUCT_HOME>/conf/server.crt -alias trustmsa


2. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


3. Type Yes and click Enter when the prompt Trust the certificate appears.


To view the imported certificate, type: 


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias trustmsa


4. Restart ncm-msa service:


service ncm-msa restart


Healthcheck updates
The location for the health check status html has changed. When the health check is 
started, the status file is located at https://<server ip>/HealthCheckStatus.html.


Database password change information
To change the password for the database, run the following command from the [Product 
directory]/tools directory:


./password-change.pl -c database <New password>


This command should be run on each server on distributed installs to maintain 
connectivity to the database for each server. The vcmaster services should be restarted 
(service vcmaster restart) after the database password has been changed.
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Error handling
The Network Configuration Manager installers have improved internal error handling over 
previous releases. If an error is encountered, the following events occur:


For a list of error messages and their solutions, see the EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Troubleshooting Guide.


Installer log files


Each installer will generate two log files regardless if there were errors during the install. 
The log files are created in the [Product Directory]/logs directory or, if no [Product 
Directory] was specified, the /logs directory.


• component_install.log (also referred to as the "install" log)


For example, the Core installer generates a NCM-9.4.0.0-install.log file.


• component_debug.log (also referred to as the "debug" log)


For example, the Core installer generates a NCM-9.4.0.0-debug.log file.


The install log file contains a high level overview of the installation. If an error message is 
displayed at the end of an installer, open the install log file and search for ERROR. This will 
give a high level description of the error.


The debug log file contains the stdout, stderr, and exit code from every operation in the 
installer. The debug log file contains a large amount of information and is often 
overwhelming. It is advisable to start with the install log file to find any installation errors.


If you are installing using Silent Mode and the install fails, only the core_debug.log file will 
be generated.


Step Action


1 The installation complete screen states that serious errors have occurred, and no longer displays a 
success message. 


2 The error is captured in the install log file.


3 The install.sh script exits, without continuing to the next installer.
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Multi-Level cut-through mode configuration
To configure Network Configuration Manager for Multi-Level Cut-Through Mode, follow 
these steps:


Configuring Windows 7 and 8 to allow cut-throughs
To allow Windows 7 and 8 to accept telnet style links and forward those requests to 
putty.exe, follow these steps:


You must have Mozilla® Firefox® as your default browser when opening the Network 
Configuration Manager client using Windows Vista.


Configuring Windows 7 and 8 to accept cut-thru with default 
Telnet Client


To allow Windows 7 and 8 to use the default Telnet Client to accept cut-thrus, the Telnet 
Client feature must be enabled on the Network Configuration Manager client computer. l


Step Action


1 Create an empty file named cutthruonlylevelmode in the [Product Directory]/data/devserver/cm/cache 
directory on each Device Sever.


2 Type touch cutthruonlylevelmode.


3 Restart the voyence process using the /etc/init.d/voyence restart command.


Step Action


1 Ensure that 512MB of memory is free for the Network Configuration Manager client.


2 Download putty.exe, and place it in the following location:
C:\Windows\system32 for 32 bit versions of Windows
or 
C:\Windows\SysWOW64 for 64 bit versions of Windows
or 
any other directory specified in the %PATH% environment variable.


3 Download the vista-telnet-fix.reg file from this location:
https://<Network Configuration Manager Application server IP>/vista-telnet-fix.reg.


4 Double-click the vista-telnet-fix.reg file. Select Yes when asked to merge into the Windows Registry.


Step Action


1  Log onto the Network Configuration Manager client. 


2 Navigate to Start > Control Panel > Programs and Features >Turn Windows Features On or Off.


3 Check Telnet Client. 
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Enable/disable auto-login features
If enabled, you can have Network Configuration Manager remember your User ID and 
Password to automatically log you into the system.


Enable data on User Activity screen (Linux)
On a Linux server, the Network Configuration Manager User Activity tab does not get 
populated with data unless the permissions and ownership of the voyence-audit.log are 
changed. . 


Client-side required configuration to disable SSLv3 
On a client machine that will access the Network Configuration Manager, SSLv3 must be 
disabled. On each client machine, disable SSLv3 in the Java Console and in the browser 
using the following steps. 


Step Action


1 Login to the Network Configuration Manager Server.


2 Navigate to this location: C:\smarts-ncm\ncmcore\webapps\voyence.


3 Open the file powerup.jnlp. Go to the end of the file, and change the value under <property 
name=feature.autoLogin.enabled value="false"/>” to “true”.


4 Save the file.


5 In a web browser, launch the Network Configuration Manager UI. 


6 Login using approved credentials and select the check box to save credentials.


7 Exit the Network Configuration Manager UI.


8 Re-launch the Network Configuration Manager UI. 
It automatically logs you in with the saved credentials.


Step Action


1  Go to the following directory: 


$VOYENCE_HOME/ncmcore/logs 


2 Use the following command to change the permissions:


chmod 644 voyence-audit.log


3 Use the following command to change the ownership:


chown root:voyence voyence-audit.log


Step Action


1 Log on to the client machine. 


2 Open control panel > java. 
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3 Click the Advanced tab. I


4 Under Advanced security settings: 
• Uncheck the SSLV3 box. 
• Check the TLSv1, TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 boxes.


5 Open the browser and perform the following steps.
On Internet Explorer:
a. From the Start menu, open Internet Options.


b. Click the Advanced tab. 


c. Uncheck Use SSL 3.0.


d. Click OK. 


On Chrome 
a. Open the Windows registry editor. 


b. In the HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT for chrome, edit the ChromeHTML/shell/open/command registry and 
change to 


C:\Program Files\Google\Chrome\Application\chrome.exe" --ssl-version-min=tls1 -- "%1"
c. Make sure that the path to chrome.exe in the previous substep is correct for your system. 


On Mozilla Firefox version 34
SSLV3 is disabled by default. 
On Mozilla Firefox versions other than 34
a. Type about:config in the address bar and press Enter.


b. Set the value of security.tls.version.min to 1.


Notice: Alternatively, install the SSLVersion Control extension available from Mozilla here:
https://ad dons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/ssl-version-control/


On Safari
Apple released Security Update 2014-005, which disables CBC-mode ciphers in coordination with 
SSLv3. The patch is available for Mac OS Mavericks, Mountain Lion, and Yosemite here: 
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT6531
After you apply the update, no action is needed on your part.
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Client-side startup
Once the server installations/upgrades are completed, you are ready to open Network 
Configuration Manager. 


Configuring the sysadmin user’s email address 
When installing Network Configuration Manager, mail must be allowed to relay through 
the internal mail servers from the sysadmin user’s account. 


To configure the sysadmin user’s email address for Network Configuration Manager, follow 
these steps:


Setting up the profile
When completing System Administrative tasks at the command line interface, you must 
first source the profile to set up your environment. The command to source the profile is:


Step Action


1 Type the URL that has been provided for your company. If you need assistance, contact your System 
Administrator for the server where the application was setup.
At the login screen, enter your username and password, then click Ok. The default username/password 
is sysadmin/sysadmin.


2 Ensure that Java Runtime is installed on your local machine.
Click the click here link to download and install the correct version. 
When the installation of Java Runtime is finished, refresh your browser window. On the first execution 
of Network Configuration Manager, a security warning window appears.


3 Click Start. The Login window opens. 


4 Continue to login by entering a User ID and Password (as described in the Network Configuration 
Manager Online User’s Guide).
To access the procedures in the Online User’s Guide: 
• From the Network Configuration Manager launch window, click Help on the tool bar, and select Help 


Contents from the drop-down menu. The Online User’s Guide displays. 
• From the Table of Contents, select Getting Started - Accessing Network Configuration Manager. 
Click Logging in to Network Configuration Manager.


Step Action


1 Open a browser and type the URL used to access Network Configuration Manager. (for example 
https://<IP address>)


2 Select System Administration from the Tools menu.
The System Administration window opens.


3 Select System Administration -> Global -> User Management -> System Users from the navigation pane.


4 Select the sysadmin user, and click the Edit button.
The Edit User window opens.


5 Enter a valid email address in the Email field, and click Ok. The email address must be valid for your 
domain, for example sysadmin@mycompany.com.


6 Click the Close button to exit the System Administration window.
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. /etc/voyence.conf


This command is used to expand the required environmental variable.


Enabling SAML authentication
If enabled, you can login to Network Configuration Manager using Security Assertion 
Markup Language (SAML) authentication.


To enable SAML authentication in Network Configuration Manager, follow these steps:


Installing the sysadmin console (Linux)
On Linux, you can install the sysadmin console tool. 


In Network Configuration Manager 9.4, the sysadmin console does not include the Active 
Users menu. 


To install the sysadmin console, follow these steps: 


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools/saml-util directory.


Notice: Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory where Network Configuration Manager 
is installed. 


3 Type perl enableSaml.pl to run the enable SAML utility, and press Enter.


Step Action


1 Log into the Linux server.


2 Navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools directory.


Notice: Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory where Network Configuration Manager 
is installed. 


3 Type perl install_sysadmin.pl and press Enter.
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Security and authorization
Your access to the Network Configuration Manager Advisors, and therefore to the actual 
application information, is limited to the access and permissions granted by the Network 
Configuration Manager System Administrator, or the Network Administrator.


When you log in to the Network Configuration Manager Advisors, your authorization and 
authentication levels are checked and then verified through the security levels within the 
Network Configuration Manager.


Synchronizing Report advisor passwords
When Report advisor is initially installed, the internal accounts passwords are 
automatically synchronized with the Network Configuration Manager. If changes are made 
to the Network Configuration Manager internal accounts passwords after installation, then 
the passwords must be synchronized between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor. 


To synchronize the passwords between Network Configuration Manager and Report 
advisor, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Open a command prompt and navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools directory.


3 • For Linux and Solaris, type perl syncPasswords.pl 
../conf/setup/reportsadvisor.properties to run the password synchronization utility.


• For Windows, type perl syncPasswords.pl ..\conf\setup\reportsadvisor.properties to 
run the password synchronization utility.


• Press Enter.


4 Restart the Tomcat service.
• For Linux and Solaris, use the /etc/init.d/tomcat restart command.
• For Windows, click the Restart link located in Control Panel-> Administrative Tools-> 


Services-> Apache Tomcat 8.0.
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Changing the Report Server IP address
To change the IP address of the Network Configuration Manager Report Server, follow 
these steps:


Accessing advisor on the web and supported browsers
After installing Network Configuration Manager Advisors on the server, go to the client, 
open a browser, and type the following url: 


https://<Report Server IP address>/web


To restrict unauthorized access, disable the Autocomplete browser setting on all browsers 
for web reporting.


For a list of supported browsers, including version numbers, see the Network 
Configuration Manager Support Matrix at https://support.emc.com.


Step Action


1 Log into the Report Server as the root user.


2 Open the [Product directory]/web/conf/web.properties file for editing.


3 Locate the following properties in the web.properties file.
• base.report.url
• base.contextuallaunch.url
For a local Report Server, update the IP address value of each property with the new 
Report Server IP address.
For a remote Report Server, update the IP address value of the base.report.url property 
with the new Report Server IP address, and update the IP address value of the remaining 
properties with the Application server IP address.


4 Save, and then Exit the web.properties file.


5 Restart the Tomcat service.
• For Linux and Solaris, use the /etc/init.d/tomcat restart command.
• For Windows, click the Restart link located in Control Panel-> Administrative Tools-> 


Services-> Apache Tomcat 8.0.


6 Update PostgreSQL with the new Report Server IP address, using the steps in EMC 
Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix.
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Overview
This chapter is intended as a general guide for configuring a Network Configuration 
Manager Cluster Server. Additional hardware configurations are possible. The instructions 
may differ slightly between hardware vendors.


Also covered within this chapter are the specific procedures in terms of interaction with 
Network Configuration Manager. However, it is advisable that you familiarize yourself with 
the official Red Hat Cluster Suite documentation.


The Red Hat Cluster Suite documentation is available for Red Hat Enterprise Linux, in its 
entirety, at http://www.redhat.com/docs/manuals/csgfs/browse/rh-cs-en/.


Software Requirements
The following software must be installed on the server prior to installing Network 
Configuration Manager.


• Red Hat Cluster Suite (RHEL 6 x86_64) or higher is required to properly run Network 
Configuration Manager in a clustered environment.


Configuration Requirements


Installing the Fibre Channel Cards


Follow these steps to install the Fibre Channel Cards prior to installing Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux.


Step Task


1 Install the Fibre Channel card (following the manufacturer’s instructions).


2 Attach the Fibre Channel Shortwave cable to the HBA card in the server, and the disk array (or Fibre 
switch).


3 Disable the ports on the Fibre switch.


4 Repeat these steps for each cluster member.
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Installing Network Configuration Manager with the Cluster 
installation


Follow these steps to install Network Configuration Manager with the Cluster module.


Step Task


1 Obtain both the Network Configuration Manager Installer and the Network Configuration Manager 
Cluster Module installer.


2 Place these files onto the server.


3 Create the [Product directory] directory using: mkdir [Product directory]


4 Mount the shared disk array device to [Product directory] using: mount <device> [Product directory]
For example: mount /dev/sdb1 [Product directory] 


Notice: Ensure you have access to Installing Network Configuration Manager on Linux to complete the 
next step.


5 Ensure that SELinux is disabled.


6 Install Tomcat on the shared partition. If you are using the install.sh script to install the product, use 
the -b <shared mount point> argument to automatically install Tomcat under the shared partition.
For example: ./install.sh -b /opt/smarts-ncm


7 Run the Network Configuration Manager installer as described in Chapter 5, “Installation procedures 
(Linux platform),”.


8 When the installation is complete, run the Network Configuration Manager Cluster Module installer 
using one of the following commands:
For the Console Interface mode use:
./NCM_x_x_x_xxx_Cluster_linux-x64.bin –i console
For the GUI Interface mode use:
./NCM_x_x_x_xxx_Cluster_linux-x64.bin –i gui


9 If you are not installing the first server in the cluster, skip this step, and proceed to step 10. 
If you are installing the first server in the cluster, run the following command to delete the files from the 
shared storage, so the second server can successfully install on that same storage device. 
rm –rf [Product directory]/* 


Notice: Only remove the contents of the [Product directory]. Do not delete the directory itself, as it will 
be the mount point.


10 For Application server installations, modify the [Product directory]/ui/html/powerup.jnlp file, and 
change the IP address (that appears several times in that file) to the virtual IP address of the cluster. 
You can accomplish this with a global search and replace.


11 Unmount [Product directory] using: umount [Product Directory]


Notice: If the error message “device is busy” displays when attempting to unmount [Product directory], 
first find and stop the processes that are running in the directory using the lsof [Mount Point] 
command, and then run the umount [Product Directory] command.


12 Repeat steps 1 through 9 for each server in the cluster.
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Validating the UNIX User ID and Group ID numbers


When installing Network Configuration Manager on a cluster environment, the UNIX User 
ID numbers and the UNIX Group ID numbers must be identical on each Application 
servers.


Follow these steps to validate the UNIX User ID and Group ID numbers.


Step Task


1 Open the /etc/passwd file on all the Application servers.


2 Verify the UNIX User ID numbers for pgdba and tomcat match for all Application servers.


3 Close the /etc/passwd files.


4 Open the /etc/group file on all the Application servers.


5 Verify the UNIX Group ID numbers for pgdba, tomcat, and Network Configuration Manager match for all 
Application servers.


6 Close the /etc/group files.
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Operating the Network Configuration Manager Cluster 
The vc_cluster service script controls the mounting, httpd, controldb, controldaemon, and 
Network Configuration Manager processes. This service is managed through the Red Hat 
Cluster Suite.


Do not manually manage (start/stop) services from Linux. Allow Red Hat Cluster Suite to 
start/stop the services.


Follow these steps to operate the Network Configuration Manager Cluster.


Step Task


1 Start the Cluster Services on Red Hat Enterprise Linux by running the following commands in the order 
shown:
• service cman start
• service rgmanager start


2 Check the cluster status with the following command:
clustat


3 If you need to manually start the cluster service, use the following command:
clusvcadm –e <Cluster Service Name>


4 If you need to manually stop the vc_cluster / controldb_cluster service, use the following command:
clusvcadm –d <Cluster Service Name>


5 On the Device server, unlock the lockbox using the command:


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb -passphrase 
<passphrase>.
Restart vcmaster.
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Upgrading Network Configuration Manager 
Follow these steps when Upgrading Network Configuration Manager.


Step Task


1 Stop the Cluster Service.
Use: clusvcadm –d <Cluster Service Name>


2 Mount the shared partition.
• For Application servers use:
mount <device> [Product Directory]
• For Database servers use:
mount <device> [Product Directory]


Notice: For more information for the redhat-config-cluster-cmd command, see the man page, by 
running the command: man redhat-config-cluster-cmd.


3 Run the Network Configuration Manager Installer and Upgrade, using the procedures mentioned in: 
Installing Network Configuration Manager on Red Hat Enterprise Linux


4 Install Tomcat on the shared partition. A list of pre-requisites can be mentioned in the EMC Smarts 
Network Configuration Manager Installation and Configuration Guide.


Notice: If you are using the install.sh script to install the product, use the -b <shared mount point> 
argument to automatically install Tomcat under the shared partition. 


For example: ./install.sh -b /opt/voyence


5 When the upgrade is complete, run the Network Configuration Manager Cluster Module installer with 
one of the following commands:
• For the Console Interface mode use:
./NCM_x_x_x_xxx_Cluster_linux-x64.bin –i console
• For the GUI Interface mode use:
./NCM_x_x_x_xxx_Cluster_linux-x64.bin –i gui


6 For Application server upgrades, modify the [Product Home]/ui/html/powerup.jnlp file, and change the 
IP address that appears several times in that file to the virtual IP address of the cluster. You can 
accomplish this with a global search and replace.


7 Unmount the shared partition, using the following: umount [Product Directory]


Notice: If the error message “device is busy” displays when attempting to unmount [Product Home], 
first find and stop the processes that are running in the directory using the lsof [Mount Point] 
command, and then run the umount [Product Directory] command.


8 Repeat steps 2 through 6 for each server in the cluster.
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Restoring from a Backup
To restore from a backup, follow these steps


Uninstalling Network Configuration Manager 


Step Task


1 Stop the Cluster Service.
clusvcadm –d <Cluster Service Name>


2 Mount the shared partition.
mount <device> [Product Directory]
For example, mount /dev/sdc1 /opt/voyence.


3 Navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools directory.
Type ./restore.pl <database backup image file> to restore the backup, and press Enter.


2 Stop the Network Configuration Manager services using the following command:
service vcmaster stop


6 Navigate to the / directory.
Unmount the [Product Directory] shared partition using the following command:
umount [Product Directory]


Notice: If the error message "device is busy" appears when attempting to unmount, first find and stop 
the processes that are running in the directory using the lsof [Mount Point] command, and then run the 
umount [Product Directory] command.


7 Start the Network Configuration Manager cluster service using the following command: 
clussvcadm -e <Cluster Service Name>


Step Task


Important: You must complete steps 1 thorough 4 on the first cluster member.


1 Stop the Cluster Service.
Use: clusvcadm -d <Cluster Service Name>


2 Mount the [Product Directory] shared partition as defined in the /home/cluster/cluster.conf file, using: 
mount <device> [Product directory]


3 Run the uninstaller using:
[Product directory]/software/Uninstall_Core/Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Network_Configuration_Manager


4 Unmount the [Product Directory] shared partition using:
umount [Product Directory]


Notice: If the error message “device is busy” appears when attempting to unmount [Product directory], 
first find and stop the processes that are running in the directory using the lsof [Mount Point] 
command, and then run the umount [Product Directory] command.
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RSA Token service installation

This section provides the following information and procedures necessary to install and 
configure the RSA Token Service for use with Network Configuration Manager 9.4, 
including:


• System Requirements


• Token Service Pre-requisites


• Installing the Token Service 


• Configuration Procedures


• Uninstalling the Token Service Procedures


Summary of Installation Tasks
The recommended order of installation tasks for new installations is as follows:


Prerequisites for the RSA Token Service
The following items are needed during the installation of the RSA Token Service:


Step Task


1 Review the prerequisites section below and ensure you have all the items needed to complete the RSA 
Token Service installation.


2 Review the minimum system requirements.


3 Install the operating system including any prerequisites.


4 Ensure all firewalls adhere to the Communication security settings mentioned in EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide.


5 Enable Network Time Protocol (NTP).


6 Install the RSA Token Service using the steps in “Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical 
installer mode” on page 152.
If errors occur during installation, refer to the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 
Troubleshooting Guide for a list of solutions.


7 Import RSA Tokens into the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server using the steps in 
“Importing RSA Tokens into the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server” on page 155.


8 Setup the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server in Network Configuration Manager using 
the steps in “Configuring the RSA Token Service” on page 156.


9 Manually download the server certificate from the RSA token server and add it as a trusted certificate in 
the keystore in AS.
a. Create the RSA.cer by downloading the certificate from


https:\\<RSA token server>:<port>
Refer to RSA documentation for details about accessing the token server.


b. Run the following commands in the Application server:


$VOYENCE_HOME/java/bin/keytool -keystore 
$VOYENCE_HOME/java/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file /RSA.cer -alias 
VCRSA


c. Restart vcmaster service.
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• The username and password for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account.


• The username and password for a Windows Account with administrative and log on as 
a service privileges.


• The port number that will be used to access the Network Configuration Manager RSA 
Token Service.


• The files included with the RSA Token Service distribution, including:


• RSA_install.pl


• NCM_x_x_x_x_xxx_Windows_RSA_Setup_windows-x64.exe


• jdk-8u25-windows-x64.exe


• Win32OpenSSL-0_9_8zc.exe


• vcredist_x86.exe


• vcredist_x86_2008.exe


Software Requirements
The following must be installed on the RSA Token Server prior to installing the RSA Token 
Service.


• Windows Server 2012


• RSA SecurID Desktop Token 4.0.0 Build 246 for Windows. This is required only if RSA 
server is used for authentication.


• Visit http://www.rsa.com to download a copy of RSA SecurID Desktop Token 4.1 
for Windows.


• Strawberry Perl 5.12.3.0 (strawberry-perl-5.12.3.0.msi)


After installing Strawberry Perl for the first time, you must logout, and then re-login so 
the system PATH variable modification can take effect.


• Java 1.8.0_25 (JDK)


• Java 1.8.0_25 (JDK) is included with the EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager distribution.


• The jdk-8u25-windows-x64.exe will be automatically installed.


• Visual C++ Runtime Libraries:


• The Visual C++ Runtime Libraries are included with the EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager distribution.


• The vcredist_x86.exe will be automatically installed.


• OpenSSL v0.9.8zc for Windows:


• OpenSSL v0.9.8zc for Windows is included with the EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager distribution.


• The Win32OpenSSL-0_9_8zc.exe will be automatically installed.
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• It is advisable to accept the default directory (C:\OpenSSL) when installing 
OpenSSL on Windows. If a directory whose path contains spaces is used, the 
creation of the certificates will fail.


When the install.pl script is run to install OpenSSL for Windows, the following 
warning message displays: The Win32 OpenSSL Installation Project setup has 
detected that a Command Prompt is currently running. Win32 OpenSSL will not 
work properly from already opened Command Prompts. It is highly recommended 
that you close all open Command Prompts before clicking "Ok" to continue. 


It is safe to click Ok when this message is displayed. Do not close the Network 
Configuration Manager installation window.


Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical installer 
mode


The RSA Token Service can be installed on Windows Server 2012 using the graphical 
installer mode.


Before installing the RSA Token Service, ensure the RSA Token Server is time-synchronized 
with the RSA Authentication Manager. Time-synchronization between the RSA 
Authentication Manager and the RSA Token Server must always be maintained; otherwise 
invalid token codes are created causing the RSA Authentication Manager user accounts to 
become locked. 


To install the RSA Token Service using the graphical installer mode, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2
Notice: Strawberry Perl must be installed prior to installing the RSA Token Service.


Double-click on the RSA_install.pl file to run the installer in the graphical installer mode.
The installer begins to load. The RSA_install.pl script checks for the prerequisites, and automatically 
installs any missing prerequisites, if the prerequisites are located in the same directory as the install.pl 
script.
The installer begins to load.


3 The Introduction window opens. 
Click Next at the Introduction window. 
Notice that as you go through the various steps needed to install, the navigation pane on the left keeps 
a running list of the completed steps. For example, you can see at the License Agreement window that 
the Introduction has been completed. A check (√) appears by each completed phase of the 
installation. The right arrow (►) indicates the current window and installation status.
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4
Notice: This step only appears if you are not installing the RSA Token Service on the same server as 
Network Configuration Manager.


The Choose Install Folder window opens. You are now prompted to select the Install Folder. 
• Accept the default location, or click Choose to select another location. 
• Once the install folder is selected, click Next.
This is the location where the RSA Token Service is to be installed.


5 The Enter User ID window opens. You are prompted to type the RSA Token Service Administrator 
Account username.
Enter a username, and then click Next.
This is the username used by remote clients to authenticate with the RSA Token Service.


6 The Enter Password window opens. You are now prompted to type the RSA Token Service Administrator 
Account password.
Enter a password, and then click Next.
This is the password used by remote clients to authenticate with the RSA Token Service.


7 The Windows User Account window opens. You are prompted to type the Windows Account username.
Enter a username, and then click Next.


Notice: This is the username used for running the RSA Token Service.


This username must have “administrative” and “log on as a service” privileges.


8 The Enter Password for the Windows Account window opens. You are now prompted to type the 
Windows Account password.
Enter a password, and then click Next.
This is the password used for running the RSA Token Service.


9 The RSA Port Number window opens. You are now prompted to enter a port number.
Enter a port number, and then click Next.
This is the port number used to access the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service.


10 The Pre-Installation Summary window opens and displays the product information (before installing), 
as well as the required disk space.
Click Install to start the installation. This portion of the installation may take several minutes.


Notice: If there is not enough available disk space, the installer displays an error message until 
sufficient disk space is free. You can continue once enough disk space is available.


11 The Post Install Steps window opens.
A list of post-installation tasks is displayed. “Post-Installation Procedures” on page 154 provides more 
information.
Click Next.


Notice: The post-installation tasks do not need to be completed until after the RSA Token Service 
Installer is complete.


12 When complete, the Install Complete window opens. Click Done.
The installer displays the installation complete message.
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Post-Installation Procedures
The Post-Installation procedures include the following tasks.


• Importing RSA Tokens into the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server


• Deleting RSA Tokens from the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server


• Configuring the RSA Token Service in Network Configuration Manager


• Verifying RSA Tokens in Network Configuration Manager


Do not launch or use the RSA SecurID Token GUI on the server running the RSA Token 
Service. This causes the local RSA Token Database and the Network Configuration 
Manager RSA functionality to become corrupted.
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Importing RSA Tokens into the Network Configuration Manager 
RSA Token Server


To import RSA Tokens using the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool, 
follow these steps:


The windows service NCM_RSATokenService is stopped and restarted when running the 
Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool. 


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges using the Windows Account username and 
password created in steps 7 and 8 of the section “Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical 
installer mode” on page 152.


3 Open a command prompt and navigate to the [Product Directory]\tokenservice\bin directory.


4
Notice: Running the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool will delete the .sdtid file. It 
is advisable to backup the .sdtid file before running the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token 
Service Tool.


To run the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool:
• Type NCMRSATokenService -importTokens <Directory Path>, where <Directory Path> is the location of 


the RSA software token files (in .sdtid format) exported from the RSA Authentication Manager and 
must be copied manually on to the Token Server. 


• Press Enter. 


Notice: More than one .sdtid file can be placed in the <Directory Path> directory.


5 Authenticate with the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service utility.
• Type the username for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account. 
• Enter password for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account


Notice: This is the username and password created in steps 5 and 6 of the “Installing the RSA Token 
Service using the graphical installer mode” on page 152.


6 Verify the .sdtid files are password protected.
• Enter yes or no at the prompt.
• If you entered yes, type the password for the .sdtid files.
The Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool may take several hours to complete if you 
are importing a large number of RSA tokens into the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server.


7 1. Manually download the server certificate, using the Browser, from the RSA token server and add it as 
a trusted certificate in the keystore. 


2. Create the RSA.cer by downloading the certificate


3. In the NCM AS, run the following commands: 


$VOYENCE_HOME/java/bin/keytool -keystore
$VOYENCE_HOME/java/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file /RSA.cer 
-alias VCRSA
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Deleting RSA Tokens from the Network Configuration Manager 
RSA Token Server


To delete RSA Tokens one at a time, using the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token 
Service Tool, follow these steps:


The windows service NCM_RSATokenService is stopped and restarted when running the 
Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool.


Configuring the RSA Token Service
To configure the RSA Token Service in Network Configuration Manager, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges using the Windows Account username and 
password created in steps 7 and 8 of the “Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical installer 
mode” on page 152.


2 Open a command prompt.


3 Navigate to the [Product Directory]\tokenservice\bin directory.


4
Notice: Deleting an RSA token assigned to a Network Configuration Manager credential will result in the 
token becoming invalid in Network Configuration Manager.


To delete a single tokens from the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server:
• Type NCMRSATokenService -deleteToken <Token Serial Number>
• Press Enter.
The Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool may take several hours to complete if you 
are deleting a large number of RSA tokens from the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server.


5 Authenticate with the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service utility.
• Type the username for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account. 
• Enter password for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account


Notice: This is the username and password created in steps 5 and 6 of the “Installing the RSA Token 
Service using the graphical installer mode” on page 152.


Step Action


1 Open a browser, and type the URL used to access Network Configuration Manager. (for example 
https://<IP address>)


2 Log into Network Configuration Manager as a user with administrator privileges.


3 Select System Administration from the Tools menu.
The System Administration window opens.


4 Select System Administration -> Global -> Access -> NCM RSA Token Service from the navigation pane.


5 Enter a Server Name. 
This is the IP or hostname used to access the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server.
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Verifying RSA Tokens in 
To verify RSA tokens in Network Configuration Manager, follow these steps:


6 Enter a Port.
This is the port used to access the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server.


Notice: This is the port number setup in step 9 of the “Installing the RSA Token Service using the 
graphical installer mode” on page 152.


7 Enter a User ID.
This is the RSA Token Service Administrator Account username.


Notice: This is the username created in step 5 of “Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical 
installer mode” on page 152.


8 Enter a password in the New Password box.
This is the RSA Token Service Administrator Account password.


Notice: This is the password created in step 6 of “Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical 
installer mode” on page 152.


9 Type the same password in the Confirm Password box.


10 Click Create.


11 Click the Close button to exit the System Administration window.


Step Action


1 Open a browser, and type the URL used to access Network Configuration Manager. (for example 
https://<IP address>)


2 Select System Administration from the Tools menu.
The System Administration window opens.


3 Select System Administration -> Global -> Global RSA Tokens Viewer from the navigation pane.
The Global RSA Tokens Manager screen can be used to view tokens that have been imported into 
Network Configuration Manager using the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool. 
Network Configuration Manager Online User’s Guide provides more information for Global RSA Token 
Manager.


4 Click the Close button to exit the System Administration window.
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Uninstalling the RSA Token Service


If the RSA Token Service is installed on the same server as Network Configuration 
Manager, running the Network Configuration Manager Core Product Uninstaller uninstalls 
both Network Configuration Manager, as well as the RSA Token Service.


To uninstall the RSA Token Service:


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Open Add or Remove Programs located under the Control Panel in Windows.


3 Select Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service from the Add or Remove Programs list.


4 Click the Change/Remove button.


5 The introduction to the uninstaller displays.
Click Uninstall to start the uninstall process. This portion of the uninstaller may take several minutes.


6 When complete, the Uninstall Complete window opens. 
Click Done.
The un-install steps of the RSA Token Service are now complete.
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Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service 
Instrumentation Web Page


The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Instrumentation web 
page provides information for current usage and available statistics for soft tokens on the 
Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server.


To access the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service 
Instrumentation web page, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Open a web browser.


2 Navigate to the following address:
• https://<VCTokenServerIPAddress>:<PortNumber>


where <VCTokenServerIPAddress> is the IP Address of your Network Configuration Manager RSA 
Token Server and where <PortNumber> is the port number created during installation. 


• See the “Installing the RSA Token Service using the graphical installer mode” on page 152 for more 
information.


3 The first time you access the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service 
Instrumentation web page, you must add an exception to your browser to allow and install the security 
certificates.
To add an exception for the certificate:
• Click Ok at the Alert Window.
• Click the Or you can add an exception link.
• Click the Add Exception button.
• Click the Get Certificate button.
• Click the Confirm Security Exception button.


4 Type the username and password for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account.


Notice: This is the username and password created in steps 5 and 6 in “Installing the RSA Token 
Service using the graphical installer mode” on page 152.
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Resetting the RSA Token Server Username and Password
To reset the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server Username and Password 
used for client authentication, follow these steps:


The windows service NCM_RSATokenService is stopped and restarted when running the 
Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service Tool.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Open a command prompt.


3 Navigate to the [Product Directory]\tokenservice\bin directory.


4 Type NCMRSATokenService -resetUserPwd to run the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token 
Service Tool, and press Enter.


5 Authenticate with the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service utility.
• Type the username for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account. 
• Enter password for the RSA Token Service Administrator Account


Notice: This is the username and password created in steps 5 and 6 of the “Installing the RSA Token 
Service using the graphical installer mode” on page 152.


6 Follow the prompts to reset the username and password.


7 Configure the RSA Token Service in Network Configuration Manager using the steps in “Installing the 
RSA Token Service using the graphical installer mode” on page 152.
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Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse
The Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse solution provides a simple method for 
integrating Network Configuration Manager service management into a data replication 
system. Distributed as a Perl script, the solution automates the process of starting and 
stopping services, and re-homing Device servers, so they point to the active Application 
server.


The script, which is compatible with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x and 7.x and Windows 
Server 2012, can easily be wrapped up into a larger Geo Diverse solution. 


The Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse solution does not provide the data 
replication software, and only the replication of Application servers is supported.


As offered, the Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse script is not a hands-off 
solution, but may be integrated with a larger framework to provide automated fail-over.


Features
The following features are delivered with the Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse 
solution:


• The Server status (with respect to the Network Configuration Manager services), is 
maintained in the vcgeo.group file.


• The Start command validates that another server is not already Active.


• Geo Diverse automatically re-homes Device servers so they only communicate with 
the Active server.


• The Client access to the Standby servers is disabled. A message is displayed when 
clients attempt to access a Standby server.


• The Network Configuration Manager services are disabled from starting at boot on a 
Standby server.


Replication Requirements
The chosen data replication software must meet the following requirements:


• Asynchronous byte-level replication


• Write ordering preservation


• File system and database replication support


The following two Network Configuration Manager directories must be replicated between 
the Network Configuration Manager Application servers:


• [Product directory]/data


• [Product directory]/db


For example, a typical Linux environment requires replication of the following directories:
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• [Product directory]/data


• [Product directory]/db


Components
The Network Configuration Manager Geo Diverse solution is comprised of the following 
components:


• [Product directory]/vcgeo/vcgeoadmin.pl – Administrative script, which controls 
service management, validation, and group management


• [Product directory]/logs/vcgeo.log – Log file for all start and stop operations


• [Product directory]/data/vcgeo.group – File containing group membership and status 
information. This file is created and managed by the vcgeoadmin.pl script. 


Installing Network Configuration Manager in a Geo Diverse 
Environment


The following steps assume that you are installing the Network Configuration Manager for 
the first time on a replicated environment. Review the hardware, software, and replication 
requirements before proceeding.


Step Task


1
Notice: Steps 1 and 2 must be completed on both the primary and secondary replication servers.


Create and configure the following directories for replication, per the instructions for your selected replication technology.
• [Product directory]/data
• [Product directory]/db


2 Set one server as the primary replication, so that it is replicating the data, and db volumes to the secondary servers. 
Enable data replication.


3
Notice: Steps 3 through 7 must be completed on the primary replication server.


Mount the data and db replicated volumes on the primary server as read-write.


4 Proceed to install the Network Configuration Manager as per the instructions in Chapter 4, “Installation procedures,”.


5 Install any available Network Configuration Manager hot fixes.
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6 Populate the vcgeo group by completing these steps:
1. Open a terminal on the server


2. Change directories to [Product directory]/vcgeo


3. Run the vcgeoadmin.pl script and pass in “add” as the argument.


 For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl add
4. The script prompts for an IP address. Type the IP address of the replication group member you want to add. Ensure the 


address is accurate and unique.


5. The script prompts for a label for the entry. Enter a label name that will help you distinguish this server from other 
servers. 


6. Repeat steps a through e for each server you want to add to the replication group. You only have to do this once for the 
entire group, as the group file is replicated to the secondary servers.


7 Stop the vcgeo service. “Using the vcgeoadmin.pl script” on page 166 provides more information for stopping the vcgeo 
service.


8
Notice: Steps 8 through 14 must be completed on the secondary replication server.


Unmount the data and db replicated volumes (if mounted).


9 Proceed with installing Network Configuration Manager using the instructions mentioned in the appropriate Network 
Configuration Manager Installation guide.


10 Install any available Network Configuration Manager hot fixes.


11 Stop the vcgeo service. “Using the vcgeoadmin.pl script” on page 166 provides more information for stopping the vcgeo 
service.


12 Remove the [Product directory]/db and [Product directory]/data directories and their contents (this data already exists in 
the replicated volumes on the primary server).


13 Mount the data and db replicated volumes as read-only (if the replication software permits you to do so).


14 Repeat steps 8 through 13 for each secondary replication server (if you have more than one).


15 This step must be completed on the primary replication server.
Start the vcgeo service using vcgeoadmin.pl (if not already running). “Using the vcgeoadmin.pl script” on page 166 
provides more information for starting the vcgeo service.


Notice: If the cluster services do not get started, you have to unlock the lockbox using the command: ./cstdriver 
-lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb -passphrase <passphrase>.
Restart vcmaster.


16
Notice: Steps 16 through 18 apply when installing Remote Device servers.


Open a terminal on the server which will become the Device server.


17 Install Network Configuration Manager as a Device server using the steps in the appropriate Network Configuration 
Manager installation guide.


18 When prompted to type the IP address of the Application server, type the IP address of the Active Replication server.


19 Repeat steps 16 through 18 for each Remote Device server.


Step Task
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Validating the UNIX User ID and Group ID Numbers
When installing the Network Configuration Manager on a Geo Diverse environment, the 
UNIX User ID numbers and the UNIX Group ID numbers must be identical on each 
Application servers.


Follow these steps to validate the UNIX User ID and Group ID numbers.


Upgrading Network Configuration Manager in a Geo Diverse 
Environment


The following steps assume that you have an existing Network Configuration Manager 
installation in a Geo Diverse configuration on two or more servers. 


Review the hardware, software, and replication requirements before proceeding. 


The following procedure first upgrades the Active server, and then upgrades the Standby 
server, and does not require a fail-over.


Step Task


1 Open the /etc/passwd file on all of the Application servers.


2 Compare the UNIX User ID numbers for the pgdba and tomcat users between the servers, and verify that they are identical 
for all Application servers where you are installing Network Configuration Manager. The format of the /etc/passwd file is: 
USER_NAME:x:USER_ID:GROUP_ID:DESCRIPTION:HOME_DIR:SHELL
If the User ID numbers are not identical on all Application servers, use the usermod program to change the User ID 
numbers of the offending users. The command to change a User ID is: 
usermod –u <USER_ID> <USER_NAME>


3 Close the /etc/passwd files on all of the Application servers.


4 Open the /etc/group file on all of the Application servers.


5 Compare the UNIX Group ID


 numbers for the pgdba, tomcat, and Network Configuration Manager groups between the servers, and verify that they are 
identical for all Application servers where you are installing Network Configuration Manager. The format of the /etc/group 
file is:
GROUP_NAME:x:GROUP_ID:
If the UNIX Group ID numbers are not identical on all Application servers, use the groupmod program to change the Group 
ID numbers of the offending groups. The command to change a Group ID is:
groupmod –g <GROUP_ID> <GROUP_NAME>


6 Close the /etc/group files on all of the Application servers.


Step Task


1 Enable replication between the servers (if not already enabled).


2
Notice: Steps 2 through 5 must be completed on the primary replication server.


Mount the data and db replicated volumes as read-write (if not already mounted).


3 Start the vcgeo service using vcgeoadmin.pl (if not already running). “Using the vcgeoadmin.pl script” on page 166 
provides more information for starting the vcgeo service.
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Using the vcgeoadmin.pl script
To start the vcgeo service:


4 Proceed to upgrade Network Configuration Manager using the instructions mentioned in the appropriate Installing 
Network Configuration Manager guide. Include the Data Migration procedures.


5 Install any available Network Configuration Manager hot fixes.


6
Notice: Steps 6 through 12 must be completed on the secondary replication server.


Unmount the data and db replicated volumes (if mounted).


7 Proceed to upgrade Network Configuration Manager using the instructions mentioned in the appropriate Installing 
Network Configuration Manager guide. Do not run data migration.


8 Install any available Network Configuration Manager hot fixes.


9 Stop the vcgeo service using vcgeoadmin.pl. “Using the vcgeoadmin.pl script” on page 166 provides more information for 
stopping the vcgeo service.


10 Remove the [Product directory]/db and [Product directory]/data directories and their contents (this data already exists in 
the replicated volumes on the primary server).


11 Mount the data and db replicated volumes as read-only (if the replication software permits you to do so).


12 Repeat steps 6 through 12 for each secondary replication server (if you have more than one).


13
Notice: The following step must be performed on the remote Device servers.


Upgrade Network Configuration Manager on the Device servers using the instructions mentioned in the appropriate 
Installing Network Configuration Manager guide.


Step Task


Step Task


1 Change directories to [Product directory]/vcgeo.


2 Run the vcgeoadmin.pl script, and pass in start as the argument.
For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl start


3 The active status validation may be bypassed by passing in -f as an additional argument. 
This causes the script to start, even if another server is currently marked as Active in the 
vcgeo.group file.
Example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl start -f
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To stop the vcgeo service:


To get the status of the vcgeo service:


To add a server to the vcgeo group:


To remove a server from the vcgeo group:


Step Task


1 Change directories to [Product directory]/vcgeo.


2 Run the vcgeoadmin.pl script, and pass in stop as the argument.
For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl stop


3 The server in group validation may be bypassed by passing in -f as an additional 
argument. This causes the script to stop, even if the server exists in the vcgeo.group file 
or if the vcgeo.group file does not exist.
For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl stop -f


Step Task


1 Change directories to [Product directory]/vcgeo.


2 Run the vcgeoadmin.pl script, and pass in status as the argument.
For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl status
This displays a list of the servers in the vcgeo group along with each status. This 
information is pulled from the vcgeo.group file on the server from which the status 
command is run; therefore, this information may be stale if replication is either lagging or 
turned off.


Step Task


1 Change directories to [Product directory]/vcgeo.


2 Run the vcgeoadmin.pl script, and pass in add as the argument.
For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl add


3 The script prompts you for the IP address of the server you want to add, and a label for 
that server.


4 Alternatively, you can pass in the IP address and label by appending the following 
arguments:
–ip=IP ADDRESS
–label=LABEL


Step Task


1 Change directories to [Product directory]/vcgeo.


2 Run the vcgeoadmin.pl script, and pass in remove as the argument.
For example: ./vcgeoadmin.pl remove


3 The script prompts you for the IP address of the server you want to remove.


4 Alternatively, you can pass in the IP address by appending the following argument:
–ip=IP ADDRESS
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Logging the vcgeoadmin.pl script
The vcgeoadmin.pl script logs all start and stop activity in the following log file:


[Product directory]/logs/vcgeo.log


Testing the Geo Diverse failover script without replication 
software


Perform these steps to test the geo-diverse failover script without installing any replication 
software. This procedure assumes that you have retained RA during the upgrade. 
However, if you have not retained RA, ignore the steps related to Report Server. 


1. Configure two separate Application servers. 


Use the same passwords and passphrase while installing the second Application 
server.


2. Configure one Device server to the first Application server.


3. If you have retained RA, configure one Report server to the first Application server.


4. Add the second Application server using the vcgeoadmin.pl script on the first 
Application server.


5. Stop the services on the first Application server.


6. Create a tar file containing the data and database directories: 


tar cf first_app_server.tar db data.


7. Copy the tar file to the [Product directory] on the second Application server.


8. Stop the services on the second Application server.


9. Rename the original data and database directories on the second Application server:


mv db db_save;


mv data data_save


10. Extract the files from the tar file on the second Application server:


tar xvf first_app_server.tar


11. Unlock the lockbox on the second Application server using the commands:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. [Product directory]/bin/cstdriver -lockbox [Product 
directory]/data/lockb.clb -passphrase <passphrase entered during 
the installation>


12. Update the second Application server IP address in the postgres.conf file in the first 
Application server at [Product directory]/db/controldb/data/postgresql.conf. 


Search for listen_address and update the IP address. 


13. Go to the vcgeo directory on the second Application server and run the command:


./vcgeoadmin.pl start -f
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14. Copy the bundle.p12 file at [Product directory]/conf/bundle.p12 from second 
Application server to the Device server and Report server.


Copy the .pass.props file at [Product directory]/conf/.pass.props from second 
Application server to Report server.


15. Login to the Device server and perform the following tasks:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. Backup the files [Product directory]/bin/demoCA/cacert.pem, [Product 
directory]/bin/demoCA/index.txt, and [Product directory]/conf/CA/voyenceca.crt.


Do not keep the backup in the same location.


c. perl [Product directory]/bin/importcertsintods.pl <certificate 
password during the installation> <location of the copied 
bundle.p12 in step 14]


d. Remove all the data in the [Product directory]/bin/demoCA/index.txt file.


Be sure to remove blank lines, if any, from index.txt. The file must be completely 
empty.


e. Delete all the files with .0 extension from [Product directory]/conf/CA/ directory.


f. bash makekeys.sh


16. Change the IP address and FQDN in the following files and point to the second 
Application server.


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. [Product directory]/data/.rhttps


c. [Product directory]/data/devserver/master.addr


d. [Product directory]/bin/cstdriver -lockbox [Product 


directory]/data/lockb.clb -passphrase <passphrase entered during 


the installation> 


e. Restart the services on the Device server.


17. Login to the Report server and perform the following commands:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. Backup the files [Product directory]/bin/demoCA/cacert.pem, [Product 
directory]/bin/demoCA/index.txt, and [Product directory]/conf/CA/voyenceca.crt.


Do not keep the backup in the same location.


c. perl [Product directory]/bin/importcertsintora.pl <certificate 
password during the installation> <location of the copied 
bundle.p12 in step 14]


d. Remove all the data in the [Product directory]/bin/demoCA/index.txt file.
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Be sure to remove blank lines, if any, from index.txt. The file must be completely 
empty.


e. Delete all the files with .0 extension from [Product directory]/conf/CA/ directory.


f. bash makekeys.sh


g. Backup the [Product directory]/web/conf/.pass.props file.


h. Copy the .pass.props file copied from second Application server to the Report 
server under [Product directory]/web/conf.


18. Change the IP address and FQDN in the following files and point to the second 
Application server.


a. source /etc/voyence.conf 


b. [Product directory]/web/conf/web.properties /etc/voyence.conf


c. [Product directory]/cstbin/cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]/data/lockb.clb 
-passphrase <passphrase entered during the installation>


d. Restart the services on Report server and launch the Report advisor page.


19. Export and import the certificates from the second Application server to remote server, 
as described in “Import Network Configuration Manager Certificates for remote 
servers” on page 100.


20. Restart vcmaster service on the second Application server.


Verify if the services have started on the second Application server and login to the 
Network Configuration Manager application on the second Application server.


21. Start an auto-discovery job.


If you need to rollback to first Application server:


1. Perform the steps from step 3 through step 16 on the second application server and 


2. Change the tar filename to second_app_server.tar.


3. Change the database directory permission after step 9 using the command:


chown -R pgdba:voyence [Product directory]/db
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Integration Adapter for Smarts Manager
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Introduction
Network Configuration Manager provides automation and standardization of the network 
configuration and change management processes. 


Network Configuration Manager automates configuration management at various levels, 
covering devices such as routers, switches, firewalls, and business policies, such as 
access and security configuration. 


The adapter provides the following functionality:


• Device Synchronization – The adapter ensures that devices found in Network 
Configuration Manager are also found in the Smarts Manager, those found in Smarts 
Manager are also found in Network Configuration Manager. In addition, the adapter 
will reconcile devices between Smarts Manager and Network Configuration Manager 
internally. This provides a mapping used for notifications and contextual launches.


• Event Notification – Network Configuration Manager events are sent to the notification 
console in Smarts Manager. Device events are linked to the corresponding Smarts 
Manager device, while non-device events, such as Network Create events, are linked 
with the Network Configuration Manager server.


• SNMP Credential Synchronization – Network Configuration Manager has strong 
capabilities for managing device credentials, including credential rolling. The adapter 
detects when device passwords (SNMP community strings) have been changed in 
Network Configuration Manager, and propagates those changes into Smarts Manager.


SNMPv3 and CLI credentials synchronization is not supported.


• Contextual Launch – The events and device reconciliation (previously mentioned in 
Device Synchronization), provide a number of launch points from Smarts Manager 
into the Network Configuration Manager application.


Terminology


The following terminology is used within this document.


Term Refers to:


SAM EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager


IP Availability Manager EMC Smarts IP Availability Manager, includes all Domain Managers that can act as IP Availability 
Managers, including IP Performance Manager, and Topology Split Manager


Smarts Manager Refers to the system with a minimum configuration of one SAM, the Broker, and any associated IP 
Availability Manager


adapter Network Configuration Manager Integration Adapter for Smarts Manager.
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Prerequisites
Review the minimum system requirements mentioned in EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Support Matrix document. The document provides information 
that helps you:


• Determine if the product is supported on your platform.


• Review the patch requirements for your operating system.


• Determine if your system meets the hardware requirements.


Deployment
The adapter is middleware that connects to both Smarts Manager and Network 
Configuration Manager.


The basic Smarts Manager configuration assumed by the adapter is:


• Service Assurance Manager (SAM)


• IP Availability Manager


The basic Network Configuration Manager configuration assumed by the adapter is:


• Network Configuration Manager Server is configured (any configuration)


• Before starting any operations or functions using the adapter, a network must be 
added in the Network Configuration Manager Server. 


Configuring the adapter requires the installer to understand the following connection 
points:


• Network Configuration Manager Public API


• SAM Connection


• IP Availability Manager Connections


How the Integration adapter for Smarts Manager operates
After configuring the adapter, it runs through a series of self-tests to test the connections 
and options. When the tests pass, the adapter becomes functional. If this is the first time 
the adapter has been run, it is required that batch synchronization completes before 
either credential synchronization or active (event-based) device synchronization is 
functional. 


Batch device synchronization


Batch device synchronization first pulls all devices from Smarts Manager and Network 
Configuration Manager, and attempts to match the devices based upon an algorithm that 
balances performance with accurate results in a wide variety of environments. Due to the 
potentially long-running and processor intensive nature of full synchronization, it is a 
manual step to begin the initial synchronization.
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The batch device synchronization algorithm attempts to match devices first by name 
matching, then through management IP (SNMP) addresses, and if needed, it will inspect 
devices down to the interface level to produce a mapping.


This reconciliation is then used for multiple purposes.


• In event notification, it is used to associate device events with the proper Smarts 
Manager device, even when names or management IP addresses do not match.


• Credential synchronization uses the mapping to ensure that password changes in 
Network Configuration Manager are propagated to the correct Smarts Manager device.


• It facilitates contextual launch by ensuring that launch points in Smarts Manager lead 
to the correct devices in Network Configuration Manager.


Once the mapping is complete, devices that are not managed by IP Availability Manager, 
but are managed by Network Configuration Manager are put on the Smarts Manager 
pending list. Devices that are managed by IP Availability Manager, but not managed by 
Network Configuration Manager are scheduled for discovery in Network Configuration 
Manager.


Also, when batch synchronization is complete, the adapter enables active device 
synchronization, and credential synchronization. 


Batch synchronization can be run at any time if the mapping information becomes 
outdated for any reason. For example, if the server hosting the adapter was down for a 
number of days, the device mapping could be out of date, depending on the rate of 
change in the network. 


Run batch synchronization again after rebooting the server to immediately synchronize the 
systems. Remember, with a large number of devices, this is a long running operation that 
is computationally expensive, so it is advisable to complete this operation during off-peak 
hours.


Until the initial batch synchronization completes successfully, active synchronization and 
credential synchronization remain inactive.


Active (device) synchronization


The adapter listens for events from Network Configuration Manager, such as, device create 
events, and certain device state change events, and also events from Smarts Manager that 
indicates new devices have been added. 


These events trigger the adapter to complete the same reconciliation and “diff” logic as 
the batch synchronization. As with the batch synchronization operation, devices that are 
added to Network Configuration Manager that cannot be matched with existing Smarts 
Manager devices, are put on the Smarts Manager pending list. Devices that are added to 
Smarts Manager that cannot be matched with existing Network Configuration Manager 
devices, are set up for discovery operations in Network Configuration Manager.
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SNMP credential synchronization


The adapter listens for SNMP credential change events in Network Configuration Manager. 
Specifically, the password change event is inspected to determine whether the SNMP 
credential change involves an SNMP community string. If so, calls to change the SNMP 
community string in Smarts Manager are put in a queue for processing.


The reason the events are queued instead of acted upon real time, is to handle the case of 
SNMP credential rolls. By design, Network Configuration Manager has a credential roll 
feature that could result in large numbers of devices having passwords changed at the 
same time. However, the logistics of changing passwords in Smarts Manager can be 
expensive if many devices are changed on a one-off basis.


Therefore, SNMP credential changes are run in batch. At the conclusion of the batch 
operation, a reconfigure command is issued to IP Availability Manager to utilize the new 
passwords. The time interval between batch SNMP credential synchronization operations 
is configurable. This information can be located in “Configuring the Adapter” on page 178


Note that the Network Configuration Manager manages SNMP credentials as a single pair 
of one read-only password and one read-write password. In the case where an SNMP 
credential is modified in Network Configuration Manager in which the read-only password 
is set to null, the adapter will not update the Smarts Manager SNMP community string. 
This prevents any interruption in monitoring if Smarts Manager is using a different SNMP 
community string than Network Configuration Manager to monitor the device.


Event notification


Event notifications start to run before batch device synchronization has run, but 
notifications may not be associated with the correct devices before the adapter has a 
chance to reconcile devices between the systems.


The notification console in Smarts Manager typically receives SNMP notifications. The 
events received from Network Configuration Manager differ only in the delivery method. 
The adapter processes the events, and uses the mapping generated during reconciliation 
to associate events with the correct Smarts Manager device. The events are delivered by 
way of an API. Therefore, the SNMP notification adapter for Network Configuration 
Manager is not required for this adapter.


Important information about synchronization


Synchronizing devices can potentially be an expensive operation. On new installations, 
where both Smarts Manager and Network Configuration Manager are new to an 
environment, performance is much better if the discovery of devices is done in at least one 
of the systems prior to running batch synchronization. Although the active 
synchronization can synchronize them, it takes longer and is less efficient.


More importantly, keep in mind that some of the functionality in the adapter depends on 
synchronization. For example, associating notifications with the proper devices and 
performing credential rolling depends on the internal mapping. 


After running batch synchronization, the respective discovery jobs in Network 
Configuration Manager and Smarts Manager (the pending list) must be executed for the 
synchronization to complete. Therefore, it takes some time for the synchronization to 
settle out unless the pending list and jobs are manually executed and run to completion.
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Mapping between networks and IP Availability Managers


The adapter has a mapping feature to route devices into specific networks or IP Availability 
Managers. The mapping rules allow you to specify a target destination, based on a 
device’s origin and other attributes, such as the IP address or name of the device.


For example, a rule could specify that for a given Network Configuration Manager network, 
devices coming from that network will end up in a named Smarts IP Availability Manager. 
For a different network, they could route to a different IP Availability Manager. There are 
filters available to achieve any granularity necessary for your environment. A full 
explanation of filters is detailed in “Configuring the Adapter” on page 178.


Installation programs
There are two installation programs used to install the adapter. The first installer is for the 
adapter itself, and the second is for installing the scripts used for contextual launch into 
the Global Console.


You must have EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Report Advisor 9.4 installed 
before installing EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Integration Adapter for 
Smarts Manager.


Installing the Integration adapters


Install the adapter on the Network Configuration Manager Application server. Use the 
following steps to install the adapter for Smarts Manager on the Linux and Windows 
environments.


If you already have a previous installation of the adapter, uninstall that version before 
installing the newer version.


To start the installation, you have to run the script install.pl (Windows) or install.sh 
(Linux). When you run the script, the command prompt screen appears with four options:
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• Type 1, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Device Drivers and 
Documentation.


• Type 2, and press Enter to install Report advisor and Compliance advisor.


• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 4, and press Enter to install NCM Core product, Report advisor and Compliance 
advisor and NCM Smarts Adapters.


• Type 5, and press Enter to exit the installation.


For Windows


For Linux


The adapter now begins the installation process. Verify the installation using the steps in 
the URL noted in “Configuring the Adapter” on page 178.


Installed services


The installation creates a convenient method for starting and stopping the adapter via 
services appropriate for the platform on which it is installed.


• On a Linux platform, a service named ncmsmartsadapter is created in the standard 
/etc/init.d directory. The commands to start and stop the adapter are as follows:


service ncmsmartsadapter start
service ncmsmartsadapter stop


Step Action


1 Type perl install.pl to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter..
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


2 At the Introduction window, press Enter or click Next.


3 At the Important Notice window, read the information, and then press Enter or click Next.


4 At the Choose Install Folder window, either type the Install Folder path, or press Enter or click Next to 
view and accept the default for the Install Folder path. 


5 At the Summary window, press Enter or click Next.


Step Action


1 Type bash install.sh –i console to run the installer in the graphical installer mode, and press Enter.
The command prompt screen appears:
• Type 3, and press Enter to install NCM Smarts Adapters.


2 At the Introduction window, press Enter or click Next.


3 At the Important Notice window, read the information, and then press Enter or click Next.


4 At the Choose Install Folder window, either type the Install Folder path, or press Enter or click Next to 
view and accept the default for the Install Folder path. 


5 At the Summary window, press Enter or click Next.
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• On the Windows platform, a Windows service named NCM_VcSmarts is created. This is 
a standard Windows service that is located in the Windows Services dialog. Start and 
stop operations are available as they are for any other Windows service.


Establish a secure connection with the server


For establishing a secure connection to the Network Configuration Manager server:


1. From the Network Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, export 
the self signed certificate from [Product Directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore to a file 
using the steps:


a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore [Product 
directory]/conf/voyence-ssl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file 
<CERTIFICATE>


To find the location of JAVA_HOME, type the command echo $JAVA_HOME. 
Ensure that JAVA_HOME is pointing to the right version of Java. For example, 
/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_25.


<CERTIFICATE> can be any name and it is the file that is created from the export.


Press Enter without entering a password.


2. Import the self signed certificate from the file <CERTIFICATE>.


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file <CERTIFICATE> 
-alias selfsigned


3. Type the password changeit during the prompt.
This is the default password, unless otherwise modified.


4. Type Yes and click Enter when the Trust the certificate prompt appears.


To view the imported certificate, type:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -list -alias selfsigned


5. Restart Tomcat service for remote Report advisor server:


service tomcat restart


6. Restart the adapter, following the instructions in “Installed services” on page 177.


Configuring the Adapter


Discovering Network Configuration Manager with Smarts Manager


The Network Configuration Manager system must be discovered by Smarts Manager for 
the event notifications to function properly. The adapter now checks this during 
configuration, and will not pass the self-tests if the Network Configuration Manager server 
cannot be found.
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The Smarts Manager provides two options for initiating a manual discovery. Both options 
are initiated through the Domain Manager Administration Console. 


• Option 1: Import a seed file 


• Option 2: Using the Add Agent command


EMC Smarts IP Manager Concepts Guide and EMC Smarts IP Manager User Guide provides 
more information for preparing and initiating discoveries.


Network Configuration Manager needs to be discovered in Non-SNMP mode to get it into 
the system. Once Network Configuration Manager is discovered into Smarts Manager, note 
the name given by Smarts Manager to the Network Configuration Manager server. This is 
needed in the next step, configuring the adapter.


Accessing the configuration GUI


A graphical user interface is provided to guide you through the configuration steps. Go to 
the URL:


https://[SERVER-IP]:11843/NCMSmartsAdapter-9.4.0.0/ 


where [SERVER-IP] is the server where the adapter was installed, usually the Network 
Configuration Manager server. 


The main window appears, showing the status of all connections. The status is Failed until 
the connections are configured, as the following figure shows. 


Figure 1  Smarts Adapter Configuration Main Screen


An overview of the configuration process follows:
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• The top four rows indicate the status of each connection.


• To the right of the status is a Configure button used to configure each connection.


• Below this, the synchronization options and mapping rules are shown. These are also 
configured by using the Configure button to the right.


• Clicking any Configure button produces the login window. Default credentials are:


• Login ID: admin
• Password: admin


• When the configuration is valid (indicated by all the Tests Passing), components are 
enabled, and event notifications begin flowing. However, synchronization does not 
begin until the Start button is selected. 


Step 1: Network Configuration Manager public API connection configurations


1. On the main screen, select Configure next to the NCM API Connection line. The next 
screen displays the values for which the adapter is currently configured. 


Figure 2  NCM API configuration


2. The following values can be configured for the Network Configuration Manager Public 
API:
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• Username / Password – this should be a separate user that has been created through 
Network Configuration Manager, with full access rights


• Host Name – the IP address of the Network Configuration Manager Application server


• Auth Conf Location – only modify this field if you are familiar with the authentication 
mechanism of Network Configuration Manager, or if you are specifically instructed to 
by a qualified support engineer.


• Cxn Retries – once the adapter tests have passed, it is advisable to reset this value 
to 5 retries


• Cxn Retry Interval – this is in milliseconds, so a value of 10,000 is equal to 10 seconds


3. When you are satisfied with the values in the configuration, click Update located in the 
bottom left of the screen. 


4. Click Home (at any time) to return to the main screen. 


Once you have successfully configured the connections, note that Event Notifications will 
flow from Network Configuration Manager to Smarts Manager. However, until 
synchronization is performed, events will not necessarily be associated with devices in 
SAM.


The connection is not continuously monitored after the initial synchronization. Therefore, 
it is possible to see this connection in a Test Failed state if the adapter has been running 
for a while in Active Synchronization mode. This does not affect the operation of the 
adapter. If you are performing a batch synchronization operation and find the connection 
down, update to re-establish the connection.
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Step 2: SAM connection configuration


1. From the main screen, select Configure next to SAM Connection line. The next screen 
displays the values for which the adapter is currently configured. 


Figure 3  Smarts Manager SAM Configuration


2. The following values can be configured for the SAM connection:


• Broker IP Address – the IP address where SAM is installed.


• Broker port – The port where SAM is running.


• User Name / Password – Account credentials for SAM. 


• SAM Domain Name – the name of Service Assurance Manager requested with the 
Broker, for example, INCHARGE SA.


Click Get Available Domain Managers to receive the list of available domain 
managers that are registered on the broker that is populated in the SAM Domain 
Name field. 


• SAM Username / Password – this needs to be set to an administrator user with full 
administrator rights.


• Network Configuration Manager System Name – Not required in version 9.4.
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The NCM System Name becomes blank after you click the Get Available Domain 
Managers button. The NCM System Name is automatically obtained in the backend 
and you do need not to provide it manually. 


3. When you are satisfied with the values in the configuration, click Update located in the 
bottom left of the screen. 


4. Click Home (at any time) to return to the main screen. 


The configuration status is displayed as Tests Passed if the following criteria is met:


• Successful connection with the selected domain manager using the provided 
credentials.


• Selected domain manager is a valid entry, such as SAM


• The NCM host is discovered in Smarts Manager, and the provided name matches with 
the Display Name on the host that is discovered in the Smarts Manager.


Step 3: Smarts IP Availability Manager connections configuration


1. From the main screen, select Configure next to IP availability line. 


2. The list of possible IP Availability Manager components must be obtained by selecting 
the Refresh from SAM button near the top of the page. As a reminder, a dummy IP 
Availability Manager configuration called REFRESH-ME is present by default.


3. After you refresh from SAM, a list of possible Domain Managers are present. Not all of 
these are valid IP Availability Manager Domain Managers. This is because SAM cannot 
be queried strictly for IP Availability Managers, only the full list of Domain Managers. 
Delete any Domain Managers that are not IP Availability Managers that you want to 
configure. Typically, in addition to IP Availability Managers, you will see the SAM 
interface and the OI interface listed as Domain Managers. Delete these as well.


Deleting all IP Availability Manager configurations could result in unexpected behavior 
from the adapter. If there are questions about the status of IP Availability Manager 
connections, refreshing from SAM is the correct method used to address the situation.


The domain manager must comply with one of the following requirements:


• The domain manager is a IP Availability Manager directly configured with SAM.


• The domain manager is a TSM either directly configured with SAM, or is managing 
an IP Availability Manager that is configured with SAM.


If the configured domain manager does not meet any of the above requirements, then 
it is removed from the list.


The list of IP Availability Managers on this page must pass the configuration tests, or 
the adapter will not pass the self-tests. The adapter does not allow the 
synchronization operation to start until the configuration is valid. 
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When configuring IP Availability Managers, the adapter reports one of the following 
states for each IP Availability Manager:


• UNCONFIGURED – the Domain Manager was reported by SAM, but you have not 
configured it


• NOT FOUND IN SAM –a previously existing Domain Manager was not in the list of 
Domain Managers reported by SAM, or a Domain Manager connected to the broker, 
but not reported by SAM, for example, TSM not connected to the SAM and 
managing an IP Availability Manager reported by SAM.


• NOT IP Availability Manager DOMAIN – a Domain Manager that was configured 
properly is NOT an IP Availability Manager domain, and is invalid for this 
configuration


• COULD NOT CONNECT – a Domain Manager that was configured could not make a 
connection


• TESTS PASSED – the Domain Manager is configured, a connection was successfully 
made, and the Domain Manager was queried and determined to be an IP 
Availability Manager


4. The following values can be configured for the IP Availability Manager connections:


• AM Domain Name – it is not recommended that this value be changed. Rely on 
SAM to report the name of the Domain Managers for you, then proceed with the 
other configuration parameters


• Broker IP Address –the IP address where the IP -M is installed (this may be the 
same box as SAM)


• AM Username / Password – this needs to be set to an administrator user with full 
administrator rights.


5. When you are satisfied with the values in the configuration, click Update located in the 
bottom left of the screen. 


6. Click Home (at any time) to return to the main screen. 


Step 4: Synchronization options


1. On the main screen, select Configure next to the Synchronization Options line. The 
next screen displays the values for which the adapter is currently configured. 


2. The following options are configurable for synchronization:


• Default Network Configuration Manager Network – This is the network inside 
Network Configuration Manager into which Smarts Manager devices are discovered 
if a mapping rule is not present or fired for a device. If you enter a network that 
does not exist in Network Configuration Manager, it will be created.


• Default Network Configuration Manager Device server – Discovery operations in 
Network Configuration Manager require a Device server to be specified. This Device 
server is used as the default if a mapping rule is not present or fired for a device. 
Once the Network Configuration Manager public API connection is configured 
properly, the adapter selects a default Device server. This server can be changed 
here, but it must already exist in Network Configuration Manager.
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• Network Configuration Manager Job Scheduling – Discovery operations in Network 
Configuration Manager are jobs. There are two options for how the adapter 
schedules the discovery jobs.


• Run Upon Approval – the jobs are put into a Pending Approval state, and begin 
when the job is approved in Network Configuration Manager.


• Run In Maintenance Window – the jobs are scheduled to run in the next 
maintenance window in Network Configuration Manager.


• Network Configuration Manager Name Filtering – in the mapping rules, filtering can 
be accomplished based on the device name. This option specifies which Network 
Configuration Manager device name the mapping rules will use.


• Network Configuration Manager Discovery – Use Global Credentials – selecting 
this option pulls the accounts and privileged passwords from the global 
configuration in Network Configuration Manager, when discovering devices are 
coming from Smarts Manager.


• Manage Default Mapping – Deselecting this checkbox disables default mapping 
from Network Configuration Manager to EMC Smarts manager. This option is 
enabled by default.


• Manage Network to be used for Mapping – Selecting this option allows mapping 
devices from Network Configuration Manager using only primary networks, or only 
secondary networks, or from both. The default option is Primary. When you selects 
the Secondary or Both option, the default mapping is deselected and disabled 
message is displayed. You can enable the default mapping. 


Use only explicit mapping when Secondary or Both option is used to avoid 
overloading the pending list entries on Smarts manager.


• Manage listening to Device Configuration Changes on NCM – This option can be 
used to add notifications on device changes in the IP Availability Manager. This 
option is enabled by default


• Manage listening to Credential Changes – This option can be used to update 
changes in the SNMP (RO community string) credentials on devices in the IP 
Availability Manager. 


Changes in credentials on Network Configuration Manager sends both device change 
and credential change notifications to the adapter. When both the options are 
selected, the update notifications are added as pending list entries on Smarts 
Manager, and the credentials are updated. If device configuration change is 
deselected, then the credential changes are silently updated on Smarts manager and 
not in the pending list.


• Default Smarts IP Availability Manager – This IP Availability Manager is used as the 
default if a mapping rule is not present or fired for a device flowing from Network 
Configuration Manager to Smarts Manager. Devices will end up on the pending list 
of this IP Availability Manager by default if a mapping rule is not used.
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• Smarts Manager Name Filtering – in the mapping rules, filtering can be 
accomplished based on the device name. This option specifies which Smarts 
Manager devices name the mapping rules will use.


• Active Sync (seconds) – Although the integration adapter is always listening for 
events that may trigger device synchronization, it only processes these events at 
regular intervals. For example, the default setting is five minutes, but can be 
changed to happen only once a night.


• Credential Sync (seconds) – The same concept as with Active Synchronization 
applies, except this applies to credential synchronization. When a password is 
changed in Network Configuration Manager, Smarts Manager needs to be notified 
to continue monitoring the device. Therefore, it is advisable to keep this setting 
relatively short.


3. When you are satisfied with the values in the configuration, click Update located in the 
bottom left of the screen. 


4. Click Home (at any time) to return to the main screen. 


Mapping Configuration
The mapping of devices from NCM to the Smarts Manager, and the default IP Availability 
Manager configured in the synchronization page, can be turned off by clicking on NCM to 
Smarts Manager Default Mapping.


The devices from the primary and secondary networks in NCM can be mapped to an IP 
Availability Manager by selecting Primary or Secondary or Both in the NCM to Smarts 
Manager Mapping: Network to be used tab.


If secondary or both options are selected, the default mapping is turned off automatically, 
the default mapping can be later selected. Use explicit mapping rules for mapping devices 
in a secondary network. The primary network of the device is used as a default option.


Device Configuration Change Event
The devices in the pending list of the IP Availability Manager when NCM device 
configuration is changed, can be disabled by deselecting NCM to Smarts Manager 
Pending entries - Use Device Configuration Changes option. The option is selected by 
default, hence the devices will be to the pending list when Device Configuration Event is 
triggered.


Credential Synchronization Configuration
The credential synchronization between the devices in NCM and Smarts Manager can be 
disabled by deselecting the option NCM to Smarts Manager - Credential Sync option. By 
default the NCM to Smarts Manager - Credential Sync option is selected and the 
synchronization occurs.


Step 5: Mapping rules


The purpose of mapping rules is to control the destination of devices into specific IP 
Availability Managers in Smarts Manager, and specific Networks in Network Configuration 
Manager. For example, if a device exists in Network Configuration Manager but not in 
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Smarts Manager, then during synchronization, the device must be put on a pending list for 
discovery in Smarts Manager. The mapping rules can dictate to which IP Availability 
Managers pending list the device will be placed.


When the IP Availability Manager used in the mapping rules or the default IP Availability 
Manager selected is managed by a TSM, then the devices always get added to the TSM. 
“Mapping with topology split manager (TSM)” on page 192 provides more details on the 
devices added to the TSM.


Rule structure
There are two sets of rules, both with the same syntactic structure. One set of rules is for 
devices flowing from Network Configuration Manager to Smarts Manager, and another set 
of rules is for devices flowing from Smarts Manager to Network Configuration Manager.


The basic rule structure is to define an origin, a filter, and a destination. Origins and 
destinations are either IP Availability Managers in Smarts Manager, or Networks in 
Network Configuration Manager. Filters are additional criteria that can be applied.


For an example, assume there are two Network Configuration Manager Networks, 
NetworkA and NetworkB, and two Smarts Manager IP Availability Managers, 
InCharge-AM1 and InCharge-AM2. A rule might state that devices coming from NetworkB 
(origin) with an IP address in the range 192.168.1.1-192.168.1.255 will go to the IP 
Availability Manager InCharge-AM1 (destination). Syntactically, this would be expressed 
as follows:


NetworkB   IP   192.168.1.1-192.168.1.255   InCharge-AM1


Mapping rules are a list of these rules that function much like an access control list (ACL). 
Rules are executed in sequence until a match is found. The matched rule is then “fired” to 
control the flow of devices. In the following rule set, a device from NetworkA will end up in 
InCharge-AM2. Notice that regular expressions can be used in the origin. They cannot be 
used in the destination for obvious reasons:


NetworkB   IP   192.168.1.1-192.168.1.255   InCharge-AM1


Netw.* None  InCharge-AM2


The rules execute for each device flowing through the mapping component. In the example 
above, the first rule does not apply because the origin of the device is NetworkA. The 
second rule applies because NetworkA matches the regular expression for the origin, and 
no additional filtering is performed. The device will go onto the pending list of the IP 
Availability Manager InCharge-AM2.


In the case where no rules match for a device, the destination is determined by the 
defaults that were set up in the synchronization options. Imagine a default rule at the end 
of every rule set using the defaults from the synchronization options.


The following table shows some examples of mapping rules for devices flowing from 
Network Configuration Manager to Smarts Manager. Notice the use of regular expressions. 
If you are not skilled at using regular expressions, their construction can be 
counter-intuitive at first. Notice the “.*” syntax for specifying any match or any sequence 
of characters following an exact match.
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Device type is only valid from Smarts Manager to Network Configuration Manager.


Extended rule for Network Configuration Manager Device servers
Devices flowing from Smarts Manager into Network Configuration Manager have a network 
as their destination. This is functional, but sometimes it is necessary to specify not just 
the network, but the Device server to which the devices should map. 


If mapping from Smarts Manager to Network Configuration Manager is configured in the 
Adapter and if more than one Device server exists, the network created will require one or 
more Device servers added to the Network Configuration Manager system administration 
console.


Take the previous example for NetworkA, and further assume there are two Device servers, 
DS1 and DS2. In this case, you may want to specify the specific Device server to which the 
device should be managed. The mapping rules handle this case by optionally taking a DS 
(Device server) filter and DS (Device server) destination.


Examine the following rule, which states that a device named myrouter.* coming from 
InChargeAM1 should go into NetworkA and be managed by Device server DS1:


InChargeAM1   None   NetworkA   Name   myrouter.*    DS1


There are actually two filters in this statement but in this case, the first filter is a no-op 
filter that passes everything. Note that the first filter must pass for it to reach the second 
filter. For example, a router named myrouter1 with an IP address of 172.x.x.x, would not 
cause the following rule to fire:


InChargeAM1   IP   192.168.1.1-192.168.1.255   NetworkA   Name   
myrouter.*    DS1


Origin 
(network name) Filter type Filter value


Destination
(AM name)


Example 1


.* IP 192.168.1.1-192.168.1.255 InCharge-AM-PM


.* IP 10.1.1.1-11.1.1.1 InCharge-AM


Example 2


Cust1 None InCharge-AM


Cust2 None InCharge-AM-PM


Example 3


Cust.* Name abc.*23 InCharge-AM


Cust.* Name bbc.*23 InCharge-AM-PM


MSP.* None InCharge-MSP-IP-AM
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The first filter fails on the check of the IP address range, so the rest of the rule is ignored. 
With this rule structure, it is possible to route a device into exactly the desired destination 
by getting very specific with the rule set. The granularity of rules can be as fine or as coarse 
as needed to achieve a desired result.


In addition to being able to route a device into a specific Device server in Network 
Configuration Manager, there is a round robin (RR) option. The round robin option is 
applicable only to Network Configuration Manager Device servers. When specified, the 
round robin option balances incoming devices onto the set of Device servers for a 
network. Taking the previous example, say we wanted all devices in the 172 network from 
IP-AM InChargeAM1 to be distributed evenly across Device servers in NetworkA. That can 
be specified as follows:


InChargeAM1   IP   172.1.1.1-172.255.255.255   NetworkA RR


If there are 100 devices in the InChargeAM1 domain manager in the 172 network, then 50 
of them will be managed by Device server DS1, and 50 will be managed by Device server 
DS2 in NetworkA. The following table contains additional examples of mapping rules from 
Smarts Manager to Network Configuration Manager.


As previously noted, the rule structure is syntactically the same, whether the mapping is 
from Network Configuration Manager to Smarts Manager, or vice-versa. The following table 
lists the full structure of rules, including all the filter options available. 


Origin 
(AM name)


Filter 
type Filter value


Destination
(network 
name)


DS 
Filter 
Type DS filter value


DS destination
(DS name)


Example 1


.* IP 192.168.1.1-192.168.1.255 Cust1 RR


.* IP 10.1.1.1-11.1.1.1 Cust2 RR


Example 2


InCharge-AM None Cust1 IP 192.168.1.1-192.168.1.100 DeviceServer1


InCharge-AM-PM None Cust1 IP 192.168.1.101-192.168.1.255 DeviceServer2


Example 3


In.*-MSP Name abc.*23 Network5 IP 10.1.1.1-10.255.255.255 DS1


In.*-MSP Name bbc.*23 Network5 IP 172.1.1.1-172.255.255.255 DS2


In.*-AM.* None Network6 RR


Incharge-AM Device 
Type


Switch Network7 Name Dallas.* DS3


Incharge-AM Device 
Type


Router Network8 RR
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Note that the Device Type filter is only applicable to devices flowing from Smarts Manager 
to Network Configuration Manager, and refer to the device types in Smarts Manager. The 
main purpose of this filter type is to eliminate non-network devices, such as servers, from 
ending up in the Network Configuration Manager discovery jobs. However, it can also be 
used to separate device types, such as routers and switches, if desired.


Exclusions
The mapping facility also has the ability to exclude certain devices from being mapped. 
These rules are also the same syntax as the mapping rules, but are less complex. They do 
not require a destination, since they specify an exclusion. Here are some examples.


Exclude all devices from the 172 network


.*   IP   172.1.1.1-172.255.255.255 


Exclude all hosts going from Smarts Manager to Network Configuration Manager


.*   DeviceType   Host


Exclude any device whose name matches the regular expression “edge.*” coming 
NetworkA.


NetworkA   Name   edge.*


Exclusion rules only require an origin and a filter, and still follow the syntax for mapping 
rules previously detailed.


Tips and tricks
The mapping rules can be syntactically checked by selecting the Test Grammar button in 
the mapping rules configuration. The adapter checks the syntax, reports whether it found 
any errors, and reports the specific error to the best of its ability.


It is important to understand that the adapter will not check your rules for semantic 
accuracy, or check whether statements are accurate for your particular environment. For 
example, if you misspell a network name, the adapter is not going to check the networks 
in Network Configuration Manager and inform you of the misspelling. 


Origin 
IP-Am or
network
name


Filter 
type Filter value


Destination
IP-AM or 
network
name


DS filter 
type DS filter value


DS Device server 
name


RegEx Value IP IP Range *No RegEx here IP IP Range *No RegEx here


Name RegEx Name RegEx


Device 
Type


(Smarts Types) Router | 
Switch | Host, etc.


Device 
Type


Smarts Types


None N/A None N/A


RR 
(Round 
Robin)


N/A
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It will only check the structure of the rules, not the meaning of the rules. Remember, in the 
case where no rule matches, the defaults will be used from the Synchronization Options, 
so it may not always be obvious there is an error in the mapping rules.


Once the structure is correct, the rules can be saved selecting the Save button. For your 
convenience, the rules are reformatted in a comma delimited format, making for easy 
import and export to a spread sheet. It may be easier to work in a spread sheet for 
complex rule sets, or if you are working offline. 


Save the rules as a comma delimited format, and paste them into the text fields when you 
are ready to use them. The adapter will parse rules either delimited by commas or spaces.


Another aid for developing and debugging rules is the addition of a log file dedicated 
specifically to rule processing. In the same location as the main log, 
vc_smarts_adapter.log, you will find a rule processing log named 
vcsmarts_mapping_rules.log. 


An entry in the log is made for every device processed by the rules engine during batch 
synchronization. It will indicate which rule was fired for each device, and the reason or 
match values that led to firing the rule. Using this log, you can understand what happened 
to each and every device during processing. Additionally, the log file is constructed in a 
strict comma delimited format so that you can import it into a spread sheet for analysis.


The structure is as follows, with the fields listed in order:


1. Date


2. Timestamp


3. Timestamp millisecond counter


4. Rule set or direction - V2S means Network Configuration Manager to Smarts Manager; 
S2V means Smarts Manager to Network Configuration Manager


5. Device name


6. Origin - IP Availability Manager or Network


7. Destination


8. Match type - No Match, IP, Name, None (no-op), Excluded


9. Match value – the value matched causing the rule to fire


10. Delimiter – indicates that following is the actual rule


11. Actual rule fired (delimited as well)


For easy examination, import the log into a spread sheet, and drop the first three columns. 
This view offers a clear re-enactment of the rule firings on a device-by-device basis. Note 
that NO MATCH and NONE are not the same thing. NO MATCH means that no rule was fired 
and the default destination was used. NONE means that the no-op filter was defined in the 
rule that was fired.


Finally, if rule configuration and processing seems confusing, take it one step at a time. 
Remember that when executing the synchronization, devices go into Network 
Configuration Manager jobs and the pending list for Smarts Manager. You can delete these 
if they do not appear to be what you want before they execute. In Network Configuration 
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Manager, deleting the actual auto-discovery entry will also delete the job created from it 
as well. That is the best place to delete unwanted entries. You can execute batch 
synchronization as many times as you like, provided the data set is not too massive.


One approach to learning mapping would be to exclude everything but a single IP 
Availability Manager coming from Smarts Manager, and route that into a couple of practice 
networks in Network Configuration Manager. Execute the batch synchronization, and get 
comfortable with the rules and examining the log. Then, remove the pending list entries or 
auto-discovery entries in Network Configuration Manager, and expand the list of devices. 
You will find the rules easy to navigate.


Mapping NCM to Smarts
In addition to the existing filters, a new filter DS is added to support mapping from the 
NCM Device server to the TSM to IP Domains. The filter ensures that devices belonging to a 
given Device server will be explicitly mapped to the destination. Figure 4 on page 192 
displays an example of a mapping rule.


Figure 4  Mapping rule


Mapping with topology split manager (TSM)
TSM behaves as both an IP Availability Manager, and a manager of other IP Availability 
Managers by controlling the distribution of devices to them. 


When constructing the mapping, it is recommended you use a TSM as the destination for 
any of the subordinate IP Availability Managers.


If the mapping rule includes a subordinate IP Availability Manager, the mapping is 
evaluated against the managing TSM and allows the TSM to add the device to the pending 
list entries in any of its subordinate IP Availability Managers. 


When the IP Availability Manager used in the mapping rules, or the default IP Availability 
Manager selected is managed by a TSM, then the devices always get added to the TSM. 


Configuring Service Assurance Manager (SAM) for contextual launch
Once the scripts have been installed on the SAM server, they must be configured as client 
tools. Client tools are configured from the Global Manager Administration Console.


The client tools provide contextual launch capability in SAMs from the Notification 
Browser, the Topology Browser, and the Map View of the Topology Browser.


Before configuring the client tools, there are some items to note on the Network 
Configuration Manager contextual launch. Contextual launch happens through a URL in a 
browser. Once fed to the browser, the web start mechanism takes over and begins loading 
the Network Configuration Manager application from the server. When using the 
Contextual Launch feature, keep the following in mind.
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.


 


• Usually, you are required to login for each launch of the Network Configuration 
Manager application. This contextual launch uses a special launch file that allows use 
of the “Remember Me” feature, so users do not have to log in each time.


• The Network Configuration Manager application should be closed after each use of the 
launch so that:


• The application is ready to launch to the appropriate location on the next use


• The extra device information readily available from Network Configuration Manager 
is not left on the screen if the operator leaves their workstation


Once in the Global Manager Administration Console, ensure that it is attached to the SAM 
application, by ensuring the drop-down box Manager, is pointing to INCHARGE-SA.


For each of the client tools the set of steps are the same, but the values are different. See 
the specific parameters for each client tool located in the “Client tools” on page 196, and 
then follow these steps:


After you enter client tools, read the information in the EMC Smarts Service Assurance 
Manager Operator Guide on how SAM picks up the changes for the appropriate platform. 
On Windows, this is restarting the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server service. 


Additional Required Configurations


In addition to the configuration console for the adapter, some configuration is required for 
the following Smarts Manager components: 


• Domain Manager Administration Console for IP Availability Manager


• Global Administration Console (SAM)


• Ensure the SAM Adapter Platform is installed and registered with the Smarts SAM 
module


Step Action


1 Under Tools > Client right-click, and select New Client Tool.


2 Type the name of the client tool in the Client Tool text box, and click Next. 


3 Select the program from the drop-down list.


4 • Select the profiles you want to add. The admin-profile must be one of the selected profiles
• Click Next.


5 Select the appropriate value for the Context object in the drop-down. For example, 
ICIM_Notification.


6 • Use the plus-sign (+) to create the context criteria. These are listed below for each client 
tool.


• Click Next.


7 Ensure that the Context object for the Status criteria is the same as the previous screen. Click
Next.


8 Do not add any parameters. Click Finish.
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Restarting EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager (SAM) server service on Windows


To restart the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server service.


The EMC Smarts Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, VoIP, and NPM Managers 
contains information for restarting the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server 
services on other platforms.


Installing the contextual launch scripts for Smarts Manager 
Users can launch the Smarts Manager GUI from the following related product GUIs:


• From the SAM Manager


• From the EMC M&R User Interface when the SolutionPack for EMC Smarts Manager is 
installed 


Each method requires some setup, as described in the following sections. 


Setup for SAM GUI contextual launch


The Contextual Launch Scripts for Smarts Manager must be installed on the Smarts 
Service Assurance Manager console.


Follow these steps to install the client for the adapter for Smarts Manager on the Linux and 
Windows environments.


1. Run the Smarts Integration adapter client installer. The installer is available in the 
Adapters directory in the Network Configuration Manager distribution media.


For Windows: Double-click 


EMC Smarts Manager Integration Module Client X.X.X.X.XXX Windows.exe


For Linux, type: 


bash 
EMC_Smarts_Manager_Integration_Module_Client_X.X.X.X.XXX_Linux.bin


2. At the Introduction window, press Enter or click Next.


3. At the Choose Install Folder window, type:


Step Action


1 Open the Control Panel window.


2 Double-click the Administrative Tools icon. The Administrative Tools window opens.


3 Double-click the Services icon. The Services window opens.


4 Right-click the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server service, and select Restart. 
The Service Control window opens, and the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server restarts.
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For Windows: C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts\local\actions\client


For Linux: /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/local/actions/client


4. At the Network Configuration Manager IP Address window, type the IP Address or the 
fully qualified hostname of the Network Configuration Manager Application server. 
Press Enter or click Next.


5. At the Web Browser window, type the full path to a web browser program on this 
server. Press Enter or click Next.


For example: If using the Mozilla Firefox web browser, select the default of: 
/usr/bin/firefox


On Windows, the installation procedure will automatically detect your web browser 
location and this web browser window will not display.


6. At the Summary window, review the information, then Press Enter or click Next. The 
client for the adapter for Smarts 9.4 installation process begins. After installation, the 
following message appears: Smarts Manager Integration Module Client has been 
successfully installed.


Reinstall the Smarts Manager Integration Module, if:


• There are errors during the installation


• Network Configuration Manager or Report Advisor needs to be updated. 


Setup for M&R GUI contextual launch


The contextual launch appears under a context menu option Client Tools. The following 
figure shows the EMC M&R GUI with the Client Tools menu. 


Figure 5  Launch Smarts Manager from EMC M&R 


Use the following steps to configure the information to appear in the Client Tools list for 
launching the Smarts Manager.


1. Using the EMC M&R GUI, install the SolutionPack for EMC Smarts Manager. 


2. Edit the SmartsTools.json file: located in the following path:
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<MnR Install Dir>/Custom/WebApps‐Resources/Default/conf/


For example:


Windows: C:\Program Files\APG\Custom\WebApps‐Resources\Default\conf 


Linux: /opt/APG/Custom/WebApps‐Resources/Default/conf/


3. Follow instructions in the file to configure the information to appear in the contextual 
launch under the Client Tools menu option. An example is included in the file.


Client tools
The following tables contain the settings appropriate for each client tool: 


• “NCM device Info client tool” on page 197


• “NCM job info client tool” on page 197


• “NCM Query Client Tool” on page 198


• “Device communication report client tool” on page 198


• “Device change report client tool” on page 199


• “Device compliance report client tool” on page 199


• “NCM Device query client tool” on page 200


Follow the steps in “Configuring the Service Assurance Manager (SAM) dashboard (web 
client)” on page 201 by entering the appropriate values at each step. Note that the 
program name has a .cmd suffix for windows, or a .sh suffix for Linux.
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NCM device Info client tool


The attributes and values have changed for the client tools configuration for contextual 
launch. Those changes are:


• Attribute: Source


• Value: Voyence-Control


NCM job info client tool


The attributes and values have changed for the client tools configuration for contextual 
launch. Those changes are:


• Attribute: Source


• Value: Voyence-Control


Name NCM Device Info


Description
Launches Network Configuration Manager from a notification directly to the device to which the notification 
was associated


Program VCDeviceLaunch


Context criteria


Context object: ICIM_Notification


Attribute: User Defined 5
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: Source
Value: Voyence-Control


Status criteria Context object: ICIM_Notification


Name NCM Job Info


Description Launches Network Configuration Manager from a notification directly to the job listed in the notification


Program VCJobLaunch


Context criteria


Context object: ICIM_Notification


Attribute: User Defined 7
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: Source
Value: Voyence-Control


Status criteria Context object: ICIM_Notification
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NCM Query Client Tool


Device communication report client tool
The attributes and values have changed for the client tools configuration for contextual 
launch. Those changes are:


• Attribute: Source


• Value: Voyence-Control


Name NCM Query


Description


Launches Network Configuration Manager attempting to look up a device based upon device name or IP 
address. The client tool is named Network Configuration Manager Query, because devices in Network 
Configuration Manager may or may not match criteria passed into the tool.


Program VCGenericDeviceLaunch


Context criteria


Context object: ICIM_Notification


Attribute: Class
Value: Router|Switch|Firewall|Interface


Status criteria Context object: ICIM_Notification


Name Device Communication Report


Description
Launches Report advisor, and runs the Device Communication Report. This is a record of the communications 
between Network Configuration Manager and the device. The main purpose of this is to show outages.


Program VCRADeviceCommReport


Context Criteria


Context object: ICIM_Notification


Attribute: User Defined 6
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: User Defined 4
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: Source
Value: Voyence-Control


Status Criteria Context object: ICIM_Notification
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Device change report client tool
The attributes and values have changed for the client tools configuration for contextual 
launch. Those changes are:


• Attribute: Source


• Value: Voyence-Control


Device compliance report client tool
The attributes and values have changed for the client tools configuration for contextual 
launch. Those changes are:


• Attribute: Source


• Value: Voyence-Control


Name Device Change Report


Description


Launches Report advisor, and runs the Device Change Report. This shows a history of configuration changes 
on the device in the last 24 hours.


Notice: By editing the unitsBackParam in the script, the number of days covered by the report can be altered.


Program VCRADeviceChangeReport


Context criteria


Context object: ICIM_Notification


Attribute: User Defined 6
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: User Defined 4
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: Source
Value: Voyence-Control


Status criteria Context object: ICIM_Notification


Name Device Compliance Report


Description
Launches Report advisor, and runs the Device Compliance Report. This is a history of the compliance or 
non-compliance of the device with policies in Network Configuration Manager.


Program VCRADeviceComplianceReport


Context criteria


Context object: ICIM_Notification


Attribute: User Defined 6
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: User Defined 4
Value: [a-zA-Z0-9]*


Attribute: Source
Value: Voyence-Control


Status criteria Context object: ICIM_Notification
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NCM Device query client tool


Name NCM Device Query


Description


Launches Network Configuration Manager, attempting to look up a device, based upon device name or IP 
address. This version is for use by the topology browser and the map view. The client tool is named NCM 
Device Query, because devices in Network Configuration Manager may or may not match criteria passed into 
the tool.


Program VCGenericDeviceLaunchForTopo


Context criteria Context object: UnitaryComputerSystem


Status criteria Context object: UnitaryComputerSystem
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Configuring the Service Assurance Manager (SAM) dashboard 
(web client)


Instructions on configuring the web client to use client tools are mentioned in the EMC 
Smarts Service Assurance Manager Dashboard Configuration Guide. The guide is the 
definitive source for configuring client tools. However, a short version is presented here 
for a standalone client.


Since the dashboard is launched via the browser, the client tool scripts must be located 
on the machine from where the browser is launched (or accessible through a mapped 
network drive).


For more information, the “Additional Viewlet Properties” section in the EMC Smarts 
Service Assurance Manager Dashboard Configuration Guide contains additional details.


Step Action


1 Create a /actions/client directory under your local directory.
For Windows: C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts
For Linux: /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts. This is where the client tool scripts are copied.


Notice: See a complete list of tools in the “Client tools” on page 196.


2 Add the following parameters to the dashboard.properties file, located in the directory:
For Windows: C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts\tomcat\webapps\templates 
For Linux: /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/local/tomcat/webapps/templates
• com.smarts.clientToolsInApplet=true
• com.smarts.webconsole.sitemod=/mylocaldirectory


3 Add the following parameters to the webconsole.properties file, located in the following directory:
For Windows: C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts\tomcat\webapps\webconsole 
For Linux: /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/tomcat/webapps/webconsole
• com.smarts.clientToolsInApplet=true
• com.smarts.webconsole.sitemod=/mylocaldirectory


4 Copy the client tool scripts from the C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts\local\actions\client directory for Windows systems 
and /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/local/actions/client for Linux systems to your local machine, and place them in the 
directory you created in step 1.
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Advanced configuration


Customizing notifications


The adapter installs a self-contained Tomcat instance. There is an XML file in the webapps 
directory (where the adapter is deployed) named Smarts Manager_Transform.xml. This file 
is the mapping definition of raw Network Configuration Manager events to the properties 
used by the integration adapter.


In this file, there are some fields that could be customizable at the installation site.


• Severity – This is the severity level of the event in the notification log console. 5 is the 
lowest or normal severity, and 1 is the highest or critical severity


• EventName – this is the value shown in the Event column in the notification log


• EventText – this is the description of the event shown inside the event details


• Expiration – expiration time in the notification console


• Durability – modify only if you have an understanding of these settings in the 
notification console


• Category - modify only if you have an understanding of these settings in the 
notification console


• ClearOnAcknowledge - modify only if you have an understanding of these settings in 
the notification console


• Source – only time you might want to modify this is if for some reason, multiple 
adapters are in use for the same SAM instance


Modifying any other field is not advisable.


User-defined fields


There are many user-defined fields in the event notifications populated by the adapter. 
The adapter requires these fields to be populated for the contextual launch to function 
correctly. These settings are only needed if there is a possible conflict with user-defined 
fields in Event Notifications. 


By default, the fields are mapped to the same values expected by the client tool launch 
scripts. These can be changed, however the scripts for contextual launch must also be 
modified to use the new user defined fields.
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It is advisable that these user-defined fields remain unchanged. Only in the case of 
conflicts should the installer take on the additional burden of reconfiguring the contextual 
launch scripts and the user-defined fields. If you need to change these, use the following 
chart, which shows the default configuration out of the box.


When changing the user-defined fields, follow these steps:.


Field Value


User Defined 3 Network name (not needed by scripts; can be turned off)


User Defined 4 Network D (needed only for tools that launch reports)


User Defined 5 Device Name


User Defined 6 Device ID (needed only for tools that launch reports)


User Defined 7 Job Number


Step Action


1 Using the adapter configuration console, change assignments of the user-defined fields. Complete your own chart for the 
new values that you configure.


2 On the Smarts Manager client machine, find the directory for client tools. The default location is 
For Windows: C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts\local\actions\client
For Linux: /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/local/actions/client


3 For each script that begins with VC, edit the scripts, and reassign the user-defined values according to the chart you 
create.
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Upgrade instructions 
Before the installation of the Adapter for Smarts Manager version 9.4, you must uninstall 
the previous version of Adapter and its client tools in SAM. Then install the Adapter for 
Smarts Manager version 9.4, and reconfigure the adapter connections and mapping rules. 


Before uninstalling the previous version of Adapter for Smarts Manager, copy the current 
mapping rules to any document, so that the rules can be pasted back after installing the 
new version. 


To upgrade the adapter for Smarts Manager, complete the following steps: 


Uninstall instructions


Windows 


Use the following steps to uninstall the adapter for Smarts Manager on the Windows 
environment:


Step Command 


1 Copy the current mapping and exclusion rules to a document, so that the rules can be pasted back after installing the new 
version. Also, note down the current connections, synchronization options and event notifications.


2 Uninstall the previous adapter version. “Uninstall instructions” on page 204 provides more information for uninstalling 
the adapter.


3 Remove the adapter product home directory (example: [Product directory]/NCMSmartsAdapter).


4 Install the new Adapter for Smarts Manager following the steps outlined in “Installing the Integration adapters” on 
page 176.


5 Reconfigure the adapter connections and mapping rules. Paste the mapping and exclusion rules that were saved in 
Step 1.


6 Re-synchronize the systems using the “Batch Sync” option. It will take a longer time to complete for systems with a large 
amount of devices.


Step Action 


1 Go to Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features


2 Double-click EMC Smarts Manager Integration Module.


3 Complete the uninstallation process.
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Linux 


Use the following steps to uninstall the adapter for Smarts Manager on Linux 
environments: 


Uninstall instructions for client tools for Service Assurance 
Manager (SAM) 


Use the following steps to uninstall the adapter for Smarts Manager on Windows and 
Linux environments:


1. To begin the uninstall procedure; delete the following files located in the directory:


For Windows: C:\InCharge\CONSOLE\smarts\local\actions\client
For Linux: /opt/InCharge/CONSOLE/smarts/local/actions/client


The file extension for windows is .cmd, and for Linux the extension is .sh. 


• VCDeviceLaunch


• VCGenericDeviceLaunch


• VCGenericDeviceLaunchForTopo


• VCJobLaunch


• VCRADeviceChangeReport


• VCRADeviceCommReport


• VCRADeviceComplianceReport


2. Continue with the following steps.


Step Action 


1 Change the Directory to [Product Directory]/software/Uninstall_NCMSmartsAdapter/.


2 Type bash Uninstall_EMC_Smarts_Manager_Integration_Module.


3  Press Enter.


Step Action 


1 Access the Client tools location. Click the Global Manager Administration Console tab.


2 Access the Tools listing by selecting Tools.
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3 Select the Client Tools listing. From Tools, select C Client.


4 Right-click on each of the following Client Tool names, then click Delete to uninstall each 
Client Tool.
• Network Configuration Manager Device Info
• Network Configuration Manager Job Info
• Network Configuration Manager Query
• Device Communications Report
• Device Change Report
• Device Compliance Report
• Network Configuration Manager Device Query


5 Now, restart the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager Server Service. 


Notice: The EMC Smarts Installation Guide for SAM, IP, ESM, MPLS, VoIP, and NPM 
Managers gives details on how to restart the EMC Smarts Service Assurance Manager 
Server services on other platforms. 
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Introducing the Integration Adapters
The Network Configuration Manager Integration Adapters output data is in the form of 
events. These are a subset of the events in the event manager used to track all activities 
occurring in the system. Many of these events are then available to external programs or 
applications through various transports.


The following integration adapters are available:


• SNMP (Traps or MIBs)


• SMTP (Email)


• JMS (An asynchronous messaging protocol)


• File (Simple file output)


The integration adapters listen to the internal Network Configuration Manager events, and 
transform them into a form appropriate for the transport. For example, an event is 
transformed into a MIB structure for the SNMP adapters, and is also transformed into an 
XML document for the JMS adapters.


The SNMP, File, and Email adapters have filters that allow an administrator to choose the 
events that will be output by the adapters. See “Updating configuration using the JMiniX 
Console” on page 209. This is a common administrative task.


The format of this data can be customized. This is considered an advanced configuration 
task for experienced users.


The JMS adapter is different than the other adapters, in that there is no filtering or 
customization, because it is the basis of the other adapters. A listener to the JMS adapter 
is advised to only acknowledge events in which they are interested. The code samples in 
the API area show examples of selectively listening to JMS messages.


The following sections on administration and customization apply to the SNMP, SMTP, and 
File integration adapters, but not to a JMS adapter.


Integration adapters installation


The Network Configuration Manager 9.4 installation program installs the SNMP, SMTP, and 
File integration adapters with default configuration settings. No additional installation 
steps are required. 


Integration adapters configuration and management


The configuration MBeans for the adapters are available in the JMiniX Console after the 
Network Configuration Manager installation completes. The JMiniX Console also provides 
management functions, including starting and stopping the adapters. 


JMiniX Console
All integration adapters use a common administration mechanism, based on JMX. The JMX 
Mini (JMiniX) console provides an interface for changing configuration attributes in 
MBeans and for invoking management operations, including starting and stopping the 
adapters. 
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Accessing the JMiniX Console


To access the JMiniX Console: 


1. Supply the following URL to your favorite browser: 


https://<NCM_server>:8880/ncm-webapp


where: 


<NCM_server> is the Hostname or IP Address of the system that is running the Network 
Configuration Manager server. 


2. Provide a Username and Password on the login screen. 


The JMiniX Console uses the Tomcat BASIC authentication, which caches user 
credentials and roles until you close the browser. If you logged in previously and then 
closed the tab, but not the browser, you are still authenticated. 


3. In the navigation tree, expand the servers node and then expand server 0. 


The JMiniX Console can monitor beans for multiple servers. In the navigation 
hierarchy, each server is numbered, starting with zero (0). 


To completely log off of the JMiniX Console, close the browser. 


Updating configuration using the JMiniX Console


To change an integration module’s configuration, use the JMiniX Console to access 
attributes in the MBean. 


1. In the navigation tree, expand servers > 0 > domains > 
com.voyence.configmgr.integration.modules.module_name.jmx > mbeans


2. Under mbeans, expand the name= node, and then expand attributes.
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The attributes are the configurable parameters (besides events) specific to each 
integration adapter.


These may consist of any number of parameters. For example, it is common to find a 
hostname attribute. Generally, this is the hostname or IP address of the remote 
system.


3. Change the values of one or more attributes using the table in the right pane.


4. Click Apply Changes when you have all the values set properly. 


5. Start or restart the integration module as described in “Starting or restarting 
integration modules.”


You must restart the integration module for the changes to take effect.


6. Close the browser (not just the browser tab) to log out of the JMiniX Console. 


Starting or restarting integration modules


To start, stop, or restart an integration module, access the operation in the module’s 
MBean.


1. In the navigation tree, click servers > 0 > domains > 
com.voyence.configmgr.integration.modules.module_name.jmx > mbeans


2. Under mbeans, expand the name= node, and then expand operations.


A list of operations appears. 


3. Click an operation to open it in the right pane. For example, click restart() or start().


4. In the right pane, click Execute to run the operation. 
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Integration adapters management operations


The following is a brief description of some of the integration module management 
operations. Note that preceding the event, you may see java language references to return 
types. These include the word void or java.lang.String. Ignore these types. They are a 
by-product of the automation framework.


Any changes made through the JMiniX Console take effect only after a restart of the 
Integration adapters. 


Managing events


Integration adapters react to events from the Network Configuration Manager. Part of the 
integration adapters framework includes listeners that can be managed from the JMiniX 
Console. 


1. To see the events that the integration adapters is currently listening to, select the 
listRegisteredEvents management function.


It is important to understand the scenarios you are interested in configuring before 
making changes to the events. Although there is no harm in adding or removing 
events to the system, it may have unintended consequences. Not all events supported 
by a adapters make sense for your system.


For example, the AuthorizationSucceededEvent is supported by a number of 
integration adapters. However, rarely does it make sense in a normal installation to 
react to that event. 


If you are administering the Email integration adapters, and select to listen for this 
event, the Network Configuration Manager gives you a vigorous stream of unwanted 
spam for a heavily trafficked system.


2. The way to add or remove an event, is to cut it from the list of events, and paste it into 
the addEvent or removeEvent operation. 


3. Copy the event from the events list.


4. Locate the addEvent or removeEvent operation, and paste it into the test box. 


Operation Description


removeEvent() Used to remove an event from the list of events the adapters is already 
listening for 


start() Used to start the integration adapters. If the adapters is already running, this 
operation silently returns.


addEvent() Used to add an event to the list of events the adapters should listen to


reloadModuleDefaults() Used to read the integration adapters’s configuration file from the disk


restart() Used to restart the integration adapters. This operation is equivalent to 
completing a stop() operation, and then a start() operation.


stop() Used to stop the integration adapters. If the adapters is not running, this 
operation silently returns.


listRegisteredEvents() Used to display the core Network Configuration Manager events that the 
adapters is listening for, and lists all the supported events.
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5. Select Invoke after you pasted the event.


6. Do not forget to restart the integration adapters after you have finished adding or 
removing events. 


That completes administering Network Configuration Manager integration adapters. 
Parameters specific to each integration adapters are covered in the integration adapters 
guide for your adapters.
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Supported Events
The following information details the supported events.


While certain events are fired based on a single, discrete user action, there are other 
events that can be fired, based on several discrete actions. 


The following table is intended to provide additional insight as to the types of actions 
(user or otherwise) that can cause events to be fired. 


All integration adapters may not support all the events listed below. Go to the 
JMX-Console, and check under the list of supported events to get an exact list for a 
particular integration adapters.


By default, events are not published for backward compatibility to the 3.6 topic, although 
it can be configured through the JMiniX Console as follows:


1.  Scroll down and find the mbean operation setConfigItem(), and set the parameters as 
follows:


• p1 = config.server


• p2 = com.powerup.configmgr.eventframework.transformer.event_3_6_transform


• p3 = true


2. Click Invoke to set this parameter. The next page will display a success message:


Config item 
config.server:com.powerup.configmgr.eventframework.transformer.even
t_3_6_transform 
is set to true


3. Follow the Back to MBean View link.


4. Scroll down, and locate the mbean operation saveAll().


5. Click Invoke to permanently save your changes.


The types of actions that can cause events to be fired


Event Stimulus that causes firing


AuthorizationFailedEvent Unsuccessful authorization check to a 
protected resource


CommunicationRestoredEvent When the communication to the device has 
been restored


CredentialsCreateEvent When a credential gets created


CredentialsModifyEvent When a credential gets modified


CredentialsDeleteEvent When a credential gets deleted


DSIPOverrideEvent When the Device server’s IP Address is 
overridden
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DSIPRestoreEvent When the Device server’s IP Address is 
restored


DataFileCreateEvent When a datafile is created


DataFileDeleteEvent When a datafile is deleted


DataFileModifyEvent When a datafile is modified


DeviceCompliantEvent When a device is compliant. Includes a list of 
policies run for compliancy check


DeviceCreateEvent Device create event


DeviceConfigurationChangeEvent Device configuration change


DeviceConfigurationUnitChangeEvent Device configuration unit change


DeviceCutThruInitiatedEvent When a cut-thru is initiated to a device


DeviceDeleteEvent When a design device in a workspace is 
deleted. This does not apply to operational 
devices.


DeiceLockBreakEvent When a device lock is broken by a system 
administrator


DeviceLockSuspendEvent When a device lock is suspended by a system 
administrator


DeviceRevisionCreateEvent Successful auto-discovery completion 


DeviceLockingSystemTurnedOffEvent When the device locking feature is turned off


DeviceLockingSystemTurnedOnEvent When the device locking feature is turned on


DeviceNameChangeEvent When the device name is changed


DeviceNonCompliantEvent When the device goes out of compliant. A List 
of successful policies and a list of failed 
policies are included.


DeviceOutOfSyncEvent When the configuration of a device in a 
network is out-of-sync with the same device in 
a Workspace


DevicePWChangeEvent When a device password is changed


DeviceReturnToSyncEvent When the configuration of a device in a 
network is back in sync with the same device 
in a Workspace


DevicePolicyCheckFailedEvent When a policy check fails on a particular 
device


DevicePolicyCheckSuccessful When a policy check is successful on a 
particular device


DeviceNewConfigurationStateEvent When a new revision is created on a device


DeviceServerModifyEvent When a Device server is modified


DeviceStartConfigOutOfSyncEvent When a configuration on the device is 
out-of-sync with the run config.


DeviceStatusChangeEvent When the status of the device changes
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DuplicateIPEvent When the IP address being used is already in 
use


FailedCommunicationEvent When communication fails to a particular 
device


GroupCreateEvent When a new user group gets created


GroupDeleteEvent When a group gets deleted


GroupImportedEvent When a group gets imported into the system


GroupModifyEvent When a group gets modified


JobApprovedEvent When a job gets approved


JobCancelledEvent When a job gets cancelled


JobCompletedEvent When a job completes successfully


JobFailedEvent When a job fails to execute


JobHeldEvent When a job is put on hold


JobPartiallyFailedEvent When a job fails partially


JobRemovedEvent When a job is deleted 


JobRunEvent When a job goes to running state


JobRunManuallyEvent When a job is run manually


JobScheduledEvent Reaction of a push, pull, or auto-discovery job 
(that is not spot-approved), via UI 


JobUpdateEvent Approval of a scheduled push, pull, or 
auto-discovery job, or creation of a 
spot-approved push, pull, or auto-discovery 
job


JobConflictEvent When there are conflicting jobs already 
scheduled on a particular device 


NetworkCreateEvent Creation of a network 


NetworkUpdateDevicesEvent Successful completion of auto-discovery job, 
and by managing devices, via the UI 


NetworkModifyEvent Modification of a network 


NetworkDeleteEvent Deletion of a network 


PolicyCreateEvent When a new compliance policy is created


PolicyDeleteEvent When a compliance policy is deleted


PolicyModifyEvent When a compliance policy is modified


PullCompletedEvent When a pull has successfully completed


PullSpecsCompletedEvent When a hardware pull has successfully 
completed


PushCompletedEvent When a push job has completed successfully


RunQuickCommandEvent When a quick command is run on a device


RunSavedCommandEvent When a save command is run on a device
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SavedCommandCreateEvent When a save command is created


SavedCommandModifyEvent When a save command is modified


SavedCommandDeleteEvent When a save command is deleted


SiteAccessEvent When a site is accessed


SiteCreateEvent When a new site is created


SiteDeleteEvent When a new site is deleted


SiteAddDevicesEvent Addition of devices to a site, via the UI 


SiteDeleteDevicesEvent Removal of device from a site, via the UI 


SiteUpdateDevicesEvent Devices have been added/removed from a 
site


SiteNameChangeEvent When the name of a site is changed


SiteImportedEvent When a list of devices are imported into a site


JobCompletedEvent When a push, pull, or auto-discovery job 
completes without errors 


JobConflictEvent When a push job is scheduled or 
spot-approved, and that job contains one or 
more devices referenced in one or more other 
currently scheduled push jobs 


JobFailedEvent When all the tasks of a push, pull, or 
auto-discovery job fail 


JobPartiallyCompletedEvent When one or more-but not all- tasks of a push, 
pull, or auto-discovery job fail 


TaskCompleteEvent When a task associated with a push, pull, or 
auto-discovery job completes without errors 


TaskFailedEvent When a task associated with a push, pull, or 
auto-discovery job fails 


TaskHeldEvent When a task moves to Hold status


TaskRemovedEvent When a task is removed


TaskRunEvent When a task is run


TemplateCreateEvent When a new template is created


TemplateModifyEvent When a template is modified


TemplateDeleteEvent When a template is deleted


TestCreateEvent When a config audit test is created


TestDeleteEvent When a config audit test is deleted


TestModifyEvent When a config audit test is modified


UserCreateEvent When a new user is created


UserDeleteEvent When a user is deleted from the system


UserImportedEvent When a user is imported into the system
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UserLockedOutEvent When a user gets locked out because of too 
many unsuccessful login attempts


UserLoginEvent Successful user login 


UserLoginExpiredEvent When a user’s login expires after a period of 
inactivity


UserLoginFailedEvent Unsuccessful user login 


UserLogoutEvent When a user logs out of the system


UserModifyEvent When a user is modified


ViewAccessEvent When a view is accessed


ViewCreateEvent When a new view is created


ViewDeleteEvent When a view is deleted


ViewModifyEvent When a view is modified


VersionCreateEvent Creation of a version, via the UI 


VersionChangeEvent When version changes on a device


VersionRemoveEvent When a version is removed on a device


voyenceEventDeviceConfigurationChangeEvent When a change has been made to a device's 
configuration


voyenceEventDeviceConfigurationUnitChangeEvent When a Configuration Unit is changed on a 
new Device State


WorkspaceAccessEvent When a workspace is accessed


WorkspaceCreateEvent When a new workspace is created


WorkspaceDeleteEvent When a workspace is deleted


WorkspaceModifyEvent When a workspace is modified
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Transform Definition File
This section details information for the transform definition file.


The Flat file integration adapters, Mail integration adapters, and SNMP integration 
adapters use a transform definition file that converts the Network Configuration Manager 
event into an integration adapters specific format (such as, to a string for Flat file, a set of 
properties for Mail, and a Trap for SNMP).


Following is the schema for the Transform Definition.


• Each Transformer has one or more transforms, depending on the number of events 
supported by the integration adapters. 


• Each Transform has one or more property nodes. Each property node can have key, 
value, type, and formatter attributes. 


• The attribute “key” is returned as the key in the output Properties object. The value for 
this key is dependent on the type of attribute.


The following information is a brief explanation on each of the valid types, and how the 
other property attributes relate to that type.


XPATH


When the type attribute is XPATH, the value attribute has an XPath used to evaluate its 
value from the incoming event. You can specify a formatter (a Java class, which is 
accessible through classpath) to format the value returned through the XPath evaluation. 


Typical use cases for a formatter are: 
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• Format a collection of nodes into a string


• Format a Date into a different format


• Format a Map into a string


For Example:


<Transform eventName="DeviceDeleteEvent">
<Property name="deviceName" type = "XPATH"
                 value = 
"/VoyenceEvent/Device/DeviceDeleteEvent/DeviceId/OID"/>
</Transform>


CONSTANT


When the type attribute is CONSTANT, the value attribute is the constant value itself. This 
type is used mostly to pass static values to your Transport. For example, the trap name for 
a particular event in SNMP.


For Example:


<Transform eventName = "DeviceDeleteEvent">
<Property name="ORIGINATOR" type="CONSTANT" value="NCM"/>


</Transform>


VARSTRING


When the type attribute is VARSTRING, the value attribute is a String with predefined 
variables that is substituted using the “arg” node. For example, you could have a Property 
with a type equal to VARSTRING, and a value equal to “Device {0} deleted from Network 
{1}”. 


The “arg”s defined inside the property node defines how attributes {0} and {1} are 
evaluated. Arguments follow the same style as property nodes. The types that are allowed 
for Arg nodes are CONSTANT and XPATH.


For Example:


<Transform eventName = "DeviceDeleteEvent">
      <Property name="EVENTSTRING" type="VARSTRING" 
value="Device {0} deleted from Network {1}">
<arg key="0" 
value="/VoyenceEvent/Device/DeviceDeleteEvent/DeviceId/Name"/>
<arg key="1" 
value="/VoyenceEvent/Device/DeviceDeleteEvent/NetworkId/Name"/>
        </Property>
</Transform>


VELOCITY


When the type attribute is VELOCITY, the value attribute corresponds to the name of the 
Velocity Template. “Arg” nodes can be used to pass values from the event to the Velocity 
Template. For example, you could have a velocity template for a DeviceDeleteEvent, (for 
instance, device_delete.vm), which contains the text Device $deviceName deleted from 
Network $networkName. 


You could pass the values for deviceName and networkName as arguments to this 
template by defining two “arg” nodes with type = XPATH and value = <the xpath to the 
deviceName/networkName node>
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For Example:


<Transform eventName = "DeviceDeleteEvent">
      <Property name="body" type="VELOCITY" 
value="device_delete_body.vm">
<arg key="0" 
value="/VoyenceEvent/Device/DeviceDeleteEvent/DeviceId/Name"/>
<arg key="1" 
value="/VoyenceEvent/Device/DeviceDeleteEvent/NetworkId/Name"/>
        </Property>
</Transform>


Flat File Integration adapters
The Network Configuration Manager Flat File Integration adapters is a component 
providing the ability to listen for Network Configuration Manager events, transforming 
them into a formatted string, and writing them to a flat file. 


The primary use of this integration adapter is to provide a serialized stream of events to a 
file that can then be read and used by systems external to the Network Configuration 
Manager. This would typically be the case where a messaging type infrastructure is not 
available, but messaging style integration is desired. 


Flat file Integration adapters assembly


For each event that can be fired by the core the Network Configuration Manager server, 
there is a corresponding transform definition inside an XML file that takes the native event 
and transforms it into a formatted string representing the event handled. This formatted 
string represents the information that is written to the flat file. 


The format of the event string is defined inside the transform file Flatfile_Transform.xml 
located in the following directory:


$VOYENCE_HOME/ncmcore/webapps/ncm-webapp/WEB-INF/classes


This file is set up to map one Network Configuration Manager event to a set of name-value 
pairs. The Generic Flatfile Transformer reads the transform definition for a particular event, 
and builds a Properties object. In case of a flat file, the resulting Properties object would 
contain an entry with a key as EVENTSTRING, and value as the transformed event. 


The flat file transport takes the transformed event, and writes it to the end of a file. The file 
name is specified by the Flat File Integration adapters XML configuration file.


Data written to a file by the flat file transformer, is done in a concurrent, access-safe 
manner. This allows the consumer of data contained in the file to adopt a locking strategy 
that ensures there are no race conditions, with respect to reading and/or modifying data 
from the file.
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Flat file integration adapters configuration


The installation program of the Flat File Integration adapters prompts for the values, as 
listed in the following table.


After the initial installation, the configuration parameters can be edited using the JMX 
console. “Transform Definition File” on page 218 provides more information. 


You must restart the integration module for the changes to take effect.


Tailoring the flat file integration adapters


The initial configuration of the Flat File Integration adapters is setup to listen for the 
following events: 


• AuthorizationFailedEvent 


• DeviceNewConfigurationStateEvent


• DeviceConfigurationChangeEvent


• DevicePWChangeEvent 


• DeviceRevCreateFailedEvent 


• JobFailedEvent 


• JobPartiallyFailedEvent 


• TaskFailedEvent 


• UserLoginFailedEvent 


When these events are fired by the core Network Configuration Manager service, the Flat 
File Integration adapters receives the event, converts the event into a properly formatted 
string, and writes the event to the file specified by the configuration. 


The most common form of tailoring functionally includes adding new events, removing 
existing events, updating the event file name, enable file rolling, roll threshold, and file 
permissions. The tailoring can be accomplished through the JMX console.


Element Description


Required 
or 
optional Default value


<filename> Specifies the fully qualified file 
name that events are written to


required  
/opt/smarts-ncm/logs/
flat_file.log


<enable-file-rolling> Specifies whether to roll the event 
file, based upon a file line count 
threshold


optional True


<permissions> Specifies the permission of the flat 
file the events are being written to


required 755


<roll-threshold> Number of lines that are written to 
the flat file before rolling over a new 
file


required 10000
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You must restart the integration module for the changes to take effect.


Modifying the transform definition
Although not recommended, a power user who understands XML and the Transform 
Definition (XSD) could customize the format of the data written to the event file. 
“Transform Definition File” on page 218 provides more information. Ensure that you 
restart the Flat File Integration adapters for your changes to take effect. 


Flat file integration adapters administration


Administration of the Flat File Integration adapters is completed through the JMX-Console. 
See “Updating configuration using the JMiniX Console” on page 209 for more information.


Default file format
The following information illustrates the default format of the events file. Each line 
represents what each event displays as, when written to the file. 


NetworkCreateEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
networkCreator=<user name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


NetworkDeleteEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
networkDeleter=<user name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


NetworkUpdateDevicesEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
addedDevices=[<deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, 
deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, ...>], 
removedDevices=[<deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, 
deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, ...>], networkUpdator=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


DeviceCreateEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, deviceCreator=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


DeviceDeleteEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, deviceDeleter=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


DevicePWChangeEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


DeviceRevisionCreateEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, revisionId=<OID>, 
revisionNumber=<long>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


DeviceRevCreateFailedEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


InternalDeviceRevChangeEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, previousRevisionId=<OID>, 
previousRevisionNumber=<long>, currentRevisionId=<OID>, 
currentRevisionNumber=<long>, jobNumber=<long>, 
jobSchedulerName=<user name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


DeviceRevChangeFailedEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, taskId=<OID>, taskNumber=<long>, 
jobSchedulerName=<user name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 
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ExternalDeviceRevChangeEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, previousRevisionId=<OID>, 
previousRevisionNumber=<long>, currentRevisionId=<OID>, 
currentRevisionNumber=<long>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


ExternalDeviceRevChangeFailedEvent: networkId=<OID>, 
networkName=<name>, deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


DeviceStatusChangeEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
deviceId=<OID>, deviceName=<name>, previousStatus=<status>, 
currentStatus=<status>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


SiteCreateEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, siteId=<OID>, 
siteName=<name>, siteCreator=<user name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


SiteDeleteEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, siteId=<OID>, 
siteName=<name>, siteDeleter=<user name>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


SiteUpdateDevicesEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
siteId=<OID>, siteName=<name>, 
addedDevices=[<deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, 
deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, ...>], 
removedDevices=[<deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, 
deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, ...>], siteUpdater=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


SiteAddDevicesEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
siteId=<OID>, siteName=<name>, 
addedDevices=[<deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, 
deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, ...>], siteUpdater=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


SiteDeleteDevicesEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
siteId=<OID>, siteName=<name>, 
removedDevices=[<deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, 
deviceId=OID/deviceName=name, ...>], siteUpdater=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


DataFileCreateEvent: folderId=<OID>, folderName=<name>, 
dataFileName=<name>, dataFileCreator=<user name>, timestamp=<long 
datetime> 


DataFileModifyEvent: folderId=<OID>, folderName=<name>, 
dataFileName=<name>, dataFileModifier=<user name>, timestamp=<long 
datetime> 


DataFileDeleteEvent: folderId=<OID>, folderName=<name>, 
dataFileName=<name>, dataFileDeleter=<user name>, timestamp=<long 
datetime> 


JobScheduledEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
jobScheduler=<user name>, comments=<string>, timestamp=<long 
datetime> JobApprovedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, 
jobName=<name>, jobScheduler=<user name>, jobApprover=<user name>, 
comments=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


JobConflictEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
conflictingJobs=[<jobId=OID/jobNumber=number, 
jobId=OID/jobNumber=number, ...>], timestamp=<long datetime> 


JobUpdateEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
jobScheduler=<user name>, jobApprover=<user name>, 
comments=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 
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JobRemovedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
jobScheduler=<user name>, jobDeleter=<user name>, timestamp=<long 
datetime> 


JobCompletedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
jobScheduler=<user name>, jobUpdater=<user name>, 
comments=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


JobFailedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
jobScheduler=<user name>, jobUpdater=<user name>, 
comments=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


JobPartiallyFailedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, 
jobName=<name>, jobScheduler=<user name>, jobUpdater=<user name>, 
comments=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


JobStatusChangeEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, jobName=<name>, 
jobScheduler=<user name>, jobUpdater=<user name>, 
comments=<string>, oldStatus=<status>, newStatus=<status>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


TaskCompletedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, taskId=<OID>, 
taskNumber=<long>, comment=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


TaskFailedEvent: jobId=<OID>, jobNumber=<long>, taskId=<OID>, 
taskNumber=<long>, comment=<string>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


ReportRemoveTemplateEvent: reportTemplateId=<OID>, 
reportTemplateName=<name>, templateDeleter=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


UserLoginEvent: userId=<OID>, userName=<user name>, 
loginTimestamp=<long datetime>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


UserLoginFailedEvent: userId=<OID>, userName=<user name>, 
loginTimestamp=<long datetime>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


AuthorizationSucceededEvent: resourceType=<string>, resourceId=<OID>, 
resourceName=<name>, accessorName=<user name>, accessDate=<long 
datetime>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


AuthorizationFailedEvent: resourceType=<string>, resourceId=<OID>, 
resourceName=<name>, accessorName=<user name>, accessDate=<long 
datetime>, timestamp=<long datetime> 


VersionCreateEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
versionId=<OID>, versionName=<name>, versionCreator=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


VersionChangeEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
versionId=<OID>, versionName=<name>, versionUpdater=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


VersionRemoveEvent: networkId=<OID>, networkName=<name>, 
versionId=<OID>, versionName=<name>, versionDeleter=<user name>, 
timestamp=<long datetime> 


File locking considerations
The flat file transport strategy uses the Java 1.5 File Channel feature to facilitate locking 
the events file when writing events. This strategy allows for external programs to adopt a 
file locking strategy when accessing this file. 
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Since the java.nio.FileChannel and java.nio.FileLock classes make use of native system 
concurrent file access capabilities, the external programs can make use of system-level, 
concurrent access methods, without concern as to whether these are compatible with the 
locking used by the FlatFile transport. 


For those programs that are Java-centric, the java.nio.FileChannel and java.nio.FileLock 
classes are recommended when reading events from the event file. 


The following code fragment illustrates a suggested approach. 


. . .
FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream("<eventfilename>");
DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(new 


BufferOutputStream(fos));
FileChannel channel = fos.getChannel();
FileLock lock = channel.lock();
try {
    . . . read and/or write data . . .
} catch (Exception e) {
    . . . handle exceptions . . .
} finally {
    lock.release();
}
. . .


File rolling considerations
• The FlatFile transport strategy is capable of performing file rolling, based on a file line 


count threshold. Once the event file exceeds the line count threshold, it is renamed, 
and a new empty file is created for subsequent events. The process of rolling 
continues for the life of the integration adapters. 


• When file rolling is enabled, an optional file line count threshold can be specified. If 
file rolling is enabled and no threshold is specified, a default value of 100000 is used. 
This means that when an event file contains 100000 lines, the file is rolled. 


• If a threshold is supplied, this value is used. It is advisable that very small threshold 
values not be used, as this causes a proliferation of small files on the Network 
Configuration Manager system, increase I/O activity, and overall degrades the 
performance of the system. 


• When a file is rolled, the rolled file name is <filename>.timestamp, where timestamp is 
a long value that represents the number of milliseconds since 12:00a.m. January 1st, 
1970. This timestamp value can be used to determine the age of the rolled files. 


• To disable file rolling, either the <enable-file-rolling> element can be specified with a 
false value in the <FlatFile> transport strategy block of the integration adapters 
configuration file, or by removing the <enable-file-rolling> element.
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Email Integration adapters
The Network Configuration Manager Email Integration adapters is a component that 
provides the ability to listen for events, transforming them into a formatted string, and 
delivering them via email. 


Email integration adapters assembly


For each event that can be fired by the core Network Configuration Manager server, there is 
a corresponding transform definition inside an XML file that takes the native event, and 
transforms it into a set of well defined name-value pairs. These name-value pairs 
correspond to the subject line and the body of the email to be sent. 


The subject line and the body of the email message for each event are defined inside the 
transform file Mail_Transform.xml located in the following directory:


$VOYENCE_HOME/ncmcore/webapps/ncm-webapp/WEB-INF/classes


This file is set up to map one event to a set of name-value pairs. The Generic Mail 
Transformer reads the transform definition for a particular event, and builds a Properties 
object. In the case of Mail integration adapters, the resulting Properties object would 
contain entries for “subject” and “body”. 


The JavaMail transport takes the transformed event, and creates a JavaMail-compliant 
multi-part MIME message out of: 


• The name-value pairs that represent the “transformed” event


• The to_address and from_address. The to_address and from_address values are 
specified via the E-Mail Integration adapters XML configuration file, but can be 
overridden on an individual basis by adding property nodes to the transform with keys 
as to_address and from_address.


Once the MIME message is created, it is sent to the specified JavaMail session object. As 
with the to_address and from_address, this configuration parameter is specified in the 
XML configuration file. This JavaMail session object is found through the JNDI name of the 
JavaMail session object specified in the configuration file. 


The JavaMail object referenced by this JNDI name is configured as part of Network 
Configuration Manager installation. The type of transport this JavaMail session uses 
depends on how it is configured during installation. Currently, supported outgoing mail 
transports are SMTP and IMAP.


Email Integration adapters configuration


The installation program of the Email Integration adapters prompts for the values as listed 
in the following table.


Element Description Required or optional Default value
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• After the initial installation, the configuration parameters can be edited using the 
JMX-Console. 


• Refer to “Updating configuration using the JMiniX Console” on page 209 for more 
details.


Tailoring the email integration adapters


The initial configuration of the email Integration adapters is setup to listen for the 
following events: 


• DeviceNewConfigurationStateEvent


• DeviceConfigurationChangeEvent


• JobFailedEvent 


• JobPartiallyFailedEvent 


• TaskFailedEvent 


• UserLoginFailedEvent 


When these events are fired by the core Network Configuration Manager service, the Email 
Integration adapters receives the event, converts the event into a properly formatted 
string, and delivers the event via Email.


The most common form of tailoring functionally includes adding new events, removing 
existing events, recipient email address, sender email address, and email subject. The 
tailoring can be accomplished through the JMX-Console.


Generic SNMP Integration adapters
This section describes the features of the Network Configuration Manager Generic SNMP 
Integration adapters (hereafter referred to as SNMP Integration adapters). Specifically, 
Installing SNMP Integration adapters Server-side Components is detailed.


The SNMP Integration adapters server-side component provides the capability of listening 
for events, transforming the events into SNMP traps, and sending traps to a SNMP trap 
listener.


Refer to the Vendor-Specific document for Client-Side component installation.


<Email Recipients> Email address of the recipients. If more 
than one recipient is to be specified, they 
can be separated by using a comma.


required N/A


<Return Email Address> Email address from where the mail was 
sent


required N/A


<Email Subject> Default Subject required N/A
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Generic SNMP integration adapters assembly


For each event that can be fired by the core Network Configuration Manager server, there is 
a corresponding transform definition inside an XML file that takes the native event, and 
transforms it into an SNMP trap. 


These traps conform to the MIB that is defined in the core Network Configuration Manager 
product. 


This file is located in the following directory:


$VOYENCE_HOME/ncmcore/webapps/ncm-webapp/WEB-INF/classes/SNMP_Transform.x
ml


The SNMP transport takes the transformed event and sends it, via the SNMP protocol, to 
the configured vendor installation.


Generic SNMP integration adapters configuration


The installation program of the Generic SNMP Integration adapters prompts for the vendor 
product you are integrating with, along with the values listed in the following table.


Should the values of either of these fields change after installation and deployment, the 
configuration file must be updated using the jmx-console.


Refer to “Updating configuration using the JMiniX Console” on page 209 for more 
information.


Tailoring the generic SNMP integration adapters


The initial configuration of the SNMP Integration adapters is setup to listen for the 
following events: 


Element Description
Required or 
Optional Default Value


<snmp-host> Specifies the hostname or IP address of the SNMP host required N/A


<snmp-trap-port> Specifies the port to send SNMP trap to optional 162


<mib-file> Specifies the name of the MIB definition file required N/A


<snmp-version> Specifies the version of the SNMP protocol to use optional V1
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• AuthorizationFailedEvent 


• DeviceNewConfigurationStateEvent


• DeviceConfigurationChangeEvent


• JobFailedEvent 


• JobPartiallyFailedEvent 


• TaskFailedEvent 


• UserLoginFailedEvent 


When these events are fired by the core Network Configuration Manager service, the SNMP 
Integration adapters receives the event, converts the event into an SNMP trap, and sends 
the trap to the SNMP Trap listener. 


The trap listener has a rules file that understands the SNMP trap and formats it to their 
predefined format. 


The most common form of tailoring functionally includes adding new events, removing 
existing events, MIB file name, SNMP hostname, SNMP trap port, and SNMP version. The 
tailoring can be accomplished through the JMX console.


You must restart the integration module for the changes to take effect.


Launching the application through a URL
The system has the ability to launch the application in context via a URL. You are directed 
to the information for specific jobs or devices, based on the parameters of the URL. This is 
especially useful in integrations.


One example is where an external system receives an event or SNMP trap about a network 
device. Users in the external system can click a URL that launches into the Network 
Configuration Manager system directly to the device for detailed information.


Another example is where job warnings or failures are issued. A URL can launch you 
directly to the offending job for a detailed description of the problem.


The URL is constructed as follows:


https://<server-ip>:8880/contextual-launch/launch?<param_name=value>


Or,


https://<server-ip>:8880/contextual-launch/launch?<param_name=value>


where server-ip is the IP Address of the machine where the server is installed. 


Check Section “List of allowed query strings”  on page 230 for a list of allowed 
param_names. For example, a URL to launch to job number 10005 would be as follows:


https://<server-ip>:8880/contextual-launch/launch?jobId=10005


Many parameters are available as query strings. In the case where multiple entities could 
be returned from the query, you can select the entity in which they are interested.
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The URL query can also further restrict the scope of the launch by including a network 
parameter. It must be used in conjunction with one of the above parameters. For example, 
to launch to any device that contains an IP address of 192.168.1.1 in a network called 
MyNetwork, the URL would be as follows:


https://<server-ip>:8880/contextual-launch/launch?networkId=
MyNetwork&anyDeviceIP=192.168.1.1


The contextual launch capability was specifically designed to give the integration 
developer a great deal of flexibility. It is intended to allow tighter integrations between 
disparate systems with less effort.


List of allowed query strings


Parameter Launches to…


jobId Specific job number


deviceHostname Device with host name


deviceFQDN Device with FQDN


deviceIP Device with management IP as specific


deviceAlias Device with indicated alias


deviceName or derivedName Device whose name has been derived by the method specified by the 
system administrator


anyDeviceName Any device where the FQDN, alias, derived name or hostname match 
the parameter


anyDeviceIP A device where any of the device’s interfaces match the given IP 
Address


anyDeviceNameOrIP A combination of the previous two – the system checks any name or IP 
Address on the device


Value The system will determine whether the value is a job number, device 
name, or IP Address, and launch to the appropriate entity
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Overview
The first and most important part of any good disaster recovery plan is to ensure your 
critical application data is completely backed up on a regular basis, and the data is ready 
for restoration in the event of data loss, data corruption, or disaster recovery.


Your installation of Network Configuration Manager comes with a set of backup and 
restoration utilities pre-configured to backup the critical data in your environment. These 
utilities are set up during installation on your Application server to create nightly backups 
consisting of all information within the Network Configuration Manager application 
needed to fully recover your environment.


Information contained here introduces you to these utilities, their use in the Network 
Configuration Manager distributed architecture environment, and their integration into 
your overall corporate disaster recovery plan.


It is not within the scope of this document to discuss the backup or disaster recovery for 
the operating systems or any application software within the Network Configuration 
Manager server environments. Your corporate disaster recovery processes are unique to 
your environment, and are based on your overall IT process needs. The Network 
Configuration Manager back up and restore utilities are constructed to compliment your 
existing sever OS and application software restoration processes, and not attempt to 
replace them.


Network Configuration Manager distributed architecture
Your implementation of Network Configuration Manager is designed to scale to the needs 
of your network environment, supporting a separate Application server and one or more 
Device servers. Depending on the size of your network, your Application server and Device 
server may exist on a single hardware platform, or be dispersed geographically across 
multiple hardware platforms.


Regardless of your environment, the data management capabilities of Network 
Configuration Manager will ensure that the backup and restore utilities collect all the data 
required to fully recreate your network environment in the case of data loss.


While both your Application server and Device servers store data about your network 
environment, only the Application server needs to be part of your data backup strategy, 
saving untold hours and resources required to backup Device servers that may be 
distributed across your network and the globe.


This is accomplished by storing configuration data about your Device servers within the 
Application server itself. In the unforeseen instance when a Device server is lost or 
corrupted, a clean Device server can download the identity of the lost Device server from 
your Application server, and take over all device management for the lost Device server.


Information about your Device servers is stored in the Network Configuration Manager 
Application server Database, and is captured along with all other application data using 
your pre-installed Network Configuration Manager backup and restore utilities.
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Data locations
The Network Configuration Manager back up and restoration utilities gather all your critical 
application data to be stored in a preset backup location. This frees you from worrying 
about which data files within the Application server are important to back up, and which 
data files can be ignored. 


Your network configuration data is stored essentially in three forms:


• Relational database tables


• XML data


• Flat file data


All files needed for a successful backup of your Application server data are stored under 
[Product directory], and include:


[Product directory]/data
[Product directory]/db


When a backup of your system takes place, the files in these directories are copied into a 
backup bundle, compressed, given a time-stamped name, and stored in a separate 
directory within your application environment, [Product directory]/data-image. By default, 
the data-image directory is on a filesystem local to the Application server.


When integrating the Network Configuration Manager backup process into your existing 
corporate backup, it is imperative that this backup data be stored off of the Application 
server (on a daily basis) to prevent an Application server hardware failure from corrupting 
both the application data and the backups.


There are several options to transfer your backup files onto a system other than the 
Network Configuration Manager Application server. The best option for your environment 
depends on your corporate IT backup, and your disaster recovery policy, but can include 
installing a third-party storage backup utility on the Network Configuration Manager 
Application server. Follow these steps:


1. Use the UNIX® cron utility to rcp, scp, or ftp the backup file to a different server other 
than the Network Configuration Manager Application server.


2. Create an NFS mount point for the [Product directory]/data-image directory that 
resides on a remote server.


3. Copy the backup file to a removable storage device installed on the Network 
Configuration Manager Application server, such as tape or CD.
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Backup utilities
The backup and restore utilities have been updated to require a valid database password. 
On a distributed Report advisor server, it is required to stop the tomcat service before 
performing a database restore.


The nightly database backup cronjob using the [Product Directory]/tools/backup.pl script 
is disabled, as it would fail with the new database password that was added. The backup 
has to be done manually or a script needs to be created that will create the database 
backup using the database password provided during the installation. The rotation of 
these database backup files needs to be taken under consideration, since the file system 
space will be used up if the backups performed on daily or regular basis.


The installation process for the Network Configuration Manager Application server 
automatically installs the utilities required to perform a nightly backup of your network 
data, placing them in the [Product directory]/tools directory. These tools are:


• [Product directory]/tools/backup.pl — Creates a compressed backup bundle of all 
critical data files on an active server, storing the resulting backup file in [Product 
directory]/data-image


• [Product directory]/tools/restore.pl — Given a name of a backup bundle in [Product 
directory]/ data-image, restores the network image on the Network Configuration 
Manager Application server


• [Product directory]/ tools/rotate-backups.pl — Given an integer, such as 7, maintains 
a list of the seven most recent backup files in the [Product directory]/data-image 
directory, based on file timestamps


These utilities provide full backup and full restoration. Since the Network Configuration 
Manager application is not transactional in nature, there is no provision for incremental 
backups or transaction rollback. This greatly simplifies the restoration process and 
management of backups in your environment. 


The [Product directory]/tools/restore.pl utility is run manually in the event that a full data 
restore of the Network Configuration Manager Application server is required. To run the 
command, you must log in to the Network Configuration Manager server as user ‘root’ and 
execute the following command:


# [Product directory]/tools/restore.pl 
[Product directory]/data-image/<filename>


<filename> indicates the name of the backup file to be restored from the [Product directory] 
/data-image directory.


Logs are created for database related scripts to show the progress or display errors 
encountered. When you run any of these scripts, logs are generated in the same folder. 
The logs generated are archive.log, backup.log, and restore.log. These logs will help you to 
analyze the progress of these scripts or analyze any errors occurring while they were run.
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Customer responsibilities
While the Network Configuration Manager installation will automatically create a nightly 
rotation and backup of your network data, this is merely the first step of your complete 
data backup and disaster recovery plan. 


As discussed earlier in the “Data locations” on page 233 the next step in the backup 
process is to ensure the safekeeping of your backup data by sending the data to a remote 
corporate storage device or a server as dictated by your IT backup policy. 


Finally, your data backup, application software restoration, and server OS imaging 
requirements all need to be documented in a corporate disaster recovery plan to 
guarantee business continuity in the event of a major outage or failure. These tasks, while 
important, are beyond the scope of this document.


Hot spare scenario
Many customers have expressed an interest in maintaining a hot spare Application server 
in case of a catastrophic hardware failure in their Network Configuration Manager 
production Application server. Because of the distributed architecture of Network 
Configuration Manager software, and hot backup capabilities of the backup utilities, a hot 
spare server can be maintained in a ready standby state, able to take over the production 
application role in a matter of minutes.


To set up a hot spare scenario, two identical Application servers are required to be 
installed with unique IP addresses on the same subnet. Both servers should have 
identical versions of the Network Configuration Manager Application (or combination) 
Server software installed. However, only the primary, or production server, is configured to 
communicate with any distributed Device servers.


Once the primary and hot spare Application servers are configured and running, the root 
crontab can be edited on the primary server to copy the nightly backup bundle to the 
[Product directory] /data-image directory on the hot spare server using rcp or scp 
commands. (Note that there are a variety of ways you can copy the backup file from one 
server to the other, originating the command from either the primary or the hot spare 
server. This is only one example).


Once the backup bundle is on the hot spare server, it can be restored using the [Product 
directory] /tools/restore command (see the “Backup utilities” on page 234) making the 
network environment on the hot spare identical to the production server. This process can 
be repeated nightly through the use of cron, so that the two servers stay in sync. 


The refresh rate of the sync process is up to your requirements. You may choose to sync 
the network data every four hours, or more frequently. There is a performance penalty on 
the production server during a backup, and large environments should take care when 
determining the frequency of backups.


Once the sync process is in place, if the primary server ever goes down, it is a simple 
process of executing a ‘takeover’ script on the hot spare sever that will change its IP 
address to that of the primary, and restart network services. Once the hot spare server has 
successfully obtained the IP address of the primary, it will communicate with all Device 
servers and user clients.
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Backing up clustered and distributed database environments
For customers that have very high availability (HA) requirements, the Network 
Configuration Manager software supports operations in clustered and distributed 
database environments. In general, the backup and recovery utilities in such 
environments will work as described in this document.


However, due to the custom requirements of HA clustered and distributed environments, 
it is recommended that you contact Customer Support before implementing a backup and 
disaster recovery plan for your Network Configuration Manager HA environment.
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Accessing additional Network Configuration Manager publications
The related publications for this product are available online in Portable Document Format 
(PDF). To locate product publications in the Network Configuration Manager Reference 
Library:


After installation—getting started using Network Configuration 
Manager 


After installing Network Configuration Manager, the first task you need to accomplish is to 
create a Network. After creating a Network, the following tasks are recommended, in the 
order shown:


• Assign Device servers


• Add Credentials


• Schedule an Auto Discovery


• Create Users and Groups


• Manage Users and Groups Permissions


• Set Network Permissions


• Manage Network Devices


The ability to create networks and work with users and groups is reserved for System 
Administrators, or those with System Administrator privileges.


Step Action


1 Click the Help option on the Network Configuration Manager menu bar.


2 Select Help Contents. The Online User’s Guide will open.


3 Go to Accessing Help and Additional Documents, and expand that section by clicking the book icon.


4 Once the book has opened, select Reference Library. The related publications are accessible in PDF 
format. These documents can now be viewed online, saved to a defined location, or printed.
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Tips:


• To locate specific information within the Online User’s Guide, click the Search tab, and 
type a search word or phrase in the entry box, then click Go.


• To search through the complete listing of topics in the Online User’s Guide, click the 
Index tab. 


• Depending on your job title and responsibilities, select the End Users, System 
Administrator, or Network Administrator section to get started using Network 
Configuration Manager. Within each of these sections information and step-by-step 
procedures for job-specific tasks are detailed.


Step Task


1 • Once the Network Configuration Manager application launches and you successfully log in, go 
to the Online User’s Guide
(Help -> Help Contents).


• Use the Search feature to locate and view the Creating a New Network help, and complete those 
steps.


2 Next, associate Device servers to the Network. Use the Search feature to enter Network – Device 
servers, and complete the steps for Assigning Device servers.


3 • Continue to use Search to locate the Auto Discovery Overview help, and then click the Creating 
Auto Discovery Jobs link within that Help. 


• Once linked, complete the steps to Add Credentials, and then Schedule and complete the Auto 
Discovery. 


4 Continue using Search to locate the procedures for Creating Users, and then Creating Groups. 
Complete those procedures.


5 Using Search, review Setting User and Group Permissions help, then complete the steps needed 
to Manage the permissions for Users and Groups.


6 Assign Users and Groups to Networks, by locating and then completing the steps in Setting 
Network Permissions.


7 Use Search to locate and access the Manage Network Devices help.


Notice: To review other tasks and functions you can complete, search for SYSTEM 
ADMINISTRATORS – Getting Started, or NETWORK ADMINISTRATORS – Getting Started.
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Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
This section describes how to set up LDAP server on Network Configuration Manager.


1. Configure Network Configuration Manager to point to LDAP or Active Directory server


a. Log into Network Configuration Manager as system administrator.


b. Go to System Administration > Global > User Management > Authentication 
Servers > LDAP


c. Enter your settings. Click Apply.


d. In the left pane, go to User Management > System Users and add your 
LDAP/Active Directory users. Ensure that the User ID and Email fields match 
with what you have in the LDAP/AD server.


e. Under Authentication Method, select External LDAP.


2. Verify LDAP/Active Directory settings (optional)


a. Logout of Network Configuration Manager.


b. Login with an LDAP/Active Directory user credentials.


If you experience problems logging in, check the LDAP/Active Directory logs.


3. Flip the secure switch on your LDAP/Active Directory server. Configure your 
LDAP/Active Directory server to use SSL. Make a note of the secure port number used 
by LDAP/Active Directory server.


4. Retrieve the SSL certificate from LDAP/Active Directory server.


a. Download InstallCert.jar to your desktop.


b. Run the command,


C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop>"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java" -jar 
InstallCert.jar ACTIVE-DIR-SERVER-IP:<secure port>


c. You will be prompted to enter certificate to add to trusted keystore. Press Enter.


d. From your desktop, copy the file jssecacerts to %JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security.


C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop>copy jssecacerts 
"%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security"


5. Flip the secure switch on Network Configuration Manager.


a. Go to https://<IP-address>:8880/ ncm-webapp


where <IP address> is the IP address of the Network Configuration Manager 
Application server.


b. Type the login credentials:


Username: jmx-user


Password: sysadmin
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c. Go to servers -> 0 ->  domains -> com.powerup.configmgr.server.config.jmx -> 
mbeans -> name=VoyenceControlConfig,type=JMXSystemConfig -> operations


d. In the listAll operation, click Execute. In the CONFIG NAME column, look for 
0.ldap.server.securityprotocol and 1.ldap.server.securityprotocol. You will 
change the values of these configuration names from none to ssl.


e. To change the values of configuration names, follow these steps:


– In the setConfigItem operation,
for p1, set the parameter value to config.security.ldap-auth
for p2, set the parameter value to 0.ldap.server.securityprotocol
for p3, set the parameter value to ssl
Click Execute.


– For the same setConfigItem operation,
for p1, set the parameter value to config.security.ldap-auth
for p2, set the parameter value to 1.ldap.server.securityprotocol
for p3, set the parameter value to ssl
Click Execute.


– In the saveAll operation, click Execute.


6. Change the port number in your Network Configuration Manager installation to 
communicate with LDAP/Active Directory server. To change the port number, follow 
these steps:


a. Login to Network Configuration Manager as sysadmin.


b. Go to System Administration > Global > User Management > Authentication 
Servers -> LDAP


c. Change the port number to secure port number used in step 3.


d. Click Apply.


e. Click Close.


f. Logout of Network Configuration Manager.


g. Login to Network Configuration Manager using one of your LDAP/Active 
Directory server users.
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Licensing


Obtaining a new license key


For existing Network Configuration Manager customers, you must obtain a new EMC 
license key for the Network Configuration Manager application. This key can be obtained 
by emailing your request for a new license key to licensekeys@emc.com. Within your 
email request you must mention you need to acquire this new license key for Network 
Configuration Manager.


Without this new license key, you will not be able to install Network Configuration 
Manager.


Installing a license key


The Network Configuration Manager license key is initially installed during the installation 
process. You cannot install Network Configuration Manager without a valid license key.


If you receive a “License Key Invalid” error, upgrade the license key using the License 
utility. “Upgrading a license key ” on page 245 provides more information.
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Upgrading a license key 


Use the License utility to upgrade the license key:


Using the runLicenseCmd script


• From the [Product directory]/tools/license directory, run the command:


• For Linux,


./runLicenseCmd.sh


• For Windows,


perl runLicenseCmd.pl


• Type help for a list of options.


• Type Show-license to display the values for the current license.


• Type update-license “LicenseFilename.key” to prompt for a valid system login and 
then update the license.


The product serial number


Each key has a product serial number associated with it. This serial number appears in the 
Network Configuration Manager Launch window, and can be used to reference your 
particular license. You might be requested to provide your serial number when opening an 
issue with Network Configuration Manager Support.


Handling an expired license key


If you encounter one or more of the following scenarios, the warning lock all accounts or 
disable the product might display. This indicates one of the following scenarios:


• More devices are managed than are licensed.


• The time limit of license key has expired.


• The IP address of the server has changed.


If you receive any of the above messages, upgrade the license key using the License utility 
as described in “Upgrading a license key ” on page 245.
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Command-line utilities


Extract config


This tool extracts the latest revision of a device in the system (and outputs it to a file) to a 
specified directory.


Security


The tool uses Network Configuration Manager Security. If a user entered in the tool does 
not have view password privileges, the passwords and SNMP community strings will be 
hidden from that user.


Linux Windows


Location [Product Directory]/tools/extract_config.sh
Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory 
you installed Network Configuration Manager to initially. 
For example, /opt/smarts-ncm/tools/extract_config.sh.


[Product Directory]\tools\extract_config.pl
Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory 
you installed Network Configuration Manager to initially. 
For example, C:\smarts-ncm\tools\extract_config.pl.


Usage perl extract_config.sh -network NETWORK -user USER 
-password ****** -outputdir /OUTPUT/DIR/ -ext FILE-EXT


perl extract_config.pl -network NETWORK -user USER 
-password ****** -outputdir \OUTPUT\DIR\ -ext FILE-EXT


Parameters Description


network Name of the network in the application


user Valid username in the application


password Valid password in the application for the user entered above


outputdir Directory where config files will be placed. The script will create a 
subdirectory with the network specified


ext File name extension
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Backup and restore
The following information details the backup and restore processes.


Creating a data image 


To create a Network Configuration Manager Data Image:


• Run the backup.pl script located in the [Product Directory]/tools directory using the 
perl backup.pl command. The backup.pl script must be run on the Network 
Configuration Manager Application server.


Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory where Network Configuration 
Manager is installed.


For Linux, /opt/smarts-ncm/tools/backup.pl


For Windows, C:\smarts-ncm\tools\backup.pl


• A Data Image is a compressed, time stamped archive, of both the data files and 
database. The backup script creates a backup-image-VERSION.AS|DS|CS.DATE.tgz file 
in [Product Directory]/data-image/.


Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory where Network Configuration 
Manager is installed.


For Linux, /opt/smarts-ncm/data-image/backup-image-VERSION.AS|DS|CS.DATE.tgz


For Windows, C:\smarts-ncm\data-image\backup-image-VERSION.AS|DS|CS.DATE.tgz


Restoring a data image 


To restore a Network Configuration Manager Data Image:


If you are restoring a Data Image on the Application server, the Tomcat service must be 
stopped on any remote Report Servers prior to restoring the Data Image. Failure to do so 
causes the restoration of the Data Image to fail.


• Run the restore.pl script located in [Product Directory]/tools/ directory using the perl 
restore.pl command. The restore.pl script must be run on the Network Configuration 
Manager Application server.


Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory where Network Configuration 
Manager is installed.


For Linux, /opt/smarts-ncm/tools/restore.pl


For Windows, C:\smarts-ncm\tools\restore.pl


• Pass the full path of the Data Image file to the script using the perl restore.pl [Product 
Directory]/data-image/backup-image-VC9.4.0.AS.Apr-14-2009-21.40.tgz


Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory where Network Configuration 
Manager is installed.
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• The version and configuration of the Network Configuration Manager products that are 
installed when a Data Image is created must match the version and configuration of 
the Network Configuration Manager Products that are installed when the Data Image 
is restored.


For example, if Network Configuration Manager 9.4 and Report advisor are installed 
when a Data Image is created, then Network Configuration Manager 9.4 and Report 
advisor must be installed when the Data Image is restored. If only Network 
Configuration Manager 9.4 is installed, the restoration of the Data Image would fail.


Purging device revisions and audit history
Two tools are available for managing data:


• The database-utility.pl script. This script allows you to archive, restore, and purge 
particular types of data that may grow to a very large size under normal operating 
conditions. Archiving and/or purging improves application performance by lowering 
the amount of data that needs to be processed. For detailed usage information for this 
utility, including argument descriptions and examples, see “Database Archive Utility” 
on page 264.


• The purge_audit_history.pl script. It accepts the number of days as an input and 
retains the audit data for a given number of days. It also deletes the rest of the data 
from cm_device_audit_history.


Deleting audit history may lead to data inconsistency in RA reports.


System services
The status of the Network Configuration Manager System services can be managed in the 
Windows Service Manager.


The following service files can be found in the [Product Directory]\bin directory:


• ncmstatus.bat—displays the status of Network Configuration Manager services


• ncmstart.bat—starts Network Configuration Manager services


• ncmstop.bat— stops Network Configuration Manager services


• ncmrestart.bat— restarts Network Configuration Manager services


Log files
The Network Configuration Manager application log files are located in [Product 
Directory]/logs/. Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory you installed 
Network Configuration Manager to initially.


For Linux, /opt/smarts-ncm/logs/


For Windows, C:\smarts-ncm\logs\
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The following table provides a brief description of the common log files.


Application server logs


The Application server logs are located in [Product Directory]/ncmcore/logs. Replace 
[Product Directory] with the path to the directory you installed Network Configuration 
Manager to initially.


For Windows, C:\smarts-ncm\ncmcore\logs


For Linux, /opt/smarts-ncm/ncmcore/logs


Debug logging


By default, debug logging is disabled (turned off). Debug logging might consume a 
significantly large amount of disk space. It is advisable that debug logging be turned on 
only when needed.


Windows Security


The installation of Network Configuration Manager creates the ‘pgdba’ local user account. 
The PostgreSQL database service runs under the credentials for the ‘pgdba’ local user 
account.


It is advisable that you disable interactive login for the ‘pgdba’ user for additional 
Windows security.


Log File Command Description


Autodisc Output from an Auto Discovery


CommMgr (Device \ Combination server only) output from device 
communication


Error Collection of error messages


Logfile General log file containing top level information


Step Action


1 To enable (turn it on) debug logging, edit [Product Directory]/conf/logs.cfg.
Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory you installed Network Configuration Manager to initially.
For Linux, /opt/voyence/conf/logs.cfg.
For Windows, C:\smarts-ncm\conf\logs.cfg


2 • For debugging, locate and uncomment the following line. (Remove the number sign (#) at the beginning of the line.) 


*:log(0-9):file(10x50000000). 


• Save, and exit.


3 For Linux, run the /etc/init/voyence restart command.
For Windows, run the [Product Directory]\bin\ncmrestart.bat file.
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Certificates


Disabling the certificate hostname validation


If you are accessing the Network Configuration Manager server over HTTPS with a URL 
containing something other than the actual server hostname, you must disable the 
certificate hostname validation in Java on each Windows client. The certificate is 
generated at install time with the hostname, as defined on the Network Configuration 
Manager server.


To disable the certificate hostname validation in Java this, follow these steps:


Installing Root CA certificate on the client


The following applies to configurations where SSL is enabled on the Network 
Configuration Manager Application or Combination server, using the Network 
Configuration Manager Self-signed Certificate.


The Network Configuration Manager provides the ability to install the Network 
Configuration Manager root CA certificate on client machines, which is required for 
accessing the API over an SSL connection. 


The Network Configuration Manager root CA certificate is located on the Application or 
Combination server at [Product Directory]/conf/CA/voyenceca.crt. 


To install the Network Configuration Manager Root CA Certificate on the Client:


The self-signed certificates that are part of this release are valid for ten years and expire in 
the year 2023.


Step Action


1 Open the Control Panel window.


2 Double-click the Java icon. 
The Java Control Panel window opens.


3 Click the Advanced tab at the top of the window.


4 Click the “+” icon next to Security to expand the security drop-down.


5 Uncheck the Warn if site certificate does not match hostname box.


6 Click Ok.


Step Action


1 Copy voyenceca.crt to your client machine.


2 Import voyenceca.crt into your browser root certificate store, and the Java Web Start 
root certificate store.
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SSL Configuration—CA-signed certificates


The Network Configuration Manager provides the ability to use certificates that are signed 
by a Certificate Authority (CA). An automated utility is available for generating a private key 
and certificate signing request (CSR), as well as installing and configuring the CA-signed 
certificate into Tomcat and Apache. 


Use the following steps to enable the CA-signed SSL certificate on Network Configuration 
Manager.


Installing the private key and certificate


Use the following steps to install the private key and certificate on Network Configuration 
Manager.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.
If you have already received the CA-signed certificate, skip to step 3.


2 Use the following steps to generate a Private Key and Certificate Signing Request (CSR).
• Type the following command to change directories to [Product Directory]\tools\ssl, and then press Enter: cd [Product 


Directory]\tools\ssl
Replace [Product Directory] with the path to the directory you installed Network Configuration Manager to initially.


• Type the following command, and press Enter: perl ssl-utility.pl –keygen
• Follow the screen prompts. You will be asked for general security information about the location of the server, and the 


hostname; such as country, state, locality, and organization name. Any field you do not want to complete can be left 
blank, or you can enter a period (.) into that field.


The utility generates the following files:
• server.key – the private key
• server.csr – the certificate signing request (CSR)


3 Send the CSR file to your preferred Certificate Authority (CA). The CA then returns the signed certificate.


4 Save this file to [Product Directory]\tools\ssl\.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 • Type the following command to change directories to [Product Directory]\tools\ssl, and then press Enter: cd [Product 
Directory]\tools\ssl


• Where [Product Directory] is the path to the directory you installed Network Configuration Manager to initially.


3 Type the following command and press Enter: perl ssl-utility.pl –install <private key file> <certificate file>
For example: perl ssl-utility.pl –install server.key certnew.cer


4 The installer prompts you to confirm that you want to install the private key and certificate.
Type Y, and press Enter.


5 Partially through the certificate install, you are prompted to enter a password to protect the private key and Java keystore. 
This password must be at least six characters. 
Enter a password, and press Enter. 
Once the utility completes, the ncm-as and Apache services are restarted, and a message displays indicating the SSL 
configuration is complete.


6 Place the Certificate Authority (CA) root certificate on each Device server.
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Changing the default from address
To change the email address used by Network Configuration Manager from which the job 
notifications are sent, follow these steps:


7 Download the CA root certificate in base64 format, and save the file as ca-root-cert.crt.
The root certificate is available from the Certificate Authority’s website.


8 Copy this file to each Device server, and place it into the [Product Directory]\conf\CA\ directory.


9 Run the perl [Product Directory]\conf\CA\cert_hash.pl utility on each Device server.


Step Action


Step Action


1 Login to the Jminix Console.
• Open a browser.
• Navigate to the following address: https://<serverip>:8880/ncm-webapp
• Type the username and password for the Jminix Console. The default username is jmx-user and the default password is 


sysadmin.


2 Go to servers > 0 > domains > com.powerup.configmgr.server.config.jmx > mbeans > 
name=VoyenceControlConfig,type=JMXSystemConfig > operations


3 Locate the setConfigItem() operation and provide the following values for the parameters: 
• For parameter 1: config.server
• For parameter 2: com.powerup.configmgr.server.services.scheduler.email_contact
• For parameter 3: Type the email address where the job notifications will be sent from.
Click Execute.


Notice: This will temporarily change the value. If ncm-as is restarted, the value will be restored to its default. See below to 
make the change permanent.


4 To make the new value permanent:
• Locate the saveAll() operation.
• Click Execute.


5 To verify your setting:
• Locate the listAll() operation. 
• Click Execute.
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Changing the department and company name in the client 
Dashboard


To change the department and company name using the Network Configuration Manager 
client dashboard follow these steps:


Changing the default pull operation
To change the default pull operation used by the Network Configuration Manager to pull all 
known device information, follow these steps:


Step Action


1 Open the license.properties file located here: 


• For Linux: /opt/smarts-ncm/ncmcore/webapps/ncm-webapp/WEB-INF/classes/license.properties
• For windows: C:\smarts-ncm\ ncmcore\webapps\ncm-webapp\WEB-INF\classes\license.properties


2 Inside the license.properties file, you will see:
• license.licensee=DEPARTMENT
• license.company=COMPANY
Change the values of the DEPARTMENT and COMPANY properties.


Notice: Do not modify any of the key names left of the equal signs.


3 Save the file.


4 For Linux, restart the ncm-as service using the /etc/init.d/ncm-as restart command.
For Windows, restart the ncm-as service by clicking the Restart link located in Control Panels-> Administrative Tools-> 
Services-> ncm-as.


Step Action


1 Login to the Jminix Console.
• Open a browser.
• Navigate to the following address: https://<serverip>:8880/ncm-webapp
• Type the username and password for the Jminix Console. The default username is jmx-user and the default password is 


sysadmin.


2 Go to servers > 0 > domains > com.powerup.configmgr.server.config.jmx > mbeans > 
name=VoyenceControlConfig,type=JMXSystemConfig > operations.
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3 Locate the setConfigItem() operation and provide the following values for the parameters: 
• For parameter 1: config.server
• For parameter 2: Set the value to one of the following:


com.powerup.configmgr.server.services.scheduler.pullafterpush
This is the default option for pull after a push.


com.powerup.configmgr.server.services.scheduler.pullafterautodisc 
This is the default option for pull after an auto discovery. 


com.powerup.configmgr.server.services.scheduler.pullafterdevservernotif 
This is the default option for pull after a cut-through. 


com.powerup.configmgr.server.services.scheduler.pullaftersingledeviceautodisc 
This is the default option for pull after a single device auto discovery. 


com.powerup.configmgr.server.services.scheduler.pullafterremedy 
This is the default option for pull after a remedy. 


• For parameter 3: Set the value to one of the following:
NONE - A value of NONE indicates the default post operation will perform no pull. 
PULL_CONFIGS - A value of PULL_CONFIGS indicates the default post operation will perform a pull of the configuration 
files. 
PULL_ALL - A value of PULL_ALL indicates the default post operation will perform a pull of all known device information.


Click Execute.


Notice: This will temporarily change the value. If ncm-as service is restarted, the value will be restored to its default. See 
below to make the change permanent.


4 To make the new value permanent:
• Locate the saveAll() operation.
• Click Execute.


5 To verify your setting:
• Locate the listAll() operation. 
• Click Execute.


Notice: For a change to pull after push or a change to pull after auto discovery, the Java Swing Client must be closed and 
reopened in order to view the changes to future jobs.


Step Action
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Database vacuum
To recover lost disk space created by updating or deleting rows in a database table, a 
database vacuum must be performed on a regular basis.


Searching for database tables to cleanup


To search the Network Configuration Manager database for tables to cleanup, follow these 
steps:


Running a full database vacuum


For a full database vacuum, it is advisable to stop all application services and run the 
database vacuum during a period of down time.


To run a database vacuum on all database tables, follow these steps:


Step Action (Linux) Action (Windows)


1 Log into the Database server as a user with administrator 
privileges.


Log into the Database server as a user with administrator 
privileges.


2 Log into the database as the pgdba user using the su – 
pgdba command.


Open a command prompt.


3 Navigate to the psql prompt.
Type psql voyencedb voyence to navigate to the psql 
prompt, and press Enter.


Navigate to the PostgreSQL directory using the following 
command.
C:\smarts-ncm\db\controldb\bin>
Type vacuumdb.exe -p 5435 -h 127.0.0.1 -a 
--username=voyence, and press Enter.


4 Run a database query (Query1). 
Type select * from voyence.cm_calculate_table_sizes; to run Query1, and press Enter.


5 Run a database query (Query2). 
Type select * from voyence.cm_total_db_size; to run Query2, and press Enter.


6 Compare Query1 and Query2. 
The first few tables in Query 1 account for most of the size of the database returned by Query 2. If the first few tables in the 
output of Query1 appear to be very large, these tables must be cleaned using a database vacuum.
While running the database vacuum on the first few tables is the most beneficial, it is advisable to clean the entire 
database.
“Running a full database vacuum” on page 255 provides information for running a database vacuum.


Step Action (Linux) Action (Windows)


1 Log into the Database server as a user with administrator 
privileges.


Log into the Database server as a user with administrator 
privileges.
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Running a partial database vacuum


To run a database vacuum on one database table, follow these steps:


Disabling TCP Fusion
TCP Fusion can slow down network traffic if your applications are not properly optimized. 


To disable TCP Fusion, follow these steps:


2 Log into the database as the pgdba user using the su – 
pgdba command.


Open a command prompt.


3 Navigate to the psql prompt.
Type psql voyencedb voyence to navigate to the psql 
prompt, and press Enter.


Navigate to the PostgreSQL directory using the following 
command.
C:\smarts-ncm\db\controldb\bin>
Type vacuumdb.exe -p 5435 -h 127.0.0.1 -a 
--username=voyence, and press Enter.


4 Run the database vacuum.
Type vacuum full; to run the database vacuum, and press Enter.


Notice: The database vacuum may take several minutes/hours depending on the size of your database.


Step Action (Linux) Action (Windows)


1 Log into the Database server as a user with administrator 
privileges.


Log into the Database server as a user with administrator 
privileges.


2 Log into the database as the pgdba user using the su – 
pgdba command.


Open a command prompt.


3 Navigate to the psql prompt.
Type psql voyencedb voyence to navigate to the psql 
prompt, and press Enter.


Navigate to the PostgreSQL directory using the following 
command.
C:\smarts-ncm\db\controldb\bin>
Type vacuumdb.exe -p 5435 -h 127.0.0.1 -a 
--username=voyence, and press Enter.


4 Run the database vacuum.
Type vacuum <table_name>;, where <table_name> is the name of the table to be vacuumed, and press Enter.


Notice: The database vacuum may take several minutes/hours depending on the size of your database.


5 Repeat step 4 for each table you want to cleanup.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as the root user.


2 Navigate to the /etc/system directory. Use a file editing program to open the system file for editing.


3 Add the following line to the end of the system file.
set ip:do_tcp_fusion = 0


4 Restart the server.
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Password management


Changing passwords in Network Configuration Manager


To automatically generate new passwords for all accounts in Network Configuration 
Manager, follow these steps:


To change a password for a single account in Network Configuration Manager, follow these 
steps:


To synchronize all passwords for the Network Configuration Manager Application server, 
follow these steps:


Archiving data
The database-utility script performs database maintenance operations. This script allows 
you to archive, restore, and purge particular types of data that may grow to a very large 
size under normal operating conditions. Archiving and/or purging improves application 
performance by lowering the amount of data that needs to be processed. 


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools directory.
Type perl password-change.pl to run the password change utility, and press Enter.


3 Type A to automatically generate new passwords for all accounts and then press Enter.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools directory.
Type perl password-change.pl to run the password change utility, and press Enter.


3 Type C to change a single password and then press Enter. A list of usernames displays.


4 Press the number corresponding to the user you want to change the password for and then press Enter.


5 Type the new password and press Enter.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Navigate to the [Product Directory]/tools directory.
Type perl password-change.pl to run the password change utility, and press Enter.


3 Type S to sync all passwords for the Application server and then press Enter.
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There are three types of data to archive in Network Configuration Manager.


• events: Common Event Log (CEL) events


• jobs: Scheduler Jobs


• revisions: Device Configuration Revisions


For detailed usage information for this utility, including argument descriptions and 
examples, see “Database Archive Utility” on page 264.


Performance tweaks


Disclaimer


The following tweaks were tested on 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 and 6 only. 
Although untested and unsupported, it may be possible to achieve similar benefits on 
other supported platforms when the system has at least 8 GB of total memory.


Making the changes below, on a server with less than 8 GB of memory, can cause a 
decrease in system performance.


By increasing the number of revision processing threads and the amount of shared 
memory available to the database, it is possible to improve the device configuration 
revision processing rate and the overall database performance.


To increase the number of revision processing threads and the amount of shared memory 
available to the database, follow these steps:


If you have installed NCM in a distributed environment, 
– perform Step 1 – Step 10 on the Database server and 
– perform Step 11 – Step 13 on Application server..


Step Action


1 Log into the Application server as the root user.


2 Stop the Network Configuration Manager services using the following command:
service vcmaster stop


3 Open the [Product directory]/db/controldb/data/postgresql.conf file for editing.


4 Locate the line shared_buffers = 32MB.
Replace the above line with shared_buffers = 512MB.


5 Save, and then Exit the [Product directory]/db/controldb/data/postgresql.conf file.


6 Set the shared memory max for Linux to 600MB using the following command:
echo 600000000 > /proc/sys/kernel/shmmax


7 Open the /etc/sysctl.conf file for editing.


8 Locate the line kernel.shmmax = 100000000.
Replace the above line with kernel.shmmax = 600000000.
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Switch between advanced and standard security modes 
A security mode is selected during installation. Use these procedures to change the 
security selection after installation.


Switch from Standard Security to Advanced Security


1. Delete lockb.ekey file from NCMBase/data directory. (AS or CS setup)


2. Restart vcmaster services. (AS or CS setup)


Windows: NCMBase\bin\ncmmaster.pl restart


Linux: service vcmaster restart


3. If Device server or RA is deployed in different machines, delete existing lockb.ekey file 
from NCMBase/data directory


4. In Application Server m/c, add Device Server and RA hostnames to lockbox (lockb.clb) 
and copy it to respective machines under NCMBase/data directory.


Add distributed system hosts to the lockbox using the cstdriver utility:


./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Report Advisor server>
./cstdriver -lockbox [Product directory]\data\lockb.clb
-passphrase <passphrase> -addHost <FQDN of Device server>


5. Change permissions to root:cst (chown root:cst lockb.clb)


6. Restart vcmaster services in Device Server m/c and tomcat service in Report Advisor 
machine.


On the Device Server: 


Windows: NCMBase\bin\ncmmaster.pl restart 


Linux: service vcmaster restart 


On the RA Server: 


Windows: Restart tomcat service from Control Panel->Administrative Tools->services 
windows


Linux: service tomcat restart


9 Save, and then Exit the /etc/sysctl.conf file.


10 Open the [Product directory]/cm/daemon/conf/cdaemon-config.properties file for editing.


11 Locate the line devsvc.daemon.deviceupdate.max_notif_threads=2.
Replace the above line with devsvc.daemon.deviceupdate.max_notif_threads=8.


12 Save, and then Exit the [Product directory]/cm/daemon/conf/cdaemon-config.properties file.


13 Start the Network Configuration Manager services using the following command:
service vcmaster start


Step Action
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Switch from Advanced Security to Standard Security


1. On the Combination Server m/c or Application Server m/c, create the ekey file by 
executing the following command:


NCMBase/bin/cstdriver -lockbox ../data/lockb.clb -passphrase 
<Passphrase> -createKeyFile


2. Copy the lockb.ekey file from the NCMBase/bin directory to the NCMBase/data 
directory.


3. Change permissions to root:cst: 


chown root:cst lockb.ekey


4. Restart vcmaster services.


Windows : NCMBase\bin\ncmmaster.pl restart


Linux : service vcmaster restart


5. If the Device server or RA is deployed on different machines, then copy the lockb.ekey 
file to the respective machines under the NCM Base\data directory.


6. Change permissions to root:cst (chown root:cst lockb.ekey)


7. Restart vcmaster services on Device Server m/c and tomcat service on RA machine.


On the Device Server: 


Windows: NCMBase\bin\ncmmaster.pl restart


Linux: service vcmaster restart


On the RA Server: 


Windows: Restart tomcat service from Control Panel->Administrative Tools->services 
windows


Linux: service tomcat restart
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Location of IP addresses in Servers
This section contains the location of the IP addresses in Servers.


Application server


The following locations contain the IP address in an Application server:


• [Product Directory]/ui/html/index.html contains IP address of the reporting server


• [Product Directory]/ui/html/powerup.jnlp contains the IP address of the reporting 
server and the IP address of the Application server.


• Infrastructure Database contains the IP addresses of the Device servers.


Use [Product Directory]/cgi-bin/cflist.cgi > tmpfile to export the database to a file, and edit 
the IP addresses on the lines that begin with POP.


Import the database by running [Product Directory]/cgi-bin/cfwrite.cgi < tmpfile.


Device server


The following location contain the IP address in an Device server:


[Product Directory]/data/devserver/master.addr contains the IP address of the 
Application server


Database server


The following locations contain the IP address in an Database server:


• [Product Directory]/db/controldb/data/pg_hba.conf contains access list entries for all 
servers that require access to the database, and the Application server and reporting 
server


• [Product Directory]db/controldb/data/postgresql.conf contains the external IP 
address of the Database server on the “listen_addresses” line if the Application 
server or reporting server is remote from the Database server.
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APPENDIX C
Utilities


This appendix presents the following topics:


• Database Archive Utility ........................................................................................  264
• Lockbox utility.......................................................................................................  266


Restoring archived data to Network Configuration Manager 3.6.2 HF2 standards must be 
done prior to Data Migration or the data may be incorrectly migrated.
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Database Archive Utility


For a Windows server, before running the database-utility.pl script, you must run the 
create_dbutil_schema.pl located at [Product directory]\db\controldb\scripts. 


The database-utility script performs database maintenance operations. This script allows 
you to archive, restore, and purge particular types of data that may grow to a very large 
size under normal operating conditions. Archiving and/or purging improves application 
performance by lowering the amount of data that needs to be processed. 


There are three types of data to archive in Network Configuration Manager.


• events: Common Event Log (CEL) events


• jobs: Scheduler Jobs


• revisions: Device Configuration Revisions


The modes of operations for database-utility are:


• Archive: Moves selected data from the application schema to the archive schema, 
resulting in better application performance.


• Purge: Removes selected data from the archive schema, resulting in smaller database 
backups.


The command purge ra is also supported; it does not need any arguments. It removes 
excess data from report tables (cm_rpt_*). It is equivalent to the RA purge script.


• Restore: Moves selected data from the archive schema back into the application 
schema.


• Prune: Removes selected data directly from the application schema, resulting in better 
application performance and smaller database backups.


• Delete: Deletes selected revisions directly from the voyence schema. (This mode is 
equivalent to the vc_purge_revisions_timebased script.) This mode accepts the 
time_interval for which to retain the data and also the minimum number of revisions 
to maintain per device


Usage


For a Windows server, before running the database-utility.pl script, you must run the 
create_dbutil_schema.pl located at [Product directory]\db\controldb\scripts. 


The pathname to the database-utility script is: 


/<product-directory>/tools/db-utility/database-utility.pl 
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To run the script, follow these steps:  


Arguments


The following are the required arguments for the <ARGUMENTS> value, when using the perl 
database-utility.pl script.


• The events type requires two arguments:


• Type of event (device, system, security, or all)


• Number of days to retain (for example, 1, 2, 3)


• The jobs type requires one argument:


• Number of days to retain (for example, 1, 2, 3)


• The revisions type requires one argument:


• Number of revisions to retain per device (for example 1, 2, 3)


• If the <COMMAND> <TYPE> is delete revisions, it needs two arguments:


• Time interval for saving data enclosed in quotation marks. For example: 


– Linux: ‘2 years’ or ‘3 days’ 


– Windows: “2 years” or “3 days” 


• Number of revisions to retain per device (for example 1, 2, 3).


• If the <COMMAND> <TYPE> is purge ra, no arguments are required.


Event Pruning retains last Nx24 hours of events, whereas Job Pruning retains last N days of 
jobs. 


Examples


The following examples show the usage for the database-utility.pl script. 


Step Action


1 Open a command prompt and navigate to /<product_directory>/tools/db-utility/. 


For example:
cd /opt/smart-ncm/tools/db-utility/


2 Run the database-utility.pl script using the following syntax:


./database-utility.pl <COMMAND> <TYPE> <ARGUMENTS>


Where <COMMAND> is archive, delete, purge, prune, or restore.
Where <TYPE> is events, jobs, or revisions.
Where <ARGUMENTS> contains the required arguments defined below.
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• database-utility.pl archive events all 14


• database-utility.pl archive jobs 30


• database-utility.pl archive revisions 5


• database-utility.pl purge jobs 90


• database-utility.pl purge events system 30


• database-utility.pl prune revisions 10


• database-utility.pl purge ra


• database-utility.pl delete revisions '2 years' 10 


This example retains 2 years of revision data and also maintains 10 revisons per 
device. It deletes all other revisions from the voyence schema. 


• database-utility.pl delete revisions '30 days' 5


• database-utility.pl delete revisions '6 months' 5


On a Windows server, the time interval for delete revisions must be enclosed in double 
quotes as shown in the following examples. 


• database-utility.pl delete revisions "2 years" 10


• database-utility.pl delete revisions "30 days" 5


• database-utility.pl delete revisions "6 months" 5


Lockbox utility
Lockbox utility provides increased security for data. The lockbox is a file that serves as a 
local repository for storing the passphrase which is used for encryption of sensitive data 
such as user credentials. The encryption algorithm is upgraded from Blowfish to AES. The 
lockbox file can be opened only on the machine on which it is created.


Lockbox utility features


Each lockbox is associated with a Network Configuration Manager component. If you 
remove the lockbox from a component, the lockbox is rendered unusable.


Encrypting functionality
This encrypts the lockbox passphrase, security questions and answers, and stores them 
on the server in different locations. This is called by the installer.


Decrypting functionality (for system administrators only)
You can retrieve the lockbox passphrase by running the decrypt script.


For Linux, [Product directory]/tools/passphrase/decrypt.sh


For Windows, [Product directory]\tools\passphrase\decrypt.pl
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This can be run only by the system administrator. After authentication of the system 
administrator, it provides the lockbox passphrase on the screen.


Unlocking functionality
You can unlock the lockbox internally by running the unlockLockbox script.


For Linux, [Product directory]/tools/passphrase/unlockLockbox.sh


Foe Windows, [Product directory]\tools\passphrase\unlockLockbox.pl


This can be run by any user. It prompts for the security answers. If the answer to any one 
question is correct, it internally unlocks the lockbox. It does not provide the lockbox 
passphrase to the user. If the answer is incorrect, then the user has to contact the system 
administrator who can use the “Decrypting functionality” to get the lockbox passphrase.


Unlocking the lockbox using the passphrase
To unlock the lockbox, run the following command:


For Linux,


[Product directory]/bin/cstdriver -lockbox [Product 
directory]/data/lockb.clb -passphrase <passphrase>


For Windows,


[Product directory]\bin\cstdriver.exe -lockbox [Product 
directory]\data\lockb.clb -passphrase <passphrase>


Changing the lockbox passphrase
Use the changePassphrase.pl utility to change the lockbox passphrase. This utility 
will save the passphrase in an encrypted file.


Passphrase rules


The passphrase must contain at least:


u One letter in upper case
u One letter in lower case
u One special character
u One numerical
u Minimum eight characters


The special characters that can be used for the lockbox passphrase are:


u Tilde (~)
u At (@)
u Number (#)
u Percent (%)
u Exclamation (!)


The passphrase must not start or end with a special character.


Steps to change the passphrase for Linux platform


1. From the [Product directory]/tools/passphrase directory, run the commands:
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a. source /etc/voyence.conf


b. perl changePassphrase.pl


The script prompts for old and new passphrase.


c. Type the old passphrase and press Enter.


d. Type the new passphrase and press Enter.


e. Type the new passphrase again and press Enter.


f. Answer the security questions.


2. Restart the ncm-as service.


Steps to change the passphrase for Windows platform


1. Restart the Network Configuration Manager server.


2. From the [Product directory]\tools\passphrase directory, run the command


a. perl changePassphrase.pl


The script prompts for old and new passphrase.


b. Type the old passphrase and press Enter.


c. Type the new passphrase and press Enter.


d. Type the new passphrase again and press Enter.


e. Answer the security questions.


3. Restart the ncm-as service.
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This glossary details the terms and acronyms related to network configuration that you 
may encounter while using Network Configuration Manager.


A


Active A state in which the Network Configuration Manager services are currently running.


Administrator (admin) The person responsible for administrative tasks such as access authorization and content 
management. Administrators can also grant levels of authority to users. 


Alias An alternative name used instead of a primary name. 


Angle bracket Either the left angle bracket (<) or the right angle bracket (>). In the portable character set, 
these characters are referred to by the names <less-than-sign> and <greater-than-sign>. 


Application
Programming Interface


(API) 


An interface that allows an application program (written in a high-level language) to use 
specific data or functions of the operating system or another program.


Application server Software that handles communication with the client requesting an asset and queries of 
the Content Manager. 


AS Application server


Attribute Data associated with a component. For example, a server component may have attributes 
such as host name, IP address, operating system version, and network domain. 


Authenticated user A user who has logged into the application with a valid account (user ID and password). 
Authenticated users have access to all public places.


Authentication For validation and access into Network Configuration Manager, prior to being setup in 
Network Configuration Manager each user must be created on the authentication server. 
When a user is created, the method of authentication is selected. Based on this selection, 
when you attempt to log into Network Configuration Manager, the user's User ID, and if 
needed, Password are validated via the selected server. 


B


Backup To create a copy of computer data that can be used to restore data that has been lost, 
mislaid, corrupted or erased. 


BASH Bourne Again Shell (Unix/Linux) 


Boolean Characteristic of an expression or variable that can only have a value of true or false. 


Boot To load an operating system or start the system. 
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Browser A program allowing users to view (but not alter) data.


C


Class path A list of directories and JAR files that contain resource files or Java classes that a program 
can load dynamically at run time. CLASSPATH - In the execution environment, a variable 
that specifies the directories in which to look for class and resource files. 


Client/Server Interaction in distributed data processing where a program on one computer sends a 
request to a program on another computer and waits for a response. The requesting 
program is called a client; the answering (or responding) program is called a server.


Cluster A group of Application servers that collaborates for workload balancing. 


Command Similar to a configlet, a command is a snippet of device diagnostic commands. 
Commands can be used in a job to provide validation, or on their own for diagnostics. 
They also can be stored in the Automation Library to form a diagnostic toolkit. 


Contextual Launch Using a pre-defined URL, a user or external application can launch the Network 
Configuration Manager application. Users must have proper authorization and 
authentication permissions to use this feature.


CPU Central processing unit


Credentials For added security, credentials can be set at a network level. This action provides 
connection validation at the network level. Only users with adequate permissions can log 
on to the specific network. Credentials can include, the devices local username, the 
devices local password, the devices local privilege-access password, the device username 
and passwords from TACACS+, SNMP community strings (Read-Only and Read-Write), 
Telnet and SSH terminal access, and more!


CS Combination server


D


Default An attribute, value, or option that is assumed when none is explicitly specified. An option 
offered by the application.


Device A piece of equipment. Devices include routers, switches, firewalls, VPN concentrators, and 
OS images. 


Device class The generic name for a group of device types. Each device class has a unique name and 
represents a device type. 


Device name The symbolic name of an individual device. 


Device server The appliance that is responsible for all communications with the network devices. As part 
of a scalable architecture, a network can employ multiple Device servers to isolate 
overlapping address spaces, limit WAN traffic over slow connections, and balance the 
device load of a large environment. 


Device type The generic name for a group of devices
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Distributed Deployment This includes:


• Application server - The master server that handles the Graphical User Interface (GUI), 
and coordinates with the Device server to communicate with discovered devices. This 
server also serves as the repository for device configuration files.


• Device server - The communication portal between the Application server and the 
network devices under management


DNS Domain Name System.


Domain A part of a network that is administered as a unit with a common protocol. 


Domain name A name of a host system. A domain name consists of a sequence of subnames that are 
separated by a delimiter character, for example, www.voyence.com.


Download To transfer data from a computer to a connected device, such as a workstation or personal 
computer.


DS Device server


F


Firewall A network configuration, usually both hardware and software, that prevents unauthorized 
traffic into and out of a secure network. 


FQDN Fully qualified device name. A qualified name that includes all names in the hierarchical 
sequence above the structure member to which the name refers, as well as the name of 
the member itself.


Free space The total amount of unused space in a page, data set, file, or storage medium. Free space 
is the space that is not used to store records or control information.


FTP File Transfer Protocol. Application layer protocol that uses TCP and Telnet services to 
transfer bulk-data files between machines or hosts. 


G


Group A collection of users who can share access authorities for protected resources. 


Group File Refers to the vcgeo.group file which contains the group membership and member 
statuses. The file is located in [Product directory]/data and is created by the 
vcgeoadmin.pl script. The secondary servers rely on the replication of this file to receive 
status updates from the primary server.


Group name A name that uniquely identifies a group of users to the system.


Graphical User Interface
(GUI) 


A type of computer interface that presents a visual metaphor of a real-world scene, often 
of a desktop, by combining high-resolution graphics, pointing devices, menu bars and 
other menus, overlapping windows, icons and the object-action relationship.
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H


Hardware The physical components of a computer system.


Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) 


An Internet protocol that is used to transfer and display hypertext and XML documents on 
the Web. 


I


IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers


Internationalization
(I18N) 


The process of designing and developing a software product to function in multiple 
locales. In software engineering, the process of producing a product that is independent 
of any particular language, script, culture, and coded character set. 


IP Internet Protocol. This is a network layer protocol in the Internet protocol suite and is 
encapsulated in a data link layer protocol (e.g., Ethernet).


IP address (Internet
Protocol address) 


A unique address for a device or logical unit on a network that uses the IP standard.


J2EE application Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition. Any deployable unit of J2EE functionality. This unit can 
be a single module or a group of modules packaged into an enterprise archive (EAR) file 
with a J2EE application deployment descriptor. 


J


Java An object-oriented programming language for portable interpretive code that supports 
interaction among remote objects. Java was developed and specified by Sun 
Microsystems, Incorporated. 


Java file An editable source file (with .java extension) that can be compiled into byte code (a .class 
file). 


L


Local Database Database is local to this server.


Log file The file where the log of events is recorded. 


M


Maintenance Window The Network Configuration Manager allows you to set a window of time in which updates 
to your networks can be scheduled. This can be designated by time of day, days of the 
weeks, or scheduled to run on a regularly scheduled event until changed basis. A 
maintenance schedule can be set for the entire network, or for separate networks that are 
managed by Network Configuration Manager.


Megabyte (Mbyte, MB) For processor storage, real and virtual storage, and channel volume, 2 to the 20th power 
or 1,048,576 bytes. For disk storage capacity and communications volume, 1000 000 
bytes. 


Migrate To install a new version or release of a program to replace an earlier version or release. 
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MMDDYYYY Month-month-day-day-year-year format of a date (for example 04282007 for April 28, 
2007). 


N


Navigation pane The pane (left section of the user interface) that displays icons for views, folders, and 
other application features or functions. The Network Configuration Manager has the 
Networks Navigation pane and the Library Manager Navigation pane. 


Network Within Network Configuration Manager a network is defined as a logical partitioning of the 
devices that are in a physical network. Networks can be created to best model your 
business environment. For example, networks can be created and defined by customer, 
region, subsidiary, or responsibility. For example, they can be defined at corporate vs. 
division. Within networks, devices can be further organized logically and physically. In 
addition, you can design and stage modifications to the devices in user-defined 
workspaces. 


Network Administrator Any user that has Network Management permissions in Network Configuration Manager. 
Network Admin's can create, manage, and delete networks and network properties within 
the application. A person who defines the network configuration and other 
network-related information. This person controls how an enterprise or system uses its 
network resources.


NTP Network Time Protocol. A protocol built on top of TCP/IP that assures accurate local 
timekeeping with reference to radio, atomic or other clocks located on the Internet.


O


OS Operating System


P


Permissions Permissions allow Users and Groups access to information and tasks within Network 
Configuration Manager. This includes the authority granted to users to give them access to 
an application's features and functions. 


Postfix Mail Server If there is no DNS server available, you will need to select Postfix as your mail server.


Primary Network The Network Configuration Manager allows devices to be managed by multiple networks. 
The first network that the device is associated with becomes its primary network. 


Primary Server The server (as defined by the replication software) that is replicating data to a secondary 
server.


Privilege Password
Levels


Privilege Password levels associated with Devices determines the level of access and 
activity a user can have pertaining to any one device. Users are limited to the device tasks 
they can complete, based on their Privilege level.
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Privileged Password
Mode (during


Installation)


There are two supported privileged password modes: Single-Level and Multi-Level.


Use Single-Level if you are unsure which mode to use.


• Single-Level mode is the most widely used method and provides the highest privilege 
level credential used within the Network Configuration Manager application. Most 
users select Single-Level mode to manage authentication and maintain privileged 
credentials.


• Multi-Level mode allows multiple levels of privileged passwords to be created and 
associated with each device within the Network Configuration Manager application. 
Multi-Level mode requires devices capable of specifying multiple privilege level 
modes using the privileged password. Do not use this mode if you are using TACACS+, 
LDAP or similar external systems for authentication management. 


Product Home The base directory in which Network Configuration Manager is installed or is designated to 
be installed.


Product Serial Number Each license key has a product serial number associated with it.


R


RA Report advisor


Remote Database Database is remote and not local.


Revision An updated device config file, differing from the last known config file. 


Re-home Device servers are configured to communicate with a single Application server. The 
vcgeoadmin.pl script automatically re-homes all of the Device servers so that they 
communicate with the Active server.


RHEL Red Hat Enterprise Linux


RHN Red Hat Network 


Root user A system user who operates without restrictions. A root user has the special rights and 
privileges needed to perform administrative tasks. 


RS Reporting Server


S


SSL Secure Sockets Layer . A security protocol that provides communication privacy. With SSL, 
client/server applications can communicate in a way that is designed to prevent 
eavesdropping, tampering, and message forgery. 


Secondary Server The server (as defined by the replication software) that is receiving replicated data from 
the primary server.


Server-side Pertaining to an application or component of an application that runs on a server rather 
than on the client. 
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SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (internet email) 


SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol. A set of protocols for monitoring systems and 
devices in complex networks. Information managed devices is defined and stored in a 
Management Information Base (MIB).


Single Server
Deployment 


Includes the Combination server One physical box serves as both the application and 
Device server.


Standby A state in which the Network Configuration Manager services are not running.


String A sequence of text characters.


System Admin Any user that has global System Management permissions within Network Configuration 
Manager. System Admin's can complete any function within the application, including 
network management and user management. 


System Groups System Groups is a defined group of users that have the same permission levels in 
networks. System groups can be nested within other system groups. Nesting allows one 
group to "inherit" the permissions of the group in which it is nested. The nesting helps 
ensure that access permissions remain consistent, and decreases the time required to 
manually assign each user individual permissions. 


System Management
Console


The System Management Console has control features allowing you to complete basic 
monitoring tasks, and to make adjustments to the services running on Network 
Configuration Manager.


System Users System users are users that are authorized to have access to the application for the 
purpose of network configuration and maintenance. Before any user can be included in a 
System Group, they must first be added to Network Configuration Manager. Once entered 
into the system and assigned privileges, you are given access to specific networks and 
their devices. 


T


TACACS Terminal Access Controller Access Control System


Template An object used to create new objects of the same type. The newly created object has the 
same characteristics as the template. 


Templates During installation, you can access folders with examples of Templates and Tests 
containing pre-loaded data. These can be used as examples to create your own Templates 
and Tests to use in your network.


TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol. In Internet communications, a set of conventions that 
transfers files between hosts using minimal protocol.
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Template Variables When creating a template you can designate variables in which you can supply a value (for 
example, password, IP address, DLCI, host name, or community string).A variable 
specifies names, properties, and the number of named variables. 


U


URL Uniform Resource Locator 


User Admin Any user that has User Management permissions in Network Configuration Manager. User 
Admin's can create, manage, and delete users within the application. 


V


vcgeoadmin.pl Main administrative script used to control service status and group membership, located 
in [Product directory]/vcgeo/.
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Overview  
This document provides procedures for migrating customizations and data from an 
existing Network Configuration Manager installation to a new installation of Network 
Configuration Manager 9.4. The document contains instructions for Windows and 
Linux systems. 


You can perform migration from Network Configuration Manager 4.1.x and 4.1.1.x to 
NCM 9.4 


Audience  
This document is intended for system administrators who are responsible for 
installing and configuring Network Configuration Manager.  


Prerequisites and order of migration tasks  
The recommended order of migration tasks for new installations is as follows: 


Step Task 


1 Review the minimum system requirements mentioned in EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Support Matrix document. 


2 Install the operating system, including any prerequisites. 


Install the appropriate package groups for use with Network Configuration Manager. 


3 Ensure all firewalls adhere to the Communication security settings table mentioned in 
EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide. 


4 For Windows only: 


Enable Network Time Protocol (NTP). 


Copy the files included with the Network Configuration Manager distribution to a 
writeable directory, such as C:\Installers. 


Do not run the installer from a read-only file system, such as a CD or mounted ISO. If the 
installation must be done from a read-only file system, the Network Configuration 
Manager components must be installed individually. 


5 Install Network Configuration Manager version 9.4 


 If errors occur during installation, refer to the EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Troubleshooting Guide for a list of solutions. 
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6 Configure Network Configuration Manager using instructions in the EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Installation Guide. 


7 Install Report and Compliance advisors using instructions in the EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Installation Guide 


8 Begin using Network Configuration Manager using the steps in Appendix A, “Getting 
Started with Network Configuration Manager” in the EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Installation Guide. 


9 Perform migration as described in this document. 
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Data migration procedures for Windows  
This section includes the following topics about migration on the Windows platform: 


 Migration overview 


 Migration prerequisites 


 Data migration 


 Error handling 


 Additional information about data migration 


Migration overview 


You can perform a migration to version 9.4 from the following version of Network 
Configuration Manager: 


 Network Configuration Manager all 4.1.X versions from and beyond 4.1.1.0. 


 Migration is not supported from 9.x versions. 


Migration prerequisites 


If you are using RSA token server: before performing migration download the server 
certificate from the RSA token server.  Add this certificate to 9.4 keystore before 
running the restore script. 


Procedure 


 Create the RSA.cer by downloading the certificate from 
https:\\<RSA token server>:<port> 


Refer to RSA documentation for details about accessing the token server. 


 Run the following commands in the 9.4 Application server: 
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool -keystore 


%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts -import -file RSA.cer -alias 


VCRSA 


 Restart vcmaster service. 


Before attempting to run Data Migration, Java must be installed on the system where 
the Data Migration script will be run.  


In a distributed setup, stop the vcmaster services in the remote server before starting 
the migration. 
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Data migration 


Use the following steps to migrate customizations from a 4.1.X version of Network 
Configuration Manager: 


Procedure: 
1. Extract the file Data-Migration9.4.0.0.zip on the Application Server host. 


Recommended outside the NCM installed location. 


2. For migrating from 4.1.1.0, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 use the scripts in folder 41Xto94. Go to 


the \Data-Migration-9.4.0.0\41Xto94\scripts\migration folder.  For migration 
from NCM 4.1.1.1 use the scripts in folder 4111to94. Go to the \Data-Migration-
9.4.0.0\4111to94\scripts\migration 


The archived database data will not be migrated by default. If you would like to 
preserve the archived data from 4.x in your 9.4 installation, then it must be 
restored into the Network Configuration Manager 4.1.1 or higher database prior 
to executing the migration script.  Use [product directory]\tools\archive-utility.pl 
to perform the restore. 


NOTICE: If you are migrating from Network Configuration Manager version 4.1.1 
Patch 1, which was a security patch with a limited release, the lockbox 
passphrase and the database password provided in Network Configuration 
Manager version 4.1.1 Patch 1 should remain the same during the 9.4 
installation. 


3. Run the script 9.4Migration_Backup.pl. A backup image file is created. Running 
this script will stop all the services.  


perl 9.4Migration_Backup.pl 


NOTICE: The backup image file will be written to Data-Migration-
9.4.0.0\41Xto94\scripts\migration \data-image directory.   


4. If you plan to use the same host for 9.4, uninstall Network Configuration Manager 


4.1.X. 


5. Install Network Configuration Manager 9.4. 


The Network Configuration Manager 9.4 installation should be same as Network 
Configuration Manager 4.1.1.x. If you have installed Report advisor on Network 
Configuration Manager 4.1.1, then you must have Report advisor installed on 
Network Configuration Manager 9.4 as well. 


6. If 9.4 is installed on a different host (other than 4.1.X), copy the Data-Migration-


9.4.0.0.zip file to that host and extract it.  


7. Copy the backup image to the new 9.4 host. Go to the 41Xto94\scripts\migration 
folder. 
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8. Run the script 9.4_DataRestore.pl with the backup image as argument.  For 
example:  


perl 9.4_DataRestore.pl <backup image> 


NOTICE: The 9.4_DataRestore.pl script is using Term::Readkey module of Strawberry 
Perl installed on the host. This module is used to hide the database and system 
administrator passwords on the console. 


All the services are started after the successful migration. The 9.4_DataRestore.pl script 
automatically invokes the updateCredential.pl script. You are prompted for Network 
Configuration Manager System administrator credentials.   


Type the system administrator credentials. 
 


Device Server migration 
 


1.  Do not add new Device Servers to your NCM deployment until you completed 


migration.    


2. On existing Device Servers that are staying on the same hosts, uninstall 4.1.x and 


install NCM 9.4 following DS installation procedure in the Install Guide.  


3. If you are moving one of your existing DS servers to a new host, follow installation 


procedure in the Install Guide and  perform the steps below 


Update the InfraDB entry with the new hostname of the Device Server.  This is 
required so that device to DS mappings is updated with the new hostname of the 
DS. To update the InfraDB entry, perform the following steps: 


a. From the [Product directory], run the command: 
.\cgi-bin\cflist.cgi > cflist.txt 


b. Edit the cflist.txt to change the Device server FQDN and IP address to 
the new Device server FQDN and IP address. 
For example, POP 1000 “< >”......ADDR=< > 


Please note: In case of multiple device servers, entries for all the device 
server hostnames should be updated. 


c. Run the command: 
.\cgi-bin\cfwrite.cgi < cflist.txt 


4.  Manually update the cm_device_server table with the updated Device Server 
hostname 


To update the cm_device_server table, run the following command from [Product 
directory]\db\controldb\bin : 


psql.exe -h <database_server_IP_address> -d voyencedb -U pgdba 


-p 5435 -c "update cm_device_server set 


device_server_name='Device_Server_name';" 
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Example: 


psql.exe -h <database_server_IP_address> -d voyencedb -U pgdba    


-p 5435 -c “update cm_device_server SET device_server_name 


='linb056.lss.emc.com';” 


Error Handling 


After performing migration, the log files are generated in the folder from where you 
run the migration scripts. Check and use the log files for any failures and 
troubleshooting. 


Additional data migration information 


Clear the browser cache. The Network Configuration Manager 9.4 uses a newer 
version of Java than previous version of Network Configuration Manager. This new 
version of Java will cause a user interface (UI) error to occur if the browser and Java 
Web Start caches are not cleared after upgrading from previous versions of Network 
Configuration Manager.  


The first configuration pull of a device will show as a new revision, even if the 
configuration is the same as it was prior to the migration. This is normal behavior and 
does not indicate an error. 
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Data migration procedures for Linux /CentOS 
This section includes the following topics about migration on the linux/CentOS 
platform: 


 Migration overview 


 Migration prerequisites 


 Data migration 


 Error handling 


 Additional information about data migration 


Migration overview 


You can perform a migration to version 9.4 from the following version of Network 
Configuration Manager: 


 Network Configuration Manager all 4.1.X versions from and beyond 4.1.1.0. 


 Migration is not supported from 9.x versions 


Prerequisites 
If you are using RSA token server: before performing migration download the server 
certificate from the RSA token server.  Add this certificate  to 9.4 keystore before 
running the restore script.  


 Create the RSA.cer by downloading the certificate from 
https:\\<RSA token server>:< port> 


Refer to RSA documentation for details about accessing the token server. 


 Run the following command in the 9.4 Application Server: 
source /etc/voyence.conf 


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -keystore 


$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -import -file /RSA.cer -alias 


VCRSA 


 Restart vcmaster service. 


Before attempting to run Data Migration, Java must be installed on the box where the 
Data Migration script will be run.  


In a distributed setup, stop the vcmaster services in the remote server before starting 
the migration. 
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Data migration 


Use the following steps to migrate customizations from a previous version of Network 
Configuration Manager: 


Procedure: 
1. Extract the file Data-Migration9.4.0.0.zip on the Application Server host. 


Recommended outside the NCM installed location. 


2. For migrating from 4.1.1.0, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 use the scripts in folder 41Xto94. Go 


to the \Data-Migration-9.4.0.0\41Xto94\scripts\migration folder.  Here X 


refers to patch number.For migration from NCM 4.1.1.1 use the scripts in folder 


4111to94. Go to the \Data-Migration-9.4.0.0\4111to94\scripts\migration 


The archived database data will not be migrated by default. If you would like 
to preserve the archived data from 4.x in your 9.4 installation, then it must be 
restored into the Network Configuration Manager 4.1.1 or higher database 
prior to executing the migration script.  Use [product directory]\tools\archive-
utility.pl to perform the restore. 


NOTICE: If you are migrating from Network Configuration Manager version 
4.1.1 Patch 1, which was a security patch with a limited release, the lockbox 
passphrase and the database password provided in Network Configuration 
Manager version 4.1.1 Patch 1 should remain the same during the 9.4 
installation. 


3. Type the command: 


source /etc/voyence.conf 


4. Run the script 9.4Migration_Backup.pl. A backup image file is created. 
Running this script will stop all the services.  


 perl 9.4Migration_Backup.pl 


NOTICE: The backup image file will be written to Data-Migration-
9.4.0.0\41Xto94\scripts\migration \data-image directory.   


5. If you plan to use the same host for 9.4.Uninstall Network Configuration 


Manager 4.1.1.x. 


6. Install Network Configuration Manager 9.4 


The Network Configuration Manager 9.4 installation should be same as 
Network Configuration Manager 4.1.1.x. If you have installed Report advisor 
on Network Configuration Manager 4.1.1, then you must have Report advisor 
installed on Network Configuration Manager 9.4 as well. 


7. If 9.4 is installed on a different host (other than 4.1.X), copy the Data-Migration-


9.4.0.0.zip file to that host and extract it.  


8. Copy the backup image to the new 9.4 host.  Go to the 


41Xto94/scripts/migration folder 
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9. Run the script 9.4_DataRestore.pl with the backup image as argument. For 


example:  


perl 9.4_DataRestore.pl <backup image> 


All the services are started after the successful migration. The 
9.4_DataRestore.pl script automatically invokes the updateCredential.sh 
script. You are prompted for Network Configuration Manager System 
administrator credentials.  Type the system administrator credentials. 


 


Device Server migration.   


1. Do not add new Device Servers to your NCM deployment until you completed 


migration.    


2. For existing Device Servers that are staying on the same hosts, uninstall 4.1.x and 


install NCM 9.4 following DS installation procedure in the Install Guide.  


3. If you are moving one of your existing DS servers to a new host, follow 


installation procedure in the Install Guide and  perform the steps below: 


Update the InfraDB entry with the new hostname of the Device Server.  This is 


required so that device-to-DS mappings are updated with the new hostname of the 


DS. To update the InfraDB entry, perform the following steps: 


a. From the [Product directory], run the command: 
./cgi-bin/cflist.cgi > cflist.txt 


b. Edit the cflist.txt to change the Device server FQDN and IP address to 
the new Device server FQDN and IP address.  
For example :POP 1000 “<hostname>”......ADDR=<IP address> 


Please Note: In case of multiple device servers, all the device server 
hostnames/IP address has to be updated. 


c. Run the command: 
./cgi-bin/cfwrite.cgi < cflist.txt 


4. Update the cm_device_server table with the Device server hostname. 


To update the cm_device_server table, run the following commands: 


 su - pgdba 


 psql voyencedb <NCM_database_password> 


 update cm_device_server set  device_server_name='<Device 


Server name>';  


Example: 


update cm_device_server SET device_server_name 


='linbgq056.lss.emc.com'; 
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Error handling 
 


After performing migration, the log files are generated in the folder from where you 
run the migration scripts. Check and use the log files for any failures and 
troubleshooting. 


Additional data migration information 


Clear Browser Cache.  The Network Configuration Manager 9.4 uses a newer version 
of Java than previous version of Network Configuration Manager. This new version of 
Java will cause a user interface (UI) error to occur if the browser and Java Web Start 
caches are not cleared after upgrading from previous versions of Network 
Configuration Manager.  


 


The first configuration pull of a device will show as a new revision, even if the 
configuration is the same as it was prior to the migration. This is normal behavior and 
does not indicate an error. 


  


    Other Related Information 


Obtain documentation including release notes and installation instructions for this 
product on EMC Online Support at: https://support.emc.com > Support by Product > 
Product Name > Documentation. 


A Documentation Index with links to relevant articles and guides is available on the 
EMC Community Network (ECN). Log in and search for the Documentation Index for 
your product. (https://community.emc.com/community/products). 


The following documents contain useful information for migration tasks:  


 EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix 


 EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Troubleshooting Guide 


 EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Installation Guide 


 EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide  



https://community.emc.com/community/products
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Overview
Learn to install and configure the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager
(NCM). This SolutionPack, available with the EMC M&R version 6.5uX platform, provides a
wide spectrum of reports for NCM Application Servers and Device Servers.


It enables you to quickly determine the inventory and assets, compliance, jobs and all
changes being made to any NCM Application, Device, or Combo Server.


Technical specifications


SolutionPack version
2.0.2


Compatible EMC M&R versions
6.5u2 and later


Compatible NCM version
NCM 9.2.1, 9.3, 9.4 and later


Data collection methods
SQL collector


XML collector


Remote Shell collector


Main reports


Change Detail Report
Provides information about configuration change details over a period and lists the
differences in configuration between revisions. The msa-user login credentials to
NCM EDAA (EMC Data Access API) are required to retrieve and view configuration
differences from devices managed by NCM.


Job Reporting
Provides count, distribution, approval and status information about Active and
Historical jobs available in NCM. In the reports, you can drill down on Job Status,
Tasks, or Actions to view detailed information.


Deployment Topology
Provides information about different Application Servers. Each Application server
node displays details about associated Database and Device Servers.


Sites
Provides device-specific information for each site.


Views
Provides device-specific information for each view.


Certificate Monitoring Report
Provides detailed information about certificates, the hosts where they reside, and
certificate expiration dates (end dates). These certificates govern the communication
between the Application Server and Device Server and between the User Interface
and Application Server. You must renew certificates before they expire or NCM will
stop functioning.
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Change Reports
Provides information about results for Change Approvals, Hardware Changes,
Devices with Cut-through and External Changes, Configuration changes, and User
changes. In the reports, you can drill down to view detailed information about
individual devices, configuration differences with the job and approvers, users who
created revisions, and so on.


Device Compliance Reports
Provides information about device compliance in Summary, By Network, By Sites, By
Views, and Estate Overview reports.


Standard Compliance Reports
Provides information about PCI DSS 1.1, PCI DSS 1.2, PCI DSS 2.0, DISA STIG 1.1
Compliance Standards available in NCM. In the reports, you can drill down on
Policies, Standards, and Tests to view detailed information.


Where to find the latest SolutionPack software
Install the latest core software update for your product suite. SolutionPacks distributed
with core software have a 30-day free evaluation period. If you plan to use the software
longer than 30 days, you must install a SolutionPack license before the trial period ends.


This 30-day free evaluation only applies to new installations and is not available for
upgraded installations. If you upgrade the core software and want to try a new
SolutionPack, you must request a license for that SolutionPack by completing a Support
Request (SR) form, which is available on the EMC Online Support website at http://
support.emc.com.


Installing the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration
Manager


To view data from Network Configuration Manager, install the SolutionPack for EMC
Network Configuration Manager in the EMC M&R platform.


Before you begin


l Determine whether you need a SolutionPack license file by checking the feature
names and expiration dates listed in Centralized Management > License
Management. If not listed, obtain a license by completing a Support Request (SR)
form, which is available on the EMC support website http://support.emc.com.


l Make sure the core modules, such as the Module-Manager, are up-to-date on all
servers since not all module dependencies are validated during the SolutionPack
installation. See the EMC M&R Installation and Configuration Guide which provides for
more information.


l The Network Configuration Manager is installed and running.


l You have root login credentials for the Network Configuration Manager.


l The SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager license is uploaded to the
EMC M&R platform.


l The EMC M&R platform is updated to 6.5uX and later.


Procedure


1. Log in to the EMC M&R server with root privileges.


For example, http://Frontend-hostname:58080/APG
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2. Select Administration.


3. Select Centralized Management in the Administration tree.


4. Select SOLUTIONPACK CENTER.


5. Select the EMC Network Configuration Manager in the Browse and Install
SolutionPacks screen.


6. Read the summary information and click Install.


7. Select the components to install.


a. Accept the default name, emc-ncm, in the Instance name field.


b. Select the EMC M&R server that will host the data collector in the Data collection
list box.


c. Select the EMC M&R server to host the reports in the Reports list box.


d. Click Next.


8. Accept the default values for the Data Collection and Alerting on Data Collection
panes.


9. Select the NCM server version in the NCM Version drop-down field in the Server
Configuration pane.


10.Select Device server or Combo Server in the NCM Server Type drop-down field and
complete the fields depending on your deployment:


Deployment Provide information for the following fields


Device Server Select Device server in the NCM Server Type drop-down field.


l Fully qualified System IP address or host name


l System root user account and password


l NCM System administrator user name (for example, sysadmin)
and password. The NCM System credentials are required for
certificate monitoring reports.


Distributed
deployment


Select Combo Server for a distributed NCM server in the NCM Server
Type drop-down field.
For the Application Server,


l Fully qualified System IP address or host name


l System root user account and password


l NCM System administrator user name (for example, sysadmin)
and password. The NCM System credentials are required for
certificate monitoring reports.


To collect Database Server information, you also need:


l NCM database IP address or host name


l NCM database port number or accept the default port 5435


l NCM database name in EMC M&R in the NCM instance name
field or accept the default name


l NCM database password


Use the + icon to add one or more Device or Combo Servers.
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Deployment Provide information for the following fields


Application
Server


Select Combo Server in the NCM Server Type drop-down field.
Complete the fields for the Application Server and Database Server
as described for a distributed deployment.


11.Optional, select the Configure collector advanced settings checkbox to configure the
polling interval for data collection and also to configure the collection of different
types of data, or accept the defaults.


a. Set the polling interval from 300 to 2678400 seconds in the Polling period for DB
and System data collection field or accept the default 900.


The M&R polling interval determines the frequency of data collection. For example,
the default 900 means that once in every 15 minutes, polling occurs and new raw
values are collected.


b. If you do not want the data to be collected, clear the selected checkbox for
Compliance data, Jobs data, or Inventory data. The latest data collection will not
occur for or be updated in:


l Compliance reports like Standard Compliance Reports, Device Compliance
Reports


l Jobs reports like Active Job Report and Historical Job Reports


l All inventory-related reports like database, interface reports


12.Click Next on the Data Collection pane.


13.In the Reports section, select the gateway and the administration web-service
instance or accept the default values.


14.Select Install to install the SolutionPack.


After you finish


Allow four to five polling cycles to pass before viewing reports.


Post-installation steps


Setting the IP address of the EMC M&R server
After you install the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager, you must
configure the IP address of the EMC M&R server in the NCM Application Server. If the EMC
M&R IP address was already set during the NCM installation, skip this task.


Procedure


l Follow these steps to set the IP address of the EMC M&R server in the NCM Application
Server:


Operating
system


Steps


Linux 1. Open the <Product directory>/db/controldb/data/
pg_hba.conf file for editing.
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Operating
system


Steps


2. Add this line at the end of the pg_hba.conf file: host all
all <EMC M&R IP address>/32 md5


3. Save and exit the pg_hba.conf file.


4. Type service controldb restart to restart the controldb
service.


Windows 1. Open the <Product directory>/db/controldb/data/
pg_hba.conf file for editing.


2. Add this line at the end of the pg_hba.conf file: host all
all <EMC M&R IP address>/32 md5


3. Save and exit the pg_hba.conf file.


4. Navigate to Start > Administrative Tools > Services >
NCM_Controldb to restart the controldb service.


Setting the collector heap memory size in the EMC M&R UI
Use the EMC M&R UI to set the collector heap memory size to run the SolutionPack
reports. Since the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager collects data
from a large number of devices, you may need to increase the collector heap memory to a
suitable level.


Before you begin


To determine the collector heap memory size for a network, use the latest ViPR SRM
Deployment Planner (for example, ViPR SRM 3.6 SP2):


1. Download the ViPR SRM Deployment Planner from the EMC Online Support website.


2. For additional details about determining configuration size, refer to ViPR SRM
Performance and Scalability Guidelines or EMC Service Assurance Suite SolutionPack
Performance and Scalability Guidelines available on the EMC Online Support website.


Procedure


1. Log in to EMC M&R with root privileges.


For example, http://Frontend-hostname:58080/APG
2. Go to Administration > Centralized Management > Logical Overview > Collecting >


Collector-Manager::emc-ncm-<host-id>


3. Expand Configuration Files.


4. Scroll to the conf/unix-services.properties file or the conf/win-
services.properties file.


5. Edit the conf/unix-services.properties or conf/win-
services.properties file by setting the collector heap memory value in the
memory.max parameter.


Set the value based on the Planner tool sizing information.


6. Click Save.
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7. Click Restart in the Service Status pane to restart the collector-manager service.


Configuring Certificate Monitoring reports
Additional steps are required for the Certificate Monitoring reports to work on the 9.4
NCM server. You must add the certificate from the voyencessl.keystore file in the
NCM server to the keystore file in the EMC M&R server. If not, the logs show a certificate
and communication error and the Certificate Monitoring reports are empty.


Procedure


1. Log in to the NCM host and run the command:


#source /etc/voyence.conf


2. Run the command as one line:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore $VOYENCE_HOME/conf/
voyencessl.keystore -alias selfsigned -file <filename1>


3. When prompted for a password, leave it blank and click Enter.


4. Run the command as one line:


$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -export -keystore $VOYENCE_HOME/conf/
voyencessl.keystore -alias selfsigned-ip -file <filename2>


5. When prompted for a password, leave it blank and click Enter.


6. Copy <filename1> and <filename2> from the NCM server to the EMC M&R server.


7. On the EMC M&R server, run:


<EMC M&R_JAVA LOC>/bin/keytool -import -keystore <EMC M&R_JAVA 
LOC>/lib/security/cacerts -file <path/filename1> -alias selfsigned1


Examples of <EMC M&R_JAVA LOC> are /opt/APG/Java/Sun-JRE/8.0u25 for
Linux and C:\Program Files\APG\Java\Sun-JRE\8.0u25 for Windows.


8. Type changeit for the password.


9. Run the command:


<EMC M&R_JAVA_LOC>/bin/keytool -import -keystore <EMC M&R_JAVA 
LOC>/lib/security/cacerts -file <path/filename2> -alias selfsigned2


10.Type changeit for the password.


11.Go to the <EMC_M&R_install>/bin directory and run the following command to
restart all of the services:


./manage-modules service restart all


Configuring access to Change Detail Reports
The first time you attempt to view a Change Detail Report, you will see a certificate
warning message. To resolve the message and view the report, you need to accept the
certificate and authenticate the msa-user account credentials to the NCM EDAA server.
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Depending on your browser, perform the steps in these troubleshooting topics to
configure access to all Change Detail Reports:


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Chrome on page 9


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Firefox on page 9


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Internet Explorer on page
10


The Change Detail Reports contain the configuration differences and audit trails for
devices managed by NCM. These reports require access to an external URL. The external
web application is hosted on the NCM EDAA (also called MSA) Tomcat server in your NCM
deployment. The default user name is msa-user and the default password is sysadmin.
To allow authentication to this application, a CAS authentication server is deployed along
with ncm-msa service. When you try to access the Change Detail Reports, the UI prompts
you for the username and password.


If needed, use this procedure to change the NCM EDAA password: Changing the NCM
EDAA password to access Change Detail Reports on page 8


Changing the NCM EDAA password to access Change Detail Reports
To change the NCM EDAA password, you must do so from the NCM server where the NCM
EDAA Tomcat server resides. For a distributed NCM server deployment, you need to
change the password in the Application Server host.


Procedure


1. Run [Product_directory]/tools/password-change.pl.


2. Select the option [C]hange Single Password.


3. Select msa-user from the list of users and enter the new password.


4. Restart the vcmaster service by typing:


service vcmaster restart


Confirming report creation
After you install a SolutionPack, you can view its reports.


To view the reports:


Procedure


1. Go to User Interface > Report Library.


2. Click the SolutionPack to view its reports.


Results


It may take up to an hour to display all relevant information in these reports.


Troubleshooting


Report display problems


l Review the Collecting.log file located in Centralized Management > Logical
Overview > Collecting > Collector-Manager::emc-ncm-<host-id>.


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Chrome on page 9
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l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Firefox on page 9


l Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Internet Explorer on page
10


l What to do if data does not appear in any reports on page 10


l What to do if data does not appear in some reports on page 11


l Viewing collector errors in the Collector-Manager log files on page 11


l Troubleshooting a broken connection between NCM and EMC M&R on page 12


Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Chrome
A certificate error displays when connecting to the Change Detail Report from EMC M&R in
the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager.


Note


Firefox is the recommended browser for viewing reports in the EMC M&R SolutionPack. If
the problems with Chrome persist, try using a different browser.


The steps may vary slightly depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. On the report that generates the SSL error message, right-click and select View frame
source.


2. In the View Frame Source tab, click Advanced.


3. Click Proceed to <Server name/IP address>.


4. Wait for the content to load.


5. Go back to the report, right-click and select Reload frame.


6. In the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager authentication pane, log in to the
NCM EMC Data Access API (EDAA) with the msa-user account credentials (defaults:
msa-user/sysadmin).


The report displays in the frame.


Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Firefox
A certificate error displays when connecting to the Change Detail Report from EMC M&R in
the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager.


The steps may vary slightly depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. On the report that generates the This Connection is Untrusted error
message, right-click and select This Frame > Open Frame in New Tab.


2. Click I understand the Risks.


3. Click Add Exception.


4. Click Confirm Security Exception.


5. Go back to the report, right-click and select This Frame > Reload Frame.


6. In the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager authentication pane, log in to the
NCM EMC Data Access API (EDAA) with the msa-user account credentials (defaults:
msa-user/sysadmin).
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The report displays in the frame.


Troubleshooting Change Detail Report certificate errors in Internet Explorer
A certificate error displays when connecting to the Change Detail Report from EMC M&R in
the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager.


Note


Firefox is the recommended browser for viewing reports in the EMC M&R SolutionPack. If
the problems with Internet Explorer persist, try using a different browser.


The steps may vary slightly depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. On the report that generates the Content was blocked error message, click Show
Content.


2. Click Proceed to the Page.


3. Click the certificate error and select View Certificate.


4. Follow the prompts to save the certificate under Trusted Root Certificates.


5. Log in to the EMC M&R server (defaults: admin/changeme).


6. Go back to the report.


7. In the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager authentication pane, log in to the
NCM EMC Data Access API (EDAA) with the msa-user account credentials (defaults:
msa-user/sysadmin).


The report displays in the frame.


What to do if data does not appear in any reports


Procedure


1. After the completion of at least three collection cycles, verify if data is populating into
the reports. If there is still no data in the reports, continue to the next step.


2. Run the scheduled task to import data into reports. If there is still no data in the
reports, continue to the next step.


3. To view the log files for errors, go to Centralized Management and click Logical
Overview > Collecting > Collector-Manager::<instance name> > Log Files.


Running a scheduled task to import data into reports
After you push a new configuration into a collector, a scheduled task runs and populates
the reports with new data. You can manually run the scheduled task to import the data
more quickly.


Before you begin


Allow at least three polling cycles to pass before manually running the scheduled task.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management.


3. Expand Scheduled Tasks.
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4. Click Database.


5. Select the import-properties-Default task.


6. Click Run Now.


7. Confirm success in running the task in the Last Result and Last Result Time columns.


What to do if data does not appear in some reports


Procedure


1. Run the scheduled task to import data into reports. If there is still no data in the
reports, continue to step 2.


2. Search for the metric in the database.


3. To view the log files for errors, go to Centralized Management and click Logical
Overview > Collecting > Collector-Manager::<instance name> > Log Files.


Searching for metrics in the database
You can verify that a metric is being collected and used for reporting when you search
and find the metric in the database.


Procedure


1. Go to the Administration page.


2. Under Modules, click Management of Database Metrics.


3. On the Metric Selection page, create the filter, type the number of results, and select
the properties to display for the metric.


For example, to list up to 100 results of the Capacity metric with the properties of
device and IP, type name=='Capacity' in the Filter field, 100 in the Maximum results
field, and select device and IP for the Properties to show.


4. Click Query.


A list of the metric results appears. If nothing displays, the metric is not being
collected.


Viewing collector errors in the Collector-Manager log files
Review the Collector-Manager log files to troubleshoot problems with data collection.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management > Logical Overview.


3. Expand Collecting.


4. Click the Collector-Manager for your collector instance.


Collector-Manager::<Collector-Manager instance> - <host_ID>


5. Expand Log Files and click the View File icon to review the error messages.
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Troubleshooting a broken connection between NCM and EMC M&R
You can analyze the SolutionPack for EMC Network Configuration Manager logs in EMC
M&R to troubleshoot a broken connection.


Procedure


1. Log in to the EMC M&R server.


2. Go to the /opt/APG/Collecting/Collector-Manager/
<ncm_instance_name>/logs directory to view the log files.


For Linux, navigate to your emc-ncm instance and check the log files, /opt/APG/
Collecting/Collector-Manager/<emc-ncm-instance-name>/logs/
collecting-0-0.log
For Windows, navigate to C:\Program Files\APG\Collecting\Collector-
Manager\<emc-ncm-instance-name>\logs\collecting-0-0.log
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision history


Purpose
This document describes the troubleshooting information for EMC Smarts Network 
Configuration Manager Version 9.2.


Audience
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager documentation 
set, and is intended for use by those individuals who have the responsibility of installing 
and deploying Network Configuration Manager, Report Advisor, Compliance Advisor, or 
Network Advisor.


Related documentation
The following EMC publications provide additional information:


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release Notes


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Installation Guide


◆ Smarts Network Configuration Manager EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer 
Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Applicaton Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) 
Specifications Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Documentation Portfolio


◆ EMC Smarts Open Source License and Copyright Information


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Online User Guide


Date Revision Description


March, 2013 01 GA release
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◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager System Management Console Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Attributed Model User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Troubleshooting Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Driver Toolkit Technical Notes


Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about  your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction


This chapter presents these topics:


◆ What is Network Configuration Manager? ................................................................  10
◆ About this Manual ..................................................................................................  10
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Introduction

What is Network Configuration Manager?
◆ Network Configuration Manager is a network configuration management tool that 


gives you the power to quickly, easily, and accurately design, modify, and maintain 
networks, using an intuitive graphical network view. 


◆ Network Configuration Manager automates complex and routine engineering tasks, 
such as adding devices and connections, with drag-and-drop simplicity. 


◆ Via real-time auto discovery of network devices and logical and physical topology 
information, Network Configuration Manager provides a proactive configuration 
management approach.


About this Manual
This manual provides the following information and procedures necessary to troubleshoot 
the installation of Network Configuration Manager 9.2, Report Advisor 9.2, and 
Compliance Advisor 9.2 including:


◆ Installing Network Configuration Manager 


◆ Installing Report Advisor 


◆ Installing Compliance Advisor


◆ Installing Network Advisor


Using the saveLogs.pl diagnostic script
You can use the saveLogs.pl script to aid in troubleshooting. The script is located in the 
[Product Directory]/tools directory and is run from a bash or command prompt. 


The script creates zip files containing logs for later evaluation. The zip files are saved in 
the [Product Directory]/logs directory. Along with logs, system information from the results 
from the environment.pl script are written to [Product Directory]/logs/environment.log. 
This information is saved in the zip file. The voyence.conf file and the host files are also 
included in the zip file.


Since the log files can be very large, there are options for selecting a subset of logs as well 
as searching logs by Date and/or Time and a search string. The date and search string are 
not case sensitive.


Table 1 on page 10 lists the options available with the saveLogs.pl script.


Table 1 saveLogs.pl script options (page 1 of 2)


Option Description


./saveLogs.pl CS Create a zip file containing all current Combo 
Server logs.


./saveLogs.pl DS Create a zip file containing all current Device 
Server logs.


./saveLogs.pl AP Create a zip file containing all current App Server 
logs.
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./saveLogs.pl RA Create a zip file containing all current Report 
Advisor logs.


./saveLogs.pl all Create a zip file containing all current logs.


./saveLogs.pl logs Create a zip file containing logs from <Product 
Directory>/logs.


./saveLogs.pl tomcat Create a zip file containing tomcat logs.


./saveLogs.pl jboss Create a zip file containing jboss logs.


./saveLogs.pl database Create a zip file containing database logs.


./saveLogs.pl jstack Create a zip file containing java stack trace files.


Notice: This process could potentially take a 
long time.


./saveLogs.pl install Create a zip file containing install logs.


./saveLogs.pl search <string> Create a zip file containing logs with the string 
provided.


./saveLogs.pl date <MMM DD> <HH:MM> Create a zip file containing logs with the date 
provided (Time is optional).


./saveLogs.pl time <HH:MM> Create a zip file containing logs where time is 
HH:MM or HH:MM:SS.


./saveLogs.pl exception <# of leading lines> Create a zip file containing java exceptions from 
the logs.


./saveLogs.pl ds_cache Create a zip file containing the Device Server 
cache, if applicable.


./saveLogs.pl snapshot Create a zip file containing the snapshot 
information (produced from snapshot.pl).


Table 1 saveLogs.pl script options (page 2 of 2)


Option Description
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CHAPTER 2
Installation error messages and solutions


This chapter presents these topics:


◆ Installation Errors on Red Hat Enterprise Linux ........................................................  14
◆ Installation Errors on Windows Server .....................................................................  17
◆ Installation Errors on Solaris 10 ..............................................................................  20
◆ Migration Errors ......................................................................................................  23
◆ Report Advisor Installation Errors ............................................................................  23
◆ Network Advisor Installation Errors..........................................................................  24
◆ Compliance Advisor Installation Errors ....................................................................  24
◆ Errors in the install logs...........................................................................................  25
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Installation error messages and solutions

Installation Errors on Red Hat Enterprise Linux
The following error messages can appear when installing Network Configuration Manager 
using Red Hat Enterprise Linux.


Error Message Solution


When trying to restart Network Configuration 
Manager Services, the following error is 
displayed when Device Server Service is 
already running:
[FAILED]


To verify the Network Configuration Manager 
services that are running, and to manually stop 
them: 
• Run ps afx on the server and search for the 


following processes: 
autodiscd
cfgmgrd
commmgrd
evdispatchd
syssyncd
zebedee


• Note the Process ID, or pid, and stop the 
service (the pid can be found in the first 
column of the command output) using the 
command:
kill -9 pid
To stop multiple processes, you can append 
the processes to the command, for example:
kill -9 pid [pid...]


• To start and stop all the Network 
Configuration Manager services using the 
above commands, run:
/etc/init.d/vcmaster script


This platform is not supported. The supported 
Linux platforms are: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
5.8 and above, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
6.x


Verify the server operating system is officially 
supported by Network Configuration Manager.


/etc/redhat-release is required to validate the 
OS version.


Verify the following:
• The /etc/redhat-release file exists
• The operating system you are installing on is 


officially supported by Network 
Configuration Manager


Could not find an installed version of Java 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Java is compatible 


with Network Configuration Manager
• Java is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of OpenSSL 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of OpenSSL is 


compatible with Network Configuration 
Manager


• OpenSSL is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of Apache 
HTTP Server.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Apache HTTP Server 


is compatible with Network Configuration 
Manager


• Apache HTTP Server is installed correctly
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Could not find an installed version of Tomcat 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Apache Tomcat 


Server is compatible with Network 
Configuration Manager


• Apache Tomcat Server is installed correctly


<HOST> not found in /etc/hosts. Create an entry 
for this hostname.


The /etc/hosts file must contain an entry for 
the hostname of the server, as it's known to the 
operating system. 
• Run the hostname command to print the 


hostname
• Verify that the /etc/hosts file has an entry 


for that hostname


<IP ADDRESS> not found in /etc/hosts. Create 
an entry for this IP address.


The /etc/hosts file must contain an entry for 
the IP address of the primary network interface.


/etc/hosts file is missing and is required. Create a /etc/hosts file that contains the 
following:
• An entry for localhost
• An entry for the hostname of the server


/etc/resolv.conf must contain a nameserver 
entry.


Add a nameserver entry to the /etc/resolv.conf 
file that includes a valid DNS server IP address.


/etc/resolv.conf is required for domain name 
resolution.


Create a /etc/resolv.conf file that contains at 
least one valid nameserver entry.


SELinux must be disabled. Complete the following:
• Edit the /etc/sysconfig/selinux file
• Set SELINUX=disabled
• Reboot the server


/usr/sbin/selinuxenabled is required to 
determine if SELinux is enabled.


Install the libselinux RPM, which includes the 
/usr/sbin/selinuxenabled utility.


Could not determine Perl version from perl -v 
command.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Perl version <VERSION> does not match the 
required version <REQUIRED VERSION>.


Complete the following:
• Install the required version of Perl and 
• Verify perl is in the system PATH


Perl version command (perl -v) returned an 
error.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not readable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is readable.


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not writable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is writable.


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not executable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is executable.
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The <RPM> (<VERSION>) RPM is not installed and 
is required.


Install the RPM specified in the error. 


Notice: When installing the RPM, ensure the 
RPM version matches the version specified in 
the error.


The <RPM> RPM is not installed and is required. Install the RPM specified in the error.


The <RPM> RPM is installed but the version does 
not match the required version (<VERSION>).


Install the required version of the package 
specified in the error.


No success connecting to <HOST> on port 
<PROTO> <PORT> (<SERVICE>) after 10 tries.


Check the install logs for errors. A required 
service may have failed to start.


Port <PROTO> <PORT> on <HOST> is required by 
<SERVICE>, but it is in use by another process.


There is another process running that is bound 
to the port specified in the error. In order to 
proceed, you must stop the service or kill the 
process that is using the required port.


You must run data migration before continuing. 
Refer to the product documentation for more 
information.


Run the data migration utility that comes with 
the Network Configuration Manager 
distribution. 
The data migration utility comes in a zip file 
named Data-Migration-X.X.X.zip, where X.X.X is 
the version of Network Configuration Manager.


Extraction of psql-8.2.zip failed. Verify the following:
• unzip is in the system PATH
• Sufficient disk space is available in the /tmp 


partition


Failed to connect to the voyencedb database 
on host <IP>. Check that the database service is 
running and try again.


Verify the following:
• The controldb service is running on the 


server specified in the error
• Port TCP 5435 is reachable by the server 


where you are installing


psql-8.2.zip is required to validate the schema 
version.


Verify that you have sufficient disk space 
available in your /tmp partition.


Installation process does not respond on Linux 
platforms on certain virtual machines.
This is due to an improper installation. The 
installation process does not respond at 
setupmgr.cgi call which in turn tries to setup an 
SSL Connection. Https threads are spawned 
and remain as zombie processes.


Follow these steps:
1. Uninstall the existing installtion manually as 


described in “Manually uninstalling Network 
Configuration Manager” on page 17.


2. Uninstall the mod_nss rpm.


3. Restart httpd service.
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Manually uninstalling Network Configuration Manager


Run the following scripts in the order mentioned:


1. perl SysAdmin.pl preun


2. perl AppServer.pl preun


3. perl Database.pl preun


4. perl Core.pl preun


5. perl Common.pl preun


6. perl SysAdmin.pl postun


7. perl AppServer.pl postun


8. perl Database.pl postun


9. perl Core.pl postun


10. perl Common.pl postun


Installation Errors on Windows Server
The following error messages can appear when installing Network Configuration Manager 
on a Windows Server.


Error Message Solution


When trying to install Network Configuration 
Manager, the following error message is 
displayed:
ERROR: registry editing has been disabled by 
the administrator


Although, the userid used to install NCM was a 
member of the Administrators group, there was 
a Global Policy in place that disabled access to 
registry editing tools. 
To resolve this issue:
Select Start > Run > gpedit.msc > User 
Configuration > Administrative Templates > 
System > Prevent access to registry editing 
tools, right Click and select Properties and set 
it to Not Configured.


When trying to restart Network Configuration 
Manager Services, the following error is 
displayed when Device Server Service is 
already running:
[FAILED]


To verify the Network Configuration Manager 
services that are running, and to manually stop 
them: 
• Click Task Manager > Processes on the server 


and search for the following processes: 
autodiscd
cfgmgrd
commmgrd
evdispatchd
syssyncd
zebedee


• To stop the processes click Task Manager > 
<process> to select the process and click, 
End Task.


• To start and stop all the Network 
Configuration Manager services, run:
[Product Home]/bin/ncmmaster.pl script
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This platform is not supported. The supported 
Windows platform is:
Windows Server 2003, Enterprise Edition


Verify the server operating system is officially 
supported by Network Configuration Manager.


C:\Windows\system32\prodspec.ini is 
required to validate the OS version.


Verify the following:
• The prodspec.ini file exists
• The operating system you are installing on is 


officially supported by Network 
Configuration Manager


The Windows IIS service must be disabled. The Windows IIS service uses ports required by 
Apache Web Server and must be disabled 
before installing Network Configuration 
Manager. 
Stop and disable the following services in the 
Service Management Console: 
• World Wide Web Publishing Service
• HTTP SSL
• IIS Admin Service.


Failed to open C:\Windows which is required 
for vcredist_x86.exe validation.


Verify the server operating system is officially 
supported by Network Configuration Manager.
If the server operating system is officially 
supported by Network Configuration Manager, 
ensure the %WINDIR% environment variable 
correctly maps to the directory where the 
Windows operating system is installed. 
(C:\Windows by default).


Could not find an installed version of Java 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Java is compatible 


with Network Configuration Manager
• Java is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of OpenSSL 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of OpenSSL is 


compatible with Network Configuration 
Manager


• OpenSSL is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of Apache 
HTTP Server.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Apache HTTP Server 


is compatible with Network Configuration 
Manager


• Apache HTTP Server is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of the Visual 
C++ runtime compatible with this product. See 
the Install Guide for details.


Verify that the Visual C++ runtime libraries 
(vcredist_x86.exe) included with the Network 
Configuration Manager distribution are 
installed.


Could not find an installed version of Tomcat 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Apache Tomcat 


Server is compatible with Network 
Configuration Manager


• Apache Tomcat Server is installed correctly


The Apache Tomcat server installation path 
cannot contain spaces. Please re-install Tomcat 
into a directory that does not contain spaces 
(ex: C:\Tomcat5) 


1. Uninstall Apache Tomcat


2. Run the Apache Tomcat installer 


3. When prompted for the installation 
directory, enter a path that does not contain 
any spaces. For example, enter C:\Tomcat5.
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The minimum page file size must be larger than 
2000 MB.


Set the page file size to a value larger than 
2000. The page file setting is located in the 
Advanced section of Windows System 
Properties.


Could not determine Perl version from perl -v 
command.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Perl version <VERSION> does not match the 
required version <REQUIRED VERSION>.


Complete the following:
• Install the required version of Perl and 
• Verify perl is in the system PATH


Perl version command (perl -v) returned an 
error.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not readable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is readable.


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not writable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is writable.


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not executable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is executable.


No success connecting to <HOST> on port 
<PROTO> <PORT> (<SERVICE>) after 10 tries.


Check the install logs for errors. A required 
service may have failed to start.


Port <PROTO> <PORT> on <HOST> is required by 
<SERVICE>, but it is in use by another process.


There is another process running that is bound 
to the port specified in the error. In order to 
proceed, you must stop the service or kill the 
process that is using the required port.


You must run data migration before continuing. 
Refer to the product documentation for more 
information.


Run the data migration utility that comes with 
the Network Configuration Manager 
distribution. 
The data migration utility comes in a zip file 
named Data-Migration-X.X.X.zip, where X.X.X is 
the version of Network Configuration Manager.


Extraction of psql-8.2.zip failed. Verify the following:
• unzip is in the system PATH
• Sufficient disk space is available in the /tmp 


partition


Failed to connect to the voyencedb database 
on host <IP>. Check that the database service is 
running and try again.


Verify the following:
• The controldb service is running on the 


server specified in the error
• Port TCP 5435 is reachable by the server 


where you are installing


psql-8.2.zip is required to validate the schema 
version.


Verify that you have sufficient disk space 
available in your /tmp partition.
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Installation Errors on Solaris 10
The following error messages can appear when installing Network Configuration Manager 
using Solaris 10.


Error Message Solution


When trying to restart Network Configuration 
Manager Services, the following error is 
displayed when Device Server Service is 
already running:
[FAILED]


To verify the Network Configuration Manager 
services that are running, and to manually stop 
them: 
• Run ps afx on the server and search for the 


following processes: 
autodiscd
cfgmgrd
commmgrd
evdispatchd
syssyncd
zebedee


• Note the Process ID, or pid, and stop the 
service (the pid can be found in the first 
column of the command output) using the 
command:
kill -9 pid
To stop multiple processes, you can append 
the processes to the command, for example:
kill -9 pid [pid...]


• To start and stop all the Network 
Configuration Manager services using the 
above commands, run:
/etc/init.d/vcmaster script


The uname -r command returned an error. Verify the following:
• The uname -r command returns the version 


of Solaris 
• The operating system you are installing on is 


officially supported by Network 
Configuration Manager


This platform is not supported. The supported 
Solaris platform is: Solaris 10


Verify the server operating system is officially 
supported by Network Configuration Manager.


Could not find an installed version of Java 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Java is compatible 


with Network Configuration Manager
• Java is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of OpenSSL 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of OpenSSL is 


compatible with Network Configuration 
Manager


• OpenSSL is installed correctly


Could not find an installed version of Apache 
HTTP Server.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Apache HTTP Server 


is compatible with Network Configuration 
Manager


• Apache HTTP Server is installed correctly
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Could not find an installed version of Tomcat 
compatible with this product. See the Install 
Guide for details.


Verify the following:
• The installed version of Apache Tomcat 


Server is compatible with Network 
Configuration Manager


• Apache Tomcat Server is installed correctly


<HOST> not found in /etc/hosts. Create an entry 
for this hostname.


The /etc/hosts file must contain an entry for 
the hostname of the server, as it's known to the 
operating system. 
• Run the hostname command to print the 


hostname
• Verify that the /etc/hosts file has an entry 


for that hostname


<IP ADDRESS> not found in /etc/hosts. Create 
an entry for this IP address.


The /etc/hosts file must contain an entry for 
the IP address of the primary network interface.


/etc/hosts file is missing and is required. Create a /etc/hosts file that contains the 
following:
• An entry for localhost
• An entry for the hostname of the server


/etc/resolv.conf must contain a nameserver 
entry.


Add a nameserver entry to the /etc/resolv.conf 
file that includes a valid DNS server IP address.


/etc/resolv.conf is required for domain name 
resolution.


Create a /etc/resolv.conf file that contains at 
least one valid nameserver entry.


Could not determine Perl version from perl -v 
command.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Perl version <VERSION> does not match the 
required version <REQUIRED VERSION>.


Complete the following:
• Install the required version of Perl and 
• Verify perl is in the system PATH


Perl version command (perl -v) returned an 
error.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not readable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is readable.


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not writable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is writable.


<FILE or DIRECTORY> is not executable. Verify that the file or directory specified in the 
error is executable.


The <PACKAGE> (<VERSION>) package is not 
installed and is required.


Install the package specified in the error. 


Notice: When installing the package, ensure 
the package version matches the version 
specified in the error.


The <PACKAGE> package is not installed and is 
required.


Install the package specified in the error.


The <PACKAGE> package is installed but the 
version does not match the required version 
(<VERSION>).


Install the required version of the package 
specified in the error.
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Common problems when using Network Configuration Manager on Solaris 10


The following problems can occur when using Network Configuration Manager on a Solaris 
10 server.


No success connecting to <HOST> on port 
<PROTO> <PORT> (<SERVICE>) after 10 tries.


Check the install logs for errors. A required 
service may have failed to start.


Port <PROTO> <PORT> on <HOST> is required by 
<SERVICE>, but it is in use by another process.


There is another process running that is bound 
to the port specified in the error. In order to 
proceed, you must stop the service or kill the 
process that is using the required port.


You must run data migration before continuing. 
Refer to the product documentation for more 
information.


Run the data migration utility that comes with 
the Network Configuration Manager 
distribution. 
The data migration utility comes in a zip file 
named Data-Migration-X.X.X.zip, where X.X.X is 
the version of Network Configuration Manager.


Extraction of psql-8.2.zip failed. Verify the following:
• unzip is in the system PATH
• Sufficient disk space is available in the /tmp 


partition


Failed to connect to the voyencedb database 
on host <IP>. Check that the database service is 
running and try again.


Verify the following:
• The controldb service is running on the 


server specified in the error
• Port TCP 5435 is reachable by the server 


where you are installing


psql-8.2.zip is required to validate the schema 
version.


Verify that you have sufficient disk space 
available in your /tmp partition.


Problem Solution


Solaris servers exhibiting sluggish network 
behavior


Disable TCP Fusion on Solaris using the 
following steps.
1). Open the /etc/system file on the Solaris 10 
host.
2). Add the following line to the /etc/system 
file: set
ip:do_tcp_fusion = 0
4). 3). Save and close the /etc/system file.
Reboot the system.


Solaris user interface is down. Ensure that you have configured valid 
hostname and Fully Qulaified Domain Name 
(FQDN).


An awk error is observed when jboss is started. 
This is due to multiple instances of jboss 
running on the system.
To resolve this issue, you have to identify the 
process ID for each jboss instance and close 
them.


Follow these steps to identify and close each 
jboss instance:
• Run the command
/usr/ucb/ps auxwww|grep java 
| grep org.jboss.Main


• Close all jboss processes
Kill -9 <jboss_pid>


• Restart jboss
/etc/init.d/jboss start
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Migration Errors
The following problems can occur when migrating to the latest version of Network 
Configuration Manager.


Report Advisor Installation Errors
The following error messages can appear when installing Report Advisor.


Problem/Error Message Solution


The Network Configuration Manager release 
version is not displaying correctly in Help -> 
About after an upgrade/migration.


Complete the following:
• Clear the Java Webstart cache
• Clear the browser cache


The Schedule Manager and Event Manager auto 
refresh is not working after an 
upgrade/migration.


Complete the following:
• Clear the Java Webstart cache
• Clear the browser cache


Cut-Through terminal sessions open and then 
close immediately after an upgrade/migration.


Complete the following:
• Clear the Java Webstart cache
• Clear the browser cache


Duplicate key violates unique constraint. Complete the following:
• Rerun the previous migration step.


The client machine displays an Incorrect 
Version error when launching Network 
Configuration Manager 4.1.1.


Complete the following:
• Update Java to version 1.6.
• Clear the browser cache.


Error Message Solution


Network Configuration Manager version 4 or 
later is required. Your current version is 
<VERSION>.


Install Network Configuration Manager 4.x.x or 
higher before proceeding.


Extraction of psql-8.2.zip failed. Verify the following:
• unzip is in the system PATH
• Sufficient disk space is available in the /tmp 


partition


Failed to connect to the voyencedb database 
on host <IP>. Check that the database service is 
running and try again.


Verify the following:
• The controldb service is running on the 


server specified in the error
• Port TCP 5435 is reachable by the server 


where you are installing


psql-8.2.zip is required to validate the schema 
version.


Verify that you have sufficient disk space 
available in your /tmp partition.
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Network Advisor Installation Errors
The following error messages can appear when installing Network Advisor.


Compliance Advisor Installation Errors
The following error messages can appear when installing Compliance Advisor.


Could not determine Perl version from perl -v 
command.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Perl version <VERSION> does not match the 
required version <REQUIRED VERSION>.


Complete the following:
• Install the required version of Perl and 
• Verify perl is in the system PATH


Perl version command (perl -v) returned an 
error.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Error Message Solution


Report Advisor must be installed on this server. The Report Advisor product must be installed 
locally on the server before proceeding with the 
installation of another product.


Could not determine Perl version from perl -v 
command.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Perl version <VERSION> does not match the 
required version <REQUIRED VERSION>.


Complete the following:
• Install the required version of Perl and 
• Verify perl is in the system PATH


Perl version command (perl -v) returned an 
error.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Error Message Solution


Report Advisor must be installed on this server. The Report Advisor product must be installed 
locally on the server before proceeding with the 
installation of another product.
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Errors in the install logs


Error Custom actions:
com.zerog.ia.customcode.util.miscutils.ThrowInstallError


Status: FATAL ERROR
Additional Notes: FATAL ERROR -     class 


com.zerog.ia.customcode.util.miscutils.ThrowInstallError 
FatalInstallException: An error occurred while running the 
post-install script for the Core component.  The stderr output is: 
MAC verified OK


MAC verified OK
1 out of 1 certificate requests certified, commit? [y/n]Write out 


database with 1 new entries
Data Base Updated
ERROR: Timeout exceeded waiting for server configuration to sync.
ERROR: The server registration process failed.  Verify that the Apache 


HTTP Server is running and listening on both TCP 80 and TCP 443.


Solution


Check if Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy is 
enabled.


Error (for Windows) Custom Action:            
com.zerog.ia.customcode.util.miscutils.ThrowInstallError


                          Status: FATAL ERROR
                          Additional Notes: FATAL ERROR -     class 


com.zerog.ia.customcode.util.miscutils.ThrowInstallError 
FatalInstallException: An error occurred while running the 
post-install script for the AppServer component.  The stderr output 
is: ERROR: The system was unable to find the specified registry key 
or value.


Loading 'screen' into random state - done
ERROR: The system was unable to find the specified registry key or 


value.
ERROR: The system was unable to find the specified registry key or 


value.
wrapper  | Service command: C:\Voyence\tools\sshdaemon\bin\Wrapper.exe 


-s C:/Voyence\tools\sshdaemon\conf\sshd-service.conf
wrapper  | NCM_SSHDaemon installed.
Enter key password for <tomcat>


(RETURN if same as keystore password):  WARNING: Failed to start 
service: ncm-msa


'chown' is not recognized as an internal or external command,
operable program or batch file.


Could not determine Perl version from perl -v 
command.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl


Perl version <VERSION> does not match the 
required version <REQUIRED VERSION>.


Complete the following:
• Install the required version of Perl and 
• Verify perl is in the system PATH


Perl version command (perl -v) returned an 
error.


Verify the following:
• perl is in the system PATH
• perl -v returns the version information for 


Perl
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ERROR: Unable to copy C:/Voyence/ncmmsa/log4j.properties to 
C:/Voyence/ncmmsa/webapps/ncm-msa/WEB-INF/classes/log4j.properties


Solution


Uninstall the existing installtion. In the Windows registry, delete NCM-msa entry.
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General Network Configuration Manager errors
The following table lists general errors and solutions in Network Configuration Manager.


Error Solution


To conserve per-device communication 
resources, Network Configuration Manager 
migrates active sessions between user and 
privilege modes. Each driver class provides the 
specifications of this process in the commands 
for Cisco driver classes. The "disable" 
command is used when the session is deemed 
to be in the privilege mode. 
When the external authentication provides the 
account credential in the privilege mode, the 
usage of saved commands executes in the user 
mode, which requires issuing the "disable" 
command in terminal communications. 
The Cisco common driver code checks for the 
existence of a privilege password. If it does not 
exist, the process fails to guard against locking 
out of the session, and returns to the privilege 
mode.


This scenario can be overcome by saving a 
privilege password for a device in the 
Communications tab, this can also be done for 
multiple devices by appropriately highlighting 
the devices before accessing the tab.


A database failure warning message was 
displayed on a Windows server.
Recurring Daily Network Pull Job failed to 
schedule and remained in the approved status 
or executed at a wrong time.


This is a table corruption issue. The recurring 
jobs were created and they occupy a part of the 
cm_job table.
A workaround for this issue is to cluster the 
table by executing the following steps:
1. Stop services


2. Run the following command at the database 
prompt: 
cluster cm_job_pkey on cm_job; at the 
database prompt


3. Restart services


4. Observe the behavior of the Job on the next 
run.


When trying to open reports involving more 
than 10K devices the reports fail to finish and 
the browser memory usage increased. 


This issue is a wicket javascript memory leak.
A workaround for this issue is to externalize the 
timer/interval value when the wicket checks if 
the report is completed and renders the web 
page. The original value was modified from 1 
second to 5 seconds. 
The value can be changed using web.properties 
and modifying the property 
"ajax.wheel.timer.value". The solution does not 
completely address the issue but reduces the 
interval at which the memory usage increases. 
When the browser in which report is running is 
minimized, the memory usage reduces 
significantly.


JBOSS core dump is observed on Linux and 
Solaris platforms


Check for the JAVA_OPTS value.
The MaxPermSize should be 512m. Restart 
JBOSS.
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Launching of the user interface fails when it is 
launched using http.


Stop the iptables service using the command 
/etc/init.d/iptables stop
Relaunch the user interface.


Out of memory error in the client log.
When large number of device configuration is 
selected for saving, the out of memory error is 
observed.


The maximum number of device configuration 
that can be saved is 400 only.


Catalina displays the following error message:
The lock box stable value threshold 
was not met because the system 
fingerprint has changed. To reset the 
system fingerprint, open the lock box 
using the pass phrase. : File : 
/opt/smarts-ncm/lockbox/xml/csp.clb 


Perform the following steps:
1. cd /opt/smarts-ncm/bin


2. source /etc/voyence.conf


3. cmd ./cstdriver -lockbox ../data/lockb.clb 
-passphrase <passphrase for lockbox>


4. Restart vcmaster.
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CHAPTER 4
Common Installation Questions and Answers


The following are common questions when installing or upgrading Network Configuration 
Manager.


Question Answer


Do the files need to be downloaded to a 
particular directory?


The product can be installed from any directory 
on the server or from the CD.


What do I input when the installer prompts me 
for a license key?


Each customer is supplied with a file containing 
their license key. 
Enter the full path to the license file key, or 
browse to the location of the license file key if 
you are using the GUI mode of the installer.


After installing, I see several uninstall 
directories under [Product Home]/software/. 
Do I need to run each of these to uninstall?


The Uninstall_Core uninstaller will remove the 
core Network Configuration Manager product 
and all components dependent on it. If you 
want to remove only one component, you must 
run that particular uninstaller.


After uninstalling Network Configuration 
Manager on Windows, I still see several 
Network Configuration Manager products listed 
under Add/Remove Programs. 
Why does it say the product is already 
uninstalled when I try to uninstall one of them?


When you uninstall the Core product, it 
automatically uninstalls the other products 
dependent on it. 
The Add/Remove Programs screen does not 
automatically refresh. Pressing F5, forces the 
Add/Remove Programs window to refresh, 
which removes the other product entries from 
the list.


I can see the Device Drivers under Add/Remove 
Programs after installing the Application Server 
on Windows. 
Why do I need Device Drivers for an Application 
Server install?


An Application Server install type requires the 
device driver package list which comes with the 
Device Drivers installer.


What order should I start and stop the Network 
Configuration Manager services?


Start and stop all of the Network Configuration 
Manager services using the following 
commands.
For Linux and Solaris, use the 
/etc/init.d/vcmaster script 
For Windows, use the [Product 
Home]/bin/ncmmaster.pl script.


Notice: These master scripts will start and stop 
all of the services in the correct order.


What should I do if I'm having trouble opening 
the Network Configuration Manager client, but 
other users are able to log in?


Complete the following:
• Check that your username and password are 


correct, and that your account is not locked 
out. 


• Clear the Java cache on your client, close 
and reopen your browser.


• Reconnect to the server.
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CHAPTER 5
Common RSA Token Service Questions and 
Answers


The following are common questions when using RSA credentials and RSA tokens within 
Network Configuration Manager


The Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Server is the physical windows box on 
which the Network Configuration Manager RSA Token Service is installed


Question Answer


What can I do to avoid incorrect passcode 
tokencode generation and lockout of RSA 
users?


RSA Tokens are time-bound and RSA tokencode 
generation and usage is time based. 
The RSA Authentication Manager and the 
Network Configuration Manager RSA Token 
Server must be time synchronized at all times.


What should I do before making any changes to 
the Token database on the Network 
Configuration Manager RSA Token Server?


Follow these steps to make changes to the 
Network Configuration Manager Token 
Services.
• Navigate to Control Panel -> Administrative 


Tools -> Services.
• Right-click on the NCM_RSATokenService, 


and select Stop.
• Make your changes to the Token database.
• Right-click on the NCM_RSATokenService 


under Control Panel -> Administrative Tools -> 
Services, and select Restart.


How do I ensure consistent token usage? The Application Server and the Device Servers 
must be communicating with the same Network 
Configuration Manager RSA Token Server to 
ensure consistent token usage.


How can I locate the Network Configuration 
Manager RSA Token Server using Network 
Configuration Manager?


To locate the Network Configuration Manager 
RSA Token Server using Network Configuration 
Manager, complete the following:
• Select System Administration from the Tools 


menu.
• Navigate to System Administration -> Global 


-> Access -> RSA Token Server. 


I am having multithreading issues when I run 
the RSA GUI Application and the Network 
Configuration Manager RSA Token Service at 
the same time on the Network Configuration 
Manager RSA Token Server.  How can I fix this?


It is advisable to avoid using the RSA GUI 
Application. 
To import or delete RSA Tokens use the 
vcRSATokenService tool. See the Installing and 
Configuring the RSA Token Service on Windows 
Server 2003 document for more information.
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How can I view my systems token usage 
statistics? 


To view your systems token usage statistics, do 
the following:
• Open a web browser.
• Navigate to 


https://<VCTokenServerIPAddress>:< 
PortNumber>, where 
<VCTokenServerIPAddress> is the IP Address 
of your Network Configuration Manager RSA 
Token Server and <PortNumber> is the port 
number created during installation.


I received a communication error in Network 
Configuration Manager for the RSA Token 
Server. How do I fix this?


Follow these steps to correct communication 
errors between the RSA Token Server and 
Network Configuration Manager.
• Navigate to Control Panel -> Administrative 


Tools -> Services on the RSA Token Server.
• Ensure the NCM_RSATokenService is 


running.
• Ensure the RSA Token Server parameters 


match the parameters found in the System 
Administration -> Global -> Access -> RSA 
Token Server screen in Network 
Configuration Manager.


I have imported tokens to the RSA Token Server 
and communication with the RSA Token Service 
is established, but no tokens are being 
retrieved by the RSA Token Server Client. How 
do I fix this?


Complete the following:
• Navigate to Control Panel -> Administrative 


Tools -> Services on the RSA Token Server. 
• Ensure the NCM_RSATokenService is 


running under the same Windows User 
Account which was logged into the RSA 
Token Server when RSA Tokens were 
imported.
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This glossary details the terms and acronyms related to Report Advisor that you may 
encounter while using this document.  


A


Administrator (admin) The person responsible for administrative tasks such as access authorization and content 
management. Administrators can also grant levels of authority to users. 


Application
Programming Interface


(API) 


An interface that allows an application program (written in a high-level language) to use 
specific data or functions of the operating system or another program.   


Application server Software that handles communication with the client requesting an asset and queries of 
the Content Manager.  


AS Application Server 


Authentication For validation and access into Network Configuration Manager, prior to being setup 
inNetwork Configuration Manager each user must be created on the authentication server. 
When a user is created, the method of authentication is selected. Based on this selection, 
when the user attempts to log into Network Configuration Manager, the user's User ID, and 
if needed, Password are validated via the selected server. 


B


Backup To create a copy of computer data that can be used to restore data that has been lost, 
mislaid, corrupted or erased. 


Browser A program allowing users to view (but not alter) data. C


Cluster A group of application servers that collaborates for workload balancing.  


CS Combination Server


D


Device Server The appliance that is responsible for all communications with the network devices. As part 
of a scalable architecture, a network can employ multiple device servers to isolate 
overlapping address spaces, limit WAN traffic over slow connections, and balance the 
device load of a large environment.  


DNS Domain Name System. 


DS Device Server 
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F


FQDN Fully qualified device name. A qualified name that includes all names in the hierarchical 
sequence above the structure member to which the name refers, as well as the name of 
the member itself. 


Graphical User Interface
(GUI) 


A type of computer interface that presents a visual metaphor of a real-world scene, often 
of a desktop, by combining high-resolution graphics, pointing devices, menu bars and 
other menus, overlapping windows, icons and the object-action relationship


I


IP address (Internet
Protocol address) 


A unique address for a device or logical unit on a network that uses the IP standard.


J


Java An object-oriented programming language for portable interpretive code that supports 
interaction among remote objects. Java was developed and specified by Sun 
Microsystems, Incorporated. 


Java file An editable source file (with .java extension) that can be compiled into byte code (a .class 
file). 


L


Local Database Database is local to this server. 


Log file The file where the log of events is recorded. 


M


Migrate To install a new version or release of a program to replace an earlier version or release. 


MMDDYYYY Month-month-day-day-year-year format of a date (for example 04282007 for April 28, 
2007). 


N


Network Administrator Any user that has Network Management permissions in Network Configuration Manager. 
Network Administrator can create, manage, and delete networks and network properties 
within the application. 


A person who defines the network configuration and other network-related information. 
This person controls how an enterprise or system uses its network resources. 


NTP Network Time Protocol. A protocol built on top of TCP/IP that assures accurate local 
timekeeping with reference to radio, atomic or other clocks located on the Internet.


O


OS Operating System
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P


Permissions Permissions allow Users and Groups access to information and tasks within Network 
Configuration Manager.


This includes the authority granted to users to give them access to an application's


features and functions. 


Privileged Password
Mode (during


Installation)


There are two supported privileged password modes: Single-Level and Multi-Level. Use 
Single-Level if you are unsure which mode to use.  


Single-Level mode is the most widely used method and provides the highest privilege 
level credential used within the Network Configuration Manager application.  Most users 
select Single-Level mode to manage authentication and maintain privileged credentials. 


Multi-Level mode allows multiple levels of privileged passwords to be created and 
associated with each device within the Network Configuration Manager application.  
Multi-Level mode requires devices capable of specifying multiple privilege level modes 
using the privileged password.  Do not use this mode if you are using TACACS+, LDAP or 
similar external systems for authentication management.  


Product Home The base directory in which Network Configuration Manager is installed or is designated to 
be installed. 


Product Serial Number Each license key has a product serial number associated with it.


R


Remote Database Database is remote and not local. 


RHEL Red Hat Enterprise Linux 


Root user A system user who operates without restrictions. A root user has the special rights and 
privileges needed to perform administrative tasks.  


RS Reporting Server


S


SSL Secure Sockets Layer. A security protocol that provides communication privacy. With SSL, 
client/server applications can communicate in a way that is designed to prevent 
eavesdropping, tampering, and message forgery. 


Server-side Pertaining to an application or component of an application that runs on a server rather 
than on the client. 


Single Server
Deployment 


Which includes the Combination Server One physical box serves as both the application 
and device server. 


System Admin Any user that has global System Management permissions within Network Configuration 
Manager. System Admin's can complete any function within the application, including 
network management and user management. 
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System Management
Console


The System Management Console has control features allowing you to complete basic 
monitoring tasks, and to make adjustments to the services running on Network 
Configuration Manager. 


System Users System users are users that are authorized to have access to the application for the 
purpose of network configuration and maintenance. Before any user can be included in a 
System Group, they must first be added to Network Configuration Manager. Once entered 
into the system and assigned privileges, the user is given access to specific networks and 
their devices. 


U


up2date utility Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 up2date utility packaged. This utility requires that you have an 
account set up through the Red Hat Network at http://rhn.redhat.com/. 


URL Uniform Resource Locator 


User Admin Any user that has User Management permissions in Network Configuration Manager. User 
Admin's can create, manage, and delete users within the application.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision history


Purpose
This document describes user interface elements for Report and Compliance advisors in 
EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager.


Audience
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager documentation 
set, and is intended for individuals working with EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Report, Compliance, and Network advisors. Also, this document provides 
information on Regular expressions that are used in Network Configuration Manager.


Related documentation
The following EMC publications provide additional information:


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Release Notes


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Installation Guide


◆ Smarts Network Configuration Manager EMC Data Access API (EDAA) Programmer 
Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Applicaton Program Interface (API) 
Javadoc Reference Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Access Scripting Language (DASL) 
Specifications Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Documentation Portfolio


◆ EMC Smarts Open Source License and Copyright Information


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Online User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager System Management Console Guide


Date Revision Description


March, 2013 01 GA release
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◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Attributed Model User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager User Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Troubleshooting Guide


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Driver Toolkit Technical Notes


Security and Authorization
Your access to Advisors, the actual reports, and the report information, is limited to the 
access and permissions granted by the Network Configuration Manager System or 
Network Administrator.


When you log in to the Advisors, your authorization and authentication levels are checked 
and then verified through the security levels within the Network Configuration Manager.


Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about  your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com
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Introducing Report, Compliance and Network 
Advisors


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ What is Report Advisor ............................................................................................  12
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Introducing Report, Compliance and Network Advisors

What is Report Advisor
Report Advisor represents an advanced, greatly enhanced version of the previously 
offered Network Configuration Manager Report Manager feature, including all the original 
reports. With Report Advisor, you can now:


◆ Create Dashboards to store and view up-to-the minute information on the status of 
your networks and devices


◆ Create Dashboards and designate them as either Public (shared) or Private (for your 
eyes only)


◆ Use Report parameters and filtering, enabling you to view just the information you 
want to see


◆ Schedule Reports to view the information you want to see, when you want to see it


◆ Save Reports as Favorites


◆ Email Reports, enabling you to share information to address issues and quickly 
provide needed solutions


Report Advisor offers more detailed reports, including:


◆ Detailed Compliance Reports


◆ Multi-Config Change Reports


◆ Permission Reports


◆ Events Report


What is the Compliance Advisor?
The Compliance Advisor is the first product in a new Advisory Series. The Network 
Configuration Manager Compliance Advisor removes guesswork associated with ensuring 
network devices adhere to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) 
and Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), a set of best practices, which mandate 
that companies must enhance data security and pro actively protect customer account 
information at all points in the payment process.


New changes to compliance regulations coupled with the size and distributed nature of 
today’s networks have complicated IT personnel’s ability to secure corporate and personal 
data. The Network Configuration Manager Compliance Advisor maps change and 
configuration data directly into embedded DSS mandates to help ensure network devices 
stay compliant with repeatable processes and dynamic dashboard displays.


This new offering also eases audits with in-depth reports detailing how network devices 
adhere to each Network Configuration Manager Compliance Advisor DSS requirement.


What is Network Advisor?
Network Advisor is a subscription-based service which automates the detection of 
vulnerabilities in your network!


Network Advisor is a web-based application used to manage the known vulnerabilities in 
a customer network. 
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Network Advisor:


◆ Provides the ability to produce management reports on the current and past state of 
the network, with regards to published vulnerabilities


◆ Tracks the progress of removing security risks to your network


Network Advisor is used to manage known vulnerabilities within a user's network. It 
provides the ability to produce management reports on both the current and past state of 
the network in regards to published vulnerabilities.


Network Advisor also allows the user to track the progress on removing security risks to 
their network.


Network Advisor uses the existing Network Configuration Manager compliance 
capabilities, along with new features to find those devices that are affected by the 
vulnerabilities. Detailed reports track the history of the vulnerability in the user's network. 
These reports detail the issue, along with steps needed to eliminate the issue, and ensure 
the affected devices are no longer vulnerable.


Available Reports
Report Advisor offers you a list of most used reports when you select Reporting Home and 
Preset Reports. You can also create your own Ad Hoc Reports, and get report results 
customized for your own network and system.


Reporting Home 


These reports contain customers most needed information, giving you information and 
insight into your networks and systems. When network or system problems do occur, 
these reports assist you in making informed decisions, and can be beneficial in helping 
you quickly resolve issues. Reporting Home Reports categories include:


◆ Change reports – offers report results for Change Approvals, Hardware Changes, 
Devices with Cut-through and External Changes, and Configuration changes


◆ Compliance reports – offers report results for Device Compliance for All Devices, 
Compliance Breakdown, and Compliance Summaries


◆ Inventory reports – offers inventory results on Devices by Vendor, Model, OS, and 
Connections, as well as Ports Availability


◆ Problem reports – offers report results for Device Communication and Problems, 
Non-Compliant Devices and Duplicate IP Addresses


◆ Operational reports – offers report results on Jobs; Pending, Holding, and Running, as 
well as job Status (Complete, Unsuccessful, etc.)


◆ System reports – offers report results on Permissions and Credentials, Policy, 
Standard, Template, Saved Commands, and Test Definitions


“Introducing Reporting Home ” on page 49 provides more infomration on using Reporting 
Home.
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Ad Hoc reports


With the addition of Ad Hoc Reports, you can now make decisions on exactly which data 
you want to view by selecting the column names, the settings and parameters, and the 
filters. Using the Run Ad Hoc Report feature, you are guided through a process of 4 easy 
steps to create and then view immediate report results.


Ad Hoc Report also supports a Filter Builder Tool that allows you to change your initial Ad 
Hoc Report filters and settings, and run the report again, based on instant filter changes. 
Easily access the Ad Hoc Report steps again to change filters and settings, then run an 
entirely different report to view customized results. “Introducing Ad Hoc reports” on 
page 52 provides information on using Ad Hoc Reports.


Preset reports


These Preset Reports allow you to access and view crucial information from each report, in 
each category. These reports include predefined settings and parameters, and can be run 
as is to produce valuable system and network real-time reports.


You can also use any of these reports and add to, or take away current settings and 
parameters to make a Preset Report into a customized report. Giving you just the system 
information you want to see, based on the changes you make.


Preset Reports contain the following categories of reports:


◆ Change – reports that detail changes in your network, for example, Device Change, 
Device Problems, and Change Detail 


◆ Compliance – reports that include results from Tests, Policies, and Standards, as well 
as Audit Trail 


◆ Core – a compilation of reports to gather core information, such as Credential, Device 
Communications and Connections, and Ports Availability


◆ Inventory – reports detailing inventory information, such as Inventory Summary, 
Vendor Model Inventory, and Device Inventory


“Introducing Preset reports” on page 60 provides information on working with Preset 
Reports.


System permissions
Following are the access rules and tasks users and System Administrators can complete 
when working with Reports and Dashboards.


◆ No – users cannot complete this action


◆ Yes – users can complete this action


◆ System Administrator Only – users cannot complete this action


 Create Read Update Delete 


Preset reports No Yes No No 


Public reports 
System  Administrator 
Only


Yes System  Administrator 
Only


System  Administrator 
Only
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Private reports 
Yes Yes - Only your own 


Private Reports
Yes - Only your own 
Private Reports


Yes - Only your own 
Private Reports


Preset dashboards No Yes No No 


Public dashboards
System  Administrator 
Only


Yes System  Administrator 
Only


System  Administrator 
Only


Private dashboards
Yes Yes - Only your own 


Private Dashboards
Yes - Only your own 
Private Dashboards


Yes - Only your own 
Private Dashboards


Preset specs No Yes No No 


Public specs


System  Administrator 
Only - Only from Preset 
or Public Specs 


Yes System  Administrator 
Only


System  Administrator 
Only


Private specs
Yes Yes - Only your own 


Private Specs
Yes - Only your own 
Private Specs


Yes - Only your own 
Private Specs


Upload report packs
No No System  Administrator 


Only
System  Administrator 
Only


Create and run Ad Hoc 
reports


Yes Yes Yes Yes


Public Ad Hoc reports
System  Administrator 
Only


Yes System  Administrator 
Only


System  Administrator 
Only


Private Ad Hoc reports
Yes Yes - Only your own 


Private Reports
Yes - Only your own 
Private Reports


Yes - Only your own 
Private Reports
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Getting started with Advisors

Accessing the Network Configuration Manager advisors
To access Network Configuration Manager advisors, you must first access EMC Smarts 
Network Configuration Manager Report Advisor. 


Accessing the Network Configuration Manager Report Advisor


You can access the Network Configuration Manager Report Advisor using any of the 
following methods:


◆ At the Network Configuration Manager login selection page, select launch EMC Smarts 
Network Configuration Manager.


◆ From the Network Configuration Manager Dashboard, click the Network Configuration 
Manager Report Advisor link.


◆ Within the Network Configuration Manager, through Tools -> Report Advisor.


◆ Going directly to the following URL: https://<Report Server IP address>/web.


1. Once you have accessed the Network Configuration Manager Report Advisor, enter 
your Username (if not already present) and Password. Enter the same User ID (as the 
Username) and the same Password you entered to login to the Network Configuration 
Manager. 


The default Username is sysadmin. Passwords can be changed using the Network 
Configuration Manager Change Password feature (under Tools -> Change Password). 


2. To have the Network Configuration Manager Report Advisor remember your Username, 
click the Remember me check box.


3. Click the Login button. 


4. At the Network Configuration Manager advisor selection window, select the required 
advisor.


To logout of the application, click LOGOUT.


Using the Report Advisor menu bar
Once you have logged in, your username is displayed in the upper right.


Accessing user preferences & settings


To add additional Report packs:


1. Click the Settings link. 


2. With the User Preference & Settings work page displayed, first begin by selecting any 
Report Pack you need to add. Click the Browse button to locate the Report Pack on the 
server, if needed.


3. Once you have located and selected the Report Pack, click Upload to upload the 
Report Pack. Repeat this step for any additional Report Pack you need to upload.
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4. Click Ok after uploading any needed Report Packs.


Logging out of Report Advisor


1. To logout, click LOGOUT.


2. To log back into Report Advisor, enter your Username and Password, then click Login.


The logout button is always available, even when you are viewing a report, or making 
selections from any work page.


Using the Launch Page
When you first login, the Reporting Home tab appears in the right pane showing a list of 
accessible report categories. The Reports section of the Navigation tree is open and 
appears within the left pane.


The Reporting Home tab is active, allowing you to immediately access and work with these 
predefined reports. These report categories give you instant access to the most requested 
reports, supplying you with crucial information on your network and system status.


With the Navigation tree available, you can select:


◆ Compliance Advisor – to begin working with the PCI DSS specifications, and the 
features and functions of this application


◆ Dashboards  - to view current dashboards or create new dashboards


◆ Reports -  to view and work with available reports


◆ Downloads - to work with reports you have downloaded


Begin working with advisors as described in Chapter 6, “Working with Reports,”.


Using the Network Advisor home page
Use the following procedure to work with the home page:


1. When you login to Network Advisor, the Network Advisor Home page opens, with three 
important reports all ready for your review. These reports, Vulnerabilities By Device 
Report, Affected Devices Summary Report and Definitions Summary by Device Class 
Report alert you to possible current problems within your Network (if previous scans 
have been initiated).


2. After reviewing these reports, you can begin using the other features and functions of 
Network Advisor. 


You can begin working with Network Advisor, and go to: 


◆ Navigation – allows you to display or hide the entire navigation tree.
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◆ Network Advisor – contains a listing of uploaded Vulnerability Definitions, and allows 
you to view those definitions, and to schedule scans on those definitions to produce 
reports on the devices that are vulnerable within your networks. You can also upload 
new Vulnerability Definitions, view Scheduled Scans, and view results for completed 
Scheduled Scans. You can also open the User Guide.


◆ Dashboards – used to create new dashboards, and to view and manage any existing 
dashboards.


◆ Reports – used to view and work with available reports.


◆ Downloads – used to work with reports you have downloaded in the current working 
session–also used for quick report access.


Navigation overview for Compliance Advisor
The first item in the Navigation tree is Compliance Advisor. Once accessed, Compliance 
Specifications options are displayed. From the Compliance Specifications selection, you 
can work with:


◆ Preset - a listing of preset PCI DSS requirements for both versions 1.1, 1.2, and 2.0 
predefined compliance reports


◆ Public - any specifications you want to save in Public, where others can also access 
and view


◆ Private - any specifications you want to save for your eyes only, where others cannot 
access or view.


Navigation overview for Network Advisor
To work with the navigation tree, follow this procedure:


The Network Advisor Navigation can be hidden to provide you with additional dashboard 
viewing space.


◆ Once a report is open, and you require additional space in the work area, click the 
double arrows to hide the Navigation tree.


◆ Click the double arrows a second time, to once again display the Network Advisor 
Navigation tree.


Within the Navigation tree, Network Advisor has the following sections: 


◆ Network Advisor Home – showing current Vulnerabilities within your network


◆ Upload Vulnerability Definitions – upload any vulnerability Definitions that are either 
new or updates to already published definitions


◆ Vulnerabilities Definitions – working with the vulnerability Definitions


◆ Scheduled Scans – view Scheduled Scans on Networks, Devices, and more, and 
review results


Within the Navigation tree, Dashboards has the following sections: 


◆ Preset - a listing of pre-define Reports
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◆ Public - any Dashboards or Reports you want to save in a "public" space, where others 
can also access and view 


◆ Private - any Dashboards or Reports that you want to save "for your eyes only" where 
others cannot access or view the report contents


◆ Manage Saved Dashboards – allows the management of the number of dashboards 
you have created and saved by selecting to keep them on the list, or delete from the 
list


◆ Add New Dashboard – allows the addition of new dashboard to house charts and 
reports


Within the Navigation tree, Reports has the following sections:


◆ Ad Hoc reports – where you can follow steps to create customized Ad Hoc reports to 
see just the information you want to view – when you want to view it


◆ Public Reports - any Dashboards or Reports you want to save in a "public" space, 
where others can also access and view


◆ Private Reports - any Dashboards or Reports that you want to save "for your eyes only" 
where others cannot access or view the report contents


◆ Preset Reports – contains a listing of pre-defined reports  


Within the Navigation tree, Downloads contains those reports you may want to save on 
your local disk.

Navigation overview for Network Advisor 21
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This chapter contains the following topics:
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Compliance Advisor selections


Manage saved specific at


ions


This icon takes you to the Manage Saved Specifications work page. This is where you can 
delete any specifications you may save during a working session. Periodically, review the 
contents of this work page to delete those saved compliance specification you no longer 
need. See “Manage saved reports” on page 30 for more information.


Using Compliance specifications—preset options


From the Preset option, you can select to view the PCI DSS version 1.1, PCI DSS version 
1.2, or the PCI DSS version 2.0 specifications. You can have both of these specifications 
open and displayed in the work area at any time, and can use the tabs to move between 
the specifications.


Once displayed, you can then view each numbered specification (known as a Compliance 
Goal). Notice the hierarchy of the PCI-DSS information. You can collapse the folders to 
have all specifications displayed by number, (as shown above) or you can expand each 
specification (as shown in the following graphic) to view all additional required files 
pertaining to that individual specification. 


Expanded view 


The information displayed within the Select a Compliance Goal section contains the actual 
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard document, and can be expanded to see 
each numbered requirement and the sub-requirements listed under the parent number. 


Once a specification is selected, information associated with that specification is 
available in a panel on the right. Information can include Compliance Info (including 
Options, Compliance Keywords taken from the Network Configuration Manager, and 
Compliance Items), Associated Reports, and Process Items (including Compliance Advisor, 
Compliance Advisor Audit, Network Configuration Manager, and Reports tabs). 


Not all of the requirements you select will have the same informational sections 
displayed. In this example, the PCI DSS 2.1 requirement (from PCI DSS version 1.2) is 
selected.


Compliance Info


Options
This section offers options on showing and then viewing results for the Child Goals that 
are listed under the initial Compliance Goal. You can check this box to include those Child 
Goals.
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Compliance keywords
In the Compliance Info section, this information is only displayed if there was a Test 
(Policy or Standard) previously created within the Network Configuration Manager, and 
keywords (such as, Compliance Keywords PCI-DSS.2.1) were added in the Keyword section 
of the Automation Library editor. From a previously created policy (Test-Policy), the results 
are shown in a compliance table. 


Compliance items
The Compliance Items table displays the number of devices this test has been run against, 
and the total number of devices that fall into the various categories. For example, in this 
instance:


◆ Total devices in Compliance (1)


◆ Total devices that are Non-Compliant (4)


◆ Other (1)


You can view additional information by clicking the numbered link within each section of 
the table. 


For example, if the number in the Non-Compliant column is selected, first a Report 
Summary is displayed. When the Non-Compliant number is once again accessed, the 
Detail Report is displayed. This details those devices that are in the non-compliant state. 


For information on creating a test, go to the Network Configuration Manager application, 
then access the EMC Network Configuration Manager Online User's Guide (Help -> Help 
contents). Use the Search tab, and enter Creating a Test. Review the information and steps 
for creating a test and entering keywords.


Using associated reports


This section lists the reports that can be run to determine if the devices are in compliance 
with this specification.


Using process items


◆ PCI—This section lists the actual PCI DSS Compliance Goal.


◆ PCI Audit—This section details what steps can be taken for auditing this specific 
requirement. 


◆ Network Configuration Manager—This section details “Best Practices” and helpful 
information you can use when attempting compliance for this specific requirement. 


◆ Reports—This section describes the contents of the reports associated with this 
Compliance Goal.
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Using the Compliance specifications Tool bar 


To the right of the information displayed once a Compliance Goal is selected, are a number 
of icons you can use while working with the PCI DSS requirements.


Report and Compliance setting


To work with any specification (in other than a read-only mode), you must first Save the 
specification. Once saved, you can then select to edit the specification using the first icon 
in the tool bar.


1. Enter a new Title, Author and Version, or keep the existing information in the 
Compliance Specififcation Settings section. The red asterisk notes that these are all 
required fields, and must have content entered.


2. In the Report Settings section, click the drop-down to select Network, View, Site, or 
All.


3. Next, select from the listing (displayed by your selection in step 1). In this example, 
Network was selected as the first parameter, and a listing of available Networks is 
displayed. Note that you can select more than one using the shift key.


4. Scroll down, and continue to respond to the questions by making selections to 
include the secondary networks and sites.


5. Select a date option. The date selected includes all reports within the date and time, 
or date range.


6. When you have made your selections in the Report and Compliance Settings work 
page, click OK.


Icon Action


Edit opens the Report and Compliance Settings work page, where you can filter your 
report contents. This only applies if you have first Saved the specification. You cannot 
edit a read-only specification.


Auditors Report that runs a Report Monitor, offering 


 Generate Process Document is generated from this icon. You must select the reports 
to be added.


 Save Specification As… Opens the Save As work page allowing you to save the 
specification as Public or Private. If you save this requirement as Private, it is saved 
as My (PCI DSS specification number). If you save as Public, it is saved as a copy.


 Refreshes the current view
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These settings are applied to all reports and Compliance Advisor results from this 
specification.


Auditor’s report 


When this icon is selected, a tab is added to the work area, and the Report Monitor is 
opened. This section is used to display the status of any Completed Reports, any Running 
Reports, and any Failed Reports. 


1. To have report status included in this Report Monitor, select a report from the Select 
Reports to Run… section, then click the Run Selected Reports link in the Report 
Monitor. 


In this instance, the reports under the PCI DSS 1.1.1 goal have all been selected to 
run. You can select the entire Compliance goal, or you can expand the goal and select 
just those reports associated with that goal that you want to view.  Very shortly, you 
can view the information within the Report Monitor and see the status of the reports 
you selected.


2. In the Report Monitor, you can now click the title of a report in the Completed Reports 
section to view that report. For example, select the Job Approval Summary report to 
view the summary in the report. 


3. To view further details, click the Total <n> in the Job Approval Summary Report. The 
details are diaplayed in the Jobs Detail Report.


As with any report when working with Compliance Advisor, you can use the report tool bar 
icons to complete actions, such as Save, Export, Email, and more. You will find more 
information on the tool bar in “Using reporting home tool bar icons” on page 34.
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Generate process documents


To generate process documents:


1. Click the  icon. The Generate Process Document dialog box appears, which 
provides you an extended view of the Available Process Items. 


2. In the SELECT PROCESS ITEMS section of the Generate Process Document dialog box:


• In the By Title field, select PCI, PCI Audit, or Network Configuration Manager tabbed 
information. 


• In the Containing Text field, enter any text to further your search for information. For 
example, if you had tabbed information on a company name, you would enter the 
company name in this field.


3. In the AVAILABLE PROCESSN ITEMS section of the Generate Process Document dialog 
box, select the processes for which you want to generate the Process Document.


4. Click Generate Document once the selection is made. A separate document is 
generated that displays the information selected. Ensure to scroll down the document 
to view all the information.


To return to the specifications, click the PCI DSS 1.2 tab.


Save specification as… 


Click this icon to open the Save as... work page.


1. Make any changes needed to this existing information (all fields are required). For 
example, you may want to add an extension to the existing title.


2. Select the Type you want to save this in, either Private or Public.


3. Click Submit. This compliance specification is now saved as a new copy. You can work 
with this specificaiton. For example, you can make your own setting slections when 
using the Edit Settings work page.


Refresh review panel 


This refreshes the current Specification.


Using tabs within the Network Configuration Manager Compliance 
Advisor


Notice that as you access the various features of Compliance Advisor, you can toggle 
between tabs to view information. These tabs allow you to retrace your steps, if needed.
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Using Compliance specifications—public and private 
This section of the Compliance Advisor is where you store your copies of specifications. 
Use the Save As…icon to determine where you want your specifications stored, in the 
Public or Private folders.


Manage saved specifications
1. When working with Specifications, you can manage the number of specification 


copies you have by clicking the Manage Saved Specifications link.


The Saved Compliance Specification Management work page opens, where you can 
make a determination on which specifications you may no longer need to keep. 


2. Make your selection from the specifications by clicking within the main category 
(Public or Private) check box, or click the check boxes of individual specifications.


3. After making your decsion on which specifications to delete, click the Delete Selected 
button. Once your specifications are deleted from view, click Close.


4. When you view the Navigation tree, the copies you selected to delete are no longer 
available. They have been deleted from the folder.
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When Network Advisor is selected, the following options are available within the tool bar.


Network Advisor home page


This icon takes you to the Network Advisor Home page, where you can always view the 
latest Vulnerabilities By Device Report, Affected Devices Summary Report, and Definitions 
Summary by Device Class Report information (if previous scans have been initiated).


Network Advisor home
The network status is displayed in the Network Advisor home.


From this view, you can immediately see your Networks vulnerabilities, and the devices 
affected by those vulnerabilities when you first login.


You can accomplish several tasks with these reports shown on the Network Advisor Home 
display page. For example, you can Change Settings, Save, Email, Export, and more!


“Using the Reports tool bar” on page 29 provides more information on the tool bar.


Upload vulnerability definitions
You can upload vulnerability Definition files at any time. Once you are notified, new files 
are available, select the Upload Vulnerability Definitions option in the Network Advisor 
links.


1. Download new Vulnerability Definitions and Updates. To locate the latest definition 
files, visit EMC Online Support and navigate to: Support > Software Downloads and 
Licensing> Downloads T-Z > Network Configuration Manager Network Advisor


2. Click Browse to locate the Vulnerability Definition file.


3. Next, click the Upload! button.


After a successful upload, the list of uploaded definitions display. If there are no new 
definitions or updates to existing definitions in the file you uploaded, the results pane 
does not display any results, and a message “No new Vulnerability Definitions were found 
in that file to upload” appears.


Vulnerability definitions


When Vulnerability Definitions is selected from the listing in Network Advisor, the Filter 
section is displayed.


In most cases, the vulnerability Definitions were previously downloaded, allowing you to 
begin working with Network Advisor immediately after you gain access. From this section, 
(Vulnerability Definitions), you can search through the current listing of definitions, and 
begin the scanning process. If there are no Vulnerability Definitions displayed, click 
Search, and see the entire listing (without using any fields in the Search Criteria).
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If there are no Vulnerability Definitions listed; “Upload vulnerability definitions” on 
page 32 provides instructions on procedures.


Filters 
1. Expand the Filters by clicking the plus sign (+).


2. When using the Filters portion in the Vulnerability Definitions, there are a variety of 
items you can enter to narrow your filter for information you want displayed. Enter as 
many or as few of the filter options as needed to refine your search parameters.


See the following table for an explanation of each search filters.


3. Once you enter your filter criteria, click Search to display the vulnerabilities.


Your results are based on the filter or filters you selected. 


In selecting filters for your own search, you can use any one, any combination, or all of the 
search criteria filters, as long as there is criteria contained within the field. Use the percent 
sign (%) for Wild Card Searches. For example, to find all vulnerability definitions that have 
Firewall in the title, enter %Firewall% in the Vulnerability ID field. To see all the 
Vulnerability Definitions, you do not have to enter any filters; click Search...


Search type Type description


Vulnerability ID The ID number assigned to the Vulnerability Definition. 
Use the percent sign (%) for Wild Card Searches.


CVE ID
(CVE® International in scope and free for public use, 
CVE is a dictionary of publicly known information 
security vulnerabilities and exposures.)


Actual CVE ID number


Title A descriptive title given to the vulnerability by the owner


Keywords Any keywords that may help you locate the vulnerability 
quickly can be used


Device Class Use the drop-down arrow to view the choices, then make 
your selection. Remember that only Cisco is currently 
supported.


CVSS Severity Select from Low, High, or Medium


Status Select from Entry or Candidate


Vulnerability Type EOS, Vulnerability, or EOL are your choices
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Working with the vulnerability definitions - search results 
Clicking each column heading allows you to sort that column in either ascending or 
descending order.


Vulnerability ID - summary
When an item within this column is selected (by clicking the Vulnerability ID link), 
information pertaining to this specific vulnerability ID displays, beginning with the 
Description tab. Notice that when the ID link is accessed, a new tab opens in the work 
area.


The next tab is the Impact tab. This details the devices that were affected by the scan. 


The References tab offers a link to the actual Vulnerability Definition announcement site.


The Issue History tab offers information on the Change Type and the Change Date and 
Change Description, and refers to history of the Vulnerability Definition, as reported by the 
issuing authority.


Click any of the active links to get more history information.


The Scanned Devices tab displays all devices that have ever been scanned against this 
Vulnerability Definition.


The following icons on the right allow you to select to Ignore the Selected device, or Don’t 
ignore the Selected device.


Column Name Content


Vulnerability ID Once clicked, the entire Vulnerability Definition is 
displayed, with its details on a new tab.


Type Displays the type of the vulnerability (EOL, EOS, or 
Vulnerability)


CVE ID Displays the CVE ID number


Title Gives the complete name of the vulnerability title


CVSS Severity Displays the CVSS Severity of the vulnerability


Date Published Displays the date the vulnerability was published by the 
source


Enabled Displays the icon (green for Enabled – red for Disabled).


Revision Processing This process involves including any devices for scans 
that have had updates within the Network Configuration 
Manager.
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You can show results with scanned device state by selecting from the drop-down. You can 
also select any devices, then select to ignore or not ignore them during the scan by 
selecting one of the icons.


The Related Scans tab offers information on all the scans previously run against the 
Vulnerability Definition.


To return to the Vulnerability Definitions page, click the Vulnerability Definitions tab.


Using the vulnerability definitions icons


These icons represent actions you can take when working with vulnerabilities.


Scan selected
This is where the Network Advisor allows you to schedule a scan to run the vulnerability 
against devices within your network to determine if any of those devices are indeed 
vulnerable. Vulnerability management is a critical component of any security 
infrastructure, as it enables proactive detection of security vulnerabilities. 


1. Select one or more Vulnerabilities, and then click the Scan Selected icon to go to the 
Schedule Panel, and schedule this vulnerability to be run against devices.


2. At the Settings work page, note that the vulnerability is listed in the Vulnerability 
Definitions Included section.


3. Select the Scan Areas from the listing. You must select at least one area. To select 
additional areas within one specific area, expand the area then make your selections.


4. At the Run Options area, select to Run at a specific time, or Run as a recurring series. 
Depending on the option you select, the Run At Schedule section displays different 
options as well.


Vulnerability types Description of possible device state


Vulnerability type: Vulnerability Can be vulnerable, if all conditions are met. In this case, 
the DCS will be the configuration state we audited.
Can be: Undeterministic, if preconditions are met, but 
we were unable to get to the information that is needed 
to check the vulnerability. Information needed could be 
configuration, hardware, or diagnostic results. 


Vulnerability type: EOS Can be: EOS
Can be: Undeterministic, if preconditions are met, but 
we were unable to get to the information that is needed 
to check the vulnerability. Information needed could be 
configuration, hardware, or diagnostic results.


Vulnerability type: EOL Can be: EOL
Can be: Undeterministic, if preconditions are met, but 
we were unable to get to the information that is needed 
to check the vulnerability. Information needed could be 
configuration, hardware, or diagnostic results.
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The “Run options” on page 45 provides more information on both Run at a specific 
time, and Run as a recurring series.


5. In this example, Run at a specific time was selected.


6. Select the date, and enter the time of the run schedule.


7. Click Submit.


Enable and disable
1. You can select any one (or more than one) vulnerability from the list of vulnerabilities 


that are currently Disabled, and then determine that you want to enable these 
vulnerabilities by clicking the Enable icon. 


Once clicked, the vulnerabilities you selected can now be used in a scan. Once the 
vulnerability is enabled, the icon in that column turns from red to green. 


2. You can select vulnerabilities from the list that are currently marked at Enabled, and 
then determine that you want to disable these vulnerabilities by clicking the Disable 
icon. 


3. You must then add a comment in the Enter Comment work page as to why you are 
disabling these vulnerabilities, and do not want them added in a scan. When you have 
added your comment, click Submit. 


Once a vulnerability is disabled, the icon in that column turns from green to red.


Enable/disable revision processing
1. You can select a vulnerability that is currently marked with a red icon (disabled), and 


then select Enable Revision Processing to allow any devices that have been updated 
within the Network Configuration Manager to be included in a vulnerability scan. The 
scan will then find devices that are both Enabled, and Enabled for the Revision 
Processing. This scan will only included vulnerabilities that are not marked ignore.


The Revision Processing refers to any changes (such as configuration changes, or 
changes to hardware) that have been made to a device within the Network 
Configuration Manager. When you Enable Revision Processing, you are instructing 
Network Advisor to allow that vulnerability definition to be included in any scan, 
against any revision processing that has taken place against that device. When you 
Disable Revision Processing, you are not allowing that vulnerability definition to be 
included in a scan that will be scheduled for that device.


2. Select a vulnerability, and then select Disable Revision Processing to not allow any 
devices that have been updated within the Network Configuration Manager to be 
included in the vulnerability scan.


By default, all EOL and EOS vulnerability types are automatically disabled from the 
Revision Processing. However, all vulnerabilities that are the Vulnerability type are 
enabled by default in the Revision Processing.
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Scan guidelines
Most vulnerability definitions involve auditing either the configuration or the hardware to 
determine whether a particular device is vulnerable. These audits can be time consuming 
and processor intensive.


The following are some guidelines, which prevent your system from being overloaded:


◆ Network Advisor, by default, is enabled to scan for vulnerabilities automatically 
whenever there is a configuration change on a device. This means you must run a 
manual scan for a vulnerability definition only once, for example, when you upload 
the definition for the first time.


◆ Schedule manual vulnerability scans during non-business hours.


◆ Limit the number of devices to be included in a Vulnerability Scan to a reasonable 
number (less than 2000 devices).


◆ Run EOL/EOS definition scans on a recurring basis (monthly/quarterly).


◆ Schedule EOL/EOS scans during non-business hours.


◆ Limit the number of devices to be included in an EOL/EOS scan to a reasonable 
number (less than 500 devices).


Scheduled scans 


When Scheduled Scans is selected from the Network Advisor, the Job Manager is now 
open, and a new tab is shown in the work area. This shows both the Recurring Jobs and 
Jobs tabs. Determine which jobs you want to work with.


If the Scheduled Scans link is opened from within Network Advisor, the Job Manager 
opens, and only the Scan related jobs are shown. If the Job Manager is opened from the 
Reports section of Network Advisor, only Report related jobs are shown.


To view the scan results, click the magnifying glass icon. This icon appears only if there is 
a completed scan.


Scan settings


When the icon is selected, the Settings work page is displayed. “Using the vulnerability 
definitions icons” on page 35 provides all the information needed to complete this work 
page.
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Copy Job


When this icon is selected, the Settings work page is displayed, and you can make 
changes to the information. This feature replicates exactly the settings within the job when 
a copy is made.


Job filter criteria


1. Open the Job Filters by clicking the link in the Job Manager. Then, begin searching for 
the scan by entering the criteria to filter the scheduled scan. Begin with Job ID, and 
continue through the list of filter criteria.


2. At the Job Group, clicking the Reports option displays all the Reports, and by selecting 
the Scan option you will view all the Scans.


3. Select a Job State from the available options.


4. Enter the Fire Time from and until times, and/or Last Modified from and/or Created 
from times, and enter the until times for each of the filters in this section that you have 
entered from times for. Use the calendar icons for getting dates quickly.


5. Click Apply Filters, to apply those filters you have selected, and to update the jobs list.


Using the scheduled scans tool bar
While working with the Scheduled Scans, a toolbar is available to help you complete 
tasks.


Select all


Use the Select All check box to select all the jobs for any of the tasks available.


Hold


 


Use the Hold icon to hold any jobs in the Pending status. You can only place a Pending job 
into the Hold status. Make sure and respond yes to Hold, or no (to not hold) when the 
confirmation message appears.


Resume


 


Use the Resume icon to place any jobs in the Hold state back to a Pending state.
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Delete


 


Use the Delete icon to delete any jobs, in any state, from the Scheduled Scans. Make sure 
and respond yes to Delete, or no (to not delete) when the confirmation message appears.


Refresh


 


Use the Refresh icon to refresh your view to the most current view in the Scheduled Scans.
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Introducing Dashboards
In the Dashboard, you can create your own view of required advisor information by 
creating any number of dashboards needed. A dashboard is just like a folder where you 
view and save information (in this case, reports and charts) into any of the dashboards 
you create.


◆ Dashboards you create and save can be either Public or Private.


◆ You can only work with existing public dashboards, or the dashboards you have 
created and saved as either Public or Private.


◆ You cannot access any Private dashboards created by another user.


Adding a new dashboard
1. To add a new dashboard to store charts and reports, click the Dashboard link in the 


Navigation tree to open Dashboards.


2. Select the Add New Dashboard icon.


3. At the Add New Dashboard window, enter a name for your new dashboard.


4. When you have entered the new dashboard name, click Submit. The new dashboard 
now has a tab displayed in the work area, with the name you designated.


5. You can now use the dashboard to view any report. To access reports, open the 
Reports section advisor. Note that the reports are grouped into categories:


• Change


• Compliance


• Core


• Inventory


6. From the Reports section (with the Add to Dashboard check box checked by default) 
select any report results you want to view, and then add to the new dashboard.


7. After selecting the report, the Settings work page appears. “Settings ” on page 61 
provides more information on working with Report Settings.
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In this work page you can make selections and can filter the report. You must go 
through the separate sections and determine if you want to make selections. All 
selections, with the exception of the Title field are optional (with the exception of the 
Title).


Managing saved dashboards
1. From the Dashboard, you can select Manage Saved Dashboards. You can manage the 


number of dashboards you have created by selecting to keep them on the list, or to 
delete any one or all of them from the list. This allows you to have a manageable 
number of dashboards at any given time.


2. With the Saved Dashboard Management work page opened, expand on the 
dashboard folders (Public or Private), and then select a dashboard you want removed 
from the list by clicking within the adjoining check box. You can only delete those 
dashboards you have created (either Public or Private). You must have System 
Administrator privileges to delete any other dashboards.


3. Once selected, click Delete Selected.


4. When your selections have been deleted, click Close.


Adding new dashboard components
1. With the new dashboard (New Reports, for example), open the Reports section.


2. By default, the Add to Dashboard check box is checked, indicating that the reports you 
select to view are automatically added to the dashboard you are currently working in. 
If the check box is not checked, check it now.


3. Select a report to view while the dashboard is opened.


Using the dashboards tool bar 
While working within the dashboard, you can use the tool bar to complete tasks.


Icon Action


Dashboard Settings, where you can change the title and the number of columns you want displayed on 
the dashboard.
1. To change the number of columns you can display on dashboards, click the Dashboard Settings 


icon.


2. From here, you can change the number of columns to allow at least six reports to be stored and 
viewed from your dashboard, in two rows – three reports per row. Click the Number of Columns 
down arrow, and make a selection.


3. Click Submit. Your dashboard now has viewing room for an additional report or chart to be added.


Saves the current dashboard, and any additions, deletions, and layout changes you make to the 
dashboard. You can select either Private or Public when saving. Once you click this icon, a Dashboard 
Saved! message appears.
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Using the Reports tool bar


You can click the icon within the actual report ( as shown in the above graphic) to open the 
tool bar. Select the various icons on the tool bar to work with the report from the 
Dashboard:


Save As…this saves the dashboard to the dashboard section, under a different title.
1. Once you have created your Dashboard, you can click the Save icon to save this dashboard.


2. In the Save As… work page, select the Type (Public or Private) then click Submit.


Click this icon to refresh all the reports you currently have displayed in the Dashboard view.


Opens the Refresh Timer settings, where you can change the time designated to automatically refresh 
all the dashboard windows within the dashboard. Use the Refresh Timer to auto-refresh all windows 
within this dashboard at the given interval, until you turn this timer Off.
1. Make a selection from the Refresh Interval drop-down arrow options. Select Off, to disable this 


feature, or select from 1 to 60 minutes as your refresh interval.


2. Click Submit when you have set the Refresh Timer.


Icon Action


Opens the Report Settings work page and allows  you to make selections for Report Settings and Run 
Options


 Opens the New Saved Report work page and allows you to save the report under Reports. Select either 
Public or Private as the location where you want to store this report, then click Submit to complete the 
Save process.
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 This allows you to Export and Save the report in a different format. Notice that the report is
saved first in the Downloads sections of Report Advisor, where you can then download it
to your hard drive.
Click Submit when you have made your Format selections.


Notice: This Export and Save is only valid during this working session.


Opens the email work page and allows you to email the current report.
• Complete the fields within the Email Report work page.
• Select the Attachment Format, and other fields (if present) on the work page.
• Enter any comments to share with others regarding this report, then click Submit.
A confirmation message appears at the top of the viewing screen to let you your email was
successfully sent.


Refreshes the current view of any opened report.
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Introducing the Reports section
In the Reports section you can:


◆ Run and view Reporting Home Reports


◆ Create, customize, and run Ad Hoc Reports


◆ Save reports as either Public or Private


◆ Schedule reports


◆ Manage saved reports


◆ Access existing Public reports, as well as any Private reports that you create and save


◆ Work with a series of Preset report categories to access needed information quickly, to 
assist in determining solutions to network and system problems


When viewing saved reports from Report Advisor using Internet Explorer, it may prompt for 
a username and password. Cancel the prompt and the report will launch in Excel or Word 
as appropriate. This occurs when accessing Report Advisor using https. It works normally 
using http.


Using icons in the reports navigation tree


While working with any of the reports in the Reports Navigation tree, use the icons to 
access other reports and work pages to complete additional tasks.


Reporting Home
The first icon is the Reporting Home icon, and opens the listing of Home Reports. 
“Introducing Reporting Home ” on page 49 provides more information.


Run Ad Hoc Report
The next icon in the Navigation tree is Run Ad Hoc Report. When selected, opens Step 1 of 
4 in the Wizard that you use to build and then run an Ad Hoc Report. “Introducing Ad Hoc 
reports” on page 52 provides more information.


Job Manager 
The next icon in the Navigation tree is Job Manager where you manage scheduled reports. 
You can also filter the list of jobs, copy and delete jobs using this feature. “Introducing Job 
Manager” on page 62 provides more information.
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Manage Saved Reports
The last icon in the Navigation tree opens the Manage Saved Reports work page. Here, you 
can select to delete any reports you have saved as either Public, or Private, keeping a 
manageable number of reports accessible at any given time.


1. Access this icon to get to the Saved Report Management work page, and then delete 
any reports that you no longer need.


2. Select the check box of the appropriate reports, and click Delete Selected to delete the 
reports from Report Advisor.


Public and Private reports 
1. With any displayed report, click the Save Report Settings icon to view the Add to 


Saved Reports work page.


2. Here, you can select to save this report as either Public or Private. Public reports can 
be viewed and changed by users with Report Advisor access, while Private reports can 
only be viewed by the report creator, and by those with additional viewing  
permissions.


These permissions are granted via Network Configuration Manager. To find out the 
permissions privileges, or to request additional permissions, contact your System 
Administrator.


Introducing Reporting Home 
Reporting Home contains your “most needed” pre-configured report information. These 
reports provide information and insight into your networks and systems, and when 
problems occur, can assist you in making informed decisions on resolving network and 
system problems.


Change reports


1. To view the reports, and run options available in the first of the Reporting Home 
Reports (Change Reports category), begin by clicking the Change Reports link.


2. The reports within that category open, allowing you to select from the list of reports. To 
view a report, click the Run Now icon. If you click the Run Now icon, the report is 
launched, and the report results are displayed according to the preset filters.


With all the reports in the Change Reports category displayed, you can access the 
Report Settings icon on any report by clicking the link that displays the number of Past 
Days. The Settings work page appears, where you can view parameters used in a 
selected report, and run options.
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3. You can familiarize yourself with the report results by clicking on a report time option. 
For example, to review the past 7 days results for the Change Approval Summary by 
Container report, click the Past 7 Days option.


4. After viewing the report, close the report by clicking the x on the tab name, and close 
the Change Reports category by clicking the category name.


Compliance reports


1. Click the Compliance Reports category link, review the reports, and run options 
available for this category of reports.


For example, select Compliance Breakdown, and click the Run Now icon. The 
Compliance Breakdown results appear.


2. After viewing the report, close this report, and close the Compliance category.


Inventory reports


1. Click the Inventory Reports to view the available reports within that category.


2. Select Devices by Vendor from the Inventory Reports category using the Run Now icon.


3. After viewing the report results, close this report, and close the Inventory category of 
reports.


Problems reports


1. View the reports and run options available in the Problem Reports category. These 
reports offer real-time results.


2. Select the Non-Compliant Devices report by clicking the Run Now icon.


3. After viewing the report results, close this report, and close the Problem Reports 
category.


Operational reports


1. Click the Operational Reports category link to view all the pre-defined reports and run 
options available in that category.


2. Select All Jobs, Past 7 days by clicking the Run Now icon from the Operational Reports 
category.


3. After viewing the report results, close this report, and close the Operational Reports 
category.


System reports


1. The last Reporting Home category is System Reports. Click the Systems Report 
category link to view the listing of reports in this category. System Reports detail 
information on Credentials, Permissions, Standards and Tests, and on Saved 
Commands and Template definitions.


2. Select the All Credentials report, and click the Run Now icon. 
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3. Once you have viewed reports within this category, close the report, and close the 
System Reports tab.


Working with and viewing more than one report


While working in Reports, you can have a variety of reports and options open, all at the 
same time. In the example above, you can see the Reporting Home, the Change Approval 
Summary, Change Detail Report, and the Compliance Score Card Report are all opened. 
Report Advisor allows you to have numerous reports open, so you can quickly click the tab 
of the report or option you want to view. 


Changing report settings 


Using the Settings feature allows you to change a pre-defined report, and make it into a 
customized report.


1. For example, in the Problem Reports category, go to the Device Problems report, then 
click the Run Report link  to open and work with the Settings for that report.


2. Go through the Report Settings work page to change the Report Title, if needed. Notice 
that this field is required to have content. Any field that is shown with an asterisk (*) 
must contain data, all other fields are optional.


3. Continue by selecting Yes or No to include devices in the Secondary Networks section.


4. Select to report on the Network, Site, View, or All.


5. If you select Network, you can select more than one Network by selecting the first 
Network, then pressing and holding the Ctrl key as you make additional selections 
from the list.


6. Select Yes (or No) to show Contextual Launch links.


7. Enter a meaningful Description for this report.


8. From the Run Options, select Run Now by clicking in the radio button, and click Submit 
to run the report.


Working with Problem Reports allows you to display real-time results, or select to run 
reports filtered by the number of hours, or the number of past days.


For example, select Jobs with Same Submitter and Approver, then select Past 7 days, 
and click the Run Now icon. 


9. Select Device Communication from the Problem Reports, and click the Run Now icon.


The report results appear in chart formatting. Scroll down the report to view the results 
in table format, with more report information displayed.


10. After viewing this report, click Device Communication tab to close this report.


11. While working with other reports, you can return to the Reporting Home at anytime by 
clicking the Reporting Home icon.


Working with report links


1. With some reports, links are available allowing you to click and access additional 
information within that report.
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2. For example, the OS Version Inventory Report (located in Reports under Preset 
Reports, then Inventory) contains more than just graph or chart displayed information. 
The following example of this report contains additional inventory information.


3. Click the model (2620) link to get additional report information:


• This section offers even more information on the device inventory. You can 
drill-down even further to see more information.


• To view Device Inventory Details Report information.


Using Reporting Home tool bar icons


“Using the Reports tool bar” on page 44 provides information information on Reporting 
Home tool bar icons.


Introducing Ad Hoc reports
This section details the steps and work pages used when creating and running your own 
customized Ad Hoc Reports. Your reports can be as basic or as detailed as you need, 
depending on the selections made during the steps used to create the report. You can only 
begin creating Ad Hoc Reports in the Reports section.


Creating and running Ad Hoc reports


The Ad Hoc reporting feature allows you to create and customize reports using a wide 
variety of information found within Network Configuration Manager’s metadata. You can 
select an initial category, and then further refine your report by adding columns, data that 
populates those columns, and more!


With the Run Ad Hoc Report icon selected from the Navigation tree in Reports, the New Ad 
Hoc Report work page appears. Notice that there are four steps involved in creating an Ad 
Hoc Report. This first work page (Select Columns for Report) is Step 1 of 4.


Step 1


Those fields with an asterisk (*) are required fields and must contain data. 


1. In the Report Settings section, enter a Report Title.


2. Adding a Description is optional, but may be helpful when reviewing your reports.


3. Next, from the Rows Per Page field, determine the rows per page you want displayed in 
the report by entering a number from 20 to 999. 


4. At the Column Selection section, click the drop-down arrow and select an initial 
category for your Ad Hoc Report. Click Next.


For example, if you select Device as the initial category in the Column Selection 
section,  additional  selections are accessible and selectable. These additional 
selections are the child selections related to the initial category parent selection. Each 
time you select an initial category (parent), additional selections (child selections) are 
available, allowing you to include more information into your Ad Hoc Report.
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5. You can select an entire section, or you can expand a section, and then select an item 
within that expanded list to include in the Ad Hoc Report. What you select here 
determines the information contained in the report. Once your selections have been 
made, click Next to continue to the next step, or if Column Selection items are all you 
need for your report, click Finish to run the report. 


Step 2
At Step 2, your selections for the Ad Hoc Report (selected in Step 1 of 4) are listed.


Entering information into these Set Column Sorting and Filtering fields is optional. 
Columns can be identified as sort column data, and the priority (or number) you assign to 
the column is the priority in which that column appears in the report. The Filter Builder 
Tool can be used to filter data within the columns.


Click Next to continue with the next step in creating your Ad Hoc report, or click Finish to 
run the report.


1. Continue with Set Column sorting and Filtering (Step 2 of 4) using the following 
information for each column. This work page allows you to set:


• Sort Order - Click within the check box to set the priority order. Each selection adds 
a priority number into the check box.


• Sort Type – Ascending or Descending - Use the drop-down arrow in the Sort Type 
column to select to have the column sorted in either ascending or descending 
order. Only rows selected using the check boxes in the Sort Order column are used 
to select Sort Type.


• Column Name - Use the text box in the Column Name column to enter display 
names for the columns in your report. To change the current defaults, delete the 
current name, then enter a different column name to appear in the Ad Hoc Report.


• Filter Expressions – Use the text box in the Filter Expression column to enter a 
Regular Expression (RegEx or other expressions supported by Network 
Configuration Manager) to filter out unwanted data from the columns you have 
selected. To see a list of available operators, click the Help link to open a list of 
Regular Expression operators, and the definitions for those operators. Once you 
view the listing and make a selection, enter the expression. Click the Filter icon to 
view the listing of Valid Operators, and make a selection from that list. Click an 
operator in the list, and it is added to the Filter Expression field.


2. You can continue to access the Filter Builder Tool for each of the Column Names, and 
adding valid operators by accessing the Filter Builder tool icon.


3. You can also click Help to see a listing of RegEx available operators.


4. Click Next to continue with the Set Column Visibility and Ordering (Step 3 of 4) work 
page. This work page allows you to set the column visibility and the column order used 
in your report. Note that this step is optional.
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Step 3


Selecting information for the Set Column Visibility and Ordering work page is optional. You 
can continue with the steps used for this procedure, click Next to continue on with the 
next step in creating your Ad Hoc report, or click Finish to run the report.


This step is used to Show or Hide the columns within a report, as well as determine the 
order the columns display in the report.


1. Use the back arrow () and forward arrows () to move column names back and forth 
between the Hidden Columns and Visible Columns. Items in the Visible Columns 
panel display in your Ad Hoc Report, while items in the Hidden Columns do not. 
However, these columns are still used within Report Advisor for filtering, and sorting.


By default, all columns names are in the Visible Columns panel.


2. Use the up arrow () and down arrow () to sort the column names into the order you 
want them to appear in the Ad Hoc Report.


3. Click Next to continue with the Set Column Grouping and Ordering (Step 4 of 4) work 
page appears. This page allows you to set the column groups and the column group 
order used in your Ad Hoc Report. This step is also optional.


Step 4


Selecting information for the Set Column Grouping and Ordering work page is optional. 
You can continue with the steps used for this procedure, or click Finish to run the report.


1. Use back arrow () and forward arrow () to move column names to and from the 
Available Columns and Grouping Columns box. Items in the Grouping Columns box 
can be used to group items in an Ad Hoc Report.


2. Use the up arrow () and down arrow () to sort the names within the Grouping 
Columns pane into the order you want them to be grouped by in the Ad Hoc Report.


3. Once you have made the grouping selections and designated the grouping order, click 
Finish. The Ad Hoc Report results appears, with the sorting, ordering, and grouping 
criteria you selected.


Viewing additional information within an Ad Hoc report


When you create and then run an Ad Hoc Report, the report results display within the work 
area. You can then select to view additional information within that report. These report 
results are based on the initial category of Devices (selected in Step 1).


◆ Click  to expand the Column Grouping information. This allows you to view the 
information contained under the grouping headings.


◆ Click  to edit the filter for that Column name.
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◆ Click to return to the Set Column Sorting and Filtering page. This allows you to 
change the settings, such as filters or sorting rules, for your report.


◆ Once your Ad Hoc Report results appear, you can quickly access the Filter Builder Tool 
to change or add filters to any one of the columns in the report results.


You can drag-and-drop the various columns to change the positioning order the columns 
appear on the report. Place the cursor within the column heading and drag-and-drop to 
the desired location.


You can also manually enter information directly into the fields located under each column 
name. For example, if you want to find the Devices starting with Juniper, you can  enter 
Jun* into the blank space and press Enter.


Using the Ad Hoc filter builder tool


The Filter Builder tool opens the Edit Filter work page. The title of this work page is based 
on the column you previously selected from the report results.


1. With the Ad Hoc Report results displayed, Locate the column heading you want to 
make filter changes to, and then click the Filter Builder icon.


2. At the Ad Hoc Filter Builder Tool work page, either select an expression by clicking that 
expression in the Valid Operators panel, then clicking the Submit button to run the 
test, or manually type in an expression, then click Submit to run the test.


You can select other filters as often as needed to quickly view changed Ad Hoc Report 
results. However, using the Filter Builder tool, you can change only one filter at a time. 


3. To edit more than one filter, with the current Ad Hoc Report results displayed, click the 
Report Settings icon. This takes you to Step 1 of 4 (in building an Ad Hoc Report). Click 
Next to get to the Set Column Sorting and Filtering work page.


4. For each filter you intend on changing, click the Filter icon for that filter.


5. Select a filter expression from the Valid Operations section, or enter a filter 
expression. You can continue with each one of the Column Names and make any new 
or changed filter expressions for each column using the Ad Hoc Filter Builder tool.


6. Click Finish when you have completed the filter expression selections. The report 
results, with all new filters displayed.
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Using the Ad Hoc reports tool bar


Within any report, the tool bar is available, allowing you to complete report tasks. The tool 
bar located within Ad Hoc Reports is a bit different from the tool bar displayed in the other 
Report views.


Information – last run time


With the Ad Hoc report displayed, mouse over the Informational icon. This icon displays 
information including the last time the report was run, and if included, a description of the 
report.


Report settings


1. Click the Report Settings icon. This opens the Settings work page where you last made 
changes to the settings when you were working with the report. For example, if your 
last changes were made on Step 2, the Report Settings icon opens the settings work 


Icon Action


Displays the last run time and offers a description of the report, if it exists.


Open the Select Columns for Report (Step 1 of 4) work page, and allows you to make 
selections for Report Settings and Run Options. 


 Opens the Schedule Settings work page, where you can select Run Options, including 
Output and Email. 


Opens the New Saved Report work page, and allows you to Save this report.


This allows you to Export the new Ad Hoc Report to a different format. Notice that the 
report is saved first in the Downloads sections of Report Advisor, where you can then 
download (Export) it to your hard drive. 


Notice: This report that is save in the Downloads section is only saved during this working 
session. When you logoff, you will no longer have this report saved in the Downloads 
section.


Opens the Email Report work page, and allows you to email the current report.


Refreshes your current view of any report.
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page where changes were made on Step 2. Using the Previous and Next buttons on 
the work page, you can move between the pages (steps 1 through 4) to make any 
additional filter or settiing changes needed.


You can make as many changes to an Ad Hoc Report as needed, and then run each 
changed report to view the results.


2. Once all changes are made in the various steps, click Finish to run the report again, 
and view reports based on any settings changes. 


Schedule report


1. With your report results open, you can schedule this report using the Schedule 
Settings work page.


2. Click the Schedule Report icon. This opens the Schedule Settings work page where 
you can begin by selecting one of three available Run Options. The radio button Run 
once at a specific time is selected by default.


3. Decide on the Run options:


• Run now - your report is run immediately, and is displayed on a separate tab.


• Run once at a specific time - your report is scheduled to run at the time you specify 
in the options you specify in the Schedule Settings work page.


• Run as a recurring series - your report will be scheduled to run as a recurring series, 
based on the options you specify in the Schedule Settings work page.


Depending on the radio button you select, additional run options selections are 
displayed.


Run now
If Run now is selected, youe report is run immediately, and is displayed on a seperate tab.


By default, the Report Advisor waits for 10 minutes to get the query result from the 
database. If the query exceeds 10 minutes due to the volume of data, the Report Advisor 
closes the database connection and results in a blank report.


To overcome this, increase the connection timeout value from default 600 seconds to 
1800 seconds and then run the report.


To increase the connection timeout value:


1. Stop the Report Advisor Tomcat service.


2. Increase the connection timeout value in web.properties (<NCM_HOME>/web/conf) 
file from 600 to 1800


vc.c3p0.unreturned_connection_timeout=1800 
vcweb.c3p0.unreturned_connection_timeout=1800


3. Restart the Tomcat service.


4. Run the report and check if it is returning the data in the report.
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Run once at a specific time
If Run once at a specific time is selected, your report is scheduled to run at the time you 
specify in the options you specify in the Schedule Settings work page.


1. At the Run once at a specific time, in the Job section review the Name and Description 
information and make any changes if needed. You can click the Copy Report Title link 
to copy the title as the Job Name.


2. Select the appropriate value from the drop-down arrow in the Timezone section.


3. Enter the Run At Schedule information.


4. Make selections at the Output section, and respond to the inquiries by selecting the 
appropriate radio button.


• If you select Email the report, complete the work page by selecting a File Format. At 
the Email section, be sure to separate each email addresses using a comma. When 
you have completed entering your email addresses, click Submit.


• If you select Save report to the file system, the report is generated and saved to the 
server’s file system.


• After selecting the file format, if you want to create a separate copy of the report , 
enter the Copy Options information needed.


• Enter the File System Directory name, and enter the File Name (without an 
extension) you want to use to save this report to the file system.


Run as a recurring series
If Run as a recurring series is selected, your report will be scheduled to run as a recurring 
series, based on the options you specify in the sections found in the Schedule Settings 
work page.


1. In the Job section, you can review the Name and Description information and make 
any changes if needed. You can click the Copy Report Title link to copy the report as 
the job Name.


2. Select the appropriate value from the drop-down arrow in the Timezone section.


3. In the Recurrence Pattern section, make a selection from the Daily, Weekly or Monthly 
radio button options to run this report in one time frame.


• For Daily, you can also select the Every day(s) option and enter the number of days 
you want this to run, or you can select the Every Weekday option to have this report 
run every weekday.


• If Weekly is selected, you have to select a number for the Recur every week(s) 
section, then click within the check boxes to have the report run on only those 
selected days. You can select one or all days.


• If Monthly  is selected, you have to schedule the report to run every quarter.


– To schedule the report to run every quarter on day 3, select option 1.


– To schedule the report to run on the last Friday of every quarter, select option 2.


4. At the Range of Recurrence section, set a Start date, then select No end date, or enter 
an End date.
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• At the Time of Recurrence section, you can select to run the report at a specific 
time within the recurring schedule, or select a time range.


• If Update at is selected, enter the time at which the report should be generated.


• You can also select the By Minute option, and enter an initial interval, along with 
the start and end time range.


• You can select By hour, and then specify the hour interval, along with the start and 
end time ranges. Using this option, you can specify the exact minute of the hour 
when the report is to be generated.


5. From the Output section, select a File Format.


6. After selecting the file format, if you want to create a separate copy of the report, enter 
the Copy Options information needed. You can select to create a copy of this report at 
a different location by clicking within the check box. If selected, the Publish to Disk 
section now includes an option to copy the report title.


7. Enter a File System Directory name, and enter a File Name (without an extension) you 
want to use to save this report to the file system.


8. Click Submit.


Save report settings


1. Click the Save Report Settings icon.


2. This allows you to save the new Ad Hoc Report Settings as a New Saved Report. Select 
either Public or Private as the location where you want to store this report, then click 
Submit to complete the Save process.


Export report


1. Click the Export Report icon.


2. This allows you to Export and Save the new Ad Hoc Report in a different format. Notice 
that the report is first saved in the Downloads sections of Report Advisor, where you 
can then download it to your hard drive. Click Submit when you have made your 
Format, Orientation, and Retain Column Size selections.


By default, every column on the layout of the exported Ad Hoc Report is the same 
default width. If you have a column that needs to be wider, such as a description field, 
adjust the width of the column on the user interface by dragging the column markers. 
Then, while exporting to PDF, HTML, or Excel format, select the Retain Column Size 
check box ensuring the width of the column is retained on the exported report.


Depending on the selection you make in the Export Field, other options for the 
Orientation, and Retain Column Sizes appear. Once your report is Saved, the Downloads 
section of Report Advisor opens to display the report in that section.


This report is Exported and Saved only during this working session.
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Email report


1. The next icon allows you to Email this report. Clicking this icon takes you to the Email 
Report work page. Complete the fields within the Email Report work page.


2. Select the Attachment Format, and other fields (if present) on the work page.


3. Enter any comments to share with others regarding this report, then click Submit. The 
Ad Hoc Report is now on its way to those listed in your email.


A confirmation message appears at the top of the viewing screen to let you know your 
email was successfully sent.


Refresh


1. Finally, the last icon on this Ad Hoc Report tool bar allows you the option of manually 
refreshing the report you are currently viewing. This ensures that when the report 
results are displayed, the results contain the most up-to-date information from 
Network Configuration Manager’s metadata.


2. Click Refresh to view current changes made to the report.


Editing Ad Hoc reports  


You can open any Ad Hoc Report that you previously created from the Public or Private 
section of the Reports navigation pane, and edit that report.


1. Once you have the report displayed, click the Report Settings icon and begin making 
changes to the current report filters and settings.


2. If needed. Make any changes needed to the information currently included in Step 1 
work page. After making the needed changes, click Next.


3. You can make as many or as few changes to any Ad Hoc report as needed, and run 
each changed report to view the results. Going through the various steps, you can use 
the Previous or Next buttons to move quickly from step-to-step to change settings and 
filters, and just as quickly, view new Ad Hoc Report results.


4. Click Finish to run and then view the new Ad Hoc Report results.


As with any report, you can then Schedule, Save, or Email the report.


Introducing Preset reports
Preset reports allow you to access and view crucial information from each report, in each 
category. These reports include predefined settings and parameters, and can be run “as 
is” to produce valuable system and network real-time reports.


You can also use any of these reports and add to or take away current settings and 
parameters to make a preset report into a customized report. Giving you just the 
information you want to see.
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Getting started using Preset reports


1. The first task in using Preset Reports is to open the Reports section.


2. After opening the Preset section, scroll through the categories and select the report 
that gives you the information you need to view. Once you have decided on a report, 
click the name of the report to open the Report Settings work page.


Settings 


When the Settings work page opens, you can scroll through the existing information and 
determine if changes to any existing filter selections are needed. If you do not need to 
make any changes to the settings and parameters, you can run this report immediately, by 
clicking the Submit button.


However, if you want to customize this report, once you make needed changes, submit the 
report with the new filter settings and parameters, and view the customized report results.


Settings work pages differ by report. For this example, the Change by User Report was 
selected, and displays those setting options specifically for that report.


Report settings section


1. From the Title section, make any changes to the current title, if needed. Any field that 
is shown with an asterisk (*) must contain data, all other fields are optional.


2. Select Yes (or No) to include devices in Secondary Networks  and Sites.


3. At the Network Filter, select between Network, Site, and View, or select All in.


4. Continue to make the appropriate selections based on your Network Filter Decision.


5. Continue to complete your filtering options by entering a Description.


6. Select a Chart type.


7. Make a selection in the Run Options section.


Run options


◆ If Run now is selected, your report is run immediately, and is displayed on a separate 
tab. “Run now” on page 57 provides more information.


◆ If Run once at a specific time is selected, your report is scheduled to run at the time 
you specify in the options you specify in the Schedule Settings work page. “Run once 
at a specific time” on page 58 provides more information.


◆ If Run as a recurring series is selected, your report will be scheduled to run as a 
recurring series, based on the options you specify in the Schedule Settings work 
page. “Run as a recurring series” on page 58 provides more information.
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Using the Preset reports tool bar


Within the Preset Reports, the tool bar is available, allowing you to complete report tasks. 
“Using the Reports tool bar” on page 44 provides more information on the Preset reports 
tool bar.


Introducing Job Manager
With Job Manager, you can work with existing scheduled reports. The Jobs are grouped 
into two tab; Recurring and Jobs. The master recurring jobs can be viewed in the Recurring 
tab. Jobs scheduled to run once at a specific time and child jobs created from the parent 
recurring jobs can be viewed in the Jobs tab.


While working within any Report, you can access Job Manager from the Navigation tree in 
the Reports section. This opens the actual Job Manager, where you can work with jobs that 
have been scheduled to run as a Recurring series or once at a specific time. 


Based on the reports you have created, you may have additional icons in the Actions 
section.


◆ Viewing within Job Manager allows you to work with each job from this location.


◆ You can view the various columns, and then click the column heading to sort the 
contents of the column in ascending or descending order.


◆ You can switch between Recurring Jobs and Job tabs.


Using the Actions tool bar 


You can use the icons within the Actions toolbar to complete tasks on any report listed in 
the Job Manager.


Check box
Use the check box to select a report for an action.


Settings 


Select this icon to go to the Settings work page, and make changes to the existing options 
in the Report Settings and Run Options for this job. “Report settings section” on page 61 
describes the process of using the Settings work page.
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Schedule


This icon opens the Schedule Settings, where you can set the Run Options for this report.


Copy job


1. Select this icon to copy the settings of this job. 


2. This icon opens the Report Settings work page. Make any needed changes, then Save 
this job to create a copy of this job.


Run Now 


Select this icon to open a tab, and have this report run now, so you can immediately view 
the results.


Using Job Manager tool bar


There are various tasks that you can complete using the tool bar within Job Manager.
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While using these icons to change the status of a job, if the job selected is not in a status 
to accept the change you are selecting, a message appears stating why the job you 
selected will not change status.


Select all 
◆ Click within the check box to include ALL the jobs that are listed in the current active 


tab of  Job Manager where changes may be needed.


◆ For example, if you have a listing of jobs within the Recurring job tab and you want to 
delete all the jobs , click the Select All check box, then click the Delete icon.


Using the tool bar icons, you can also change the status of a job. 


◆ With a Pending job, you can select the job then change the status of that job to Hold.


◆ When a job is in the Hold status, you can select the job then click the Resume icon, to 
continue to run the jobs previously scheduled.


◆ When working with the job status, you can select the icon to Refresh the current job 
status.


Number of jobs selected
You can quickly see the total number of jobs you have currently in the active tabs in Job 
Manager, as well as how many of the total jobs you have selected for any given task.


Job Manager filters


1. While working within Job Manager, you can designate filter criteria to view only 
specific jobs. To view the available filter criteria, click the Job Filters green button.


This opens the Job Filter options.
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• If you are searching for one specific job, enter the Job ID into the field. You can also 
enter the Parent ID.


• You can also use the Job Name, or Created By as search criteria.


• Note the Job Group and Job State check boxes you have available for filtering.


• Use the remaining filter options to identify runtimes, from and until, and the actual 
times in hours and minutes, then AM or PM. Note that Recurrence End from filter is 
only applicable when reviewing the Recurring Jobs.


2. When you have used the appropriate filter options, click the Apply Filters buttons to 
have the results of your options display in the Job Manager. You can also use the Reset 
Form button to remove all the current information in the fields.


Downloading and managing reports
This section is specifically dedicated to those reports you have exported and saved as 
downloads, or want to keep active during a session of working with Report Advisor. You 
must be working in Reports to save these to the Downloads section.


Saving reports to downloads


1. When viewing a report, (for example, the Device Problems report from the Reports 
section) click the Export Report icon.


2. At the Save Report window, select the Format you want to save the report save in, and 
then click Submit.


The download section opens, showing the report has been added.


Managing downloads


With the listing of reports that you have saved to the Downloads section, you can manage 
or view the reports.


◆ You can manage the number of reports you have running or stored within Downloads 
by clicking the Remove File icon next to report. Once clicked, the report is 
automatically removed as a “download”.


◆ To view the reports you have stored in Downloads, click the report name.


Report Packs
The Report Packs that have been uploaded during installation are the defaults Report 
Packs, and contain all the current Network Configuration Manager Compliance Advisor 
reports.


◆ From the Versions section, you can view the Network Configuration Manager 
Compliance Advisor version you currently have installed. 


◆ From the Installed Plugins section, you can review the Report Packs you currently have 
installed.
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The following steps are only necessary if you are uploading a new Report Pack or an 
updated Report Pack. You must have System Administration privileges to upload a Report 
Pack. 


1. Click the Settings link. 


2. With the User Preference & Settings work page displayed, begin by selecting any 
Report Packs that you need to add. Click the Browse button to locate the Report Pack 
on the server. 


3. Once you have located and selected the Report Pack, click Upload to upload the 
Report Pack. Repeat this step for any additional Report Packs you need to upload. 


4. In the User Preference & Settings dialog box, click Close after uploading any needed 
Report Packs.
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Regular Expressions


This chapter presents this topic:


◆ Using Regular Expressions (RegEx) in Network Configuration Manager.....................  68
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Using Regular Expressions (RegEx) in Network Configuration 
Manager


Regular Expressions (RegEx) are used in several places in Network Configuration Manager. 
In particular, they are used to do the following:


◆ Setup Configuration Audit filters


◆ Create filters for table views within the product (using the RegEx filter operator)


◆ In DASL Device Drivers, for writing device-specific communications protocols


Regular expressions are a way of defining a set of matching criteria to determine if a 
specified expression matches a set of target text.


For example, the regular expression test*again, when applied against a series of target 
texts, such as:


◆ today it again works


◆ today it tests better


◆ today it tests better again


◆ again, it tests today


◆ today it tests again today


matches some of the lines, and does not match other lines. In particular, the specified 
regular expression would match the following lines from the above example:


◆ today it tests better again


◆ today it tests again today


Regular expressions are an easy and efficient way of filtering or matching text in a variety 
of ways:


◆ For Configuration Audit filters, regular expressions are used to specify valid and 
expected text within a configuration file, to determine if a device’s configuration is in 
compliance.


◆ For table views, regular expressions allow filtering the table view to show only rows 
that have fields matching specific regular expressions.


◆ For device drivers, regular expressions allow for capturing text from a device, and 
determining if specific results are obtained, and/or scraping useful data from the 
captured text.


Basic regular expressions are easy to understand and create. Advanced regular 
expressions are extremely powerful and provide complex filtering and searching 
capabilities.
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RegEx Information
A regular expression is a string called a pattern that is used to match against one or more 
subject strings. If a pattern matches a valid subset of a subject string, the subject string is 
said to have a match. If a pattern does not match any of the subject string, the subject 
string is said to not match. 


A pattern is said to have a perfect match if the pattern matches the entire subject string.


A pattern string contains a series of normal characters, which must match consecutive 
characters in the subject string to generate a match, along with special pattern characters. 


These pattern characters provide a way of matching variable length and variable content 
characters in the subject string. A pattern string can contain zero or more patterns, and 
zero or more sequences of regular characters. 


The remainder of this document describes the allowed patterns used within a pattern 
string.


Simple Patterns
A period (.) character in the pattern string will match any character within the subject 
string. For example, the pattern: 123.567


Will match the subject string:


1234567


along with the subject string:


123J567


or:


1238567


but will not match strings such as:


1228555


The asterisk (*) character is the character repeat operator. This operator says that zero or 
more copies of the previous character may exist in a subject string. For example, the 
following pattern: 1234*567


Will match the following subject strings:


123567
1234567
12344567
12344444444567


When used with a period, the asterisk can match large sections of text within the middle of 
a subject string. For example, the pattern: 123.*567


Will match:


123567
1234567
123This is a test of patterns567
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Character Classes
A period (.) is useful to match any character, but to match only a few different characters, 
that is where character classes are used. Characters between a pair of square braces are 
considered a character class. Any of the characters in the class can be used to match the 
subject string. For example:


[abc]


will match either the letter a, b, or c. When used in a pattern, as an example:


123[abc]567


will match:


123a567
123b567
123c567


but will not match:


123d567
1234567
123567


Any combination of characters can be used within the square braces, in any order. For 
example:


[1aj35d]


Also, if a range of characters is desired, the beginning and ending character in the range 
can be used, separated by a dash (-). For example, the following pattern:


[a-e2-6]


will match any of the following characters: a, b, c, d, e, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6.


Finally, the entire character class can be used as the subject of an asterisk (*) operator. For 
example, the following regular expression:


123[abc]*567


will match any of the following strings:


123567
123a567
123ab567
123ba567
123abcaacbbbaac567


You can create a group of characters that contain all characters except a specific list by 
using the caret (^) operator as the first character in a square brace set. For example:


[^abc]


will match any character, except the letters a, b, or c. For example:


123[^abc]*567


will match any of the following strings:
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123567
1234567
1239567
123x567
123xxxx567
1233848383838567


but will not match:


123a567
123xxbxxx567


Pattern Repetition
The asterisk (*) is called a pattern repetition operator. It describes how a previous pattern 
character (or character class) can be repeated. In the case of the asterisk, the previous 
pattern can be repeated zero or more times.


There are other pattern repetition operators available, each with a unique purpose, and 
each, like the asterisk, operate on a previous pattern character:


The following are some examples of their usage:


Operator Purposes


* Repeat 0 or more times


? Repeat 0 or 1 times


+ Repeat 1 or more times


{n} Repeat exactly n times


{n,} Repeat n or more times


{n,m} Repeat at least n times, but no more than m times.


Pattern Matches Does Not Match


123x*567 123567
123x567
123xx567
123xxx567


1234567


123x?567 123567
123x567


123xx567
123xxx567


123x+567 123x567
123xx567
123xxx567


123567
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Notice that the following operators are equivalent:


Optional and Grouping
For a pattern to match two different sequences of characters, the OR operator (|) can be 
used in this case. For example:  abc|def


Will match the subject string abc or the subject string def. These may be mixed with all of 
the other operators above. For example: ab*c|d.f


will match:


ac
abc
abbbbc
def
dgf
dhf


but will not match:


acc
df
deef


To control the limit of the optional operator, parenthesis() can be used to group portions of 
an expression. The parenthesis themselves do not appear in the subject string, but are 
used to group the portions of a RegEx pattern together. For example, the following regular 
expression:


abc(d*|efg|hi+j)abc


will match:


123x{3}567 123xxx567 123567
123x567
123xx567
123xxxx567


123x{2,}567 123xx567
123xxx567
123xxxx567
123xxxxx567


123567
123x567


123x{2,4}567 123xx567
123xxx567
123xxxx567


123567
123x567
123xxxxx567


Operator Is Equivalent To


* {0,}


+ {1,}


? {0,1}


<none> {1,1}
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abcabc
abcdabc
abcddddabc
abcefgabc
abchijabc
abchiiiijabc


but will not match:


abc(d)abc
abcefghijabc
abcdefghijabc


Quoting Special Characters
To match a pattern that contains special characters, such as (, ), |, [, etc., you can quote 
them in the regular expression. For example, by adding a backslash character (\).


Boundary Matchers
By default, regular expression patterns will match subject strings, if the regular expression 
matches any part of the subject string. For example, the regular expression:


t[hij]e


Will match:


the


as well as:


We ate at the store.


as the word the is contained in that last string. It does not matter that the subject string is 
a perfect match, just that it contains a match.


There are two operators that can be used to constrain this matching further. The first is the 
beginning-of-line (^) operator. This operator constrains the regular expression matching, 
to match the beginning of the subject string only. For example, the following regular 
expression:


^the


will match:


the
the fire is out


Regular Expression Will Match Will Not Match


abc(def)ghi abcdefghi abc(def)ghi


abc\(def\)ghi abc(def)ghi abcdefghi


abcd\*efg abcd*efg abcefg
abcdefg
abcdddddefg
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but will not match:


when will the fire be out


because the word the is not at the beginning of the string. Further, the end-of-line ($) 
operator is used to constrain the regular expression to match the end of the subject string 
only. For example, the following regular expression:


[0-9]*$


will match:


123456
This is a number: 1234


but will not match:


The number 1234 is a whole number 


because the number is not at the end of the string.


Finally, using both the beginning-of-line and end-of-line operators will force the regular 
expression to match the entire subject string, or not at all. For example:


^the$


Will match:


the


But not:


This is the time


while the regular expression the without the ^ or $ will match both.


The following are some useful examples of regular expressions:


Regular Expression Use


[0-9]* Match any string that contains a number.


^[0-9]*$ Match any string that contains only a number, or is an empty string.


^[0-9]+$ Match any string that contains only a number, and is not empty.


[Tt]he Matches the word the, even if capitalized, such as at the beginning of a sentence.


[Tt]he[^\.]*\. Match an entire sentence that starts with the word The, and ends with a period (but 
does not contain a period anywhere else in it). Notice that the period is escaped with a 
\, so it is not interpreted as the “any character” operator in either location in the regular 
expression.


0x[0-9a-fA-F]+ A hexadecimal number of the form 0x13a4.


\+[0-9]+ An integer with a leading plus sign (such as, +37). Notice the escaped + sign.
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Predefined Characters and Character Classes
There are a number of special character sequences that have special meaning in regular 
expressions, as shown in the following list:


Sequence Meaning


. Matches a single character of any value


\t A tab character


\n A newline character


\r A carriage return character


\d A digit (same as [0-9])


\D A non-digit (same as [^0-9])


\s A white-space character (space, tab, Newline, formfeed, or carriage return)


\S A non-white-space character (not one of the above white-space characters)


\w A character used in a word (such as [a-zA-Z_0-9], notice that it contains an underscore 
character)


\W Not a character used in a word (not one of the characters above)


\0n
\0nn
\0nnn


A character with octal value specified by n. For example \012 is a new-line character, 
ASCII(10)


\xhh A character with hex value specified by h. For example \xa is a new-line character, 
ASCII(10)


\\ The backslash (\) character as a constant


\e The escape character


\cx The control character corresponding to x. For example \ca is a Control-A


\p{Lower} Equivalent to [a-z]


\p{Upper} Equivalent to [A-Z]


\p{Digit} Equivalent to [0-9]


\p{Alpha} Equivalent to [a-zA-Z]


\p{Alnum} Equivalent to [a-zA-Z0-9]


\p{Punct} Any punctuation character, such as !@#$%^&*()-_=+[]{}\|;:’”,./<>?`~


\p{Print} Printable characters, equivalent to [\p{Alnum}\p{Punct}]


Á Pipe


\r Carriage Return 


\S Non-white space character: [^\s]


\G The end of the previous match
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Note: Network Configuration Manager uses .+? (period, plus and question mark) 
characters to match criteria for pre-conditions. Do not use .* (period and asterisk) when 
using Begins with / Ends with pre-conditions.


Examples of Regular Expressions


Union, Intersection, and Subtraction in Character Classes
Character classes can be embedded within each other to create more complicated sets. 
This embedding can be accomplished using Union, Intersection, or Subtraction rules.


For unions, a square brace character class contained within another square brace 
character class is equivalent to combining the two character classes. For example:


[a-z[0-9]A-Z]


is equivalent to:


[a-z0-9A-Z]


Notice, however, that this is a very different pattern than:


[a-z][0-9][A-Z]


The latter will only match lower case characters, then numerals, then uppercase letters, 
without allowing intertwining of the different character types.


A more interesting case involves intersection. This involves an embedded character class 
preceded by the intersection operator (&&). For example:


[a-j&&[d-z]]


is equivalent to the intersection of [a-j] and [d-z]. In this example, it is equivalent to:


[d-j]


The overall usefulness of this is questionable, but there may be cases (when combined 
with the predefined character classes) where this can be useful.


A potentially useful example, however, is when the second regular expression is a 
negation regular expression (using the ^ operator). This is called subtraction, and can be 
demonstrated by the following example:


[a-z]&&[^d-f]]


Expression Meaning


* Matches anything.


^.* Stuff matches anything up until the last occurrence of the word Stuff.


.*\t Matches all characters up until the last tab character.


[^\t]*t Matches all characters up until the first tab character.


[misy]*th
[misy]*th?


Matches words such as smith, or sith, or myth.
Will match all words listed above, but also words such as mist and sit.
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This says any character, a-z, other than the characters d, e, or f. Or, written as a regular 
expression, its equivalent to:


[a-cg-z]


This can be helpful when used with pre-defined character classes. The following are some 
helpful examples of this:


Referenced Groups
Grouping with the ( ) operators has previously been detailed. However, multiple and 
nested groups are also allowed. For example, the following is a legal regular expression:


a*(b+(c*)([de]*(f))f+g)


In this example, there are four nested groups. Groups are sometimes called referenced 
groups, and each is assigned a number that corresponds to the part of the string that 
matches the grouped portion of the regular expression.


By convention, group 0 is the entire regular expression, group 1 is the regular expression 
contained in the first group, group 2 is the regular expression contained in the second 
group, etc. 


Nested groups are numbered by reading left-to-right, and sequentially assigning integers 
1…n based on the order, where the left parenthesis is found. In the example above, the 
following group numbers are assigned to the portions of the regular expression:


When a grouped regular expression is found to match a subject string, the groups are used 
to extract the matched portion of the subject string. For example, apply the above regular 
expression to the following subject string:


xxxaaabcccdeedeedffffghhhh


The above regular expression does indeed match this subject string (at least a contained 
portion of it). The groups assigned to the regular expression can then be used to extract 
the matched portion of the regular expression.


Regular Expression Meaning


[a-z&&[^aeiou]] All consonant characters (non-vowels)


[\p{Punct}&&[^:;]] All punctuation other than colon or semi-colon


[\s&&[^\t]] All white space, except a tab character


Group Number Regular Expression Segment


0 a*(b+(c*)([de]*(f))f+g)


1 (b+(c*)([de]*(f))f+g)


2  (c*)


3 ([de]*(f))


4 (f)
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For example, group 0 contains the portion of the subject string that matches the entire 
regular expression. In this example, that portion is:


aaabcccdeedeedffffg


since the leading xxx and trailing hhhh do not match the regular expression (and the 
regular expression does not contain the beginning-of-line ^ or end-of-line $ operators). 
These sequences are not contained in group 0.


Further, the other groups return the portion of the string that matches their regular 
expression segment. The following is a table that corresponds to the entire results of 
matching the example regular expression with the example subject string:


This named grouping can be quite useful in extracting information from subject strings. 
For example, the following regular expression:


total is ([0-9]*)


when applied to the following subject string:


The grand total is 324, but the partial amount is only 15, ok?


will match the subject string. After the match, group 0 will contain total is 324, but group 1 
will contain 324. Notice that this regular expression allowed the ability to successfully 
yank out a useful number from a complex subject string that contained a great deal of 
unwanted information.


Referenced groups are used most often in regular expression search/replace capabilities, 
and similar actions. They are used extensively in DASL Device drivers for stripping 
information from captured device text. In the first case, referenced groups can be used in 
the replace substitutions.  In the latter case, referenced groups are used to yank 
information from device output.


Group Number Regular Expression Segment Matched Subject String


Group 0 a*(b+(c*)([de]*(f))f+g) aaabcccdeedeedffffg


Group 1 (b+(c*)([de]*(f))f+g) bcccdeedeedffffg


Group 2 (c*) ccc


Group 3 ([de]*(f)) deedeedf


Group 4 (f) f
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Purge data
When you have huge data related to jobs piled up in Network Configuration Manager, you 
have to manually purge all the data related to the jobs.


To purge the data on Linux and Solaris, perform the following steps:


◆ Log into the database


• su - pgdba


• psql voyencedb voyence


• drop schema migration cascade


• drop schema migration cascade;


• drop role migration;


• \q


◆ Extract the Purge_Job_Records_TimeBased.zip file located at [Product directory]/tools 
directory and go to Purge_Job_Records_TimeBased directory.


◆ Run the ncm_remove_jobs_timebased.pl script.


• perl ncm_remove_jobs_timebased.pl "<time_interval>


where <time_interval> refers to number of days


The purge mechanism is not supported on Windows platform.
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Revision history 
Date Revision Comment 


January, 2015 01 GA release 


Purpose 
This document describes the prerequisites for Network Configuration Manager on 
Windows and Linux platforms. 


Audience 
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 
documentation set, and the information and procedures contained within this 
document are intended for individuals responsible for installing and deploying EMC 
Smarts Network Configuration Manager. 


Readers of this document should be familiar with: 


 Red Hat Enterprise Linux and CentOS Linux operating systems 


 Database architecture and concepts 


 Security management 


 Internet protocols, including https, TCP/IP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and 
Telnet 


 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and directory services 


 Authentication and authorization 


System requirements 


Prerequisites 


The prerequisites for Network Configuration Manager: 


 Email address where the job notifications will be sent from 


 License keys for Network Configuration Manager 


 Any Root CA Certificates to be used 


 Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) or IP Address for the outbound SMTP mail 
server 


 Application server IP Address 
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 Check the DNS and ensure www.springframework.org is reachable from AS 
and RA hosts.  


For hosts which cannot resolve this URL, fetch the IP address of 
www.springframework.org from any host that can resolve. Add the IP address 
entry for www.springframework.org in the /etc/hosts file.  


 Database server IP Address 


 EMC M&R (Watch4net) server IP Address 


 Report Server FQDN or IP Address (for upgrade only) 


OS Support 
These are Operating Systems supported for NCM Core servers (AS, DS, DB), Advisors and 
Smarts Integration Adapter. 


  
OS Version 
Red Hat Linux 5.8 or later, 6.2, 6.3, 6,4, 6,5 and 7 
Cent OS 6.4, 6.5 and 7 
Windows 2012 2012 R2 


 


Bandwidth 


 Linux Windows 


Device pull 150 KB 150 KB 


Device push 300 KB 300 KB 


Combination, Application, Device, and Database server requirements 


The hardware requirements for Network Configuration Manager. 


 


 Platform 


CPU Speed / 
CPU Model / 
No. of CPUs RAM 


Disk 
technology
/size Disk configuration 


Minimum 
DB 
spindles 


Combination 
server 


Microsoft 
Windows Server 
2012 R2, 


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


16 
GB 


SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 300 GB. 
Maximize spindles. Use 
small, fast drives 
whenever possible. 
Dedicate RAID5 
partition for [Product 
Directory] 


3 



http://www.springframework.org/

http://www.springframework.org/

http://www.springframework.org/
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Application 
server 
(small) 


Microsoft 
Windows Server 
2012 R2, 


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


16 
GB 


SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 300 GB 
(Linux) and 500GB 
(Windows). Maximize 
spindles. Use small, 
fast drives whenever 
possible. Dedicate 
RAID5 partition for 
[Product Directory] 


6 


Application 
server (large) 


 Microsoft 
Windows Server 
2012 R2, 


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


32 
GB 


SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 300 GB 
(Linux) and 500GB 
(Windows). Maximize 
spindles. Use small, 
fast drives whenever 
possible. Dedicate 
RAID5 partition for 
[Product Directory] 


6 


Database 
server 
(small)  


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


8 GB SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 300 GB. 
Maximize spindles. Use 
small, fast drives 
whenever possible. 
Dedicate RAID1 
partition for [Product 
Directory] 


6 


Database 
server (large) 


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


16 
GB 


 SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 300 GB. 
Maximize spindles. Use 
small, fast drives 
whenever possible. 
Dedicate RAID1 
partition for [Product 
Directory] 


6 


Device 
server 


Microsoft 
Windows Server 
2012 R2 


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


8 GB SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 140 GB. 
Maximize spindles. Use 
small, fast drives 
whenever possible. 
Dedicate RAID1 
partition for [Product 
Directory] 


6 


Report 
Advisor 
server 


Microsoft 
Windows Server 
2012 R2, 


Linux 5.8 or later, 
6.x and 7 


2.67 GHz / 
x86_64 dual 
core / 4 


16 
GB 


SAS/ 
1.5TB 


Minimum 300 GB 
(Linux) and 500GB 
(Windows). Maximize 
spindles. Use small, 
fast drives whenever 
possible. Dedicate 


6 
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RAID5 partition for 
[Product Directory] 


Disk technology or size is the total disk size required (DAS), including Operating 
System, Network Configuration Manager application and database install 
requirements such as, swap and temp space.  
Disk configuration is the disk capacity required for the Network Configuration 
Manager database (not the application) formatted capacity 


Supported virtual hardware 


The supported virtual hardware for Network Configuration Manager. 


 
Support for virtualized deployments may vary per hypervisor due to the nature of 
integration between OS and hypervisor.  


         VMWare: best practices are offered on VMWare hypervisors for the above operating 
systems on VMware ESX 5.1. 
 All other hypervisors:  SAS may be deployed on other hypervisors but EMC does not 


support performance and interoperability issues between the OS layer and 
hypervisor.  We do not have best practices for deploying on non-VMware hypervisors. 
Check with hypervisor vendor to address issues not reproducible on physical or 
VMWare deployed environments. 


 


RSA Token server hardware requirements for Windows 


The RSA Token Server hardware requirements for Network Configuration Manager: 


 


 CPU Model RAM 


Disk 
Technology 
/ Size Disk configuration 


Token server 2.67 GHz, x86_64 
dual core 


2 GB SAS / 1.5TB Minimum 100 GB. Maximize 
spindles. Use small, fast drives 
whenever possible. Dedicate RAID5 
partition for [Product Directory]. 
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NCM Clients Requirements 
 


Component Linux Windows Mac 


OS Version RHEL 5.8 or later, RHEL 
6.x, 7  


CentOS 6.4, 6.5 and 7 


Windows 7 , 8 and 
Win2k12 server 


Mavericks 10.9.x 


Processor 2 GHz 2 GHz + 2GHz+ 


Memory 2 GB 2 GB 2GB 


Storage 200 MB on disk 200 MB on disk 200 MB on disk 


Client 
Download 
Size 


30 MB on disk 30 MB on disk 30 MB on disk 


Browser 
Versions 


Firefox 32 or later Microsoft Internet 
Explorer 10.0, 11.0 


Firefox 32 or later 


Chrome 37 or later 


Safari 5.1.7 or later 


Safari 5.1.7 or later 


SSH Client SSH version 2 SSH version 2 SSH version 2 


Java SE 
Development 
Kit 


Java 1.8.0_25 or later Java 1.8.0_25 or later Java 1.8.0_25 or later 


If an error appears when bringing up the GUI with NFS mounted, the NFS parameter 
file in /etc/default/nfs has to be modified by changing the maximum number of 
concurrent NFS requests to the last numeric argument on nfsd command line.  
For example: NFSD_SERVERS=512. 
The maximum number of concurrent lockd requests should be set to 128. 
For example: LOCKD_SERVERS=128. 
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Network Configuration Manager Environment sizing 


The type and number of servers needed to run Network Configuration Manager based 
on the number of devices. 


 


 
Combinati
on server 


Application 
server Database server 


Report 
server 
(optional) 


Device 
server 


Up to 500 devices 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 


Up to 5K devices N/A 1 Small N/A 1 1+ 


Up to 10K devices N/A 1 Large 1 Small 1 2+ 


Up to 25K devices N/A 1 Large 1 Large 1 5+ 


25K+ devices Custom Architecture Quote Required 


 


  


The maximum number of Device servers per Application server is 40. Network 
Configuration Manager 9.4 can support up to 50,000 devices in a single deployment. 


To increase performance of Network Configuration Manager Environments with a high 
number of device changes, it is advisable to setup Network Configuration Manager 
using a larger sizing setup than is required. For example, if a large number of device 
changes will occur on a 500 device environment, use the 5K device sizing 
requirements when you setup your Network Configuration Manager environment. 


Refer to Sizing_Sheet_for_NCM_9.4 – available at https://support.emc.com/ for 
further recommendations  -  EMC Network Configuration Manager Version 9.4 
Performance Benchmarking and Sizing Guidelines  


Basic disk partitioning (Linux) 


The following information is provided as a recommendation for your Network 
Configuration Manager server disk partitioning scheme. This example assumes that 
you are installing the product on the /opt partition. If you are installing on a different 
partition, refer to the /opt partition size requirements when sizing that partition. 


 



https://support.emc.com/
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Mount point File system Size 


Linux Linux Linux 


/boot ext3 100 MB 


- <swap> 1 


/var ext3 16000 MB 


/ ext3 10000 MB 


/tmp ext3 4000 MB 


/opt ext3 40000 - 200000 MB2 


/usr ext3 4000 MB 


 


Advanced disk partitioning 


In large Network Configuration Manager configurations, you may receive performance 
benefits from placing the database on its own dedicated disks. The database is 
located under [Product directory]/db. For example, if you have 6 disks in the system, 
you could allocate 2 disks in RAID1 for the OS and application and allocate 4 disks in 
RAID5 for the database. 


If you have 10 disks or more, you may also separate the database and the database 
transaction log so that they reside on their own dedicated disks. The database 
transaction log is located under [Product directory]/db/controldb/data/pg_xlog. 


For example, if you have 10 disks in the system, you could allocate 2 disks in RAID1 
for the OS and application, 6 disks in RAID5 for the database, and 2 disks in RAID1 for 
the database transaction log. 


                                                   
1 The swap value should equal two times the physical RAM for up to 2 gigabytes (GB) of physical RAM, and then one times the 
physical RAM for any amount above 2GB. For example, a system with 2GB of physical RAM would have 4GB of swap, while a 
system with 3GB of physical RAM would have 5GB of swap. 
2 The /opt partition is used to store the Network Configuration Manager application data as well as 8 data backups. Large 
installations may need as much as 200 GB of disk space depending on the amount of historic information retained in the 
database. 
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NCM Compatibility 


Upgrading to Network Configuration Manager 9.4 will make previous versions of 
Advisors and Adapters inoperable until a compatible release is installed. The 
compatible versions for Network Configuration Manager 9.4: 


 Smarts Integration Adapters 9.4 


 Advisors 9.4 (Report and Compliance) 


Network Configuration Manager Integration Modules  


After upgrading to Network Configuration Manager 9.4, the email, flat-file and 
integration modules are automatically installed. But the customizations to these 
module settings have to be re-done. 


 


SA Suite Interoperability 


NCM version 9.4 is part of Service Assurance Suite 9.4.0.0. The suite components 
interoperate as described here: 


 


Product Version 


SAM 9.3 
9.2.X.X 
9.1 
 


IP(including TSM) 9.3 


9.2.X.X 


9.1 


EMC M&R  6.4.x (If EMC M&R and SolutionPack for EMC Smarts 
are used to manage notifications, you must use SAM 
9.4 with Notification Cache. 


6.5.1 provides the latest version of the SolutionPack 
for Network Configuration Manager. 
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Software requirements for Windows 


Software prerequisites 


Do not install Network Configuration Manager on a Windows Domain Controller. 


The following software must be installed prior to installing Network Configuration 
Manager and prior to running the prerequisite check for all Combination, Application, 
and Device Servers. 


 Strawberry-perl-5.12.3.0 32-bit: 


Visit the Strawberry Perl website to download a copy of Strawberry-perl-
5.12.3.0 32-bit. 


After installing Strawberry Perl for the first time, you must logout and then re-login so 
that the system PATH variable modification can take effect. 


Configuration requirements 


Network Configuration Manager requires a minimum page file size of 2000 MB for all 
server types. 


Ensure that when you use ping -a <IP address> command in the console, it returns the 
FQDN. This is essential for Network Configuration Manager Application 
communication with remote servers. 


Software installed with Network Configuration Manager 


The following software is installed automatically with Network Configuration Manager 
for all Combination and Application servers. 


 PostgreSQL 9.0.18 64 bit 


The following softwares are installed automatically with Network Configuration 
Manager for all Combination, Application, Device, and Report Servers. 


 Apache HTTP Server 2.2 


o Apache HTTP Server 2.2 is included with the Network Configuration 
Manager distribution. 


o Network Configuration Manager will automatically install httpd-2.2.22-
win32-x86-openssl-0.9.8t.msi. 


 It is recommended to setup Apache as a service on Port 80, and 
select the Typical setup type when installing Apache HTTP Server 
2.2. 


 Apache Tomcat 8.0.11 
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o Network Configuration Manager will automatically install apache-
tomcat-8.0.11.exe. 


 It is recommended to set the Connector Port to 8080, and select 
either the Minimal or Normal setup type when installing Tomcat 
8.0.11. Username and password fields are optional. 


 It is recommended to use a directory path that does not contain 
spaces (for example, C:\Tomcat8) when installing Tomcat 8.0.11 
on Windows. 


Do not manually install Tomcat 8.0.11 prior to installing Advisors. This causes errors 
during installation. 


The following software is installed automatically with Network Configuration Manager 
for all Combination, Application, Device, Report, and Remote Database servers. 


 Java SE Development Kit 8, 64-bit 


o Network Configuration Manager will automatically install jdk-8u25-
windows-x64.exe if it is not already present in the system. 


Enable the Java plugins in your browser before you launch the user interface. 


The following software are part of Network Configuration Manager distribution and 
installed automatically with Network Configuration Manager for all Combination, 
Application, Device, Report, and Remote Database servers. 


 Microsoft Visual C++ Runtime Libraries—vcredist_x86.exe,vcredist_x86_2008.exe , 
vcredist_x64.exe , vcredist_x64_2008.exe and vcredist_x64_mfc.exe 


 Microsoft Visual C++ packages: 


o Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1 Redistributable Package (x86) 


o Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1 Redistributable Package MFC Security 
Update 


o Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable Package (x64) 


o Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 SP1 Redistributable Package (x64) 


.  


 OpenSSL v0.9.8zc—Win32OpenSSL-0_9_8zc.exe 


It is recommended to accept the default directory (C:\OpenSSL) when 
installing OpenSSL on Windows. If a directory whose path contains spaces is 
used, the creation of the certificates will fail. 


When the install.pl script is run to install OpenSSL for Windows, the following 
warning message appears: The Win32 OpenSSL Installation Project setup has 
detected that a Command Prompt is currently running. Win32 OpenSSL will not 
work properly from already opened Command Prompts. It is highly 
recommended that you close all open Command Prompts before clicking “Ok” 
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to continue.  
 
It is safe to click Ok when this message is displayed. Do not close the Network 
Configuration Manager installation window. 
 
For details about upgrading OpenSSL on Windows, see the EMC Smarts 
Network Configuration Manager Security Configuration Guide. 


All these above mentioned packages are shipped with the Network Configuration 
Manager Installation bundle 


Software requirements for Linux 
 Accept the default configuration when installing each prerequisite. 
 Red Hat Enterprise Linux maintains bug fixes and distributes them 


continuously through their subscription service. Knowledge of current Redhat 


updates is essential. 
 


Software 


Version Architecture Group (if applicable) Package 


RHEL 
5 


RHEL 
/Cent
OS 


6 


RHEL/
CentO
S 


7 RHEL 5 
RHEL/C
entOS 6 


RHEL/Ce
ntOS 7 


RHEL 5 
RHEL/Cent
OS 6 


RHEL/C
entOS 
7 


httpd 2.2 2.2 2.4.6 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 Web 
Server 


Web Server 


 


Web 
Server 


 


mod_ssl 2.2 2.2 2.4.6 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 Web 
Server 


Web Server Web 
Server 


tftp-server   5.2 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 Legacy 
Network 
Server 


Legacy 
Network 
Server 


Legacy 
Networ
k 
Server 


perl 5.8.8 5.10.
1 


5.16.3 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    
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sendmail    x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 Mail 
Server 


Mail Server Mail 
Server 


wget 1.10.
2 


1.12-
1 


1.1.4 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 Base Base Base 


compat-
libstdc++-
33 


   x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


libtermcap 2.0.8 2.0.8 2.0.8 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


glibc 2.5 2.12 2.17 x86_64 
and 
i686 


x86_64 
and 
i686 


x86_64 
and 
i686 


   


audit-libs    x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


krb5-libs 1.6 1.9 1.11 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


e2fsprogs 1.39 1.41 1.42 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


pam   1.1.8 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


perl-DBD-
Pg 


  2.19 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


perl-DBI   1.6.27 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


postgresql-
libs 


   x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


xinetd    x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


telnet 
client 


   x86_64 x86_64 x86_64    


sysklogd 1.4.1   x86_64      


rsyslog  4.6.2 7.4.7  x86_64 x86_64    
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openssl 0.9.8 1.0.0 1.0.1e x86_64
, 


x86_64 x86_64    


distcache    x86_64      


 


To list the architecture of an .rpm file, use the following command, where [RPM] is the 
name of the rpm, and is optional. 


rpm -q -a --queryformat='%{N}-%{V}-%{R}.%{arch}\n' [RPM] 


Configuration requirements 


/etc/hosts 


The Network Configuration Manager requires a valid FQDN entry in the /etc/hosts and 
/etc/sysconfig/network files for all server types. For example: 


 127.0.0.1     localhost 


 192.168.1.100     myserver.mydomain.com myserver 


/etc/resolv.conf 


The Network Configuration Manager requires a valid DNS server entry in the 
/etc/resolv.conf file. For example: 


 domain (your own domain name) 


 nameserver  (your own DNS server IP Address) 


 search (your own domain name) 


Ensure that when you use hostname command in the console, it returns the FQDN. 
This is essential for communication of the Network Configuration Manager application 
communication with other remote servers. 


Software installed with Network Configuration Manager 


The following software is installed automatically with Network Configuration Manager 
for all Combination and Application servers. 


 PostgreSQL 9.0.18 64 bit 


The following softwares are installed automatically with Network Configuration 
Manager for all Combination, Application, Device, and Report Servers. 


 Apache HTTP Server 2.2 


Apache HTTP Server 2.2 is included with the Network Configuration Manager 
distribution. 


 Apache Tomcat 8.0.11 
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Network Configuration Manager will automatically install apache-tomcat-
8.0.11.zip. 


The following software is installed automatically with Network Configuration Manager 
for all Combination, Application, Device, Report, and Remote Database servers. 


 Java SE Development Kit 8, 64-bit 


Network Configuration Manager will automatically install jdk-8u25-linux-
x64.rpm. 


Enable the Java plugins in your browser before you launch the user interface. 


NCM 9.4 Advisors Requirements 


Advisors specific software prerequisites 


The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Integration Adapter for Smarts 
Manager requires the following prerequisites: 


• perl-DBD-pg must be installed on Red Hat Enterprise Linux stand-alone remote 
advisors server prior to installing advisors. 


 PostgreSQL 


This section does not apply if you are installing Advisors on the same server where 
Application server is installed. 


By default, PostgreSQL only allows connection from 127.0.0.1, and only listens on 


the 127.0.0.1 address. If you initially setup the Network Configuration Manager to 


use a local Report Server, or you are installing Advisors as a remote server, 


PostgreSQL must be changed to allow connections from the remote server before 


installing Advisors. 


To change this setting in PostgreSQL, complete the following steps. 


Step Task 


1 Log onto the server where PostgreSQL is running, as a user with 
administrator privileges. 


2 Change directories to the Postgres data directory. By default this 
directory is [Product directory]/db/controldb/data 


3 Open the postgresql.conf file for editing. 


4 Locate the line in the postgresql.conf file beginning with 
listen_addresses =. Modify the value to the right of the equal sign, so 
it now reads ‘127.0.0.1, <Server IP>’, where <Server IP> is the IP 
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address of the server running Postgres. 


For example, listen_addresses = ‘127.0.0.1, 172.17.0.174’. 


This setting tells Postgres to listen on the local loopback (127.0.0.1), 
as well as on one of the public interfaces, where clients will connect. 


If the line has previously been commented out, remove the number 
sign (#) to uncomment the line. 


5 Save, and exit the postgresql.conf file. 


6 Open the pg_hba.conf file for editing. 


7 Add the following line at the end of the file. 


host all all < IP address>/32 md5 


8 Replace < IP address> with the IP address of the report server 
attempting to connect to the Postgres server. 


9 Save, and exit the pg_hba.conf file. 


10 Restart the PostgreSQL service. 


Use the “service controldb restart” command. 


 


11 Restart the ncm-as service. 
Use the “service ncm-as restart” command. 


12 Open the [Product directory]/ui/html/index.html file for editing. 


13 Locate the line <a href="https://<Server IP>/web">launch Network Configuration 
Manager Report advisor</a>, where <Server IP> is the IP address of the server 
running Postgres. 
Replace <Server IP> with the IP address of the new Report advisor server. 
For example, <a href="https://10.6.230.165/web">launch Network 
Configuration Manager Report advisor</a>. 


14 Save, and exit the [Product directory]/ui/html/index.html file. 


15 Open the [Product directory]/ui/html/powerup.jnlp file for editing. 


16 Locate the line <property name="reports_advisor_url" value="https://<Server 
IP>/web/"/>, where <Server IP> is an IP address or hostname. 
Replace <Server IP> with the IP address of the new Report advisor server. 
For example, <property name="reports_advisor_url" 
value="https://10.6.230.165/web/"/>. 


17 Save, and exit the [Product directory]/ui/html/powerup.jnlp file 
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At setup, the Report server registers itself with the Application Server. Before 
installing the Report Server, ensure that the Application or Combination servers have 
the same data and time as the candidate Report advisor server. If not, the Report 
advisor server cannot communicate with the Application server. 


NCM Smarts Integration Adapter 9.4 requirements  
The Network Configuration Manager Integration Adapter for Smarts Manager requires 
the following software: 


 EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 9.4 


You must have EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager 9.4 Application Server or 
Combination Server installed before installing the EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Integration Adapter for Smarts Manager. The EMC Smarts Integration 
Adapter has to be installed on the AS or CS host. 
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Device Driver Toolkit

Device Driver Toolkit
The Device Driver Toolkit is a wizard-based tool that allows you to create a device driver 
through a series of steps. This tool is embedded as part of the Network Configuration 
Manager (NCM) application.


The capability of the Device Driver Toolkit is dependent on the capabilities of the device.


The device driver created by Device Driver Toolkit can perform the following tasks:


◆ Discover devices using SNMP and/or terminal


◆ Pull model, operating system version and serial number using SNMP or terminal


◆ Pull interfaces, routes, arp, and entity-mib hardware using SNMP


◆ Pull text-based running and startup configurations using terminal, TFTP, FTP, and SCP


◆ Handle SNMP traps and syslog messages


◆ Send termlets to the device


◆ Send six basic quick commands to the device


◆ Open cut-through sessions to the device


◆ Change and Add new credentials (Accounts and SNMP Community Strings)


◆ Push text-based running and startup configurations using terminal, TFTP, FTP and SCP 


Accessing the Device Driver Toolkit
To access the Device Driver Toolkit:


1. Go to https://<IP address>/ddt


where <IP address> is the IP address of the Network Configuration Manager application 
server.


The Login screen appears.


2. Type the login credentials:


User Name: sysadmin


Password: sysadmin


Click Login. The Welcome screen appears.


3. The Welcome screen has two options:


• Create a new driver - Select this option if you want to create a new driver.


• Edit an existing driver - Select this option if you want to edit an existing driver. 
Select the device driver from the drop down list that you want to edit.


Click Next.


4. Follow the instructions in the wizard to create or edit a device driver.
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Creating a new device driver

The embedded help in the Device Driver Toolkit provides more information on creating and 
editing a device driver.


Creating a new device driver


This use case describes how to create a new device driver:


1. Access the Device Driver Toolkit as described in “Accessing the Device Driver Toolkit” 
on page 2.


2. Login to the Device Driver Toolkit


3. In the Welcome screen, select Create a new driver option.


4. Type and select the relevant driver information in all the screens.


5. Click the link Click Here to download this driver to download the driver.


6. Extract the driver zip file to [Product directory] directory.


7. Restart the Network Configuration Manager server using the commands listed in the 
table.


8. Check for successful driver compilation at [Product directory]\logs\autodisc.log file.


9. Add the driver to managed device classes.


10. Discover the device.


Editing an existing device driver


This use case describes how to edit an existing device driver:


1. Access the Device Driver Toolkit as described in “Accessing the Device Driver Toolkit” 
on page 2.


2. Login to the Device Driver Toolkit.


3. In the Welcome screen, select Edit an existing Driver option.


4. Select the existing driver that you want to edit from the drop-down list.


5. Type and select the relevant driver information in all the screens.


6. Click the link Click Here to download this driver to download the driver.


7. Extract the driver zip file to [Product directory] directory.


Platform Command


Linux service vcmaster restart


Solaris /etc/init.d/vcmaster restart


Windows [Product directory]\bin\ncmrestart.bat
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Editing an existing device driver

8. Restart the Network Configuration Manager server using the commands listed in the 
table.


9. Check for successful driver compilation at [Product directory]\logs\autodisc.log file.


10. Add the driver to managed device classes.


11. Discover the device.


Platform Command


Linux service vcmaster restart


Solaris /etc/init.d/vcmaster restart


Windows VOYENCE_HOME\bin\ncmrestart.bat
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An example for creating a device driver

An example for creating a device driver


This example describes the screenshots for creating a device driver for Cisco IOS Router.


1. Log into Device Driver Toolkit
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An example for creating a device driver

2. Read the notice in the screen and click the link click here to continue.
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An example for creating a device driver

3. The Welcome screen appears. Select the desired option. If you select Edit an existing 
driver, select the driver that you wish to edit from the drop down list.


The drop down list will have drivers that are created using the Device Driver Toolkit 
only.
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An example for creating a device driver

4. The Basic information screen appears. Enter the basic information like Driver name, 
Driver ID, Discovery Order, Vendor Name, Device Type and so on as shown in the figure 
below.
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An example for creating a device driver

5. The CLI Commands screen appears. In this screen, you can enter CLI commands for 
Console paging, Enable mode, and Configuration mode.


• Console paging—When displaying large data, many devices pause after filling the 
console screen and wait for your input to continue. This is called Console paging. 
Network Configuration Manager does not need Console paging and recommends 
that the Console paging is disabled.


• Enable mode—Many devices support both privileged and non-privileged levels of 
user authorization. Devices that support this mode refer to the privileged 
permission level as ‘Enable’ mode.


• Configuration mode—This mode is only for devices that support separate 
configuration mode.
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An example for creating a device driver

6. The Prompts screen appears. Many fields in this screen require a regular expression. 
This screen will validate the regular expressions entered. Ensure that you enter the 
right regular expression.
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An example for creating a device driver

7. The Discovery screen appears. During autodiscovery, the driver examines the device to 
determine whether the device is manageable by the driver. So, it is important to enter 
most accurate and precise information possible in the screen.


You can also use this screen to add models to an existing device driver that is created 
by Device Driver Toolkit only. To add a model, type the model name in the Model name 
field with its OID and click Next.


You can add only five models to a device driver using Device Driver Toolkit.
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An example for creating a device driver

8. The System properties screen appears. For every device managed by NCM, the user 
interface displays model name, the operating system version, and the serial number. 
To gather this information, the driver looks for:


• The SNMP sysDescr


• An arbitrary SNMP OID


• The device's CLI


The driver looks for the data in the listed order until it finds a value.
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An example for creating a device driver

9. The Quick commands screen appears. For each QuickCommand that the device 
supports, enter the CLI command.
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An example for creating a device driver

10. The Events screen appears. Network Configuration Manager can schedule a device 
pull when it receives a syslog message or an SNMP trap from a device.
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An example for creating a device driver

11. The Configuration pull screen appears. The content in this screen depends on the 
completed fields in the earlier screens. For example, if you have not selected Startup 
configuration type in the Basic information screen, then you will not see Startup 
configuration input in this screen.
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An example for creating a device driver

12. The Configuration push screen appears. The content in this screen depends on the 
completed fields in the earlier screens. For example, if you have not selected Startup 
configuration type in the Basic information screen, then you will not see Startup 
configuration input in this screen.
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An example for creating a device driver

13. The Credential roll screen appears. In this you can enter commands for managing 
users and modifying SNMP community.
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An example for creating a device driver

14. The Summary screen appears. At this screen, the Device Driver Toolkit will 
automatically perform the following:


• Save all your input for future editing


• Validate the new driver's package file


• Test compile the new driver


• Create a zip file of the new driver files


You can download your driver by clicking the link Click here to download this driver. 
The screen also provides an URL to the driver if you want to download the driver from 
another server.
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EMC Network Configuration Manager Device Request Process

EMC Network Configuration Manager Device Request Process


All requests for new device drivers in Network Configuration Manager are raised through 
PowerLink. The process and steps to request the new device driver are as follows:


1. Access the link https://tasc.emc.com.


2. Click New Request.


3. For the Product selection, select NCM.


4. Complete the rest of the form with the required information.


Each device certification request must be entered as a separate request. A single request 
should not have more than one device certification request on it.


Once the request is submitted, it is forwarded to the Product Manager where it is 
prioritized based on the submittal date, time and slated for a release.


Device access requirements to develop a device driver


To provide support for a device, it is essential to have unrestricted access to the device in 
the form of a VPN connection (preferred), or a physical loaner device (increases time to 
support a device).


A WebEx/remote desktop session to the said device does not provide unrestricted access. 
Unrestricted access to the device is essential for the development of the driver.


DSr Releases


New and updated drivers are released through a DSr release. There are two components 
in a release:


1. DSr Software


2. DSr Device Support Matrix


The DSr software is the updated device driver code that is installed onto the Network 
Configuration Manager installation. DSr is installed independent of the Network 
Configuration Manager application.


The DSr Device Support Matrix contains a list of all devices that Network Configuration 
Manager supports through EMC Corporation-based certification and details the 
functionality that is supported on the device family.


DSr releases are quarterly based (at the end of the quarter - calendar quarters) and each 
release is planned in an N+1 manner. There are four (4) DSr releases per year.
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Device Certification: EMC Certified versus Self-Certified

Device Certification: EMC Certified versus Self-Certified


A device can be certified in Network Configuration Manager through either an EMC 
certification process (the process discussed in this document) or through a customer 
self-certification process using various tools that Network Configuration Manager 
provides.


EMC Certified devices for Network Configuration Manager


This is the formal certification process includes the development and testing of all 
commands and protocols needed for Network Configuration Manager to perform pull and 
push operations to the device, as well as validating prompts returned from the device.


EMC certified devices require an Enhancement Request to be submitted and all 
certification are prioritized primarily by confirmed access to the device.


Self-Certified Devices


These are devices that EMC Customers, Partners, EMC field personnel (TC's), EMC 
Professional Services, or EMC Support can certify themselves through:


◆ The Quick Driver Tool (QADD) certification toolkit that is available in Network 
Configuration Manager 4.1.0 and Network Configuration Manager 4.1.1 (Read Only 
driver creation)


◆ The Device Driver Toolkit that is available in Network Configuration Manager 9.2 (Read 
Write driver creation)


◆ Manually adding a specific device OID in Network Configuration Manager for a product 
where the family is already certified in Network Configuration Manager.


For self-certified devices, all the drivers reside in the “custom” driver directory and remain 
intact across upgrades, and do not over-write the embedded drivers that are distributed 
with Network Configuration Manager / DSr updates.


Device Certification Request Process


The following sections provide a step-by-step guidelines on the process of submitting a 
Device Certification request through PowerLink.


Step 1: Request through Enhancement Request


Request the driver using the Enhancement Request system. Ensure to describe the 
functionality desired and the devices in questions. The main information required is:


◆ Device Vendor, Make, and Model(s)


◆ Device Operating System(s)


◆ Any other non-basic driver must have


• operating system management
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Device Certification Request Process

• full hardware inventory


• non-standard access methods


Network Access


Device drivers cannot be created without having network access to the equipment. If you 
are unable to provide device access through VPN, internet, or on loan, the enhancement 
request will be rejected.


Default driver specifications


If default driver specifications are not specified, the driver developed will be a basic 
driver. Basic drivers get discovery through SNMP, basic system properties and identity 
(operating system version, hostname, DNS name and so on), backup/restore of 
configuration files and an inventory of interfaces with IP addresses. The following list 
details the defaults that are included as part of the driver development, limitations may 
be based on device capabilities:


◆ Physical hardware inventory


◆ Password management


◆ Community string management


◆ Terminal Commands


◆ Diagnostics


◆ Configuration updates (configlets)


◆ Rollback


◆ Reboot / reload post operations as required


◆ Resynchronization operations


◆ Syslog or Trap notifications


Additional optional items that may be requested


This section details additional functions that may be requested for the device driver. 
Some functionalities may not be possible due to device capabilities and limitations.


◆ Any of the default information without using SNMP (through terminal commands)


◆ Memory information


◆ File system inventory


◆ OS management


◆ Quick Commands


◆ ACL


◆ ACL Match Counts


◆ OSPF


◆ MD5 Keys
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Device Certification Request Process

◆ ARP


◆ CAM


◆ Static Routes


◆ VLAN


◆ VTP


Stating these functions by name in the Enhancement Request is sufficient to indicate the 
level of support desired.


Step 2: Device Scoping


This is essentially an Engineering assessment of device capabilities and understanding of 
the device.


Product management reviews the Enhancement Requests and move them to a customer 
based request backlog. Once the Enhancement Request (device certification release) has 
been allocated a release, the product manager will contact you regarding their inquiry and 
will let you know when to anticipate needing more information to scope the request, as 
well as confirm access to the device.


The scoping of the device will occur as soon as the device is available. Scoping usually 
takes few hours upto a day. Once the scoping is completed, the supportability of the 
device certification will be known - if the requested is not available or cannot be 
delivered, you will be notified and the Enhancement Request will be rejected. Once it has 
been determined that the device functionality can be supported, the scoped 
Enhancement Request will be placed in the DSr commitment backlog. Product 
management will commit to get them a release target for their request.


Step 3: Enhancement Requests are prioritized


Your request will be prioritized and you will be contacted and a planned commitment 
version will be quoted for the release. The release will have a planned release date with a 
target starting date. At this point it is critical that the device must be up and accessible for 
the duration of development. The devices being requested must be available through 
direct network connections either through a VPN or directly connected to the public 
internet.


Device access through Webex, or using customer computer equipment is not acceptable.


Step 4: Development


At the target starting date, the development for the said release is started. At this time the 
development team will work with you to obtain access to the networking equipment. After 
the development is completed, the released driver will be available for download from 
Powerlink as part of the DSr release, and supportability documented in the DSr Support 
Matrix.
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Custom driver and EMC Certified driver

Development will include documentation of functionality at the closure of development 
with the release patch.


Custom driver and EMC Certified driver


If you are using custom drivers developed by Device Driver Toolkit to discover the devices, 
and later if you get an EMC Certified device driver, you have to delete the devices that are 
discovered by the custom drivers and rediscover those devices using EMC Certified device 
driver. Ensure that the EMC Certified device driver has the higher priority to discover the 
devices than the custom driver. The priority of the EMC Certified driver can be changed in 
the .dasl files under [Product directory]/package/<device_class>.


In the .dasl file, you can change the priority in the line:


deviceDriver("<Driver name>":<unique driver ID>:<priority>)
{…….
……..}


<priority> is a numeric value. A lower number indicates highest priority. Numeric one (1) is 
the lowest number that indicates highest priority.


For example,


deviceDriver("Cisco IOS Switch":2:1)
{……..
……….}


Restart Network Configuration Manager voyence service using the command 
service voyence restart after changing the priority.


Limitations


If a device does not have a Telnet / CLI interface, a device driver cannot be created either 
by Device Driver Toolkit or manually. 
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Frequently asked questions:

Frequently asked questions:


Question Solution


How long does the 
development take?


The driver development usually takes around three (3) weeks per 
driver once development starts, and then an additional two (2) weeks 
for testing and documentation of the device capabilities. This is done 
in conjunction with other driver development.


What is the DSr release 
cycle?


The release cycle of the DSr is quarterly - at the end of each calendar 
quarter. There are four (4) DSr releases per year.


How can I tell if a driver is 
supported already?


Please review the latest NCM Device Support (DSr) matrix 
documentation on Supportzone. Each release will have accompanied 
release notes and driver details.


How do I know when a DSr 
update is released?


You can subscribe to new DSr updates / posting on PowerLink. By 
doing this, you will automatically receive a notification when a new 
DSr is posted.


Can I write my own 
drivers?


Yes. This is part of the self-certification process. Network 
Configuration Manager 4.1.0 and 4.1.1 have a Quick Driver Tool 
(QADD) that is part of the release that allows customers to create 
their own device drivers through a wizard-based UI. In Network 
Configuration Manager 4.1.x, these drivers are read-only (RO), but the 
updated Network Configuration Manager 9.2 release, the Device 
Driver Toolkit (quick driver tool replacement) will allow customers, 
field, and partners to create read-write (RW) drivers.


Should the customer 
provide equipment for 
development and testing?


Generally the customer supplies the equipment or access to the 
equipment through VPN or direct Internet access. 


How long must the device 
be available?


The device must be accessible during the entire development cycle in 
order to complete development, Quality Assurance, and SVT testing. 
This time period will be made clear prior to starting development.


How are customer issues 
resolved after delivery?


The DSr release is applied as a Patch to the existing installation and 
support is handled through normal customer support channels.


Can I get the driver before 
it is released as a beta or 
pre-release?


As a general rule, no - the device drivers developed by EMC will be 
published in the updated DSr are the end of the quarter. 


Why does this have to go 
through the Enhancement 
Request system?


Both customer requests and field requests are being evaluated. The 
Enhancement Request system is the only tool to that is both 
customer facing and internally accessible. The Enhancement 
Requests entered by customers will be evaluated along side field 
support entered requests.


At what point do the 
drivers get documented in 
the official DSr document?


When the drivers are released on Powerlink an associated revision of 
the document with release notes will be posted.


What exact information 
about device (vendor, 
model, SW version, OS, 
etc.) do you need to know 
about the device?


Vendor, Model, Operating System Version(s), Firmware/BIOS/Boot 
loader version(s)


What exact mandatory 
requirements for VPN 
connection?


EMC requires need unrestricted access to the equipment. A software 
based VPN that allows us unrestricted bi-directional access to the 
protocols required to do configuration and change monitoring.
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What are the optional 
requirements for VPN 
connection?


It is preferable to use no VPN and have the device on the public 
switched internet. If possible, the IP addresses for restricting access 
to public firewalls and so on can be provided. If that is not a 
possibility a client based VPN is desirable to the lab environment. 
This client can be Linux or Windows.


What exact 
documentation 
(installation guides, 
configuration guides, 
manuals, etc.) are needed 
for creating a driver?


The CLI guide, Administration Guide, and/or Configuration Guide are 
needed. If not available, the best is a subject matter expert’s (SME) 
guidance. The general requirements would be the methods to 
backup, restore, configure, change passwords, change community 
strings, upgrade the operating system and perform any other 
maintenance or activation tasks. This information is published by the 
vendor, but is generally a protected download that EMC may not have 
access to, hence it is necessary that these documents be provided to 
for the driver development.


What version of NCM are 
the new drivers written 
for?


All new development of enhancements are done on the most current 
version of Network Configuration Manager. If your customer is not on 
the latest version of Network Configuration Manager they will need to 
upgrade the core product before applying the device driver Hot Fix 
patch.


Can I get the driver quicker 
or for a different release 
than the most current?


Yes - there are self-certification options, and / or professional service 
options to get the driver developed if it is required sooner that what 
the Device Services team can develop.


Question Solution
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Troubleshooting and getting help

Troubleshooting and getting help


EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your account.


Copyright © 2009 - 2013 EMC Corporation. All rights reserved. Published in the USA.


Published March, 2013


EMC believes the information in this publication is accurate as of its publication date. The information is subject to change without 
notice.


The information in this publication is provided as is. EMC Corporation makes no representations or warranties of any kind with 
respect to the information in this publication, and specifically disclaims implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a 
particular purpose. Use, copying, and distribution of any EMC software described in this publication requires an applicable software 
license.


EMC2, EMC, and the EMC logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of EMC Corporation in the United States and other countries. 
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CHAPTER 1


System Requirements for EMC M&R


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Revision history.....................................................................................................12
l Operating system requirements.............................................................................12
l Database requirements for EMC M&R.................................................................... 12
l Browser requirements........................................................................................... 13
l Supported mobile devices.....................................................................................13
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Revision history
Use this table to review the revisions made to this document.


Revision Date Description


01 January 2015 GA release of EMC M&R 6.5u1


Operating system requirements
The following operating systems are supported for production.


Table 1 Supported operating systems


Operating system Version


Red Hat Enterprise Linux l 5, 64-bit


l 6, 64-bit


CentOS Linux l 5, 64-bit


l 6, 64-bit


SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11, 64-bit


Microsoft Windows l Server 2008 R2


l Server 2012


l Server 2012 R2


Note


vApp installations require VMware. Hyper-V, or any other virtual environment, is not
supported for vApp installations.


Database requirements for EMC M&R
EMC M&R supports these relational database management systems.


Table 2 Supported relational database management systems


Relational database
management systems


Version Notes


MySQL 5.5 EMC M&R ships with MySQL 5.5. Existing customers
may continue to use MySQL 5.0 in their EMC M&R
installations.


Oracle Database Enterprise
Edition


10G or
later


Ensure that the EMC M&R server and its operating
system satisfy the database engine requirements.
Consult the Oracle website for more information.


System Requirements for EMC M&R
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Table 2 Supported relational database management systems (continued)


Relational database
management systems


Version Notes


For a distributed EMC M&R scenario, the server with
the EMC M&R back-end components must satisfy
the database engine requirements.


Datastore N/A Datastore is an internal database.


Browser requirements
For the following browsers, support varies.


Table 3 Supported browsers


Browser Version Operating system Notes


Google Chrome Latest Windows, Linux Full support


Internet Explorer 8 Windows Minimal Browse
mode


Internet Explorer 9, 10, 11 Windows Full support


Mozilla Firefox Latest Windows, Linux Full support


Apple Safari Latest Mac OS X and iOS Full support


Minimal Browse mode is for report viewing and browsing. It can display tables, including
interactive tables, and graphs that are not interactive. Topology maps are not supported.


Full support includes report viewing and browsing, plus support for interactive tables and
graphs, topology maps, and administration tasks (user management, enrichment GUI,
alerting GUI, and so on).


Supported mobile devices
To manage the application and view reports, you can use any of the supported mobile
devices.


Table 4 Supported mobile devices


Device Version Operating system Notes


Apple iPhone Latest Mac iOS Using EMC M&R iPhone client
from AppStore


Apple iPad Latest Mac iOS Using EMC M&R iPad client
from AppStore


System Requirements for EMC M&R
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CHAPTER 2


Installation


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Explanation of name changes................................................................................16
l Options for standard installation...........................................................................16
l Installing EMC M&R platform on UNIX....................................................................17
l Installing EMC M&R platform on Windows Server...................................................18
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Explanation of name changes
The procedures in this guide are applicable when installing or upgrading EMC products
based on EMC M&R version 6.5u1 software artifacts.


EMC M&R may be used instead of EMC Watch4net in EMC product suites that use version
6.5u1 as their underlying monitoring and reporting platform. The procedures in this guide
are applicable for installations and upgrades of version 6.5u1 software or higher. Install
setup file names may vary depending upon which products are licensed. For example,


l Watch4net download filenames may have this syntax: setup-linux-x86_65u1-
v64.sh or setup-win65u1-v64.exe


l Product suite download filenames may have this syntax:
EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.sh or
EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.exe.


Options for standard installation
You have several options when you perform a binary installation of the EMC M&R
platform.


The EMC M&R platform infrastructure consists of three types of hosts:


l Frontend host


l Backend host (Primary and Additional)


l Collector host


Note


You can have only one Primary Backend host. You can add Additional Backend hosts to
scale out a deployment.


The EMC M&R platform binary installation package supports the following installation
options.


Default (UNIX) or Recommended Modules (Windows) installation
To install all of the modules in the EMC M&R platform binary installation package, use
this option.


You can use this option on a single host and enable it to serve as a Frontend, Backend,
and Collector host. You can customize this host further by manually adding or removing
specific modules.


Host-specific installations
To install software only on a specific host (Frontend, Backend or Collector host), use the
same EMC M&R platform binary installation package and select the type of host to install.


Minimal (UNIX) or Base Installation (Windows)
To install the minimum modules required for any host type, use this option. You can
customize this host by manually adding specific modules.


Installation
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Installing EMC M&R platform on UNIX
You can install the EMC M&R platform on supported UNIX hosts. This procedure
specifically uses the Linux installation procedure as an example.


Before you begin


l When you install EMC M&R platform on a UNIX server, assign executable permissions
to the installation script.


l Ensure that you have a login with root privileges to run the installer.


l Download the installation package to a directory on the server, such as /temp.


Procedure


1. Locate the installation package.


2. Navigate to where the EMC M&R platform is located.


3. Change the permissions of the installer.


For example, for the Linux 64-bit executable, type:


chmod +x EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.sh
4. Run the installer from the directory.


Example:


./EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.sh
5. Read and accept the End User License Agreement.


6. Accept the default installation directory of /opt/APG or type another location.


7. Accept the default user account name of apg or type another name.


8. Accept the default location of service scripts of /etc/init.d or type another
location.


9. Accept the default base directory of/etc for runlevel scripts or type another base
directory.


10.Depending on the host purpose, select one of the following options:


Option Description


Default Installs recommended modules available in the binary installation
package. You can use this option on a single host, which enables it to
serve as a Frontend, Backend and Collector host. To customize this host
further, manually add or remove specific modules.


Frontend Installs web services and front end applications.


Backend Installs the database and backend services.


Collector Installs base modules to perform data collection and enrichment.


Minimal Installs the minimal modules required for any host type. To customize this
host further, manually add specific modules.
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Installing EMC M&R platform on Windows Server
You can install the EMC M&R platform on supported Windows Server hosts.


Before you begin


l Ensure that you have a login with system administrator privileges to run the installer.


l Download the installation package to a folder on the server, such as \temp.


Procedure


1. Locate the installation package.


2. Double-click the setup file, for example: EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Windows_64-
bit_Setup_File.exe


3. Click Next on the Welcome screen.


4. Read and accept the End User License Agreement. Click I Agree.


5. Select the Destination Folder:


a. Change the drive to a Windows non-root drive.


b. Maintain the default folder structure (Program Files\APG).


c. Click Next.


6. Depending on the host purpose, select one of the following options:


Option Description


Recommended
Modules


Installs all recommended modules available in the binary
installation package. You can use this option on a single
host, which enables it to serve as a Frontend, Backend and
Collector host. To customize this host further, manually add
or remove specific modules.


Frontend Modules Installs web services and front end applications.


Backend Modules Installs the database and backend services.


Collector Modules Installs base modules to perform data collection and
enrichment.


Base Installation Installs the minimal modules required for any host type. To
customize this host further, manually add specific modules.


7. Click Install.


8. When the installation is complete, click Next.


9. To close the installer, click Finish.
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CHAPTER 3


Configuration


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Starting the EMC M&R platform services from the command line........................... 20
l Starting the EMC M&R platform services on Windows............................................ 20
l Verifying if the EMC M&R platform services are running......................................... 21
l Configuring the user process limits for the Linux installation................................. 23
l Logging in to the User Interface............................................................................. 23
l Connecting to Centralized Management................................................................ 24
l Confirm configuration settings and register remote servers................................... 24
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l Log in with administrator credentials.....................................................................26
l View license information....................................................................................... 26
l Upload a new license file.......................................................................................26
l Delete licenses......................................................................................................27
l Synchronize licenses on multiple hosts.................................................................27
l Troubleshooting licensing problems......................................................................28
l Permanent license stops working after host reconfiguration.................................. 28
l Users are locked out .............................................................................................28
l Module does not start or has no license ............................................................... 30
l Where to find the latest SolutionPack software......................................................31
l Installing a SolutionPack.......................................................................................31
l Reviewing reports..................................................................................................32
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Starting the EMC M&R platform services from the command line
After you install EMC M&R platform, start required services.


Before you begin


l Before you start EMC M&R platform services, ensure the library search path is correct
on the server that hosts EMC M&R platform. This requirement applies to the libaio
package on Linux.


l Ensure that you have a login with root, APG, or system administrator privileges. The
user apg is the account that the EMC M&R platform application uses instead of root.


Procedure


l Type the command for your operating system from the bin directory of the
installation:


Operating system Command


UNIX ./manage-modules.sh service start all


Windows manage-modules.cmd service start all


Results


The platform displays a list of services.


Note


The list of available services will vary depending upon choices (Collector, Backend,
Frontend, Default, or Minimal) made during installation.


Example:


* Starting 'topology-mapping-service Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'webservice-gateway Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'mysql Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'alerting-backend Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'backend Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager Generic-SNMP'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager Load-Balancer'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager emc smarts'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'event-processing-manager emc smarts'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'tomcat Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'task-scheduler Default'... [ OK ]


Starting the EMC M&R platform services on Windows
After installing EMC M&R platform on Windows, you can start all required services from a
Windows desktop.


Before you begin


Make sure you have logged in with system administrator credentials to manage services.
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Note


The list of available services will vary depending upon choices (Collector, Backend,
Frontend, Default, or Minimal) made during installation.


Procedure


1. From the application server's desktop, select Start > Administrative Tools > Services.


2. Right-click each service and click Start, in this order:


l APG Topology Mapping Service


l APG Topology Service


l APG Webservice Gateway


l APG MySQL


l APG Alerting Backend


l APG Backend


l APG Collector Manager (Generic RSC)


l APG Collector Manager (Generic-SNMP)


l APG Collector Manager (Load-Balancer)


l APG Event Processing Manager (Alert-Consolidation)


l APG Tomcat


l APG Task Scheduler


Verifying if the EMC M&R platform services are running
Verify the EMC M&R platform services are running on each host by obtaining the status.


Before you begin


Ensure that you have a login with root, APG, or system administrator privileges. The user
apg is the account that the EMC M&R platform application uses instead of root.
Procedure


1. Type the command for your operating system from the bin directory of the EMC M&R
platform installation:


Operating system Command


UNIX ./manage-modules.sh service status all
Windows manage-modules.cmd service status all


2. Verify that each service has a status of running in the output.


Results


Note


The list of available services will vary depending upon choices (Collector, Backend,
Frontend, Default, or Minimal) made during installation.


Example:


* Checking 'topology-mapping-service Default'... [ running ]
* Checking 'webservice-gateway Default'... [ running ]
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* Checking 'mysql Default'... [ running ]
* Checking 'alerting-backend Default'... [ running ]
* Checking 'backend Default'... [ running ]
* Checking 'collector-manager Default'... [ running ]
* Checking 'collector-manager Generic-SNMP'... [ running ]
* Checking 'collector-manager Load-Balancer'... [ running ]
* Checking 'collector-manager emc smarts'... [ running ]
* Checking 'event-processing-manager emc smarts'... [ running ]
* Checking 'tomcat Default'... [ running ]
* Checking 'task-scheduler Default'... [ running ]


Troubleshooting service start-up problems on UNIX
Check the log files when services do not start.


Before you begin


Ensure that you have logged in with root or APG privileges to check the log files.


Procedure


l Look for log files in these /opt/APG/ directory paths.


The list of available log files will vary depending upon choices made during
installation. (Collector, Backend, Frontend, Default, or Minimal installations will
generate different sets of log files.)


Databases/MySQL/Default/data/[SERVER NAME].err
Backends/Alerting-Backend/Default/logs/alerting-0-0.log
Backends/APG-Backend/Default/logs/cache-0-0.log
Collecting/Collector-Manager/Default/logs/collecting-0-0.log
Web-Servers/Tomcat/Default/logs/service.log
Tools/Task-Scheduler/Default/logs/scheduler-0-0.log
Tools/Webservice-Gateway/Default/logs/gateway-0-0.log


Troubleshooting service start-up problems on Windows
Check the log files when services do not start.


Before you begin


Ensure that you have logged in with system administrator credentials to check the log
files.


Procedure


l Look for log files in these C:\Program Files\APG directory paths.


The list of available log files will vary depending upon choices made during
installation. (Collector, Backend, Frontend, Default, or Minimal installations will
generate different sets of log files.)


Databases\MySQL\Default\data\[SERVER NAME].err.
Backends\Alerting-Backend\Default\logs\alerting-0-0.log
Backends\APG-Backend\Default\logs\cache-0-0.log
Collecting\Collector-Manager\Default\logs\collecting-0-0.log
Web-Servers\Tomcat\Default\logs\service.log
Tools\Task-Scheduler\Default\logs\scheduler-0-0.log
Tools\Webservice-Gateway\Default\logs\gateway-0-0.log
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Configuring the user process limits for the Linux installation
Increase the user process limits for the user account to a maximum of 65534. This
modification enables services to open 65534 files and 65534 processes when needed.


Before you begin


l Make sure you have a login with root privileges.


l The EMC M&R platform installed on a server running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6,
CentOS Linux 6, or SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11.


l The name specified for the user account during the installation.


Procedure


1. Open the /etc/security/limits.conf file.


2. Add the following lines for the user.


In this example, the user is apg.


apg   hard  nofile  65534
apg   soft  nofile  65534
apg   hard  nproc   65534
apg   soft  nproc   65534


3. Save the file.


4. Type the following commands from the bin directory of the installation to restart the
services:


./manage-modules.sh service stop all


./manage-modules.sh service start all
5. Type the following command to verify the changes:


su apg -c 'ulimit -n -u'


Logging in to the User Interface
Log in to view reports or test user access.


Procedure


1. Open a browser, and then type the URL.


Example: http://<Frontend-hostname>:58080/APG
2. Log in.


a. Type the login credentials.


The default username is admin. The default password is changeme.


b. Click Sign In.


After you finish


You are automatically logged off after four hours.
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Connecting to Centralized Management
Connect to the server so that you can access Centralized Management to install and
administer SolutionPacks.


Centralized Management is one of the multiple web applications available in EMC M&R
platform.


Procedure


1. Open a browser.


2. Type http://<serverIP:port>/centralized-management.


The serverIP is the fully qualified hostname or IP address of the server where EMC M&R
platform runs.


The port is the port number of the server.


Example:


http://myHost.emc.com:58080/centralized-management
3. Log in.


a. Default username is admin.


b. Default password is changeme.


c. Click Sign In.


After you finish


You are automatically logged off after four hours.


Confirm configuration settings and register remote servers
Confirm configuration settings for the Frontend server after you first log in. In a multi-host
environment, you must also register remote servers with the Frontend server and confirm
those configuration settings too.


Before you begin


After you first log in with administrator credentials for core software, you must confirm the
configuration settings for the Frontend server. If you install additional servers after
installing the Frontend server (for example, collectors, backend server, and so forth), you
must register each of them on the Frontend server.


Procedure


1. In the Servers Configuration window, click Save to accept the predefined values for
the Frontend server. Fields that are blank must remain blank.


2. To register additional servers, log into Centralized Management and click
Configuration > Register a Server.


3. Complete the fields and click Save.


For detailed information about the entries, click Documentation and view the
Centralized Management Guide or check the online help available from the User
Interface.
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Licensing Operations
Use Centralized Management user interface to perform licensing management
operations.


These operations include uploading, verifying, deleting, and synchronizing licenses.


Trial licenses
Your software can include all trial licenses or a combination of permanent and trial
licenses.


Licenses that you purchase are permanent. Other software comes with trial licenses.


Trial licenses let you test features in the UI and perform some initial configurations before
full purchase. Trial licenses typically last for 30 days after the installation time. You
cannot copy or regenerate a trial license in the product.


If all of your licenses are trial licenses, including the core software license that includes
the Web Portal feature, the software can lock out all users from accessing the UI when the
trial expires.


License duration
Permanent licenses do not expire. Trial licenses have expiration dates, typically 30 days
after the installation date.


When trial licenses expire, module license checks fail and the modules stop working. If
the Web Portal module fails, you cannot access the product.


Because the License Management UI operates behind the Web Portal module, you must
upload your permanent license file or extended trials before the 30-day license for the
core features expires. Otherwise, the UI locks and you cannot upload the license file.


License purchase
To convert a feature from a trial license into a permanently licensed feature, you need to
purchase a license.


To initiate the purchase of a license for a SolutionPack, visit EMC Online Support using
the following URL:


https://support.emc.com/servicecenter/createSR/


On the page that appears, submit a service request to EMC. Include the SolutionPack
name that you want to purchase.


When all purchasing transactions are complete, EMC sends you instructions for
downloading a regenerated license file for your site that includes the newly purchased
software license. Download the file to a local server, and then follow instructions in 
Upload a new license file on page 26 to upload the new license file.


Note


Until the license is purchased and the new license file is obtained and uploaded, the
SolutionPack is inoperable, unless the 30-day trial license is still in effect.
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Log in with administrator credentials
You must have administrator credentials to perform license management operations.


Procedure


1. Access EMC M&R platform software by typing the following URL in a web browser:


http://frontend-hostname:58080/centralized-management


where frontend-hostname is the server where the frontend module is installed.


The login page opens.


2. Log in with a user account that has administrator credentials.


The Centralized Management UI opens to the Physical Overview page.


3. In the navigation tree in the left pane, click Licenses Management.


The Licenses Listing page opens. Notice the Upload and Synchronize operational
commands at the top of the page.


View license information
You can view license information in two ways. One method displays licenses by host. The
other one shows a centralized view of all licenses.


Procedure


1. Log in with administrator credentials.


2. To view active licenses on a physical host, navigate to Administration > Centralized
Management > Physical Overview > host-name.


3. Click the Licenses tab.


The Licenses tab displays active licenses on that host. It also indicates whether
licenses are permanent or trial, the expiration date for trials, and additional license
properties, if applicable.


4. To view a consolidated list of licenses for all hosts, and to perform license
management operations, in the navigation tree in the left pane, click Licenses
Management.


The Licenses Listing page opens showing all licenses on all servers.
Notice the ELMS permanent license, showing all features included in the license and
the license serial number. Also notice the Upload and Synchronize commands at the
top of the page.


This table displays Information for ELMS licenses related to product name for the
license, SWID (software ID), and serial numbers.


Upload a new license file
To add a new license to your system, such as a newly purchased SolutionPack license,
upload a new license file.


Before you begin


1. Purchase the required licenses.
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2. Download the new license file to a local server, as directed by EMC during the
purchase process.


When you upload a license file, the new file affects all servers capable of using the
licenses.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Centralized Management UI in ViPR SRM using the following URL:


http://frontend-hostname:58080/centralized-management
2. In the navigation pane, select Licenses Management.


3. Click Upload at the top of the page.


The License Upload dialog appears.


4. Click Browse and locate the new license file that you downloaded.


5. Click OK.


The system extracts the licenses and displays them in the table on the Licenses
Listing pane.


6. When the License Upload Complete dialog appears, click OK, and then click Continue.


The new license automatically affects all servers capable of using the license.


7. Delete the trial licenses that correspond to newly licensed features, if any.


To delete a trial license, see Delete licenses on page 27.


Delete licenses
You can select and delete specific licenses or delete all licenses. A delete action affects
all servers that use the license.


After you install a permanent license, delete the trial licenses that are covered by the
permanent license.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Centralized Management UI using the following URL:


http://frontend-hostname:58080/centralized-management
2. In the navigation pane, select Licenses Management.


3. In the Licenses Listing table, select one or more license check boxes.


4. Click Delete.


The Delete command appears below the table. It is dimmed until you select at least
one license.


The system deletes the selected license from all available servers.


Synchronize licenses on multiple hosts
The Synchronize action ensures that all remote hosts have licenses based on those
available on the Centralized Management host.


Certain situations might cause licenses to become out of sync. For example, if a remote
host is unavailable when you perform an upload or a delete operation, those operations
would not be propagated to the offline server. Another example is if you add a new server
to your configuration, the new server would need licensing information.
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Procedure


1. Log in to the Centralized Management UI using the following URL:


http://frontend-hostname:58080/centralized-management
2. In the navigation pane, select Licenses Management.


3. Click Synchronize at the top of the page.


The system synchronizes the licenses on all remote hosts.


Troubleshooting licensing problems
You can resolve common licensing problems.


Permanent license stops working after host reconfiguration
If you change the configuration of a host, for example, by adding interfaces, removing
interfaces, or changing the operating system, your permanent license might stop working.
If your license does not work, obtain a new host ID and request a new permanent license.


Before you begin


Ensure that you have a login with root, APG, or system administrator privileges to perform
this task. The user apg is the account that the application uses instead of root.


Procedure


1. Log in to the operating system command line on the host server.


2. To obtain the new host ID, run one of the following operating system commands:


Operating system Command


UNIX /opt/APG/bin/manage-licenses.sh host-id


Windows C:\Program Files\APG\bin\manage-licenses.cmd host-
id


The command output is the new host ID.


3. Copy the host ID information to the clipboard or to a text file.


4. To obtain the new license, go to the EMC support site using the following URL:


https://support.emc.com/servicecenter/createSR/


The Create a Service Request page opens.


5. Submit a service request to EMC, asking for a new permanent license file for a new
host. Paste the new host ID into the request.


6. When EMC sends you the new license file, follow the procedure in Upload a new
license file on page 26.


Users are locked out
If the license for the core software features expires, the system locks users out of the UI.


To recover from this scenario:
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1. Obtain a license file with permanent licenses.


2. Install the new license file from the command line. Install license file from the
command line on page 29


3. Restart the Tomcat service. See Restart Tomcat service on page 29.


4. Log in and perform the following tasks:


a. Reinstall the new license file from the Centralized Management UI.


b. Delete the expired trial licenses.


See Reinstall license file and delete trial licenses after lockout on page 30.


Install license file from the command line
You can install a license file from the command line if you are locked out of the UI. Always
use the UI unless you are locked out.


Before you begin


l Ensure that you have an OS account with root, APG, or system administrator
privileges. The application uses the apg account, rather than root.


l Acquire a new license file from EMC and download it to a local server. To request a
new license file, create a Service Request on EMC Online Support.


Procedure


1. Log in to the server where the core software is installed.


2. Copy the new, valid license file to this same server. The file is a .zip file.


3. At the OS command line, navigate to the bin directory.


4. Install the license file using one of the following commands appropriate to your OS:


Operating
System


Command


UNIX ./manage-licenses.sh install download_path/license.zip


Windows manage-licenses.cmd install download_path\license.zip


Note


The command installs the license file on this server only.


Restart Tomcat service
If the Web Portal license expires, you might need to restart the Tomcat service.


Before you begin


1. Install the new license file using operating system commands.


2. Ensure that the library search path is correct on the server that is the host for the core
software. This requirement applies to the libstdc package on a Solaris server and
the libaio package on a LINUX server.


It is only necessary to restart the Tomcat service when the license for a web application,
such as the Web Portal, expires.
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Procedure


1. Log in to the server where the ViPR SRM core software is installed.


2. At the OS command line, navigate to the bin directory.


3. Run one of the following commands appropriate to the OS:


Operating System Command


UNIX ./manage-modules.sh service restart tomcat


Windows manage-modules.cmd service restart tomcat


The command output starts like this:


* Starting 'tomcat Default'... [ OK ]


Reinstall license file and delete trial licenses after lockout
After you install a permanent license file on the command line, you need to reinstall that
file using the Centralized Management UI to make the license visible in the UI and
available for distribution to other remote servers. You also need to delete the expired trial
licenses.


Procedure


1. Open a browser and log in to Centralized Management using the following URL:


http://frontend-hostname:58080/centralized-management
2. In the navigation pane, select Licenses Management.


3. Click Upload at the top of the page.


The License Upload dialog appears.


4. Click Browse and locate the new license file.


5. Click OK.


The system extracts the licenses and displays them in the table on the Licenses
Listing pane.


6. When the License Upload Complete dialog appears, click OK, and then click Continue.


The new license automatically affects all servers capable of using the license.


7. In the License Listing table, select all expired trial licenses by clicking the appropriate
check boxes.


8. Click Delete.


The Delete command appears at the bottom of the page, below the table of licenses.


The delete action automatically affects all available servers.


Module does not start or has no license
If a component reports that it has no license or does not start, verify the licenses on the
physical host.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Centralized Management UI using the following URL:


http://frontend-hostname:58080/centralized-management
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2. Navigate to Physical hosts > host-name > Licenses.


The page shows all licenses active on this local host.


3. Inspect the Expiration column for the termination date of each license.


Where to find the latest SolutionPack software
Install the latest core software update for your product suite. SolutionPacks distributed
with core software have a 30-day free evaluation period. If you plan to use the software
longer than 30 days, you must install a SolutionPack license before the trial period ends.


This 30-day free evaluation only applies to new installations and is not available for
upgraded installations. If you upgrade the core software and want to try a new
SolutionPack, you must request a license for that SolutionPack by completing a Support
Request (SR) form, which is available on the EMC Online Support website at http://
support.emc.com.


Installing a SolutionPack
After you log in as an administrator, you can install a SolutionPack from Centralized
Management.


Before you begin


l Determine whether you need a SolutionPack license file by checking the feature
names and expiration dates listed in Centralized Management > License
Management. If the license is not listed, obtain one by completing a Support Request
(SR) form, which you can find on the EMC support website http://support.emc.com.


l Make sure the core modules, such as the Module-Manager, are up-to-date on all
servers since not all module dependencies are validated during the SolutionPack
installation.


l Look for additional SolutionPack-specific installation instructions on the EMC
Community Network (ECN) or the EMC Support website. For example, more detailed
information may be found in Service Assurance Suite SolutionPack Articles available
from the EMC support website or from the EMC Community Network. Many
SolutionPacks have read me files embedded in the software. You can find these after
you install the SolutionPack by navigating to Centralized Management >
SolutionPacks. Expand the tree and click on the SolutionPack to open the Properties
page where the document is listed.


Procedure


1. Log in and select Administration.


2. Select Centralized Management in the Administration tree.


3. Select SOLUTIONPACK CENTER.


4. Select the SolutionPack in the Browse and Install SolutionPacks screen.


5. Read the summary information and click Install.


6. Select the components to install.


a. Type the instance name.


b. Select the server in one or more list boxes. For example, select the server in the
Data collection and Reports list boxes.


c. Click Next.
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7. For each list box you select, a screen appears.


a. Click Next after you complete each screen.


b. Click Install after you complete the last screen.


The installation process begins.


8. Select the maximize arrow next to each component to view the installation process.


When the installation successfully completes, green checkmarks appear.


After you finish


After the installation is complete, select Centralized Management > SolutionPack to verify
the installed SolutionPack.


Reviewing reports
After you install a new release or migrate to a new release, check the reports to ensure
that the data appears properly.


Before you begin


If the collector configuration changed, you can manually run the scheduled tasks in
Administration > Centralized-Management > Scheduled Tasks > Database to speed up the
report generation process. Wait at least two polling cycles before manually running the
scheduled tasks.


To view your report:


Procedure


1. Navigate to User Interface > SolutionPacks or User Interface > ReportPacks depending
upon which features you have installed.


2. Click the SolutionPack or ReportPack you want to view.


Results


It may take several polling cycles to display all relevant information.
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CHAPTER 4


EMC M&R Platform Update


This chapter includes the following topics:
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Planning the upgrade
The procedures needed to upgrade to EMC M&R platform version 6.5.x vary depending
upon the version you have installed.


In earlier versions of Watch4net documentation, the term, "migration" described how to
move from one "point" release to the next. (For example, from 6.2 to 6.3.) The terms,
"upgrade" or "update," described how to move from one software update bundle to the
next. (For example, 6.3u1 to 6.3u2.)


In these procedures, a single term, "upgrade," describes all migration or update
activities.


If you have: Task:


Watch4net version 6.1.x 1. Migrate to version 6.2.x as described in the EMC
Watch4net Migration Guide available from EMC Online
Support.


2. Migrate from version 6.2.x to version 6.3.x as described
in the The EMC Watch4net Version 6.3 Installation and
Configuration Guide.


3. EMC M&R upgrade workflow on page 35


Watch4net version 6.2.x 1. Migrate to version 6.3.x as described in the EMC M&R
(Watch4net) Installation and Configuration Guide.


2. EMC M&R upgrade workflow on page 35


EMC M&R (Watch4net)
version 6.3.x


1. EMC M&R upgrade workflow on page 35


EMC M&R 6.4.x and
higher versions


1. EMC M&R upgrade workflow on page 35


Preparing the environment for the upgrade
Verify and document the current status of the environment before starting the upgrade
process. This will help you assess the success of the upgrade.


Engage EMC Support to resolve any observed issues prior to proceeding with the
upgrade. This will aid in understanding the success of the upgrade.


l Use your current backup software to perform backups of the EMC M&R environment
before starting the upgrade .


l Look for blank reports and graphs. Determine if blank reports are cause by collection
errors. Resolve any issues or document them for later follow up.


l Look for broken links. Resolve any issues or document them for later follow up


l Validate that End-to-End topology is working. Resolve any issues.


l Rename your old Default ReportPack if you are using a legacy default reportpack. A
newer version of the Default ReportPack template may be installed during the
upgrade, and you will need to delete the old one after checking your reports. Rename
the existing Default ReportPack to make it easier to distinguish between the old and
new versions. To rename it, click Administration > ReportPacks and edit the name of
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the default ReportPack (for example, Default ReportPack (olderversion)).
Click Save.


l Use the ViPR SRM Deployment Planner to determine sizing based on the set of
Service Assurance Suite SolutionPacks you want to install.


n 1. Download the ViPR SRM Deployment Planner from support.emc.com/
downloads/34247_ViPR-SRM


2. For additional details about determining configuration size, refer to EMC
Service Assurance Suite SolutionPack Performance and Scalability Guidelines
available on the EMC Support online website.


l Review the existing backend and databases. Check Report Library > EMC M&R
(Watch4net) Health > Module Performance > Databases


n Check backend thresholds to verify that you have room to accommodate new
sizing


n Add additional backends and databases as required (The metric count should not
exceed 1 million.)


n Refer to the Watch4net Database Split v1.2 document for help if you need to
manually move data to redistribute the metrics.


EMC M&R upgrade workflow
You can upgrade the EMC M&R platform in a Linux, Windows, or mixed operating system
environment. Ensure you back up all servers before starting the upgrade process.


Ensure new software is downloaded to all EMC M&R servers
If you have enabled Online Update for your system, the automatic update process has
already downloaded and distributed new EMC M&R modules to each server. You do still
have to run the launch-update script to upgrade the modules. Automated Online Update
of EMC M&R Software on page 61 provides information about configuring your
deployment to use the online update feature.


Upgrade workflow


1. Update module-manager on each server. Updating module-manager for Linux
operating systems on page 37 or Updating module-manager for Windows  on page
38


2. Update core modules by running the update script on each server. Preparing for an
update in a Linux environment  on page 36 or Preparing for an update in a Windows
environment  on page 38


3. Update all components on page 40


4. Verifying if the EMC M&R platform services are running on page 21


5. Removing an obsolete Default ReportPack on page 41


Mixed operating system deployments
To update a mixed-operating system deployment (non-vApp Linux and Windows), you
must perform the steps for single operating system deployments separately, once on
each platform.


One server must be the server that is hosting Centralized Management. For example, a
Linux deployment with one Windows collector would required updating the Linux
machine hosting Centralized Management and updating the Windows machine where the
collector is running.
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Preparing for an update in a Linux environment
Before you can update the EMC M&R platform in your Linux environment, you must
complete certain tasks and run the setup script.


Before you begin


l Identify the servers that you plan to upgrade and back up all necessary files.


l Ensure that a login with root credentials is available.


l If you have not enabled Online Update, download the Linux install binary files from
your product page on the EMC support website. (For example, for Service Assurance
Suite downloads, EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.sh. For
Watch4net downloads, setup-linux-x86_65u1-v64.sh.) http://
support.emc.com.


Note


If you have enabled Online Update for your system, the automatic update process has
already downloaded and distributed the modules to each server. You can skip this binary
file install process. Automated Online Update of EMC M&R Software on page 61
provides information about enabling and configuring Online Update.


Procedure


1. Use a tool such as SCP to upload the setup script to a temporary directory on every
server that you plan to upgrade.


2. Log in to the server as root.


3. Navigate to the temporary directory and make the setup script executable.


For example, chmod +x EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.sh
4. Run the setup script for your product. For example, ./


EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Linux_64-bit_Setup_File.sh
5. Answer the questions as directed. For example, accept the EULA and use the defaults


for the installation directory and the package installation.


Results


Your system is now prepared for an update.


After you finish


Run the setup script on each Linux server that you want to upgrade.


Before starting core software services, ensure the library search path is correct on the
server hosting the core software. This requirement applies to the libaio package on
Linux. To verify the path:


1. Log in as root and run the following command: ldconfig -v | grep -i
libaio


Output similar to the following should display:


libaio.so.1.0.0 -> libaio.so.1.0.0
libaio.so.1 -> libaio.so.1.0.1


If no output (or incorrect output) is returned, install the latest libaio package form the OS
vendor.
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Updating module-manager for Linux operating systems
Ensure the latest version of the module-manager module is installed before running
the launch-update script.


The launch-update script is delivered through the module-manager, so update the
module-manager module first.


Procedure


1. Type the command to update module-manager from the EMC M&R /bin directory.


<INSTALL_DIR>/bin/manage-modules.sh update module-manager
Example:


./opt/APG/bin/manage-modules.sh update module-manager


Updating core modules in a Linux environment
Update core modules using the launch-update script.


During this step, you will update the core modules on all of the servers where the EMC
M&R software is deployed. Core modules must be updated prior to any others, and they
must be updated from the command line using the launch-update script. If the script
fails for any reason, re-run it to resume the update.


The update process detects if any manual edits were made to the SolutionPack files. If a
manually edited file is compatible with the new version of the SolutionPack, it will be
reused and the system will display a message to let you know. If a manually edited file is
not compatible with the new version of the SolutionPack, the system will back up the file
and display a warning message that indicates the name and location of the incompatible
file. The backed up files are saved in their current directory with the following format:
<file-name>-old-<version>_<date>.<ext>
Messages about an incompatible tmsconfig file can safely be ignored.


The system does not check files that were not were not included with the SolutionPacks.


Note


Run the launch-update script on collector hosts before running it on the primary


backend host. This will maintain the synchronization between the topology service and
topology mapping service.


Procedure


1. Navigate to <install directory>/Tools/Module-Manager/1.7/bin.


2. Change the permissions for the launch-update.sh script:


chmod u+x launch-update.sh
3. Run ./launch-update.sh


You can run this script on multiple servers at the same time.


4. Review the modules that will be updated and the SolutionPacks that will be
reconfigured. At the Proceed? prompt, press Enter to launch the update.


The script starts updating modules. Let the script run uninterrupted. Once completed,
the script lists which modules and SolutionPacks were updated and reconfigured
successfully.
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5. To see the list of modules that were updated, issue this command: ./manage-
modules.sh list installed
All modules except block-type modules are updated by the script. Block-type modules
will be updated later from Centralized Management.


Preparing for an update in a Windows environment
Before you can update the EMC M&R platform in your Windows environment, you must
complete certain tasks and run the setup executable.


Before you begin


l Identify the servers that you plan to upgrade and back up all necessary files.


l Ensure that login credentials with System Administrator permissions are available.


l If you have not enabled Online Update, download the Windows install binary setup
script from the EMC support website. (For example, for Service Assurance Suite
downloads, EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Windows_64-bit_Setup_File.exe. For
Watch4net downloads, setup-win64-v65u1.exe.) http://support.emc.com.


l Place the Windows installation binary setup script in a temporary folder on every
server that you plan to upgrade.


Note


If you have enabled Online Update for your system, the automatic update process has
already downloaded and distributed the modules to each server. You can skip ths binary
file install process. Automated Online Update of EMC M&R Software on page 61
provides information about enabling and configuring Online Update.


Procedure


1. Locate the setup executable file for your product.


2. Double-click the executable file for your product. For example,
EMC_MnR_6.5.1_Windows_64-bit_Setup_File.exe.


3. Click Next.


4. Read and accept the End User License Agreement. Click I Agree.


5. Press Enter to accept the default installation folder of C:\Program Files\APG, or
specify a different directory.


6. Press OK to install the new packages in the C:\Program Files\APG\Tools
\Module-Repository directory.


Your system is now prepared for update.


After you finish


Repeat these steps for each Windows server you want to upgrade.


Updating module-manager for Windows
Ensure the latest version of the module-manager module is installed before running
the launch-update script.


The launch-update script is delivered through the module-manager, so update the
module-manager module first.
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Procedure


1. Stop all of the services by typing the following command from the C:\Program
Files\APG\bin directory: manage-modules.cmd service stop all
Use Windows Task Manager to verify that all of the APG services have stopped. Wait a
few minutes for the services to stop, and then manually stop any services that are in
the "Stopping" state.


2. Type the command to update module-manager from the EMC M&R bin.


<INSTALL_DIR>\bin\manage-modules.cmd update module-manager
Example:


c:\Program Files\APG\bin\manage-modules.cmd update module-manager


Updating core modules in a Windows environment
Update EMC M&R foundation (core modules) using the launch-update script.


During this step, you will update the core modules on all of the servers where the EMC
M&R software is deployed. Core modules must be updated prior to any others, and they
must be updated from the command line using the launch-update script. If the script
fails for any reason, re-run it to resume the update.


The update process detects if any manual edits were made to the SolutionPack files. If a
manually edited file is compatible with the new version of the SolutionPack, it will be
reused and the system will display a message to let you know. If a manually edited file is
not compatible with the new version of the SolutionPack, the system will back up the file
and display a warning message that indicates the name and location of the incompatible
file. The backed up files are saved in their current directory with the following format:
<file-name>-old-<version>_<date>.<ext>
Messages about an incompatible tmsconfig file can safely be ignored.


The system does not check files that were not were not included with the SolutionPacks.


Note


Run the launch-update script on collector hosts before running it on the primary


backend host. This will maintain the synchronization between the topology service and
topology mapping service.


Procedure


1. Navigate to <install directory>\Tools\Module-Manager\1.7\bin.


2. Run launch-update.cmd
3. Review the modules that will be updated and the SolutionPacks that will be


reconfigured. At the Proceed? prompt, press Enter to launch the update.


The script starts updating modules. Let the script run uninterrupted. Once completed,
the script lists which modules and SolutionPacks were updated and reconfigured
successfully.


4. To see the list of modules that were updated, issue this command from the c:
\Program Files\APG\bin path: manage-modules.cmd list installed
All modules except block-type modules are updated by the script. Block-type modules
will be updated later from Centralized Management.
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After you finish


You must manually remove the older version of Java after a Windows upgrade.


Deleting old Java files after Windows update
When upgrading from older versions of EMC M&R, there is an error on startup due to a file
in the previous Java version folder not getting deleted after running the launch-update
script.


Before you begin


After the launch-update script runs, the Windows collector indicates successful
update of the Java module. But the older version of Java may not be removed. If the old
version remains, you must manually remove the Java directory as described in this
message:


Some files were left behind after the update of Java...
Please manually remove directory 7.0u67 from the path 'C:\Program 
Files\APG\Java\Sun-JRE\7.0u67’


Update all components
Update SolutionPacks and all other components to the latest software version.


Procedure


1. Navigate to the Installed SolutionPacks page: http://<Frontend IP
address>:58080/centralized-management/#/sp


2. Click the Update All Components button in the top-right corner of the page.


The Initialization window opens and lists the following details:


l Number of components from SolutionPacks that will be updated to the latest
version.


l Number of components that contain new features that require configuration.


3. Click Next.


The Configuration window opens. The left-hand pane lists each of the components
that include new features that you need to configure. The right-hand pane displays the
configuration details for the component with the new features highlighted in yellow.
Carefully review the selections to make sure the configuration details for the
components and SolutionPacks are correct. When you have finished configuring a
component, click Next to move onto the next component. After you have configured
every component on the list, click Next.


4. The Confirmation window opens and lists all of the components that will be updated.
Confirm that all of the components are correctly listed, and then click Update.


The Update window opens and displays the progress of each update and the
percentage complete of the overall update.
Do not close the browser window during this step.
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Checking the status of remote host services
The remote host services should start automatically after an upgrade. Check the services
status and restart them manually if not running.


Before you begin


Check that all services have started on each of the hosts. Navigate to Centralized
Management > Host Services. Select Show all entries. Verify that the status for each
service is Started.


If a service did not start automatically after completing the upgrade, restart the service
manually.


Procedure


1. Navigate to Centralized Management > Physical Overview.


2. Select the Frontend server or the server where Centralized Management is running.
Click Services.


Locate the stopped service and click its name to open the Service Status for the
instance.


3. Click Start.


If successful, the Service Status changes to Started. If the service does not start,
review the log to determine the cause. The issue may be a misconfigured option that
can be resolved by reconfiguring the SolutionPack settings and manually starting the
service again.


Removing an obsolete Default ReportPack
After an upgrade, you may see duplicate nodes in the navigation tree. Delete the obsolete
Default ReportPack to remove the duplicate nodes.


When you install or update the Report block of any SolutionPack, a generic-report module
installs a default ReportPack template. This process does not remove or update an
existing default ReportPack, and you may see duplicate node entries in the navigation
tree as a result.


Procedure


1. Check the new reports after installing or updating a SolutionPack. Ensure any
scheduled reports or pre-generated reports are set up to use the new Default
ReportPack template before deleting the old one.


You can find the list of scheduled reports and pre-generated reports by accessing
Scheduled Reports in the User Interface or by viewing Physical Overview > Tasks >
report-scheduling or Centralized Management > Scheduled Tasks > report-scheduling.


2. In the User Interface, select Administration.


3. Expand ReportPacks.


4. Expand the Default ReportPack and click the date to access the current default
ReportPack.


5. If you see two Default ReportPacks in the pane, select the older one for deletion.


Newer default ReportPacks show a version number associated with the release, for
example, 3.5.0.0.
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6. Click Delete.


7. Click Save.


Validating the environment
After upgrading your system, verify the operational status.


Before you begin


Procedure


1. Look for blank reports and graphs.


Determine whether blank reports are caused by collection errors. Resolve issues or
document them for later follow up.


2. Look for broken links. Resolve issues or document them for later follow up.


3. Validate that End-to-End topology is working. Resolve any issues.


Update SolutionPacks and other components
Learn how to update SolutionPacks and other components that Online Update has
downloaded from the EMC Update server to the Module Repository on the Centralized
Management (CM) server.


Refer to the Automate the Download of Updates article for details about Online Update.


The product provides several options for updating SolutionPacks and other components:


l Update all of the SolutionPacks and other components with a single click


l Update all of the SolutionPacks with a single click


l Update all of the other components with a single click


l Update individual SolutionPacks or other components


The update process detects if any manual edits were made to the SolutionPack files. If a
manually edited file is compatible with the new version of the SolutionPack, it will be
reused and the system will display a message to let you know. If a manually edited file is
not compatible with the new version of the SolutionPack, the system will back up the file
and display a warning message that indicates the name and location of the incompatible
file. The system does not check files that were not were not included with the
SolutionPack.


Update all SolutionPacks and other components
You can update all of your installed SolutionPacks and other components with a single
click.


Procedure


1. Navigate to the SolutionPacks page: http://<Frontend IP address>:
58080/centralized-management/#/sp


2. Click the Update All Components button in the top-right corner of the page.


The Initialization window opens and lists the following details:


l Number of components from SolutionPacks that will be updated to the latest
version.
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l Number of components that contain new features that require configuration.


3. Click Next.


The Configuration window opens. The left-hand pane lists each of the components
that include new features that you need to configure. The right-hand pane displays the
configuration details for the component with the new features highlighted in yellow.


4. When you have finished configuring a component, click Next to move onto the next
component. After you have configured every component on the list, click Next.


5. Confirm that all of the components are correctly listed, and then click Update.


The Update window opens and displays the progress of each update and the
percentage complete of the overall update. Do not close the browser window during
this step. When the installation is complete, the Results page opens.


6. Review the update details for each component.


Update all SolutionPacks
You can update all of your installed SolutionPacks with a single click.


Procedure


1. Navigate to the SolutionPacks page: http://<Frontend IP address>:
58080/centralized-management/#/sp


2. Click the Select All button located below the SolutionPacks table, and then click the
Update button.


The Initialization window opens and lists the following details:


l Number of components from SolutionPacks that will be updated to the latest
version.


l Number of components that contain new features that require configuration.


3. Click Next.


The Configuration window opens. The left-hand pane lists each of the components
that include new features that you need to configure. The right-hand pane displays the
configuration details for the component with the new features highlighted in yellow.
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4. When you have finished configuring a component, click Next to move onto the next
component. After you have configured every component on the list, click Next.


5. Confirm that all of the components are correctly listed, and then click Update.


The Update window opens and displays the progress of each update and the
percentage complete of the overall update. Do not close the browser window during
this step. When the installation is complete, the Results page opens.


6. Review the update details for each component.


Update all other components
You can update all of your other installed components with a single click.


Procedure


1. Navigate to the SolutionPacks page: http://<Frontend IP address>:
58080/centralized-management/#/sp


2. Click the Select All button located below the Other Components table, and then click
the Update button.


The Initialization window opens and lists the following details:


l Number of components from SolutionPacks that will be updated to the latest
version.


l Number of components that contain new features that require configuration.


3. Click Next.


The Configuration window opens. The left-hand pane lists each of the components
that include new features that you need to configure. The right-hand pane displays the
configuration details for the component with the new features highlighted in yellow.
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4. When you have finished configuring a component, click Next to move onto the next
component. After you have configured every component on the list, click Next.


5. Confirm that all of the components are correctly listed, and then click Update.


The Update window opens and displays the progress of each update and the
percentage complete of the overall update. Do not close the browser window during
this step. When the installation is complete, the Results page opens.


6. Review the update details for each component.


Update individual SolutionPacks or other components
You can easily update individual SolutionPacks or other components.


Procedure


1. Navigate to the SolutionPacks page: http://<Frontend IP address>:
58080/centralized-management/#/sp


2.
In the SolutionPacks table or the Other Components table, click the update icon 
for the SolutionPack or component that you want to update.


The Initialization window opens and lists the following details:


l Number of components from SolutionPacks that will be updated to the latest
version.


l Number of components that contain new features that require configuration.


3. Click Next.


The Configuration window opens. The left-hand pane lists each of the components
that include new features that you need to configure. The right-hand pane displays the
configuration details for the component with the new features highlighted in yellow.
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4. When you have finished configuring a component, click Next to move onto the next
component. After you have configured every component on the list, click Next.


5. Confirm that all of the components are correctly listed, and then click Update.


The Update window opens and displays the progress of each update and the
percentage complete of the overall update. Do not close the browser window during
this step. When the installation is complete, the Results page opens.


6. Review the update details for each component.
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CHAPTER 5


Uninstallation


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Overview............................................................................................................... 48
l Stopping EMC M&R platform services on a UNIX server..........................................48
l Uninstalling EMC M&R platform from a UNIX server............................................... 48
l Stopping EMC M&R platform services on a Windows server................................... 48
l Uninstalling EMC M&R platform from a Windows server.........................................49
l Uninstalling a SolutionPack...................................................................................49
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Overview
You can uninstall a SolutionPack and uninstall EMC M&R platform from a UNIX or
Windows server.


Stop the EMC M&R platform services before uninstalling EMC M&R platform.


Stopping EMC M&R platform services on a UNIX server
Use the manage-modules.sh service stop command to stop a specific EMC M&R
platform service or to stop all EMC M&R platform services on a UNIX server.


Before you begin


Make sure you have logged in with root or APG privileges.


Note


The list of services varies depending upon which type of installation was performed, for
example, vApp, collector, backend, frontend, and so forth.


Procedure


l Type manage-modules.sh service stop <service_name> from the bin directory
of the installation to stop a specific EMC M&R platform service.


This example shows how to stop all EMC M&R platform services:


./manage-modules.sh service stop all 


Uninstalling EMC M&R platform from a UNIX server
Use the manage-modules.sh service remove all command to uninstall all EMC
M&R platform services.


Before you begin


Make sure you have a login with root privileges.


Procedure


1. Type manage-modules.sh service remove all from the /opt/APG/bin
directory to uninstall all EMC M&R platform services.


2. Type rm -rf /opt/APG to remove the installation directory.


Stopping EMC M&R platform services on a Windows server
Use this procedure to stop EMC M&R platform services from the Windows desktop.


Before you begin


Make sure you have logged in with system administrator credentials to manage services.
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Note


The list of services varies depending upon which type of installation was performed, for
example, vApp, collector, backend, frontend, and so forth.


Procedure


1. Type manage-modules.cmd service stop <service_name> from the bin
directory of the installation to stop a specific EMC M&R platform service.


This example shows how to stop all EMC M&R platform services:


./manage-modules.cmd service stop all 


Uninstalling EMC M&R platform from a Windows server
Use the manage-modules.cmd service remove all command to remove all EMC
M&R platform services from a Windows server.


Before you begin


Make sure you have logged in with system administrator credentials.


Procedure


1. Type manage-modules.cmd service remove all from the C:\Program Files
\APG\bin folder to uninstall all EMC M&R platform services.


2. Use the Windows Control Panel to uninstall EMC M&R platform.


a. Click Start > Control Panel > Programs.


b. Click Uninstall a program.


c. Select the Watch4net Solutions APG and click Uninstall.


Uninstalling a SolutionPack
If you no longer want to view the reports of a certain SolutionPack, you can uninstall that
SolutionPack from the server.


Procedure


1. Log in with administrator credentials for EMC M&R platform and select Administration.


2. Select Centralized Management in the Administration tree.


3. Select SolutionPacks in the tree.


4. Select the SolutionPack that you want to uninstall in the Installed SolutionPacks
screen.


5. In the Properties area, click Trashcan icon for each instance of the SolutionPackBlock
and click Remove.
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CHAPTER 6


Troubleshooting


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Troubleshooting service start-up problems on UNIX...............................................52
l Troubleshooting service start-up problems on Windows........................................ 52
l SSL certificates..................................................................................................... 52
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Troubleshooting service start-up problems on UNIX
Check the log files when services do not start.


Before you begin


Ensure that you have logged in with root or APG privileges to check the log files.


Procedure


l Look for log files in these /opt/APG/ directory paths.


The list of available log files will vary depending upon choices made during
installation. (Collector, Backend, Frontend, Default, or Minimal installations will
generate different sets of log files.)


Databases/MySQL/Default/data/[SERVER NAME].err
Backends/Alerting-Backend/Default/logs/alerting-0-0.log
Backends/APG-Backend/Default/logs/cache-0-0.log
Collecting/Collector-Manager/Default/logs/collecting-0-0.log
Web-Servers/Tomcat/Default/logs/service.log
Tools/Task-Scheduler/Default/logs/scheduler-0-0.log
Tools/Webservice-Gateway/Default/logs/gateway-0-0.log


Troubleshooting service start-up problems on Windows
Check the log files when services do not start.


Before you begin


Ensure that you have logged in with system administrator credentials to check the log
files.


Procedure


l Look for log files in these C:\Program Files\APG directory paths.


The list of available log files will vary depending upon choices made during
installation. (Collector, Backend, Frontend, Default, or Minimal installations will
generate different sets of log files.)


Databases\MySQL\Default\data\[SERVER NAME].err.
Backends\Alerting-Backend\Default\logs\alerting-0-0.log
Backends\APG-Backend\Default\logs\cache-0-0.log
Collecting\Collector-Manager\Default\logs\collecting-0-0.log
Web-Servers\Tomcat\Default\logs\service.log
Tools\Task-Scheduler\Default\logs\scheduler-0-0.log
Tools\Webservice-Gateway\Default\logs\gateway-0-0.log


SSL certificates
Generally, EMC products are distributed with a self-signed SSL certificate. If you receive
an SSL certificate error or a blank pane when you are attempting to access content served
by a data source, resolve the issue by doing one of the following procedures.


SSL certificate error examples on page 53 provides a list of sample errors.


Temporary resolution
Accept the certificate exception temporarily: Troubleshooting an SSL certificate error:
Accepting the exception on page 53.
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Permanent resolution
Add an SSL certificate to your truststore to permanently prevent the exceptions from
appearing.


You can: Perform:


Install the self-signed SSL certificate
that is provided with the EMC product
using an Internet Explorer browser.


Installing a self-signed SSL certificate from an
Internet Explorer browser on page 54


Install the self-signed SSL certificate
that is provided with the EMC product
using a Chrome or Firefox browser.


1. Export the self-signed SSL certificate to
save it to the export location: Exporting an
SSL certificate from an Internet Explorer
browser on page 55


2. Importing an SSL certificate into your
truststore on page 54


Import an exported SSL certificate that
you or another administrator prepared.


Importing an SSL certificate into your
truststore on page 54


If you need to prepare an SSL certificate to share with other users, use: Exporting an SSL
certificate from an Internet Explorer browser on page 55.


SSL certificate error examples
The SSL certificate error or a blank pane appears because the certificate is self-signed
and it is not added as an exception or into the truststore yet. For example, if you are
attempting to access content served by a data source, a blank pane appears when you
select views under SolutionPacks.


Chrome error examples


This site's security certificate is not trusted!


Or, a blank pane.


Firefox error example


This Connection is Untrusted


Internet Explorer error examples


There is a problem with this website's security certificate.


Content was blocked because it was not signed by a valid security 
certificate.


Troubleshooting an SSL certificate error: Accepting the exception
An SSL certificate error appears in your browser.


To resolve this issue,


Procedure


l Accept the exception.


Steps may vary for your browser. For example, for Internet Explorer, click Continue to
this website (not recommended).
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This temporary solution causes the exception to be ignored for the current browser
session, but the exception reappears if you open another browser tab or window.


Installing a self-signed SSL certificate from an Internet Explorer browser
Install the self-signed SSL certificate that is provided with the EMC product to prevent
certificate exception errors.


The following procedure is for Internet Explorer version 9.0. The steps may vary slightly
depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. Click Continue to this website (not recommended) in the browser window.


2. Click the red Certificate Error indicator next to the address bar.


3. In the Untrusted Certificate window, select View certificates.


4. In the Certificate dialog box, in the General tab, click Install Certificate.


5. Follow the instructions in the Certificate Import Wizard.


a. Select the Place all certificates in the following store setting to add the certificate
to your truststore.


6. In the Certificate dialog box, in the General tab, click OK.


After you finish


Refresh the browser window.


Importing an SSL certificate into your truststore
Import an SSL certificate into your truststore to prevent certificate exception errors.


Procedure


l Import the certificate using one of the following procedures:


n Importing an SSL certificate in Chrome on page 54


n Importing an SSL certificate in Firefox on page 55


n Importing an SSL certificate in Internet Explorer on page 55


Importing an SSL certificate in Chrome
For Chrome, use this procedure to import the certificate into your truststore.


The following procedure is for Chrome version 28.0.1500.95. The steps may vary slightly
depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. Go to Settings > Show advanced settings.


2. Scroll down and select HTTP/SSL > Manage Certificates.


3. In the Trusted Root Certification Authorities tab, click Import.


4. Follow the instructions in the Certificate Import Wizard to import the certificate.


5. Click OK in Internet options.


6. Refresh the browser window.
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Importing an SSL certificate in Firefox
For Firefox, use this procedure to import the certificate into your truststore.


The following procedure is for Firefox version 23.0. The steps may vary slightly depending
on your browser version.


Procedure


1. Go to Firefox > Options > Options.


2. Click Advanced.


3. In the Certificates tab, click View Certificates.


4. Click Import.


5. Locate the certificate file and click Open.


6. Click Save.


7. Click OK in Certificate Manager.


8. Refresh the browser window.


Importing an SSL certificate in Internet Explorer
For Internet Explorer, use this procedure to import the certificate into your truststore.


The following procedure is for Internet Explorer version 9.0. The steps may vary slightly
depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. Go to Tools > Internet options.


2. In the Content tab, click Certificates.


3. Select the Trusted Root Certification Authorities tab.


4. Click Import.


5. Follow the instructions in the Certificate Import Wizard to import the certificate.


6. Click OK in Internet options.


7. Refresh the browser window.


Exporting an SSL certificate from an Internet Explorer browser
Use this procedure to export a self-signed SSL certificate, so that you can either import
the resulting exported certificate into your truststore or share it with other users.


The following procedure is for Internet Explorer version 10.0. The steps may vary slightly
depending on your browser version.


Procedure


1. Access the host for which you want to export the SSL certificate from the browser.


For example: https://<myHostname>.emc.com
2. Select Continue to this website (not recommended) in the There is a problem with


this website's security certificate window.


3. Click the red Certificate Error indicator next to the address bar.


4. In the Untrusted Certificate window, select View certificates.


5. In the Certificate dialog box, select the Details tab and ensure that the Show field is
set to All. Click Copy to File.
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6. In the Certificate Export Wizard,


a. Click Next in the Welcome screen.


b. Click Next to accept the default DER encoded binary X.509 setting in the Export File
Format screen.


c. Browse to the location where you want to save the certificate.


d. Specify the certificate file name and click Save.


e. In the File name field, ensure that the location and the certificate file name are
correct. Click Next.


f. Click Finish.


g. Click OK when The export was successful appears.


7. In the Certificate dialog box, click OK in the Details tab.


8. Share the resulting exported SSL certificate with other users to use.
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This appendix includes the following topics:


l Available modules.................................................................................................58
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Available modules
Each type of installation (Default, Minimal, Frontend, Backend, or Collector) installs a set
of core modules. These module installations then trigger additional modules to be
installed. For the full list of modules that are installed, issue the manage-modules.sh
list installed or manage-modules.cmd list installed command from
the /bin folder in your installation path.


Table 5 Version 6.5u1 available modules


Module Name Version Install type


Administration-Tool v1.3u1 Default / Frontend / Backend


alert-consolidation v3.6 Default / Backend


Alerting-Backend v3.8u1 Default / Backend


Alerting-Frontend v3.8u1 Default / Frontend


APG-Backend v5.8 Default / Backend


Centralized-Management v2.4u1 Default / Frontend


Collector-Manager (emc-watch4net-
health)


5.6 Default / Frontend


Compliance-Backend (generic-
compliance)


v3.5u1??? Default / Backend


Device-Discovery v3.4u1 Default / Frontend


APG-Diagnostic-Tools v6.0 Default / Frontend / Backend / Collector


APG-Frontend v6.5u1 Default / Frontend


Frontend-Report-Generator v6.5u1 Default / Frontend


Frontend-Search v6.5u1 Default / Frontend


Frontend-WS v6.5u1 Default / Frontend


generic-rsc v3.6.1 Default / Collector


generic-snmp v3.6.1 Default / Collector


generic-topology v3.6.1 Default / Backend


License-Manager v5.4 Default / Minimal / Frontend / Backend /
Collector


load-balancer-arbiter v3.6.1 Default / Backend


Maps-Service v2.0 Default / Frontend


Mib-Browser v6.5u1 Default / Frontend


Module-Manager v1.7u1 Default / Minimal / Frontend / Backend /
Collector


MySQL v5.5.36 Default / Backend / Database


MySQL-Maintenance-Tool v1.4 Default / Backend
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Table 5 Version 6.5u1 available modules (continued)


Module Name Version Install type


APG-Property-Store v2.0 Default / Frontend / Database


Task-Scheduler v1.6u1 Default / Backend


Tomcat 6.0.43 Default / Frontend


Topology v1.7 Default / Backend


Topology-Service v1.2u1 Default / Backend


Webservice-Gateway v2.0 Default / Minimal / Frontend / Backend /
Collector
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APPENDIX B


Automated Online Update of EMC M&R Software


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Online Update overview........................................................................................ 62
l Configuring server settings for online updates.......................................................62
l Enabling the online update task............................................................................ 62
l Running the online update task manually..............................................................63
l Online Update Status............................................................................................ 63
l Online Update History........................................................................................... 64
l Disabling the online update task...........................................................................64
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Online Update overview
Online Update automatically downloads the latest versions of the SolutionPacks and
EMC M&R components from the EMC Update server to the Module Repository on the
Centralized Management (CM) server. In a multi-server environment, the downloaded
modules are distributed to all of the remote servers managed by the CM server.


Configuring server settings for online updates
Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management.


3. Click Configuration > Online Update .


4. Ensure that you are on the Settings tab.


5. By default, online update uses the EMC Online Support username and password
specified under Configuration > EMC Support. If you want to use different credentials,
click Override Support Credentials. These credentials are used only for online update.


6. Click the  icon to test connectivity to the update server.


The  icon indicates that connectivity to the server has been established.


The  icon indicates that connectivity to the server failed.


7. Click Save.


Enabling the online update task
Enable the Online Update task to download the latest updates from the EMC Update
server automatically.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management.


3. On the Physical Overview page, click the <host_name> - Front End where the Online
Update task needs to run.


4. Click Tasks.


5. Type OnlineUpdate in the Search bar.


6. Click the OnlineUpdate scheduled task.


7. Click Enable.


Note


By default, this task is set to run once everyday at 12AM. You can customize the task
schedule by editing the configuration file.
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Running the online update task manually
At any time, you can run the Online Update task manually to access the available
updates.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management.


3. On the Physical Overview page, click the <host_name> - Front End where the Online
Update task needs to run.


4. Click Tasks.


5. Type OnlineUpdate in the Search bar.


6. Click the OnlineUpdate scheduled task.


7. Click Run Now.


Online Update Status
The Online Update Status tab indicates whether or not the last online update check was
successful, provides the date and time of the last successful check, and lists any updates
that are available for download.


Figure 1  Online Update Status


If a major update of the EMC M&R platform is detected, the Status tab includes a Major
Update Status section that describes the version that is available, provides a link to the
upgrade documentation, and includes a Start Download button.
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Figure 2  Online Update Status with a major version update detected


Downloading a major update
You can use Online Update to download a major version of the EMC M&R platform. You
should only download a major version if you intend to immediately complete the full
upgrade process.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.


2. Click Centralized Management.


3. Click Configuration > Online Update.


4. Click the Status tab.


5. Click Start Download. When the download is finished, the Download State will change
from "Not Downloaded" to "Complete."


6. Complete the upgrade process as described in the upgrade documentation.


Online Update History
The Online Update History tab provides a download history with the names of the
components, the version numbers, and the date and time of the downloads.


The History tab also allows you to search the download history for a particular component
name or version number.


Disabling the online update task
You can disable the Online Update task if you prefer to manually download the updates
from the EMC Update server.


Procedure


1. Click Administration.
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2. Click Centralized Management.


3. On the Physical Overview page, click the <host_name> - Front End where the Online
Update task needs to run.


4. Click Tasks.


5. Type OnlineUpdate in the Search bar.


6. Click the OnlineUpdate scheduled task.


7. Click Disable.
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APPENDIX C


Virtual Appliance Installation


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Virtual Appliance installation for EMC M&R........................................................... 68
l Deploying an appliance.........................................................................................68
l Starting the appliance .......................................................................................... 70
l Verifying the appliance deployment ......................................................................70
l Log onto the appliance ......................................................................................... 70
l Installing a SolutionPack.......................................................................................71
l Reviewing reports..................................................................................................72
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Virtual Appliance installation for EMC M&R
You can deploy EMC M&R as a virtual appliance (vApp) in a vSphere or vCloud
environment, as an alternative to the standard installation.


A virtual appliance (vApp) is a software solution composed of one or more virtual
solutions that is packaged by an appliance vendor and can be deployed, managed, and
maintained as a unit.


vApps are distributed using Open Virtualization Format (OVF) files. Depending on your
environment requirements, two types of OVF installations are available to install the EMC
M&R platform:


l Four VM vApp installation - Distributes EMC M&R platform components across four
VMs (Frontend, Primary Backend, Additional Backend, Collector). The appliances in
this installation are pre-configured to communicate with each other, offering an out-
of-the-box configuration that can function in smaller environments. You can further
scale and extend the environment by installing additional virtual appliances using
the one VM vApp installation.


l One VM vApp installation - Has the potential to install any of the EMC M&R platform
components in a single VM. This can be used to either install a single, consolidated
VM with all components for evaluation purposes, or to add additional Backend or
Collector appliances to extend or scale the environment created using the four VM
vApp installation.


Note


The vApp deployment should be used only for new installations. If you need to upgrade
an existing installation, use the standard binary setup script or executable to migrate to a
newer release. The vApp deployment support was not available prior to the EMC M&R 6.3
release.


Deploying an appliance
You can deploy an appliance from an OVF file using a vSphere Client.


Before you begin


l An administrator login with root privileges


l vCenter location where you are deploying the appliance


l Data store you can use for deployment


l Static IP address to assign to your appliance


l Gateway


l Netmask


l DNS Servers


Procedure


1. Open vSphere Client and connect to the vCenter Server that manages your VMware
environment.


2. From the File menu, select Deploy OVF Template.


3. In the Source step, browse to the location of the YourOVFfile.ovf file.


Example file path: /opt/ovf/YourOVFfile_OVFxx.ovf
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Example URL: http://myHost.emc.com/ovf/snapshot/92/
YourOVFfile_OVFxx.ovf


4. Click Next.


To minimize the deployment time, deploy the appliance within the same local area
network (LAN) shared by your VMware ESX/ESXi servers. The deployment time is
approximately 5 to 15 minutes. Deployment across a WAN can take 2 hours or more.


5. In the OVF Template Details step, review the details of the loaded .ovf file and click
Next.


6. In the End User License Agreement step, review the license agreement. Click Accept
and then click Next to continue.


7. In the Name and Location step:


a. Type a Name for the appliance.


b. Specify an Inventory Location for the appliance within your VMware
environment.


c. Click Next.


8. In the Host/Cluster step, select a host or cluster where the appliance will run and click
Next.


9. In the Resource Pool step, select a resource pool associated with the host or cluster
where the appliance will run and click Next.


Note


This step is required only if the host or cluster contains a predefined resource pool.


10.In the Datastore step, select a datastore to hold the appliance images and click Next.


11.In the Disk Format step, select the storage space provisioning method and click Next.


Option Description


Thin provisioned format On-demand expansion of available storage, used for
newer data store file systems.


Thick provisioned format Appliance storage that is allocated immediately and
reserved as a block.


Note


The Thin provisioned format option is recommended when the vApp is deployed in a
high performance environment.


12.In the Network Mapping step, select a destination network that has an IP Pool
associated with it and click Next.


13.Provide the values of the properties as defined in the Virtual Appliance Properties
table and click Next.


14.In the Ready to Complete step, review the list of properties for the appliance and click
Finish.


A status bar appears in the vSphere Client showing the deployment progress.


15.After deployment is complete, click Close in the Deployment Completed Successfully
dialog box.
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Starting the appliance
Start the appliance using vSphere after deployment. The appliance may take up to 20
minutes to start the first time. You can monitor the progress on the vSphere console.


Procedure


1. In the vSphere Client, right-click the appliance name.


2. Select Power > Power On.


The status appears in the Recent Tasks bar.


Verifying the appliance deployment
After deploying the appliance, verify that it is working.


Procedure


1. In the vSphere client, navigate to the VMs and Templates view.


2. From the configured resource pool, find the resource pool you selected for the
appliance.


The new appliance is listed under the resource pool.


3. In the console, log in to the appliance with the credentials you defined during the
deployment.


4. Verify the services.


Log onto the appliance
Using a browser, you can access the appliance to view and manage your applications as
well as develop applications.


Procedure


1. Open a web browser.


2. Browse to the appliance at http://<Frontend-hostname>:58080/APG.


hostname is the fully qualified domain name of your host.


A security-related dialog box may appear asking you to accept a security certificate
from EMC. Accept the certificate or allow a security exception for and continue. To
eliminate this message from appearing, install a Certificate Authority-signed SSL
certificate.


3. Enter the default username and password.


Passwords
Use passwords to control access to the appliance.


Table 6 Default usernames and passwords


Environment Username and password


Web-based console accessed in a browser admin/changeme Ensure that you


change this password.
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Table 6 Default usernames and passwords  (continued)


Environment Username and password


Linux guest OS appliance console accessed through
SSH or vSphere


root/Changeme1!


If you set the appliance console password while you deployed the OVF, the password that
you entered is the default password.


Passwords must conform to the following requirements.:


l Be at least eight characters and no more than 40 characters


l Contain at least one numeric character


l Contain at least one uppercase and one lowercase character


l Contain at least one non-alphanumeric character such as # or !


l Cannot contain the single quote character (') because it is a delimiter for the
password string


Note


These requirements do not apply to the Linux passwords.


Installing a SolutionPack
After you log in as an administrator, you can install a SolutionPack from Centralized
Management.


Before you begin


l Determine whether you need a SolutionPack license file by checking the feature
names and expiration dates listed in Centralized Management > License
Management. If the license is not listed, obtain one by completing a Support Request
(SR) form, which you can find on the EMC support website http://support.emc.com.


l Make sure the core modules, such as the Module-Manager, are up-to-date on all
servers since not all module dependencies are validated during the SolutionPack
installation.


l Look for additional SolutionPack-specific installation instructions on the EMC
Community Network (ECN) or the EMC Support website. For example, more detailed
information may be found in Service Assurance Suite SolutionPack Articles available
from the EMC support website or from the EMC Community Network. Many
SolutionPacks have read me files embedded in the software. You can find these after
you install the SolutionPack by navigating to Centralized Management >
SolutionPacks. Expand the tree and click on the SolutionPack to open the Properties
page where the document is listed.


Procedure


1. Log in and select Administration.


2. Select Centralized Management in the Administration tree.


3. Select SOLUTIONPACK CENTER.


4. Select the SolutionPack in the Browse and Install SolutionPacks screen.


5. Read the summary information and click Install.
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6. Select the components to install.


a. Type the instance name.


b. Select the server in one or more list boxes. For example, select the server in the
Data collection and Reports list boxes.


c. Click Next.


7. For each list box you select, a screen appears.


a. Click Next after you complete each screen.


b. Click Install after you complete the last screen.


The installation process begins.


8. Select the maximize arrow next to each component to view the installation process.


When the installation successfully completes, green checkmarks appear.


After you finish


After the installation is complete, select Centralized Management > SolutionPack to verify
the installed SolutionPack.


Reviewing reports
After you install a new release or migrate to a new release, check the reports to ensure
that the data appears properly.


Before you begin


If the collector configuration changed, you can manually run the scheduled tasks in
Administration > Centralized-Management > Scheduled Tasks > Database to speed up the
report generation process. Wait at least two polling cycles before manually running the
scheduled tasks.


To view your report:


Procedure


1. Navigate to User Interface > SolutionPacks or User Interface > ReportPacks depending
upon which features you have installed.


2. Click the SolutionPack or ReportPack you want to view.


Results


It may take several polling cycles to display all relevant information.
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APPENDIX D


Restoring Modules to their Previous Version


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Restoring modules workflow................................................................................. 74
l Listing restorable modules.................................................................................... 74
l Restoring modules................................................................................................ 75
l Starting the EMC M&R platform services from the command line........................... 77
l Starting the EMC M&R platform services on Windows............................................ 78
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Restoring modules workflow
If you need to, you can revert to the previous version of EMC M&R platform after an
update. If the software is installed on multiple servers, you need to perform the restore
process on each server.


Restoring the modules does not restore them to their exact state prior to an upgrade. The
reason is that during the update process, some modules may modify their data files to
work for newer version. Once the data files are modified, they cannot revert to their
previous state.


The Module-Manager cannot be restored to its previous version. The 6.5.x version of
Module Manager is fully compatible with version 6.4.x and can be used in its place.


Make sure you have a login with root or system administrator privileges to restore
modules.


For single host or multiple host deployments:


1. Listing restorable modules on page 74


2. Restoring modules on page 75


3. Start the EMC M&R platform services: Starting the EMC M&R platform services from
the command line on page 20 or Starting the EMC M&R platform services on
Windows on page 20


Listing restorable modules
Use the manage-modules.sh list restorable command to list all modules that
can be restored.


Before you begin


Make sure you have a login with root or system administrator privileges to restore
modules.


Procedure


l Type the command for your operating system from the EMC M&R platform installation
directory:


Operating system Command


UNIX
<INSTALL_DIR>/bin/manage-modules.sh list restorable [--
match="<module>"]


Windows
<INSTALL_DIR>\bin\manage-modules.cmd list restorable [--
match="<module>"]


To determine if the module has more than one version to restore, specify the --
match option. For example:


/opt/APG/bin/manage-modules.sh list restorable --match="frontend"


When you view the output, record the order in which the modules display. You will
need to use the order later when you restore the modules.
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This partial Linux sample output indicates modules that can be restored.


Available Restore Points:


   Identifier                Instance               Version Date
   ------------------------- ---------------------- ------- 
--------------------
 * variable-handling-filter  Generic-SNMP           v1.8u3  
11/26/13 9:00:30 AM
 * property-tagging-filter   Generic-SNMP           v2.5u1  
11/26/13 8:57:46 AM
 * frontend-report-generator Default                v6.2u3  
11/26/13 8:38:01 AM
 * collector-manager         emc-smarts             v5.3u2  
11/26/13 8:31:29 AM
 * event-processing-manager  emc-smarts             v1.2u3  
11/26/13 8:32:29 AM


Restoring modules
Restore modules to their previous version.


Before you begin


l Identify all modules that can be restored by using the manage-modules.sh list
restorable command.


l Make sure you have a login with root or system administrator privileges to restore
modules.


Restore the modules in the order in which they displayed, starting from first to last. To
avoid dependency issues, restore the main components or managers before their sub-
components. For example, restore the Event Processing Manager before its sub-
component, Event Property Tagger. Refer to the Module Manager documentation for more
complete information about module rollback. This document is in the documentation
directory of the installation path (for example, /opt/APG/Doc).


Procedure


1. Type the command for your operating system from the EMC M&R platform installation
directory:


Operating system Command


UNIX
<INSTALL_DIR>/bin/manage-modules.sh restore 
<module_identifier> [<module_instance>]


Windows
<INSTALL_DIR>\bin\manage-modules.cmd restore 
<module_identifier> [<module_instance>]


2. Answer any questions.


This Linux sample output shows that the administration-tool module has been
restored to its previous version.


opt/APG/manage-modules.sh restore administration-tool
Starting restoration of administration-tool Default v1.0u2...
 * Gathering information...
 * Issuing a rollback will overwrite all existing files - except 
the data ones - and replace them with their previous versions, 
including configuration files.
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 * The module 'Administration-Tool' will now be restored in 
'/opt/APG/Tools/Administration-Tool/Default'.
 ! WARNING: The targeted directory already exists. This will 
overwrite existing files in this directory.
 ? Continue? [y]es, [n]o > y
 * Restoring files...
Restoration complete.


manage-modules.sh restore command
Use the manage-modules.sh restore command to revert modules to their previous
version after an update. Type the command for your operating system from the bin
directory of your EMC M&R platform installation directory.


Description
The manage-modules.sh restore command enables you to revert to the
previous version of EMC M&R platform after an update. For UNIX, specify manage-
modules.sh restore. For Window, specify manage-modules.cmd restore.


To look up the identifier and module instance name, use the manage-modules.sh
list restorable command.


Syntax
manage-modules.sh restore <module_identifier>
[ <module_instance> ] [ <version> ]


Options


module_identifier


The identifier value of the installed module.


module_instance


The unique name of the module. Omit this value if only one instance is installed since
the command will use it as the default. If multiple instances exist, specify the
instance you want to restore.
The identifier and instance values form a unique key to refer to the module.


version


The version number to which the module should be restored. Omit this value if only
one previous version exists.


In this Linux example, the following command restores the Collector-Manager from 6.5.x
to 6.4.x. Since only one previous version exists, the version option is omitted.


<INSTALL_DIR>/bin/manage-modules.sh update collector-manager
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In this Windows example, the following command restores the variable-handling-filter
from 6.5.x to 6.4.x. Since only one previous version exists, the version option is
omitted.


<INSTALL_DIR>\bin\manage-modules.cmd restore variable-handling-filter 
generic-snmp


In this Linux example, the following command restores the frontend-ws to version 6.4.


./manage-modules.sh restore frontend-ws apg-ws 6.4


./manage-modules.sh update mib-browser mymib_browser2


Starting the EMC M&R platform services from the command line
After you install EMC M&R platform, start required services.


Before you begin


l Before you start EMC M&R platform services, ensure the library search path is correct
on the server that hosts EMC M&R platform. This requirement applies to the libaio
package on Linux.


l Ensure that you have a login with root, APG, or system administrator privileges. The
user apg is the account that the EMC M&R platform application uses instead of root.


Procedure


l Type the command for your operating system from the bin directory of the
installation:


Operating system Command


UNIX ./manage-modules.sh service start all


Windows manage-modules.cmd service start all


Results


The platform displays a list of services.


Note


The list of available services will vary depending upon choices (Collector, Backend,
Frontend, Default, or Minimal) made during installation.


Example:


* Starting 'topology-mapping-service Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'webservice-gateway Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'mysql Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'alerting-backend Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'backend Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager Generic-SNMP'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager Load-Balancer'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'collector-manager emc smarts'... [ OK ]
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* Starting 'event-processing-manager emc smarts'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'tomcat Default'... [ OK ]
* Starting 'task-scheduler Default'... [ OK ]


Starting the EMC M&R platform services on Windows
After installing EMC M&R platform on Windows, you can start all required services from a
Windows desktop.


Before you begin


Make sure you have logged in with system administrator credentials to manage services.


Note


The list of available services will vary depending upon choices (Collector, Backend,
Frontend, Default, or Minimal) made during installation.


Procedure


1. From the application server's desktop, select Start > Administrative Tools > Services.


2. Right-click each service and click Start, in this order:


l APG Topology Mapping Service


l APG Topology Service


l APG Webservice Gateway


l APG MySQL


l APG Alerting Backend


l APG Backend


l APG Collector Manager (Generic RSC)


l APG Collector Manager (Generic-SNMP)


l APG Collector Manager (Load-Balancer)


l APG Event Processing Manager (Alert-Consolidation)


l APG Tomcat


l APG Task Scheduler


Restoring Modules to their Previous Version
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC technical support professional if a product does not function properly or 
does not function as described in this document.


This document was accurate at publication time. Go to EMC Online Support 
(https://support.emc.com) to ensure that you are using the latest version of this 
document.


Revision history
Table 1 on page 27 lists the revision history of this document.


Purpose
This document lists the device driver information for EMC Smarts Network Configuration 
Manager Device Services Support (DSr) release.


Audience
This document is part of the EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Services 
Support (DSr) documentation set, and is intended for use by individuals who have the 
responsibility of installing and deploying devices and device drivers. 


Readers of this document are expected to be familiar with the following topics:


◆ Windows®, Solaris, and Linux® operating systems


◆ Database architecture and concepts 


◆ Security management 


◆ Internet protocols, including HTTP, TCP/IP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and Telnet 


◆ Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and directory services 


◆ Authentication and authorization


Table 1  Revision history


Date Revision Description of change


October, 2014 01 GA release
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Related documentation
Related documents include:


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Services Support (DSr) Version 
19.0 Hotfix 4 Read Me


◆ EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Device Services Support (DSr) Version 
19.0 Configuration Guide


Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or 
information about EMC products, go to EMC Online Support at:


https://support.emc.com


Technical support — Go to EMC Online Support and click Service Center. You will see 
several options for contacting EMC Technical Support. Note that to open a service request, 
you must have a valid support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for 
details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about your account.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com


Bold Use for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog 
boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the 
user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Use for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Use for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• System code
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Use for variables.


Monospace bold Use for user input.


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Introduction

Overview
The following information is included in this Support Matrix document.


◆ Device Driver Features and Information


◆ Additions to Existing Device Drivers


◆ Known Device Driver Issues


◆ Additional Device Driver Support Information


What is Network Configuration Manager?


◆ An automated compliance, change and configuration management solution that 
delivers industry-recognized best practices.


◆ A collaborative network infrastructure design, controlled change processes, network 
device and service configuration transparency, and compliance with corporate and 
regulatory requirements—to enable you to ensure the security, availability, and 
operational efficiency of your network.


◆ An automated support for all facets of the network infrastructure lifecycle, seamlessly 
integrating critical design, change, and compliance management requirements.


Compatibility
This release is certified to work with Network Configuration Manager 9.4, on the following 


environments:


◆ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.8 


◆ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x and 7.x


◆ CentOS 6.x and 7.x


◆ Microsoft Windows Server 2012R2


The EMC Smarts Network Configuration Manager Support Matrix document provides 
operating system versions and system requirements.
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CHAPTER 2
Device Driver Information


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ New device drivers..................................................................................................  32
◆ Modified device drivers...........................................................................................  32
◆ Enabling inactive device classes .............................................................................  32
◆ Viewing installed device driver packages ................................................................  32
◆ Configuring FTP Transfer Service..............................................................................  33
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Device Driver Information

New device drivers
No new device drivers are added in this release.


Modified device drivers
No device drivers are modified in this release.


Enabling inactive device classes
To enable a device class that is not enabled by default, follow these steps.


Viewing installed device driver packages
To view a list of installed device driver packages, follow these steps.


Step Action


1 Select Tools > System Administration from the Network Configuration Manager 
menu bar.


2 Select Global > Device Classes to open the Global Managed Device Classes 
window.


3 Click the Manage List button.


4 Highlight the Supported Device Class you want to enable, and click the Add 
button. Repeat this step for all device classes you are enabling.


5 Click Ok.


6 Click Apply.


Notice: Changes to device classes may affect the underlying Auto Discovery 
device classes' configuration.


7 Click Yes to confirm the changes.


8 Click Ok.


9 Click Close.


Step Action


1 Log into the server as a user with administrator privileges.


2 Navigate to the [Product Home]/bin directory.


3 Run the perl versiondb.pl --query command.


Notice: This command can be run on either the Application Server or 
the Device Server. The versiondb.pl tool reports information based on 
the server where it is run.
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Configuring FTP Transfer Service
To support FTP transfers for configuration management on some devices, an FTP service 
must be configured on the device server(s). Refer to the individual driver documentation 
to determine if this service must be configured for your device.


As a minimum, the following characteristics must be present; any additional security 
precautions are the responsibility of the end-user.


◆ An anonymous FTP user (typically user anonymous) must be enabled.


◆ The anonymous FTP user’s home directory must be set to $TFTPHOMEDIR/ftp, and 
cannot be world-writeable.


◆ The path $TFTPHOMEDIR/ftp/backup must exist and the backup directory must be 
world-writeable.


◆ The FTP user must be able to create subdirectories under $TFTPHOMEDIR/ftp/backup. 
This may require additional settings for the FTP service employed.
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CHAPTER 3
3COM Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ 3Com Netbuilder II Router .......................................................................................  36
◆ 3Com Switch 5500..................................................................................................  39
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3COM Devices

3Com Netbuilder II Router


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


nb2, 2 port nbtr NBTR Remote Access, 4 port nb1 NB 
Remote, 2 port nb1 NB Remote Access, 2 port boundary rtr 
NB Remote Control, 4 port tok.ring nb1 NBTR Remote, 
tok.ring boundary rtr NBTR Remote Control, nb2 4-slot, nb2 
8-slot, netbuilder Rem. Office (spectre), 2 Lan nb1 NB 
Local, 2 Lan nbtr NBTR Local, NB Rem Ctl w/2 wan ports, 
NBTR Rem Ctl w/2 wan ports, Spectre Large (SuperStackII 
22x), Spectre Huge (SuperStackII 22x), Spectre ISDN 
(SuperStackII 42x), 8 slot nb2, 8 slot nb2, fw versions, sw 
versions, Spectre ISDN, SpectreTR4x8 (superStackII 32x 
TR), SpectreTrIsdn4x8 (SSII 52x TR/ISDN), SpectreTrxxx 
(SSII 32x TR), Spectre2Eth (SSII 22x Eth sw ver>9.1), 
Spectre2EthIsdn (SSII 42x Eth/ISDN sw ver > 9.1), 
officeConnect, Intrepid (SuperStackII NBSI 2xWan:intrepid, 
4xWan:blueridge), Score (PB S5xx tunnel switch), Copper 
(PB S4xx WAN convergence switch), Easter (SuperStack II 
Router 400)


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, OOB


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “SW/NBII” 


• sysObjectID contains at least one of the following 1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.4. (2 | 11 | 12 | 
22 | 23)


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Get the boot directory using the sf 4 command


• Get a list of files in the boot directory excluding the BOOT.??K file


• Copy <fileName> <serverIPAddress>:<filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• Copy <fileName> <serverIPAddress>:<filename> 


Credential management
◆ Account


• Syspassword <oldPassword> <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• system (community | writecommunity)  <newCommunity>


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No


Features Available Support
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Device monitoring
◆ Ping


◆ Reboot


◆ DF


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
OOB


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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3Com Switch 5500


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 5500


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Arp, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “Switch 5500” (case-insensitive) 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.16.4.3


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• display current-configuration


• display saved-configuration


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• backup fabric current-configuration to <SERVERIPADDR> <destFile>


• display startup


• tftp <SERVERIPADDR> put <xferFilename> <destFile>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• tftp <SERVERIPADDR> get <configFilename> <tempFilename>


• copy <tempFilename> <SavedCfgFilename>


Credential management
◆ Account                     


• local-user <thisUser>


• level <level>


• service-type terminal telnet ssh


• password (simple | cipher) <password>


• undo local-user <oldUser>


◆ Privilege Account


• super password (simple | cipher) <newPrivPass>
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◆ SNMP


• snmp-agent community (read | write) <newCommunityString>


• undo snmp-agent community <oldString>


Device monitoring
◆ display current-configuration 


◆ display saved-configuration 


◆ display startup


◆ tftp <deviceServerAddress> (get | put) <localFilename> <remoteFilename>


◆ copy sourceFilename destFilename


◆ save filename


◆ delete filename


◆ ping ipAddress


◆ tracert ipAddress


◆ display ip interface 


◆ display ip routing-table 


◆ display arp


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/FTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


3Com Switch 5500


◆ Editing comments generated by the device when capturing the configuration causes 
device warnings during push operations.


◆ Inconsistencies in command behavior for configuration and credential management 
appear in software version 3.01, but not later versions.


• Startup configurations are the only file types retrieved. 


• User credentials cannot be removed during password rolls, due to the session use 
count. The error message User access number not 0 is displayed. Manual removal 
of the user credentials is untested but might be successful.


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 4
ACCEDIAN Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Accedian AEN-1000-GE-H........................................................................................  44
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Accedian AEN-1000-GE-H


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
AEN-1000-GE-H, AMO-10000-NE, AEN-1000-GE, 
AMN-1000-TE-R


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


AEN_4.9.2.1_22919, AMO_10GE_5.4.1.5_30715, 
AEN_4.9.3.2_30737


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, View 
Routes,View Interface


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.22420.1.1


◆ Terminal


• Output of "board show info" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "board show info" contains hostname of the device.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Startup configuration


– Export configuration


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The text config, as captured, cannot be pushed to the device. Configlets must use 
the text config for the destination.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• A stored startup or running config is pushed to the system by transferring it to the 
system using FTP and issuing the command-line interface command 
restore-backup-config <filename>.


Credential Management
◆ Account


• user add <username> password


• user delete <oldUser> 


• user edit <oldUser> password


◆ SNMP


• snmp edit <type> newString 


Device monitoring
◆ Board show info


◆ ping


◆ traceroute
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◆ export configuration


◆ route show active


◆ interface show


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Startup configuration No Yes NA Text SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 5
ACME Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ ACME NetNet SBC ...................................................................................................  48
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ACME NetNet SBC


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 4250


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.1


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/FTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, View Routes, View ARP, View Interfaces, Save Config, 
Activate Config, Reboot Activate, Reboot Force


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “Acme Packet Net-Net” 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.9148


◆ Terminal


• Get the model via terminal


• Get the serial number via terminal


• Check if there is an OID corresponding to the model found via terminal


• Get the package ID from the OID


• Check if the found package Id is matching the packed id of the current driver


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• From a command line interface session, the output of show running-config is 
captured as the text config.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• From a command line interface session, the command backup-config <filename> is 
issued. That file is then transferred from the SBC using FTP and stored in binary 
form as the startup config.


• From a command line interface session, the command backup-config <filename> 
running is issued. That file is then transferred from the SBC using FTP and stored in 
binary form as the running config.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The text config, as captured, cannot be pushed to the device. Configlets must use 
the text config for the destination.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• A stored startup or running config is pushed to the system by transferring it to the 
system using FTP and issuing the command-line interface command 
restore-backup-config <filename>.
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Credential management
◆ Account


• ssh-password


◆ Privilege Account


• secret enable


Device monitoring
◆ cli terminal-height


◆ enable


◆ exit


◆ configure terminal


◆ reboot activate


◆ save-config


◆ activate-config


◆ reboot force


◆ show routes


◆ show arp


◆ show interfaces


◆ show running-config authentication


◆ delete-backup-config


◆ backup-config


◆ show running-config


◆ restore backup-config


◆ ping


◆ show health


◆ save config


◆ show memory usage


◆ check-space-remaining boot


◆ check-space-remaining code


◆ check-space-remaining ramdrv
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


startup-config Yes Yes Save Config 
Only, Save 
Config and 
Activate, 
Save Config 
and Reboot 
Activate


Binary TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


text-config Yes Yes Save Config 
Only, Save 
Config and 
Activate, 
Save Config 
and Reboot 
Activate


ASCII TELNET, SSH


running-config No Yes NA Binary TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


ACME NetNet SBC


◆ The ACME NetNet SBC driver is known not to work with pre-v6.1 systems, due to 
substantial differences in the way that configuration backups work.


◆ Models other than the 4250 may need to be manually added to the driver's models 
file, due to ACME Packet not supplying a comprehensive list of SNMP Model OIDs.


◆ Pushing configlets to these systems may be problematic due to the way ACME's 
configuration editing works. In order to edit many configuration items, such as SNMP 
communities, the user must select an existing item to edit, which this driver cannot 
do. If you have advance knowledge of the system's configuration you may be able to 
create a configlet that works, but the concept of selecting a configuration item to edit 
is not supported.


◆ Configlets always use the text config for the destination.


◆ A configlet is processed in the device's configuration mode. Ensure not to exit 
completely out of config mode, as this causes the job to fail.


◆ Selection prompts are considered valid config prompts. The following configlet is now 
valid:


system


snmp-community


sel


public


1


ip-addresses (1.1.1.1 2.2.2.2)


done


exit


exit
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CHAPTER 6
Adtran Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Adtran NetVanta .....................................................................................................  54
◆ Adtran NetVanta Switch ..........................................................................................  59
◆ Adtran MX...............................................................................................................  64
◆ Adtran Ethernet NTU................................................................................................  68
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Adtran NetVanta


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


Atlas 800, Atlas Generic, Atlas 800 Plus, Atlas 550, Atlas 
810, NetVanta 3200, NetVanta 3205, NetVanta 3305, 
NetVanta 5305, NetVanta 4305, Netvanta 3430, NetVanta 
3120, NetVanta 1335, Netvanta 4430


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


04.02.00, 05.02.00, 05.03.00, 06.01.00, R10.5.0.E


Communication Protocols TELNET/TFTP, SSH, TELNET, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands Standard quick commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.664


◆ Terminal


• If there is a string matching “Netvanta” (case -insensitive) in the output of show 
version command then


– Get serial number from show version output


– Get host name from show running-config output


– Get object id from show version output


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show startup


• show running


• copy running-config startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy startup-config tftp


• copy running-config tftp


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy tftp startup-config <SERVERIPADDR> <filename>


• copy tftp running-config <SERVERIPADDR> <filename>


Credential management
◆ Account


• If AAA is enabled do the following


– no username <oldUserName>


– username <username> password <password>
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– line (telnet 0 | console 0)


– no password


– no login


– login local-userlist 


• Else


– line (telnet 0 | console 0)


– no login local-userlist


– login


– password <password>


◆ Privilege Account


• no enable password <oldPrivPas>


• enable password [md5] <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity> 


• snmp-server community <newCommunity>  RO|RW 


Operating System management
◆ copy tftp flash 


◆ boot system flash <newLoad> <currentLoad>


◆ erase


Device monitoring
◆ show memory heap


◆ show flash


◆ show version


◆ exit


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ show startup


◆ show running


◆ copy tftp running-config


◆ copy tftp startup-config


◆ copy tftp flash


◆ copy flash tftp


◆ erase


◆ boot system flash
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◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ configuration terminal


◆ end


◆ reload


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, TELNET, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, TELNET, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Adtran NetVanta drivers


◆ Adtran NetVanta and Adtran NetVanta Switch drivers may experience problems if 
configured with the message of the day banner.


Adtran NetVanta Router - Serial Numbers not Displaying


◆ The Adtran NetVanta Router does not show the serial number when using SNMP.
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Adtran NetVanta Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


NetVanta 1224, NetVanta 1224R, NetVanta 1224 STR, 
NetVanta 1224 STR, Total Access 916e, Total Access 924e, 
Total Access 908e, Total Access 908e(3rd Gen), Total 
Access 900e


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


06.01.03, A4.05.00.E, R10.9.0, R10.9.4.E


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands NA


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.664


• Get the number of interfaces with 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.1.0 OID and it should be greater 
than 4 


◆ Terminal


• If there is a string matching “Netvanta” (case -insensitive) in the output of show 
version command then  


• Get serial number from show version output


• Get host name from show running-config output


• Get object id from show version output


• There should be more than four interfaces listed in the command show interfaces.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show startup


• show running


• copy running-config startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy startup-config tftp


• copy running-config tftp


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp startup-config <SERVERIPADDR> <filename>


• copy tftp running-config <SERVERIPADDR> <filename>
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Credential management
◆ Account


• If AAA is enabled do the following


– no username <oldUserName>


– username <username> password <password>


– line (telnet 0 | console 0)


– no password


– no login


– login local-userlist 


• Else


– line (telnet 0 | console 0)


– no login local-userlist


– login


– password <password>


◆ Privilege Account


• no enable password <oldPrivPas>


• enable password [md5] <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity> 


• snmp-server community <newCommunity>  (RO|RW )


Operating System management
◆ copy tftp flash 


◆ boot system flash <newLoad> <currentLoad>


◆ erase


Device monitoring
◆ show memory heap


◆ show flash


◆ show version


◆ exit


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ show startup


◆ show running


◆ copy tftp running-config
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◆ copy tftp startup-config


◆ copy tftp flash


◆ copy flash tftp


◆ erase


◆ boot system flash


◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ configuration terminal


◆ end


◆ reload


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, TELNET, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, TELNET, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Adtran NetVanta Switch drivers


◆ Adtran NetVanta and Adtran NetVanta Switch drivers may experience problems if 
configured with the message of the day banner.


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Adtran MX


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) MX 2820


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


E04


Communication Protocols TELNET, TELNET/TFTP, SSH, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMPv1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands NA


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1.484


• Serial number is retrieved from .1.3.6.1.4.1.664.3.1.4.0


• System name is retrieved from 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5


◆ Terminal


• NA


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Navigate through Menu system to "System Configuration Archive" menu.


• Select 3 to go to "SCA Operations" menu


• Select 1 to set TFTP server


• Select 2 to set Config Filename


• Select 4 to Perform "TFTP SCA Save"


• Check "SCA Save Status" for completion


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Navigate through Menu system to "System Configuration Archive".


• Select 3 to go to "SCA Operations" menu.


• Select 1 to set TFTP server


• Select 2 to set Config Filename


• Select 5 to Perform "TFTP SCA Restore"


• Check "SCA Restore status" for completion


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• Navigate through Menu system to "SNMP" menu


• Select 11 to set the "Read Community"


• Select 12 to set the "Write Community"
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◆ Account


• New account creation


– Navigate through Menu system to "Security Administration" menu


– Select 3 to go to "Create  New User Account"


– Select 1 to set "User-ID"


– Select 2 to set "Password"


– Select 3 to go to "Account Properties/Access Privilege" menu


– Select 1 to go to "Access Rights" menu


– Select 4 to set as "ADMIN"


– Select 2 to enable the user account.


• Password change


– Navigate through menu system to "Change <current user> password"


– Enter new password


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ NA


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA Binary TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ Being a menu-based device, only discovery via SNMP is supported.


◆ Interfaces are pulled via SNMP only. Due to current library code logic, only interfaces 
with a distinct name are shown as separate interfaces.


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Adtran Ethernet NTU


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
NetVanta 873, Total Access 1424S-CE, NetVanta 818, 
NetVanta 838, NetVanta 838T, NetVanta 8044M


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


G01.05, G03.07


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet,SNMP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, View 
Routes,View Interface


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains .1.3.6.1.4.1.664.1


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show version" contains model name,host name and serial number.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community read-only <newCommunity>


• snmp-server community read-write <newCommunity> 


• no snmp-server community read-only <oldSnmpCommunity>


• no snmp-server community read-write <oldSnmpCommunity>


◆ Account


• security


• username <username>


• password


• privilege admin


• no username <username>


Operating System management
◆ NA
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Device monitoring
◆ show version


◆ write


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ show interfaces


◆ reload


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copy to 
start


TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup No Yes NA TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ SNMP credential roll is supported but was not qualified in house due to device 
restrictions.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 7
Adva Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Adva FSP150CC ......................................................................................................  74
◆ Adva FSP150CCGE201 ............................................................................................  78
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Adva FSP150CC


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) FSP150CCD-410, FSP150CC-825


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


2.1, 7.0


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/FTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View ARP, View Interfaces, 
Resync, Set FTP Credentials


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “FSP150CC” 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.18022.1


◆ Terminal


• Model found from show system should be found in the Models file


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


◆ Terminal/FTP 


• database backup


• database copy ftp put <serverip> <username> <password> <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


• database save


◆ Terminal/FTP 


• database copy ftp get <serverip> <username> <password> <filename>


• show database copy


• database restore active none


Credential management
◆ Account


• configure system


• no user <username>


• add user  <userName > <password>
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◆ SNMP


• configure snmp


• communityname <newSnmpCommunity> (read-only | read-write)


• no communityname <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ show system


◆ show ip routes static


◆ show arp


◆ show interface


◆ show ip


◆ show mgmttnl


◆ database backup


◆ show database copy


◆ database restore active none


◆ ping


◆ show ip route dynamic


◆ tracert


◆ reboot


◆ database save


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH


startup Yes Yes Reboot Binary TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Adva FSP150CC


◆ This device can only transfer binary files using an external FTP server located on the 
device server.  It is the customer’s responsibility to setup and maintain a correctly 
configured FTP daemon on the appropriate device server.


◆ The driver will default to using the FTP credentials: anonymous / ionixncm@emc.com. 
The defaults can be changed on a device by device basis using the quick command 
named Set_FTP_Credentials.


◆ Some lines in the text (running) config cannot be sent back to the device using 
terminal input.


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Adva FSP150CCGE201


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) FSP150CC-GE201


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.3.2-27


Communication Protocols SNMP, Telnet, SSH, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Trap, Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.2544. 1.12.1.1.4.


• Model number should be retrievable.


• Chassis Serial number or Sysname will be used for discovery.


◆ Terminal


• Should be able to retrieve Model number via term and that should resolve to 
Package ID.


• Chassis Serial Number or Sysname will be used for discovery.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• admin config-file


• show configfile <saved-configfile name> -- for saved configuration file which is delta 
between running config and default database


• show running-config current -- for running configuration


◆ Terminal/FTP


• admin config-file


• save <configFile>


• transfer-file ftp  put <userid> [password | no-password] <password> <ip-address> 
<filename>


• show file-services-status


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/FTP


• admin config-file


• transfer-file ftp get  <userid> [password | no-password] <password> <ip-address> 
<filename>


• show file-services-status


• restart-with-configfile <configfile name> yes
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◆ Terminal


• Configuration can be deployed as running configuration by sending as command 
line


Credential management
◆ Account


• config user-security


• add <username> <password> <password> superuser


• show local-user <username>


• config-user <username>


• config-user <username> password <password> <password>


• delete <username>


◆ SNMP


• configure snmp


• add community <newSnmpCommunity> readonly


• add community <newSnmpCommunity> readwrite


• delete community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• show all-communities


• show community <community string>


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ show system


◆ home


◆ show interface


◆ show arp-entries


◆ show ip-routes


◆ configure communication


◆ ping <ip addr>


◆ trace-route <ip-addr>


◆ show ping-result


◆ show trace-route-result
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases.


◆ Pull/Push via FTP is not supported due to issues with FTP connection.


◆ Interfaces are not supported via Term as the command returns only a single interface 
data instead of three returned by SNMP.


◆ While pushing the config file, there should be no ‘#end’ in the configuration file as this 
interferes with GUI-based elements and causes a failure.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running-config Yes Yes copyToSaved ASCII SSH, Telnet


running-config-ftp Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 8
Airespace Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Airespace Switch ....................................................................................................  84
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Airespace Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) AS-4012


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


2.0.152.3


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, View Interfaces, View Routes Summary, View Arp 
Switch, Save Config


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.14179


• sysDescr contains “Airespace Switch”


• Model number .1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.1.3.0


◆ Terminal


• show sysinfo contains “Airespace Switch”


• Model number using show inventory


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show run-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• transfer upload datatype config


• transfer upload mode tftp


• transfer upload serverip <SERVERIPADDR>


• transfer upload path /


• transfer upload filename <fileName>


• transfer upload start


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• transfer download datatype config


• transfer download mode tftp


• transfer download serverip <SERVERIPADDR>


• transfer download path /


• transfer download filename <fileName>


• transfer download start
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Credential management
◆ Account


• config mgmtuser delete <username>


• config mgmtuser add <username>  <password> read-write


• config mgmtuser password <oldUser>  p <TIME>


• config mgmtuser password  <username> <password>


◆ SNMP


• config snmp community delete  <newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp community create <newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp community accessmode (ro|rw) <newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp community mode enable <newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp community delete <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ show sysinfo


◆ show inventory


◆ show tech-support


◆ show route-summary


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


readable_run-config Yes Yes Save 
Config, 
Reboot


ASCII SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Airespace 4400


◆ Issue: Airespace devices drop the connection if the current user is deleted.


Resolution: When rolling credentials on Airespace devices, the old user is not deleted 
but instead the password is set to a random value.


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 9
Alcatel Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Alcatel OmniAccess ................................................................................................  90
◆ Alcatel OmniCore ....................................................................................................  95
◆ Alcatel Omnistack...................................................................................................  98
◆ Alcatel Omniswitch ...............................................................................................  102
◆ Alcatel Service Router and Ethernet Service Switch ...............................................  107
◆ Alcatel EFM ...........................................................................................................  112
◆ Alcatel EFM 1531 ..................................................................................................  116
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Alcatel OmniAccess


Features available


Device Type Wireless AP


Specific Model(s) OAW-4324-US, OAW-4306GW-US, OAW-4604-US


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


AOS-W 3.4, AOS-W 3.3.2.10, 3.4.2.5 (24358), 5.0.2.1


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID should be 1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.2.1.1.2


◆ Terminal


• show version includes manufacturer and model information


• show running-config | include hostname includes hostname information


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running 


• show startup


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy startup-config tftp  <serverIPAddress> <filename>


• copy running-config tftp  <serverIPAddress> <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• A command-line interface session is started in config mode.


• The configuration is pushed line by line while checking responses for error codes.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• A command-line interface session is started in config mode.


• copy tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename> 


• copy flash 


Credential management
◆ Account


• mgmt-user <username> root


◆ Privilege Account


• enable secret
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◆ SNMP


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpROCommunity>


• snmp-server community <newSnmpROCommunity>


Operating System 
◆ copy tftp:<serverLocation> <srcFilename> system partition <bootPartitionNumber>


◆ reload


Device monitoring
◆ show interface


◆ show version


◆ show running-config


◆ exit


◆ show inventory


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Alcatel OmniAccess


◆ The configuration information obtained from a running config pull cannot be pushed 
back to the device. The running config push is done on a line by line basis through the 
command-line interface in config mode, due to there being no way to push an entire 
config file to running.


◆ Some commands are not accepted and must be removed from the configuration 
before pushing a full configuration. A few examples of lines that must be removed are:


• version 3.3


• enable secret "******"


• end


◆ Some commands are not valid and should be removed or replaced with valid 
commands before pushing a full configuration. A few examples of lines that must be 
removed or replaced are:


• mms config 0


• controller config 0


• ip access-list eth validuserethacl


permit any


• ip access-list session validuser


any any any permit 


• vpn-dialer default-dialer


ike authentication PRE-SHARE ******


• user-role ap-role


• user-role denyall


session-acl denyall


• user-role cpbase


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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session-acl cpbase


• user-role guest-logon


• user-role guest


• user-role stateful-dot1x


• user-role logon


• aaa pubcookie-authentication


• no crypto isakmp psk-caching


• no crypto-local isakmp permit-invalid-cert


• crypto isakmp groupname changeme


• crypto-local isakmp dpd idle-timeout 22 retry-timeout 2 retry-attempts 3


• crypto-local isakmp xauth


• vpdn group l2tp


ppp authentication PAP


• vpdn group pptp


ppp authentication MSCHAPv2


• mgmt-user admin root 
9bf216ef01dc8a58fdecefdd48e9482a5ef57ed326a34ffd75


• country US


◆ Some commands can only be pushed to the master switch and are not valid for a local 
switch. These commands are displayed in the configs pulled from the device, but 
must be removed from the configs before pushing. See the AOS-W User Guide for 
more information.
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Alcatel OmniCore


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


OmniCore 5022, OmniCore 5010, OmniSwitch 5, 
OmniSwitch 9, 
OmniCell 5, OmniCell 9, OmniStack 1024, OmniStack 
6024, 
OmniCore 13, OmniAccess 408, OmniAccess 512, 
OmniStack 8008


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “Switch” 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.3.3003 or 1.3.6.1.4.1.3003


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• write-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• write-config tftp:// <SERVERIPADDR> / <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy tftp:// <SERVERIPADDR> / <configFile> <voyence.conf>


• load-config <voyence.conf>


• del <voyence.conf>


• save startup.config


Credential management
◆ Account


• password


◆ SNMP


• ip snmp (read-community | write-community) <snmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ write mem


◆ utils


◆ file


◆ exit
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◆ del


◆ save


◆ write-config


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Alcatel Omnistack


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 6624, 6246, 8008, LS6224U


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


1.0.0.47, 1.7.0.13 For LS6224U Models: 1.5.1.7


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Arp, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.4.1


• Serial Number retrieved successfully from ENTITY-MIB for row with class chassis (3)


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy running-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


• copy startup-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName> running-config


• copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName> startup-config


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <username> password <password>


• no username <oldUser>


◆ Privilege Account


• enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newString> (ro | rw) view default


• no snmp-server community <oldString>
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Operating System
◆ show bootvar


◆ boot system <name>


◆ copy <fromPath> <toPath>


◆ show version


Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show arp


◆ show ip interface


◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ config


◆ end


◆ no terminal datadump


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ dir


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No Yes
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Alcatel Omnistack


◆ Push-to-Start using Telnet/SSH not supported. 


◆ No volatile memory support using SNMP or command line interface


• Blank values are displayed in the client.


◆ Image files are listed in the file system information. Image files cannot be selected 
and backed up by name due to a limitation of the device. The active image can be 
backed up as an upgrade option.


◆ Boot file upgrades are not supported.


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Alcatel Omniswitch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
6602-48, 6624, 6850, OS6850-P48, 7700, 9700, 
OS9616/OS9716-CFM2


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Operating systems for 6602-48 models: 5.1.6.243.R02 GA, 
5.1.6.393.R01 GA Operating systems for 6850 models: 
6.3.1.999.R01 Operating systems for 7700 and 9700 
models: 6.3.1.1023.R01 Operating systems for other 
models: 5.1.5.83.R04, 6.3.4.378.R01 GA, 6.4.1.394.S01 
GA


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/FTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Arp, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1


• Serial number is found in row (chassis class) of entPhysicalTable in ENTITY-MIB


◆ Terminal


• sysObjectID is present in show system output


• Value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.1


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration snapshot


◆ Terminal/FTP 


• Configuration is pulled using FTP


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Device commands are issued interactively from the stored configuration (configlet 
only); each command is sent line-by-line as long as the device returns to a prompt 
afterwards. The results are scanned for warnings and errors.


◆ Terminal/FTP 


• Configuration is pushed using FTP


Credential management
◆ Account


• show user password-size


• password 


• user <username> password <password> <cmdFrag>


• no user <oldUser>


• snmp community map <snmpCred> user <username>


◆ SNMP


• no snmp community map <oldCommString>


• snmp community map <newCommString> user <username> enable
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Operating System
◆ ls


◆ delete


◆ ftp


◆ binary


◆ hash


◆ lcd


◆ cd


◆ show system


◆ reload working no rollback-timeout


Device monitoring
◆ show system


◆ show running-directory


◆ no more 


◆ ping


◆ reload working no rollback-timeout 


◆ show arp


◆ show chassis 


◆ show cmm 


◆ show configuration snapshot 


◆ show hardware info 


◆ show health 


◆ show interfaces 


◆ show ip interface 


◆ show ip protocols 


◆ show ip route 


◆ show module long 


◆ show running-directory 


◆ show system 


◆ traceroute


◆ copy running-config working


◆ copy working certified [flash-synchro]


◆ copy certffied working


◆ free space
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy 
Running to 
Working


ASCII TELNET, SSH


working Yes Yes Copy 
Working to 
Certified,Re
boot from 
Working


ASCII TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


certified Yes Yes Copy 
Certified to 
Working, 
Reboot


ASCII TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Alcatel Omniswitch


◆ Full configuration pushes for the working and certified files require FTP to be enabled. 
Configlets and the running configuration use terminal mode only.


◆ Cold booting the device will use the configuration stored in /flash/certified/boot.cfg 
unless it is identical to /flash/working/boot.cfg. If these files differ, the reload 
working no-rollback timeout command must be issued or configuration changes will 
fail. This can be done using cut-through.


◆ The Reboot from Working post-operation on configuration pushes does not warn the 
user about service interruption. 


◆ Post operations on working and certified configurations may potentially change the 
operating system version of the device if it is rebooted afterwards. This is due to the 
use of “copy working certified” and “copy certified working” commands for these 
operations. It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that configuration content is 
compatible if the software images in the working and certified directories differ.


◆ SNMP credential rolls are not written to the certified (startup) configuration, which is a 
device limitation in the copy command syntax (as detailed in the previous bullet). The 
commit operation used after account and SNMP rolls uses “copy running working” to 
avoid copying software images as part of SNMP credential changes.


◆ The model name is reported differently through SNMP than through terminal: SNMP 
uses the chassis entry of ENTITY-MIB, while the terminal query uses the “Model 
Name:” field in the “show system” response, which corresponds to the CMM model.


◆ No restrictions are enforced on password length.
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Alcatel Service Router and Ethernet Service Switch


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)
7450 ESS-1, 7450 ESS-6, 7450 ESS-7, 7450 ESS-12, 7750 
SR-1, 7750 SR-12, 7750 SR-7


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


SR OS Release 5 (B-5.0.R8, C-5.0.R8), TiMOS-6.1.R9 
Untested: 7.0.R9


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/FTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, TFTP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• Model found via SNMP should be found in models file.


• Get host name


• Get the interfaces from standard Interface MIB table


◆ Terminal


• Model found from show sys info should be found in models file.


• Get host name from show sys info


• Get the interfaces from show router interface


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• The admin display-config command is issued in the command line interface, and 
the file captured directly from the command line interface output.


◆ Terminal/FTP 


• The startup-config (config.cfg) or boot-options-file (bof.cg) is copied using FTP.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/FTP 


• The startup-config (config.cfg) or boot-options-file (bof.cg) is copied to the device 
using FTP.


Credential management
◆ Account


• system security no user <oldUser>


• system security user <username>


• password


• access console ftp snmp


• console member administrative
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◆ SNMP


• system security snmp no community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• system security snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> (r | rw) version both


Operating System
◆ file dir <filepath>


◆ file md <dirName>


◆ file copy <fromPath> <toPath>


◆ file delete <filename>


◆ bof primary-image <newImgPath>


◆ bof save


◆ admin reboot upgrade


Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ environment no more


◆ environment more


◆ exit all


◆ configure 


◆ admin save


◆ exec


◆ show system memory-pools


◆ show port


◆ show system info


◆ show chassis


◆ show router interface
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Alcatel Service Router and Ethernet Service Switch


◆ The serial number can not be obtained using SNMP.  A serial number of Unknown will 
be displayed if the correct account credentials are not supplied.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running-config Yes Yes Save ASCII TELNET, SSH


startup-config Yes Yes Reboot,Loa
d


ASCII TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


boot-options Yes Yes Reboot,Loa
d


ASCII TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ A user cannot delete their own account due to device limititations. 


◆ Any attempt to roll credentials to a new user account will leave the existing account in 
place.  The account must be deleted using a configlet or cut-through to the device.  
Attempts to roll user names may result in a warning with the message: CLI Users 
cannot delete themselves.  Old user name must be removed manually.


◆ OS upgrade:


• Standard upgrade is supported


• In-Service upgrade and AA Signature upgrades are not supported.


• Service Router upgrade capability is unverified.


• The operating system repository must use a path for the images, since the files 
themselves do not have versioning information in the names. The path must be 
only one level deep. Support for creating nested directories on the supported 
devices has not been implemented.


– It is advisable that the operating system version be used for the directory in 
which the images reside, since this is used for the device image directory and 
the primary-image boot option setting.


– If only one set of images is present in the repository, and no path is specified, 
the name SW_UPGRADE will be used.


• The upgrade fails in the scheduler if the following conditions are not present:


– The boot.ldr file must be part of the selected images.


– For a one-slot chassis, the both.tim file must be included along with the boot 
loader.


– For a redundant SFM/CPM device, both CPM and IOM image files must be 
included along with the boot loader.
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Alcatel EFM


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) Alcatel EFM


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


1.7.456


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic,Route,ARP, 
Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains .8550.1.1.1.3


◆ Terminal


• Output of “show system” contains model name and serial number.


• Output of “show system” contains hostname of the device.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• Create user <username> privilge <level>


• delete user <oldUser> 


◆ SNMP


• config snmp community<oldSNMPcommunity> communityString 
<newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> privilege readOnly


Operating System Management
◆ dir swImage *


◆ clear swImage < filename>


◆ show memory


◆ copy swImage protocol ftp server  <upgradeLoc>  imageFile <imageFilename>  loginId  
<upgradeUser>
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Device monitoring
◆ show system 


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ show arp


◆ show route


◆ saveRunning


◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running-config Yes Yes Copy to 
Startup


TEXT TELNET, SSH


startup-config No Yes Reboot,Loa
d


TEXT TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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Known issues


Alcatel EFM does not support PUSH opertaion to push existing configurations changes 
through Config mode.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Alcatel EFM 1531


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 1531 CLAS, 1532 CLAS


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


1.7.447


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic,ARP


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains .8550.1.1.1.5


◆ Terminal


• Output of “show system” contains model name and serial number.


• Output of “show system” contains hostname of the device.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• Create user <username> privilge <level>


• delete user <oldUser> 


◆ SNMP


• config snmp community<oldSNMPcommunity> communityString 
<newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> privilege readOnly


Device monitoring
◆ show system 


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ show arp
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◆ saveRunning


◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running-config Yes Yes Copy to 
Startup


TEXT TELNET, SSH


startup-config Yes Yes Reboot TEXT TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 10
Alvarion Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Alvarion Breeze AP................................................................................................  120
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Alvarion Breeze AP


Features available


Device Type Wireless AP


Specific Model(s) BreezeACCESS SU-A/E-BD


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.5.17


Communication Protocols TELNET


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysName OID


• sysServices: bit 3 set


• brzAccUnitType (from Breeze-Access-MIB)


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Selecting menu option  (Main > Info > Advanced Configuration)


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Not Supported


Credential management
◆ Account


• Selecting menu option (2->4->3)


Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running No Yes NA ASCII TELNET
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Alvarion Wireless Access Point


◆ Incorrect password specification leaves the login screen in an unusable state. If this 
occurs, the user must manually login to the device and clear the prompt.


◆ SNMP credentials are mapped to user accounts; the corresponding read/write SNMP 
community change must be saved (not pushed) in the UI prior to initiating the 
corresponding admin credential roll.


◆ Device settings are distributed among several menus. The driver displays their 
contents, but the results cannot be pushed.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 11
APC Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ APC Power Strips...................................................................................................  124
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APC Power Strips


Features available


Device Type Power Strips


Specific Model(s) AP7866A, AP7941


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


V3.7.3


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet, SNMP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Not available


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains . 1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.3.4.5


• Chassis serial Number .1.3.6.1.4.1.318.1.1.4.1.5.0


◆ Terminal


• For Model and chassis serial number through term, go to System Menu and then 
move to About System Menu.


• Host name is present when first logged in to the device.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ FTP


• Running Configuration


– Pull running config via ftp . Credentials of ftp should be same as user creds for 
device.


◆ TFTP


• Using CLI, tftp config can be pulled.


Configuration deploy
◆ FTP


• Push running config through FTP. Credentials of FTP should be same as user 
credentials for device.


Credential management
◆ Account


• Device has two users – admin and local. Account credential roll will always change 
the local user account details as admin credentials cannot be rolled into.


1. Go to System Menu > User Manager Menu > Device Manager User.


2. Type the admin password, change the device manager user details and then 
commit.


◆ SNMP Credential


• In the menu, go to Network >SNMP > SNMP V1 specific settings. Then change the 
SNMP V1 Access control status to Committed.
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Account credential roll will always change the local user account details as admin 
creds cannot be rolled into.So for these devices, rolling of account credential will be 
from admin to a new device user credential. Implicitly, this will roll the old device user 
to new device user. These devices always require admin credentials for rolling device 
credentials.


◆ TFTP has not been tested.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes No TEXT SSH/FTP,Telne
t/FTP,SSH/TFT
P(Pull),Telnet/
TFTP(Pull).


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 12
Arista Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Arista 7000...........................................................................................................  128
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Arista 7000


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


DCS-7050Q-16-R, DCS-7050T-36-F, DCS-7050T-52-F, 
DCS-7048T-A-R, DCS-7050T-64-R, DCS-7050S-52-F, 
DCS-7050S-64-R, DCS-7150S-52-CL


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.9.5, 4.10.2, 4.11.3, 4.12.0


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Trace route, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP, 
Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .30065.1.3011, .1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.427.52, 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7048.427.3648, 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.427.64, 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3282.52, 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.3282.64, 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7150.3282.52.2745, 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.30065.1.3011.7050.2512.16


◆ Terminal:


• Output of "show version" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "show version" contains hostname of the device.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show startup-config


• show running-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy startup-config tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename>


• copy running-config tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <user> privilege 15 secret <password>


• no username <user> privilege 15 secret <password> 


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> ro


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> rw


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity>
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Device monitoring
◆ show version 


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ reload now


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup Yes Yes Reboot TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 13
Aruba Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Aruba Wireless Switch ..........................................................................................  134
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Aruba Wireless Switch


Features available


Device Type Wireless AP


Specific Model(s) a52, a50, a800, a2400, a5000, a6000


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.14823 or 1.3.6.1.4.1.6486.800.1.1.2.2.2.1.1.4


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show startup 


• show run


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy startup-config tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename>


• copy running-config tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename> startup-config 


• copy tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename> running-config 


Credential management
◆ Account


• mgmt-user  <username> root


◆ Privilege Account


• enable secret


◆ SNMP


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpROCommunity>


• snmp-server community <newSnmpROCommunity>
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Device monitoring
◆ no paging


◆ exit


◆ write mem


◆ show memory


◆ show version


◆ show inventory


◆ show storage


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 14
AudioCodes Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ AudioCodes MediaPack ........................................................................................  140
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AudioCodes MediaPack


Features available


Device Type Content Cache


Specific Model(s) MP-118FXS


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.6


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, View Routes, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.5003.8.1.1


◆ Terminal


• Model found from /conf/cf get should be found in the Models file


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• /conf/cf get command is issued in the command-line interface.


• The file is captured directly from the command-line interface output.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• Full Configuration


– A command-line interface session is started and the command /conf/cf set is 
entered.


– The system waits for the Type a . on an empty line prompt.


– The config is sent to the command-line interface session all at once followed by 
a period on an empty line.


– The system waits for the INI file replaced message.


– By default, following a successful push, the command /conf/sar is sent to the 
device to save the changes and reload the system. This can be disabled when 
the job is scheduled.


• Configlet


– A command-line interface session is started. Each line of the configlet is sent, 
one by one, preceded by the text conf/scp.


– The responses are monitored for any error messages, and the job is stopped if 
an error is encountered.


– Following a successful push, the command /conf/sar is sent to the device to 
save the changes and reload the system. This default setting can be disabled 
when the job is scheduled
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Credential management
◆ Account


• /conf/chun " <username>


• /conf/chpw  <oldPass> <newPass>


◆ SNMP


• /conf/scp  (SNMPREADWRITECOMMUNITYSTRING_1 | 
SNMPREADONLYCOMMUNITYSTRING_1) <newSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ /conf/cf get


◆ show ip conf


◆ show ip route


◆ /conf/cf get


◆ ping 


◆ show arp


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip interface detail 5


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Save and 
Reboot


ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes No


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


AudioCodes MediaPack


◆ Full configs MUST use the INI file format.


◆ Configlets may be in either INI file format (parameter=value) or SetConfigParam format 
(parameter value).  Do not include the /conf/scp command in configlet lines.


◆ If credential roll is used to add or change community strings, the new string will always 
be stored in string one.


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 15
Blade Networks Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Blade Networks G8000 Switch ..............................................................................  146
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Blade Networks G8000 Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) G8000


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.1.1.0


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Interfaces, Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “RackSwitch G8000”   (case-insensitive)


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.26543.1.7.1


◆ Terminal


• Model found from show sys-info should be found in the Models file


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• The command show (running|active|backup)-config is issued in the command-line 
interface and the output is captured.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• The command copy (running|active|backup)-config tftp://<serverip>/<filename> is 
issued in the command-line interface to transfer the file to the device server.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• A command-line interface session is started and brought to configuration mode.


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• The command copy tftp://<serverip>/<filename> (running|active|backup)-config is 
issued in the command-line interface, to transfer the config from the device server 
directly to the selected configuration.


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ Account


• access user (user-password | operator-password | adminstrator-password)


• no access user  <oldUserNum> enable


• access user  <enableUser> name <username>


• access user  <enableUser> level admin


• access user  <enableUser> password <password>
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• access user  <enableUser> enable


• no access user  <disableUser> enable


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server (write-community | read-community) <newSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ terminal length <value>


◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ configure terminal


◆ show snmp


◆ show sys-info


◆ show ip route


◆ show system memory


◆ show boot


◆ console-log


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show interface info


◆ show interface link


◆ show interface portchan info


◆ show interface portchan link


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


active Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


backup Yes Yes N.A ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Blade Networks G8000 Switch


◆ When sending a config line by line using Telnet or SSH, sending an ip-mgmt interface 
address command causes the immediate dropping of the terminal session. Therefore 
,the driver will intentionally filter out any configuration line that starts with ip-mgmt 
interface address when sending in line by line mode.


◆ The Blade Networks G8000 Switch only supports a total of ten user accounts. When 
rolling usernames and passwords, if the new user does not already exist, the driver 
will attempt to re-use the old user account if it exists. If the old user account does not 
exist, the driver will look for one available user account out of the possible ten. If there 
are no available user accounts, no changes will be made and the job will fail.


◆ The Blade Networks G8000 Switch has console logging enabled by default and will 
send console messages during the login procedure, which is not a best practice. It is 
advisable to permanently turn off console logging on any Blade Networks G8000 
Switches that will be managed by this application. During testing of this driver, the 


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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driver always managed to login despite these messages, but the messages slow down 
the login procedure dramatically. For best performance, turn off console logging 
permanently using the following commands:


configure terminal


no logging console


end


save running-config startup-config
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CHAPTER 16
BlueCoat Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ BlueCoat SG..........................................................................................................  152
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BlueCoat SG


Features available


Device Type Content Cache


Specific Model(s)


SG 100, SG 1000, SG 500, SG 2000, SG 5000, SG 500A, SG 
3000, SG 5X5, SG 110, SG 600, SG 6000, SG 610, SG 6X5, 
SG 3000S, SG 5000S, SG 7X5, SG 710, SG 7000, SG 611, 
SG 800, SG 400, SG 8000, SG 200, SG 810, SG 210, SG 
510, SG 8100


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.0.0


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Arp, View Interfaces, View Routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectId contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.1


• sysDesc contains “Blue Coat SG”


• Map the sysObjectId to model in BlueCoatSGModels.xml


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration expanded noprompts


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• archive-configuration protocol tftp


• archive-configuration host <SERVERIPADDR>


• archive-configuration path


• archive-configuration filename-prefix <fileName>


• upload configuration


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• configure network tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Credential management
◆ Account


• security user <username>


• security password <password>


◆ Privilege Account


• security enable-password <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• snmp


• enable
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• read-community <newString>


• write-community <newString>


Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ disable


◆ configure terminal


◆ exit


◆ show interface all


◆ show ip-route-table


◆ show arp-table


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


BlueCoat SG


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP for this device 
class.


◆ Account password rolls are performed on a device-wide account. Content is the 
responsibility of the user.


◆ Configuration pushes using terminal protocols (Telnet/SSH) may experience timeout 
problems when content includes nested inline commands. The first occurrence of 
end-*-inline causes the driver to expect a command prompt. This does not occur when 
TFTP is used for configuration management.


For example:


inline exceptions end-383770416-inline


additional content...


   inline exceptions end-383770416-inline


      additional content...


   )


   end-383770416-inline


additional content...


)


end-383770416-inline


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 17
Brocade Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Brocade 7500 .......................................................................................................  158
◆ Brocade McData ...................................................................................................  161
◆ Brocade MLX.........................................................................................................  165
◆ Brocade FCX..........................................................................................................  170
◆ Brocade FOS .........................................................................................................  175
◆ Brocade VDX.........................................................................................................  179
◆ Brocade TurboIron ................................................................................................  183
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Brocade 7500


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 7500


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.0.0


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectId contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.1


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• configShow


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd


• passwd admin


• userConfig --add <username> -r Admin -h 0 -a 0-255


• userConfig --delete <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• snmpConfig --show snmpv1


• snmpConfig --set snmpv1


Device monitoring
◆ switchShow


◆ configShow


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Brocade 7500 Router


◆ Configurations cannot be pushed in this version of the driver. The configuration 
displayed in response to showConfig from the command line interface does not have 
the same form as the commands used to configure the device. 


◆ Although configuration files can be pushed and pulled by the device acting as a client 
using FTP/SCP, the necessary credential and server support is not implemented.


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP for this device 
class.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Brocade McData


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
ED-10000M, 010000, ED-6140, ED-6064, SAN140M, 
006140, 006064, 004500


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


9.6.1.5, 9.2.0.8, 09.02.01, 05.01.00


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Not Available


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.289.2.1.1.2 or 1.3.6.1.4.1.289.2.2.1.2.2


• sysDescr contains “Fibre Channel”


◆ Terminal


• sysDescr and sysObjectId is found via terminal


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.289.2.1.1.2 or 1.3.6.1.4.1.289.2.2.1.2.2


• sysDescr contains “Fibre Channel”


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• This device class uses a set of configurable commands in the [Product 
Home]/package/pkgxml/McData/McDataDeviceCommands.xml file for displaying 
various settings in a user-defined order.


• The comments in the above file include directions on changing this order, adding 
future model command support as software versions, and new supported products 
in the family.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Termlet push is supported


Credential management
◆ Not supported


Device monitoring
◆ show ip Ethernet


◆ show system


◆ show switch


◆ show opensysm config


◆ show port config


◆ show snmp config


◆ show port status
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◆ show port info


◆ show port technology


◆ show loginserver


◆ show features


◆ show security portbinding


◆ show security switchbinding


◆ show security fabricbinding


◆ show opentrunking config


◆ show thresholdalerts alerts


◆ show fabric topology


◆ show security switchacl


◆ show fencing policies


◆ show activealias


◆ system show


◆ show all


◆ system ip


◆ show frus


◆ system fru


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases.


Brocade McData


◆ Memory and flash are not available from SNMP or command line interface access. 


◆ The device type number is used in place of the model for both SNMP and Terminal 
access, as some models only report "-" for the model number in the results of show 
system.


◆ Some hardware detail lines show partial part numbers in the command line interface 
which are reported verbatim.


◆ A test using 10000 devices and running OS version 9.2.0.8 has exhibited the following 
behavior:


• The device does not appear to support system show at operator level access. In 
this case, no configuration will be shown.


• IP-related details do not appear to be available from SNMP.


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Brocade MLX


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) NetIronMLX


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.0.0T165


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “MLX” 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.1991


◆ Terminal


• show version should contain "Brocade Communications" and “MLX”


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration


• show run


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy start tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


• copy run tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy tftp running-config  <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


• copy tftp startup-config <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Credential management
◆ Account


• show run


• enable telnet password <password>


• no aaa authentication login default


• username <username> password <password>


• enable telnet authentication


• no username <oldUser>


• aaa authentication login default local
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◆ Privilege Account


• show run


• enable super-user-password <newPrivPass>


• no enable super-user-password <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> (RO | RW)


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity>  (RO | RW)


Device Monitoring
◆ write mem


◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ exit


◆ terminal length 0


◆ show version


◆ show module


◆ show chassis


◆ show snmp server


◆ show memory


◆ show flash


◆ ping 


◆ show ip route


◆ show arp


◆ show interfaces


◆ reload


◆ show run


◆ skip-page
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases.


◆ During push, the process should not be interrupted as the device may be permanently 
damaged.


◆ In SNMP credential operation, the RO/RW credential validation may fail due to a 
timing issue; this cannot be addressed at driver level.


◆ The password credential roll is dependent on the device configuration. If a username 
is supplied in an account credential roll job, the local account is changed, otherwise 
the line credential is changed.


◆ In non-volatile memory, only total memory is reported.


◆ If there is no data in a specific OID, then reading of this object will report an error.


◆ Configuration pushes may fail due to the absence of appropriate exit commands from 
configuration sub-modes in the content, which is a device limitation. It is the user’s 
responsibility to edit the configuration to include these before scheduling the job. 
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Brocade FCX


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) FCX, FCX 648


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


07.0.01bT7f1


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Ping


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “FCX” 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.1991


◆ Terminal


• show version should contain "Brocade Communications" and “FCX”


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration


• show run


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy start tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


• copy run tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy tftp running-config  <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


• copy tftp startup-config <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Credential management
◆ Account


• show run


• enable telnet password <password>


• no aaa authentication login default


• username <username> password <password>


• enable telnet authentication


• no username <oldUser>


• aaa authentication login default local
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◆ Privilege Account


• show run


• enable super-user-password <newPrivPass>


• no enable super-user-password <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> (RO | RW)


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity>  (RO | RW)


Device monitoring
◆ write mem


◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ exit


◆ terminal length 0


◆ show version


◆ show module


◆ show chassis


◆ show snmp server


◆ show memory


◆ show flash


◆ ping 


◆ show ip route


◆ show arp


◆ show interfaces


◆ reload


◆ show run


◆ skip-page
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known Issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ During push, the process should not be interrupted as the device may be permanently 
damaged.


◆ In SNMP credential operation, the RO/RW credential validation may fail due to a 
timing issue; this cannot be addressed at driver level.


◆ The password credential roll is dependent on the device configuration.


◆ In non-volatile memory, only total memory is reported.


◆ If there is no data in a specific OID, then reading of this object will report an error.


◆ Based on the configuration data and the configuration level at which the command is 
issued, the device may signal an error while trying to push configuration to the device. 
On such an occurrence, the driver detects the failure and aborts pushing of 
configuration any further.
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Brocade FOS


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 8000, BROCADE VA-40FC, BROCADE 200E


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


v7.0.1, v6.2.1_vfc, v6.2.2c


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet,TELNET/FTP,SSH/FTP,SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP, Routes, 
Interface


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .1588.2.1.1


◆ Terminal


• Output of "switchShow" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "wwn -sn" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "version" contains the software version.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• configShow -all


◆ SCP


• configUpload -all -p scp <SERVERIPADDR>,<USER>,<LOCALFILE>


◆ FTP


• configUpload -all -p ftp <SERVERIPADDR>,<USER>,<LOCALFILE>,<PASSWORD>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


◆ SCP 


• configDownload -all -p scp <SERVERIPADDR>,<USER>,<REMOTEFILE>


◆ FTP


• configDownload -all -p ftp <SERVERIPADDR>,<USER>,<REMOTEFILE>,<PASSWORD>


Credential management
◆ Account


• userConfig --add <user> -r admin <password> 


• userConfig --delete <user> 
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Device monitoring
◆ switchShow


◆ version


◆ wwn -sn


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ configShow -all


◆ interfaceShow


◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes No TEXT SSH, 
Telnet,FTP,SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Brocade VDX


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) Brocade VDX Switch(switchType 96)


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


NOS 3.0.0b


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP, Interface


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .1588.2.2.1.1.1.3


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show chassis" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "show system" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "show version" contains the software version.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <user> password <password> enable true role admin


• no username <user> 


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> ro


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> rw


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity>
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Device monitoring
◆ Show system


◆ Show version


◆ Show chassis


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ show interface


◆ show arp


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup Yes Yes Reboot TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes
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Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Brocade TurboIron


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) Stackable TurboIron-X24, FCX 648


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


04.1.00c, 06.0.00T7f1


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP, Interface


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .1991.1.3.53.1.1 or 1.3.54.2.1.1.1


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show version" contains model name, serial number, version and 
hostname of the device.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show configuration


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <user> privilege 0 password <password> +username <user> enable


• no username <user>


• username <user> password <password>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> ro


• snmp-server community <newCommunity> rw


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity> ro


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity> rw
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Device monitoring
◆ Show version


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show configuration


◆ show interfaces


◆ show arp


◆ write memory


◆ reload


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup Yes Yes Reboot TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Carrier Access Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Adit 600................................................................................................................  188
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Adit 600


Features available


Device Type Other


Specific Model(s) Adit 600


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


9.7.0.4


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet,SNMP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic 
Setup, Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, 
View Routes,ARP


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains .1.3.6.1.4.1.964


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show id" contains host name.


• Output of "show image" contains os version.


• Output of "print config" contains model name.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running Configuration


– print config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• add user <user> 


• set user <user> password


• delete user <user>


◆ SNMP


• set snmp getcom <newCommunity>


• set snmp setcom  <newCommunity>


Operating System Management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ show image


◆ show id


◆ ping
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◆ tracert


◆ print config


◆ reset


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support:


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class:


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
configuration


Yes Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 19
Checkpoint Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Checkpoint Firewall-1............................................................................................  192
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Checkpoint Firewall-1


Features available


Device Type Firewall


Specific Model(s) FireWall-1


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account,  Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Arp, View Interfaces, 
View Processor CPU, View Network Management Events, 
View Interface Counters


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.2620.1.1.10.0 contains “FireWall-1”


• sysDesc should not contain “IP530”


◆ Terminal


• fw ver should contain “FireWall-1”


• clish -c "show image current" should not contain “IPSONOKIA” (case insensitive)


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/SCP


• Use the expert command to get to a Unix prompt. Requires the super user 
password. All files are transferred using SCP.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are retrieved using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Use the expert command to get to a Unix prompt. Requires the super user 
password. All files are transferred back using SCP.


• Use the Unix file commands to put the files back into place.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pushed using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Credential management
◆ Account


• adduser <username>


• deluser <username>


• passwd


◆ Privilege Account


• passwd


◆ SNMP


• cat /etc/snmp/snmpd.users.conf | grep -v '^  ro | rw  .*  <oldSnmpCommunity>


• echo ro | rw user <snmpCommunity>
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• echo  ro | rw community <snmpCommunity>


• cp -f /tmp/snmpd.users.conf /etc/snmp/snmpd.users.conf


• service snmpd restart


Device monitoring
◆ fw ver


◆ clish –c


◆ cat /proc/meminfo


◆ cpinfo | head -20 | grep FireWall"


◆ cpstat -f policy fw


◆ hostid


◆ hostname


◆ uname –a


◆ egrep -i '^[/s]*syslocation' /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf


◆ egrep -i '^[/s]*syscontact' /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf


◆ lspci


◆ ifconfig –a 


◆ fw ctl pstat


◆ cpinfo


◆ cat /proc/cpuinfo


◆ fw log


◆ cprestart


◆ expert


◆ exit


◆ echo


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


$base_dir/conf/netso.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/objects.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/InternalCA.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/snmp.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP
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$base_dir/conf/SDS_object
s.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/classes.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/lea_server_
unification_scheme.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/log_unificat
ion_scheme.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/newobjects.
C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/refs.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/tables.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/userdef.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cpha.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cphaprob.c
onf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cpmap_conf
ig.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cpmap_ops
ec.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cpmap_rule
base.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cp.lf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/product.con
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/fwauthd.co
nf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/fwopsec.co
nf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/slapd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/smtp.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/omi.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/thresholds.
conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/fwmusers Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/gui-clients Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/external.if Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/cp.license Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/masters Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/*.W Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


/config/active Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/state/* Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/serverkeys.
*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/database/* Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/fwauth.NDB Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/fwauth.keys Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/rulebases.f
ws


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/inst.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/conf/sic_policy.c
onf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/database/cprid/c
prid_keys/*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


$base_dir/database/cprid/c
prid_util_keys/*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH, SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


3.6 Regression - Credentials (Account, Privilege and SNMP) change failed


◆ When changing Checkpoint Credentials do not change the enable password from the 
device communications settings.  This may result in the login password being 
modified and subsequently, you will be denied access to the system.


Changing Checkpoint Credentials


◆ When changing Checkpoint credentials do not schedule a change of the enable 
password from the device communications settings. This may result in the login 
password being modified and subsequent denial of access to the system.
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CHAPTER 20
Ciena Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Ciena Router .........................................................................................................  200
◆ Ciena Switch.........................................................................................................  204
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Ciena Router


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) CN4200


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.2.0


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ Terminal


• Vendor is Ciena in response to show system


• Serial number is retrievable


• SysObjectId


– Maps to model using CienaRouter/CienaRouterModels.xml


– Contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.7737.5.2.2.6 or 1.3.6.1.4.1.7737.5.2.2.8


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Change Log


– show log dbchg


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• Running


– configure terminal


– maint-state enter


– save


– maint-state exit


– copy configuration to address <SERVERIPADDR> <remoteFilename> user  
<FtpAccount_> overwrite yes


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy configuration from address <SERVERIPADDR> <remoteFilename> user  
<FtpAccount_>
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Credential management
◆ SNMP


• system


• snmp-server community <newString> (ro | rw)


• no snmp-server community <oldString>


Device monitoring
◆ exit


◆ enable priv


◆ configure terminal


◆ terminal more on


◆ terminal more off


◆ show system


◆ show version


◆ show hardware


◆ show snmp


◆ show interface all


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


change log No Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Ciena Router


◆ The enable priv and enable admin passwords must be set to the same value to 
manage the device.


◆ Only SNMP credential rolls are supported.


◆ On configuration pushes (restore), the push may fail to get a verification message due 
to the device responding with (Destination already exists). The cause for this is not yet 
identified.


◆ Change logs show a revision on every pull due to entering configuration mode in order 
to put the device into maintenance mode to save prior to transfer.


◆ In order to generate a configuration backup, the device is briefly placed into 
maintenance mode; the effects of this on the managed device have not been 
investigated.


◆ An FTP transfer service must be configured for this device. See “Configuring FTP 
Transfer Service” on page 33 for more information.


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Ciena Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) CN 3920


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


06-07-01-0024


Communication Protocols TELNET, TELNET/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP, FTP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, Reboot


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.6141


• sysDescription value contains "CN"


◆ Terminal


• Model name, Package ID, Serial Number/Hostname will be used to identify the 
device


• Serial number is available through chassis show. If not, Hostname is used.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• configuration show


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• file tput <SERVERIPADDR> <startupFile> /flash0/config/startup-config


• configuration save filename <runningFile>


• file tput <SERVERIPADDR> <runningFile> /flash0/config/ <locaFile>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• file tget <SERVERIPADDR> <remoteFile> /flash0/config/ <startupName>


Credential management
◆ Account


• user create user <username> password <password> access-level super


• user delete user <oldUser>


• user set user <username> password <password>
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◆ SNMP


• snmp remove(DEPRECATED) community <oldSnmpCommunity> ip 0.0.0.0


• snmp add(DEPRECATED) community <newSnmpCommunity> ip 0.0.0.0 permission 
(read-only | read-write)


Operating System
◆ OS upgrade is supported via TFTP and FTP. Before transferring the OS image, running 


configuration is saved using command "configuration save filename " 
+FILENAME.Ciena Switch 133 Ciena Devices 


◆ Via TFTP


• software download package <IMAGENAME> server <SERVERIPADDRESS>


• Device reboots if configured


◆ Via FTP


• software upgrade package <IMAGENAME> server <SERVERIPADDRESS> user 
<USERNAME> password <PASSWORD> service-disruption allow


• Device reboots automatically


Device Monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ configuration list


◆ file vols


◆ software show


◆ chassis show


◆ file cat /mnt/apps/version


◆ snmp show


◆ system show


◆ system shell set more on


◆ system shell set more off


◆ arp show


◆ interface route show


◆ interface show


◆ port show


◆ reboot
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Configuration Yes Yes Copy To 
Startup


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP


startup configuration Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases.


◆ Serial Number and OS Version are not available via SNMP.


◆ Physical Hardware is not available via SNMP.


◆ Memory and Filesystem information are not available via SNMP.


◆ In case of interfaces via terminal, the iftype of all the interfaces is shown as Ethernet, 
as this information is not available.


◆ Cut thru to the device is not working.
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CHAPTER 21
Cisco Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Cisco Aironet AP VXWorks .....................................................................................  210
◆ Cisco PIX Firewall ..................................................................................................  213
◆ Cisco VPN 3000 ....................................................................................................  219
◆ Cisco Aironet AP....................................................................................................  223
◆ Cisco Aironet Bridge..............................................................................................  229
◆ Cisco Application Control Engine...........................................................................  234
◆ Cisco BPX..............................................................................................................  238
◆ Cisco CatOS Switch...............................................................................................  243
◆ Cisco Content Appliance .......................................................................................  250
◆ Cisco Content Services Switch ..............................................................................  255
◆ Cisco IOS Router ...................................................................................................  259
◆ Cisco IOS Switch ...................................................................................................  269
◆ Cisco IOS XR .........................................................................................................  279
◆ Cisco Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) ................................................................  284
◆ Cisco IronPort .......................................................................................................  288
◆ Cisco Lightstream .................................................................................................  292
◆ Cisco Nexus ..........................................................................................................  298
◆ Cisco MGX ............................................................................................................  304
◆ Cisco MDS ............................................................................................................  309
◆ Cisco Wide Area Application Services (WAAS) .......................................................  314
◆ Cisco Wireless LAN Controller................................................................................  318
◆ Cisco GSS .............................................................................................................  323
◆ Cisco UCS .............................................................................................................  327
◆ Cisco SG ...............................................................................................................  330
◆ Cisco 300 Series ...................................................................................................  334
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Cisco Aironet AP VXWorks


Features available


Device Type Wireless AP


Specific Model(s) CAP340, AIRAP1200


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols Telnet, TFTP/HTTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Not Available


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands Standard quick commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains “Cisco AP340” or “Cisco 1200 Series AP”


• sysObjectId contains “.9.1.379” or “.9.1.474”


◆ Term


• Not Available


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture:
◆ SNMP : Not Available


◆ Terminal


• GET /cgi-bin/cgiConfigDownloadAll?detailLevel=40 HTTP/1.1"


Configuration Deploy
Not Available


Credential Management
Not Available


Device Monitoring
Not Applicable


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull


Post 
Operatio
n


Content 
Type Protocols


running No Yes NA ASCII TFTP/HTTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known Issues


Cisco Aironet AP VXWorks device does not support PUSH.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No No


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No Yes


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No Yes


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco PIX Firewall


Features available


Device Type Firewall


Specific Model(s)


501, 506, 506E, 515, 515E, 520, 525, 515Esc, 
515Esy, 515sc, 515sy, 525sc, 525sy, 535, 535sc, 
535sy, FWSM-6000, ASA5510, ASA5510-K8, 
ASA5520, ASA5520sc, ASA5520sy ASA5540, 
ASA5540sc, ASA5540sy, CiscoASASm1sc, ASA515, 
ASA5515-X, CiscoASA5515sc


Operating System and Firmware Versions


Operating systems for 501 models: 6.11, 6.22, 6.24, 
6.35 Operating systems for all other models: 6.3, 
7.0, 7.2, 8.0, Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance 
Version 9.1(1), Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance 
Version 9.1(2)


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP/Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management Protocols TFTP


Quick Commands Standard quick commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP (not available for FWSM and ASA models):


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.9, 1.3.6.1.4.1.9. 1.1421


• sysDescr value contains PIX


◆ Term


• show version response contains PIX, FWSM, or Adaptive Security Appliance


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ SNMP : Not Available


◆ For Telnet and SSH


• running: show run (show config if show run fails)


• startup: show config (show start if show config fails)


◆ For Telnet/TFTP and SSH/TFTP


• running: write net ipAddress filename


• startup: same approach as startup for Telnet and SSH above


Configuration deploy
◆ via Term


• Send configuration lines one by one as device commands.


• "write mem"


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newROCString>


• snmp-server host inside <ip-addr> community <newROCString>


◆ Account


• aaa authentication telnet console LOCAL


• aaa authentication ssh console LOCAL


• aaa authentication serial console LOCAL


• no username "oldName"


• username "userName" password "password"
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• no aaa authentication telnet console LOCAL


• no aaa authentication ssh console LOCAL


• no aaa authentication serial console LOCAL


• passwd "password"


• no enable password "newPrivPass" level "level"


• enable password "newPrivPass" level


• disable


• enable "level"


Device monitoring
◆ show checksum


◆ show version


◆ show pager


◆ show config


◆ show start


◆ show run


◆ show snmp 


◆ show snmp location


◆ show interface | include is


◆ show interface ifName


◆ show memory


◆ show memory summary


◆ show flash


◆ show ip


◆ show arp


◆ show priv


◆ enable


◆ conf term


◆ write mem


◆ write net ip-addr ...


◆ no pager


◆ page 0


◆ term length 0


◆ exit


◆ snmp-server enable traps
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◆ snmp-server host ip-addr


◆ logging history notifications


◆ logging on


◆ enable


◆ disable


FWSM Commands (Pix 7.0)
◆ show host


◆ show mode


◆ show context


◆ change context system


◆ change context "contextName"


Operating System management
• copy tftp flash


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


runningAdmin Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


runningAdmin Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startupAdmin Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet, SSH


startupSystem Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes No


Interfaces Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


SNMP Credential Change for PIX 515 (version 7.0)


◆ When rolling Credentials (for example, using the application's System Administration 
-> Networks -> Roll feature), only the credential entry relating to the application's IP 
address changes.


Operating System Management


◆ This device class does not currently support listing flash contents; the user must 
ensure sufficient space exists before scheduling the upgrade. Upgrading from version 
6.x to later versions is not supported by this device class because memory and flash 
requirements cannot be verified by the driver.


Physical Hardware


◆ Inventory is displayed for supported devices discovered using Non-SNMP protocols. 
Non-admin contexts do not have access to the processor information, so “N/A” is 
listed for those values.


◆ The system context does not support hardware inventory.


Autodiscovery of spared units


◆ When discovering non-admin contexts operating in a spared configuration, the newly 
discovered non-admin context will replace the previous version. This is due to the 
non-unique combination of hostname/context, IP address, and serial number for this 
equipment.


◆ To avoid duplicate devices in the UI, devices in multi-context mode currently use 
hostname for the serial number to maintain backward-compatibility with previously 
discovered units for upgrade scenarios.


Keys Yes Yes


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Autodiscovery of Multiple Context


◆ Devices configured to contain multiple virtual firewall context, such as an ASA or PIX 7, 
must be discovered using terminal credentials.  There is not enough unique 
information from the SNMP agent to accurately determine a unique chassis on these 
devices.


Cisco PIX - SNMP Discovery


◆ SNMP discovery is not available for FWSM and ASA models.


Device Naming


◆ For devices operating in multiple context mode, the device name is constructed as 
hostname/context. 


• Hostname is initially taken from the show host response. 


• Context is taken from the show context response, active context detail is listed on 
the line ending in *.


• When these values are identical, the hardware name shown in the show version 
response is used for the hostname. For example, ciscoasa up 4 days 3 hours.


Configuration Management


◆ runningSystem and startupSystem configuration files can only be pulled for the 
admin-equivalent context. All other contexts will pull only runningAdmin and 
startupAdmin configurations.
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Cisco VPN 3000


Features available


Device Type VPN concentrator


Specific Model(s) 3000


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.1.7.G, 4.7.2.L , 4.7.2.N


Communication Protocols Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, Telnet, SSH, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Traps, Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands OSUpgrade


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following items are used to provide information about your device (Host Name, Type, 
Vendor, Model, Operating System, and Serial Number).


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.1.3076 or 1.3.6.1.4.1.3076


• sysDescr contains VPN


• Sys Services Layer contains 3, 4, or 7


◆ Term


• Not Available


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Navigate the following menu


◆ Administration


◆ File Management


◆ Export XML file


◆ Use FTP or SCP to get the exported config file


Configuration deploy
◆ Use FTP or SCP to push the config file


◆ Navigate the following menu


◆ Administration


◆ File Management


◆ Import XML file


◆ Save changes to the configuration file


Credential management
◆ Account


• Access the following menu


• Administration


• Access Rights


• Administrators


• Modify Administrators


• Set Username/Password
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• Back


• Save changes to Config file


◆ SNMP


• Access the following menu


• Configuration


• System Management


• Management Protocols


• Configure SNMP Community Strings


• Delete a Community String


• Add a Community String


• Back


• Save changes to Config file


Operating System management
• Access the following menu


• Administration


• Software Update


• Concentrator


• Reboot the device


Device Monitoring
• Not Available


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
SSH/SCP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
SSH/SCP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco VPN 3000


◆ For the listed software versions, the VPN Concentrator can fail pulls and pushes if an 
FTP session to the device is changed to a different directory than the default / 
directory. 


• Push/pull failures due to the above problem can be verified with manual FTP 
sessions to the device being unable to list or transfer files. The pwd command 
reports the correct directory. 


• The above failures will show up as failed pull or push jobs in the Scheduler, with a 
failed credentials error. The credentials will succeed for a Test Credentials job.


• To correct this condition, access the device with an FTP client, login, and issue cd /. 
After logging out, retry the failed operation.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco Aironet AP


Features available


Device Type Wireless AP


Specific Model(s)
1100, 1130, 1200, 1210, 1240, 1310, 350IOS, 
AIR-AP1230A-A-K9, AP1200


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


12.2(13)JA, 12.3(8)JEC3


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Trap and Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2,v3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View ARP
View Interfaces
View Vlans
View Logs
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Backup OS Via TFTP
Update OS Via TFTP


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/Identify Methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectId should be either


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.507


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.565


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.525


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.474


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.685


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.618


• sysDescr should contain “IOS”


• sysServices Layer should only be 2


◆ Term


• Show version result should have “IOS” or “Internetwork Operating System”


• show vtp counter must be successfully executed


• Cisco Enterprise ID must match models list and not be in the list of 164, 107, 533


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Startup config:  show start


• Running config: show run


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices using OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.55.ipAdress -> remoteFilename


• Devices using CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (idx is a unique integer):
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.idx -> 1 (TFTP)
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.idx -> 1 (network file)
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.idx -> type (4: running, 3: startup)
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.idx -> serverIpAddress
.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.idx -> 1 (start transfer)


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config tftp


• copy startup-config tftp
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Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• From the console prompts, the device is put into configuration mode using enable 
15 and configure terminal, and if successful, the configuration is issued 
line-by-line with checks for banner content and invalid input messages.


• If a banner is entered using banner motd X, the termination banner character X is 
stored, and there are no prompt checks until the final banner line is entered or a 
new prompt is detected.


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices supporting OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.50.ipAddress -> remoteFilename


• Devices supporting CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


Commit config
◆ SNMP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.54.0 -> 1


◆ Terminal


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ Check for RADIUS or TACAS, if true fail the operation


• term length 0


• sh run


◆ If not RADIUS or TACAS,


• term length 0


• sh run


◆ For non AAA user account password


• conf t


• no aaa new-model


• For type 0: line console 0


• For type 1: line aux 0


• login
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• password


• exit


◆ For AAA user account password


• conf t


• aaa new-model


• no username <oldUser>


• username <username>  privilege <userLevel> password <password>


• username <username> password <password>


• exit


◆ For Privilege password


• conf t


• no enable secret level


• no enable password level


• enable secret level < level> <newPrivPass>


• enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>


• exit


◆ SNMP (v1v2)


• term length 0


• show run | include community


• conf t


• snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view>  <type> acl


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• exit


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device Monitoring
◆ show version


◆ show module


◆ show diag


◆ term length


◆ term width


◆ show run


◆ show snmp user


◆ show snmp group
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◆ show hosts


◆ access-list


◆ archive


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII SNMP,Telnet, 
SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII SNMP,Telnet, 
SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes Yes


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco Aironet AP


◆ If the device supports CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB, then SNMP/TFTP can be used to pull 
and push both the running and startup configurations, otherwise only running 
configurations are supported.
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Cisco Aironet Bridge


Features available


Device Type Wireless Bridge


Specific Model(s) 1300,1410


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Tested : 4200
Untested : 3600


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


SNMP Traps, Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2,v3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP, TFTP


Quick Commands Standard


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• ciscoROMId should be valid


• sysObjectId should contain “1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.533”


• sysDescr should contain “IOS”


• sysServices Layer should only be 2


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Startup config:  show start


• Running config: show run


◆ SNMP/TFTP 


• Devices using OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only): 


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.55.ipAdress -> remoteFilename


• Devices using CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (idx is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.idx -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.idx -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.idx -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.idx -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.idx -> 1 (start transfer)


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config tftp


• copy startup-config tftp


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• From the console prompts, the device is put into configuration mode using enable 
15 and configure terminal, and if successful, the configuration is issued 
line-by-line with checks for banner content and invalid input messages.


• If a banner is entered using banner motd X, the termination banner character X is 
stored, and there are no prompt checks until the final banner line is entered or a 
new prompt is detected.
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◆ SNMP/TFTP 


• Devices supporting OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.50.ipAddress -> remoteFilename


• Devices supporting CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


Commit Config
◆ SNMP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.54.0 -> 1


◆ Terminal


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ Check for RADIUS or TACAS, if true fail the operation


• term length 0


• sh run


◆ If not RADIUS or TACAS


• term length 0


• sh run


◆ For non AAA user account password


• conf t


• no aaa new-model


• For type 0


– line console 0


• For type 1


– line aux 0


• login


• password


• exit


◆ For AAA user account password


• conf t


• aaa new-model
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• no username <oldUser>


• username <username>  privilege <userLevel> password <password>


• username <username> password <password>


• exit


◆ For Privilege password


• conf t


• no enable secret level


• no enable password level


• enable secret level < level> <newPrivPass>


• enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>


• exit


◆ SNMP (v1v2)


• term length 0


• show run | include community


• conf t


• snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view>  <type> acl


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• exit


Operating System management
◆ Not Available


Device monitoring
◆ show version


◆ show module


◆ show diag


◆ term length


◆ term width


◆ show run


◆ show snmp user


◆ show snmp group


◆ show hosts


◆ access-list


◆ archive
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII SNMP,Telnet, 
SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII SNMP,Telnet, 
SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes Yes


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco Application Control Engine


Features available


Device Type Content Cache


Specific Model(s) ACE20-MOD-K9


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.0


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH,Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View ARP
View Interfaces
View Vlans
View Logs
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescription should have “Application Control Engine”


◆ Term


• term length 0


• show version should have “Cisco Application Control Software”


• show hardware for model no, cisco system id


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• term length 0


• show start


• show run


◆ Term/TFTP


• copy startup-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<localFile.filename>


• copy running-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<localFile.filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• Send configuration as commands line by line.


◆ Term/TFTP


• copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<configfile> running-config


• copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<configfile> startup-config


◆ copyRunToStart


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ Account


• Configure


• username <username> password 0 <password> role Admin


• no username <oldUser>
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• exit


◆ SNMP (v1/v2)


• term length 0


• config


• snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity>


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• exit


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ show context


◆ term length


◆ show version


◆ show hardware


◆ show interface


◆ show inventory


◆ show snmp


◆ show arp


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ show vlan


Multi-config files


For this device, only contexts that have their own unique management IP address are 
managed, and each context is managed as a separate device.  Each of those devices will 
store and revision the following configuration files.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyRunToSta
rt


ASCII Telnet,SSH,Telnet/TFT
P,SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet,SSH,Telnet/TFT
P,SSH/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco BPX


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) BPX 8620


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


NA


Communication Protocols SNMP, Telnet


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management NA


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


Enable Automatic Backups
Disable Automatic Backups
Display Cards
Display Card
Display Ports
Display Port
Display Connection
Display Connections
Display Lines


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• Model name must be mapped with the sysObjectId


• Get the serial number or sysName


◆ Terminal


• NA


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• savecnf  <backupId> <nodeName> * <serverIP> <nodeName>


• dspcnf


• clrscrn


• A saved configuration file set is saved in the /tftpboot directory of the device 
server. This configuration set contains three files needed to restore the device 
configuration state. The ID of the save determines the name of the subdirectory 
containing the saved files. The ID is VC<DDD><YY> where DDD represents the 3 digit 
day of the year and YY is the two digit year. For example the ID for a backup on 
March 2nd 2008 would be VC06208. The subdirectory containing the configuration 
files for restoration is named <ID>_Cfgdir as in /tftpboot/VC06208_Cfgdir for a 
backup on March 2nd 2008. For example:


– -bash-3.00# ls -l /tftpboot/


– drwxr-x--- 2 nobody root 4096 Mar 3 22:59 VC06308_Cfgdir


– -bash-3.00# ls -l /tftpboot/VC06308_Cfgdir/


– total 4984


– -rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 256 Mar 3 20:14 D1.ALX1_BPX.000


– -rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 2536663 Mar 3 20:35 D1.ALX1_BPX.001


– -rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 800 Mar 3 20:14 D1.ALX1_BPX.cfg


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No


Features Available Support
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– -rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 256 Mar 3 22:59 D1.Madi_BPX.000


– -rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 2536663 Mar 3 23:21 D1.Madi_BPX.001


– -rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 800 Mar 3 22:59 D1.Madi_BPX.cfg


Automatic backups will be disabled after every configuration capture.


– You can save a configuration if both of the following are true:


– No save or restore process is currently running.


– No configuration changes are in progress.


– Configuration captures for the device have an enable and disable feature. The 
quick commands Disable Automatic Backups and Enable Automatic Backups 
are provided to prevent the server from automatically issuing the saveallcnf 
after every device change. It is advisable to disable automatic backups unless 
the device is currently not provisioned.


◆ SNMP


• NA


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Configuration lines can be pushed as commands one by one


◆ SNMP


• NA


Credential management
◆ NA


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ dspcd


◆ dspcds


◆ savecnf


◆ clrscrn


◆ dspcd
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco BPX - Restore Causes Device Reset and Loss of Service 


◆ Issue: Restoring the device may cause a device reset and loss of service.


◆ Resolution: This feature has not been implemented and should not be done until 
tested against a non-production system.  The device server contains the necessary 
files to manually restore the device.


Cisco BPX - SNMP MIB-II shows only two interfaces


◆ Issue: BPX SNMP MIB-II shows only two interfaces.  


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ Resolution: The device SNMP agent only reports two interfaces. This is a limitation of 
the network device.


Cisco BPX - No SSH support


◆ Issue: No SSH support for Cisco BPX.


◆ Resolution: The Cisco BPX does not support SSH.


Cisco BPX - Screen Painting and Re-drawing Issues occur when using Cut-Through


◆ Issue: The BPX in a split screen VT100 interface.  Screen painting and redrawing 
issues may occur when using Cut-Through.  


◆ Resolution: The clrscrn command can be used to re-draw and refresh any screen 
issues.  In addition, terminal commands will show multiple snapshots of the screen 
progression.  This information is shown with dividers to aid in distinguishing the 
screen updates and associated commands.
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Cisco CatOS Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


CAT2900XL-ATM, CAT2940, CAT2950, CAT2950LRE, 
CAT2955, CAT2960, CAT2970, CAT2970, CAT3550, 
CAT3550, CAT3560, CAT3560E, CAT3750, CAT3750, 
CAT3750E, CAT3750-METRO, CAT4000-AGM, 
CAT4000-SUP4, CAT4224, CAT4500-AGM, CAT4500-AGM, 
CAT4500E-SUP6E, CAT4500-SUP2-PLUS, 
CAT4500-SUP2-PLUS, CAT4500-SUP2-PLUS-10GE, 
CAT4500-SUP2-PLUS-TS, CAT4500-SUP3, CAT4500-SUP3, 
CAT4500-SUP4, CAT4500-SUP4, CAT4500-SUP5, 
CAT4500-SUP5-10GE, CAT4900M, CAT4948, 
CAT4948-10GE, CAT5000-ATM, CAT5000-RSFC, 
CAT5000-RSM, CAT5000-RSM, CAT6000-ATM, 
CAT6000-CMM, CAT6000-MSFC, CAT6000-MSFC2, 
CAT6000-MSFC2, CAT6000-MSFC2A, CAT6000-MSFC3, 
CAT6000-MWAM, CAT6000-SUP1/MSFC1, 
CAT6000-SUP1/MSFC2, CAT6000-SUP2/MSFC2, 
CAT6000-SUP2/MSFC2, CAT6000-SUP32/MSFC2A, 
CAT6000-SUP32/PISA, CAT6000-SUP720/MSFC3, 
CAT6000-VS-S720-10G/MSFC3, CATEXPRESS500, 
CATEXPRESS520, WS-C2948G-GE-TX, WS-C2948G


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet,SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2,V3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP, FTP, SCP


Quick Commands


View Trunk
View CDP Neighbors
View Vlans
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysDescr should have “Catalyst” or “Cisco Systems WS-C5”


• sysServices should be layer 2 and not Layer 3.


◆ Term


• Show version should have “Cisco Systems” and not have “Internetwork Operating 
System” or “Cisco IOS”


• show version also should have model number which should match to the models 
file.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.1.0 -> serverIpAddress


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.2.0 -> remoteFilename for configuration file


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.3.0 -> id (integer representing Supervisor module)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.4.0 -> 3 (pull config from device)


◆ Term


• “set length 0”


• “show config”


◆ Term/TFTP


• Only for startup configuration, write  <SERVERIPADDR> <local config file>


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes


Features Available Support
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Configuration deploy
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.1.0 -> serverIpAddress


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.2.0 -> remoteFilename for configuration file


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.3.0 -> id (integer representing Supervisor module)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.5.1.5.4.0 -> 2 (push config from device)


◆ Term


• From the console prompts, the device is brought to the enable mode using enable 
then to the configure mode using conf t after which the configuration is entered 
line-by-line with checks for banners and for invalid input. 


• If a banner is entered using banner motd X, the termination banner character X is 
stored, and there are no prompt checks until the final banner line is entered or a 
new prompt is detected.


◆ Term/TFTP


• Push to running config
copy tftp config
<ServerIPAddress>
<local configuration file>


• Push to Start
copy tftp flash”
<ServerIPAddress>
<Local configuration file>
“bootflash”
<Local configuration file>
clear boot auto-config
“set boot auto-config  bootflash:" <configFileName>


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• CatOS 1900
"no snmp-server community <oldSnmpRO/RWCommunity> \r\n"
"snmp-server community <newSnmpROCommunity> ro\r\n"
"snmp-server community <newSnmpRWCommunity> rw \r\n"


• CatOS
"set snmp community read-only <newSnmpROCommunity \n"
"set snmp community read-write <newSnmpRWCommunity> \n"


◆ Account


• “set password”


• <old password>


• <new password>


• Confirm <new password>
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◆ Privilege


• CatOS1900
“conf t\r\n”
"no enable password level 15\r\n"
"enable secret 0 <newPrivPassword>"\r\n"
"no enable secret\r\n"
"enable password level 15 <newPrivPassword> "\r\n"


• CatOS
"set enablepass\n"
<old Privilege password>
<new Privilege password>
Confirm new password


Operating System management
◆ "term length 0”


◆ “set length 0"


◆ "show module"


◆ "delete <partition> <image filename>"


◆ "dir"


◆ "squeeze <partition>"


◆ "copy <partition><srcFilename> tftp"


◆ "copy <protocol>://"<user>:<password>@<serverLocation>/<srcFilename> <partition> 
<destFilename>


◆ "copy <partition> <srcFilename> 
<protocol>://<user>:<password>@<serverLocation>/<destFilename>


◆ <server Location>


◆ <source Filename>


◆ <destination Filename>


◆ “Y”


◆ "dir <partition>"


◆ "verify <partition> <filename>"


◆ "verify ?"


◆ "verify <slot> <name>"


◆ "clear boot system all"


◆ "set boot system flash <partition> <image>"


◆ set boot config-register 0x2102"


◆ "copy <partition> <image> <slaveModuleNum>/<partition> BTSYNC_<image>"


◆ "reset < slaveModuleNum >"


◆ "show module < slaveModuleNum >" 
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◆ "show run"


◆ "no boot bootldr <partition> <old imageName>"


◆ "no boot system flash <partition> <old imageName>"


◆ "boot bootldr <partition> <new imageName>"


◆ "boot system flash <partition> <new imageName>"


◆ “exit”


◆ "copy running-config startup-config"


Device Monitoring
◆ "show version"


◆ "show ip"


◆ "show module "


◆ "ping "


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show trunk"


◆ "show CDP neighbors detail"


◆ "show vlan"


◆ "show cam <mac>"


◆ "write memory"


◆ "bootflash"


◆ "clear boot auto-config"


◆ "set boot auto-config  bootflash:< configFileName >"


◆ "show snmp hostname"


◆ "show snmp contact"


◆ "show snmp location"


◆ "show interfaces"


◆ "show vlan"


◆ "show snmp ifalias"


◆ "show port status"


◆ "show cam dynamic"


◆ "show arp"


◆ "show port"


◆ "show port trunk"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco Catalyst OS Switches - Auto Discovery SNMP 


◆ Issue: Auto Discovery with SNMP Credentials and Accounts, and Privilege Passwords 
may hang if the devices do not have names. For example: no name set on CAT OS 
Switches. Note that this may be prevalent in the CAT OS devices, due to the no name 
default setting on CAT OS Switches. 


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table Yes No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs Yes No
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◆ Resolution: Set the Name on the device. On CAT OS, use the set system name 
command in Enable mode.


Cisco Catalyst 1900 - Serial Numbers not Displayed


◆ Serial numbers for the CAT OS 1900 devices are not being displayed.


Catalyst OS Switch 1900


◆ After a hardware pull, using either SNMP or non-SNMP mechanisms, the Non-Volatile 
Memory information will not display. The device does not support the display of 
Non-Volatile Memory. This is a device limitation. Other memory information can be 
accessed using the SNMP mechanism.


Cisco Catalyst 4000 Series


◆ The OS version for 12.2(18)EW4 for the CAT 4000 series switch displays UNKNOWN for 
the feature set in the application.  


The device responds with UNKNOWN during an SNMP-GET. 


• For example:


SNMP-GET(.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.25.1.1.1.2.4)->CW_FEATURE$UNKNOWN$
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Cisco Content Appliance


Features available


Device Type Content Cache


Specific Model(s)
507, 511, 512, 560, 565, 566, 590, 611, 612, 674, 7305, 
7320, 7341


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.4.3.17


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Traps and Syslogs


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Arp
View Interfaces
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following items are used to provide information about your device (Host Name, Type, 
Vendor, Model, Operating System, and Serial Number).


◆ SNMP


• SysDescription must have “Application Content Network”


• Model name is obtained from the following OIDs (in order):


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.1.34.3.0


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.1.34.3.0


• Part number column of the CISCO-ENTITY-ASSET-MIB for the chassis entry


◆ Term


• Should be able to enter enable mode


• getModel result should be able to mapped to a valid sysObjectID.


• show version should have “Application Content Network”


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show startup-config"


• "show running-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy startup-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configFile name>”


• "copy running-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configFile name>”


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• “conf t”


• Configuration is entered line by line


• “exit”


• To copy run to start, “copy running-config startup-config”


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configfilename> startup-config"


• "copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configfilename> startup-config"
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Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• “snmp-server community <newString>"


• “snmp-server community <newString> rw"


• "no snmp-server community <oldString>"


• "no snmp-server community <oldString> rw"


◆ Account


• Enter enable mode


• “conf t”


• "username <username> password <password>”


• "username <username> privilege <user Privilege Level>”


• "no username <oldUser>”


◆ Privilege


• Enter enable mode


• “conf t”


• "username admin password <newPrivPass>”


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ “show disk”


◆ “show disk current”


◆ “show hardware”


◆ “reboot”


◆ “show interface”


◆ “ping”


◆ “traceroute”


◆ “show arp”


◆ “no terminal more”


◆ “terminal length 0”


◆ "show cdp"


◆ "show ip interface"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco Content Appliance


◆ Privilege level access is controlled by the administrator account password. The 
administrator account cannot be rolled since it is used for the privilege password.


◆ Although users of level 0 or 15 can be created, use of a level 15 account will not 
prompt for an enable password even when dropping back to user level.
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Cisco Content Services Switch


Features available


Device Type ContentCache


Specific Model(s) 11050, 11501, 11503, 11506


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Tested


Communication Protocols Telnet, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA (Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP)


Quick Commands


View Arp
View Interfaces
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/Identify Methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDecription must have either “Content Switch” or "Application and Content 
Networking"


◆ Term


• Not supported


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show startup-config"


• "show running-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy startup-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configFile name>”


• "copy running-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configFile name>”


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• “conf t”


• Configuration is entered line by line


• “exit”


• To copy run to start, “copy running-config startup-config”


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configfilename> startup-config"


• "copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configfilename> startup-config"


Credential management
◆ Account


• “conf t”


• "username <username> password <password> superuser"


• "no username <oldUser>”
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◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmp community <newSnmpROCommunity> read-only"


• "snmp community <newSnmpRWCommunity> read-write"


• "no snmp community <oldSnmpROCommunity> “


Operating System nanagement
◆ Following commands should be supported for OS management


• “show version”


• “show disk”


• “terminal timeout 120”


• "save_config”


• "save_profile”


• "archive log sys.log”


• "archive script default-profile”


• "conf t”


• "no ftp-record DEFAULT_FTP”


• "ftp-record DEFAULT_FTP <serverIp> <ftpUser> <ftpPwd> <filePath>


• “exit”


• “upgrade”


Device monitoring
◆ "show interface"


◆ "show ip interface"


◆ “reboot”


◆ “show version”


◆ “show boot-config”


◆ “show disk”


◆ “ping”


◆ “traceroute”


◆ “no terminal more”


◆ “show cdp”


◆ “show disk current”


◆ “show hardware”
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet,Telnet/TFT
P,SSH/TFTP, SSH


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet,Telnet/TFT
P,SSH/TFTP, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco IOS Router


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


1700, 1711, 1801, 1801W, 1811, 1841, 1861, 1000, 
1003, 1020, 1004, 1005, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 
12012, 12004, 12008, 1710, 1720, 1401, 1750, 1407, 
1417, 12416, 12406, 12410, 1760,12404, 1721, 1751, 
12010, 10400, 12016, 10720, 1701, 1720VPN, 1941/K9, 
1941W-A/K9, 2000, 2500, 2102, 2202, 2501, 2502, 2503, 
2504, 2505, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2509, 2510, 2511, 2512, 
2513, 2514, 2515, 2801, 2821, 2517, 2518, 2519, 2520, 
2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2516, 2610, 2611, 2612, 
2613, 2620, 2621, 2501FRADFX, 2501LANFRADFX, 
2502LANFRADFX, 2610M, 2611M, 2610XM, 2611XM, 
2620XM, 2621XM, 2650XM, 2651XM, 2691, 2650, 2651, 
2811, 2851, 2901/K9, 2911/K9, 2921/K9, 2951, 
2951/K9, 3000, 3825, 3101, 3102, 3103, 3104, 3202, 
3204, 3220, 3845, 3620, 3640, 3251, 3660, 3661Ac, 
3661Dc, 3662Ac, 3662Dc, 3662AcCo, 3662DcCo, 3631, 
3745, 3725, 3825, 3845, 3925, 3945, 4000, 4500, 6000, 
6100, 6130, 6260, 6400, 6400Nrp, 677i, 674, 6400UAC, 
761, 762, 765, 766, 771, 772, 775, 776, 751, 752, 753, 
7000, 7010, 7507, 7513, 7505, 4700, 7206, 7576, 7204, 
7202, 7206VXR, 7204VXR, 7507z, 7513z, 7507mx, 
7513mx, 7120At3, 7120Ae3, 7120Smi3, 7140Dualt3, 
7140Duale3, 7140Dualat3, 7140Dualae3, 7140Dualmm3, 
7750Mrp200, 7120Quadt1, 7120T3, 7120E3, 7140Octt1, 
7140Dualfe, 7750Ssp80, 7609OSR, 7750, 7603, 7606, 
7606-S, 7304, 7609, 7613, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 828, 
806, 811, 8110, 813, 8510, 8515, 826QuadV, 826, 
827QuadV, 811, 827, 831837,827H, 836, AS5200, 
AS2509RJ, AS2511RJ, AS5300, AS5800, AS5400, AS5350, 
ASR 1000, ASR 1004 AIR-AP1120B-A-K95, ASR 1006, ASR 
9000, Cat6000, CS500, Catalyst6kMsfc2, Catalyst5kRsfc, 
Catalyst6kMsfc, Catalyst295024GDC, Catalyst3200, 
Catalyst3100, Catalyst1800, Catalyst1601, Catalyst3001, 
CE7305, CE510, DPA7630, IAD2430, IAD2431, IAD2432, 
IAD2431-8FXS, IAD2431-16FXS, IAD2431-1T1E1, 
IAD2432-24FXS, MC3810, Mc3810V3, ONS15540ESPx, 
Pro1003, Pro1004, Pro1005, Pro2500PCE, Pro2501, 
Pro2503, Pro2505, Pro2507, Pro2509, Pro2511, Pro2514, 
Pro2516, Pro2519, Pro4500, Pro751, Pro752, Pro753, 
Pro765, Pro766, Pro2520, Pro2522, Pro2524, Pro1601, 
Pro1602, Pro1603, Pro1604, Pro2502, Pro2504, Pro2506, 
Pro2508, Pro2510, Pro2512, Pro2513, Pro2515, Pro2517, 
Pro2518, Pro2523, Pro2525, Pro4700, SOHO77, SOHO76, 
SOHO97, SOHO91, SOHO96, UBR7246, UBR904, 
UBR7223, UBR924, UBR7246VXR, UBR912C, UBR912S, 
UBR914, UBR925, UBR10012, UBR7111, UBR7111E, 
UBR7114, UBR7114E, UBR905, WSX5302, WS-C6506-E, 
ASR 1002-F, VG 202, SOHO 78, VG 204, C3900-SPE200, 
CISCO3945-CHASSIS


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Boot Upgrade, OS Upgrade 
For 1801W Models: 12.4(4)XC3, 12.4(24)T1 For 1941/K9, 
941W-A/K9, 2901/K9, 2911/K9, 2921/K9, 2951/K9, 
3925, and 3945 Models: 12.4(24.6) For 2951 Models: 
12.4(23.15.8), 12.4(24.6) For 1841 Models: 15.x


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, TELNET, TELNET/TFTP, SSH, SSH/TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII
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Features available


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMPv1/v2v3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, TFTP


Quick Commands


View Routes
View ARP
View FrameRelay Map
View Interfaces
Clear Interface Counters
View Diagnostic
View Processor CPU
View Network Management Events
Resync
Append ACL Rule
Delete ACL


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP:


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.9


• sysDescription value contains IOS or Internetwork Operating System


• sysServices value indicates a Layer 3 device


• Cisco Rom ID (.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.1.0) is retrievable


◆ Terminal:


• Device responds with an error to show vtp counters


• show version response contains “Internetwork Operating System” or “Cisco IOS”


• show version response should not contain "AIR-AP"


• CiscoSysID should not contain either of "9.1.164" or "9.1.107" or "9.1.533" or 
"9.1.507" or "9.1.525"Cisco IOS


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration Capture
◆ Terminal


• startup configuration : show start


• running configuration: show run


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices using OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.55.ipAdress -> remoteFilename


• Devices using CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config tftp


• copy startup-config tftp
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Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• From the console prompts, the device is put into configuration mode using enable 
15 and configure terminal, and if successful, the configuration is issued 
line-by-line with checks for banner content and invalid input messages.


• If a banner is entered using banner motd X, the termination banner character X is 
stored, and there are no prompt checks until the final banner line is entered or a 
new prompt is detected.


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices supporting OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.50.ipAddress -> remoteFilename


• Devices supporting CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


Commit config
◆ SNMP:


.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.54.0 -> 1


◆ Terminal:
copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ For non AAA user account password


• conf t


• no aaa new-model


• For type 0


– line console 0


• For type 1


– line aux 0


• login


• password


• exit


◆ For AAA user account password


• "conf t"


• "aaa new-model"
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• "no username <oldUser>"


• "username <username>  privilege <userLevel> password <password>"


• "username <username> password <password>"


• "exit


◆ For Privilege password


• Check for RADIUS or TACAS


• "conf t"


• "sh run"


• "no enable secret level"


• "no enable password level"


• "enable secret level < level> <newPrivPass>"


• "enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>"


• "exit"


◆ SNMP (v1v2)


• term length 0"


• show run | include community"


• "show run"


• "conf t"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view>  <type> acl"


• "no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>"


• "exit"
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◆ SNMP v3


• "conf t"


• “term length 0


• “snmp-server user”


• "show snmp user"


• “show snmp group”


• "no snmp-server engineID local "


• “snmp-server engineID local”


• “snmp-server context <context name>”


• “snmp-server view <view name>”


• “snmp-server group <group name>”


• "snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3 encrypted auth (md5|sha) 
<password> (priv des|des56|aes 128|aes 192|aes 192) <password>”


• "no snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3”


Operating System management
◆ "term length 0"


◆ "config-register 0x2102"


◆ "show file systems"


◆ "reload"


◆ "hw-module module <module Number> reset"


◆ "hw-module standby reload"


◆ "archive download-sw /overwrite tftp://<server IP Address>/<image name>"


◆ "archive download-sw /safe tftp://<server IP Address>/<image name>"


◆ "write memory"


◆ archive download-sw /overwrite ftp:<username>:<password>@//<server IP 
Address>/<image name>


◆ archive download-sw /safe ftp:<username>:<password>@//<server IP Address>/<image 
name>


Device monitoring
◆ show run


◆ show start


◆ show version


◆ show config


◆ show interfaces


◆ configure term
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◆ terminal length 0


◆ exit


◆ write memory


◆ reload


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ copy tftp running-config


◆ show file systems


◆ show module


◆ show vtp counters


◆ show memory summary


◆ dir


◆ dir nvram:


◆ dir flash:


◆ squeeze flash:


◆ show priv


◆ show bootvar


◆ show snmp contact


◆ show snmp location


◆ show interface | include is


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes CopyToStart
, Reboot


ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


startup Yes Yes CopyToStart
, Reboot


ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco IOS - Out-of-Sync


◆ When a SNMP/TFTP mechanism is used with only a Community String credential, the 
Running against Startup Configuration Out-of-Sync icon is not displayed.  A valid 
Account and/or Privilege Password credential is needed to pull the Startup 
configuration on Cisco IOS devices.


Cisco IOS Update


◆ Issue: An issue exists where the OS image resided in bootflash, but was not the boot 
loader image. Additionally, the system image file was not in the show version 
command. In this case, the application could not free space in the target location. 
Manual intervention is needed to free space.


When there is insufficient space in the target location for an OS update on Cisco IOS 
devices with Class A file systems, the system attempts to free up additional space by 
deleting and squeezing the system image name displayed in the show version 
command.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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For example:


r2621-vpn uptime is 6 weeks, 5 days, 1 hour, 0 minutes


System returned to ROM by reload


System image file is "flash:c2600-ik9o3s3-mz.122-15.T9.bin"


◆ Resolution: Manually, complete a delete and squeeze on that filename before 
beginning the OS update.


Cisco 3845


◆ Memory is not currently supported for the Cisco 3845.


Cisco 7206


◆ Issue: Cisco Model 7206 does not correctly display the Hardware Controller I/O 
Controller version. It incorrectly displays the version as 0.0. This issue is present with 
IOS Version 12.0(4)XE2, and not in Version 12.2(25)S2.


◆ Resolution: Cisco Model 7206 should be upgraded to a new IOS version. 


TFTP Pushes May Fail Silently


◆ Silent configuration command failures may occur when using any of the TFTP transfer 
methods (snmp/tftp, ssh/tftp, or telnet/tftp).  Error status, if any, is being missed 
from the device following the transfer.


TACACS+ Implementation


◆ Issue: Some versions of IOS have a TACACS+ implementation issue that causes 
additional characters to be added to the login User Name. When this occurs, it may 
cause occasional login failures. 


◆ Resolution: Modify a custom version of the stdlib/stdterm.inc file to issue a 
backspace character before the username as shown below.


1. Make a directory named $VOYENCE_HOME/custompackage/stdlib


2. Copy the file $VOYENCE_HOME/package/stdlib/stdterm.inc to 
$VOYENCE_HOME/custompackage/stdlib/stdterm.inc 


3. Change the termLogin() function in this new file: 


4. Search for: send(session,userId+stdEOL,true);


5. Change to: send(session,asc(0x08)+userId+stdEOL,true);


6. After making the change, restart the device server services.
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Cisco IOS Router - Running Configuration Contents


◆ Running configuration contents of the following form must be removed prior to 
pushing, or the resulting job will fail based on “Invalid input” messages from the 
device when the data values following the “certificate self-signed” line are processed:


crypto pki certificate chain TP-self-signed-2725887360


certificate self-signed 01


3082024C 308201B5 A0030201 02020101 300D0609 2A864886 F70D0101 
04050030


31312F30 2D060355 04031326 494F532D 53656C66 2D536967 6E65642D 
43657274
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Cisco IOS Switch


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


Catalyst Models: 1000, 1100, 1116, 116C, 116T, 1200, 
1220, 1220c, 1220i, 1400, 1420, 1600, 1601, 1800, 
1900, 1900c, 1900i, 1900 Lite Fx, 1912C, 2200, 2820, 
2900, 2980ga, 2908xl, 2912MfXL, 2912XL, 2916, 
2924CXL, 2924CXLv, 2924MXL, 2924XL, 2924XLv, 2926, 
2940 8TF, 2940 8TT, 2948g, 2950-12, 2950-24, 2950-24C, 
2950 24GDC, 295024LREG, 295048T, 2950 St24LRE997, 
2950 t24, 2955C12, 2955T12, 297024, 297024TS, 2980g, 
3000, 3001, 3100, 3200, 3201 WMIC, 3500, 3508GXL, 
3512XL, 3524XL, 3550-12T, 3550-24, 3550-48, 
3560-24PS, 3560-24TS, 3560-48PS, 3560-48TS, 
3560G-24PS, 3560G-24TS, 3560G-48TS, 375024, 
375024ME, 375024T, 375024TS, 375048, 3750G16TD, 
3750Ge12Sfp, 37xxStack, 3900, 3920, 4000NAM, 4003, 
4006, 4503, 4506, 4507, 4510, 4912g, 4948, 4948-10G, 
4k Gateway, 5000, 5002, 5500, 5505, 5509, 5k Rsfc, 
6006, 6009, 6506, 6509, 6509neb, 6513, 6k Msfc, 6k 
Msfc2, 6knam, 8510 msr, 8515 msr, 8540csr, 8540msr, 
9006, 9009, 3560V2-48TS, 3560V2-24TS, 2350-48TD
IE3000, IE-3000-4TC, ME3400, ME-C3750-24TE, 
WS-CBS3020-HPQ, WS-CBS3032-DEL, WS-CBS3120G-S, 
WS-CBS3110, WS-C2960G-24TC-L, WS-C2960-48TT-S, 
WS-C3750-24ME, WS-C3750-48TS, WS-C6509, 
WS-C3560V2-48TS, WS-C3560V2-24TS, WS-C3750-24TS, 
WS-C2350-48TD, WS-C4948-10GE, WS-C2960-24LT-L, 
WS-C3560-12PC-S, WS-C2960-8TC-S, WS-C3560V2-48PS, 
SM-ES3G-16-P, WS-C3560X-48P, WS-C3560X-24P, 
WS-C3560V2-24PS, WS-C4006, WS-C4948, 
WS-C3560E-48PD, WS-C2960-8TC-L, WS-C2960G-8TC-L, 
WS-CBS3130X-S-F, WS-CBS3012-IBM-I, WS-C2960-24PC-S, 
WS-C2960-48PST-S, WS-C2960S-24PS-L, 
ME-3600X-24FS-M,WS-C4510RPlusE, 
CiscoSmXd3k48Ge2SFPPoe


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Boot Upgrade, OS Upgrade For IE-3000-4TC Models: 
12.2(0.0.109)EX For WS-C2960G-24TC-L Models: 
12.2(44)SE LAYER_2


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, TELNET, TELNET/TFTP, SSH, SSH/TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMPv1/v2, v3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, TFTP


Quick Commands


View ARP
View Interfaces
View Vlans
View Logs
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Clear_Cache
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Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following items are used to provide information about your device (Host Name, Type, 
Vendor, Model, Operating System, and Serial Number).


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.9" or "1.3.6.1.4.1.11"


• sysDescription value contains “IOS” or “Internetwork Operating System”


• sysServices value should not indicate a Layer 3 device but a Layer 2 device


• Cisco Rom ID (.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.1.0) is retrievable


◆ Terminal


• Device responds positively  to show vtp counters


• "term length 0" should get to standard enable or disable prompt


• show version response contains “Internetwork Operating System” or “Cisco IOS”


• show version response should not be IOSXR.


• CiscoSysID should not contain either of "9.1.164" or "9.1.107" or "9.1.533" or 
"9.1.507" or "9.1.525"


• show interfaces should respond positively


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration Capture
◆ Terminal


• startup configuration : show start


• running configuration: show run


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices using OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.55.ipAdress -> remoteFilename


• Devices using CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config tftp


• copy startup-config tftp


◆ For VLAN Database


• Via Term


– VLAN Text


– “vlan database


– show current


• Via Term/TFTP - Get the partition name using the following:


– "dir flash:"


– "dir const_nvram:"


– "dir cat4000_flash:"


– "dir nvram:"


– “copy <partitionName>:/vlan.dat tftp://<Server IP Address>/<local filename>”


• Term/SCP


– SCPget vlan.dat
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Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• From the console prompts, the device is put into configuration mode using enable 
15 and configure terminal, and if successful, the configuration is issued 
line-by-line with checks for banner content and invalid input messages.


• If a banner is entered using banner motd X, the termination banner character X is 
stored, and there are no prompt checks until the final banner line is entered or a 
new prompt is detected.


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices supporting OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.50.ipAddress -> remoteFilename


• Devices supporting CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


Commit config
◆ SNMP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.54.0 -> 1


◆ Terminal


• copy running-config startup-config


• For Binary vlan database:


• copy tftp://<server IP Address>/<vlan filename> <vlan partition>:vlan.dat


Credential management
◆ Check for RADIUS or TACAS, if true fail the operation.


• term length 0


• sh run


◆ For non AAA user account password


• conf t


• no aaa new-model


• For type 0


– line console 0


• For type 1


– line aux 0
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• login


• password


• exit


◆ For AAA user account password


• "conf t"


• "aaa new-model"


• "no username <oldUser>"


• "username <username>  privilege <userLevel> password <password>"


• "username <username> password <password>"


• "exit


◆ For Privilege password


• Check for RADIUS or TACAS


• "conf t"


• "sh run"


• "no enable secret level"


• "no enable password level"


• "enable secret level < level> <newPrivPass>"


• "enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>"


• "exit"


◆ SNMP (v1v2)


• term length 0"


• show run | include community"


• "show run"


• "conf t"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view>  <type> acl"


• "no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>"


• "exit"


◆ SNMP v3


• "conf t"


• “term length 0


• “snmp-server user”


• "show snmp user"


• “show snmp group”


• "no snmp-server engineID local "
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• “snmp-server engineID local”


• “snmp-server context <context name>”


• “snmp-server view <view name>”


• "snmp-server group <group name>”


• "snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3 encrypted auth (md5|sha) 
<password> (priv des|des56|aes 128|aes 192|aes 192) <password>”


• "no snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3”


Operating System management
◆ "term length 0"


◆ "config-register 0x2102"


◆ "show file systems"


◆ "reload"


◆ "hw-module module <module Number> reset"


◆ "hw-module standby reload"


◆ "archive download-sw /overwrite tftp://<server IP Address>/<image name>"


◆ "archive download-sw /safe tftp://<server IP Address>/<image name>"


◆ "write memory"


◆ archive download-sw /overwrite ftp:<username>:<password>@//<server IP 
Address>/<image name>


◆ archive download-sw /safe ftp:<username>:<password>@//<server IP Address>/<image 
name>


Device monitoring
◆ show run


◆ show start


◆ show version


◆ show config


◆ show interfaces


◆ configure term


◆ terminal length 0


◆ exit


◆ write memory


◆ reload


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config startup-config
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◆ copy tftp running-config


◆ show file systems


◆ show module


◆ show vtp counters


◆ show memory summary


◆ dir


◆ dir nvram:


◆ dir flash:


◆ squeeze flash:


◆ show priv


◆ show bootvar


◆ show snmp contact


◆ show snmp location


◆ show interface | include is


◆ ping


◆ view ip route


◆ view arp


◆ view ip interface brief 


◆ clear counters


◆ view process cpu


◆ view management event


◆ copy run start


◆ traceroute "ip-addr"


◆ view vlan


◆ view logging


◆ view cdp neighbors detail


◆ view frame-relay map


◆ view diag
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes CopyToStart
, Reboot


ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


startup Yes Yes CopyToStart
, Reboot


ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


vlan.dat Yes Yes Reboot Binary TELNET/TFTP,  
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


vlan text No Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


ME-C3750-24TE and WS-C3750-24ME - Display Error


◆ The ME-C3750-24TE and WS-C3750-24ME do not display identically, depending on 
SNMP or Terminal pull of SystemProperties using the sysObjectID to get the model.


Cisco IOS Switches - Missing VLAN Database Command


◆ The ME3400 does not return VLAN text, due to lack of support for the vlan database 
command. This will appear in the scheduler with a message of the form: Dialog 
getVLANs failed: Warning, can not resolve input value (ConfigFile:vlan text.Content)


Cisco IOS Switches - VLAN Databases


◆ To pull VLAN Databases successfully, the device must be discovered as a Cisco IOS 
Switch. 


◆ If it is not discovered as a Cisco IOS switch, you must edit the IOSModels.XML in 
$VOYENCE_HOME/custompackage /pkgxml, and then re-discover the device. 


Cisco IOS Switches - Missing Hardware Information


◆ Issue: Cisco IOS Switches with OS version 12.0 (5.2) XU do not display device OS 
information correctly in the Device Hardware tab. 


◆ Resolution: Disable all SNMP Credentials, and then Pull the Hardware using 
Non-SNMP. Doing this ensures the memory size is pulled correctly, and is then 
populated using the terminal commands.  This must be completed before beginning 
an OS Upgrade.


Cisco IOS - Out-of-Sync


◆ When a SNMP/TFTP mechanism is used with only a Community String credential, the 
Running against Startup Configuration Out-of-Sync icon is not displayed.  A valid 
Account and/or Privilege Password credential is needed to pull the Startup 
configuration on Cisco IOS devices.


Cisco IOS Upgrade - SNMP Information 


◆ There is no available OS install target for the 3524 Switch.


• Issue: SNMP information is not present for this model.  The information must be 
retrieved from the IOS CLI.


• Resolution: Remove all SNMP community strings from the communication settings 
of the device, and re-pull the hardware specification.  This provides the needed 
memory information to allow for an OS upgrade.


Cisco IOS Update


◆ Issue: An issue exists where the OS image resided in bootflash, but was not the boot 
loader image. Additionally, the system image file was not in the show version 
command. In this case, the application could not free space in the target location. 
Manual intervention is needed to free space.
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When there is insufficient space in the target location for an OS update on Cisco IOS 
devices with Class A file systems, the system attempts to free up additional space by 
deleting and squeezing the system image name displayed in the show version 
command.


◆ For example:


r2621-vpn uptime is 6 weeks, 5 days, 1 hour, 0 minutes


System returned to ROM by reload


System image file is "flash:c2600-ik9o3s3-mz.122-15.T9.bin"


◆ Resolution: Manually, complete a delete and squeeze on the filename before 
beginning the OS update.


TFTP Pushes May Fail Silently


◆ Silent configuration command failures may occur when using any of the TFTP transfer 
methods (SNMP/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, or Telnet/TFTP).  Error status, if any, is being missed 
from the device following the transfer.


TACACS+ Implementation


◆ Issue: Some versions of IOS have a TACACS+ implementation issue that causes 
additional characters to be added to the login User Name. When this occurs, it may 
cause occasional login failures. 


◆ Resolution: Modify a custom version of the stdlib/stdterm.inc file to issue a 
backspace character before the username as shown below.


1. Make a directory named $VOYENCE_HOME/custompackage/stdlib


2. Copy the file $VOYENCE_HOME/package/stdlib/stdterm.inc to   


       $VOYENCE_HOME/custompackage/stdlib/stdterm.inc 


3. Change the termLogin() function in this new file: 


• Search for: send(session,userId+stdEOL,true);


• Change to: send(session,asc(0x08)+userId+stdEOL,true);


• After making the change, restart the device server services.


Cisco IOS Switch — Running Configuration Contents


◆ Running configuration contents of the following form must be removed prior to 
pushing, or the resulting job will fail based on invalid input messages from the device 
when the data values following the certificate self-signed line are processed:


crypto pki certificate chain TP-self-signed-2725887360


certificate self-signed 01


3082024C 308201B5 A0030201 02020101 300D0609 2A864886 F70D0101 
04050030


31312F30 2D060355 04031326 494F532D 53656C66 2D536967 6E65642D 
43657274
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Cisco IOS XR


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) CRS-1, 12000XR Series


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Version 3.4 and higher


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP (FTP protocols 
require external FTP server)


Quick Commands


View Routes
View ARP
View Interfaces
Clear Interface Counters


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• Should have a valid Cisco ROM Id (".1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.1.0") OR SysObjectID should 
contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.9"


• SysDescription should contain “IOS XR”


◆ Term


• show version output should contain "isco IOS XR "


• Model No and Version can be retrieved from show version output.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show run"


• "show install active summary"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy running-config tftp:/<Server IP Address>/<Local filename>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• conf t\"


• Send configuration line by line to the device as device commands


• "commit"


• In case of “commit” failure
"show configuration failed"
"exit"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<configFile> running-config"


• In case of failure
"show configuration failed"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "config"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> RO SystemOwner"
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• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> RW SystemOwner"


• "no snmp-server community < oldSnmpCommunity >"


• "commit"


• "exit"


◆ Account


• "show tacacs server-groups"


• "show radius server-groups"


• "show aaa userdb"


• "conf"


• "username < userName>" 


• "password 0 < password >"


• "group root-system"


• "group <retrieved group info>"


• "commit"


• "exit"


• "no username < oldUser >" 


Operating System management
◆ Following commands are being used for OS Upgrade of IOS XR devices via transfer 


protocol FTP or TFTP


• "install remove inactive sync"


• "install add <protocol>://<server IP Address>/<image Name> sync"


• "install activate <package list> sync "


• "y"


• "install commit"


Device monitoring
◆ "term length"


◆ "show version"


◆ "show inventory chassis"


◆ "show memory summary"


◆ "show filesystem"


◆ "show version”


◆ "dir"


◆ "show diag"


◆ "ping "
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◆ "show ip route"


◆ "show arp"


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show ip interface brief"


◆ "clear counters"


◆ "conf t"


◆ "admin"


◆ "show hosts"


◆ "show cdp neighbors detail"


◆ "show interface "


◆ “show mac-address-table”


◆ “show run router static”


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


admin Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


packages No Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table Yes No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes No


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco IOS XR Network Operating System


◆ The Cisco IOS XR - Secure Domain Router functionality is not supported.


◆ This device driver does not interface with the Cisco IOS XR's configuration store and 
commit lists.


Cisco IOS XR - Login Credentials 


◆ It is advisable to use login credentials that belong to the root-system group, for this 
driver. All credentials created by this driver will belong to the root-system group.


◆ When rolling a login credential, an attempt to place the new user in the same user 
groups with the old user is made.


◆ Login credentials cannot be rolled if TACACS or Radius authentication is in use. 


• To identify if TACACS/Radius is in use, the show [tacacs|radius] server-groups 
command is used. 


• Login credentials will not be rolled if the output of the show [tacacs|radius] 
server-groups command has a global list of servers indicating external 
authentication is in use.


Cisco IOS XR - SNMP Communities 


◆ It is advisable to use SNMP communities that belong to the SystemOwner attribute 
set, with this driver. All communities created by this driver will belong to the 
SystemOwner attribute set.


Cisco IOS XR - Conifguration Changes


◆ When pushing config changes, If a commit fails when pushing configuration changes 
to the device, the show configuration failed command is issued. The results for the 
show configuration failed command is included in the output of the jobs result text.


◆ Push to the user mode config is currently the only capture command supported.


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Cisco Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 


Features available


Device Type Firewall


Specific Model(s) IPS-4255-K9


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.1


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Interfaces, View Logs


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access No


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains “1.3.6.1.4.1.9.”


• Serial Number should be available from ".1.3.6.1.2.1.47.1.1.1.1.11.1" OID


◆ Terminal


• The output of show version command contains “Cisco Intrusion Detection System" 
or "Cisco Intrusion Prevention System"


• Model name and Serial Number should be available from the output of show 
version command


• Hostname is available from the output of show conf | include host-name 
command.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration


Configuration dDeploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <username> password <password> privilege administrator


• no username <userName>


◆ SNMP


• service notification


• (read-only | read-write) –community <newSnmpCommunity>


Operating System
◆ upgrade ftp|scp://<username>@<serverIpAddress>/<imageName>
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Device Monitoring
◆ term length


◆ show privilege


◆ show version


◆ show diag


◆ show configuration


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy Config 
to Backup


ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)


◆ Banner input is error prone. Do not put the word exit on a line by itself in a banner.


◆ This driver was built on an IPS-4255 but should manage any Cisco IPS/IDS 42xx 
system.
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Cisco IronPort


Features available


Device Type Server


Specific Model(s) S360


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.6.0-626


Communication Protocols SSH, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


Ping
Traceroute
Reboot


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• Model name should be retrievable and should resolve to pkgID.


• sysObjectID should have "1.3.6.1.4.1.8072"


• sysDecription should have “IronPort”


◆ Term


• version command should have “IronPort” in the output.


• Should be able to get the hostname using command showconfig


• Should be able to get the model number using command version


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "showconfig"


◆ SSH/FTP or SSH/SCP


• "saveconfig"


• Use FTP or SCP to get the configuration file


Configuration deploy
◆ SSH/FTP or SSH/SCP


• FTP or SCP the configuration file to the device


• "loadconfig"


• Send “2” and then "voyence.cfg" to select the uploaded configuration file.


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmpconfig"


• "SETUP"


• “Y”


• “<new SNMP Community>”


◆ Account


• "userconfig"
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• "NEW"


• “<user name>”


• “1”


• “<password>”


• "commit" with "Added new user"


• "userconfig"


• "DELETE"


• <Old username>


• Send “1” and “Y”


• “commit” with "Deleted the old user"


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
• "ping "


• "traceroute "


• “reboot”


• "version"


• "showconfig"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


current Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco IronPort


◆ Only Total Memory is available.


◆ Non-volatile memory is not available.


◆ If a user is logged in, the account credential cannot be deleted. To enable the deletion 
of the account credentials, the session must be disconnected and re-connected using 
new credentials.


◆ adminStatus and operationalStatus of the interfaces are not available when using 
terminal. The default value is UP. 


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Cisco Lightstream 


Features available


Device Type ATM Switch


Specific Model(s) LS 1010, LS 1015


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


NA


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, v3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains "9.1.164" or "9.1.107"


• sysServices value should indicate a Layer 3 device


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• startup configuration : show start


• running configuration: show run


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Devices using OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.55.ipAdress -> remoteFilename


• Devices using CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• copy running-config tftp


• copy startup-config tftp


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• From the console prompts, the device is put into configuration mode using enable 
15 and configure terminal, and if successful, the configuration is issued 
line-by-line with checks for banner content and invalid input messages.


• If a banner is entered using banner motd X, the termination banner character X is 
stored, and there are no prompt checks until the final banner line is entered or a 
new prompt is detected.
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◆ SNMP/TFTP 


• Devices supporting OLD-CISCO-SYSTEM-MIB (running configuration only):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.50.ipAddress -> remoteFilename


• Devices supporting CISCO-CONFIG-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.2.id -> 1 (TFTP)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.3.id -> type (4: running, 3: startup)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.4.id -> 1 (network file)


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.1.5.id -> serverIpAddress


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.96.1.1.1.114.id -> 1 (start transfer)


Commit config
◆ SNMP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.54.0 -> 1


◆ Terminal


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ Check for RADIUS or TACAS, if true fail the operation.


• term length 0


• sh run


◆ For non AAA user account password


• conf t


• no aaa new-model


• For type 0


– line console 0


• For type 1


– line aux 0


• login


• password


• exit


◆ For AAA user account password


• "conf t"


• "aaa new-model"


• "no username <oldUser>"


• "username <username>  privilege <userLevel> password <password>"


• "username <username> password <password>"
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• "exit”


◆ For Privilege password


• Check for RADIUS or TACAS


• "conf t"


• "sh run"


• "no enable secret level"


• "no enable password level"


• "enable secret level < level> <newPrivPass>"


• "enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>"


• "exit"


◆ SNMP (v1v2)


• term length 0"


• show run | include community"


• "show run"


• "conf t"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view>  <type> acl"


• "no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>"


• "exit"


◆ SNMP v3


• "conf t"


• “term length 0


• “snmp-server user”


• "show snmp user"


• “show snmp group”


• "no snmp-server engineID local "


• “snmp-server engineID local”


• “snmp-server context <context name>”


• “snmp-server view <view name>”


• “snmp-server group <group name>”


• "snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3 encrypted auth (md5|sha) 
<password> (priv des|des56|aes 128|aes 192|aes 192) <password>”


• "no snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3”


Operating System management
◆ NA
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Device monitoring
◆ show run


◆ show start


◆ show version


◆ show config


◆ show interfaces


◆ configure term


◆ terminal length 0


◆ exit


◆ show arp


◆ show access-lists


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes
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Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Cisco Nexus


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
1000V, 5010, 5020, C7010, C7018, MDS 9222i, 5548, 
5596, 7009, 3064, 9508


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.0(1a)N1(1a) 
For MDS 9222i Models: 4.1(3a) 
For 1000V Models: 4.0(4)SV1(1)
For 7010 Models: 5.1(3) and 5.1(4)
For 9508 Model: 6.1(2)I2(2)


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


SCP, FTP


Quick Commands


View Routes
View ARP
View Interfaces
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Cisco Nexus OS"


• Serial number should be obtainable from ".1.3.6.1.2.1.47.1.1.1.1.11"


• Get the sysObjectId


◆ Term


• The software banner through command show inventory should have “Cisco Nexus” 
or “Cisco NX-OS”


• Commands show version, show inventory and show snmp should be able to return 
system properties information.


• show interface command should return interface information.


• sysObjectID value must be mapped by the retrieved model name from 
CiscoModels.xml.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show startup-config"


• "show running-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy startup-config  tftp://<Server IP Address>/<local filename>"


• "copy running-config  tftp://<Server IP Address>/<local filename>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "configure terminal"


• Send configuration lines one by one as device commands.


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp://<Server IP Address>/<local filename> running-config "
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Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmp-server community <new Community String> ro "


• "snmp-server community <new Community String> rw "


• "no snmp-server community <old Community String> ro"


• "no snmp-server community <old Community String> ro"


◆ Account


• "show aaa authentication"


• "username <username> password <password> role network-admin"


• "no username < old Username>"


Operating System management
◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ copy [ftp|scp]://<user>@<server>//<imageName> bootflash:/// vrf management


◆ show install all status


Device monitoring
◆ "configure terminal"


◆ "terminal length 0"


◆ “end”


◆ "copy running startup"


◆ "show inventory"


◆ "show version"


◆ "show snmp"


◆ "dir ?"


◆ "reload"


◆ "show users"


◆ "show module "


◆ "copy ?"


◆ "delete ?"


◆ "format ?"


◆ "ping "


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show ip interface vrf all"
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◆ "show ip static-route vrf "


◆ "show ip arp vrf all"


◆ “show ip route vrf all”


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup No Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco Nexus


◆ The driver supports the MDS series running NX-OS if Nexus or NX-OS appears in the 
show version response, and the driver is successful in determining the identity, 
system properties, and interfaces for the device.


◆ The management VRF must have a default route configured or file transfers will fail.


◆ If the command “system default switchport” appears literally in the configuration, it 
must be removed or commented out before pushing with terminal, or the resulting % 
Incomplete command message will be treated as a failure, although the push content 
will be accepted. Same is the case with commands "switchport", "switchport mode 
fex-fabric" and "spanning-tree port type edge" in case of Cisco Nexus 7010 with 5.1(4) 
version.


◆ Privilege account rolls are not supported because accounts are role based, and 
credentials are give network-admin privileges. Any attempt to execute a job including 
privilege credential changes will fail.


◆ IP addresses and ARP table entries are not reported using SNMP.


◆ Config Change Detection is only supported using syslog monitoring.


◆ Switches running 4.0(4)SV1(1) have been observed to intermittently fail account 
credential rolls when both the account and password are changed. 


• A failsafe in the device prevents deletion of the original account, if the account is 
logged in. 


• The driver executes a show users command if this message is detected, but the 
account does not appear in the response. 


• Currently, only the account password can be successfully changed. This behavior is 
not observed on the hardware products.


◆ Push to start is not supported. 


• The copy tftp startup command is deprecated. 


• The config content is silently ignored, although the job shows as successful in the 
scheduler.


• The recommended Cisco procedure of write erase, reload, copy tftp running cannot 
be implemented due to a high probability of the application and managed device 
being located on different subnets.


◆ Delete and Backup options are not available for OS Upgrade.


◆ In the case of SCP, copy of images takes about 10-15 minites whereas via FTP, it takes 
only 1 to 2 minutes. 


◆ The driver will attempt to reconnect once during upgrade when the session is lost due 
to switchover:
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• The "show install all status" command is run if the session is successfully 
re-established. This command does not return to a command prompt on its own; 
Ctrl+C is required and is issued if the success message is encountered. 


• In the event that it is not, the session will timeout after 15 minutes with no 
significant progress messages. The upgrade itself may in fact succeed, but NCM 
will mark the job as failed.


• The upgrade output is not currently analyzed to automate reboot of the CMP 
modules in the event that this is needed to complete the upgrade. This step must 
be performed manually (i.e., via cut-thru or by an external login).


Cisco Nexus 1000V


◆ The Nexus 1000v may not report IP addresses in the Interfaces tab, due to a limitation 
in the SNMP agent of the device.


◆ The Nexus 1000V virtual switch running 4.0(4)SV1(1) has been found to include 
commands that cannot be pushed back to the device from the command-line 
interface. Such content must be commented out or removed prior to scheduling a full 
configuration push or the job will fail (though other changes will effectively succeed). 
This behavior has not been observed for pushes using TFTP. 


An example of these commands is included below; other forms may occur as well.


•   limit-resource u4route-mem minimum 32 maximum 80


•   limit-resource u6route-mem minimum 16 maximum 48
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Cisco MGX


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)
8850 Wide Area Switch - MGX 8850 PXM-45 and MGX 8250 
PXM-1


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.2


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


Enable Automatic Backups
Disable Automatic Backups
Display Cards
Display Card
Display IMA Groups
Display IMA Group Counters
Display IMA Link Counters
Display Alarms
Display Hardware Alarms
Display Software Alarms
Display Port Counters
Display Port
Display Ports
Display Connection
Display Lines
Display PNNI Node List
Display PNNI Neighbor
Display PNNI Link
Display PNNI Routing Policy


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• Matched model number for MGX devices must be retrieved from models file using 
sysObjectID


◆ Terminal


• dsplicnodeid to get the chassis serial number


• dspcds to get the node name


• Determine the model number from models file.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• “sesntimeout 2360”


• "saveallcnf -v"


• "ll CNF"


• "dsplicnodeid"


• "shellConn"


• "setLogin”


• FTP the image


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No


Features Available Support
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Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• Send the configuration line by line to the device as device commands


◆ Term/FTP


• "ll CNF"


• "sesntimeout 1360"


• "restoreallcnf -f < backupFile.filename>"


– This command is issued after a backup capture is transferred to the machine 
using FTP. This backup is named in the revision history as "FILE: <BackupName> 
SAVED: <Date>" Sending the string as described will initiate the transfer and 
restoreallcnf command.


– If these files are needed for manual restore procedures they can be found in the 
/tftpboot directory of the device server.


• "y"


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• "cnfsnmp community <new Snmp Community> ro"


• "cnfsnmp community <new Snmp Community> rw"


◆ Account


• "cnfpasswd"


• <Old Password>


• <New Password>


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ "dspifip"


◆ "cc"


◆ "dspcd"


◆ "dspcds"


◆ "version"


◆ "dsplicnodeid"


◆ "dspalms"


◆ "dspimagrps"


◆ "dspimagrpcnt "


◆ "dspimalncnt "
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◆ "dsphwalm"


◆ "dspportcnt "


◆ "dspport "


◆ "dspports"


◆ "dspcon"


◆ " dspcons -port "


◆ " dspcons -vpi "


◆ " dspcons -vci "


◆ "dsplns "


◆ "dsppnni-node"


◆ "dsppnni-node-list"


◆ "dsppnni-neighbor"


◆ "dsppnni-link"


◆ "dsppnni-routing-policy"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco MGX - Restore Causes Device Reset and Loss of Service


◆ Issue: Restoring the device capture causes a device reset and loss of service.


◆ Resolution: Testing shows the loss of service is in the range of 2 to 5 minutes.


Cisco MGX - PXM-1 Card Shows Only Two Interfaces


◆ Issue: PXM-1 cards show only two interfaces.


◆ Resolution: The device SNMP agent only reports two interfaces. This is a limitation of 
the network device.


Cisco PXM-1 Cards - MIB not entirely Supported


◆ Issue: PXM-1 cards do not support the Entity MIB and hardware information is 
displayed differently than a PXM-45 card.  


◆ Resolution: The models having PXM-1 cards require terminal access to collect 
hardware information.


Cisco PXM-1 Cards - No SSH support


◆ Issue: No SSH support for Cisco PXM-1 cards.


◆ Resolution: The Cisco PXM-1 cards does not support SSH.


Cisco PXM-1 Cards - Not Responding After saveallcnf Command


◆ Issue: PXM-1 cards can sometimes not respond after a saveallcnf command.  


◆ Resolution: Device capture operations will not succeed if the device does not respond 
with the success status of the command.


Cisco RPM Cards - Cards not Reported in Hardware Output


◆ Issue: RPM Cards are not fully reported in the MGX hardware output.


◆ Resolution: RPM cards are reported under the RPM IOS hardware inventory and do not 
provide dspcd information at the terminal.


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Cisco MDS


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 9124, 9134, 9216, 9216A, 9216i, 9509, 9513


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


San-OS 3.0, 3.2, 3.3


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View NAT Setup
View ARP
View Interfaces
View VSANs
View Logs
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID should have “1.3.6.1.4.1.9” (cisco enterprise id)


• sysDescription should have “SAN-OS”


• sysServices should be 0x06 (layer 2 and 3 flag)


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• “term length 0”


• “show start”


• “show run”


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set “.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.55.<Server IP address>” to TFTP the config file


Configuration deploy
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Try to push vlan config separately if tagged


• Set “.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.50.<SERVERIPADDR>” to start TFTP of the local config file


• For copyToStart set “.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.2.1.54.0” to 1.


◆ Term


• Send configuration one by one using command line.


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• To get the view and ACL information


– "term length 0”


– "show run | include community"


– "show run"


• "conf t"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view> <community string type> 
<acl>”


• "no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>”
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• “exit”


◆ Account


• "term length 0"


• “show run"


• "config term"


• "username <username> password <password> role <userLevel>”


• "username <username> password <password>


• "no username <oldUser>”


• “exit”


◆ Privilege


• "term length 0"


• "sh run"


• "conf t"


• "no enable secret level <level>”


• "no enable password level <level>”


• "enable secret level < level> <newPrivPass>”


• "enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>”


• “exit”


◆ SNMP V3


• "config terminal"


• "snmp-server user <securityName> network-admin <authProtPart+privPassPart>”


• "no snmp-server user <oldsn>”


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ "show interface"


◆ "term length 0”


◆ "show system resources"


◆ "show arp"


◆ "show interface brief"


◆ "show vsan"


◆ "show logging"


◆ "show cdp neighbors detail"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes copyToStart ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known Issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Cisco MDS


◆ If the device is upgraded to run NX-OS, it will not appear as a Cisco Nexus device class 
until it is re-discovered. It is not necessary to drop the device, but pre-Nexus config 
pushes may fail, depending on the content.
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Cisco Wide Area Application Services (WAAS)


Features available


Device Type Content Cache


Specific Model(s) 512, 612, 674, 7371


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.8.0-12


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Traps and Syslogs


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Arp
View Interfaces
View CDP Neighbors
Resync
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysDescription must have “Wide Area Application Services”


• Model name is obtained from the following OIDs (in order):


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.368.1.34.3.0


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.2467.1.34.3.0


• Part number column of the CISCO-ENTITY-ASSET-MIB for the chassis entry


◆ Term


• Should be able to enter enable mode


• getModel result should be able to mapped to a valid sysObjectID.


• show version should have “Wide Area Application Services”


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show startup-config"


• "show running-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy startup-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configFile name>”


• "copy running-config tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configFile name>”


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• “conf t”


• Configuration is entered line by line


• “exit”


• To copy run to start, “copy running-config startup-config”


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configfilename> startup-config"


• "copy tftp <SERVERIPADDR> <local configfilename> startup-config"
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Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• “snmp-server community <newString>"


• “snmp-server community <newString> rw"


• "no snmp-server community <oldString>"


• "no snmp-server community <oldString> rw"


◆ Account


• Enter enable mode


• “conf t”


• "username <username> password <password>”


• "username <username> privilege <user Privilege Level>”


• "no username <oldUser>”


◆ Privilege


• Enter enable mode


• “conf t”


• "username admin password <newPrivPass>”


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ “show disk”


◆ “show disk current”


◆ “show hardware”


◆ “reboot”


◆ “show interface”


◆ “ping”


◆ “traceroute”


◆ “show arp”


◆ “no terminal more”


◆ “terminal length 0”


◆ "show cdp"


◆ "show ip interface"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To 
Start


ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco Wireless LAN Controller


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
2100 series, 4400 series. AIR-CT5508-K9, AIR-CT2504-K9, 
WS-SVC-WISM-1-K9, 


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.0, 6.0.128.0 (for 5508)


Communication Protocols Telnet. SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Routes Summary
View Arp Switch
View Interfaces
Save Config


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP - Either of the following has to be found:


• SysDescription should have “Cisco Controller”


• SysObjID should be either:


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.828


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.3


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.14179.1.1.4.4


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.1.1069


◆ Term


• show sysinfo contains “Cisco Controller”


• show inventory to get the Model number


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term/TFTP


• "transfer upload datatype config"


• "transfer upload mode tftp"


• "transfer upload serverip <SERVERIPADDR>"


• "transfer upload path /"


• "transfer upload filename <local File name>"


• "transfer upload start"


◆ Term


• “show run-config”


• “show running-config"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term/TFTP


• "transfer download datatype config"


• "transfer download mode tftp"


• "transfer download serverip <SERVERIPADDR>"


• "transfer download path /"


• "transfer download filename <local file name>"
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• "transfer download start"


◆ Term


• Configuration is sent line by line through command line.


Credential management
◆ Account


• For creation of new account


– "config mgmtuser delete <username>"


– "config mgmtuser add <username> <password> read-write"


– "config mgmtuser delete <oldUser>"


– "config mgmtuser password <oldUser> p <TIME>"


• For Password change only,


– "config mgmtuser password <username> <password>”


◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "config snmp community delete  <newSnmpCommunity>"


• "config snmp community create <newSnmpCommunity>"


• "config snmp community accessmode <community string type> 
"<newSnmpCommunity>"


• "config snmp community mode enable <newSnmpCommunity>"


• "config snmp community delete <oldSnmpCommunity>"


Operating System management
◆ NA


Device monitoring
◆ "show interface summary"


◆ "show interface detailed "


◆ "show sysinfo"


◆ "exit"


◆ "show udi"


◆ "show boot"


◆ "show inventory"


◆ “show memory statistics"


◆ "show route"


◆ "show arp switch"
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◆ "show stats switch  summary"


◆ "term len 0"


◆ "show route summary"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


readable_run-config Yes Yes Save and 
Reboot


ASCII Telnet, SSH


readable_running-config No Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ For WLC 5508:


• Interface via term is not working due to mismatch in the output format.


• Readable-run-config cannot be pushed although there is support in the package 
file.


• A warning appears that time is not set while pushing the running config, even after 
successful transfer of the config file.


• System Location and System Contact values must be present in the device if they 
have to be pulled via Term correctly. Empty fields for System Location and System 
Contact might show incorrect values in the GUI if pulled via Term.
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Cisco GSS


Features available


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s) GSS-4490-K9


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.1(2)


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute


Features available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.9


• sysDescr value contains "Global site Selector"


◆ Terminal


Output of "show version" contains "Global site Selector"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running configuration


– show running-config


• Startup configuration


– show startup-config


◆ Terminal/FTP and Terminal/SCP


• Running configuration properties


– copy running-config disk <filename>


– FTP/SCP configuration file to NCM


• Startup configuration properties


– copy startup-config disk <filename>


– FTP/SCP startup configuration file to NCM


Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/FTP and Terminal/SCP


Configuration files can be pushed to the device as startup-configuration-properties 
file.


• FTP/SCP the configuration file from the NCM to the device 


• copy disk startup-config <Filename>
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Credential Management
◆ Account


• username <username> password <password> privilege admin


• username <oldUser> delete


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community-string <community> ro|rw 


• no snmp-server community-string <oldSnmpCommunity>


Operating System Management
NA


Device Monitoring
◆ show version


◆ show inventory


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ show arp


◆ show ip routes


◆ show interface eth0|eth1


◆ show disk


◆ show memory


◆ reload


Multi-Config Files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running configuration Yes Yes Copy to 
Startup


ASCII SSH, Telnet


Startup configuration No Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


Running-configuration-prope
rties


No Yes NA ASCII Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


Startup-configuration-proper
ties


Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered with 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue:


◆ Syslogs and Traps are not supported.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Cisco UCS


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) UCS 6100, UCS 6120, UCS 6130, UCS 5100


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.0(3)N2(2.1t)


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands
Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, Setup NAT, View 
NAT Setup, View Diagnostic


Features available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.9 


• sysDescr value contains "Ucs" or "ucs"


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show version" contains model name.


• Output of "show hostname" contains hostname of the device.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running configuration


– show running-config


Device Monitoring
◆ show system


◆ show configuration


Multi-Config Files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running configuration No Yes No Text SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No
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Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Cisco SG


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) SG300-10MP


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


1.2.5.70


Communication Protocols SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content Ascii


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands
Ping, View Interfaces, View VLANs, View ARP, View Routes, 
View Password Rules


Features available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ Identity, device properties, and interfaces must be successfully retrieved from the 
device via the following oids:


• identity: sysName.0


• sysObjectID: sysObjectID.0


• interfaces: IF- and IP-MIB tables


• serial number: entPhysicalSerialNum row for chassis entry in ENTITY-MIB, or MAC 
address for the management interface


◆ Identity, device properties, and interfaces must be successfully retrieved from the 
device via the following commands:


• hostname: successfully parsed from show system


• properties: successfully parsed from show system, show system id, and show 
version


• interfaces: successfully parsed from show interfaces configuration, show 
interfaces status, show vlan, and show ip interface


◆ sysObjectID must map to a model and the driver package ID in CiscoModels.xml


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ copy [ running-config | startup-configuration ] 


tftp://<serverIpAddress>/<remoteFilename>


Configuration Deploy
◆ copy tftp://<serverIpAddress>/<remoteFilename> [ running-config | 


startup-configuration ]


◆ copy running-config startup-config


Credential Management
◆ SNMP:


• show snmp


• snmp-server community <newString> { serverIpAddress }


• no snmp-server community <oldString> { serverIpAddress }


◆ Account:


• show authentication methods


• show user accounts
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• username <newUserId> password <newSecret> privilege <level>


• no username <oldUserId>


◆ Privilege password:


• enable password level <level> <newSecret>


Multi-Config Files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running configuration Yes Yes copyToStart Ascii SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup configuration Yes Yes reboot Ascii SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered during 
development or with other releases. A resolution is included to address the issue, if 
available.


◆ The device tested did not display any information regarding software family, so the 
success of terminal discovery relies completely with successful parsing of information 
from the commands listed above. It may be necessary to limit the number of device 
drivers in use if SNMP is not used.


◆ It is strongly recommended to disable console logging to avoid confusing the pattern 
recognition expressions in the driver.


◆ Key data is only present in the running configuration, which would cause problems 
with determining synced configurations, so it is programmatically removed from the 
result during a pull.


◆ The running configuration has a number of non-pushable lines involving software/CLI 
version and the like. Although configuration management via Telnet and SSH is 
presently disabled, this content is presently removed by use of regular expressions in 
the package XML.


◆ Since it does not appear explicitly in any device command output, model information 
is cross-referenced using the sysObjectID from show system, using the 
CiscoModels.xml file.


◆ Management ACL lines in the running configuration must be commented out, as the 
device will fail the push since they are bound to an interface (even if no changes are 
being made). This is not an issue for pushes to the startup configuration.


◆ Commands of the form permit ip-source with the same parameters may repeat 
multiple times in the configuration as a result or pushing the running configuration. 
This appears to be device behavior in the present firmware version. This will likely 
show as an out-of-sync condition in the NCM product.


◆ Volatile memory information is not presently available from SNMP or CLI, even in the 
show tech-support output, so only non-volatile (flash) information is displayed.


◆ Hardware information via terminal consists primarily of interfaces and chassis 
properties. SNMP is more detailed in showing a motherboard and switch processor, 
but several entry descriptions may be terse or missing (such as the ports); this 
appears to be agent behavior.


◆ Account and privilege password rolls will fail if external authentication in active, or if 
the password rules of the device would be violated.
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Cisco 300 Series


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) SF300-24P


Operating System and Firmware Versions 1.1.2.0


Communication Protocols
SNMP/TFTP, TELNET, TELNET/TFTP, SSH, 
SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, v3, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management Protocols TFTP


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, View ARP, View Interfaces, 
View Vlans, Clear Interface Counters, 
View_Processor_CPU, View Logs, View CDP 
Neighbors, Resync,Clear_Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery No


Pull configuration No


Push configuration No


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectId contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.9"


◆ Term


• "terminal datadump" should get to standard enable or disable prompt.


• "show system" command should contain the Cisco SF300 device OID 
1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.82.24.2.


• "show ip interface" command should respond positively.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture:
◆ Terminal


• show start


• show run


◆ SNMP : Not Available


Device using CISCOSB-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer) :


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.3.id -> 1 (local)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.7.id -> 2 (running-config)  or 3 (startup-config)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.8.id -> 3 (tftp)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.9.id -> Device Server IP


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.11.id -> local file name


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.14.id -> 1 ( operational state)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.17.id -> 4 (create and go)


◆ Terminal / TFTP


• copy running-config tftp://ipaddress/file


• copy startup-config tftp://ipaddress/file


◆ For VLAN Database


• VLAN Text - "show vlan" command
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Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• From the console prompts, the device is put into configuration mode using enable 
15 and configure terminal, and if successful, the configuration is issued 
line-by-line with checks for invalid input messages.


◆ SNMP


Device using CISCOSB-COPY-MIB (id is a unique integer):


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.3.id -> 3(tftp)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.4.id -> Device Server IP Address


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.6.id -> local file name.


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.7.id -> 1 (other)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.8.id -> 1 (local)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.12.id -> 3 (startup-config)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.14.id ->  2( operational state)


• .1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.87.2.1.17.id -> 4 ( create and go)


Commit config
◆ Terminal


• copy running-config startup-config


• reboot


◆ SNMP


• 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.6.1.101.1.2.0 -> 1


Credential Management
◆ Check for RADIUS or TACACS, if true fail the operation.


• terminal datadump


• show run


◆ For non AAA user account password


• configure terminal


• no aaa new-model


• For type 0


• line console


• For type 1


• line aux 0


• login


• password
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• exit


◆ For AAA user account password


• "configure terminal


• "aaa new-model"


• "no username <oldUser>"


• "username <username> privilege <userLevel> password <password>"


• "username <username> password <password>


• "exit"


◆ For Privilege password


• Check for RADIUS or TACACS


• "configure terminal"


• "show run"


• "no enable password level"


• "enable password level <level> <newPrivPass>


• "exit"


◆ SNMP(V1/V2)


• "terminal datadump"


• "show run"


• "configure terminal"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> <view> <type> acl"


• "no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• "exit"


◆ SNMP v3


• "configure terminal"


• "terminal datadump"


• "snmp-server user"


• "show snmp user"


• "show snmp group"


• "no snmp-server engineID local"


• "snmp-server engineID local"


• "snmp-server context <context name>"


• "snmp-server view <view name>"


• "snmp-server group <group name>"
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• "snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3 encrypted auth (md5|sha) 
<password> (priv des | des56 | aes128 | aes 192 | aes 192) <password>


• "no snmp-server user <user name> <group name> v3"


Operating System Management
• ""terminal datadump"


• "dir"


• "copy flash://image tftp://<device server ip>/backupImageFileName"


• "copy tftp://<device server ip>/imageFileName flash://image"


• "boot system image-1 | image-2"


• "copy running-config startup-config"


Device Monitoring
• show run


• show start


• show version


• show interface status | configuration


• configure terminal


• terminal datadump


• exit


• write memory


• reload


• copy running-config tftp://destination URL


• copy startup-config tftp://destination URL


• copy running-config startup-config


• copy tftp://source URL running-config


• dir


• show privilege


• show bootvar


• ping


• view arp


• view interfaces


• clear counters


• view process cpu


• copy run start


• traceroute "ip-addr"
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• view vlan


• view logging


• view cdp neighbors detail


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull


Post 
Operatio
n


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP


vlan text No Yes Not 
Available


ASCII SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table Yes No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs Yes No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Citrix Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Citrix Netscaler LoadBalancer................................................................................  342
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Citrix Netscaler LoadBalancer


Features available


Device Type Content Cache


Specific Model(s) 7000, 9000, 10000, 12000


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.0 or greater


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, View Interfaces, View Routes, View Arp, 
Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.5951.1"


• sysDescr contains "(?i)NetScaler\\s+NS[0-9\\.]+:\\s+Build"


◆ Terminal


• Get the model Number from the output of show version command 


• Get the Hostname from the output of show mib command 


• Get the Chassis Serial Number from the output of show hardware command


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show ns runningconfig


• show ns ns.conf


◆ SSH/SCP


• Scp /flash/nsconfig/ns.conf to device server


• Scp is used only for the startup configuration


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ SSH/SCP:


• SCP config file to /tmp/ns.conf


• cp /tmp/ns.conf /flash/nsconfig/ns.conf


• chmod 0644 /flash/nsconfig/ns.confcopy 


Credential management
◆ Account


• add system user <userName> <password>


• bind system user <userName> superuser 0


• set system user <userName> <password>
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• rm system user <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• add snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> ALL


• rm snmp community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ shell


◆ show interfaces


◆ stat ns


◆ reboot


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show route


◆ show arp


◆ exit


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/SCP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/SCP


/flash/nsconfig Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/customizations Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ The non-standard configuration mode included in newer versions of the NetScaler 
operating system, is not supported.


◆ The filesystem restore functionality requires VoyenceControl 4.1.0 HF6 or higher. 
update. A filesystem restore on more than one file at a time causes data loss if 
VoyenceControl 4.1.0 HF6 or higher is not installed.


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 23
Covaro Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Covaro switch .......................................................................................................  348
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Covaro switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) CC-814, CC-410, CC-512


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.0.348


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .18022


◆ Terminal:


• Output of "show system" contains model name,serial number,hostname and 
software version.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• add user <user> <password> superuser 


• no user <user> 


• user password


◆ SNMP


• communityname <newCommunity> read-only


• communityname <newCommunity> read-write


• no communityname <oldCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ Show system


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show arp
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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D-Link Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ D-Link xStack ........................................................................................................  352
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D-Link xStack


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 3550


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.01


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping, View Arp, View Interfaces, View Routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.171.10.64.2


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show config current_config


• show config config_in_nvram


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• upload configuration <SERVERIPADDR> <fileName>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


Credential management
◆ Account


• config account <oldUser>


• create account admin <newUser>


• delete account <oldUser>


◆ Privilege Account


• config admin local_enable


◆ SNMP


• show snmp community <oldString>


• create snmp community <newString> view <mibView> read_only | read_write


• delete snmp community <oldString>


Device monitoring
◆ enable admin


◆ enable clipaging


◆ disable clipaging


◆ ping


◆ show ipif


◆ show iproute


◆ show arpentry
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


D-Link xStack


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP, for this device 
class.


◆ User accounts are defined at administrator level.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Digi Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Digi ConnectPort ...................................................................................................  356
◆ Digi TransPort .......................................................................................................  359
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Digi ConnectPort


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type VPN Router


Specific Model(s) ConnectPort WAN VPN


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


2.5


Communication Protocols SSH. Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content XML, Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping, View_Routes, View_Arp, View_Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Not applicable


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• SysDescr contains "ConnectPort WAN VPN"


• SysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.332.11.6"


◆ Terminal


• 'display device" command output contains "ConnectPort WAN VPN"


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ SSH or Telnet


• 'backup print' command is issued in the CLI, and the file captured directly from the 
CLI output.


◆ SSH/TFTP or Telnet/TFTP


• The command 'backup to=[serverip]:[filename]' is issued in the CLI to transfer the 
file to the Voyence device server.


Configuration deploy
◆ SSH/TFTP or Telnet/TFTP


• The command 'backup from=[serverip]:[filename]' is issued in the CLI to transfer 
the file to the device from the Voyence device server.


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• set snmp [publiccommunity|privateccommunity] = "[communityName]"


◆ Account


• newpass


• [oldPassword]


• [newPassword]


• [newPassword]


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Reboot XML TFTP


running-text No Yes none Text Term
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ The device config is XML. It can be pulled either via Term or TFTP but can only be 
pushed via TFTP.


◆ The XML text of the Running config exceeds the UI editor's line length limit and 
therefore cannot be edited in the UI. 


◆ The Running-Text config is generated from the running config by replacing all >< 
sequences in the XML config with >\n< sequences.


◆ The Running-Text config cannot be pushed back to the device. Trying to do so results in 
job failure.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes (some)


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Digi TransPort


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) WR44-HXA3-DE1-XX, WR44-CXA3-DE1-XX


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5115


Communication Protocols Telnet, Telnet/FTP, SSH, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/2c, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, ARP, Routes


Features available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• The sysDescr OID must be accessible with the model following “Digi TransPort”. 
This value must be found in the models XML file.


• The sysDescr OID must be accessible with the serial number following “SER#:”.


◆ Terminal


• The “hw” command must list the model after the “Part#:” label. This value must be 
found in the models XML file.


• The “hw” command must list the serial number after the "Serial Number:" label.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration Capture
◆ config c show


◆ FTP or SSH server enabled


Configuration Deploy
◆ super roles for issuing configuration command from the prompt


◆ FTP or SSH server enabled


Credential Management
◆ snmpuser 0 community token


◆ radcli 0 ?


◆ tacplus 0 ?


◆ user n name token


◆ user n access super


◆ user n password token


Device Monitoring
◆ ati5


◆ hw


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ route print


◆ arp -a
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Multi-Config Files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy ASCII Telnet, SSH


config.da0 Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/FTP,
SSH/FTP,
SSH/SCP


pwds.da0 Yes Yes Reboot ASCIIa Telnet/FTP,
SSH/FTP


fw.txt Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/FTP,
SSH/FTP,
SSH/SCP


sregs.dat Yes Yes Reboot Binary Telnet/FTP,
SSH/FTP,
SSH/SCP


a. Not shown in configuration editor for security reasons.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known Issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Passwords cannot be pulled with the SCP protocol due to the device behavior. The FTP 
management for this file is currently working, but could fail in the future firmware 
releases. So, the file is listed as optional for a complete Device Configuration State.


◆ SNMP community information is encrypted in both the configuration and command 
output, so instance 0 must be used for management.


◆ The device telnet server only permits one connection. So, the device operations will 
fail if another session is already established to the device. Unless SSH is enabled on 
the device and "ssh 0 nb_listen 1" is present in the running configuration, SSH access 
does not exhibit this behavior.


◆ The device supports private key files on flash, but they are not retrievable.


◆ Alternate configuration or password files are not supported, as NCM architecture does 
not have the ability to conditionally specify the non-volatile configuration for 
comparison purposes. Power-up profile 0 must be used.
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Dell Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Dell PowerConnect................................................................................................  364
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Dell Devices

Dell PowerConnect


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) PCT6224P, PCT6224, PCT6224F, PCT6248, PCT6248P 


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.2.1.3


Communication Protocols
Telnet, SSH, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP, 
Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


SysLog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


SCP, FTP, TFTP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access No


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10895


• sysDescr value contains "Powerconnect"


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show system" contains "Powerconnect"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running Configuration


– show running-config


• Startup Configuration


– show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running Configuration


– copy running-config tftp://<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name>


• Startup Configuration


– copy startup-config tftp://<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name>


◆ Terminal/FTP


• Running Configuration 


– copy running-config sftp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name>


• Startup Configuration


– copy startup-config sftp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name>


◆ Terminal/SCP


• Running Configuration 


– copy running-config scp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name>


• Startup Configuration


– copy startup-config scp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.
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◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running Configuration
– copy tftp://<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name> running-config


• Startup Configuration


– copy tftp://<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name> startup-config


◆ Terminal/FTP


• Running Configuration 


– copy sftp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name> running-config


• Startup Configuration


– copy sftp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name> startup-config


◆ Terminal/SCP


• Running Configuration 


– copy scp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name> running-config


• Startup Configuration


– copy scp://<username>@<server_IP>/<file_path>/<file_name> startup-config


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <user_name> password <password> level 15


• no username <user_name>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <community> ro|rw 


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Operating System Management
◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ copy tftp://<server_address>//<image> image


◆ copy scp|sftp://<user>@<server_address>//<image> image


◆ boot system image1|image2


Device monitoring
◆ show system


◆ show system id


◆ show switch


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config
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◆ show startup-config


◆ show arp


◆ show arp switch


◆ show ip route static


◆ show tech-support


◆ show memory cpu


◆ reload


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support:


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class:


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
configuration


Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


Startup 
configuration


Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered with 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Dell PowerConnect


◆ Cut-through is not working.


◆ Pull, Push, and OS upgrade using TFTP are not tested, since TFTP from the Dell device 
to device server is failing.


◆ Non-volatile memory information is not available.


◆ Static routes using SNMP display all the other routes along with static routes, whereas 
using terminal only static routes are being displayed.


◆ IP address and Subnet Mask information of the interfaces are not available using 
terminal.


◆ For Push and Pull using FTP/SCP to work, an FTP login "ftpuser" with password "forFTP" 
must exist on the NCM device server.


◆ SNMP location and contact has to be configured to display the correct values.


◆ In "Update OS Image" window, "Projected Free Space" is shown as negative value 
since "Total Space" value is not available.


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Edgewater Devices


This chapter contains the following topic.


◆ Edgewater EdgeMarc Router..................................................................................  370
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Edgewater EdgeMarc Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 4200, 4300T, 4500, 5300, 6400


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, View Interfaces, View Routes, View Arp, 
Reboot Unit


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• sysObjectIDs: 1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.10.* or 1.3.6.1.4.1.19139.*


• Compiler Options at OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.100.6.0


• Interface table from MIB-2


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• ewn save <remoteFile>


• cat /etc/config/ <remoteFile>


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• ewn save  <remoteFile>


• tftp -p -l /etc/config/ <remoteFile> -r <fileName> <SERVERIPADDR>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• tftp -g -l /etc/config/<remoteFile> -r  <fileName> <SERVERIPADDR>


• ewn load <remoteFile>


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd <username>


◆ SNMP


• cat /etc/config/snmpd_defs.conf | sed 's/^SNMP_RO|RW _COMM=  
<oldSnmpCommunity> /SNMP_ RO|RW _COMM=<snmpCommunity>/


• cp -f  /tmp/snmpd_defs.conf  /etc/config/snmpd_defs.conf


• echo (SNMP_ RO|RW _COMM)=<snmpCommunity>


• ewn save <IDXNUMBER>-comm.conf2


• ewn load <IDXNUMBER>-comm.conf2


Device monitoring
◆ cat /var/ewn_model


◆ cat /etc/platform
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◆ cat /etc/version


◆ reboot


◆ ping


◆ netstat


◆ arp


◆ traceroute


◆ ifconfig


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Enterasys Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Enterasys SSR.......................................................................................................  374
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Enterasys SSR


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) XP 2400


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


E10.0.0.3A


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Not Available


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysDescr value contains “Enterasys” 


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.5624


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• system show startup-config


• system show active-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy  (active | startup)  to tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/ <fileName>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


• copy scratchpad to (active | startup)


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<fileName> to (scratchpad | startup)


• copy scratchpad to active


Credential management
◆ Not supported


Device monitoring
◆ reboot


◆ system show


◆ enable


◆ exit


◆ configure


◆ cli set command completion off


◆ cli terminal monitor off


◆ cli set terminal rows 0


◆ copy active to startup


◆ exit
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Enterasys SSR


◆ Credential management is not supported.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ Comment characters are not ignored by the device class and are skipped when the 
configuration is pushed using Telnet or SSH.


◆ The presence of the last modified comment is used to distinguish full configurations 
from configlets.
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Ericsson Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Ericsson ECN Switch..............................................................................................  380
◆ Ericsson MSED......................................................................................................  384
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Ericsson ECN Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) ECN320, ECN330


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


1.2


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Not Available


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Standard quick commands, view routes, view ARP, Resync, 
view Interfaces,  clear cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysOID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.193


◆ Terminal


• show system cli command issued to get the sys oid. Driver is identified if the 
obtainined sysoid exists in model file.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal: Telnet , SSH


• running-config : show running-config.


• Startup-config : show startup-config.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal : Telnet, SSH


• A stored configuration is pushed to the systems running config by opening a 
command line interface session, entering configuration mode, and sending the 
config line-by-line to the command line interface session


Commit config
◆ Terminal : Telnet, SSH


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ Not Available


Device monitoring
◆ configure


◆ end


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ reload


◆ show system


◆ show arp


◆ show ip-route config


◆ show interfaces status


◆ show ip route
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Ericsson ECN Switch


◆ Ericsson ECN configs cannot be re-entered at a config prompt, because they do not 
properly exit from sub-config modes. This driver will attempt to send an exit command 
anytime the config parser receives a comment line in the configuration while the 
system is at a sub-config prompt.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes CopyTo 
Start


ASCII TELNET, SSH


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys Yes Yes


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes Yes


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ On some Ericsson ECN models, the output of show running-config or show 
startup-config is not a valid config, in that it cannot be re-entered at a config prompt 
without causing %invalid input errors.  Invalid configurations will cause push jobs to 
fail, and the offending lines must be edited out before sending the configuration to 
the device.
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Ericsson MSED


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router/Edge Device


Specific Model(s) MSED/HL950


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1/V2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysDescr contains Ericsson MSED


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• ascii running-config : 


– config export <filename>


– tftp –i <TFTP server IP> put <filename>


• binary running-config 


– config backup <filename>


– tftp –i <TFTP server IP> put <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP: 


• running-config :


– tftp –i <TFTP server IP> get <filename>


– config restore <filename>


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp getc <community string> 


• snmp setc <community string>


Device monitoring
◆ configure


◆ end


◆ reload


◆ show system info


◆ config export


◆ config backup


◆ config restore
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to 
Start


ASCII TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Extreme Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Extreme Switch .....................................................................................................  388
◆ ExtremeWare XOS .................................................................................................  393
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Extreme Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


Summit 2,Summit 3,Summit 4,Summit 4fx,Summit 
48,Summit 24,Black Diamond 6800,Black Diamond 
6808,Summit 7iSX,Summit 7iTX,
Summit 1iTX,Summit 5i,Summit 48i,Alpine 3808,Summit 
1iSX,Alpine 3804,Summit 5iLX,Summit 5iTX,Enet Switch 
24 Port,Black Diamond 6816,
Summit 24E3,Alpine 3802,Black Diamond 6804,Summit 
48SI,Summit PX1,Summit 24E2TX,Summit 24E2SX


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP, TFTP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• upload configuration  <SERVERIPADDR> <localFile>


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set the following values to the OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.10.999


– 6 : destroy the existing row


– 5 : create the new row


– 1 : activate the row


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.2.999 to < SERVERIPADDR> 


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.3.999 to <tftpFileName>


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.4.999 to 


– 4 : uploadConfigImmediate


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.9.999 to "Voyence Control!"


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.6.999 to value 1 which started the file transfer.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set the following values to the OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.10.999 


– 6 : destroy the existing row


– 5 : create the new row


– 1 : activate the row


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.2.999 to < SERVERIPADDR> 
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• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.3.999 to <tftpFileName>


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.4.999 to 


– 3 – downloadConfigImmediate


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.9.999 to "Voyence Control!"


• Set .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.1.10.1.2.1.6.999 to value 1 which started the file transfer


Credential management
◆ Account


• delete account <oldUser>


• create account admin <username> <password>


◆ SNMP


• configure snmp community (readonly | readwrite) <newSnmpCommunity>


Operating System
◆ Use image <fileName>


◆ reboot


Device monitoring
◆ show memory


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip route


◆ extreme


◆ show configuration


◆ download image <serverLocation> [all-image] <srcFileName> <dstImage>


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Extreme Summit (Model Summit iTx)


◆ When working with the Extreme Summit device switch, the configuration text lines 
containing "delete" may cause connectivity loss if used in a Configuration Roll Back. 
Remove the "delete lines" before the Push to avoid loss of connectivity with the 
device during a Roll Back, or when using Restore to restore an old revision.


Extreme Device - Configuration not changing after Push


◆ Issue: For Extreme Summit Software Version 6.1.5, configuration changes (pushes) 
will not take on the device using the SNMP/TFTP mechanism.


◆ Resolution: Ensure you use the Telnet or Telnet/TFTP mechanisms for Extreme Summit 
configuration pushes.


Config Push using Telnet to Extreme Switch - Unsuccessful


◆ Issue: Pushing an entire configuration to the Extreme Switch should not be executed 
using Telnet unless disable commands (which can potentially stop the management 
interface) are removed before pushing the config. 


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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• For example, for a configuration entry such as, disable ipforwarding vlan Default. 


– A disable command in the device configuration takes the form disable string 
(where string may be an interface). 


– All disable commands can easily be removed from the device configuration 
using a text editor.


You can push a full configuration using the SNMP/TFTP mechanism as a work around. 
Additionally, you can push configlets to the device.


◆ Resolution: Use configlets when making changes to the Extreme Summit with Telnet or 
SSH.


SNMP/TFTP can be used for configuration pulls; however, changes cannot be the 
configuration using this mechanism.
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ExtremeWare XOS


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
BlackDiamond 10808, 12804, Summit X460-24x, Summit 
X450a-24x, Summit X480-24x-10G4X


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


11.3.4.5, 12.6.2.10


Communication Protocols TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content Single XML


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2, .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.154 , 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.84, .1.3.6.1.4.1.1916.2.139 


• sysDesc contains “ExtremeWare XOS”


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• tftp <SERVERIPADDR> -p -l  <deviceFilename> -r <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• The configuration is sent to the command-line interface session, line by line, and 
each response is checked for error responses.


◆ Terminal/TFTP: 


• tftp <SERVERIPADDR> -g -l  <deviceFilename> -r <fileName>


• use configuration <deviceFilename>


Credential management
◆ Account


• create account admin <username>


• configure account <oldUser>


• delete account <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• configure snmp add community (readonly | readwrite) <newSnmpCommunity>


• configure snmp delete community (readonly | readwrite) <newSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ enable clipaging


◆ disable clipaging


◆ show switch


◆ save configuration <confifFile>


◆ show account
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◆ show memory


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


ExtremeWare XOS


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA Single 
XML


TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes NA Single 
XML


TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ Configuration management is not supported if TFTP is not enabled for the device class.


◆ Configuration pushes have not been certified.
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F5 Load Balancer Rev 3


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s)
Big-IP-HA, Big-IP-LB, Big-IP-3-DNS, Big-IP-FLB, Big-IP-CLB, 
Big-IP-XLB, Big-IP-SSL


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.x


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceorute, View Routes, View Arp, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.1.1


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP/SCP


• The configuration file units in the package/pkgxml/F5_30/F5_R9.xml file are 
retrieved using a combination of SSH and SCP commands.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are retrieved using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP/SCP


• The configuration file units in the package/pkgxml/F5_9x/F5_R9.xml file are 
transferred using a combination of SSH and SCP commands.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pushed using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd <username>


◆ SNMP


• cat /etc/snmpd.conf | sed 's/^  (ro | rw)community <oldSnmpCommunity>/ (ro | 
rw)community <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf


• cat /etc/snmpd.conf | sed 's/^ (ro | rw)community [[:alnum:]]\\ /  (ro | 
rw)community <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf


• grep -q '^ (ro | rw)community' /tmp/snmpd.conf || echo '(ro | rw)community 
<snmpCommunity> default .1' >> /tmp/snmpd.conf


• cp -f /tmp/snmpd.conf /etc/snmpd.conf


• /etc/bigstart/scripts/bigsnmpd-ctrl reinit


Device monitoring


◆ bigstart reinit


◆ df


◆ mount


◆ ls


◆ ifconfig
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◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ arp


◆ netstat


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


/etc/bigip.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/bigd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ipfw.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/bigip.license Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/routes Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/bigconfig/op
enssl.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/bigconfig/us
ers


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/bigconf.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/hosts Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP
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/etc/hosts.allow Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/rateclass.con
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ipfwrate.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/snmpd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/snmptrap.co
nf


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/sshd_config Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ssh_config Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ssh_host_ds
a_key


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ssh_host_ds
a_key.pub


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ssh_host_ke
y.pub


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ssh_host_ke
y


Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/user.db Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ipfw.filt Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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F5 Load Balancer Rev 4


Features available


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s)
BigIP HA, BigIP LB, BigIP 3-DNS, BigIP FLB, BigIP CLB, BigIP 
XLB, BigIP SSL


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Rev 4


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


Ping
Traceroute
View Routes
View Arp
View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


◆ ProductCode Oid ".1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.1.1.1.1.5.0" should contain values >1 and <8


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pulled using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Configuration deploy
The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pushed using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Credential management


◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "cat /etc/snmpd.conf | sed 's/^ rocommunity  <oldSnmpCommunity>  
/rocommunity <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf\n"


• "cat /etc/snmpd.conf | sed 's/^ rwcommunity  <oldSnmpCommunity>  
/rwcommunity <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf\n"


• "cat /etc/snmpd.conf | sed 'rocommunity [[:alnum:]]\\+/ rocommunity 
<snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf\n"


• "cat /etc/snmpd.conf | sed 'rwcommunity [[:alnum:]]\\+/ rwcommunity 
<snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf\n"


• "grep -q '^rocommunity' /tmp/snmpd.conf || echo 'rocommunity 
<snmpCommunity> default .1' >> /tmp/snmpd.conf\n"


• "grep -q '^rwcommunity' /tmp/snmpd.conf || echo 'rwcommunity 
<snmpCommunity> default .1' >> /tmp/snmpd.conf\n"


• "cp -f /tmp/snmpd.conf /etc/snmpd.conf\n"


• "y"


• "/etc/bigstart/scripts/bigsnmpd-ctrl reinit\n"


◆ Account


• "passwd <username>"


• "<Password>"
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Device monitoring
◆ "bigstart reinit"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


/config/bigip.co
nf" 


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/bigip_b
ase.conf" 


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ipfw.con
f" 


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/bigip.lic
ense" 


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/routes Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/bigconfi
g/openssl.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/bigconfi
g/users


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/bigconf.con
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/hosts Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP
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/etc/hosts.allow Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/rateclass.c
onf


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/ipfwrate.co
nf


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/snmpd.con
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/etc/snmptrap.c
onf


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh
d_config


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh
_config


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh
_host_dsa_key


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh
_host_dsa_key.p
ub


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh
_host_key.pub


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh
_host_key


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/user.db Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


/config/ipfw.filt Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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F5 Load Balancer Rev 9


Features available


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s) BIG-IP 1500, BIG-IP 3400,D39


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Operating systems for BIG-IP 1500 models: 9.1.2.40.6, 
9.2.0.167.4, 9.2.4.13.1, 9.4.0.517.5 
Operating systems for all other models: 9.1.2 40.2
Operating System for BigIP model D39: 9.4.7 320.1
Operating Systems for models C103, C106, D63a, D104, 
D106, and A107: 10.2.0, 10.2.1


Communication Protocols SSH, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


SCP


Quick Commands Ping, View Arp, View Interfaces, View Routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4


◆ Terminal


• OS version is checked using bigpipe version


• Model number is retrieved using:


– "bigpipe platform show" for D39


– "bigpipe platform type" for all other models


• Chassis Serial number is retrieved using:


– "bigpipe platform show" for D39


– "bigpipe platform chassis show" for all other models


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/SCP


• The configuration file units in the package/pkgxml/F5_30/F5_R9.xml file are 
retrieved using a combination of SSH and SCP commands.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are retrieved using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/SCP


• The configuration file units in the package/pkgxml/F5_9x/F5_R9.xml file are 
transferred using a combination of SSH and SCP commands.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pushed using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd <username>


◆ SNMP


• cat SnmpConfPath_  | sed 's/^ (ro | rw)community <oldSnmpCommunity>/(ro | 
rw)community <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf
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• cat SnmpConfPath_ | sed 's/^ (ro | rw)community [-_[:alnum:]]\\+/(ro | 
rw)community <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf


• grep -q '^ (ro | rw)community' /tmp/snmpd.conf || echo '(ro | rw)community 
<snmpCommunity> default .1' >> /tmp/snmpd.conf


• cp -f /tmp/snmpd.conf  <SnmpConfPath>


• /usr/bin/bigstart restart snmpd


Operating system
◆ scp user@name:image /var/tmp/


◆ ls -l --color=never <imageName>


◆ MD5 Hash <image>


◆ local-install


Device monitoring
◆ ifconfig 


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ apr


◆ netstat


◆ im 


◆ local-install


◆ ls


◆ mount


◆ df


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


/config/bigip_base.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/adjtime Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/host.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/hosts.allow Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/hosts.deny Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/libuser.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP
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/etc/nsswitch.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/pwdb.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/resolv.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/shadow Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/sysctl.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/time.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/pam_env.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/limits.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/group.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/console.perms Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/chroot.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/access.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/named/config/named.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/named/config/rndc.key Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ucs_version Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssl/ssl.crt/default.crt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssl/ssl.crt/ca-bundle.crt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssl/ssl.csr/default.csr Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/ldap/sy
stem-auth.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/local/sy
stem-auth


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/radius/
system-auth.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/other Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/su Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/login Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/httpd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/sshd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/localusers Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/userroles Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh_config Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class


/config/ssh/moduli Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/sshd_config Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/httpd/conf.d/mod_auth_p
am.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/httpd/conf/workers2.prope
rties


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/net-snmp/snmpd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/snmp/subagents.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/snmp/snmpd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.crt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.key Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.pem Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.req Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/portinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/lcdinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/ledinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/menus Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/serialinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/screens Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ntp.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/eventd.xml Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/RegKey.license Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP, for this device 
class.


◆ User accounts are defined at administrator level.


◆ Test device for Model D39 did not have the following configuration files and hence the 
pull for these files will end up with a warning:


• /config/lcd/lcdinfo.txt


• /config/big3d/big3d.key


• /config/lcd/ledinfo.txt


• /config/big3d/big3d.pem


• /config/lcd/serialinfo.txt


• /config/lcd/portinfo.txt


• /config/big3d/big3d.req


• /config/lcd/menus


• /config/big3d/big3d.crt


• /config/RegKey.license


• /config/ucs_version


◆ Due to lack of device availability during development, operating system version 10 
devices are currently supported under the version 9 driver class.


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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F5 Load Balancer Rev 11


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s) C103, Z101


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


11.1.0 1943.0, 11.4.0.2434.0


Communication Protocols SSH, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, View ARP, View Interfaces, View Routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.3375.2.1.3.4


◆ Terminal


• OS version is checked using tmsh list cm device


• Model number and chassis serial number are extracted from the same response.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/SCP


• The configuration file units in the package/pkgxml/F5_R11/F5_R11.xml file are 
retrieved using a combination of SSH and SCP commands.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are retrieved using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/SCP


• The configuration file units in the package/pkgxml/F5_R11/F5_R11.xml file are 
transferred using a combination of SSH and SCP commands.


• The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pushed using a 
combination of SSH and SCP commands.


Credential management
◆ Account


• The root user's password is changed using the native operating system passwd 
utility.


◆ SNMP


• cat SnmpConfPath_ | sed 's/^ (ro | rw)community <oldSnmpCommunity>/(ro | 
rw)community <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf


• cat SnmpConfPath_ | sed 's/^ (ro | rw)community [-_[:alnum:]]\\+/(ro | 
rw)community <snmpCommunity>/' > /tmp/snmpd.conf


• grep -q '^ (ro | rw)community' /tmp/snmpd.conf || echo '(ro | rw)community 
<snmpCommunity> default .1' >> /tmp/snmpd.conf


• cp -f /tmp/snmpd.conf <SnmpConfPath>


• /usr/bin/bigstart restart snmpd
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


/config/bigip_base.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/adjtime Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/host.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/hosts.allow Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/hosts.deny Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/libuser.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/nsswitch.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/pwdb.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/resolv.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/shadow Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/sysctl.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/time.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/pam_env.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/limits.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/group.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/console.perms Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/chroot.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/security/access.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/named/config/named.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/named/config/rndc.key Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ucs_version Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssl/ssl.crt/default.crt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssl/ssl.crt/ca-bundle.crt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssl/ssl.csr/default.csr Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/ldap/sy
stem-auth.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/local/sy
stem-auth


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP
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/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/radius/
system-auth.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/other Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/su Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/login Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/httpd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/sshd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/pam.d/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/localusers Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/bigip/auth/userroles Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/ssh_config Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/moduli Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ssh/sshd_config Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/httpd/conf.d/mod_auth_p
am.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/httpd/conf/workers2.prope
rties


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/net-snmp/snmpd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/snmp/subagents.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/snmp/snmpd.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.crt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.key Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.pem Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/big3d/big3d.req Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/portinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/lcdinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/ledinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/menus Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/serialinfo.txt Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/lcd/screens Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/ntp.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/eventd.xml Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/config/RegKey.license Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP, for this device 
class.


◆ The root account is used for device management.


◆ SNMP credential roll may fail.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Force10 Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Force10 C-Series Router ........................................................................................  420
◆ Force10 E-Series Router ........................................................................................  424
◆ Force10 S-Series Router ........................................................................................  428
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Force10 C-Series Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP 


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) C150, C300


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


FTOS v7.9


Communication Protocols SSH, TELNET, SSH/TFTP, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/SCP.


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP V1, V2, Account, Privilege.


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands View Interfaces, View ARP, View Routes, Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• SysOID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.2


• SysDescr contains Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software


◆ Terminal


• show version command response contains "Force10 Networks Real Time Operating 
System Software"


• Presence of device model number in Models.xml file.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running-config : show run


• Startup-config : show start


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running-config : copy running-config tftp


• Startup-config : copy startup-config tftp


◆ SSH/SCP


• Running-config : scp <remote ip>:system:running-config <localfile>


• Startup-config : scp <remote ip>:system:startup-config <localfile>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Device is put in configuration terminal mode and if successful, 
Configuration(running) is sent line by line to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• Running-config : copy tftp running-config


• Startup-config : copy tftp startup-config


◆ SSH/SCP


• Startup-config : scp <localfile> remote ip>:system:startup-config


Commit config
◆ Terminal 


• Copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• show run
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• snmp-server community


• no snmp-server community


◆ Account


• aaa new-model


• username <username> password <password>


• no username <username> password <password>


◆ Privilge


• no enable password


• enable password level 


Device monitoring
◆ show run


◆ show start


◆ show version


◆ show config


◆ show interfaces


◆ configure term


◆ terminal length 0


◆ exit


◆ reload


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ copy tftp running-config


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ traceroute


◆ show arp


◆ show ip route


◆ ping 


◆ show interface


◆ show memory 


◆ show file-systems


◆ show inventory
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To Start, 
Reboot


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SH/SCP


startup Yes Yes Copy To Start,
 Reboot


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Force10 E-Series Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) E300, E600, E1200, E600I, E1200I


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, TELNET, SSH/TFTP, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/SCP.


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP V1, V2, Account, Privilege.


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Standard Quick commands, View Interfaces, View ARP, 
View Routes, Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP 


• SysOID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.1


• SysDescr contains Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System Software


Device operations 


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture


◆ Terminal


• Running-config : show running-config


• Startup-config : show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running-config


– copy running-config tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


• Startup-config 


– copy startup-config tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


◆ SSH/SCP 


• Running-config : scp <remote ip>:system:running-config <localfile>


• Startup-config : scp <remote ip>:system:startup-config <localfile>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Device is put in configuration terminal mode and if successful, 
Configuration(running) is sent line by line to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running-config : copy tftp running-config


• Startup-config : copy tftp startup-config


◆ SSH/SCP


• Startup-config : scp <localfile> remote ip>:system:startup-config


Commit config 
◆ Terminal


• Copy running-config startup-config


Credential management
◆ SNMP 


• show run
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• snmp-server community <newCommunity> <ro | rw>


• no snmp-server community <newCommunity> <ro | rw>


◆ Account


• aaa new-model


• username <username> password <password>


• no username <username> password <password>


◆ Privilege


• no enable password


• enable password level 


Device monitoring
◆ show run


◆ show start


◆ show version


◆ show config


◆ show interfaces


◆ configure term


◆ terminal length 0


◆ exit


◆ reload


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ copy tftp running-config


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ traceroute


◆ show arp


◆ show ip route


◆ ping 


◆ show interface


◆ show memory 


◆ show file-systems


◆ show inventory
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start, 
Reboot


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SH/SCP


Startup Yes Yes Copy To Start,
 Reboot


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP, 
SH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Force10 S-Series Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


S4810, S2410CP, S2410P, S25, S25V, S25N, S25P , 
S25P-AC, S50, S50E, S50V, S50N-AC, S50N-DC, S50P-DC, 
S50N


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


FTOS v7.9, 8.3.10.2a


Communication Protocols SSH, TELNET, SSH/TFTP, TELNET/TFTP.


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP V1/ V2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Standard quick commands, View Interfaces, View ARP, View 
Routes, Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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device.


◆ SNMP 


• SysOID value contains .1.3.6.1.4.1.6027.1.3, .1.3.6.1.4.1.6027. 1.3.14


• SysDescr contains "Force10 Networks Real Time Operating System"


◆ Terminal


• Model no. is obtained from show version o/p.


• Presence of device model no. in Models.xml file


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
Following are the commands or processes used to "pull" a configuration from your device.


◆ Terminal


• Running-config : show running-config


• Startup-config : show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP 


• Running-config


– copy running-config tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


• Startup-config


–   copy startup-config tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Device is put in configuration terminal mode and if successful, 
Configuration(running) is sent line by line to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running-config


– copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>running-config


• Startup-config


– copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>startup-config


Commit config 
◆ Terminal


• Copy running-config startup-config
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Credential management 
◆ SNMP 


• show run


• snmp-server community <new community> < ro | rw >


• no snmp-server community


◆ Account


• aaa new-model


• username <username> password <password>


• no username <username> password <password>


◆ Privilege


• no enable password


• enable password level 


Device monitoring
◆ show run


◆ show start


◆ show version


◆ show config


◆ show interfaces


◆ configure term


◆ terminal length 0


◆ exit


◆ reload


◆ copy running-config tftp


◆ copy startup-config tftp


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ copy tftp running-config


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ traceroute


◆ show arp


◆ show ip route


◆ ping 


◆ show interface


◆ show memory 


◆ show file-systems
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◆ show inventory


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start, 
Reboot


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Copy To Start,
 Reboot


ASCII TELNET, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Fortinet Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Fortinet Fortigate Router........................................................................................  434
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Fortinet Fortigate Router


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 300A, Fortigate-60C, Fortigate-100D


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4.0.3, v4.0.5, v4.0.0


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Routes
View Arp
View Interfaces
execute cfg save
Clearv Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID should have "1.3.6.1.4.1.12356.101.1."


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
Following are the commands or processes used to "pull" a configuration from your device.


◆ Term


• "show full-configuration"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "execute backup full-config tftp <local filename> <server IP address>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• The config is entered line by line while monitoring responses for error messages.


◆ Term/TFTP


• "execute restore config tftp <config filename> <Server IP Address>"


Credential management
◆ Account 


• "config user local"


• "edit < userName>"  


• "set type password"


• "set passwd < password >" 


• "set status enable"


• "end"


• "config user local"


• "edit < userName >"


• "set staus disable"


• "end"
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Device monitoring
◆ "show ip interface"


◆ "show port ethernet "


◆ "execute ping "


◆ "get router info routing-table all"


◆ "get router info routing-table static"


◆ "get system arp"


◆ "execute traceroute "


◆ "get system interface"


◆ "get system status"


◆ "get system snmp sysinfo"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start 
and Reboot


ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ This driver was built using a model 300A appliance. Fortinet indicates that it should 
work with most Fortigate models (as of 9/2009).


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 34
Foundry Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Foundry EdgeIron ..................................................................................................  440
◆ Foundry B4000 .....................................................................................................  444
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Foundry EdgeIron


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) EdgeIron 48G


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


2.2.7.29


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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• SysDescription should have "EdgeIron" or "Edgeiron" or "edgeiron" or "edgeIron"


• sysObjectID should have "1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.5.1.1.4.5.1"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show running-config"


• "show startup-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy running-config tftp"


• "copy startup-config tftp"


• Send "<tftp server IP address>"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmp-server community <new Community String>"


• "snmp-server community <new Community String> rw"


• "no snmp-server community <old Community String>"


◆ Account


• User Account


– "username <new User> access-level 0"


– "username <new User> password 0 <new Password>"


– "no username <old User> "


• Global Account


– "line vty"


– "password 0 < new Password>"


◆ Privilege


• "enable password level 15 0  <newPrivilege Password>"


Device monitoring
◆ "enable"


◆ "disable"


◆ "config terminal"


◆ "end"
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◆ "copy running-config startup-config"


◆ "show ip interface"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running No Yes No ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Startup No Yes No ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Foundry EdgeIron Switch


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP, for this device 
class.


◆ Configuration pushes are not supported, and can crash the device used for 
development. The following behavior persists through firmware upgrades:


• When pushing commands using the command line interface, the device locks after 
a number of Invalid Syntax messages, due to a lack of exit commands (VLAN, 
Interface, and similar commands) for ASCII configurations.


• For TFTP, transfer is reported as successful, but the device fails to respond to any 
communication protocols.


• Comment characters, such as !, in the configuration cause warnings when issued 
using the command line interface.


• Certain configuration commands do not merge, and issue Failed to set warnings.
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Foundry B4000


Features available


Discovery/identify device


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


BigIron 4000, BigIron RX-4 Router, FastIron 400, FastIron 
15000, FastIron 800, FastIron SuperX-PREM, FastIron SX 
1600-PREM, IronWare, NetIron MLX Router, NetIron MLX 
Router, ServerIron


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


NA


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands
Resync
Clear Cache


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysServices should be 0x04 (i.e. Layer 3 device)


• SysDescription should have "Foundry Networks"


• sysObjectID should have "1.3.6.1.4.1.1991"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set the following OID's:


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.5.0 with "Server IP Address"


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.8.0 with "Local filename"


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.9.0 with "22" for running configuration


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.9.0 with "20" for startup configuration


◆ Term


• "enable"


• "skip-page"


• "show configuration"


• "show run"


• "page"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "enable"


• "copy start  tftp <Server IP Address> <local filename> "


• "copy run tftp <Server IP Address> <local filename> "


• "exit"


Configuration deploy
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set the following OID's:


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.5.0 with "Server IP Address"


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.8.0 with "Local filename"


– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.9.0 with "23" for running configuration
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– .1.3.6.1.4.1.1991.1.1.2.1.9.0 with "21" for startup configuration


◆ Term


• "enable"


• "conf t"


• Send configuration line by line to the device as commands


◆ Term/TFTP


• "enable"


• "copy tftp running-config <Server IP Address> <Local Configuration File>"


• "copy tftp startup-config <Server IP Address> <Local Configuration File>"


• "Y"


Credential management


◆ SNMP


• "config terminal"


• "snmp-server community <new SNMP Community> RO"


• "snmp-server community <new SNMP Community> RW"


• "no snmp-server community <old Community string> RO"


• "no snmp-server community <old Community string> RW"


• "exit"


◆ Account


• "config terminal"


• "username <username> password < password >"


• "no username < oldUser >"


• "exit"


◆ Privilege


• "config terminal"


• "enable super-user-password < newPrivilege Password >"


• "no enable super-user-password < new Privilege Password >"


• "exit"


Device monitoring
◆ "enable"


◆ "disable"


◆ "reload"


◆ "write mem"
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◆ "conf t"


◆ "exit"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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GE Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ GE MDS Access Point and Remote.........................................................................  450
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GE MDS Access Point and Remote


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) MDS Mercury 3650


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


aw20100512_01


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID should contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.1.5"


• Should be able to retrieve Serial Number from "1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.3"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.56.0" to <Server IP Address>


• Set ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.62.0" to <local file name>


• Set ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.63.0" to "3"(send).


• Check ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.64.0" for status of TFTP operation


◆ Term/TFTP


• Using the "Configuration Scripts Menu" of the device set the following,


– Set TFTP Host Address to <Server IP Address>


– Set Config Filename to <local file name>


– Set Send File to Y


– Check "Send File" for status of completion 


Configuration deploy


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Set ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.56.0" to <Server IP Address>


• Set ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.62.0" to <configuration file name>


• Set ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.63.0" to "2"(receive).


• Check ".1.3.6.1.4.1.4130.2.1.4.2.65.0" for status of TFTP operation


◆ Term/TFTP


• Using the "Configuration Scripts Menu" of the device set the following,


– Set "TFTP Host Address" to <Server IP Address>


– Set "Config Filename" to <config file name>


– Set "Retrieve File" to Y


– Check "Retrieve File" for status of completion 
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Credential management
◆ SNMP


• At "SNMP Agent Config Menu" set the following


– Set "A) Read Community" for <new Community String>


– Set "B) Write Community" for <new Community String>


◆ Account(Only Password change)


• At "User Passwords Menu" set the following,


– Set "A) Change Admin Password" for <new Password>


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Text 
Configuration


Yes Yes NA ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ GE MDS Access Point and Remote devices can only be discovered by SNMP.


◆ Push and pull are only supported through SNMP.


◆ For configuration pushes and pulls, two directories must be created in the /tftpboot/ 
directory. For example, /tftpboot/backup/ and /tftpboot/restore/.
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CHAPTER 36
Gigamon Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Gigamon Switch....................................................................................................  456
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Gigamon Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) GigaVUE-MP, GigaVUE-2404


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.0.17, 7.1.03, 8.2.01


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs and Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands
Ping
View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.26866"


• Hostname, device properties, and interfaces must be successfully retrieved or 
discovery is aborted.


◆ Term


• Hostname, device properties, and interfaces must be successfully retrieved or 
discovery is aborted.


• Model must map to sysObjectID in GigamonModels.xml.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal (report running or report startup):


• "config save <file name>"


• "show file <file name>"


• "delete file < filename >"


◆ Terminal/TFTP (running or startup)


• "config save <file name>"


• "show file <file name>"


• "upload -cfg <filename> <Server IP Address> <remotefilename>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• Send configuration line by line as device commands.


◆ Term/TFTP


• "install -cfg <Configuration filename> <Server IP Address>"


• "config restore < filename >"  for running config


• "config file <filename> nb" for startup config


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• "config snmp_server community < new Community String >"


◆ Account


• "show rad_server"


• "show tac_server"


• "config password user <oldUser> password < password> "
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• "config user <username>password <password> level super"


• "delete user < oldUser >"


Device monitoring
◆ "show system"


◆ "reboot"


◆ "show port-params all"


◆ "show file"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Report running No Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


report startup No Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


running Yes Yes Copy To Start Binary Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot Binary Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No No
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ The following hardware information is not reported by the device; memory and file 
system information are disabled in the device package:


• Memory


• File system information


• Inventory (SNMP)


• IP addresses (SNMP)


◆ The model name is now obtained from the GIGAMON-SNMP-MIB for SNMP (falling 
back to standard oids for pre 8.x firmware), and the device banner for terminal. If the 
banner is customized, this may prevent mapping to a sysObjectID value in the 
GigamonModels.xml, and fail device discovery via terminal protocols.


◆ If the device is completely unmanaged and later rediscovered, the startup file set for 
the current management instance will change. The previous file must be deleted 
manually after a successful push to startup following rediscovery, since the Device ID 
(which is part of the filename) will have changed. This approach is required due to the 
lack of vendor support for specifying the source and destination filenames for the 
install –cfg command.


◆ Configlets and remediation are not supported by this device class, since the text 
representation of the configuration cannot be pushed to the device, which is a 
preprequisite for configlet pushes.


◆ The managed device model(s) appear to only support a single read-only community 
string.


◆ The show diag command has been observed to disconnect communication sessions 
with the device after partial output. As a result, some diagnostic information that may 
assist with resolving missing hardware information is currently unavailable to the 
driver.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 37
H3C Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ H3C Switch ...........................................................................................................  462
◆ H3C Router ...........................................................................................................  466
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H3C Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) S5820X-28S, S5120-52C-PWR-EI, S5800-32C-PWR


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.20


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, SNMP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Arp
View Interfaces
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID should contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.25506"


• SysDescription should contain "H3C"


◆ Terminal


• Output of “display device manuinfo” contains model name and serial number.


• Output of “display version” contains the software version.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• "display current-configuration"


• "display saved-configuration"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "backup startup-configuration to <SERVERIPADDR> <LOCALFILE>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• issue command “save force”


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential Management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmp-agent community read <newCommunity>"


• "snmp-agent community write <newCommunity> "


• "undo snmp-agent community read <oldCommunity>"


◆ Account


• "local-user <user> +password simple <password> +authorization-attribute level 3 
+service-type telnet +service-type ssh"


• "undo local-user <user>"


Device monitoring
◆ "display device manuinfo"


◆ "save force"


◆ "quit"
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◆ "system-view"


◆ "display version"


◆ "display current-configuration"


◆ "display saved-configuration"


◆ "screen-length disable"


◆ "reboot"


◆ "display arp"


◆ "display ip routing-table"


◆ "display interfaces"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
Configuration


Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH, Telnet


Startup 
Configuration


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


• TFTP has not been tested


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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H3C Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) MSR20-20


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.20


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, SNMP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Arp
View Interfaces
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID should contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.25506"


• SysDescription should contain "H3C"


◆ Terminal


• Output of “display device manuinfo” contains model name and serial number.


• Output of “display version” contains the software version.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• "display current-configuration"


• "display saved-configuration"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "backup startup-configuration to <SERVERIPADDR> <LOCALFILE>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• issue command “save force”


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential Management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmp-agent community read <newCommunity>"


• "snmp-agent community write <newCommunity> "


• "undo snmp-agent community read <oldCommunity>"


◆ Account


• "local-user <user> +password simple <password> +authorization-attribute level 3 
+service-type telnet +service-type ssh"


• "undo local-user <user>"


Device monitoring
◆ "display device manuinfo"


◆ "save force"


◆ "quit"
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◆ "system-view"


◆ "display version"


◆ "display current-configuration"


◆ "display saved-configuration"


◆ "screen-length disable"


◆ "reboot"


◆ "display arp"


◆ "display ip routing-table"


◆ "display interfaces"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
Configuration


Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH, Telnet


Startup 
Configuration


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


• TFTP has not been tested.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 38
Hirschmann Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Hirschmann Rail Switch ........................................................................................  472
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Hirschmann Rail Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) Hirschmann Railswitch, Hirschmann PowerMice


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


L2E-07.1.01, L2P-07.1.05


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands ARP, Interface, Routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.248.14.10"


• sysDescr contains "Hirschmann railswitch" or "Hirschmann PowerMICE"


• OS version is available from .1.3.6.1.4.1.248.14.1.1.2.0 OID


◆ Term


• Output of "show sysinfo" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "show sysinfo" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "show sysinfo" contains the software version.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal 


• show running-config


◆ Term/TFTP


• copy system:running-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<LOCALFILE>


• copy nvram:startup-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<LOCALFILE>


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• Issue command system paste-config start


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


• Issue command system paste-config stop


◆ Term/TFTP


• copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<REMOTEFILE> system:running-config


• copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<REMOTEFILE> nvram:startup-config


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newCommunity>


• snmp-server community <newCommunity>


• no snmp-server community <oldCommunity>


◆ Account – Credential roll is not supported as of now.
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Device monitoring
◆ Show sysinfo


◆ copy system:running-config nvram:startup-config


◆ enable


◆ exit


◆ configure


◆ show arp switch


◆ show interface ethernet switchport


◆ reboot


◆ show running-config


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes TEXT SSH, 
Telnet,SSH/TF
Tp.Telnet/TFTP


startup Yes Yes TEXT SSH,Telnet/TF
TP,SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes
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Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ TFTP has not been tested.


◆ Account credential role is not supported.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 39
HP Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ HP GbE2c BladeSwitch..........................................................................................  478
◆ HP ProCurve Switch...............................................................................................  483
◆ HP 3600V2 Switch ................................................................................................  490
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HP GbE2c BladeSwitch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) GbE2c


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.1.3


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Routes
View Interfaces
Resync


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID should contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11.33.[4-6].1.1"


• SysDescription should contain "GbE2c.+Ethernet Blade Switch for HP"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show running-config"


• "show active-config"


• "show backup-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy running-config tftp address <SERVERIPADDR> filename <LOCALFILE>"


• "copy active-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<LOCALFILE>"


• "copy backup-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<LOCALFILE>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• Configuration can be send line by line to the device as device command


• "copy running-config startup-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp running-config address <SERVERIPADDR> filename <config filename> "


• "y"


• "copy running-config startup-config"


◆ Note


• Optionally, the copy running-config active-config command can be issued 
following a configuration deployment. This command copies the previous active 
configuration to the backup configuration.


Credential Management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "enable"


• "snmp-server  read-community < new SnmpCommunity >"


• "snmp-server  write-community < new SnmpCommunity >"


◆ Account
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• "enable"


• "configure terminal"


• "show access user"


• "access user user-password"


• "access user operator-password"


• "access user adminstrator-password"


• <password>


• "no access user <oldUserNum> enable"


• "end"


• "access user <enableUser> name < userName >" 


• "access user <enableUser > level admin"


• "access user <enableUser > password"


• <password>


• "access user <enableUser> enable"


• "no access user <disableUser> enable"


• "end"


Device monitoring
◆ "show interface info"


◆ "show interface link"


◆ "show interface portchan info"


◆ "show interface portchan link"


◆ "show ip route"


◆ "terminal-length "


◆ "enable"


◆ "disable"


◆ "show sys-info"


◆ "show snmp"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ When sending a config line by line using Telnet or SSH, sending an ip-mgmt interface 
address command causes the terminal session to drop. Due to this, the driver will 
intentionally filter out any configuration line that starts with ip-mgmt interface 
address when sending in line by line mode.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


active Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


backup Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No Yes


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ When sending a config line by line using Telnet or SSH, it is not clear whether 
commands that change passwords are processed correctly because password 
commands in the command-line interface are normally interactive. Due to this, any 
job that sends a password command line by line receives a warning message. The 
command is sent but the job result will note that the command may not be processed 
correctly. 


◆ The local AAA system only supports a total of 10 user accounts. When rolling 
users/passwords, if the new user does not already exist, the driver first attempts to 
reuse the old user account if it exists. If the old user account does not exist, the driver 
looks for one available user account out of the possible 10. If there are no available 
user accounts, no changes are made and the job will fail.


◆ The HP GbE2c Bladeswitch has console logging enabled by default and sends console 
messages immediately upon login. This can cause automated logins to fail in certain 
circumstances. It is advisable to permanently turn off console logging on any GbE2c 
device that is to be managed. In most cases the driver still manages to login, but the 
messages slow down the login procedure dramatically. For best performance, turn off 
console logging permanently using the following:


• configure terminal


• no logging console


• end


• save running-config startup-config
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HP ProCurve Switch


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


J3245A ProCurve Switch 800T, J3245A ProCurve Switch 
200, J4850A ProCurve Switch 5304XL, J3288A ProCurve 
10/100 Hub 12M, J4865A ProCurve Switch 4108GL, 
J3245A ProCurve Switch 212M, J3299A, J4899A ProCurve 
Switch 4874A, J4899A ProCurve Switch 2650, J4120A 
ProCurve Switch 1600M, J4122A ProCurve Switch 2400M, 
J4093A ProCurve Switch 2424M, J4812A ProCurve Switch 
2512, J4813A. J4899B ProCurve Switch 2650, J4900 
ProCurve Switch 2626, ProCurve Switch Unknown, 
ProCurve Switch 2000, ProCurve Switch 2000B, ProCurve 
Switch 2524, ProCurve Switch A6713A, ProCurve Switch 
A6716A, ProCurve Switch A6717A, ProCurve Switch 
4104GL, ProCurve Switch 224M, ProCurve Switch J4902, 
ProCurve Switch J4903A, ProCurve Switch J4904A, 
ProCurve Switch Proliant, ProCurve Switch J4900A, 
ProCurve Switch J8165A, ProCurve Switch J8164A, 
ProCurve Switch J8130A, ProCurve Switch J8133A, 
ProCurve Switch J8153A, ProCurve Switch J8154A, 
ProCurve Switch J8155A, ProCurve Switch J4905A, 
ProCurve Switch J4906A, ProCurve Switch J8718A, 
ProCurve Switch J8719A, ProCurve Switch J8433A, 
ProCurve Switch J8474A, 9308 Routing Switch, 9304 
Routing Switch, 5308 Routing Switch, 6208 Routing Switch, 
5308XL ProCurve Switch HP Ether Switch


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Operating systems for 2600 series models: H.10.31, 
H.10.35, H.10.43 
Operating systems for 3500-YLseries models: K.11.69, 
K.12.02, K.12.05 
Operating systems for 5300-XL series models: E.10.55, 
E.10.61


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, V3, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP, TFTP


Quick Commands


Ping
Traceroute
Ping Device
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Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysDescription must contain "ProCurve"


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.7.11"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show config"


• "show run"


◆ SCP


• Running config and Startup config can be pulled using SCP.


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• Configuration can be send line by line as device commands


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp startup-config "<SERVERIPADDR> <Config filename>"


• "y"


• "exit"


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• "no snmp-server community < old Snmp Community>"


• "snmp-server community <newSnmpRWCommunity> Manager unrestricted" 


• "snmp-server community <new SnmpROCommunity> Manager restricted"


◆ Account


• "conf t"


• "password manager user-name <username>"


• "password manager"


• "<password>"


• "exit"


Operating System management
◆ Via SCP/FTP


• "show version"


• Retrieve image using SCP/FTP from image Server


• SCP put the retrieved image on the device


• Wait till device Reboot


◆ Via TFTP


• "show version"


• "copy tftp flash <tftpServer> <imageName> <destFlash> " 


– destFlash value can be either "primary" or "secondary"


• "y"


• Wait till device Reboot


Device Monitoring
• banner


• boot system flash destFlash


• configure terminal


• no page 


• show config 
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• show flash 


• show running 


• show ver 


• show version 


• terminal width 


• write memory


• reload


• ping


• traceroute


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
SSH/SCP


Startup Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys Yes No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes No
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


HP ProCurve 2650 - Invalid Command ip proxy-arp


◆ The configuration command for the default VLAN does not process correctly.  This is an 
issue for all push types. A Push, using the terminal protocol, provides a warning but 
cannot be used for Push to Start.  


This error has been ignored for pushes to the running configuration but can not be 
ignored for a Push to Start, using TFTP.


• HP 2650# sh ver


Image stamp:    /sw/code/build/fish(ts_08_5)


                May 26 2005 17:11:52


                H.08.69


                973


Boot Image:     Primary


VLAN 1 


   name "DEFAULT_VLAN" 
   untagged 1-47,50-Trk1 
   ip address 172.18.1.1 255.255.255.0 
   ip proxy-arp 
   exit


Failed during execution


Line=exit


Error In Configuration File On Line #21


Invalid input: proxy-arp


Error: Push Failed, Pull Succeeded


HP 2650# copy start tftp 192.168.1.1 hp1


HP 2650# copy tftp start 192.168.1.1 hp1


Device may be rebooted, do you want to continue [y/n]?  y


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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line: 22. Invalid input: proxy-arp


HP ProCurve 2650 - Push to Start causes Reboot


◆ The device can reboot after a Push to Start. 


• HP 2650# copy tftp start 192.168.1.1 hp1


Device may be rebooted, do you want to continue [y/n]?  y


Rebooting switch... 


The ProCurve 2650 switch may reboot after a Push to Start. 


HP ProCurve


◆ The HP Switch does not support Non-SNMP Management. For manageability, ensure 
that SNMP is turned On.


HP Switch - Configuration Pushes


◆ Issue: Configuration pushes executed to the HP switch using the push types Push to 
Run and Push to Run Copy Start may fail, due to line entries within the device 
configuration which contain the delete command. 


◆ Resolution: Remove lines from the configuration that may issue delete commands 
before pushing the configuration.


◆ RollBack


• When pushing a configuration to the HP switch, to remove lines from the 
configuration, that line must be prefixed with the word no. 


• For example:


ip default-gateway 172.17.0.1 


snmp-server community "public" Operator Unrestricted 


snmp-server community "Cust3" 


• To remove "public" you need to push the following:


ip default-gateway 172.17.0.1 


no snmp-server community "public" Operator Unrestricted 


snmp-server community "Cust3" 


Note that the second line snmp-server community "public", Operator Unrestricted 
is removed by prefixing the line with no, and then pushing the configuration.  For 
lines which contain delete, follow the same procedure.


HP ProCurve 2626 and 3500-ly


◆ Configuration management using SCP


• This capability is OS-dependent. Consult the applicable device documentation for 
details. For certain versions, SFTP (currently unsupported) is available, but SCP is 
not.


◆ OS Upgrades using SCP
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• Image transfers generally succeed, but the devices fail to acknowledge the 
end-of-file sequence, leaving subsequent terminal sessions unable to complete 
the reload procedure. This can take the form of unresponsive SSH sessions or an 
indication that a transfer is still in progress. In some cases, the image file may also 
be truncated. A cold boot is the only current workaround.
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HP 3600V2 Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) A3600-48-POE


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.20.99


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, SNMP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Arp
View Interfaces
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID should contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.25506.11.1.98"


• SysDescription should contain "HP A3600"


◆ Terminal


• Output of “display device manuinfo” contains model name and serial number.


• Output of “display version” contains the software version.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• "display current-configuration"


• "display saved-configuration"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "backup startup-configuration to <SERVERIPADDR> <LOCALFILE>"


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• issue command “save force”


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential Management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "snmp-agent community read <newCommunity>"


• "snmp-agent community write <newCommunity> "


• "undo snmp-agent community read <oldCommunity>"


◆ Account


• "local-user <user> +password simple <password> +authorization-attribute level 3 
+service-type telnet +service-type ssh"


• "undo local-user <user>"


Device monitoring
◆ "display device manuinfo"


◆ "save force"


◆ "quit"
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◆ "system-view"


◆ "display version"


◆ "display current-configuration"


◆ "display saved-configuration"


◆ "screen-length disable"


◆ "reboot"


◆ "display arp"


◆ "display ip routing-table"


◆ "display interfaces"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
Configuration


Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH, Telnet


Startup 
Configuration


Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


• TFTP has not been tested.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Huawei Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Huawei Router ......................................................................................................  496
◆ Huawei Switch ......................................................................................................  501
◆ Huawei SmartAX ...................................................................................................  506
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Huawei Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
AR19-10, AR19-13, AR19-15, AR29-21, AR49-45 NE40-E, 
NE40-4, NE80


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


For NE40-E, NE40-4, NE80: VRP 5.30, NE40:VRP5.130
For AR19-10, AR19-13, AR19-15, AR29-21, AR49-45:VRP 
5.20


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.2011"


• SysDescription must contain "VRP" or "Versatile Routing Platform" or "Quidway"


• PackageID should be retrievable from the model no.


◆ Term


• Result of display version should have "Versatile Routing Platform" or "VRP"


• Host name must be retrieved from display current-configuration command


• Model name must be retrieved form display version command and that should 
resolve to the Package ID


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "display current-configuration"


• "display saved-configuration"


◆ Term/FTP


• "save <config filename.cfg>" for ASCII


• "save <config filename.zip>" for Binary


• "Y"


• "display startup"


• FTP the configuration file.


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "system-view"


• Configuration can be send line by line as device commands


• "save"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "display startup"


• FTP the configuration file


• "startup saved-configuration < pushed Config Filename >"


• "reboot"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2
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• "system-view"


• "undo snmp-agent community < old Snmp Community >"


• "undo snmp-agent community read < old Snmp Community >"


• "undo snmp-agent community write < old Snmp Community >"


• "snmp-agent community read < new Snmp Community >"


• "snmp-agent community write < new Snmp Community >"


◆ Account


• "system-view"


• "aaa"


• "local-user <username> password simple/cipher < password >"


• "local-user <username> service-type < protocol>"


• "local-user <username> level 15"


• "undo local-user < oldUser >"


• "local-user < userName >"


• "password simple < password >"


• "service-type < protocol >"


• "level 3"


• "quit"


Device monitoring
◆ "display acl config all"


◆ "display acl all"


◆ "display startup"


◆ "ping "


◆ "tracert "


◆ "dir "


◆ "display version"


◆ "display ip interface brief"


◆ "display ip routing-table"


◆ "display current-configuration"


◆ "user-interface "


◆ "screen-length "


◆ "display arp all"


◆ "display vlan"


◆ "display vlan all"
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◆ "display interface"


◆ "display mac-address"


◆ "display ospf brief"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Current Yes Yes CopyToSaved ASCII Telnet, SSH 


Saved Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH


Current-binary Yes Yes Reboot Binary SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Saved-binary Yes Yes Reboot Binary SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table Yes No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs Yes No
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Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ Huawei devices do not support FTP or Telnet/SSH access from the same account. FTP 
access is hardcoded in the driver. For FTP configuration to work an FTP login emcftp 
with password emctester must exist.


◆ Some configuration commands may cause a premature connection failure and fail the 
push job when pushed to the NE-series routers. For example, the shutdown command 
for interfaces.


◆ Some router configurations may show out-of-sync indications, when no visual 
differences are shown. This is due to random spaces introduced by the device after 
Terminal pulls.


◆ Configuration pull and push:


• Configuration pull and push is done using FTP for devices that support binary(.zip) 
configurations.


• Configuration pull and push is done using Terminal for devices that support text 
(.cfg) configurations.


• Configuration pull and push is done using FTP for devices that support both 
binary(.zip) and text(.cfg) configurations.


◆ Serial number and physical hardware are not available using terminal.


◆ Memory, file systetm information, and interfaces are not supported using SNMP.
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Huawei Switch


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


S2326TP-SI, S2326TP-PWR-SI, S3352P-SI, S3352P-PWR-EI, 
S3352P-EI-24S, S3552, S5324TP-SI, S5324TP-PWR-SI, 
S5328C-EI-24S, S5328C-EI, S5348TP-SI, S5352C-PWR-SI, 
S5652 S8500, S8505, S6503, , S9303, S9303 Terabit 
Routing Switch, S9306, S9306 Terabit Routing Switch, 
S9312, S3352P-EI-48S, S3328TP-EI-24S.


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


For S3552: VRP 5.20 
For S2326, S3352, S5324, S5328, S5352, S5348, S5652: 
VRP 5.30 
For S8500, S8505: VRP 3.10
For  S9303, S9303 Terabit Routing Switch, S9306, S9306 
Terabit Routing Switch, S9312: VRP 5.7 


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.2011"


• SysDescription must contain "VRP" or Versatile Routing Platform" or "Quidway"


• PackageID should be retrievable from the model no.


◆ Term


• Result of display version should have "Versatile Routing Platform" or "VRP"


• Host name must be retrieved from display current-configuration command


• Model name must be retrieved form display version command and that should 
resolve to the Package ID


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "display current-configuration"


• "display saved-configuration"


◆ Term/FTP


• "save <config filename.cfg>" for ASCII


• "save <config filename.zip>" for Binary


• "Y"


• "display startup"


• FTP the configuration file.


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "system-view"


• Configuration can be send line by line as device commands


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes


Features Available Support
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• "save"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "display startup"


• FTP the configuration file


• "startup saved-configuration < pushed Config Filename >"


• "reboot"


Credential management


◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "system-view"


• "undo snmp-agent community < old Snmp Community >"


• "undo snmp-agent community read < old Snmp Community >"


• "undo snmp-agent community write < old Snmp Community >"


• "snmp-agent community read < new Snmp Community >"


• "snmp-agent community write < new Snmp Community >"


◆ Account


• "system-view"


• "local-user < userName >"


• "password simple < password >"


• "service-type < protocol >"


• "level 3"


• "quit"


• "aaa"


• "local-user <username> password simple < password >"


• "local-user <username> service-type < protocol>"


• "local-user <username> level 15"


• "undo local-user < oldUser >"


Device monitoring
◆ "display acl config all"


◆ "display acl all"


◆ "display startup"


◆ "ping "


◆ "tracert "


◆ "dir "
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◆ "display version"


◆ "display ip interface brief"


◆ "display ip routing-table"


◆ "display current-configuration"


◆ "user-interface "


◆ "screen-length "


◆ "display arp all"


◆ "display vlan"


◆ "display vlan all"


◆ "display interface"


◆ "display mac-address"


◆ "display ospf brief"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Current Yes Yes copyToSaved ASCII Telnet, SSH 


Saved Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH


Current-binary Yes Yes Reboot Binary SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Saved-binary Yes Yes Reboot Binary SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table Yes No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ Huawei devices do not support FTP or Telnet/SSH access from the same account. FTP 
access is hardcoded in the driver. For FTP configuration to work an FTP login emcftp 
with password emctester must exist.


◆ For S2326TP-SI, S2326TP-PWR-EI, S3352P-PWR-EI, S5324TP-PWR-SI, and 
S5352C-PWR-SI models, configuration files are saved in zipped format. These 
configurations cannot be viewed in the user interface, but backup and restore 
operation can be performed. 


◆ Configuration pull and push:


• Configuration pull and push is done using FTP for devices that support binary(.zip) 
configurations.


• Configuration pull and push is done using Terminal for devices that support text 
(.cfg) configurations.


• Configuration pull and push is done using FTP for devices that support both 
binary(.zip) and text(.cfg) configurations.


◆ Serial number and physical hardware are not available using terminal.


◆ Memory, file system information, and interfaces are not supported using SNMP.


Access Control Lists Match Counts Yes No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs Yes No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Huawei SmartAX


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) MA5300


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


V3R000M03


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Routes
View Arp
View Interfaces
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.2011."


• Model ID should be mapped to the SysObjectID and that should match to the 
package ID.


◆ Term


• show version command must have "Huawei Versatile Routing Platform"


• show version command must also have "SmartAX" and model no of the device.


• show running-config | include hostname is used to get the hostname.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show running-config"


• "show startup-config "


◆ Term/TFTP


• "configure terminal"


• "tftp put flash:/ vrpcfg.txt  //<SERVERIPADDR>/<local filename>"


• "end"


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "configure terminal"


• Send configuration line by line to the device as device commands


• "end"


• "write"


• "y"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "configure terminal"


• "tftp get //<SERVERIPADDR>/<local Filename> flash:/ vrpcfg.txt "


• "end"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2
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• "configure terminal"


• "snmp-server community <newString> ro"


• "snmp-server community <newString> rw"


• "no snmp-server community < oldString >"


• "end"


◆ Account


• "configure terminal"


• "terminal user password "


• "<username>"


• "<password>"


• "end"


Device monitoring
◆ "enable"


◆ "no smart"


◆ "disable"


◆ "configure terminal"


◆ "reboot system"


◆ "show version"


◆ "show ip interface"


◆ "show ip route"


◆ "show arp"


◆ "show interface"


◆ "show ip route static"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ Until a command line interface command is identified to determine the name of the 
startup configuration file, the literal name vrpcfg.txt is currently used in the driver. 
This will result in startup file management errors in the event Huawei changes the 
name of the startup file in later software releases.


◆ There does not appear to be a way to query the system for serial number or memory 
information.


◆ Full configuration pushes using terminal are not supported due to the content of the 
configuration not merging correctly from the command line interface when issued 
line-by-line. Some commands result in sub-levels of config prompts without 
corresponding exit commands, and the comment character ! does not serve this 
purpose. This leaves the device in a state where normally legal commands are not 
recognized, and the resulting errors fail the push.


◆ The concept of privilege mode with password authorization does not exist for this 
device class, so privilege password jobs are failed with change not supported.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ IBM BladeCenter 1/10Gb Uplink Ethernet .............................................................  512
◆ IBM BladeCenter Virtual Fabric..............................................................................  516
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IBM BladeCenter 1/10Gb Uplink Ethernet


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 1/10Gb Uplink Ethernet Switch Module


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


7.4.1.0


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP, 
Interface,routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .26543.1.18.5


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show sys-info" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "show system" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "show version" contains the software version.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


• show active-config


• show backup-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp-server read-community  <newCommunity>


• snmp-server write-community <newCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ Show sys-info


◆ Show version


◆ Show system


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config
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◆ show active-config


◆ show backup-config


◆ show interface information


◆ show route-map


◆ show arp


◆ write memory


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To 
Start


TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup No Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


active No Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


backup No Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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IBM BladeCenter Virtual Fabric


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) Virtual Fabric 10Gb Switch Module


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


7.2.2.0


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text 


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, ARP, 
Interface,routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .26543.1.18.11


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show sys-info" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "show system" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "show version" contains the software version.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


• show active-config


• show backup-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp-server read-community  <newCommunity>


• snmp-server write-community <newCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ Show sys-info


◆ Show version


◆ Show system


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config
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◆ show active-config


◆ show backup-config


◆ show interface information


◆ show route-map


◆ show arp


◆ write memory


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To 
Start


TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup No Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


active No Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


backup No Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 42
Intermec Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Intermec MobileLAN..............................................................................................  522
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Intermec MobileLAN


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Wireless AP


Specific Model(s)
Tested: WA21 
Untested: WA22


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


2.30


Communication Protocols Telnet, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• SysDescription must contain " Intermec Technologies AP"


• Device should have valid system properties information


◆ Term


• Banner contains Access Point Configuration


• Main menu contains About entry


• Summary screen listing WA2n as model


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture


◆ Term


• Maintenance > About This Access Point


• The resulting pages are captured as a read-only information configuration.


Credential management
◆ Account


• Change the username through Menu "Security->User Name"


• Change the password through menu "Security->Password"


• Save the changes using menu "Save config"


• Reboot the device using menu "Reboot"


◆ SNMP v1/v2


• Change the SNMP community string through menu "Management->Network 
Management"


• Save the changes using menu "Save config"


• Reboot the device using menu "Reboot"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Devinfo No Yes NA ASCII Telnet
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Intermec MobileLAN


◆ Configlets and termlets are not supported, since the device is menu oriented with 
almost no command-line interface. The lack of configlets and termlets results in no 
remediation and diagnostic support.


◆ This device supports only one session at a time. Any session established to the device 
while a pull or credential roll is attempted, will cause the job to fail with a message 
referencing the inability to establish a session.


◆ All configuration changes, including credential rolls, require a save and reboot of the 
device. The current driver does this for each credential roll, as a current limitation.


◆ The TFTP PUT command fails with the message File not found, making file transfer of 
the binary configuration to the server unworkable. This prevents normal pull/push 
configuration management.


◆ ARP and Static Routes are only available using SNMP.


◆ Memory and Hardware Inventory are only available using Terminal.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 43
Juniper Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Juniper ERX (E Series)............................................................................................  526
◆ Juniper Router .......................................................................................................  531
◆ Juniper EX2500 Switch..........................................................................................  537
◆ Juniper Switch (EX Series) .....................................................................................  542
◆ Juniper WXC ..........................................................................................................  548
◆ NetScreen Firewall ................................................................................................  553
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Juniper ERX (E Series)


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
E120, E320, ERX-310, ERX-700, ERX-705, ERX-1400, 
ERX-1440


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


JunOSe v8.2 and 9.1


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management NA


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP


Quick Commands


View Routes
View Arp
View Interfaces
View Processor CPU
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management No


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.4874."


◆ Term


• show version should come back to a correct prompt


• show configuration | include hostname or show running-configuration | include 
hostname should return hostname and model name.


• Model name should be resolved to SysObjectID which contains 
"1.3.6.1.4.1.4874."


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show ?"


• "show configuration"


• "show running-configuration"


• Term/FTP


• "delete /outgoing/< fileName >"


• "show configuration > /outgoing/< fileName >"


• "copy running-configuration /outgoing/< fileName >"


• "show running-configuration > /outgoing/voyence.txt"


• "copy startup-configuration /outgoing/< fileName >"


• FTP the file to device server.


◆ Term/TFTP


• "delete <fileName>"


• "show configuration > < fileName >"


• "copy running-configuration < fileName >"


• "show running-configuration > < fileName >"


• "copy startup-configuration < fileName >"


• "Y"


• "copy "<filename> tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<local filename>"
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Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "configure terminal"


• Configuration can be send line by line to the device as device commands.


• "end"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<local config filename> <configuration FileName>"


• "configure terminal"


• "boot config <configuration FileName>" 


• "Y"


• "end"


◆ Term/FTP


• "delete /incoming/voyence.cnf"


• FTP the configuration file to the device


• "copy /incoming/voyence.cnf  <configuration FileName>"


• "configure terminal"


• "boot config <configuration FileName>" 


• "Y"


• "end"


Operating System management
◆ FTP


• "enable"


• "dir"


• "configure terminal"


• "disable-autosync"


• "copy ftp://<ftpUser>:<ftpPassword>@<Server IP Address>/<imageName> 
<imageNameRegEx>"


• "boot system <imageNameRegEx>"


• "synchronize"


• "srp switch"


• "y"


• "no disable-autosync"


• "end"


• "reload"
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Device Monitoring
◆ "SHOW version"


◆ "show configuration | include hostname"


◆ "show running-configuration | include hostname"


◆ "enable"


◆ "show version"


◆ "show configuration"


◆ "show hardware"


◆ "show process memory"


◆ "ping "


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show route"


◆ "show ip interface"


◆ "show arp"


◆ "show processes"


◆ "show environment"


◆ "show snmp delta"


◆ "show configuration category interfaces"


◆ "show running-configuration category interfaces"


◆ "terminal length 0"


◆ "terminal width 512"


◆ "show ?"


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


text Yes Yes commitConfig,
reboot


ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP


binary Yes Yes commitConfig,
reboot


Binary Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ The Binary config cannot be pushed or pulled using Telnet or SSH alone.


◆ When entering a Text config using the command line interface, any line that matches 
the following pattern is not sent, otherwise the command line interface session is 
dropped.


• no neighbor * rib-out disable


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Juniper Router


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


A20, A40, J2300, J2320, J2350, J4300, J4320, J4350, 
J6300, J6350, M10, M10i, M120, M160, M20, M320, M40, 
M40e, M5, M7i, MX240, MX480, MX960, SRX210, SRX240, 
SRX3400, SRX3600, SRX5600, SRX5800, SRX650, T320, 
T640, T1600, TX, SRX100, SRX220, SRX220H, SRX100-HM, 
SRX240H, QFX3500S, QFX3000-M


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


JUNOS v8.2 ,9.1 and 10.1, 11.2R5.4, 12.1 X 49 -D1.2, 
12.2X50-D50.1


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP, TFTP


Quick Commands


View Routes
View Arp
View Interfaces
View Processor CPU
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.2636" and should not contain 
"1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.[1-4].3[0-3]." 


• SysObjectID must contain .1.3.6.1.4.1.2636. 1.1.1.4.82.1


• SysObjectID must contain .1.3.6.1.4.1.2636. 1.1.1.4.84.2


◆ Term


• show version result must contain "JUNOS"


• show version result should contain hostname and model name.


• Model name should be resolved to SysObjectID which should not contain 
"1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.[1-4].3[0-3]."


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show configuration | display ?"


• "show configuration | display set"


• "show configuration"


• "show configuration | "<format>


◆ Term/FTP


• "file delete voyence.cfg"


• "save voyence.cfg\n"


• "show configuration | display ?"


• "show configuration | display set | save voyence.cfg"


• "show configuration | save voyence.cfg"


• FTP the voyence.cfg to device server.


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes


Features Available Support
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Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "configure terminal"


• Configuration can be send line by line to the device as device commands.


• "end"


◆ Term/FTP or Term/SCP


• "file delete voyence.cfg"


• FTP the configuration file to the device


• "configure"


• "load set voyence.cfg"


• "load override voyence.cfg"


• "load replace voyence.cfg"


• "top"


• "commit check"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "delete snmp community < old Snmp Community >"


• "set snmp community <new Snmp Community> authorization read-only"


• "set snmp community <new Snmp Community> authorization read-write"


• "commit"


◆ Account


• "configure"


• "edit system login"


• "delete user < old User >"


• "set user <username> class superuser authentication plain-text-password"


• < password>


• "commit"


• "top"


• "exit"


Operating System management
◆ "file list /cf/var/tmp detail"


◆ "file delete /cf/var/tmp/<filename>"


◆ "request system software delete-backup"


◆ "yes"
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◆ "show system storage"


◆ "show chassis routing-engine"


◆ show chassis hardware"


◆ "request routing-engine login < engine >"


◆ "configure" or "configure private"


◆ "delete chassis redundancy"


◆ "commit synchronize and-quit"


◆ "file copy ftp://< ftp User>:<ftpPassword>@<server IP address>/<imageName> 
/var/tmp/<imageNameRegEx>"


◆ "file copy ftp://< ftp User>@<server IP address>/<imageName> 
/var/tmp/<imageNameRegEx>"


◆ "request system software add validate /var/tmp/< imageNameRegEx>"


◆ "request system reboot"


Device monitoring
◆ "show version"


◆ "show configuration"


◆ "show chassis hardware"


◆ "show system virtual-memory | find Totals "


◆ "show system storage"


◆ "show snmp mib walk"


◆ "show chassis hardware detail"


◆ "start shell"


◆ "cd /"


◆ "ping count 10 "


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show interfaces | no-more"


◆ "show route | no-more"


◆ "show arp | no-more"


◆ "show system processes | no-more"


◆ "show chassis hardware | no-more"


◆ "show snmp statistics | no-more"


◆ "rollback 0"


◆ "set cli screen-length 0"


◆ "set cli screen-width 0"


◆ "set cli terminal vt100"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following information details existing device issues that have been discovered within 
other releases. In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Juniper J Series


◆ In a Juniper device, the SNMP Contact and SNMP Location values must be set as 
alphabetical. If the SNMP Contact and SNMP Location are set with special wild card 
characters (such as hyphen or slash ( - , \, and others), only the information before the 
wild card character is displayed within the General Tab of the Device Properties.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys Yes No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs Yes No
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◆ For OS Upgrade:


• During the OS upgrade process, Juniper does not allow the deletion of some files 
within the Temp Folder (/var/tmp). To clean the Temp Folder, manually delete any 
unneeded files to free up additional system space.


Separate Push and Commit Operations


◆ Previously, this driver had separate push and commit operations. Currently this is 
reversed, and all pushes will be committed (or rolled back) automatically at the end of 
the push.


Rollback Command


◆ A rollback 0 command is issued after entering global config mode, but before sending 
any commands.


• Any time the driver fails to commit changes, a rollback 0 command is issued before 
exiting configuration mode.


Juniper Router


◆ OS Upgrade:


• OS Upgrade will not upgrade a Juniper Router that has more than one routing 
engine.


◆ Configlets may contain config mode command-line interface commands, such as:


        set snmp contact EMCcontact


        set snmp location EMClocation


or formatted config snippets, such as:


        snmp{


            contact EMCcontact


            location EMClocation


        }


but must not contain both formats.


Juniper QFX3500S


Juniper QFX3500S is supported on the operating system, Junos 12.1 X 49 -D1.2 which is 
similar to the operating systems supported for the Juniper Routers that are certified for 
NCM DSr. Since the device certifications are based on the operating system, Juniper 
QFX3500S is listed under Juniper Router.


Juniper QFX3000-M


Juniper QFX3000-M is supported on the operating system, Junos 12.2 X 50-D50.1 which is 
similar to the operating systems supported for the Juniper Routers that are certified for 
NCM DSr. Since the device certifications are based on the operating system, Juniper 
QFX3000-M is listed under Juniper Router.


Credential roll for QFX3000-M is not tested.
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Juniper EX2500 Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) EX2500


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


EX2500 OS v3.0+


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


ViewvRoutes
View Interfaces
Resync
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.1411.102"


• SysDescription must contain "Juniper Networks EX2500"


◆ Term


• show sys-info is used to get Model info, Serial No for discovery and identification


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture


◆ Term


• "show running-config"


• "show active-config"


• "show backup-config"


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy running-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR> /<LOCALFILE>"


• "copy active-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<LOCALFILE>"


• "copy backup-config tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<LOCALFILE>"


Configuration deploy


◆ Term


• Configuration can be send line by line to the device as device commands.


◆ Term/TFTP


• "copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<local config filename> running-config"


• "copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<local config filename> active-config"


• "copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>/<local config filename> backup-config"


• "y"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "enable"


• "snmp-server  read-community < new SnmpCommunity >"


• "snmp-server  write-community < new SnmpCommunity >"


◆ Account
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• "enable"


• "configure terminal"


• "show access user"


• "access user user-password"


• "access user operator-password"


• "access user adminstrator-password"


• <password>


• "no access user <oldUserNum> enable"


• "end"


• "access user <enableUser> name < userName >" 


• "access user <enableUser > level admin"


• "access user <enableUser > password"


• <password>


• "access user <enableUser> enable"


• "no access user <disableUser> enable"


• "end"


Device monitoring
◆ "show ip route"


◆ "show sys-info"


◆ "show snmp"


◆ "ping "


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show interface info"


◆ "show interface link"


◆ "show interface portchan info"


◆ "show interface portchan link"


◆ "show ip route"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Active Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Backup Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ When sending a config line by line using Telnet or SSH, sending an ip-mgmt interface 
address command causes the immediate dropping of the terminal session. 


• The driver intentionally filters out any configuration line that starts with ip-mgmt 
interface address when sending in line by line mode.


◆ The Juniper EX2500 local AAA system only supports 10 user accounts. If the new user 
does not already exist when rolling users and passwords, the driver will attempt to 
reuse the old user account if it exists. If the old user account does not exist, the driver 
will look for an available user account. If there are no available user accounts, no 
changes will be made and the job will fail.


◆ The Juniper EX2500 has console logging enabled by default. It is advisable to 
permanently turn off console logging on any Juniper EX2500 devices that will be 
managed by this application, since the device sends console messages during the 
login procedure. During testing, the driver managed to login despite these console 
messages, but the messages slow down the login procedure dramatically. For best 
performance, turn off console logging permanently using the following commands: 


• configure terminal 


• no logging console 


• end 


• save running-config startup-config
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Juniper Switch (EX Series)


Features available


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


EX3200, EX3200-24T, EX3200-24T-DC, EX3200-24P, 
EX3200-48T, EX3200-48T-DC, EX3200-48P, EX4200, 
EX4200-24T, EX4200-24T-DC, EX4200-24P, EX4200-24F, 
EX4200-24F-DC, EX4200-48T, EX4200-48T-DC, 
EX4200-48P, EX8208, EX8216


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


JunOS v9.2 and 9.3


Communication Protocols Telnet, SSH, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslogs & Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP, TFTP


Quick Commands


View Routes
View Arp
View Interfaces
View Processor CPU
Ping
Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectID must contain ""1.3.6.1.4.1.2636.1.1.1.[1-4].3[0-3]."


◆ Term


• show version local result must contain "JUNOS" and "Model: [Ee][Xx]"


• show version local result should contain hostname and model name.


• Model name should be resolved to SysObjectID.


• show configuration should respond with a stdEnablePrompt.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term


• "show configuration | display ?"


• "show configuration | display set"


• "show configuration"


◆ Term/FTP


• "file delete voyence.cfg"


• "save voyence.cfg\n"


• "show configuration | display ?"


• "show configuration | display set | save voyence.cfg"


• "show configuration | save voyence.cfg"


• FTP the voyence.cfg to device server.


Configuration deploy
◆ Term


• "configure terminal"


• Configuration can be send line by line to the device as device commands.


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes


Features Available Support
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• "end"


◆ Term/FTP or Term/SCP


• "file delete voyence.cfg"


• FTP the configuration file to the device


• "configure"


• "load set voyence.cfg"


• "load override voyence.cfg"


• "load replace voyence.cfg"


• "top"


• "commit check"


Credential management
◆ SNMP v1/v2


• "delete snmp community < old Snmp Community >"


• "set snmp community <new Snmp Community> authorization read-only"


• "set snmp community <new Snmp Community> authorization read-write"


• "commit"


◆ Account


• "configure"


• "edit system login"


• "delete user < old User >"


• "set user <username> class superuser authentication plain-text-password"


• < password>


• "commit"


• "top"


• "exit"


Operating System Management
◆ "file list /cf/var/tmp detail"


◆ "file delete /cf/var/tmp/<filename>"


◆ "request system software delete-backup"


◆ "yes"


◆ "show system storage"


◆ "show chassis routing-engine"


◆ show chassis hardware"


◆ "request routing-engine login < engine >"
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◆ "configure" or "configure private"


◆ "delete chassis redundancy"


◆ "commit synchronize and-quit"


◆ "file copy ftp://< ftp User>:<ftpPassword>@<server IP address>/<imageName> 
/var/tmp/<imageNameRegEx>"


◆ "file copy ftp://< ftp User>@<server IP address>/<imageName> 
/var/tmp/<imageNameRegEx>"


◆ "request system software add validate /var/tmp/< imageNameRegEx>"


◆ "request system reboot"


Device monitoring
◆ "show version"


◆ "show configuration"


◆ "show chassis hardware"


◆ "show system virtual-memory | find Totals "


◆ "show system storage"


◆ "show snmp mib walk"


◆ "show chassis hardware detail"


◆ "start shell"


◆ "cd /"


◆ "ping count 10 "


◆ "traceroute "


◆ "show interfaces | no-more"


◆ "show route | no-more"


◆ "show arp | no-more"


◆ "show system processes | no-more"


◆ "show chassis hardware | no-more"


◆ "show snmp statistics | no-more"


◆ "rollback 0"


◆ "set cli screen-length 0"


◆ "set cli screen-width 0"


◆ "set cli terminal vt100"
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


Juniper EX2500 Switch - Not Supported with Juniper Switch (EX Series) Driver


• Juniper EX2500 models are not supported by the Juniper Switch (EX Series) device 
driver. Use the Juniper EX2500 Switch driver for EX2500 model support.


Separate Push and Commit Operations


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Yes No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys Yes No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings Yes No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs Yes No
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◆ Previously, this driver had separate push and commit operations. Currently this is 
reversed, and all pushes will be committed (or rolled back) automatically at the end of 
the push.


Rollback Command


◆ A rollback 0 command is issued after entering global config mode, but before sending 
any commands.


◆ Any time the driver fails to commit changes, a rollback 0 command is issued before 
exiting configuration mode.


Juniper EX


◆ When managing a stack of EX4200s, the system properties and hardware are shown 
for the master switch only.


◆ Configlets may contain config mode command-line interface commands, such as: 


set snmp contact EMCcontact 


set snmp location EMClocation


or formatted config snippets, such as: 


snmp


{ 


contact EMCcontact 


location EMClocation 


}


but must not contain both formats.
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Juniper WXC


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)
WXC-500, WXC-590, WXC-100, WXC 250, WXC1800, 
WXC-2600, WXC 3400


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


WXOS 5.7.5.0


Communication Protocols SNMP, TELNET, TELNET/FTP, SSH, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content Ascii


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Term


Credential Management SNMPv1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, TFTP


Quick Commands Ping, traceroute


Feature Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.5 


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.3


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.6


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.12


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.1


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.9


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.1.2.7


• Serial number is retrieved from .1.3.6.1.4.1.8239.2.1.2.1.3.0


• sysName will be used for discovery


◆ Terminal:


• Model number is extracted using "show version"


• Chassis Serial number is extracted using "show license"


• Host name is extracted using "show system"


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration Capture
◆ Terminal


• show config


◆ Terminal/TFTP:


• save-config <filename>


• copy /ata0/cfg/<filename>.cfg tftp://<Server IP address /tftpboot/<filename>


◆ Terminal/FTP:


• save-config <filename>


• copy /ata0/cfg/<filename>.cfg ftp://<Server IP address>:<username>:<password> 
/tftpboot/<filename>


Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• Configuration is sent line by line to the device


• commit


◆ Terminal/TFTP:


• copy ftp://<Server IP address> /tftpboot/<filename> /ata0/cfg/<filename>.cfg
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• load-config <filename>


• save-config


◆ Terminal/FTP:


• copy ftp://<Server IP address>:<username>:<password> /tftpboot/<filename> 
/ata0/cfg/<filename>.cfg


• load-config <filename>


• save-config


Credential Management
◆ SNMP


• config snmp set read-community <newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp set write-community <newSnmpCommunity>


• commit


◆ Account 


• passwd


• <old password>


• <new password>


Operating System Management
◆ upgrade tftp://<serverIp>/<imageName>


◆ upgrade ftp://<serverIp>:<Username>:<upgradePass>/tftpboot/<imageName>


◆ reboot


Device Monitoring
◆ ls


◆ show version


◆ show system


◆ show license


◆ ping <ip address>


◆ traceroute <ip address>
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Multi-Config Files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue:


◆ Account name change is not supported by device. Only password can be changed.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Saved Ascii TELNET,SSH, 
TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Copy To Saved Ascii TELNET/FTP, 
SSH/FTP, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS Version, etc) Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ Only WXC 500 device has been used for development/testing and other models were 
not tested for this release as they were not available.


◆ An FTP login "emcftp" with password as "ftp@emc" must exist on the NCM device 
server for Push and Pull operation to work using FTP.


◆ Pull and Push operation using TFTP could not be tested due to environmental 
restrictions.


◆ Pull operation can be performed for startup and running configuration, but push 
operation can be performed only for running configuration.


◆ During an operating system upgrade on Juniper WXC devices, if you choose only the 
Copy option to copy the operating system image and not the Install option, manually 
rebooting the device will automatically install the new operating system.


◆ After upgrading the operating system on a Juniper WXC device, SNMP credentials must 
be set to match the SNMP credentials in NCM before performing a second upgrade.
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NetScreen Firewall


Features available


Device Type Firewall


Specific Model(s)


NS5, NS10, NS100, NS1000, NS500, 
NS50, NS25, NS204, NS208, NS5XT, 
NS5XP, NS5000, NS5GT, 
HARDWARESECURITYCLIENT, ISG1000, 
ISG2000, NS5GT-ADSL-ANNEXA, 
NS5GT-ADSL-ANNEXB, NS5GT-WLAN, 
NS5GT-ADSL-ANNEXA-WLAN, 
NS5GT-ADSL-ANNEXB-WLAN, SSG5, 
SSG5-ISDN, SSG5-V92, SSG5-WLAN, 
SSG5-ISDN-WLAN, SSG5-V92-WLAN, 
SSG20, SSG20-WLAN, SSG-520, SSG-550, 
SSG-140, SSG-250, SSG-320M, SSG-350


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, View Interfaces, View 
Routes, View ARP, Resync, View SA, View 
Processor CPU


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog No


Rollback Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.3224"


◆ Terminal


• Get the model Number from the output of the get system command by matching 
the regular expression "^Product Name: (.*)"


• Get the Hostname from the output of the get hostname command by matching the 
regular expression "^Hostname: (.*)"


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• get config


• get config saved


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• exec save config to tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename>


• save config from flash to tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename>


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• save config from tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename> merge 


• save config from tftp <serverIPAddress> <filename> to flash 


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes


Features Available Support 
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Credential management
◆ Account


• set admin name <userName>


• set admin password <password>


◆ SNMP


• set snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> Read-Only | Read-Write


• unset snmp community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device Monitoring
◆ get hostname


◆ get system


◆ get interface


◆ ping


◆ trace-route


◆ get route


◆ get sa active


◆ get os kernel


◆ get memory


◆ get snmp settings


◆ exit


Multi-config files


The following files are used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-Config 
Files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No
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Known issues


The following are existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ In NetScreen ScreenOS version 5.0, the SNMP sysName variable may not display the 
actual system hostname on the device. In version 5.0, the SNMP sysNAME variable is 
not updated when the value is changed on the device. This issue does not apply to 
NetScreen ScreenOS version 4.0.


◆ For the SNMP to display the correct system hostname, the configuration line must be 
set correctly with the following syntax: set snmp name "<hostname>".


◆ The "View Processor CPU" quick command is not supported in the NetScreen 
ScreenOS versions, up to and including, version 4.X.


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Laurel ST Router....................................................................................................  558
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Laurel ST Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) ST200


Operating System and Firmware Versions 3.1.1R2.1


Communication Protocols SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands


Test Credentials, Setup Diagnostic, View 
Diagnostic Setup, Setup NAT, View 
NAT_Setup, View Diagnostic


Feature Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.5395.1.1.1.1.1


• sysDescription value contains IOS Laurel


◆ Terminal


• Not Available


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal : SSH/SCP: 


• show configuration | save <txt file>


• file delete <txt file>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal: SSH/SCP


• Push-configType-deviceId.cmd using SCP to the device


• Configure


• Run test configuration push-configType-deviceId.cmd


• If no errors occur, load merge push-configType-deviceId.cmd


• If successful, commit confirm


• File delete push-configType-deviceId.cmd


• Commit


Commit config
◆ Terminal: SSH/SCP


• copy running-config startup-config


Credential management 
◆ SNMP


• SNMP credentials are rolled by cloning the new community string from the setting 
for the old string in the configuration. The result is pushed as a command file to the 
device.


◆ Account 


• set system login user <newUser> authentication plain-text-password


• delete system login user <oldUser>


Device monitoring
◆ configure


◆ show version 
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◆ run test configuration


◆ file delete


◆ load merge


◆ show configuration snmp 


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show interface


◆ show route forwarding-table


◆ show arp


Multi-config files


The following file is used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The data in the table represents device data per device class.


Multi-Config File Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH/SCP


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No No


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


◆ The config mode displays an error if any other session is in configuration mode. This 
avoids unrelated commits when multiple users are provisioning.


◆ Push to running with copy to start is the only push type, as commits must always be 
completed. Otherwise, the changes are rolled back after ten minutes.


◆ Configlets cannot contain flower braces ({}) in their content since it distinguishes them 
from full configs in the driver. 


◆ Configlets are sent line-by-line to the command line interface. 


◆ Full configurations are copied, checked, and then applied using load merge filename.


◆ Account credential rolls change only the password, not the user.


◆ There is no volatile or non-volatile storage information available using SNMP for this 
device class.
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CHAPTER 45
Lucent Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Lucent Access Point ..............................................................................................  564
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Lucent Access Point


Features available


Discovery/identity methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP 


• sysDescr value contains Lucent Access Point


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 300, 450, 600, 1000


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols Telnet. SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1 / V2 ; Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands Not Available


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running-config : gen-script all


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal 


• Configuration is pushed line by line to the device with checks for invalid input 
messages


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• show services snmp community <index> config services snmp community <index> 
community/user-name <newSnmpROCommunity> ! access readonly       config 
services snmp community <index> community/user-name 
<newSnmpRWCommunity> ! access readwrite


◆ Account 


• services snmp community <index> config services snmp community <index> 
community/user-name <userNametoUse> ! <password> access readwrite


Device monitoring
◆ gen-script all


◆ show services snmp community <index>


Multiple configuration files 


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support:


Device Data 


Multi-Config 
Files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNT, SSH 


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No
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File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS Version, 
etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP
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This chapter contains the following topic:
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Marconi ASX


Features available


Discovery/identity methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) ASX-1000


Operating System and Firmware Versions 7.0.0


Communication Protocols Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1 / V2 ; Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands


Standard quick commands, view routes, view 
Interfaces, View ATM ARP
View LEC ARP


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysOID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.326.2.2


• sysServices has value 0x04


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Term/TFTP


• Running


– system cdb backup -url tftp://deviceServerAddr/remoteFilename


• Readable


– system batch create -url  tftp://deviceServerAddr/remoteFilename


Configuration deploy
◆ Term/TFTP


• Running


– system cdb restore -url tftp:// deviceServerAddr/remoteFilename


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• security login new -username <community string> -application snmp -authmethod 
community -profile readonly


• security login new -username <community string> -application snmp -authmethod 
community -profile admin


◆ Account


• security login new -username <new username> -application telnet -authmethod 
password -profile admin


• security login delete -username <old username> -application telnet -authmethod 
password -profile admin


Device monitoring
◆ security login new


◆ security login delete


◆ system ping 


◆ system cdb [ backup | restore ]


◆ interfaces ip show


◆ interfaces ip route show


◆ services atmarp show
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◆ interfaces lec arp show


Multiple config files 
Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device date


Known issues


◆ No volatile or non-volatile storage information is available using SNMP for this device 
class.


◆ Serial number falls uses the primary MAC address if the envMgmtBoardSerialNumber 
OID in the Fore-SWITCH-MIB is unavailable.


◆ The binary configuration is represented as base64-encoded data in the Config Editor, 
allowing support for configlet pushes for this destination.


◆ The read/write community string is given the Admin profile during creation.


Multi-Config 
Files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA Binary TELNT/TFTP 


Readable No Yes NA ASCII TELNT/TFTP


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS Version, 
etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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McAfee Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:
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McAfee IntruShield


Features available


Discovery/identity methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


• sysOID containds 1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.10


Device Type Other


Specific Model(s) I4000


Operating System and Firmware Versions 4.1.1.49


Communication Protocols SSH, TELNET


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not supported


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not supported


Quick Commands Standard quick commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• running-config


– show


– show ssl config


– show tacacs


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• running-config : Not Supported


Credential management
◆ Account: Only admin/user password can be changed


• passwd cli command is sent and then the new password string is sent.


Device monitoring
◆ show


◆ show ssl config


◆ show tacacs


Multi-config files
The following files are used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support:


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running No Yes NA ASCII Telnet, SSH


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes
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Known issues


◆ There is no volatile or non-volatile storage information available using SNMP for this 
device class.


◆ SNMP credential management must be performed with McAfee's ISM server. An error 
message will display if credential management is attempted through the server.


◆ The device class does not support the concept of configuration push. The output for 
the following commands contains all the data and cannot be edited:


• show


• show ssl config


• show tacacs


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP
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MDS iNet


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) MDS iNET 900


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.9.1


Communication Protocols SNMP, SSh/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account credential, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands NA


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID should contain .1.3.6.1.4.1.4130


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running Configuration


• Using the "Configuration Scripts Menu" of the device set the following:


– Set TFTP Host Address to <Server IP Address>


– Set Config Filename to <local file name>


– Set Send File to Y


– Check "Send File" for status of completion


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Using the "Configuration Scripts Menu" of the device set the following,


– Set "TFTP Host Address" to <Server IP Address>


– Set "Config Filename" to <config file name>


– Set "Retrieve File" to Y


– Check "Retrieve File" for status of completion


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• At "SNMP Agent Config Menu" set the following


– Set "A) Read Community" for <new Community String>


– Set "B) Write Community" for <new Community String>


◆ Account(Only Password change)


• At "User Passwords Menu" set the following,


– Set "A) Change Admin Password" for <new Password>Device Monitoring
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ Discovery through CLI is not supported and discovery is only supported through SNMP. 
This device has a device-locking issue, in which device gets locked if session is not 
released through menu options. Else, sessions tend to exist and thus, lock the device 
after a few attempted connections.


◆ TFTP pull/push has not been tested.


◆ After push or credential roll, pull of system properties and identity is successful only if 
snmp creds are mentioned.(As grabbing and releasing sessions cleanly in this device 
is an issue). 


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes No Text SSH/Telnet- TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Milan


Features available


Discovery/identity methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) SM801P, SME801P


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


SM801P-V117, SM801P-V118, SME801P-V200


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, SNMP/TFTP, HTTP/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP 


Credential Management SNMP V1/V2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Supported


Quick Commands Standard quick commands, View VLAN


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.835.25.1.1.1.1"


• OS version from 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.1.2.1.3.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ HTTP/TFTP


• running-config : Running configuration of the device is pulled via TFTP by accessing 
the device through HTTP. Below is the operation done to pull config


• post:hostname(<DEVADDR>):readlimit(1000):username(<username>):password(<pass
word>):/tftpup


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• running-config: F ollowing OIDs are set for pulling the running config.


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.1.0 <- TFTP IP


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.2.0 <- TFTP FileName.


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.3.0 <- TFTP action


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.4.0 <- TFTP Status


Configuration deploy
◆ HTTP:TFTP


• running-config : Running configuration pushed via TFTP by accessing the device 
through HTTP. Below is the operation done to push config.


• post:hostname(<DEVADDR>):readlimit(1000):username(<username>): 
password(<password>):/tftpdown


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Running-config: Following OIDs are set for pushing the running config.


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.1.0 <- TFTP IP


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.2.0 <- TFTP FileName.


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.3.0 <- TFTP action


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.835.6.10.2.4.4.0 <- TFTP Status


Credential management
Device is menu based.


◆ SNMP
After logging into the device, device is entered into following menus for changing the 
community strings:


1. ProtocolConfig
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2. SnmpConfig


3. CommStrings


4. Add


5. Edit


6. Save


◆ Account
After logging into the device, device is entered into following menus for changing the 
community strings:


1. SwitchConfig


2. AdminConfig


3. UserName


4. Edit


5. Save


6. Password


7. Save


Multi-config files
Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SNMP/TFTP,
HTTP/TFTP


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No
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OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP
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Motorola BSR


This chapter contains the following topic:
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Motorola BSR Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) BSR64000, BSR1000 and OSR2000


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.1.1.14P03C.KRCU 4.2.0.08P07.H20.KRCU


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH.TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Supported


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1/V2, Account, Privilege


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands
Standard quick commands, View Routes, View ARP, View 
Interfaces, View Processor CPU.


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP 


• sysObjectID MIB scalar is retrieved and checked for the RiverDeltaNetworks 
enterprise value (4981):


– The value is used as an enumeration to identify the product, documented in 
$VOYENCE_HOME/package/pkgxml/ MotoBSRChassisTypes.xml.


– If the resulting product name is longer than one character, and sysServices MIB 
scalar has bit 3 set, discovery is successful.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture 
◆ Terminal


• running-config : show running-config


• startup-config :   show startup-config.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• running-config: copy running-config tftp://<serverIPAddress >/<Filename>


• startup-config: copy startup-config tftp://<serverIPAddress >/<Filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Running/startup configuration is sent line-by-line to the device.


Credential management 
◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <communityString> ro


• snmp-server community <communityString> rw


• no snmp-server community <communityString>


◆ Account


• password telnet 


• username <newUserName> password <password>


• username <username> privilege rw


◆ Privilege


• enable password <newPassword>


• enable secret <newPassword>


Operating System management
◆ dir
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◆ copy <fromPath> <toPath>


◆ delete


◆ update chassis <imageFile>


◆ show update status


◆ show chassis status


◆ dir all


◆ boot system


Device monitoring
◆ show running-config


◆ show startup-config


◆ password telnet


◆ snmp-server community


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip-route


◆ show arp


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ show process-cpu


◆ enable [password | secret]


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII TELNET, SSH,
TELNET/TFTP,
SSH/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII TELNET, SSH,
TELNET/TFTP,
SSH/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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MRV LX Terminal Server


Features available


Discovery/identity methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


SNMP
◆ sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.33


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) All LX Series Models


Operating System and Firmware Versions All LX Series Models


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH, TELNET/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1/V2, Account, Privlige


Operating System Management Protocols TFTP


Quick Commands Standard quick commands.


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ sysDescr contains “LX Remote Presence Manager”


◆ Model from OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.33.100.1.1.12.0


◆ OSversion from OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.33.100.1.1.4.0


◆ Serial number from OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.6.1


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• save configuration network <filename> <serverIPAdress>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• load configuration from network <filename> <serverIPAdress>


Credential management
◆ SNMP 


• config snmp <ro | rw > client 15 255.255.255.255


• config snmp <ro | rw > client 15 mask 0.0.0.0


• config snmp <ro | rw > client 15 community <newSnmpCommunity>


• config snmp <ro | rw > client 15 version v2c


• save config flash


◆ Account


• config subscriber <newUser> password <password>


• config no subscriber <oldUser>


• save config flash


◆ Privilege


• config password <newPrivPassword>


• save config flash


Operating System management
◆ update ppciboot <imaegRepo> image name <imageName>


◆ save config flash


Device monitoring
◆ show system stat


◆ show system char
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◆ config subscriber


◆ config snmp


◆ config subscriber


◆ save configuration


◆ load configuration


◆ ping


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-Config 
Files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Text-config Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII TELNET/TFTP,
SSH/TFTP


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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NetCache


Features available


Discover/Identity methods 


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP 


Device Type ContentCache


Specific Model(s) C1200


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1/V2, Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands


System config, SysConfig, Setup 
diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT setup


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysDescr contains NetApp


• Model C1200 exists in NetCacheModels.xml


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class:


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• running-config : pullrun_cmd


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• running-config : "priv set diag" and "batch on" commands are sent to enter into 
priv mode and start a new batch. Then configuration is sent line by line to the 
device.


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• show config.snmp.communities Account :


• config.snmp.communities = <newSnmpROCommunity>


◆ Account: Only admin/user password can be changed


• passwd <new password>


Device monitoring
◆ show config.snmp.communities


◆ sysconfig


◆ priv set diag


◆ batch revert


◆ batch on


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-Config 
Files Push Pull


Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy To 
Start


ASCII Telnet, SSH
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Netopia R7000 Series


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device:


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) R7000 series (R7200, R7220, R7231)


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols TELNET, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP V1/V2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands View ARP


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysDescr contains Netopia


• sysDescr contains R7200 or R7220 or R7231


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• running-config : send tftp config <tftp server IP> <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Term/TFTP


• Running : receive tftp config < tftp server IP> <filename>


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• snmp community ro <community string>


• snmp community rw <community string>


◆ Account


• user <user name> <password>


• no user <old user name>


Device monitoring
◆ send tftp config


◆ receive tftp config


◆ show arp


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-Config 
Files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following are existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 


◆ Push of binary-config reboots the device automatically without any warning.


Attributed Data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 54
Nokia Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Nokia IP ................................................................................................................  604
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Nokia IP


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains "Nokia" or "nokia" or "IPSO" or "NOKIA"


Device Type Firewall


Specific Model(s)
IP260, IP265, IP350, IP355, IP380, IP385, 
IP390, IP45, IP560, IP1220, IP1260, IP2255


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH/SCP, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP, SSH, Telnet 


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not available


Quick Commands View Interfaces, View ARP, View Routes


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are pulled via supported 


file transfer mechanisms using UNIX file commands.


Configuration deploy
◆ UNIX file commands are used to push the files back.


◆ The files listed in the Multi-Config Files section for this device are retrieved via 
supported file transfer mechanisms.


Credential management
◆ Account


• dbpasswd <oldUser>  <newPassword> <oldPassword>


◆ SNMP


• clish -c 'add snmp community <newSNMPCommunity> read-only'


• clish -c 'add snmp community <newSNMPCommunity> read-write'


Device monitoring
◆ clish -c 'add snmp community …'


◆ clish -c 'copy….'


◆ reboot


◆ ifconfig


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ arp


◆ netstate
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


$base_dir/conf/netso.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/objects.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/InternalC
A.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/snmp.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/SDS_obje
cts.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/classes.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/lea_serve
r_unification_sche me.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/log_unifi
cation_scheme.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/newobjec
ts.C


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/refs.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/tables.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/userdef.C Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cpha.con
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cphaprob
.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP
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$base_dir/conf/cpmap_c
onfig.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cpmap_o
psec.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cpmap_r
ulebase.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cp.lf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/product.c
onf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/fwauthd.
conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/fwopsec.
conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/slapd.co
nf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/smtp.con
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/omi.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/threshold
s.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/fwmusers Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/gui-client
s


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/external.i
f


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cp.licens
e


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/masters Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


$base_dir/conf/*.W Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


/config/active Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/state/* Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/serverkey
s.*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/database/* Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/fwauth.N
DB


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/fwauth.k
eys


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/rulebase
s.fws


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/cp.licens
e


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/conf/sic_polic
y.conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/database/cpri
d/cprid_keys/*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


$base_dir/database/cpri
d/cprid_util_keys/*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No
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Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 55
Nortel Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Nortel Alteon.........................................................................................................  612
◆ Nortel Router.........................................................................................................  616
◆ Nortel Baystack.....................................................................................................  620
◆ Nortel BoSS Switch ...............................................................................................  623
◆ Nortel Contivity .....................................................................................................  626
◆ Nortel Multi-Service Switch ...................................................................................  630
◆ Nortel Passport 8600 ............................................................................................  634
◆ Nortel 4500 Switch ...............................................................................................  638
◆ Nortel Passport 1648 ............................................................................................  642
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Nortel Alteon


Features available


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s)
184, 180e, 2208, 2216, 2216 E, 2424, 2424 SSL, 3408, AD3, 
AD4, ASF-5009-X305, iSD SSL, Application Switch 5224XL 


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


Application Switch 5224XL


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, SSH, Telnet 


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not available


Quick Commands View Interfaces, View ARP, View Routes


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .1.3.6.1.4.1.1872. 1.13.3.5.1 


• sysDescr value contains "Alteon" or "Nortel Application Switch"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Telnet and SSH


• /cfg/dump


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• /cfg/ptcfg tftpIpAddress remoteFilename -tftp -mgmt


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• The driver tests for ALTEEON-TIGON- or ALTEON-CHEETAH-MIB support and uses 
corresponding MIB values to pull the configuration.


Configuration deploy
◆ Telnet and SSH


• Commands are issued to the command line interface and the results are scanned 
for errors.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• /cfg/gtcfg tftpIpAddress remoteFilename -tftp -mgmt


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• The driver tests for ALTEEON-TIGON- or ALTEON-CHEETAH-MIB support and uses 
corresponding MIB values to push the configuration.


Credential management
◆ Account


• /cfg/sys/radius/cur


• /cfg/sys/tacacs/cur


• /cfg/sys/access/user/admpw


◆ SNMP


• /cfg/sys/ssnmp/ r comm <newCommunityString>


• /cfg/sys/ssnmp/ w comm <newCommunityString>
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Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ exit


◆ save


◆ apply


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SNMP/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ No restrictions are enforced on password length.


◆ For terminal pushes, the script configuration line is skipped.


◆ Configuration management using SSH/TFTP or Telnet/TFTP exhibits problems for push, 
depending on OS version.


• For example, the Main menu is displayed and Error: Successful is reported, but the 
configuration changes are ignored.


◆ Depending on the running software version, the following commands generate errors 
and must be removed or commented out for a push to be successful using terminal.


• tnet ena


• /cfg/sys/sshd/ena


• /cfg/sys/sshd/on
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Nortel Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) AN, ARN, BCN, BLN, ASN, Passport 2430, Router 5580, Router 5430


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


15.4.0.1, 15.4.0.2, 15.4.2.6


Communication Protocols Telnet/FTP, Telnet 


Configuration Files 
Content


ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify 
Methods


SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System 
Management Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands View Memory, View ARP, View Routes


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysServices value is 0x04


• sysObjectID value contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.18.3"


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
Following are the commands or processes used to "pull" a configuration from your device.


◆ Terminal


• show config -all


◆ Terminal/FTP


• Determine directory and FTP using the directory number


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Pushes the config one line by line.


◆ Terminal/FTP


• Determine directory and FTP put using the directory number


Credential management
◆ Account


• password


• <oldPassword>


• <newPassword>


• <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• snmp


• community <newCommunity>


• access read-only | access read-write


• manager address 0.0.0.0


Operating System management
◆ compact <volume>


◆ tftp get   <serverLocation> <srcFilename> <volume>: <destFilename>


◆ rm <partition> <filename>


◆ delete <partition> <filename>
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◆ tftp put <serverIPAddress> <imageSlot> <name > <backupFileName>


◆ ftp get <serverIPAddress>  <name > <imageSlot> <backupFileName>


Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ reset


◆ more off


◆ exit


◆ show ip arp


◆ show console version


◆ history


◆ show process memory total


◆ show hardware memory


◆ show ip route


◆ config


◆ config -force


◆ bcc


◆ back


◆ show config -all


Multi-config files


The following files are used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Binary config Yes Yes Save 
Configuration


Binary Telnet/FTP


text config Yes Yes Save 
Configuration, 
Reboot


ASCII Telnet


config report No Yes NA ASCII Telnet/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No
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Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Issue: Pushing Command using Configlet is displaying as completed with a warning 
message when the Push type is Push to Run.


◆ Resolution: Config pushes to the ARN must be executed using the Telnet mechanism. 
The configuration, which is modified and pushed, must be a configuration pulled 
using Telnet. 


An ARN config pulled using Telnet, can be edited, and will not have binary data 
displayed at the bottom of the configuration. 


A configuration pulled using Telnet/TFTP, will have the text string 
<VoyenceControl_Config_file><FilePath>Text Config</FilePath><humanReadable 
editable="false"<>![CDATA[ displayed at the top of the configuration, and will have 
binary data present at the end of the configuration. 


This configuration can not be edited, as indicated by the humanReadable 
editable="false" string.


The Telnet/TFTP config should be pushed back to the ARN device for rollback only.


File System Information Yes No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Nortel Baystack


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains "BayStack" or "Ethernet Switch +4[67]0 - (24|48)T"


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 450, 410 350, 350-12T, 380-24F 


Operating System and Firmware Versions 4.0.2.2, 4.4.0.6, 4.5.1.1


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, SSH, Telnet 


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management Protocols TFTP


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID is 1.3.6.1.4.1.45


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Tftp the config file with Menu based options


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Walk on the OIDs and create the config file


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Tftp back the config file with Menu based options.


Credential management
◆ Account


• Select the proper option from the Menu and send the new password


◆ SNMP


• Select the proper option from the Menu and send the newCommunity String


Operating System management
◆ Get into Software Download Menu, send the filename and TftpServer information.


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Binary config Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Text config No Yes NA ASCII SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


SNMP config No Yes NA ASCII SNMP/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Cut-thru needs to be recorded so it can be sent as a termlet


◆ Push of binary-config reboots the device automatically without any warning


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No Yes


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No Yes
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Nortel BoSS Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)


BPS 2000, Baystack 460 & 470, 2550T, 
2550T-PWR,3510-24T, 4524GT, 4526FX, 4526GTX, 
4526GTX-PWR, 5650TD


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.1.4.11, 3.6.03, 3.5.0.58


Communication Protocols Telnet/TFTP, Telnet, SNMP/TFTP, SSH/TFTP 


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• sysDescr value contains "Ethernet Switch 470" or "Ethernet Switch 460" or 
"BayStack 470" or "BayStack 460" or "Business Policy Switch 2000" or "Ethernet 
Routing Switch 55" or "Ethernet Routing Switch 2550T-PWR" or "Ethernet Routing 
Switch 2550T-PWR (Stack Enabled)" or "Ethernet Routing Switch 4524GT" or 
"Ethernet Routing Switch 4526FX" or "Ethernet Routing Switch 4526GTX" or 
"Ethernet Routing Switch 4526GTX-PWR" or "Ethernet Routing Switch 5650TD" or 
"Ethernet Switch 3510-24T"


• sysObjectID value contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.45.3"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy [config|running-config] tftp address <ServerIPAddress> filename <filename>


◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Walk on the OIDs and return the config.


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Replace "ip bootp server disabled" to "ip bootp server disable" and "\r" to "" in the 
config file.


• Push the config back one line by line and check for the errors.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp config address <ServerIPAddress> filename <filename>


Credential management
◆ Account


• cli password ?


• cli password [stack|switch] telnet local


• cli password [stack|switch] serial local


• cli password [stack|switch] rw admin <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newSnmpROCommunity> ro


• snmp-server community <newSnmpRWCommunity> rw


Operating System management
◆ download address <TftpServerAddress> [image|diag] <filename> 
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Device monitoring
◆ conf t


◆ en


◆ exit


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Binary config Yes Yes NA Binary Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Text config Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


SNMP config No Yes NA ASCII SNMP/TFTP


Atributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No Yes


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No Yes
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Nortel Contivity


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Vpn Concentrator


Specific Model(s)
600 1000, 1010, 1050, 1100, 15XX 1600, 1700, 1740, 
1750, 2000, 2500, 2600, 2700, 4500, 4600


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


4_70.119


Communication Protocols Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, SSH, Telnet 


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• Get the EnterpriseOid from sysObjectID


• The above EnterpriseOid should be same as the EnterpriseOid mentioned in the 
models file i.e. 1.3.6.1.4.1.2505 


• Use the sysObjectID to get various models from models file 


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• term paging off


• show running


◆ Terminal/FTP


• Setup the FTP context


• Delete the existing config file with the command del
/system/runconf/voyence.cli


• Generate running config file with the command show running file-url


voyence


• FTP the config file to NCM


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/FTP


• Delete the existing config files from the device 


• FTP the config file from NCM to the device.


Credential management
◆ Account


• adminname <UserName> password <Password>


◆ SNMP


• show snmp get-host


• snmp-server get-host <IPAddress> <newSnmpROCommunity> enabled
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Operating System management
◆ dir


◆ dir <partition-name> SYSTEM


◆ show status statistics system file-system


◆ retrieve software <FTP server IP> version <OS Version> path <image file name> uid 
<username> password <password> recurse


◆ boot system <new-OS-version> recurse


Device monitoring
◆ exit


◆ end


◆ term paging off


◆ show running


◆ dir …


◆ delete <filename>


◆ retrieve software <serverLocation> version <SwVersion> path <srcFileName> uid 
<userName> password <password> recurse


◆ del 


◆ show snmp get-host


◆ snmp-server get-host <IPAddress> "<newSnmpROCommunity>" enabled


◆ boot system <newOsVersion> recurse


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running-configuration Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No
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Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Nortel Multi-Service Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Carrier Passport" string


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 7480, 15000, 20000, Nortel Carrier Passport


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols Telnet/FTP, Telnet 


Configuration Files Content ASCII, ASCII XML


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.562"


• sysServices is Layer2 and Layer3 


◆ Terminal


• system name is extracted from display -notabular mod nodeName. It must have 
nodeName = systemName content.


• chassis serial number is derived from display -notabular vr/* ip If/. It must have 
hardwareAddress = value. the "-" characters are removed and the remaining 
content is used as-it-is.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/FTP


• FTP the config file to NCM


• copy pr


• save -ascii pr


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/FTP


• save -ascii -f(voyence_install) pr


• FTP the config file from NCM to the device.


Credential management
◆ Account


• add Ac Userid/<newUserName>


• set Ac Userid/<newUserName> password <newPassword>…


• del ac userid/<oldUser in uppercase>


◆ SNMP


• set Vr/… <newCommunityString>,viewIndex 1,accessMode readOnly,…


Device monitoring
◆ display FileSystem


◆ d -notab shelf
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◆ d -notabular vr/* ip if/"<DEVADDR>


◆ d -notab sw avl


◆ d -notabular shelf card/* memoryCapacity, memoryUsage


◆ display -o prov


◆ exit


◆ act pr


◆ save pr


◆ commit pr


◆ confirm pr


◆ quit


◆ d -o pr


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/FTP


Startup Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes No Yes
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Known issues


The following device issues that been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Chassis serial number using terminal may change based on hot-sparing behavior for 
control processor switchover, since it is based on the hardwareAddress information of 
the active CP


◆ Model information using terminal is based on the following criteria:


• display -noTabular Shelf shelfType is fabricBasedShelf for Passport 
15000 and 20000, and busBasedShelf for Passport 7400


• display -noTabular Shelf slotConfiguration is 40G for Passport 15000


◆ O/S version using terminal depends on the base_ naming convention of the software 
distribution in the output of the display -noTabular Sw avl command


◆ The current version of the device driver pulls more than one configuration file and 
stores it internally with XML sections as a single "running configuration". The user 
must exercise special care if any changes are made in the Configuration Editor to 
avoid corrupting the contents prior to a push.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Nortel Passport 8600


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)
1050, 1200, 1250, 8106, 8110, 8310, 8603, 8606, 
8610


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


3.5.1.0, 3.5.3.0, 3.7.2.0


Communication Protocols Telnet/TFTP, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, SSH 


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands View Sys Info


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• sysServices is Layer3


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.2272"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• config cli more false 


• show config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy /flash/[config.cfg | boot.cfg] <ServerIPAddress>:<filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy <ServerIPAddress>:<filename> /flash/[config.cfg | boot.cfg]


Credential management
◆ Account


• config cli password rwa <newUserName>


• <oldPassword>


• <newPassword>


• <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• config sys set snmp community [ro | rw] <newCommunityString>


Operating System management
◆ copy <TftpserverLocation>:<srcFileName> /<partition>/<destFileName>


Device monitoring
◆ save config


◆ dir


◆ config cli more false|true
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◆ show tech


◆ save bootconfig


◆ save config


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show sys info


◆ boot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII Telnet, SSH


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


boot.cfg Yes Yes Reboot ASCII Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes
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Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


Nortel Passport 8600 - Syntax/Constraint Violations 


◆ Passport configurations may contain syntax or other constraint violations that prevent 
the configuration from being pushed to the device. These syntax constraint violations 
are part of the configuration retrieved from the device. Be aware you may have to 
correct the constraint violations when configuration pushes occur. 


The Schedule Manager shows the last ten lines of the configuration push, including 
the devices response to aid in this effort. 


Nortel Passport 8600 - Unable to Config Push to Nortel Passport 8600 


◆ Some of the commands in the Nortel Passport 8600 device require privileged 
permission to modify. Access using the RWA (Read Write All) account is required. If 
one attempts to push the running config with a lower privileged account (e.g. 
Manager) the push will fail. 


For example the mac-flap-time-limit is a privileged command and attempting to push it 
causes the Nortel Passport 8600 device to give a Permission Denied error.


Nortel Passport 8100 - Config Push fails


◆ Issue: When executing a configuration push to the Nortel Passport 8000 Series 
device, the configuration push may not be successful due to lines present in the 
device configuration that are not valid configuration commands for the device.


◆ Resolution: Determine the correct device configuration command for that particular 
configuration entry, and then push this command using the Configlet Editor.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Nortel 4500 Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 4550T, 2526T-PWR, 4526T-PWR, 4550T-PWR, 4548GT-PWR


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


5.1.2.004


Communication Protocols Telnet/TFTP, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, SSH 


Configuration Files 
Content


ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Not available


Discovery/Identify 
Methods


SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System 
Management Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands View Routes, View ARP, View Interfaces


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Ethernet Routing Switch"


• sysObjectID must map to a model in NortelSwitch4500.models


◆ Terminal


• the session banner must contain the model name as well as "Ethernet Routing 
Switch"


• Model name must map to a sysObjectID fragment in NortelSwitchModels.xml


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy [running-config | config] tftp address <ServerIPAddress> filename <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• [(configure network) | (copy tftp config)] address <ServerIPAddress> filename 
<filename>


Credential management
◆ Account


• cli password read-write <password>


• username <username> <password> rw


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community "<newCommunityString>" [ro | rw]


Device monitoring
◆ terminal length 0


◆ terminal width 132


◆ show system verbose
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◆ show tech


◆ show ip


◆ show interfaces verbose


◆ show running-config


◆ copy running-config tftp address remoteIpAddr filename remoteName


◆ copy config tftp address remoteIpAddr filename remoteName


◆ configure network address remoteIpAddr filename remoteName


◆ copy tftp config address remoteIpAddr filename remoteName


◆ write memory


◆ show ip default-gateway


◆ show arp-table


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support..


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running-config Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


startup-config Yes Yes NA Binary Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes Yes Yes
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Known issues


The following device issues that have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ The read-only account (typically RO) cannot be used for device management since it 
cannot be promoted to read-write status. Most commands will fail with Invalid input 
as a result.


◆ The device driver supports one set of account and SNMP credentials per device. This is 
a limitation of the device architecture.


◆ The delay in pulling and pushing binary configurations appears to be directly related 
to the number of switches in the stack.


◆ Pushing a binary configuration is service-affecting: other connected sessions will hang 
during the file transfer, and the device will reboot without any confirmation.


◆ Push of startup-config reboots the device automatically.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Nortel Passport 1648


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 1648T


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


Not available


Communication Protocols Telnet/TFTP, SSH/TFTP, Telnet 


Configuration Files 
Content


ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Syslog, SNMP Traps


Discovery/Identify 
Methods


SNMP


Credential Management Not available


Operating System 
Management Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• The OSI layer 3 bit (0x04) is set in sysServices


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.43" or "1.3.6.1.4.1.2272.44"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• upload configuration <ServerIPAddress> <filename>


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• download configuration <ServerIPAddress> <filename>


Device monitoring
◆ logout


◆ upload configuration <ServerIPAddress> <filename>


◆ download configuration <ServerIPAddress> <filename>


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support..


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No
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Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ This device driver does not presently support command-line configuration command 
pushes. As a result, configlets and remediation are not supported.


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ OneAccess OneOS ................................................................................................  646
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OneAccess OneOS


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) OneOS


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


OS11


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, 
ARP,interfaces,routes


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains .13191.1.1.70


◆ Terminal:


• Output of "show version" contains model name and software version.


• Output of "show device" contains hostname.


• Output of "show system status" contains serial number.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• user add <user> <password> administrator


• user delete <user>


• user password <password>


◆ SNMP


• snmp set-read-community <newCommunity>


• snmp set-write-community <newCommunity>


• no snmp set-read-community


• no snmp set-write-community


Device monitoring
◆ Show system status


◆ Show version


◆ Show device


◆ Show interfaces
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◆ Show routes


◆ Show arp


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show running-config


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


running Yes Yes No TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ OpenGear ACM50XX .............................................................................................  650
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OpenGear ACM50XX


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 


Device Type Linux Server


Specific Model(s) ACM50xx


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


3.4.0-uc0


Communication Protocols SSH/SCP 


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SSH


Credential Management Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Interfaces,
Ping,
Traceroute


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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device.


◆ SSH/TELNET


• Command check_version should provide output string “OpenGear”.


• Command “hostname” should provide hostname of the device


• Command “hostid” should provide device serial number


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ ASCII config


• ASCII config is pulled using SSH/SCP


◆ Binary config


• Binary config is pulled using SSH/SCP, following are commands:


• config -e $Basedir(default:/etc/config)/backup.opg


• scp <remote file > <local>


• rm /etc/config/backup.opg


Configuration deploy
◆ ASCII config


• Text configuration data can be pushed using SSH/SCP 


◆ Binary config


• Binary config is pushed using SSH/SCP to the managing Device Server, following 
commands are executed:


• ssh <localfile> <remote file>


• config -t /etc/config/backup.opg(To verify opg status)


• config -i /etc/config/backup.opg


Credential management
◆ Account


• Account role is supported only for non root users


• For root user only password can be changed, following are the commands used:


• config -g config.users (to get user id)


• config -s config.users.<userID>.username = <new user>


• config -P config.users.<userID>.password
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Operating System management
◆ Not supported


Multi-Config Files


The following files are used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Pulling “backup” configuratio will save a file in 
$Basedir(default:/etc/config)/backup.opg.


◆ backup.opg will be deleted from device after pulling data


◆ Push of backup will apply changes only if backup.opg is not corrupt


◆ Push of backup will apply the changes if file is not corrupt


◆ Push and pull is not tested with telnet/tftp


◆ If backup.opg file already exists it will be moved to backup-<timestamp>.opg file


◆ If backup.opg file already exists and permission is not there to remove or rename, pull 
job will fail.


Multi-Config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


/etc/config/config.
xml


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


backup Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes No


Interfaces Yes No


Memory Yes No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No
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Overture Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Overture NC ..........................................................................................................  654
◆ Overture NG ..........................................................................................................  657
◆ Overture NP ..........................................................................................................  662
◆ Overture 1400.......................................................................................................  667
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Overture NC


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) ISG 45+, 34, 45, 140, 180, 140V, 180V


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


8.1.0.22.6, 9.1.0.9


Communication Protocols SNMP/FTP 


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP


Quick Commands View Interfaces


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access No


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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• The sysObjectID OID must be accessible from the device agent.


• The serial number must be available at 1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.2.10.1.2


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ ASCII config


• Text config is captured using SNMP get requests


◆ Binary config


• Binary config is pulled using anonymous FTP access to the managing Device Server


• FTP access is initialized using SNMP requests


Configuration deploy
◆ ASCII config


• Text configuration data can be pushed using Config or Configlet editor using SNMP 
set messages 


• User must have knowledge of what SNMP oids are writeable and can be pushed. 
User must adhere to the format of the pulled text config lines.


◆ Binary config


• Binary config is pushed using anonymous FTP access to the managing Device 
Server


• FTP access is initialized using SNMP requests


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• new read-only and read-write communities are set using SNMP set requests


Operating System management
◆ OS upgrade is done using anonymous FTP access 


◆ FTP access is initialized using SNMP requests


Multi-Config Files


The following files are used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-Config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Text config Yes Yes NA ASCII SNMP/FTP


Binary config Yes Yes NA Binary SNMP/FTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ SNMP/TFTP is displayed in the user interface for communication, configuration 
capture, configuration deploy, and software upgrades, although the device driver 
actually uses SNMP/FTP. 


◆ The get ARP command can return a warning message for an unavailable MAC address 
due to incomplete MAC address entries.


◆ During text configuration pulls, errors or warnings can display for the SNMP OIDs due 
to the SNMP OIDs not being populated for that device. 


◆ The device file system is unavailable, resulting in a temporary file-system being used 
for OS upgrades.


◆ Push of binary-config reboots the device automatically without any warning.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Overture NG


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) ISG6000


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


9.1.0.80.1, 10.1.0.46


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Traps, Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


FTP, SCP


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• The sysObjectID OID must be accessible from the device agent.


• The serial number must be available at 1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.2.11.1.2.3.1.8


◆ Terminal


• Description or hostname must contain the model information as a string ISG6000.


• Serial number must be available through information command.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration


◆ Terminal/FTP


• show config tofile


• show config file:///tmp/config.txt


• FTP config file to NCM


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/FTP


• FTP/SCP the config file from the NCM to the device 


• playback <config file> 


Credential management
◆ Account


• account


• show


• password <userName> <newPassword>


• create <userName> <password> <accessLevel>


• no account <userName>


• account <username>


• password <password>


• securitylevel security
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• commit


◆ SNMP


• snmp


• V2


• show community-list


• community-list create [read | write] <newCommunityString>


• community-list delete <index>


• no community-list <index>


• commit


Operating System management


◆ The device can download images to its flash using SSH/Telnet and FTP/SCP. The 
device must be rebooted to activate the flash image.


• The device provides a FTP server but an FTP client is not supported for the device, 
to start a FTP session. The FTP session must be started from the device server. 


• The image should be copied into the $TFTPHOMEDIR directory on the device server. 
The image path should be relative to the $TFTPHOMEDIR directory. For example, if 
the image is in /tftpboot/ftp/image/isg6k_app.ovn.9.1.0.80.1 then the path for 
the image name in the operating system inventory should be ftp/image/ 
isg6k_app.ovn.9.1.0.80.1.


• While using the server for the operating system update, only the mechanism is 
used. The ftp username and password must be the same as the device account 
credentials.


Device monitoring
◆ back


◆ config


◆ main


◆ cli


◆ no more


◆ more


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ information


◆ show config


◆ image install


◆ image switch


◆ show configuration
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◆ show config tofile


◆ restore-defualts


◆ reboot


◆ info


Multi-Config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


Multi-Config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


text config Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ No command exists to show the model information using term. When discovering 
using term, System Description or Hostname should contain the string ISG6000.


◆ The device does not disclose file system information. A dummy file-system is used for 
operating system upgrades.
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Overture NP


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) ISG 2200, ISG 5100


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


8.1.0.22


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands View Interfaces, View Routes, View ARP


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• The sysObjectID OID must be accessible from the device agent.


• The serial number must be available at .1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.2.1.3.2.1.3.1


• The model must be available using OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.7950.2.1.3.2.1.4.1


• The ipTable(.1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20) must be supported by the device agent


◆ Terminal


• The information command must list the following non-blank information:


– Model Name under Board Type.


– Serial Number under Main Board ESN.


• The System Object ID must map to the model name in OvertureModels.xml.


• The following commands must return valid interface information:


– port show all status


– interface show ifall


– interface show ifName


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• configuration display


◆ Terminal/FTP


• configuration save-remote


• FTP config file to NCM using anonymous FTP access


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/FTP


• FTP the config file from the NCM to the device 


• configuration restore-remote 


Credential management
◆ Account


• account show


• account password <userName> <newPassword> <newPassword>
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• account create <userName> <accessLevel> <newPassword> <newPassword>


• account delete <username>


◆ SNMP


• mgmt snmp v2only community-list show


• mgmt snmp v2only community-list create <newCommunityString> access-level 
[read | write]


• mgmt snmp v2only community-list delete entry-name <oldString>


Device monitoring
◆ mgmt cli-output set off


◆ mgmt config-server show


◆ port show all status


◆ interface show ifall


◆ information


◆ slot show cards


◆ mgmt contact show


◆ mgmt location show


◆ mgmt description show


◆ mgmt name show


◆ configuration save-remote


◆ configuration restore-defaults


◆ configuration restore-remote


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ interface show ifall


◆ iproute show


◆ arp show


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Text config Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


Binary config Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Non-volatile storage and filesystem information are not obtainable using SNMP or the 
command line interface for the 8.1.0.22 software version. A placeholder is returned 
with the flash partition name, but size and usage are not listed.


◆ The configuration restore-defaults command is not used as part of pushing a text 
configuration, since in almost all cases the managing Device Server will not be on the 
same subnet as the device. This command clears all settings except for the in-band IP 
address, which can result in loss of connectivity. As a result, some configuration 
commands may be listed with warnings in the job results, since these settings are 
already present.


◆ Certain commands in the mgmt category are listed with a # prefix in the resulting text 
configuration, although these commands are legal from the command line interface 
when the prefix is omitted. These commands are skipped during a configuration push 
because the device treats this character as an invalid command.


◆ An FTP transfer service must be configured for this device. 


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes Yes


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ The binary configuration push is service-affecting, since the configuration 
restore-remote command reboots the device after receiving the configuration from the 
Device Server.


◆ The managing account for the device must have an access-level of security or 
SNMP/Account Rolls cannot be performed. 


◆ Account rolls transfer the access level of the original account to the new one when the 
names change.


◆ Default accounts cannot be removed. This impacts account credential rolls in the 
following ways:


• Jobs that define new, equivalent accounts will show a message in the scheduler 
that the old account cannot be removed.


• Jobs that use a default account as the new account name will simply change the 
password of this account before removing the non-default account.
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Overture 1400


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) Overture 1400


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


12.1.0.36


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet, SNMP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Yes


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View Diagnostic Setup, 
Setup NAT, View NAT Setup, View Diagnostic, Interface


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains .1.3.6.1.4.1.7950


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show system" contains host name, os version and model name.


• Output of "info" contains serial.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running Configuration


– show configuration


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


Credential management
◆ Account


• account <user>


• password <password> 


• securitylevel administrator


• commit


Operating System management
◆ A dummy file system is created to support OS upgrade


◆ Commands used for OS upgrade are


• image install ftp://<user>@<ftp server ip>/<image>


• image install scp://<user>@<scp server ip>/<image>


◆ Copy OS image not supported. Only full install supported.


◆ Reboot after OS upgrade makes use of ‘image switch’ and makes the newly installed 
OS as the primary OS.
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Device monitoring
◆ show system


◆ info


◆ show interface


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show configuration


◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Running 
Configuration


Yes Yes Yes TEXT SSH,Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 59
Packeteer Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Packeteer PacketShaper .......................................................................................  672
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Packeteer PacketShaper


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s)


Packetshaper 1000. Packetshaper 1400, 
Packetshaper 1500, Packetshaper 1550, 
Packetshaper 1700, Packetshaper 2000, 
Packetshaper 2500, Packetshaper 2550, 
Packetshaper 3500, Packetshaper 4000, 
Packetshaper 4500, Packetshaper 6500, 
Packetshaper 7500, Packetshaper 8500, 
Packetshaper 9500, Packetshaper 10000


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/FTP, Telnet/FTP 


Configuration Files Content ASCII XML


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Quick Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• The sysObjectID OID must contain "1.3.6.1.4.1.2334".


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/FTP


• The following commands are executed from a command prompt:


– mkdir 9.258/VOYENCE (if needed)


– setup capture complete 9.258/VOYENCE/ASCIICFG.CMD


– config save 9.258/VOYENCE/CONFIG.LDI


– cp 9.256/CFG/SETTINGS.CFG 9.258/VOYENCE/SETTINGS.CFG


– zip -rq 9.258/voyence/PLG.ZIP 9.256/PLG


• The above files are then transferred, using the device's built-in FTP server, from the 
9.258/VOYENCE/ directory to the device server.


• The files are then base64 encoded (if binary) and merged into a single XML 
document for storage in the configuration database.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/FTP


• The XML document is retrieved from the configuration database and separated 
into four discrete files.


• The ASCIICFG.CMD file is a human-readable version of the binary configuration, 
and can not be restored, so it is discarded.


• The remaining three files are transferred to the 9.258/VOYENCE/ directory.


• The following commands are run:


– cp 9.258/VOYENCE/CONFIG.LDI 9.256/CFG/CONFIG.LDI


– setup load 9.258/VOYENCE/SETTINGS.CFG


• The device prompts for a reboot after loading SETTINGS.CFG, and the driver 
answers yes to the prompt.
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• The PLG.ZIP file, which is a zipped archive of the plug-ins directory is left in the 
9.258/VOYENCE/ directory, and not processed in any way. The system 
administrator can select to restore this file manually if needed.


Credential management
◆ Account


• setup password touch


• <oldPassword>


• <newPassword>


• <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• setup snmp [look | touch] <newCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ unit show 


◆ reset


◆ ping


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII Telnet, SSH, 
Telnet/FTP,  
SSH/FTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot Binary SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No
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Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 60
Palo Alto Firewall Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Palo Alto Firewall ..................................................................................................  678
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Palo Alto Firewall


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Firewall


Specific Model(s) PAN 5050, 5020, 4050, M-100


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


5.0.2, 6.0.2


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands ARP, Interface, Routes, Ping, Traceroute


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• SsysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.3


• sysDescr contains "PA-4000" or "PA-5000"


• OS version is available from .1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.1.2.1.1.0 OID.


• Serial number is available from .1.3.6.1.4.1.25461.2.1.2.1.3.0 OID


◆ Term


• Output of "show system info" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "show system info" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "show system info" contains the software version.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal 


• show config candidate


• show config running


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• set deviceconfig system snmp-setting access-setting version v2c 
snmp-community-string <newCommunity>


• delete deviceconfig system snmp-setting access-setting version v2c 
snmp-community-string


◆ Account 


• set mgt-config users <user> permissions role-based superuser yes


• set mgt-config users <user> password


• delete mgt-config users <user>


• set mgt-config users <user> password


Device monitoring
◆ Show system info


◆ commit


◆ exit


◆ configure


◆ show arp all


◆ show interface all


◆ show routing route
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◆ request restart system


◆ show config candidate


◆ show config running


◆ set cli pager off


◆ set cli pager on


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running No Yes TEXT SSH, Telnet


startup No Yes TEXT SSH, Telnet


setmoderunning No Yes TEXT SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Known Issues
The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ Push via configlet is only supported for set commands.


◆ Credential roll is not tested for M-100 device
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CHAPTER 61
Paradyne Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Paradyne 9100 .....................................................................................................  684
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Paradyne 9100


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 9100


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


02.02.03


Communication Protocols Telnet


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration No


Push configuration No


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysDescription contains "Paradyne iMarc" (case-insensitive)


• serial number and system name are valid


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Credential management
◆ Account


• Access "Main menu"


• Go to "Add new account" menu


• Enter <userName>


• Enter <Password>


• Save


• Go to "Main Menu" again and delete the <oldUser> with menu options


◆ SNMP


• Access "Main menu"


• Go to the menu to change the community


• Enter <newSNMPCommunity>


• Save


Device Data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No
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Known Issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Memory and non-volatile information are not supported by the device SNMP agent. 
These values are defaulted to 0.


◆ The text ## no configuration support ## is listed in place of the device configuration.


◆ SNMP credentials cannot be changed if SNMP is disabled.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Patton Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ SmartNode Router.................................................................................................  688
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SmartNode Router


Features available


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


SN1200, SN1400, SN2300, SN2400,SN2802, SN2805, 
SN2821, SN2835, SN4112-JS, SN4112-JO, SN4114-JS, 
SN4114-JO, SN4116-JS, SN4116-JO, SN4118-JS, 
SN4118-JO, SN4524-SN4834-JS, SN4522-SN4832-JS, 
SN4526-SN4836-JS, SN4528-SN4838-JS,, 
SN4524-SN4834-2JS2JO, SN4526-SN4836-4JS2JO, 
SN4528-SN4838-4JS4JO, SN4114-2JS2JO, SN4116-4JS2JO, 
SN4118-4JS4JO, SN4522-SN4832-JO, SN4524-SN4834-JO, 
SN4526-JO, SN4528-JO, SN4552, SN4562, SN4554, 
SN4564, SN4908-JS, SN4912-JS, SN4916-JS, SN4924-JS, 
SN4932-JS, SN4634, SN4638, SN46385BIS, SN4654-C, 
SN4658-C, SN4654-D, SN4658-D, SN4654-T, SN4658-T, 
SN4654-K, SN4658-K, SN4654-AA, SN4658-AA, 
SN4654-AB, SN4658-AB, SN4654-G, SN4658-G, SN4635, 
SN4639, SN4655-AA, SN4659-AA, SN4655-AB, 
SN4659-AB, SN4655-G, SN4659-G, SN4960-1E15V, 
SN4960-1E24V, SN4960-1E30V, SN4960-4E15V, 
SN4960-4E24V, SN4960-4E30V, SN4960-4E48V, 
SN4960-4E60V, SN4960-4E96V, SN4960-4E120V, 
SN4961-1E15V, SN4961-1E24V, SN4961-1E30V, 
SN4961-4E15V, SN4961-4E24V, SN4961-4E30V, 
SN4961-4E48V, SN4961-4E60V, SN4961-4E96V, 
SN4961-4E120V, SN4908-JO, SN4912-JO, SN4916-JO, 
SN4924-JO, SN4932-JO, SDTA


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


R5.2


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands View Interfaces, View Routes, View ARP, Resync


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes
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Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.1768.100."


• sysDescr contains "SN46.+Hardware Release [0-9]+ Version [0-9]+, Software"


◆ Terminal


• Get the model Number from the output of show version command by matching the 
regular expression "Product[ ]*[Nn]ame +: +(.+)$"


• Get the Hostname from the output of show snmp command by matching the 
regular expression "hostname +: +(.*)$"


• Get the Chassis Serial Number from the output of show version command by 
matching the regular expression "Serial[ ]*[Nn]umber +: +(.+)$"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


• copy startup-config tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


Cut-Through Access No


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes


Features Available Support 
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• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename> running-config 


• copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename> startup-config 


Credential management
◆ Account


• administrator <username> password <password>


• no administrator <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> ro


• snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> rw


Operating System management
◆ copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<imageName> flash


Device monitoring
◆ show memory stat


◆ show ip interface


◆ reload forced


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip route


◆ show arp


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Atributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Radware Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Radware WSD Load Balancer.................................................................................  694
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Radware WSD Load Balancer


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectIDs contains ".1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.(2|3|4)"


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) All Web Server Director models


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands
View Interfaces, View Routes, View ARP, Resync 
To Storage, View CPU Processes, Reboot Unit


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• OS version is available from .1.3.6.1.4.1.89.2.4.0 OID


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• system config immediate


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• manage tftp file-type set cli


• manage tftp config-file put <filename> <serverIPAddress>


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Issue command system paste-config start


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


• Issue command system paste-config stop


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• manage tftp file-type set cli 


• manage tftp config-file get <filename> <serverIpAddress> 


Credential management
◆ Account


• manage user table add <username> -pw <password>


• manage user table del  <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• manage snmp community create <newSnmpCommunity> -n 
<newSnmpROCommunity> -sn [public | private]


• manage snmp community del <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ reboot


◆ logout


◆ manage terminal more-prompt set off


◆ ping
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◆ trace-route


◆ net 12-information


◆ net route table


◆ system os cpu


◆ system os tasks


◆ net arp table


◆ system file-system files sync


◆ disable


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Radware Switch V2


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• SysObjectIDs contains .1.3.6.1.4.1.89.1.1.62.21


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) AppDirectorGlobalwithCookiePersistency


Operating System and Firmware Versions 2.14.06


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands ARP, Interface, Routes


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• OS version is available from .1.3.6.1.4.1.89.2.4.0 OID


◆ Terminal


• Output of "system device-info" contains model name and serial number.


• Output of "system device-info" contains hostname of the device.


• Output of "system device-info" contains the software version.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• system config immediate


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• system config download <filename> <ipaddr> regular


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Issue command system paste-config start


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


• Issue command system paste-config stop


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• system config upload replace <filename> <ipaddr>


Credential management
◆ Account


• manage user table add <username> -pw <password>


• manage user table del  <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• manage snmp community create <newSnmpCommunity> -n 
<newSnmpROCommunity> -sn [public | private]


• manage snmp community del <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ reboot


◆ logout
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◆ manage terminal more-prompt set off


◆ pingshow route-map


◆ show arp


◆ write memory


◆ trace-route


◆ net 12-information


◆ net route table


◆ system os cpu


◆ system os tasks


◆ net arp table


◆ system file-system files sync


◆ disable


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA TEXT SSH, 
Telnet,SSH/TFTP.
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No
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Known Issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ TFTP has not been tested.


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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This chapter contains the following topic:
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Redback SmartEdge


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.2352


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) SE800, SE800e, SE400


Operating System and Firmware Versions SEOS-6.1.3.7


Communication Protocols
Telnet, SSH, Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP, Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, Privilege, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysDescr value contains "SmartEdge OS"


◆ Terminal


• Output of "show version" contains "SmartEdge OS"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• Running Configuration


– show configuration


• Saved Configuration


– show configuration <savedConfigFile>


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• Running Configuration


– save configuration <filename> -noconfirm


– copy <filename> tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>//tftpboot/<filename>


• Saved Configuration


– Get the name of the saved configuration


– copy <saved_filename> tftp://<SERVERIPADDR>//tftpboot/<saved_filename>


◆ Terminal/FTP and Terminal/SCP


• Running Configuration


– save configuration <filename> -noconfirm


– FTP/SCP config file to NCM


• Saved Configuration


– Get the name of the saved configuration


– FTP/SCP saved config file to NCM


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp://<SERVERIPADDRESS>//tftpboot/<filename> /flash/<savedFileName> 
-noconfirm 
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• reboot 


◆ Terminal/FTP and Terminal/SCP


• FTP/SCP the config file from the NCM to the device as saved configuration 


• reboot


Credential management
◆ Account


• configure


• context local


• administrator <username> password <password>


• no administrator <oldUser>


• end


◆ SNMP


• snmp community <community> view InternetView read-only|read-write 


• no snmp community <oldSnmpCommunity>


• end


Operating System Management
Not available


Device monitoring
◆ show version


◆ show chassis


◆ show hardware


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show configuration


◆ show arp-cache


◆ show ip interface


◆ show memory


◆ reboot
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known Issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
Configuration


Yes Yes Copy to Saved ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


Saved 
Configuration


Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH/FTP, 
Telnet/FTP, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP, 
SSH/SCP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ Push and pull via FTP, SCP and TFTP protocols not tested as the ports are not opened at 
the device side.
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This chapter contains the following topics:
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Redline RDL3000


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


Device Type Wireless Access Point


Specific Model(s) RDL3000


Operating System and 
Firmware Versions


5.20.99


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet, SSH/TFTP, SNMP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change 
Notification (Events)


NA


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands


View Interfaces,
Ping,
Arp,
Traceroute


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP:


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.10728.


• sysDescr contains “Redline”.


• OS version is available from .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.9.1.3.1 OID.


• Serial number is available from .1.3.6.1.4.1.10728.2.1.1.1.1.0 OID.


◆ SSH/TELNET


• Output of “show stats” contains serial number.


• Output of “get swver” contains the software version.


• Output of “get radiotype” contains the model name.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ ASCII config


• Terminal:


– script


• Terminal/TFTP:


– script <SERVERIPADDR> <LOCALFILE>


Configuration deploy
◆ ASCII config


• Terminal:


– Issue command save force


– Push by sending each line through the command-line interface.


– Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential management
◆ Account


• user add <user> admin


• user del <user>


◆ SNMP


• snmpcommunity add <newCommunity> r


• snmpcommunity add <newCommunity> rw
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• snmpcommunity del <oldCommunity>


Operating System management
◆ Not supported


Device Monitoring
◆ show config


◆ get radiotype


◆ get swver


◆ show stats


◆ save config


◆ reboot


◆ arp print


Multi-Config Files


The following files are used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ TFTP has not been tested with device


Multi-Config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Memory No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes
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This chapter contains the following topic:
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Riverbed Steelhead


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


Steelhead100, CX755X, 1050X, 2050X, 5050X, 550X, 
CX1555X, CX5055X, CX555X, CX555M, EX1160X, 
EX760X, 250X, CX7055X, CX255X, 6050X, 7050X


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


7.0.3a


Communication Protocols SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, Resync, View Interfaces, View Routes, 
View Arp


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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device.


◆ SNMP


• The sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.17163"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration running


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <username> password 0 <password>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <snmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ config terminal


◆ exit


◆ no cli session paging enable


◆ configuration write


◆ reload


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show interfaces brief


◆ show ip route


◆ show arp
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
In most cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


Riverbed Steelhead


◆ There is no support for sysServices (standard MIB scalar). The sysServices variable 
must be edited in stdlib/stdmib.inc and be made a standard snmp type instead of a 
snmpcached type.


◆ The sysObjectID represents a vendor, not the model identification.


◆ Configuration management using file transfer is not currently supported, since the 
results are a binary database.


Multi-Config Files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ There is no known support for configuration changes using SNMP traps or syslog 
facility.


◆ There is no SNMP support for hardware inventory, for example ENTITY-MIB. 
Information is taken from the HOST-RESOURCES-MIB, which does not support 
parent/child relationships.


◆ The device family does not currently support creation or management of individual 
accounts.
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Riverstone Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Riverstone Router..................................................................................................  718
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Riverstone Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)


RS 500, RS 1000, RS 2000, RS 2100, RS 3000, RS 
8000, RS 8600, RS 32000, RS 38000, RSLA 1100, 
RSLA 1200, RSLA 1500


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Traps, Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, Privilege, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Not Available


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands No


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Riverstone Networks"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy startup to tftp-server


• copy active to tftp-server 


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp to scratchpad 


• copy tftp to startup


Credential management


◆ Account


• system set user <username> password <password> privilege 0


• system set password login <password>


• no system set user <oldUser> password <oldPass> privilege 0


◆ Privilege


• system set password enable <newPrivilegePass>


◆ SNMP


• snmp set community <newSnmpCommunity> privilege (read | read-write)


• no snmp set community <oldSnmpCommunity> privilege (read | read-write)


Device monitoring
◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ cli set terminal rows 0


◆ show frame-relay map


◆ clear counters


◆ show diag


◆ show process cpu


◆ show management event


◆ copy active startup
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◆ configure


◆ exit


◆ reboot


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ show ip route


◆ show arp


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 68
RuggedCom Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ RuggedCom RS900 ...............................................................................................  724
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RuggedCom RS900


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s)
RS900G, RS900G-24-D-2SFP, RS900G-24-P-2SFP, 
RS900GNC-24-D-2SFP


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


v3.8.4


Communication Protocols SNMP, TELNET, TELNET/TFTP, SSH, SSH/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Trap


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management SNMP v1/v2c, Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


NA


Quick Commands Ping


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP:


• sysObjectID value contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.15004.2.1


• Serial number is retrieved from .1.3.6.1.4.1.15004.4.2.3.1.0


• sysName will be used for discovery


◆ Terminal:


• NA


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• dir


• type config.csv


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• dir


• tftp <Server IP Address> put config.csv <configfile name>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/TFTP


• dir


• tftp <Server IP Address> put config.csv <configfile name>


Credential management
◆ SNMP


• sql SELECT * FROM vacmSecurityToGroupCfg WHERE Name = 
<oldSnmpCommunity>


• sql INSERT INTO vacmSecurityToGroupCfg SecurityModel,Name,Group VALUES 
snmpV2c, <newSnmpCommunity>, <oldGroupName>


• sql SELECT * FROM snmpV3UsersCfg WHERE Name = <oldSnmpCommunity>


• sql INSERT INTO snmpV3UsersCfg Name, IP Address, Auth Protocol, Priv Protocol, 
Auth Key, Confirm Auth Key, Priv Key, Confirm Priv Key VALUES 
<newSnmpCommunity>, <IP Address>, <Auth Protocol>, <Priv Protocol>, <Auth Key>, 
<Confirm Auth Key>, <Priv Key>, <Confirm Priv Key>


• sql DELETE FROM snmpV3UsersCfg WHERE Name = <oldSnmpCommunity>


• sql DELETE FROM vacmSecurityToGroupCfg WHERE Name = <oldSnmpCommunity>


◆ Account


• sql UPDATE passwordCfg SET Admin Username <NewuserName>
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• sql UPDATE passwordCfg SET Admin Password <password>, Confirm Admin 
Password <password>


Operating System Management
NA


Device monitoring
◆ dir


◆ arp


◆ version


◆ type config.csv


◆ ping <ip address>


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET,SSH,TELNET/
TFTP, SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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Known Issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Being a menu based device, only discovery using SNMP is supported.


◆ There is no post operation as the device reboots itself after a configuration push.


◆ Interfaces pull is supported using SNMP only.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 69
Samsung Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Samsung Router ...................................................................................................  730
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Samsung Router


Features available


Discovery/Identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) iBG1000, iBG2006, iBG2016


Operating System and Firmware Versions iBG1000_Advanced_1.6.1.4.Z


Communication Protocols SSH/Telnet,  Telnet/FTP, SSH/FTP


Configuration Files Content Text


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, Traceroute, Setup Diagnostic, View 
Diagnostic Setup, Setup NAT, View NAT 
Setup, View Diagnostic,Route,ARP, 
Interfaces


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysObjectID value contains .236.4.1.12.1.4


• Get serial number from 1.3.6.1.4.1.236.4.1.12.2.1.1.5.1.4.1


◆ Terminal


• The output of show system configuration contains model name and serial number.


• The output of show hostname contains hostname of the device.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal: 


• show run no_pageBreak


• show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• FTP startup config file to device.


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal (only for single config file)


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


◆ Terminal/TFTP


Config files can be pushed to the device as startup-configuration-properties file.


• FTP  the config file from the NCM to the device .


Credential management
◆ Account


• user <username> level <level> password <password>>


• no user <oldUser> 


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <community> ro|rw 


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ show version


◆ show system configuration


◆ show hostname


◆ ping


◆ trace
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◆ show run no_pageBreak


◆ show startup-config


◆ show arp


◆ show route-map 


◆ show ip interfaces brief 


◆ show snmp status


◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running 
Configuration


Yes Yes Copy to 
Startup 


TEXT SSH, 
Telnet,SSH,Tel
net/FTP


Startup 
Configuration


Yes Yes Reboot TEXT SSH, 
Telnet/FTP,SS
H,Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes
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Known issues


Samsung iBG1000 does not support PUSH opertaion to push existing configurations 
changes through Config mode.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 70
Siemens Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Siemens Router.....................................................................................................  736
◆ Siemens hiX56xx DSLAM ......................................................................................  740
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Siemens Router


Features available


Discovery/Identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Siemens" or "Efficient".


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 5851, 5871, 5940


Operating System and Firmware Versions 6.1.064


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.1548"


◆ Terminal


• The output of version command contains "^((Siemens|Efficient) ([0-9]+) .*)$".


• The output of sys name command contains "System name: <(.*)>".


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal: (only for single config files)


• system configlist all


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy <filename> tftp@<serverIPAddress>:<localFilename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal (only for single config file)


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp@<serverIPAddress>:<localFilename> <filename> 


Credential management
◆ Account


• user set password <username> <password>


• user delete user <username>


• user add user <username> <password> super enable


• system admin <username>


• save


◆ SNMP


• system community|writecommunity <newCommunity>


• save


Device monitoring
◆ version


◆ sys name


◆ msfs
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◆ sys name


◆ sys contact


◆ sys location


◆ ifs


◆ ipifs


◆ eth list


◆ exit


◆ boot


◆ ping


◆ dir


◆ system configlist all


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Config Yes Yes Save Config, 
Reboot


ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Text Config Files Yes Yes Save Config, 
Reboot


ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Binary Config Files Yes Yes Save Config, 
Reboot


Binary SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No
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Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Siemens hiX56xx DSLAM


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "^hiX56[0-9][0-9]"


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) 5635


Operating System and Firmware Versions R1.5


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Privilege, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands
View Routes, View ARP, View Interfaces, 
Resync


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.6296"


◆ Terminal


• Get the model number from the output of show system-version command by 
matching the regular expression "hiX([^/]+)/".


• Get the MAC Address from the output of show interface mgmt command by 
matching the regular expression "address is ([0-9a-f\\.]+)$".


• Get the Hostname from the output of show running-config hostname command by 
matching the regular expression "hostname +(.*)$".


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


Configuration deploy


◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential management
◆ Privilege


• passwd enable <newPrivPass>


◆ SNMP


• snmp community ro|rw <newSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ terminal length …


◆ enable


◆ exit


◆ configure terminal


◆ end


◆ copy running-config startup-config


◆ reboot


◆ ping
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◆ show ip route database


◆ show interface


◆ show arp


◆ show flash


◆ show memory


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation
Content 
Type Protocols


Running-config Yes Yes Copy To Start ASCII SSH, Telnet


Startup-config No Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ As of system version R1.5, the configuration that is output from a show running-config 
or show startup-config cannot be pushed back to the device without significant 
editing, due to the following:


• Commands that enter a subconfiguration editor, but do not exit from the 
subsection appropriately.


• Commands that exit too many times from a subsection, ending configuration mode 
entirely, and thereby causing subsequent commands to fail.


– Too many exit commands example:


ip dhcp option82 policy drop
!
!End of DHCP daemon's configuration
!
! --- eqm - BEGIN ------------------
configure terminal
rack alarm-severity-profile 1
...
card alarm-severity-profile 17 1
exit <<< Exit Config Mode
! --- eqm - END---------------------
!
no debug red-mgr
sw-keepalive
...
!
End <<< Exit Config Mode, too many times.


• Use of EXEC mode syntax in configuration mode commands. For example, our test 
device produces the following (abridged) config:


¢EXEC mode command example:
!configdb_version 1
hostname SG1-ARC146-VIL
terminal length 0 <<<This is an EXEC mode command.
login accounting-mode none
bridge
! start> --- tracelevel submodules swchd ---
debug switch vlan 3


◆ Startup configuration can be changed only by use of the Copy to Start functionality 
after pushing to the running configuration.
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CHAPTER 71
SourceFire Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Sourcefire 3D Sensor ............................................................................................  746
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Sourcefire 3D Sensor


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Other


Specific Model(s) 3D Sensor 2100


Operating System and Firmware Versions 4.8.0 -12


Communication Protocols SSH, SSH/SCP


Configuration Files Content ASCII, Binary


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog


Discovery/Identify Methods Terminal


Credential Management Account


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands


Ping, View Description, View Model, View 
OsVersion, View SerialNo, Up Time, View 
Interfaces, View Routes, View Arp, View Memory 
Information, View File System Information, View 
Hardware Inventory


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ Terminal


• /etc/sf/model.conf file must contain the model information as a string 3D Sensor 
2100.


• Serial number must be available through hostid command.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• configuration files are pulled using standard unix commands


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• configuration files are pushed using standard unix commands


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd


• <password>


• <password>


Device monitoring
◆ df -akT 


◆ cat /proc/meminfo


◆ hostname


◆ grep …


◆ uname -a


◆ cat …


◆ hostid


◆ lspci


◆ ifconfig -a


◆ uptime


◆ reboot
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation
Content 
Type Protocols


/etc/ldap.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/modules.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/my.cnf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/nsswitch.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/passwd Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/resolv.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/shadow Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/syslog.conf Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/cron.d/sfcronta
b


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/openldap/ldap.
conf


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/pam.d/system-
auth


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/ssh/sshd_confi
g


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/sysconfig/* Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/sysconfig/netw
ork-devices/*


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/* Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/de_init Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/eula.agree Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/initial_install
.dat


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/feature/* Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/keys/*.pkcs1
2*


Yes Yes NA Binary SSH/SCP


/etc/sf/keys/*.pkcs1
2*


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sfcron.d/* Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sf/managed/* Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sf/peers/sftunn
el-status


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sf/peers/manag
ed


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. In most 
cases, a resolution is included to address the issue.


◆ SNMP is not supported.


/var/sf/remediations
/*


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sf/rules/* Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sf/time_series/
*


Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


/var/sf/snorty/* Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH/SCP


Multi-config files Push Pull Post Operation
Content 
Type Protocols


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes No


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Starent Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Starent PDSN ........................................................................................................  752
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Starent PDSN


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) ST16, ST20, ST40, ASR5000


Operating System and Firmware Versions Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols Not Available


Quick Commands
Ping, Traceroute, View Interfaces, View Routes, 
View Arp, Set Num Backups Kept


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• Get the Chassis Type from ".1.3.6.1.4.1.8164.1.1.10.0" OID and determine the 
model on the basis of that.


Device Operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• save configuration /flash/<filename> -noconfirm verbose


• show file url /flash/<filename>


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• save configuration tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename> -noconfirm verbose


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Credential management
◆ Account


• config


• context local


• administrator <userName> password <password>


• no administrator <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• config


• snmp community <newSnmpCommunity> read-only|read-write


• no snmp community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ config 


◆ reload -noconfirm


◆ directory …


◆ show resources cpu


◆ context local


◆ end


◆ term length 0
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◆ show boot initial-config


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip interface


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered within other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ When running config is pushed it is automatically copied to startup config.
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CHAPTER 73
Symbol Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Symbol WS-2000 ..................................................................................................  758
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Symbol WS-2000


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Symbol WS"


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) Symbol WS-2000


Operating System and Firmware Versions 1.5.0, 1.5.1, 2.0.0, 2.0.1, 2.0.2


Communication Protocols SNMP/TFTP, SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification (Events) Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management Protocols TFTP


Quick Commands Device Uptime, Interface Summary


Features Available Support 


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.388"


• sysServices is 0x2


◆ Terminal


• Get model from the output of summary command by matching the regular 
expression "([[:alnum:]]+) firmware version "


• Get the Serial number from the output of show wan command by matching the 
regular expression "ethernet address.*:.*([0-9A-Fa-f]{12})"


• Get the system name from the output of the show all command by matching the 
regular expression "system name *: *(.+)$" 


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Server IP Host (a.b.c.d)


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.6.1.0


• TFTP Operation


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.4.1.0


– unspecified;
– ftpSrvToSwitch;
– ftpSwitchToSrv;
– tftpSrvToSwitch;
– tftpSwitchToSrv;


• Filename


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.4.3.0


• Start the transfer


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.4.4.0


• Operation count


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.4.5.0


• Operation result string


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.4.6.0


• Operation success string


– 1.3.6.1.4.1.388.11.2.2.4.7.0


• Terminal


– system


– config
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– export terminal


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• system


• config


• set server <serverIPAddress>


• set file <filename>


• export tftp


Configuration deploy
◆ SNMP/TFTP


• Same as mentioned in case of 'Configuration Capture' section  


◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• system


• config


• set server <serverIPAddress>


• set file <filename>


• import tftp


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd admin


• <oldPassword>


• <newPassword>


• <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• system


• snmp


• access


• delete v1v2c <communityIndex>


• add v1v2c <newSnmpCommunity> ro|rw <communityOID>


• save
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Operating System management
The Symbol Device Driver supports OS upgrade and downgrade using telnet and SSH login 
protocols and FTP/TFTP file transfer mechanisms. 


The Symbol firmware releases 1.5.0, 1.5.1, 2.0.0, and 2.1.0 have all been qualified and 
tested with the upgrade/downgrade process. One issue was found when completing an 
upgrade or downgrade between the 2.0.0 and 2.1.0 releases using the SSH protocol. 


The Symbol device 2.0.0 and 2.1.0 firmware returns different fingerprints for the RSA key. 
Therefore, after the upgrade/downgrade, attempts to login using SSH will fail, due to the 
key exchange. 


From the application, the per/downgrade will show Failed, based on failure to login 
following the device reboot, due to SSH host key verification. Suggestions for managing 
this issue are as follows.


◆ If possible at your site, using telnet for the OS upgrade/downgrade between 2.0.0 and 
2.1.0 allows the process to proceed normally and return status of the state of the 
device. 


◆ If using SSH for OS upgrade, check the error status looking for a successful upload, 
followed by an SSH failure to connect. This is the failure signature indicating the RSA 
key mismatch between firmware releases. 


◆ In either case, you need to update the SSH host key database on the HP device server 
to regain access to the device. 


• For Linux and Solaris Servers: The SSH key database is located in the 
~root/.ssh/sshhostkeys file.  Edit the sshhostkeys file, and remove the entry 
associated with the Symbol device based on IP address.  


• For Windows Servers: The host key database is maintained in the Registry, in the 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Voyence\Control\SshHostKeys folder. Using 
the regedit utility, remove the entry associated with the Symbol device based on IP 
address.


Device monitoring
◆ system


◆ exec df -T


◆ summary


◆ stats


◆ show wan


◆ system


◆ show all


◆ restart


◆ config


◆ list v1v2c


◆ save
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SNMP/TFTP, 
SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 74
Tasman Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Tasman Router......................................................................................................  764
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Tasman Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s)
1004E, 1001, 1002, 1002E, 1200, 1200C, 1200E, 1200EC, 
1250, 1400, 1400E, 1450, 4100, 4102, 6300


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


Not Available


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Syslog, Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods Terminal, SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


TFTP


Quick Commands
Resync, Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Arp, View 
Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management Yes


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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◆ SNMP


• sysDescr contains "Tasman" or sysObjectID contains ".3174.1." or  ".562.73."


◆ Terminal


• Get the Hostname from the output of show hostname command by matching the 
regular expression "[Hh]ost[Nn]ame: (.*)".


• Get the Model from the output of show system configuration command by 
matching the regular expression "Model Number: *(.*)".


• Get the sysObjectID from models file 


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


• show configuration running


• show configuration stored


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• save network <serverIPAddress> <filename>


• file upload flash_file <serverIPAddress> system.cfg <filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• file download <serverIPAddress> <filename> system.cfg


• configure network


• <serverIPaddress>


• <filename>


Credential management
◆ Account


• admin_name <userName>


• password
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• <userName>


• <oldPassword>


• <newPassword>


• <newPassword>


◆ SNMP


• no community <oldSnmpCommunity> ro | rw


• community <newSnmpCommunity> ro | rw


Operating System management
◆ file download <serverIPAddress> <srcFilename> <destFilename>


Device monitoring
◆ show run 


◆ show system configuration


◆ dir


◆ configure term


◆ exit


◆ show hostname


◆ show version


◆ show system memory


◆ show system flash


◆ show interface …


◆ ping


◆ race


◆ show ip routes


◆ show arp


◆ show system diagnostics
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


Tasman Family of Devices


◆ Tasman uses the concept of account levels. Currently, devices get Auto Discovered 
with low level accounts, but can not successfully complete a Pull. To Pull devices, you 
must ensure the devices are setup with Level 1 accounts.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Tasman TIOS 


◆ Tasman TIOS does not allow changing the Admin Name using SSH. You must use 
TELNET.
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CHAPTER 75
Telco Devices


This chapter contains the following topics:


◆ Telco Switch..........................................................................................................  770
◆ Telco T-Metro ........................................................................................................  774
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Telco Switch


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) T5CL3-24G 256M, T-Marc-250, T-Marc-254


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


T5CL3-24G 256M: BinOS 6.5.5 
T-Marc-250: BinOS 6.6.3.4 
T-Marc-254: BinOS 6.6.3.4


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, Privilege, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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◆ SNMP


• sysObjectID contains either 1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.10 or 
1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.17


• Serial Number is retrieved from OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.3.1.0


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config  upload-to <serverIPAddress> <filename>


• copy startup-config  upload-to <serverIPAddress> <filename>


Configuration Deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config download-from <serverIPAddress>  <filename>


• copy startup-config download-from <serverIPAddress>  <filename>


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <userName> password <password> <password> group administrators


• no username <oldUser>


• Privilege


• enable password <newPrivPassword> <newPrivPassword>


◆ SNMP


• Get the commands from "running-config" for adding Snmp Community string and 
send those.


• no snmp-server user <oldString>


• no snmp-server access-list <oldString>
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Device monitoring
◆ no terminal length 


◆ terminal length 0


◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ exit


◆ configure terminal


◆ show running-config


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip route


◆ show ip interface


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support..


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Either Telnet/TFTP or SSH/TFTP must be enabled to push configurations. Commands 
issued to the CLI do not merge with the running configuration.


◆ The Configuration Editor does not analyze the content for the type of line termination. 
To insert blank lines in banner pages, at least one space-character must be present.


◆ Account and privilege password management is present but unverified.


◆ SNMP credential rolls require non-blank credentials.


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Telco T-Metro


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Switch


Specific Model(s) T-Metro 256M


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


7.0.R2


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, Privilege, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Routes, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.1.16


• Serial Number is retrieved from OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.738.1.5.100.1.3.1.0


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy running-config  tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


• copy startup-config  tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename> running-config


• copy tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename> startup-config


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <userName> password <password> <password> group administrators


• no username <oldUser>


◆ Privilege


• enable password <newPrivPassword> <newPrivPassword>


◆ SNMP


• Get the commands from "running-config" for adding Snmp Community string and 
send those.


• no snmp-server user <oldString>


• no snmp-server access-list <oldString>


Device monitoring
◆ no terminal length 


◆ terminal length 0
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◆ enable


◆ disable


◆ exit


◆ configure terminal


◆ show running-config


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip route


◆ show ip interface


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support. .


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Startup Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No
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Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Either Telnet/TFTP or SSH/TFTP must be enabled to push configurations. Commands 
issued to the CLI do not merge with the running configuration.


◆ The Configuration Editor does not analyze the content for the type of line termination. 
To insert blank lines in banner pages, at least one space-character must be present.


◆ Account and privilege password management is present but unverified.


◆ SNMP credential rolls require non-blank credentials.


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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CHAPTER 76
Vanguard Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Vanguard Router ...................................................................................................  780
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Vanguard Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) 3410


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


V7.1.R00A_@Seven_3400


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet No
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• sysObjectID contains 1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.3410


• Serial Number is retrieved from OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.449.2.1.1.2.2.3.0


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/TFTP:


• tftp getscript <filename> <serverIPAddress>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP: 


• tftp setscript <filename> <serverIPAddress>


Credential management
◆ Account


• Go to Main Menu and select the option "Update system parameters" to change the 
password.


◆ SNMP


• Go to Main Menu and select the option "Configure" to change the snmp community


Device monitoring
◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ show ip route


◆ show ip interface


◆ show arp
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support..


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Only one session can be logged into the device at a time.


◆ SNMP community string changes require a reboot per credential to take effect.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes NA ASCII TELNET, SSH, 
TELNET/TFTP, 
SSH/TFTP


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes


Interfaces No Yes


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No Yes


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


No Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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Vyatta Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Vyatta Router ........................................................................................................  784
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Vyatta Router


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) ROUTER


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


VC5.0.2


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet, SSH/TFTP, Telnet/TFTP


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, View Interfaces, View Routes, View Arp


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• Get the Model based on sysObjectID from the models file


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.30803"


• sysDescr contains "[Vv]yatta"


• Get the Hostname


◆ Terminal


• The output of show version command matches to "(?i)^Copyright:\\s+.*Vyatta" 
regular expression


• Get model from the output of #VyattaRouter# command by matching the regular 
expression "#(VyattaRouter)#"


• Get the sysObjectID based on Model from models file


• Get the Serial number from the output of show interfaces ethernet eth0 | match 
ether command by matching the regular expression "/ether +([a-fA-F0-9:]{17})"


• Get the Hostname from the output of the show configuration |match host-name 
command by matching the regular expression "host-name +(.+)$" 


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show configuration all


• cat /opt/vyatta/etc/config/config.boot


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• save tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


• tftp -p -l /opt/vyatta/etc/config/config.boot -r /<filename> <serverIPAddress>


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


◆ Terminal/TFTP


• load tftp://<serverIPAddress>/<filename>


• tftp -g -l /opt/vyatta/etc/config/config.boot -r <filename> <serverIPAddress>


Credential management
◆ Account


• set system login user <userName>
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• set system login user <username> full-name "<userName> -IonixNCM-"


• set system login user <username>  authentication plaintext-password <password>


• set system login user <username> level admin


◆ SNMP


• set protocols snmp community <newSnmpCommunity>


• edit protocols snmp community <newSnmpCommunity>


• set authorization ro | rw


• top


• delete protocols snmp community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ show system memory


◆ df -k


◆ save


◆ reboot


◆ show interfaces detail


◆ show version


◆ show arp


◆ show ip route


◆ ping


◆ traceroute


◆ terminal length …


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support..


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running Yes Yes Copy to Start ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP


startup Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH, Telnet, 
SSH/TFTP, 
Telnet/TFTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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CHAPTER 78
Wilibox Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Wilibox WILI-S.......................................................................................................  790
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Wilibox WILI-S


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Wireless Access Point


Specific Model(s) RDAT-81


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


WILI-S 5.24, WILI-S 5.26


Communication Protocols SSH


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands View Status, View Interfaces


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysDescr contains "WILIBOX"


• sysObjectID contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.22972"


◆ Terminal


• Get model from the output of status command by matching the regular expression 
"Hardware revision: +(\\S+)"


• Get the MAC Address from the output of status command by matching the regular 
expression "([0-9a-fA-F\:]{17})"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Send individual lines of configuration to a temporary file.


• After an entire configuration file is sent, the temporary file is verified to exist and 
have a non-zero size.


• The temporary file is copied to the system configuration file, /tmp/system.cfg.


• The configuration is written to flash using the sysconf -w command.


Credential management
◆ Account


• passwd


• <oldPassword>


• <newPassword>


• <newPassword>


Device monitoring
◆ ifconfig -a


◆ show


◆ exit


◆ status
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Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support..


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following details existing device issues that have been discovered with other releases. 
A resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ A configuration capture shows what is in flash on the device. This device requires a 
reboot for configuration changes to take effect, therefore the flash may not always 
reflect what is currently running. 


◆ Issue: SNMP credential changes are not supported, due to lack of command line 
support in the device. 


Resolution: Change the SNMP credentials within the configuration file.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull


Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


Running Yes Yes Reboot ASCII SSH


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes Yes


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ Issue: Account changes are limited to the password changes of existing accounts. New 
account creation is not supported, due to the lack of command line support in the 
device. 


Resolution: Edit the configuration file with the appropriate lines to create new users. 
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CHAPTER 79
Zeus Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Zeus Load Balancer...............................................................................................  796
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Zeus Load Balancer


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ Terminal


Device Type Load Balancer


Specific Model(s) Zeus Traffic Manager


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


6.0


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods Terminal


Credential Management Not Available


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Standard Commands


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets Yes


Credential Management No


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• Get model, OS Version and Serial Number from the output of show Info and show 
LicenseKey


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show *


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal


• Push by sending each line through the command-line interface. 


• Release the session and throw an ERROR in the UI, if any Invalid/Unknown 
command is sent to the device.


Device monitoring
◆ System.MachineInfo.getIPAddresses


◆ System.MachineInfo.getMACAddresses


◆ show *


◆ show Info


◆ show LicenseKey


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Multi-config 
files Push Pull Post Operation Content Type Protocols


readonly Yes Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table No No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity No Yes
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Known issues


The following device issues have been discovered with other releases. A resolution is 
included to address the issue, if available.


◆ SNMP discovery is not supported on this device because the SNMPv1 agent appears 
to respond with only the system name,.


◆ An account must be created on the host operating system with the same password as 
that used for the Zeus command line interpreter (zcli). This executable must be set as 
the shell for the account login. Implementation details are not contained in this 
document


◆ Since the device runs as a service on a Linux, Solaris, or VMware-based operating 
system, account credentials cannot be managed. Support for the following commands 
was not available when the driver was developed:


• Users.addUser


• Users.changePassword


• Users.deleteUser


• Users.listUsers


◆ Device file management, backup, and restore operations are not supported, due to the 
lack of sufficient support for HTTP POST operations in the current version of the 
product.


◆ A device with an expired license key will fail discovery. This is due to the driver using 
show license to determine the license key in place of the normally blank hardware 
serial number.


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory No No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes No No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes No


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No


Attributed data Terminal SNMP
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Zyxel Devices


This chapter contains the following topic:


◆ Zyxel Prestige........................................................................................................  800
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Zyxel Prestige


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Router


Specific Model(s) p660r-61


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


V3.40(QG1)_20040824


Communication Protocols Telnet, Telnet/FTP


Configuration Files Content Binary


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Traps


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration Yes


Configlets No


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information No


SNMP Traps Yes


Syslog Yes


Rollback Yes


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet No


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID value contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.890"


• sysDescr value contains "Prestige"


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal/FTP


• FTP the configuration file rom-0 to NCM


Configuration deploy
◆ Terminal/FTP


• FTP the configuration file to the device 


Credential management
◆ Account


• sys password <password>


◆ SNMP


• Select the correct option from Menu and change the community


Device Monitoring
◆ sys atsh


◆ sys display


◆ ip ping


◆ ip arp status


◆ ip ifconfig


◆ exit


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation


Content 
Type Protocols


Configuration Yes Yes NA Binary Telnet/FTP
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Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Only Total Memory is available.


◆ The user must ensure the the push process is not interrupted as the device can be 
permanently damaged.


◆ Using SNMP, the RO/RW credential validation done can fail due to a known timing 
issue. This cannot be addressed using device driver technology.


◆ Push of configuration file reboots the device automatically.


◆ The following interface states (getInterfaces.dlg) cannot be determined from the 
command-line interface output. The default value is set to UP.


• adminState


• operationalState


• addrtype [for IpAddressAndMask field]


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes Yes


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information No No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes Yes


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware No No


Routes Yes Yes


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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ZTE Devices


This chapter contains the following topic.


◆ ZTE .......................................................................................................................  804
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ZTE


Features available


Discovery/identify methods


The following information must be available for this driver class to manage an applicable 
device.


◆ SNMP


Device Type Other


Specific Model(s) ZXA10 C300


Operating System and Firmware 
Versions


V2.6.02A.21


Communication Protocols SSH, Telnet


Configuration Files Content ASCII


Configuration Change Notification 
(Events)


Not Available


Discovery/Identify Methods SNMP, Terminal


Credential Management Account, SNMP v1/v2


Operating System Management 
Protocols


Not Available


Quick Commands Ping, Traceroute, Reboot


Features Available Support


Auto-Discovery Yes


Pull configuration Yes


Push configuration No


Configlets Yes


Credential Management Yes


Operating System Management No


Cut-Through Access Yes


Hardware Information Yes


SNMP Traps No


Syslog No


Rollback No


Quick Commands Yes


Privilege Mode Termlet Yes


User Mode Termlet Yes
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• sysObjectID value contains "1.3.6.1.4.1.3902"


• sysDescr value contains "ROS" or "ZTE".


◆ Terminal


• The output of show system-group command contains "ROS" or "ZTE" string


• Get the System ObjectId from the output of show system-group command and 
corresponding to that System ObjectId, find model from the modelsXML file.


Device operations


The following device operations must be enabled to manage an applicable device using 
this driver class.


Configuration capture
◆ Terminal


• show running-config


• show startup-config


Credential management
◆ Account


• username <username> password <password> privilege 15


• no username <oldUser>


◆ SNMP


• snmp-server community <newSnmpCommunity> ro | rw


• no snmp-server community <oldSnmpCommunity>


Device monitoring
◆ configure terminal


◆ ping


◆ trace


◆ terminal length …


◆ dir


◆ show system-group


◆ show ip interface brief


◆ show ip route


◆ show rack


◆ show shelf


◆ show card


◆ show arp


◆ exit
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◆ reboot


Multi-config files


Following are the files used when storing and revisioning multiple configuration files for 
multi-config support.


Device data


The following data represents device data per device class.


Known Issues


The following existing device issues have been discovered with other releases. A 
resolution is included to address the issue, if available.


◆ Serial Number is not available


◆ For the interfaces got via "show running-config" command, adminStatus and 
operationalStatus are not available via terminal, thus putting the default values as 
'UP' and "Down" respectively.


Multi-config files Push Pull
Post 
Operation Content Type Protocols


running No Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


startup No Yes NA ASCII SSH, Telnet


Attributed data Terminal SNMP


ARP Table Yes No


Access Control Lists No No


CAM Table No No


File System Information Yes No


Identity Yes Yes


Interfaces Yes No


Keys No No


Memory Yes No


Access Control Lists Match Counts No No


OSPF Settings No No


Physical Hardware Yes No


Routes Yes No


System Properties (Serial Number, OS 
Version, etc)


Yes Yes


VLAN Trunk Protocol No No


VLANs No No
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◆ If any config line in the pulled configuration files is more than 80 characters long, it 
gets split into two lines. As a result, the push of the configuration files results in an 
error with the message "Invalid Input". Therefore, the push action is not supported.
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		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Cisco Lightstream

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Cisco Nexus

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Cisco MGX

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Cisco MDS

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known Issues



		Cisco Wide Area Application Services (WAAS)

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Cisco Wireless LAN Controller

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Cisco GSS

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Cisco UCS

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data



		Cisco SG

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Cisco 300 Series

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Citrix Devices

		Citrix Netscaler LoadBalancer

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Covaro Devices

		Covaro switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		D-Link Devices

		D-Link xStack

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Digi Devices

		Digi ConnectPort

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Digi TransPort

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known Issues





		Dell Devices

		Dell PowerConnect

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Edgewater Devices

		Edgewater EdgeMarc Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Enterasys Devices

		Enterasys SSR

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Ericsson Devices

		Ericsson ECN Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Ericsson MSED

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Extreme Devices

		Extreme Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		ExtremeWare XOS

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		F5 Devices

		F5 Load Balancer Rev 3

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Device monitoring

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		F5 Load Balancer Rev 4

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Credential management

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		F5 Load Balancer Rev 9

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		F5 Load Balancer Rev 11

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Force10 Devices

		Force10 C-Series Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Force10 E-Series Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration capture

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Force10 S-Series Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Fortinet Devices

		Fortinet Fortigate Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Foundry Devices

		Foundry EdgeIron

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Foundry B4000

		Features available

		Discovery/identify device

		Device operations

		Configuration capture

		Credential management

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		GE Devices

		GE MDS Access Point and Remote

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Gigamon Devices

		Gigamon Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		H3C Devices

		H3C Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		H3C Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Hirschmann Devices

		Hirschmann Rail Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		HP Devices

		HP GbE2c BladeSwitch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		HP ProCurve Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		HP 3600V2 Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Huawei Devices

		Huawei Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Huawei Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Credential management

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Huawei SmartAX

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		IBM Devices

		IBM BladeCenter 1/10Gb Uplink Ethernet

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		IBM BladeCenter Virtual Fabric

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Intermec Devices

		Intermec MobileLAN

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration capture

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Juniper Devices

		Juniper ERX (E Series)

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Juniper Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Juniper EX2500 Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration capture

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Juniper Switch (EX Series)

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Juniper WXC

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known issues



		NetScreen Firewall

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Laurel Devices

		Laurel ST Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Lucent Devices

		Lucent Access Point

		Features available

		Discovery/identity methods

		Device operations

		Multiple configuration files

		Device Data





		Marconi Devices

		Marconi ASX

		Features available

		Discovery/identity methods

		Device Operations

		Device date

		Known issues





		McAfee Devices

		McAfee IntruShield

		Features available

		Discovery/identity methods

		Device operations

		Device data

		Known issues





		MDS Devices

		MDS iNet

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Milan Devices

		Milan

		Features available

		Discovery/identity methods

		Device Operations

		Device data





		Motorola BSR

		Motorola BSR Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		MRV Devices

		MRV LX Terminal Server

		Features available

		Discovery/identity methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		NetCache Devices

		NetCache

		Features available

		Discover/Identity methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Netopia Devices

		Netopia R7000 Series

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Nokia Devices

		Nokia IP

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Nortel Devices

		Nortel Alteon

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Nortel Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Nortel Baystack

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Nortel BoSS Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Nortel Contivity

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Nortel Multi-Service Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Nortel Passport 8600

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Nortel 4500 Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Nortel Passport 1648

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		OneAccess Devices

		OneAccess OneOS

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		OpenGear Devices

		OpenGear ACM50XX

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Overture Devices

		Overture NC

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Overture NG

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Operating System management

		Multi-Config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Overture NP

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Overture 1400

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Packeteer Devices

		Packeteer PacketShaper

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Palo Alto Firewall Devices

		Palo Alto Firewall

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Known Issues



		Paradyne Devices

		Paradyne 9100

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Device Data

		Known Issues





		Patton Devices

		SmartNode Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Radware Devices

		Radware WSD Load Balancer

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Radware Switch V2

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known Issues





		Redback Devices

		Redback SmartEdge

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known Issues





		Redline Devices

		Redline RDL3000

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-Config Files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Riverbed Devices

		Riverbed Steelhead

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Riverstone Devices

		Riverstone Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Credential management

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		RuggedCom Devices

		RuggedCom RS900

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known Issues





		Samsung Devices

		Samsung Router

		Features available

		Discovery/Identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Siemens Devices

		Siemens Router

		Features available

		Discovery/Identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data



		Siemens hiX56xx DSLAM

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Configuration deploy

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		SourceFire Devices

		Sourcefire 3D Sensor

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Starent Devices

		Starent PDSN

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device Operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Symbol Devices

		Symbol WS-2000

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Tasman Devices

		Tasman Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Telco Devices

		Telco Switch

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues



		Telco T-Metro

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Vanguard Devices

		Vanguard Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Vyatta Devices

		Vyatta Router

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data





		Wilibox Devices

		Wilibox WILI-S

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Zeus Devices

		Zeus Load Balancer

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		Zyxel Devices

		Zyxel Prestige

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known issues





		ZTE Devices

		ZTE

		Features available

		Discovery/identify methods

		Device operations

		Multi-config files

		Device data

		Known Issues
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